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A NEWSLETTER OF APPLIED PHILOSOPHY 
Eaiiting perindicaly thot offer o libertarion cppreach to the humonities 

ate primarily either theoreticol journcls concerned with basic principles, 

ot "peliticol ection” publicotions concerned with the immediate effects 

of governmentol policies. The Liberol Innovator will ottempt to fill what 

hos been o communicotions void by publiching articles and news reports 

dealing with edvonced UEEHcoHom of libertarian philosophy. 

Qur topics will include:  long ronge strotegies for aeguiring greater 

freedom; techniques of government having future applicobility; reports 

on experimental community developments; news of private companies 

that provide what hove troditionally been governmental services; innov- 

ationt in peronal relotionships and child development; and analyses of 

the international aspects of freedom.  The Liberal Innovator will gener- 
clly comment on only those current politicol events which are ignored by 

pro=liberal political publications but which have special long-term 

impsrtance. 

THE MEANING OF "LIBERAL" 
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, published in 1963, defines 

“liberalism" as: 

  

..... a theory in economics emphasizing individual freedom from 

restroint and usually based upon free competition, the self-regulating 
market, and the gold standard . . . . a political philosophy based on 
belief in progress, the essential goodness of man, and the autonomy 

of the individual and standing for the protection of political and 
civil liberties . . . " 

One disadvantage of the term 'liberal" is its ambiguity in current polit- 
ical usage. Most individuals who call themselves political "conserv- 

atives" are actually far less anti-liberal thanare many left-wing collect- 

ivists who ignorantly or prevaricatingly call themselves "liberals. " 

Webster's, which tends to reflect current usoge even when that usage 

represents an etymological departure, does not offer any definition of 

liberalism equivalent to: advocating government regulation of business 

and compulsive redistribution of wealth.  To equate organized coercion 

with liberty is too crude and blatant a semantic distortion to be entirely 

accidental. We suggest that commentators and writers cease corrupting 

the term "liberal" in this manner; that collectivists who continue such 

word twisting be labeled for what they are - purveyors of deliberate 

semantic distortion whose utterances are not even worthy of serious 

consideration. 

" Mote thet the antenym of “liberal " is not "conservative", it is "coercivist. " 

"Conservative" refers to adesired rate of progress; its antonym is "radical. " 

The term "conservative-liberal" is perfectly meaningful and would in the 
present world context designate an individual who advocates the slow and 
cautious achievement of greater liberty. The editorial policy of the 

Liberal Innovator will be "progressive-liberal. " 

"CREEPING CAPITALISM" PLAGUES SOVIET UNION 
  

Private enterprise is operating on a grand scale inside the Soviet Union, 
constituting an underground Soviet economy of immense proportions. 

: Private farms provide more than half the USSR's supply of potatoes, eggs, 
milk and other foods. Clandestine transportation networks criss-cross 
thousands of miles of roads, railways, and air routes. 

The reasons for the secret economy's vitality today are many. 
stem from a single central fact: the Soviet Union's official Communist 

¢ economy s beset by serious unsolved problems that create a climate in 

which private enterprise can not only subsist but blossom. Shortages 
of goods leave markets that private operators rush to fill. Administrative 
confusion leaves many officials with no reliable channels of supply 
except the underground economy. And, above all, the earnings of the 
modern Soviet citizen are so low that private business is clearly the most 
promising way of gaining material comforts. GILL CANTWELL 

But they 

STRUGGLE FOR A GREAT FRONTIER 

Unpublicized by the daily news media and unrecognized by mosr nioar- 

tarians, a pertentous struggle is underway. So far this has been a quiet 

conflict whose full significance has not been understood aven by the 

parties involved, but it is a conflict which will probably determine 

whether a great frontier remains free or issubjected to collectivism. At 

stake ore areas of the earth's surface larger than the United States and 

Europe combined - areas containing immense resources of oil, natural 

gas, and other minerals - areas productive of food - areas stategically 

located near most of the world's largest cities. 

These areas are the continental shelves - submerged lands which adjoin 

the continents. The "war" for possession of this territory involves every 

ocean, but is being dramatically summarized by happenings in the North 

Sea. 

One rparty to this struggle corsists of entrepransurs = companies haldly 

seeking to develop the North Sea without paying tribute to anyone. 

A large drilling "island", a floatable oil drilling rig, owned by American 

Overseas Petroleum Ltd., is moving to the North Sea area and is expected 

to arrive and commence operations within two months. Objective of the 

drilling firm is a large natural gas field that lies beneath the North Sea 

in the region of the Frisian Islands. 

Dutch commercial television interests are planning construction of a 
television station as an artificial island in the North Sea; without per= 

mission of or regulation by the Dutch government. The offshore plan 
was provoked by continued refusal of the Dutch government to license 
commercial television stations within Holland. 

Commercial fishermen of many nations have traditionally been attracted 

to the North Sea. Weather and water conditions in many areas are 
conducive to abundant marine life. 

Several years ago, a privately owned ship-board commerical AM radio 
station began operating in the North Sea with broadcasts beamed to 

Denmark. This audacious entrepreneur soon attracted a greater listening 

audience than his only Danish language competition = the government 
radio stations - and drew advertising from many of the leading businesses 
of Denmark.  His success was attributed to his programming - he played 
music popular with his listeners whereas the government stations broad- 

cast what censors deemed to be "good" for the people. 

In opposition to these pioneers are the governments of the nations border- 
ing the North Sea - England, Norway, Denmark, West Germany, Belgium, 

Holland, and France - who are attempting to seize portions of the North 
Sea and subject these enterprises to regulation and taxation. Sovereign 

control is being claimed under provisions of the Geneva Convention of 

Offshore "Rights" of 1958 which would extend national sovereignty 
beyond the traditional three-mile limit to include land less than 100 
meters below sea level. This convention includes a rather grotesque legal 
concept: the provisions supposedly go into "force" when 22 of the 46 
nations represented at the convention ratify the convention. Twenty one 
nations have already ratified. 

Most authorities on international law have disputed the validity of such 
pretenses to the continental shelves and have generally held thata claim 
by a state to territory is meaningful only if the state physically occupies 
the territory. 

Why are the continental shelf areas of potentially great importance tothe 
development of liberty ? Because these lands are potentially new frontiers 
and social innovations are usually pioneered in frontier societies. 
To explain: New concepts are the primary cause of major societal ad- 
vances. But concepts may exist for centuries as abstract ideas in the 

minds of a few intellectuals without altering human life. Concepts be- 
come of material importance only when they are applied - put into 
practice. And a frontiersociety -an area undergoing rapid development, 

growth, and change - is an especially favorable environment for the 
first application of new concepts. 
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Sea, and who are cursed by collectivist bure-aucruts as "pira “one 

"poachers", are unaware of the profound mor.ahty of their octs, unaw 

of the nature of their undramatic struggle with the 'forces of opp;eéilon, 

and unaware of the long-term significance of their success or fai ure.l 

Will some unknown libertarion - an individual possessing an unusua 

combination of experience, persuasiveness, and audacity - convey know- 

ledge to these men and become the "Lawrence" of the North Sea? 

THE NATURE AND PROPER USE OF ELECTIONS 

The election - a procedure for chosing the manager or course of acfion 

of o government or other organization - has been the subject of consid- 

erable controversy among applied philosophers.  The primary cause of 

this controversy is a confusion of morality with managerial procedures 

which has largely obscured the important issues. 

On one hand, unthinking worshipers of a "democratic mystique" regard 

the "will of the majority" as a very special d ty that is to be obeyed, 

never questioned; and defend blatant coercion by "democratically" 

elected governments on the grounds that the majority of the people want 

it. The basis of the "democratic mystique" is collectivist metaphysics - 

the arbitrary belief in the "society" or "collective" as a supreme being 

having goals above and beyond that of any individual in the society. 
Such a belief cannot be logically derived from self evident axioms nor 
substantiated by empirical evidence, To illustrate the consequences: 
If Hitler had conducted a referendum in Nazi Germany and the over- 

whelming majority had voted to kill the Jews (a not unlikely result 
since most of the people gladly let the Nazi propagandists do their 

thinking for them), would this morally justify the extermination? Quite 
obviously a majority vote does not constitute a rational basis for a moral 
code, 

In opposition, some well meaning individualists have denouncedelect- 
ions as intrinsically collectivist devices - inherently inferior means  of 
selecting managers that should not be applied to any organization. This 
point of view is certainly an understandable reaction against the "demo- 
cratic mystique" and the coercive actions of elected government leaders 
which the mystique sanctions, but is it correct? : 

What does an election represent? An election is, in essence, an abstract 
symbolic form of competition. There are both similarities and differences 
between elections and market competition; 

Ofne similarily: choice is involved, A trader may typically choose one 
of many substantially equivalent products offered by other fraders; a voter may choose one of many candidates for a single office. 
One difference:  the exclusiveness of the choice. A "single" organiz- ation is afn Lnterrelotion of more than one individual t ways as if they were a single enti A izati 
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Most natural monopolies have traditionally been functions of government 
However there are major disadvantages and no important advantages to 
having all natural monopoly functions performed by a single organizatio 

Consider next the speculative venture which is financed through invest- 
ments by more than one individual. Usually such an organization does 
not initially possess tangible assets which are adequate collateral for th 
investments, The capital ventured is "secured" largely by hoped for fut 
ure earnings. For this reason an investor may desire and deserve: 

voice in the management of the venture. An election, by tending 
assure that the organization is managed inthe best interests of the invest 

ors, may be a worthwhile check and balance device. 

In current business practice, a new speculative organization is custor 
arily financed by sale of common voting stock if a single individual do¢ 
not soley finance it. Only a going business that has a well developed 

market or substantial physical assets can ordinarily acquire funds'by o 
of non-voting securities, A social club in which many membel:s Ipvest 
intangibles, is in principle the same as a joint-stock corporationandmdy 

for the same reason be able to utilize elections to advantage. 

Conclusion: An election should not be regarded as the Socredrcommflj 
of some mystical supreme being, and used as a bosis for more |ty.ow ° 
should elective procedures be categorically rejected. Elrbe;‘zely a 
view derives from erroneously equating morality wifh whot 1s°f compet 
organizational technique. An election is an artificial form o ition 

ition; a device that is sometimes applicable where markef c?zcfiions asy 
not; adevice that may be useful in certain kinds of orgo“bcbilify'h‘ 

and only gs, a check and balance device to increcse fhe| procmner. 
the organization will be monaged in a just and responsible ™ 

TOM MARSHALL 

MONTESSORI SCHOOL NEAR SAN FRANCISCO 
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Plans have been announced to open a Montessor! Sc:;? fall on the c'amf; 
cisco suburb of Belmont. The school, to operafé n oF knowledg® N 

of the College of Notre Dame, will be the first . 
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Owners of the defunct Lima (Ohio) Citizen are suing R, C, Hoiles' Free- 
dom Newspapers, Inc. for violation of anti-trust laws. The Citizen charg- 
es Hoile's Lima News with "determined competition” and seeks domages 
of over sevenmillion dollars., 

A law recently enacted in Utah makes it o felony, punishable by fiveyears 
in prison, to change a person's religion by psychoanalysis., 

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy announced on December 26, 1963, 
a complaint against the Blue Chip Stamp Company and nine major Calif- 
ornia chain stores alleging violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, 
During an alleged conspiracy lasting from 1956 to 1959, none of the 
defendonts used trading stamps in the Los Angeles area. As a result of 
this, Kennedy soid, consumers in the Los Angeles area alone were 
deprived of the opportunity to obtaintrading stamps on more than three 
billion dollars in retail purchases. GILL CANTWELL 

In Lovisiona, to teach or advocate "subversion, opposition, or destruct- 

ion" of the federal or state government is a crime punishable by ten years 

at hard lobor.  Two men were recently arrested under this statute; 
domaging evidence included possession of a copy of The Ugly American, 

Governor Brown of Californis recently expressed concern about the effect 
on California's resources of automatic dishwashers, suburbs, and atomic 
power plants, He called on leaders of the state Resources Agency to 
save California's beauty from them, and from cheap, easy ways of doing 
things. GILL CANTWELL 

FIRE FIGHTING FOR PROFIT IN ARIZONA 
    

A private fire company operating in suburban Phoenix, has successfully 
invaded a traditional area of government, and provides better service 
than city departments, at less than one sixth the cost, in spite of taxes, 
and earns a profit doing it! 

Rural Fire Protection, jointly owned by fire chief Louis A, Witzeman 

and Llewel Adams, provides protection for about 200,000 persons in 
Scottsdale, Arizona and nearby communities, Started in (948, this com- 
pany has earned a profit and paid taxes every year since 1951, Customers 
include three entire cities, a portion of Phoenix, two large industrial con- 
cerns, and over 7000 individual subscribers. The company also answers 
emergency calls from non-subscribers - charging per fire. 

Scottsdale purchases coverage for 40,000 residents scattered over 70 
square miles at an average cost of $1.27 per person per year. In contrast, 
cities of the same size that provide government fire departments expend 

an average of $8.15 per capita per year, The quality of fire protection 
is reflected in reduced fire insurance premiums paid by customers of 

Rural Fire Protection; the National Board of Fire Underwriters had im- 
proved the insurance rating of areas now serviced by the company from 
class nine to class six, Officials of one city reluctantly admitted that 
the protection is not only excellent but much less expensive than if 
provided by the city. 

In an article in the Wall Street Journal, fire chief Witzeman was quoted 
as saying, "City firemen and ourselves once did everything but throw 
rocks at each other . ... " But nowsocialized competitors of Rural Fire 
Protection are beginning fo copy Witzeman's innovations, which include 
equipment designed for utility rather than show, asmall professional force 
backed up by a reserve of part-time men, and optimum location of fire 
stations; a case of attempting to imitate the effects while denying the 
cause, Research by AL LAX 

ON THE MARKET 
"You D.on't Own Me" - one of the better popular ballads of recent years, has !yncs with an individualistic flavor. A Mercury recording sung by Leslie Gore, one passage goes: 

"I'm young, and I love to be young; 
I'm free, and I love to be free; 
to live my life the way I want; 
to say and do what ever I please." 

  

TAX CUT CONTROVERSY POINTS UP STRATEGIC BLUNDERS 
  

Economic ignorance and range-of-the-moment evasion which have long 

been evidenced by leaders of both political factions, have poignantly 

characterized the controversy over the proposed reduction in income 
tox rates. 

For the fascist-socialist administration, the proposed reduction has rep- 

resented a defensive retreat - an attempt to appease the rising pop- 
ular demand for greater liberty and thereby reduce the support behind 

more sweeping reforms such as outright repeal of the income tax. The 
conservative-liberal political groups could have capitalized on this 
refreat by seizing the offensive; by charging that the administration's 
proposal was too small and niggardly; by pointing out that tax rates 
would remain outrageously high; by championing additional reductions 
and exemptions. This would have placed the fascist-socialists on the 
defensive and forced them into a succession of "me too" compromises; 
resulting both in larger immediate tax reductions and in greater long- 
term deterioration of the public image of "mixed economy" fascism. 
But instead, many "right-wing" congressional leaders, likesmall child- 
ren enthralled with the word "no", chose to equivocate or take a neg- 
ative stand on the issue of tax reduction, thereby turning what could 
have been a clear cut victory into a muddled stalemate. 

The bogeyman which was evoked to frighten conservative-liberals into 
such a disasterous position, was the possibility of increased deficits if 
matching reductions in government expenditures were not forthcoming. 
What many congressmen and commentators apparently failed to realize 
is that the easiest way to reduce expenditures is to first (or simultaneous- 
ly)reduce taxes. In fact, if taxes are cut decisively, most of the statists 
themselves will rush to economize, Why? In a modern nation that has 
abundant and rapid means of communication and transportation, it is not 
possible to inflate a money more than a few percent per year and maintain 
that money as an effective medium of exchange, A more rapid inflation 
will trigger o capital flight to commodities, real estate, precious metals, 
and/or foreign currencies - a flight which will tend to accelerate until 
the money undergoing inflation becomes practically worthless, This will 
be the consequence no matter how many oppressive measures, short of 
totalitarianism, the state institutes. 

With the exception of a small minority of communists and militant social- 
ists who might nostalgically dream of seizing control, such a debacle is 
the last thing the collectivists want to cause. Unlike the depression of 
the 1930's, the blame for another monetary catastrophy will go to the 
parties responsible ~ the fascist-socialist bureaucrats - and most of them 
realize it, 

Why should the conservative-liberal strategy be to emphasize tax reduct- 
ion even more than reduction in cost of government? Because for every 
"pork barrel" project, there are bureaucrats and recipients who directly 
and immediately benefit from the project and therefore favor it, where- 
as the benefits of elimination are diffuse and less immediate. A tax re- 
duction on the other hand, especially o large and specific reduction ; 
constitutes a direct and immediate benefit to the beneficiaries and only 
an indirect threat to the collective plunderers - a far more effective way fo enlist public support. A correlary to Parkinson's "law" might be; 

The way to shrink a state is to stop the intake; the output will then 
go away by itself, 

One group of politically active libertarians, who by means of excellent 
strategy have made surprising progress, are the supporters of the Liberty 
Amendment - a constitutional amendment which would abolish the in- 
come tax and terminate unconstitutional functions of government, As q 
“packaged proposal " which would reduce both taxes and expenditures 
more or less simultaneously, the Liberty Amendment has dramatic sales 
appeal. If and when the across-the-board political strategy of the 
conservative-liberals becomes this astute, they will be able to ceqse 
their frantic "rear guard" "road block " efforts, and begin a slow but 
steady drive towards liberty, (Name withheld on request, ) 

REPARTEE 

The Liberal Innovator invites "repartee” from readers. 
will be published as space permits, 
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WRITERS ! The Innovator pays |.5¢ per word 

plus $1. 00 per item for finished original articles 

or reports we publish. (A 200 word original story 
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Retail the Innovator, an unusual publication that 
attracts attention, a high mark-up item on which 
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ORIGIN OF THE TERM "LIBERALISM" 
    

The eminent Austrian economist, Ludwig Von Mises, in Plain Talk, 
January, 1949, gives as the origin of the term "Liberalism:" 

  

" . ... inthe second part of the eighteenth century the outstanding 

French champions of economic freedom . . . compressed their program 
for popular use into (the sentence laissez faire, laissez passer.) Their 
aim was the es tablishment of the unhampered market economy . . . 
It was only later, in the second decade of the nineteenth century, 
that a term came to signify the total complex of the political philo- 
sophy of freedom, viz., liberalism. The new word was borrowed from 
Spain where it designated the friendsof constitutional government and 
religious freedom. Very soon (liberalism) was used all over Europe as 
a label for those who stood for representative government, freedom of 
thought, of speech and of the press, private ownership of the means 
of production and free trade. " 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE SUPERIORITY OF FREEDOM 
    

Space technology and education are socialized in both the United 
States and Russia. In the "space race" as in the education race", it 
is one collectivist bureaucracy versus another. It is in these indus - 
tries that Russia's achievements are approximately comparable to Am- 
erica's achievements. 

On the other hand, the production of consumer goods, farming, and 

retail merchandising are substantially free enterprises in the United 
States. And in these industries America's achievements are vastly 
superior. 

WHAT IS AN "EXTREMIST?" 
In a society of cannibals, an "extremist" is an individual who, on 
general principles, opposes the killing of human beings; the "moder- 
ate" is one who advocates eating only certain people and only on 

appropriate occasions. 

  

QU \C K‘"‘VNOS 

No American may grow cotton, sugar beets, or tobacco without an 
icreage allotment from the government. Heavy fines are imposed on 
siolators; Secretary of Agriculture Freeman has recommended that 
iail sentences be added. 

fhe Timken Roller Bearing Company was forbidden by the Infernal 
levenue Service to account asa business expense, institutional adver- 
isements which espoused what the IRS considered to be political and 
tconomic views not in the "public interest, " 

n California, "oral copulation" is a felony punishable by long prison 
entences; this is true whether or not the parties are of different sexes 
ind whether or not the parties are married. Oral-to-genital sexual 
icts are unlawful in most of the 50 states. In some states the legis - 
ators were apparently so embarrassed by the whole subject that they 
regletted to even define the activities which they were outlawing; 

hey vaguely forbade "crimes against nature" and left it to the whim 
;f the individual judge or policeman to decide what is ‘against nature! 
! 

he .Federql Communications Comnmission refused a license to a pros- 
)ective radio broadcaster in Elizabeth, New Jersey because the 
!Epl fcant "made no attempt to determine the program needs of 
lizabeth, 

1 

THE BAHAMAS - A MEASURE OF FREEDOM 
The Bahamas - o nation of 700 scattered islands - possessing less total 
land area than Yellowstone National Park and considerably less natur- 
al resources - is developing at a prodigious pace and gives promise of 

becoming a major commerical and industrial center of the Caribbean 

    

area. 

The natural resources of the Bahamas are essentially limited toa semi- 

tropical climate, sand beaches, adequate fresh water, proximity to 

gulf trade routes, and marine limestone rock; yet these islands are 
attracting new capital in such quantities that the Bahamas is call ed 

the "Switzerland" of the western hemisphere. 

In Freeport, on Grand Bahama Island 80 miles east of Palm Beach, 
Florida, U. S. Steel is building a 50 million dollar plant which will 
manufacture cement from shell debris dredged from the bottom of the 
harbor. Also in Freeport, a bunkering terminal sells over one million 
barrels of marine fuel oil per month to ships in transit to and from the 
gulf areq; a greater volume than is sold on the entire east coast of 

Florida. Construction of a multi million dollar Bacardi flum factory 
is commencing on New Providence Island. 

Over a half million tourists per year are visiting the Bahamas; now 
the third largest resort area in the Caribbean, surpassed only by Flor- 
ida and Puerto Rico. New hotels and night clubs are blossoming on 
the major islands. A gambling casino has recently opened for business 
as part of the Lucayan Beach Hotel near Freeport. Its owner, Canad- 
ian Financier Louis Chesser, envisions his development becoming the 
"Riviera" of North America. 

The Bahamas can not be considered a natural agricultural area. The 

islands largely consist of bare limestone rock holding small pockets 
of soil in crevices. Farming is made possible only by special machin- 
ery which grinds up rock, soil, and all into something which has the 
appearance and consistency of fine gravel.  Yet agricultural enter- 
prises are profitably raising winter vegetables such as tomatoes and 
cucumbers for export to U, S. markets; despite U. S. import duties, 
transportation costs, and competition from growers located in the fer- 
tile and easily worked mucklands of southern Florida. 

The "secret ingredient" which has made possible such astounding 
growth and prosperity in the Bahamas, is a degree of liberalism rare 
in the world today - a bit of freedom which, although falling far short 

of complete liberty, encourages individual initiative and enterprise. 

The Bahamas has no income taxes, no compulsive employee insurance 
schemes, and very few of the myriad restrictions and regulations on 
employment, investment, and sales which plague business and stunt 
growth in the United States, England, and other "mixed" nations. 

The largest imposition of government coercion in the Bahamas, and 
major source of government revenue, is the import duties, which aver- 
age 20 to 30 percent onmost items. Because the Bahamas is a small 
market, most goods are imported and the effects of the import duties 
are severe. Largely because of the tariffs, the "cost of living" aver- 
ages 30 to 50 percent higher than the U. S, With the revenue exact- 
ed, the government provides subsidized schooling and medical care 
for the natives. 

A restriction on freedom which is of importance for Americans contem- 
plating residence in the Bahamas, is the short-sighted mercantilistic 
immigration policies. Americans and other foreigners are welcome as 
tourists, retirees, and investors, but let one of the "idle rich" start 
looking for employment and the warm welcome changes to a brusque 
invitation to leave. In general, a business enterprise can hire a for- 
eigner only with special pemission from the immigration authorities; 
pemission whichis granted only if the prospective employer proves
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to the satisfaction of the government that thereare no natives capable 

of performing the job. Six years residence is a prerequisite for Bah- 

amian citizenship. 

The rate of development which has resulted from partial freedom leads 
one to speculate onhow Bahamas would boom under complete laissez 

faire |iberty. Nassau, which is limited space-wise by the confines of 
10 by 20 mile New Providence island, might grow vertically, taking 

on the appearance of Manhattan; perhaps to the disenchantment of 
denizens of retirement villages. So much industry might be attracted 
to the Bahamas from Florida, that the gold coast would become a 
major "depressed area" for U. S. politicians to cry crocodile tears 
over. 

When Columbus discovered the Bahamas, the islands were peopled by 
Indians who the Spanish enslaved and carried off to work in their 
mines. The Bahamas were then settled by English and by negroes - 
many of them runaway slaves. Substantial numbers of more recent 
immigrants have come from the United States, Jamaica, and Haiti. 

Present population is in excess of 130,000. Although 85 percent of 
the population is of African origin, there is little of the racial dis- 
crimination which has characterized some of the southern states. 
England still handles defense and foreign relations for the islands, the 

Bahamas are otherwise independent. 

The relative liberality of the Bahamas is probably due in large meas- 
ure to the "conservative" traditions of the British colonial service. 

Until recently only the owners of real estate were eligible to vote. 

Precipitated by a general strike in 1958, a governmental "reform” was 

put into effect which granted sufferage to all adult males. The system 

of voting continues to include one curious exception to political eq- 

vality: An individual who owns property on more than one island 

possesses two votes. 

Although both of the major political parties - the Anglican United 

Bahamian Party and the all-negro "Progressive Liberal Party” are at 

present fo the "right" of Goldwater in amount of intervention advoc- 

ated, one must wonder how long the comparatfive liberalism of the 

Bahamas can endure. Once the political "right" of @ minority to 

seize and redistribute the earnings of a minority becomes a well es- 

tablished custom; once the major political issues become how much 

to seize, from whom to seize it, and to whom to give it; a nat fon 

tends to irresistibly regress toward collectivism. Successive political 

leaders must advocate more and more legal plundering to win popular 

support. One member of the Bahama island assembly was elected on 

a promise to distribute the assefs of the Royal Bank of Canada among 

his constituents. So far he has been unable to carry out his pledge. 

Doubts of the business community regarding the future political com- 

plexion of the Bahamas are contributing to the growth of Freeport. 

An interesting area development - almost a state within a state - 

Freeport was formed in 1955 by an agreement between the Grand 

Bahama Port Authority, a private corporation, and the govemment. 

This agreement granted the Authority ownership of and considerable 

autonomy in managing a 100 square mile section of Grand Bahama 

island. A provision of the contract and the major attraction of Free- 

port: For 35 years Freeport is exempt from all taxes with the except- 

jon of import duties on goods for personal consumption. 

The management of the Grand Bahama Port Authority, however, has 

chosen to operate Freeport as o closed commercial preserve in the 

best tradition of British mercantilism, and has failed to realize its full 

potential as a "free port." To do business in Freeport, a prospective 

entrepreneur must secure a special license from the Port Authority. 

The Authority will issue a license only if the capabilities and qualif- 

ications of the entrepreneur meet with its approvab. If a license is 

granted, the entrepreneur becomes a legal monopoly - the Authority 

will not issue a license to another firm that sells competing products 

or services until the Authority decides that there has become "too 

much business” for one company. 

Despite such restrictions, Freeport is growing rapidly, is attracting 

a large share of new industry, and may rival Nassau as the commerc= 

ial center of the Bahamas in years fo come. 

Although a disappeinting anachronism in political form F 

interesting as a developmental prototype of a new kind' Ofrfeponix But all « 

which may become increasingly common, free, and econom] Tee 

  

1 t 
nificant in the years ahead. Freeport is an imperfect byt nes(llly § SS):;?‘JTE 

exciting example of what can be achieved in undeve|°pedenheh i 

imaginative entrepreneurs.  TOM MARSHALL Gregsy It is ne 

- - - - - - - - _ teacher 
= -~ theyonl 

' 
als with 

WHY ISN'T JOHNNY LEARNING TO THINK» T — " R¢ ally lat 

You have just spent a half hour in conference with Johnny " office o 

school teacher. She confirmed your own evaluation of YOUrpch-]‘c ority 

"Johnny is doing fine in his work, there is nothing to be Conce,:\d' school 

over. He is a bit slow in arithmetic but the whole class i bfli eges == 

He'"s interested in all phases of class work and though there Qfes;A P°_||f:Yn 

who do better work he is interested in the work he's doing." Y; m'“';(;’ 

left the conference in a rosy glow of complacency, satisfied %ronN e 

Johnny's rate of achievement is atune with the school's plan of dey, T 

opment.  You were assured of this by the teacher's parting oy '{hey he 

"Johnny is a good average student; we don't ask any more. " (what t 
of the 

Consider that statement for a moment - now is that rosy glow begi or patrc 

ning to fade? Your complacency been altered?  Average! Wstandar 

wants to be average? Certainly not your Johnny. He's always bes ional w 

so quick to learn! You taught him simple rhythm gomes before he fail to 

could talk. As soon as he developed the motor ability, he leamedthat in 

every sort of mechanical dexterity. He and you discovered the ot the alm 

doors together. Through you Johnny found the wonder of wod , 

printed on pages which told him of things beyond his immediate en- new 

vironment. 
"If t 

t ! 

Then came the day when the rulers of the state decreed that Johm ciflz 

must attend school. You had accepted the institution of state con 

trolled education without really thinking about it.  But, as a tex Thougt 

payer, you had considered it your erogitive to check on the sevicfallaci 

you were getting. You tried to learn of what the education progl\'«'F’rOdUc 

consisted, how progress was determined, and what the statementd  npe | 

purpose was.  But recall, there had always been the same dead-et ¢yl 

trail. "Average child, all we ask is to have average children - "A 
reve 

Why? What criteria of averages logically and scientifically stettate fa 

that Johnnys must not be taught to read in kindergarten? Why sinake f 

whole year wasted? One answer cited: "Some of them aren't reddbe mal 

to leamn." This then is the beginning. By arbitrarily choosing thycatio 

medias, "average" can become a redundant term. Here it has com‘Let v 

to be defined as lowest level. But no advantage is realized forot, = - 

one if an educational system is geared to the least able. 

being the base from which the rate of progress is measured, 

of inverse ratio lead to a conclusion that by the age of 10, Johm et | 

will have accepted the universal syndrome of "average' and no |°“9nshopp 

er associate learning with the stimulation of his mind. Hew;llnteam 

be dismayed when told "don't advance too fast because Youl“cnpurpos 

have to wait for the rest of the group.” us; esj 

There are specific problems of individual children. Many can't wr"fl'hose 

or spell, some cannot grasp basic fundamentals of arithmetic and ™ peir 

can't read. There have been cries for change and campaigns °[r o ed 

forms. "Down with progressive education; bring on the 3 - sr; and t 

"Johnny isn't keeping up with Ivan. " "Down with 'life 0d|U5f"‘: availe 

concentrate on the sciences.” One feature is common toa dieen 

plaints - children are not taught or encouraged to think. 4 xish. 

Some of the specific flaws in technique which can be discemed: fivifh 

X thitt. 
Classroom instruction is on a group basis. A typical room of . place 

ding on the sV i one 
students is divided into two or more groups depen 

. ; ildren- 
and the differences in rate of achievement among the c}-.nldrea .U|Y f 

teacher lectures to all students in a group at the same time, 'j°_‘-'“ 

very little time left for individual questions and guidance. rive 
ctand v 

And psychological theories propounded at stafe colleges srefit’ey s:3ut I 
a 

iced. "Don't have competitive games in the classrooms B 

"the losers feel bad." Stripping their ideology to basics etitiof 

really saying, 'Don't make children face the reality of cor_niP oV OST 

By so doing they deny the child a means of testing for Sfe . e[e‘cal 

ment; the stimulation to become greater than he was befe B chilvavir 

fore, in practice these methods will not provide challeng® 

to learn to think. 
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% But all of these inadequacies in current educational practice are only 

% symptoms.  What is the disease? Bureaucratic control of schools! 

r Socialized education! 

It is necessary to have only one conference with any public school 
teacher in the United States to realize they don't make the policies - 
they only carry them out. Little more can be said for school princip- 
als with the exception of a handful of hearty souls who are occasion- 
ally lauded in national magazines. To address a question beyond the 
office of your local school district isto instrument a ricochet of auth- 

s ority throughout the bureaucratic chain of command =-- the local 
. school board, the county superintendent's office, the teacher's coll- 
d eges —- all reveal subservience to a higher bureaucratic control. The 

. policy makers are a cabinet of the state -- the State Education Com- 

¢ mission (or some variation on the theme.) And then there is the 
v granddaddy of them all -- the National Education Association - the 
t U. N. of education in the United States today. 

They have no ulterior motive, no devious plans, no conspiracy; just 

(what they consider) a reasonable desire to control the literacy rate 
of the nation. Just as Marx and Engels, living on inherited wealth 

~ or patronage, could not see the fallacy in their plan to raise the 
o standard of the lower classes by a coercive redistribution of the nat- 
n ional wealth, so the various state educational planners and the NEA 
e fail to see the fallacy in state control of education -- fail to realiz e 
d that in the absence of free competition, stagnation and mediocrity are 
- the almost inevitable product. 

And what is the excuse for socialized education? It goes: 

"If the state did not provide schools, poor people could not afford 
to educate their children, who would grow up illiterate and un- 

" able to earn a good living. " 

- Though analogies do not constitute proof, they often serve to pinpoint 
¢ fallacies that may otherwise be difficult to identify. Substituting one 
n product for another points out the fallacy: 

ol 
"If the state did not operate farms and grocery stores, poor people 

¢ 
1 

couldn't afford to feed their children who would die of starvation.” 

A reversal of this analogy brings to view a positive solution: If priv- 
* ate farms and grocery stores operating in a competitive market can 

¢ make food available profuse abundance and variety so that none need 
! be malnourished, why can’t the same be achieved in the field of ed - 
* ycation? 
1€ 
- Let us visualize how different the circumstances will be in a libertar- 

¢ ian society based on laissez faire capitalism. Governments will not 
,be involved in education. Private capital will supply schools to meet 
ythe demand of every conceivable market level. The control will lie 
-with the consumers -~ individual parents. Individual parents will go 

o 'shopping' for an education system for their children. Schools will 
lyeam reputations which will be recognizable as their statement of 
purpose. The clique of that day will be: "Nothing is too good for 
us; especially since we're paying.” 

({Those desiring play schools where thinking is unnecessary can demand 
-their supply, of the market. Parents desiring a scientific approach 
ito education based on philosophy that man exists for his own sake, 

1and the rational use of his mind as his highest virtue will find it 
available, 

/ 

'iEven in today's mixed economy a variety of privately owned schools 
‘e>fisf. They all have one mutual disadvantage; they must compete 

With state-owned, subsidized schools, therefore their rates tend to 
!cip|ace them beyond the financial means of families with more than 
hone child, But many parents decide they cannot afford not to 
lqbuy the best available education for their children. An immediate 
§°!Ufion for today's children then isto check your hierarchy of values, 
drive last year's model a few years, look for a good private school 

and vote against all legislation furthering coercive schools. 
",‘}Bur let's not forget tomorrow's children. . . VIVIENNE JACKSON 
! 
‘%’OSTSCRIPT: A point of tactical import t i i 
'9‘{1(:0] i AL portance to those seeking polit- 
i o) A state can have "subsidized" education without naving "socialized"” education. Just as a state can make "relief" 

i 

| 
1 [z 

{ ‘ 

.   

payments to destitute families for the purchase of food, as has been 
done for many years, without collectivising agriculture as in Russia; 
so a state could make payments to "underprivileged” families with 
which they would purchase education from a private school of their 
choice. Either "socialized" education or "subsidized" education is 
basically wrong since either requires coercive taxation. However 
there is an order of magnitude difference in their destructiveness. 

Let libertarians challenge those misguided collectivists who possess 
even a shred of human decency, who have any honest concern for the 
well being of little children, to join with them in abolishing social- 
ized education - a system which is crippling the minds of the young, 
and in promoting voluntary, free enterprise schools. 

A PRIMORDIAL LIBERTY - THE RIGHT TO LEAVE 

In a nation and a world where individual rights are being violated 

with blatant disregard - where freedom is a rare condition - where 

organized coercion by the state is the rule rather than the exception; 
what is perhaps the most primitive social manifestation of independent 

human volition becomes of paramount importance - this is the "right 
to leave." Some recent news stories which pertain to this right: 

  

Before the Berlin "wall" was erected, thousands of East Germans 
"voted with their feet" each year and fled to the West. A very high 

percentage of these refugees were skilled workers and professionals - 
individuals of ability who were unwilling to sacrifice themselves for 

the "good" of the communist collective. Communist rulers have had 

to construct barbed wire fences, mined strips, and machine gun towers 
around their slave states in order to keep their more productive slaves. 
Castro's Cuba still allows potential "troublemakers" to leave, after 
first seizing their property; but it is doubtful that this policy will long 
continue. 

The top scientists and engineers of England are moving to the United 
States, Canada, and Australia in large numbers.  These creative in- 
dividuals are attracted by higher salaries and greater opportunity to 
exercise personal initiative - manifestations of the greater degree of 
freedom existing in these other nations. British government officials 
are disturbed and charge these men with acting intheir own self inter- 
est rather than recognizing their "duty" or "obligation" to their 
"mother country" which "gave" them education and experience. Will 
the British now attempt to emulate the East Germans and build a 
"wall", or more likely, prevail upon the United States to discrimin- 
ate against men for their ability by denying entry to individuals 
which other nations "need ?" 

The '"right to leave"” was exercised by human beings long before re- 
corded history, and probably before pre-human primates had evolved 
into the genus Homo. Many of the great epics of history - the form 
ing of American colonies by persecuted peoples from Europe - the 
settlement of Israel by Jewish refugees - are large scale exercises of 
this right. 

The "right to leave" is an even more basic "right" than the private 
ownership of land property. This can be demonstrated by hypothesiz- 
ing a situation where one man or organization owns all of the land 
within a large area. Throughout history most kings have claimed to 
own all of their kingdoms. The validity of their claims was certainly 
dubious, nevertheless such a situation is within the realm of possib- 
ility. Suppose the "King" chooses to exercise control of his property 
by requiring other residents (his guests) to submit to what s effective 
slavery. Hypothesize a dispute: One of the residents desires to leave 
and is welcome in a neighboring country, but the King refuses to 
allow use of his property for that purpose. (The King also owns the 
sky above his land up to an altitude of ten miles.) In this situation 
either the individual's right to leave is violated or the King's "prop- 
erty rights" are violated. Quite apparently, if the resident may not 
"trespass” onthe King's property for purposes of leaving, the condition 
of that resident could not properly be called "freedom." This is 
equally true whether the King acts in his own private interest or in 
the supposed collective interest of the people of the nation. There- 
fore the right to leave is an essential component of freedom.



  

The “right to leave" can morally be denied only if an individual is 

actually guilty of initiating coercion against another, and only until 
just restitution or retribution has been paid. 

What can a libertarian do to restore this most important right to the 
oppressed peoples of the world? 

Label any nation that denies this right for what it is ~a slave state. 
Make the "right to leave" a big issue. Use this as the criteria for 
deciding whether a certain nation is "slave" or "mixed." At the 
present time all of the "Iron Curtain" countries are slave states. 

Refuse to do business in any manner with a slave state. Do not buy 
from them, sell to them, or patronize their arts. 

to adopt a similar policy. 
Persuade others 

Use political influencein the nation where you reside to deny dip- 
lomatic recognition of, or military alliance with any slave state. 

Oppose like the plague any interference with emigration, such as 
restrictions on passports, limitations on removing capital from a 
nation, or taxes on the sale of foreign securities. 

Oppose political unions of states, for unions reduce the number of 
alternative governments. Oppose the UN and all moves toward 
world government; until space travel becomes economical, world 
government would mean the end of the right to leave. 

Use political influence in the nation where you reside to end re - 
strictions on immigration. 

Unrestricted immigration is an excellent first political reform to pro- 
pose for two reasons: (I) A large percentage of the more pro-liberal 
"leftists" who favor vague benevolences such as "helping the under- 
privileged of the world" will support such a proposal; unrestricted 
immigration thus has an excellent chance of beingenacted into law. 
(2) Unrestricted immigration will have dramatic effects on more coer- 

  

IN PROCESS 

THE TIME TO DESIGN A FREE SOCIETY, by El Ra y, i . 
of the Liberal Innovator. Some libertarian leader: ¢ N the A il 

s have benday , 
preciate the importance of legal philosophy - of consider; toy ¥ 
concerning the structure and finance of government in 5 ln.g Prob,, 
society at this time, declaring in effect: Qlssez f, iy 

Let us first achieve liberty; then we can concern ourselyeg , « 
details of it. 

L 
But is there a potentially serious and real danger in 
theoretical design of a laissez faire society until we 
of such a society ? 

postponing det " 
are on the i 

ehey 

THE BEAN BURNERS VERSUS THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND Df 
HOW TO UNDERDEVELOP A NATION -an economic comj 
by the proprietor, in the April issue. 

MAND, 
©trage, 

WHERE WILL FREEDOM START? Two different aspects of this theme 
be explored by two authors starting in May. The context of the finrnx 

icle by El Ray, isthe United States. Inwhat human ccfivifieswillhee: 
be manifest most quickly and to the largest degree? Neither the deg[i 
nor rate of change of coercion is necessarily uniform with respect ,u; 
activities. During the last 40 years, government intervention in cor 
merce has increased; simultaneously government oppression with respe 
to certain non monetary personal activities has been reduced. Whet o 

probable future trends and why ? 

In June, Ric Villanueva will expand the context to include the enti 
world. In what nations or environmental situations will a high degree. 
freedom first be achieved? Many Americans tend to assume that libes 
will necessarily be first achieved in the United States by virtue of An 

ica's more libertarian traditions. What are pertinent factors and whe 
. . . . N . will be their effect? 

cive mixed nations; their governments, in tum, must introduce more al 

freedom to " te" for individuals of abilit tch these indiv- . i:ieuolsr;eserrifirnfi? & for individuals of ability or watch these Indiv COMING SOON - articles on moral and legal philosophic aspects 
™ B pg:i?n@\firfrelafionship. Some of the topics to be explored: Wi 

The population of the more prosperous nations may increasevapidly ~ should & HeVelbping human organism first be granted the legal status 
when unrestricted immigration is allowed. But "overpopulation” can  a human heing? Who should be the guardian of a child? What respo 
probably be prevented naturally by terminating the various goveé}'HN slb[)itl ould a guardian have for a child? The problem of the: 
ment programs for subsidizing irresponsible child production. wanted, defective child. Should a child be able to teminate leg 

minority at will 2_The components of a mutually profitable parent-chi 
When a large number of nations allow unrestricted imm§ration and ré‘&fib"n.s};'lp.fi TRE Older child - is complete independence possible 
emigration, individuals will truly be ableto make free market chdices ii'Desirable? 
between governments by exercising theirright to leave. Each govern- - 
ment, no matter what its semantics, must then effectively compete 

with other governments for menof ability or court stagnation and des- 
titution. When an individual anywhere on earth can effectively ex- 
ercise his right to leave; when an individual may choose between 
many altemative governments, human society will quite irresistibly 
evolve towards greater liberty. RIC VILLANUEVA 

ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE MAY BE REPRODUCED PROVIDED TH 
LIBERAL INNOVATOR IS CREDITED AS THE SOURCE. 
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WRITERS ! The Innovator pays |.5¢ per word 
plus $1.00 per item for finished original articles 
or reports we publish. (A 200 word original story 
earns $4.00.) Suitable pictoral material and raw 

information also welcome. Write for full details. 
Some individualist flavored science fiction stories in recent issues of 
ANALOG Science Fact - Science Fiction, Boulder, Colorado: 

"World by the Tale", Seaton McKettrig, October, 63: What happens 
when a collectivist United Earth is discovered by a libertarian galac- 
tic civilization, and earth's only "natural resource" of value fo the 
Galactics refuses to feel guilt for his achievement. 

"Thin Edge", Johnathan MacKenzie Blake, December 63: A rugged 

individualist from the Asteroids is imprisoned on a "World Welfare 

State" earth by “people's representatives" who intend to torture him 

for information on an Asteroid developed g)rocess for manufacturing 

wire with a tensile strength exceeding 108 pounds per square inch. 

But after he cuts his way out of their dungeon . . . . . . 

  

The Liberal Innovator is published by Forum for New ]deas, 
P. O. Box 34718, Los Angeles, California, U. S. A. Owner 
and general manager: Cara Leach. 

Subscription rates: Single subscription: $2.00 peryear mailed 

anywhere in the world; airmail $1.00 extra. Wholesale rafe: 
$1. 40 per subscription mailed to a different address, plus 6.0¢ 

handling charge per order. Multiple rate: 60¢ per subscription 

"The Permanent Implosion”, Dean Mclaughlin, February 64: The mailed to the same address, plus $1.40 handling charge. 

profiteering proprietor of Wellfire Blasting, Inc., who is hired by 

civil servants to destroy an apparently indestructable phenomena - 

the result of government research gone wrong - that is draining the 

earth of its atmosphere, discerns a profitable way to harness it. 

Assorted copies: 5¢ each plus 15¢ handling charge per order . 

e . s t Write for rates on advertising and direct mailing. We do no 

sell our mailing list.     
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ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS, EXPERIMENTS, AND APPLICATIONS OF LIBERTY 
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OUR CHOICE OF NAME 

The name of our newsletter, the "Liberal Innovator" has evoked a 
wide variety of responses. By far the most frequent reaction is: 

"Why did you choose such an inappropriate name for your news-
paper? Yes, I grant you the true and original meaning of "lib-
eral" is -- an exponent of freedom. But today "liberal" means 
exactly the opposite to most people. Isn't attempting to change 
its meaning a hopeless task?" 

In reply: The Liberal Innovator intends to be an international liber-
tarian publication and is striving to acquire a world-wide circulat-
ion. Collectivist misuse of the word "liberal" has occured chiefly 
in the United States. Throughout most of the world "liberalism" is 
the most widely used term for economic and political freedom. 

Equally important the Liberal Innovator refuses to concede that 
American pseudo-liberals are basically stupid or depraved. We 
believe that beneath the rubbish of socialist dogma which clutters 
the mind of many a "leftist", lies genuine although undeveloped 
concern for the individual and longing for freedom. We believe 
that with proper intellectual encouragement and stimulation, many 
a pseudo-liberal can root out the contradictions which plague his 
opinions and develop into a true liberal. 

- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

APPRECIATION FOR IDEAS 

The development of the humanities has been the result of incisive 
studies by a comparatively small number of philosophers and re-
searchers into the nature of man. With the aid of knowledge com-
municated by these highly creative individuals, the applied philos-
opher develops the ability to conceive of and explore the potential 
of new, improved social innovations. 

Because of space limitations the Innovatorcannotgive explicit credit 
in each issue to every libertarian whose intellectual efforts have 
contributed in a significant way to the contents of that issue; indeed 
an immense amount of painstaking research would be required to 
even identify all intellectual forebearers. However through articles 
and in our feature, "On the Market", the Innovator will periodic-
ally acknowledge those intellectuals who have, in our opinion, 
most significantly advanced the humanities. 

- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

INDIVIDUALS OF ABILITY ON THE MOVE 

Canadian government officials fear that the lowering of U. S. in-
come taxes will increase the emigration of technically trained Can-
adians to the United States; crippling Canadian science and industry. 
Already professional people are deserting Canada at the rate of over 
five thousand per year. 

We could suggest a simple solution to the Canadian government: 
Eliminate income taxes in Canada completely and watch Canada 
boom as American engineers, businessmen, and capital moves north. 

- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

TO EACH ACCORDING TO HIS NEEDS 

In Cuba toys are rationed through the industrial ration book at a 
rate of two to a child. Distribution of the toys rests with the minis-
try of interior commerce, which has setup strict rules and regulations 
for shoppers. 

Dolls, for instance, can only be purchased for girls from one to 
twelve years of age. "Girls older than twelve should only worry 
about their preliminary Marxist education . . . . not about dolls," 
said Havana Radio. 	GILL CANTWELL 

THE BATTLE OF MADISON AVENUE 

Just as the opponents of the free market were able to bring on its 
virtual destruction without ever openly declaring their opposition to 
that once-popular American institution, so today unavowed enemies 
of the free press -- using parallel tactics -- have launched a war of 
attrition against the communications industries. 

An essential part the verbal attacks preceding the antitrust laws were 
centered upon capitalism's root industry, banking. Wall Street was 
depicted as the incarnation of all the evil in the nation. 

Today's pre-censorship attacks are centered upon communication's 
financial base, advertising. Madison Avenue is the devil in the 
modern coercivist mystique. 

The free market suffered its decisive defeat when Wall Street, intel-
lectually unequipped to defend itself, was bound in regulatory federal 
chains. Since then, an ever-increasing number of American pro-
ducers have been forced to either perish or depend on federal loot 
for their financial support, thus placing the state in the moral posit-
ion of consumer -- and placing, or replacing, the producer in the 
moral position of slave to the bureaucrat. 

And the free press will just as certainly suffer its decisive defeat if 
Madison Avenue, which provides the funds for the vast majority of 
this nation's communication, finds itself intellectually unarmed in 
the face of a mounting coercivist verbal attack calling for "public-
interest" regulation -- if not outright abolition -- of advertising. 

Because Wall Street's only intellectual weapon was a hopelessly out-
dated moral code that flatly contradicted the basic principles of 
capitalism, a code practised more consistently by its coercivist 
opponents, capitalism perished in a massive legislative assault. The 
battle for Wall Street was a moral battle. 

The battle for Madison Avenue will be epistemological. It will 
concern the nature of man's consciousness, his psychology. If enough 
voters can be convinced that man is an irrational creature, unable 
to make rational choices against the "hidden persuaders" conceived 
by ad men, then Madison Avenue and the free press it supports will 
fall under fascist-socialist edicts. And that is exactly the hopeless-
ly outdated psychological view of man to which Madison Avenue it-
self still clings. 

"Advertising has borrowed from classical psychoanalysis its laws of 
association and from behaviorism its principles of conditioning," 
according to Dr. Milton Rokeach of Michigan State University. 

Contemporary psychology, he goes on to say, has rebelled against 
"the image of irrational man that behaviorism and classical psycho- 
analysis have helped build . 	. I would say that the major way in 
which contemporary psychology differs from the psychology of 20 
years ago is that man is now seen to be not only a rationalizing 
creature, but also a rational creature -- curious, exploratory and 
receptive to new ideas." 

And Dr. George Katona of the Institute for Social Research in Ann 
Arbor further adds, "The housewife may act on impulse, but when it 
matters, she ponders, weighs alternatives and tries to make an intel-
ligent choice. " 

The modern ad man, therefore, were he to bone up on the latest 
discoveries in psychology, would not only be able to better defend 
Madison Avenue from the rising coercivist onslaught -- he would be 
able to function more efficiently at his job. 

And today's liberal, interested in defending freedom of the press 
while a cultural revolution drives back the collectivist hordes from 
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other fields of endeavor, must do all he can to provide Madison 

Avenve with the one intellectual weapon that can win the battle 

Such is our main hope for a modern—day "Battle of Saratoga. " 

KERRY THORNLEY 

THE BEAN BURNERS VERSUS THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

September 12, 1968 - Sao Paulo, Brazil -- The following letters were 
discovered inthe rubble of the president of Brazil's executive offices. 
It is hoped that these documents, which date back over the last 30 

    

years, will illuminate the cause for the president's murder, yester- 
day, by a mob of howling coffee growers. 

-1- 

From the Chief of the Bureau of Agriculture, Jose Gonzales, 
to the Honorable President of Brazil 

Senor President, 

Having graciously allowed me three days to determine the cause of 
the disasterous decline in the world price of coffee, you will be 
gratified to know your confidence in me was not misplaced. 

After an exhaustive study I have discovered the coffee grow- 
ers themselves have intentionally initiated this crises by yearly in- 
creasing their production. They alone are not to blame, however; 
an infernational conspiracy of capitalist manufacturers of insect- 
icides and mechanized farm equipment has consistently encouraged 
them. 

Because of their activities it is now necessary to the public interest 
to put restrictions on the number of beans exported in order to re- 
establish the world price at a level most profitable to us. My staff 
is furiously at work on a massive study of the relationship of the 
number of exported beans to the world market price since the Greek 
Trade in 400 B. C. The most advantageous relationship will be dis- 
patched to you within the day. 

However, sir, after speaking with several of these greedy growers I 
fear they are not sufficiently patriotic to voluntarily reduce their 
production, despite the fact that their actions are the cause of our 
most pressing problem, namely, the loss of net taxable income and 
consequently of some of the government's best humanitarian projects. 
Therefore it is essential to establish internal quotas. 

In the meantime I suggest you authorize the hiring of a bean count- 
ing brigade to staff each port of exit and carefully count the depart- 
ing beans -~ thus foiling any attempt to circumvent these prudent 
measures. 

Naturally it will be necessary to stop the importation of insecticides 
and farm machinery. 

Finally, after the quotas are established I suggest you declare a nat- 
ional bean burning fete at which time the current surpluses could be 
rendered as a burnt offering to our benign president. 

Your humble servant, 
Jose Gonzales 

-1 - 

From the Chief of the Bureau of Agriculture, Pedro Lopez, 
to the Honorable President of Brazil 

Senor President, 

Because of the miserable short-sightedness of my recently deceased 
predecessor his plan has failed. I can only wonder how a man so 

long in political employ could fail to recognize the pernicious nat- 
ure of man. Given this, a novice could have foretold that the 
covetous coffee growers in the rest of Latin America would have 

taken advantage of our keeping the world market price high and 
expanded their production, hence making the world price plummet. 

Fortunately at the last Latin Conference of the Brotherhocd of Agri- 
| -10 
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cultural Bureaucrats I persuaded my fellow ministers thaty 
all effects of the low prices were detrimental to s all ang Oy, 
alleviated with some shrewdness. Thus we have agreeq A Couldy, 
world market. share e 

Each country's quota will be easily fixed by having survey | 
(composed of one member from every Latin American count ).é w G 

view all coffee drinkers in the world; determine the nUmbg lfnfe(. w 

of coffee consumed a year; multiply these by the numbe, off)bcu o: 

per cup; divide that total by the number of coffee growers c°”ceeu‘ a 

-- hence giving a fair share to each of us. As soon as thege Urned b, 

are determined, the plan will go into immediate effect, b . 

It's my pleasure to serve you in the public interest. lS_ 

Your humble servay 

Pedro Lopez o 
-1 - (e 

From the Chief of the Bureau of Agriculture, Ricardo Nogales, b 
to the Honorable President of Brazil M 

Senor President, se 
O 

In deference to the late chief of this bureau I'll concede it w fc. 
difficult to predict that Alaskans would begin growing coffee bears 
in greenhouses, and that other wicked countries would conspire 
against us and our Latin brothers to produce coffee. However, a5 Ir 
you explained to him before his execution the public interest cannot e 
tolerate excuses. u 

As we had hoped that august body, the United Nations has recog- :;; 
nized the injustice of our present situation and ratified a pact which 
will provide for setting coffee quotas and prices. Let me immed- 

iately assure you that as I have secured an appointment to the cam- 
mission that will allocate production, Brazil will have her fair share. 
(The expenses involved in acquiring the appointment are itemized in 

an enclosed statement., ) 

The terms of the pact state that the world agreement will go i‘nm T 
effect when twenty exporting and twelve importing nations sign- T 
I have already foreseen the possibility that two non-signatory nafions . 

might make a transaction below the controlled price level andam g 
pressing for a Bean Patrol stationed in all ports to check beans for 

the UN stampt of approval. 

At last El President . . . the end of our problems. They can't gro¥ 
coffee on the moon. Your humble servant; 

Ricardo Nogales 

=1V - 
From the Chief of the Bureau of Agriculture, Ricardo Nogales, 
to the Honorable President of Brazil 

Senor President, ;I'( 

As you read this I shall be on my way to seek asylum in a non;cfffr:; I 

producing country. No doubt you've read in the papers fha ot i 

plea before the general assembly was in vain. Althougtw I ex'plisf i 

the evil effects on the world market price which the imperi . e 

synthetic coffee producers are creating by selling synfheflc.cotely 

at one-quarter the price of natural coffee, although I minY . 

described the threat to our national wealth, health, and Sensee_ 
smell caused by the coffee beans rotting on the trees, in the Wara_ T 

houses and on ships in port, my solution i. e. to prosecute for ":ies W 
son against mankind all scientists and manufacturers who are POT™" 
to marketing synthetic coffee, was met with embarrassed silence® ;. 

When pressed, the delegate from the United States, without wh;’;‘*f ::l 
support we are doomed, mumbled something about ninety percen " 
their voters being coffee drinkers and fed up with high prices: (f 

How unenlightened! How selfish! How detrimental to the Qoad o, g 
all mankind, and of course to my continuance in this poSl“‘;";‘m ° 
may be of some comfort to know that I shall devote my VO Ufu||)’ 

exile to studying the reasons for our constant failure. Hope oV 
I can discover some principles on which we can institute a new g 
ernment program to further our noble cause. vant 

Your humble ser 

Ricardo NO_QC‘leS_ 

E— 

CARA LEACH 

 



Governor Nelson Rockefeller has approved New York state [aws 
which permit a policeman to stop, search, and demand identification 
of any person whom he "suspects is committing, has committed or is 
about to commit a felony. " 

Patents, copyrights, and trademarks can no longer be considered 
only a matter of private interest and concern according to David 
L. Ladd, former U. S. Commissioner of Patents, at the World Patent 
System Conference in New York.  GILL CANTWELL 

"The greater the proportion of our youth who attend independent 
(private) schools, the greater the threat to our democratic unity. " 
Dr. James B. Conant of Harvard University 

Mrs,  James MacMillan, Ventura, California mother of five, was 

sentenced to 10 days in jail for refusal to send two of her children 
to a compulsory, state operated school. Employees of the Ventura 
County government then attempted to have her children taken from 
her and declared wards of the court.  GILL CANTWELL 

In 1964, 100 years afterthe war to end slavery, outright physical slay- 
ery is still practiced in the United States; and the chief slaver is the 
U. S. government. Now it is called "military conscription. " Harsh 
treatment is accorded those who attempt to avoid enslavement or who 
fail to behave as docile, subservient, and well-mannered slaves. 

Monitary officials have urged that the United States treasury elim- 
inate silver from its coins, because silver is "too precious to use for 
money." 

THE TIME TO DESIGN A FREE SOCIETY 
  

The successful implementation of a society of liberty requires that 
valid answers be synthesized to a wide range of legal philosophical 
questions. Some of the more general questions are: 

What is a proper legal basis for a laissez faire society? 

What should be the functions of government? 

How can these functions be financed? 

How should a government or other enterprise that performs these 
functions be organized? 

Will all potential problems which could negate individual free- 
dom be automatically solved by free market competition? 

Today, when socialism threatens to engulf the world, it is very easy 
to become completely engrossed in combating the day-to-day col- 
lectivist idiocy, and ignore or postpone long-range questions regard- 
ing the proper structure of a libertarian society. In fact, some 
individualist leaders have tended to depreciate the value of consid- 
ering such questions now, declaring in effect: 

Let us first achieve liberty; then we can concern ourselves with 
the details of it. 

Two assumptions implicit in this point of view are: (I) Many decades 
will elapse before the United States becomes a free nation and (2) 
freedom will come first to the United States. The first assumption 
is probably correct, the second is more doubtful. Nevertheless, 
the soundness of this point of view is questionable even within the 
context of these assumptions. In fact there is a potentially serious 
and real danger inpostponing detailed theoretical design of a laissez 
faire society until we are on the threshold of such a society and, in 
generating a popular demand for total liberty without first working 
out a detailed conception of how to successfully implement liberty. 

O'ne can appreciate the dangers of such a course of action by re- 
Viewing the history of an earlier ideological movement, noting (!) 
what the early intellectuals of the movement were seeking; (2) what 

the actual results were; and (3) why. 

During the first half of the [9th century a certain kind of ideol- 
ogist generally advocated: Abolishment of slavery; Application 
of reason and science in place of superstition; Freedom in sexual 
relations - the elimination of prudery and state licensing; Freedom 
of children from coercive exploitation by their parents; Freedom 
of international trade and migration; and Alleviation of poverty. 

These ideologists were the early socialists. Today we are painfully 
aware of the horrors and misery which have resulted from socialism - 
in contrast to the good intentions and near-libertarian principles 
of the early advocates. What went wrong? 

The early socialist intellectuals concentrated on gaining popular 
support. They painted vivid pictures of a society they dreamed of , 
of a world without poverty, disease, unhappiness or violence, 
but neglected the problems of how to implement their goals without 
contradiction, as unimportant details to be resolved in the future. 
Some of their objectives, such as the abolition of slavery, were 
achieved in large measure quickly and easily. But the dream which 
aroused the most popular support - the elimination of poverty - can 
be achieved only by increasing productivity, not by legislative fiat. 
And the attainment of higher productivity requires time, even in a 

capitalist society. This the socialists failed to consider and pro- 
ceeded to arouse an intense popular demand for social welfare with- 
out acquiring nor conveying an understanding of the preconditions 

for prosperity. Less scrupulous leaders swept to the forefront of the 

socialist movement by catering to and further cultivating this de- 

mand - and found it expedient to discard libertarian ideals. Activ- 
ists, such as Marx, noted that early experiments in voluntary com- 
munism were dismal failures and, instead of discarding communal 
ownership of property as incompatible with freedom, recommended 
instead that organized coercion be used to implement altruism. 
And Lenin, Stalin, and Hitler proceeded to do this. Note that one 
glaring fallacy was sufficient to undo all the good intentions of the 
early idealists and turn their envisioned utopias into totalitarian 
police states. 

Today, some advocates of freedom are proceding in a not dissimilar 
way - attempting fo creat a popular demand for "freedom" as adisem- 
bodied ideal, without an accompaning understanding of what free- 
dom entails - offering idyllic visions of a laissez faire society with- 
out carefully examining feasibility - sometimes going so far as to 
cast aspersions on anyone who would shatter one of their beautiful 
dreams by pointing out bugs. 

At present libertarians are few in number and high in overall creative 
ability. But what today is a minor philosophical viewpoint may, in 
50 years or so, be a powerful world-wide movement attracting mill- 
ions of less critical followers. A seemingly innocuous philosophical 
error, if absorbed as part of the moral values of the majority, 
could lead to irrepressible demands for irrational actions, and catass 
trophic consequences. 

Legal philosophy is a difficult and demanding subject. There are 
few easy solutions or pat answers to the challenging problems which 
arise. But to prevent unintended perversion of libertarian ideals - to 
build the foundations of a truly free future society, we must take 
time now to work out the means of implementing freedom. We 
should define operationally as well as conceptually the objectives 
towards which we are striving, predict the consequences of the soc- 
ietal structures we envision, and test out our theories, when possible, 
in small-scale developments. If libertarians proceed with care and 
deliberation, the millennium will be ours. EL RAY 

THE DECLINE OF THE DOLLAR 
  

Can a devaluation of the dollar be postponed until after the Novem- 
ber elections? 

The symptom is the flight of treasury gold. The disease is inflation 
caused by government deficits. The United States has been legally 
maintaining the dollar at a fixed value in relation to gold. But 
economic principles will out and the inflation of the dollar shows 
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up o a "balance of poyments" deficit. 

The U, S. Treasury now has less than 3 billion dollars in. gold re- 
maining with which to redeem 15 billion dollars held in foreign 
nations as demand notes or as short term loans, many of which come 

due this yeor. In oddition there is over a hundred billion dollars 

in savings held by Americans in this country; a substantial portion of 

which will be transfered abrood if and when large numbers of people 
lose "faith" in the dollar. 

In response to onguished pleadings by American treasury officials, 
foreign state banks are retaining large quantities of dollars instead 

of redeeming these dollars in gold. But the situation is critically 
unstable - the nation which acts first to redeem its dollars in gold 
gets the gold - the nation which hesitates is left holding depreciated 
paper. 

The U. S. government could still stabilize the situation and main- 
tain the dollar ot its present value by drastically reducing government 
expenditures in general and foreign aid in particular. But instead 
the administration is resorting to coercive expedients such as the tax 
on the sale of foreign securities which will inthe long run aggravate 
the situation. With the economic ignorance being exhibited by the 
statists in Washington the question is not so much will a devaluat- 
ion come as when will it come? 

Desperate last minute efforts by the U. . government to stave off 
de-facto devaluation may be more destructive than the devaluation 
itself. "Emergency" measures may include removing all silver coins 
from circulation, blocking the transfer of funds abroad by private 
citizens, and repudiating or delaying the redemption of government 
bonds held by Americans 

Individuals in increasing numbers are taking precautions to protect 
their savings: transfering funds to foreign banks and, through cus- 
todial accounts, purchasing foreign securities or precious metals; 
buying stocks despite their generally inflated value, or buying and 
burying silver dollars which are now worth approximately a dollar 
each in silver content. ( Name of author withheld on request,) ~— 

ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE MAY BE REPRODUCED PROVIDED THE 
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EMPHASIS ON FREEDOM 

Lectures and recitals on selected topics pertaining to the free socier 
are offered by Forum for New Ideas to educational, business, Tl 
ernal, political, and social organizations in the southern Califory, 
area. Currently available intellectual products: 

STAN ACKERMAN - The Economic Structure of g Vol- 
untary Society: Basic theoretical principles of economi 

  

  

' THOMAS W. SANDERS - Free Man, The 
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transactions; The significance of "profit and loss"; Refutation of 
the exploitation theory of value. 60 minutes 

STAN ACKERMAN - Money and the Business Cycle; 
The nature of money as an economic commodity; Is a laissez fair 
economy stable? What really caused the great depression? 
60 minutes 

RICHARD W. GRANT - Tom Smith and his Incredible 
Bread Machine isa political satire in rhyme. It is the amusing 

and provocative story of Tom's amazing invention, by which hunge 
is forever banished from the earth. Nonetheless Tom soon finds him- 
self condemned by the pundits and prosecuted by anti-trust. 
35 minutes 

  

DAVE HATFIELD - A Libertarian Legal System: Whatis 
the underlying basis for voluntary government? A discussion of 
aws, their formulation, and their implementation. 30 minutes 

VIVIENNE JACKSON - Marriage and Motherhood ina 
Free Society: What should determine the contents of a marriagt 
contract, the desires of the individuals involved or the laws of ¢ 
state? Who should a child "belong to" - a partnership, a state, o 
an individual guardian? What startling new forms of personal relat- 

  

  

_ions may be developed in a free society? 40 minutes 

THOMAS W, SANDERS - Caeifulism for Fun and Profit: 
(of special jnterest to businessmen) The de—vélopmenf of the concef 
of moralitys in terms of property; The use of this morality as a crit 
eria for analyzing the various situations which confront businessmet 
in, todg B 's society and for chosing the most appropriate actions i 

JUE‘] 1 Ghdetdituations. The development of o program of individual action 
e completely free market economy. 45 minutes 

Living E_flé: 

This paper presents a simple postulatory structure on which free 
human action can be based. The conceptions of ideas, purposé: 
morality, means and actions are developed and integrated into? 
coherent explanation of the manner in which man acts in the so¢” 
iological environment in order to achieve specific ends. The futurt 
sociological implications of this integration are explored. 40 minufe 

THOMAS W. SANDERS - The 
in a Free Societx: 

which leads to th 

Role of Racial Minoritie 
"The smallest minority is the individual: 

Are the racial demonstrators who are fighting for "equal minori®! 
rights" assuming that the role of individual members of a raci® 
"minority" SHOULD BE different than the role of an individuolmembéf 
of a racial "majority?" How the application of fundamental libef 
tarian principles will discourage irrational prejudices and encouf"g.er the objective evaluation of each individual as an individual. 20 ™ 
THOMAS W, SANDERS - 
ket Economy: 

  

Labor Relations in a Free Mo 
(of special interest fo businessmen) ~The concef of a labor contract based on personal responsibility in a free maf efl economy is rigorously defined. The nature of labor unions in @ ™ market is then developed. The means by which labor unions M9 achieve their long desired "dream" of full employment is dem’ strated.  The inappropriateness of this dream in our present soct? logical structure is made evident., 40 minutes 

WHAT MAY LIFE BE LIKE IN A 2iST CENTURY SOCIETY O: LAISSEZ FAIRE FREEDOM? Learn more about the new philosP o and economic theories which derive from the conception of M Nt a rational sovereign individual, FOR AN EXCITINGLY DIFFER Al PROGRAM, FEATURE A FORUM FOR NEW IDEAS SPEAKER " YOUR NEXT CLUB MEETING. Lecture faes range from $5- 00 $25.00, For further information telephone 837-9800. 
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Special lIssve: A Liberal Concept of Man 
  

SOCIETY -- AN ASPECT OF MAN 

SOCIETY 

  

What is society? Diagram I illustrates the concept which has long 

standing acceptance and use: The individual is only a component 
of a greater whole -- society. 

This idea necessarily implies that the needs of society, as a whole, 
take precedence over the individual's own welfare: society comes 
first, the individual's needs and desires later ..... or never. 

Hitler proclaimed that ALL was for the fatherland; the acts which 

were judged necessary for the "good" of that society are history. 

Collectivism, Socialism, Fascism, Naziism, Communism, Welfare- 

statism and any other such system all have one central, unifying 

theme: The individual's value comes from his membership in and 

service to the society. 

A double standard of morality results from this societal concept: 

One for society and one for the individual. An alliance of indiv - 

iduals acting in the name of society have the "right" to coerce one 

individual while the single individual is rendered helpless to defend 

himself. "Might makes right. " The more vehemently thisdoctrine 

of societal supremacy is espoused, the less important the individual 

becomes; the more fully it is practiced, the greater the human suf- 

fering, privations and bloodshed. 

Diagram II illustrates a new and alternative concept of man and his 

relationship to society: Society is only AN ASPECT of the individ - 

val. Observation confirms this. An individual eats, sleeps, loves, 

hopes, works, trades ....Society as an aspect of man, consists of 

those actions which involve relations and transactions with other 

individuals.  This means that society is not something above and 
greater than the individual. Indeed, society is nothing more than 

the sum total of exchanges occurring between individuals at any 
given time. From this concept, it follows that an individual'sown 
welfare is his first concern. He need make no sacrifices for societys 

sake == its "welfare" is nothing more than the sum total of its indi- 

vidual members' welfare. Justification for the coercion of an 
individual in the name of the "common good" is eliminated. The 
society's value comes from the individual rather than vice versa! 

Cliches such as "society's goals”, "the national interest ", 
n . . . 0 e e society's good and individual sacrifices”, ad nauseam, are easily 

shown to be fallacious when analyzed by this definition. 

A consequence of this definition of society isthat a double standard 
of morality need not and can not exist. If only one standard exists 

: flnd it is that of the individual, then the individual has a basis for 

judging whether a "societal” act or law is moral, i.e., right or 
\?'/rong. If an action is moral for the individual, then it is moral for 
society”, i.e., all other individuals; conversely, if an action is 

immoral for an individual, then it is immoral for "society"”, i.e.,all 
other individuals. 

An understanding and acceptance of the true nature of society will 
result in individual freedom. KONDA CARTER 

BORN T BE FREE? 
  

In William Golding's best selling novel, Lord of the Flies, a group 

of well=brought-up, civilized youngsters who are stranded on an 

uninhabited island gradually become savage and wild. It is a 

terrifying transition. 

  

The theme of this book draws upon the old psychological theory that 

children are basically "little savages”, and that it is civilized 

society which teaches them decency and restraint. And this partic- 

ular psychological theory is based upon a deeper philosophical 

theory =- a concept of Man as a creature of instincts, torn from 

within by a "life wish" and a "death wish", tempted at the core by 

his hostile, aggressive feelings. 

This philosophy and this psychology have permeated the entire value 

system of our culture - and those of us today who are interested in 

the political-economic health of our country can find quick signs of 

this permeation. 

Those of us who love freedom love it because it insures that each 
human being will be able to plan his own life, dispose of his own 
property, and express himself as he chooses == so long as his actions 
do not infringe upon the freedom of any other human being. A love 
of freedom would stem from the thought that Man, as a reasoning, 
life-seeking creature, ought tobe free. If Man is basically rational, 
he would not need to be caged, like a wild animal, for his own 

good. 

Man is a rational being. This means that he is able to reason 
through logic == and, as the dictionary defines it, "reason" isthe 
ability to have "sound thought or judgement; good sense" (emphasis 
my own). T 

It is the conception of Man's nature, however, which has always 
been the basis for freedom's rise or fall. The metaphysical thoughts 
which Man holds about himself will be projected outward into 
action and experience. In planning his relationships with other 
men, as in planning his own life, Man will either seek to walkwith 

pride or cower in fear. 

To see Man as fundamentally rational is to expect life-supporting, 
productive action in his relationship with others and with himself. 

To see man as essentially irrational is to see violence and crime as 
a natural outcome in his dealings with other living things. It is 

also to consider Man's emotions as the king=-pin over his mind --or, 
at best, in a constant battle for survival. 

The method of government which o society chooses is a clear 

reflection of its deepest metaphysical convictions. Those who see 

Man, at rock bottom, as a primitive and a cut-throat feel that he 

has to be watched. Their image of government is an omnipotent 

warden who sets down the rules of conduct and keeps a switch at 

his side. Those who see Man as a thinker and a creator would 

envision government as only a referee and a guard. 

It is the fact that individual men have gone bad that has given rise 

to the irrational view of Man and that has frightened so many 

people into doubting Man himself. Their refuge has been in putting 

themselves and everyone around them into ball and chains. 

Some of the advocates of more and more powerful government will 

tell you, "Just look at the jungle around us -- the murder, the 

rape, the brutality. Isn't this proof that men need to be watched -- 

that government must act as their keeper?" 
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The answer is to find the actual causes of the increasing brutality 
in our society today. Is Man basically "savage" -- or could the 
very laws which are so often passed to protect him against himself 
be suffocating men to the point of rebellion? Is there a connection 
between the greater violence in collective societies (such as Nazi 
Germany or Red China) and the greater sanity in a freer country 
(such as the United States)? Is there a lesson to be learned in the 
progressive fall of the Roman Empire ? 

Other doubters may say, 
good, then why should 
ment at all? 

"Look -- if Man as a specie is basically 
we have to worry about unlimited govern- 

Governments can be run by power-hungry men -- men who have 
sold out their deepest convictions about self-respect, men who are 
short-sighted, or ignorant. It is not an easy thing, at first, to see 
that short-range power will destroy long-range good. 
Therefore, if Man is working to preserve his freedom, he will limit 
his governmen? to only those functions that keep him free. 

However, in a society where the idea of freedom is given the 
greatest loyalty, the prospect of burgeoning government will never 
have much appeal. Its benefits would be far too small -- and its 
drawbacks far too great. It is in a society where ideas about free- 
dom and individualism are vague, mixed, or even prostituted, that 
the theme is control or be controlled. 

The proper view of Man must be identified and grasped, and made 
clear to successive generations, in order for it to endure --in 
order for freedom to endure. 

Because too many of us have failed to understand the importance 
of freedom we are treading the same path to inner destruction that 
other cultures down through history have taken before us. 

But we are not fated to that path because of an inner "nature. " 
If we have erred, or are erring, in our understanding of ourselves 
as species, then we can right the wrong; we can still find the real 
"best of all possible worlds. " 

Because it was always within us. ANNE E. NEIMARK 

PRAXEOLOGY -- A TOOL OF FREEDOM 
  

Praxeology is defined as the formal implications of the fact that 
men use means to attain various chosen ends. (1) 

The attainment of ends through means implies a specific interrela- 
tionship between man and his environment in which man conscious— 
ly evaluates altematives and designs actions oriented toward the 
achievement of specific ends. Progress toward an end is monitored 
continuously by his sensory mechanism. Sensory data is then used 
to modify the next increment of action. By this procedure, attain- 
ment of the end is optimized. 

The physical world in which man lives and "of which he is an 
inseparable part is totally objective. That is, it exists independent 
of man's limited observation of it and participation init. The 
mechanism described above is that of a praxeological closed-loop 
system in which all ends are chosen to enhance man's survival in 
the objective world. 

This paper deals with the dynamics of the closed-loop system 
and comments on some of the implications of its op eration. 

The 
Man is an inseparable part of his environment. He is connected to 
it by two paths. In one path, man receives sensory data concerning 
his immediate environment. Through the other path man acts on his 
environment toward the achievement of life-enhancing ends. 

Man-Environment Interface 
  

Ideas and Thought 
  

Human beings are unique among life forms in that the individual 
possesses that characteristic called volition, i.e., the ability to 
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make a conscious choice of one from several alternat ! ives fac: 
him at a given moment.  The process of choosing beging Witchmg It 
idea. Ideas are the product of conceptual thought. o g 

or 
The process of conceptual thought probably involves the ¢ ¢ onscioyy, " 
directed subconscious scanning of molecular ideq struct . . ures in the 0 cerebral cortex and their rearrangement into new sfructures, 4o Th 
are related to physical objects; abstractions are ideqs relateq :s At 
attributes of objects or situations involving objects, : sec 

¥ 
Identification and Epistemology thi 

Sensory data concerning that part of man's environme en nt in his ip. 
mediate vicinity comes from all his senses: sight, hearing, touch, Th 
etc. In every situation the sensory data forms a pattern whichip. val 
perfectly describes the local environment. The sensory datg j; IS | 
imperfect because of the bandwidth limitations of the sensors, i, 
the eyes do not see reflected infra-red radiation and the ears dongt Th 
hear above 20, 000 cycles per second, etc. (2) This is inno WOy We 
contradictory to the "law of identity": A thing is itself and nothing the else. (3) Nor does it imply that the universe might not be rationg, ver 
The specific inter-relationships of the sensory data form a patten the 
or sensory signature characteristic of the local environment. The tho 
formation and conscious or subconscious awareness of this pattem ‘_Df 
is perception. Perception says: Something is. What is it? - 

Pro 
The process of identification is the scanning of memory, at the 
subconscious level, for identical or similar signatures. A matchT h 
or near match produces conscious identification, i.e., aconscious 
awareness, for example, that a specific object is a paper clip. An“Z: 
overlapping pair of signatures may suggest an identification. The . 
individual might say: This looks familiar. 1 think it is a paper clip._he 
A better overlap of signatures, i.e. ¢ @ more positive identification, 
can be achieved by applying various tests to the paper clip in ac- 
cordance with the scientific method. It 

act The scientific method is man's only means for obtaining knowledge;,. 
whether it is the positive identification of an insignificant paper_ 
clip or the understanding of the internal thermodynamics of a distant: 
star. Human epistemology stands squarely on this procedure. Sur 

°g 

Ac: 
Ideas, abstract or otherwise, result from the process of identification,, 
by association. An idea is of no value as such. If someone sayyc 
"paper clip" you most probably would answer: So what? "What' he 
means "what for?" It implies purpose. Inc 

Purpose and Morality 
  

Purpose is consciously assigned to an idea. It is not explicit ir.'n ["Je 
The purpose is the anticipated end; the end is a goal or an antici®\ 
pated use to which an idea may be put. The basic building blochrz'e 
of any praxeological system is thus the quantity: (idea + purposehri 
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It is axiomatic that man naturally tends to survive. This is quitt | 
apparent in the fact that he has - thus far, af least. COnsciouSl)"’I 
subconsciously, man determines which (idea + purpose) s are °Zd5nc 
ceptable to him in terms of whether or not the purpose, if achiev ,: 
as an end, will enhance his life. Absolute morality is aconceP\c 
and has as its standard Human Life. (4) The standard of morC’W;Jr 
for the individual is his own life. 

or 

Therefore, a detemmination of morality must meet both sfandard:Aa 

The morality question is thus: does an (idea + purpose) enhance Lerh‘ 
individual's life and does it coercively interfere with any of m.“ 
individual's enhancement of his own life? If the answer is Y& ?r 
the former and no to the latter, the (idea + purpose) is moral. s 

rc 
Value Judgement and the Value Hierarchy llser 

At any moment several (idea + purpose) s may be in an i"dl‘”dlijvatm h 
mind.  Each is tested for Morality. He thensays, of fhe‘sul’vne s 
of the test: These (idea + purpose) s are all right. Which omore"s‘ 
best? This is literally necessary, since, man can not do two ‘_’;nd“ de 
things at once -- although it may be demanded of him occasi dingl::; 

n 

  

. e The moral (idea + purpose) s are evaluated or valued I _‘zzs:l i i 
order by the extent towhich each one enhances the indivi 

il



SRR 

i s 
All action is monitored by the sense organs. New sensory signature 

It must be strongly emphasized that this process is totally subjective. are produced which are integrated by the Subjective Loop. Values 
This must be so, since to suggest otherwise would imply an absolute 

or objective standard of individual life enhancement. Such a stand- 

ard does not and very obviously cannot exist == collectivism to the 

contrary notwithstanding. 

This weighting process results in a list or Hierarchy of Values. This 

Hierarchy is a fleeting thing at best, probably lasting but o few 
seconds. It changes considerably over short periods but one (idea 

+ purpose) can consistently remain at the top of the Hierarchy. If 
this were not so, man could not achieve any but the very simplest 
ends, and would not suryive as a man. 

The important point regarding values is that the subjectively assigned 
value is the profit anticipated from the achievement of the end and 

, is the motivation for all human action. 

g The Subjective Loop 
  

Y We have now described all of the elements of what may be called 
W the Subjective Loop. This loop is conceptual thought. It is con- 
d. venient to start with ideas, add purpose, test for morality, adjust 

the hierarchy of values, associate the resulting (idea + purpose) with 
s those in memory and thus form new ideas. A sophisticated analysis 

of the subjective loop indicates that property is present everywhere 

in this loop except physically coincident with the idea itself. 
Property will be defined in sections of this paper which follow. 

the 
thThe Choice of Means and Actions 

  
    

  

*® Human action stems from the (idea + purpose) which, at a given 
moment, rests at the top of the individual's Hierarchy of Values. 

T,}’e In order to act, however, the individual must choose the means i. e. 
,l]P'the tools. Various potential means are evaluated in terms of their 
% utility i.e. their appropriateness to the purpose. 
1c- 

It is then possible to design a specific action. Various potential 
actions must be evaluated by the dual criteria of utility and moral- 

Fity. The morality test is necessary since the specific action was 
P ot envisioned at the time the (idea + purpose) was originally tested 
o for morality. This is a built in double morality check for (idea + 

purpose) =- not a surprising occurence in a life-oriented praxeo- 
logical system. 

Action is man's conscious readjustment of various aspects of his 
i"environment in order to achieve specific ends. () Action never 
sofoccurs without encountering some resistance or interference from 
of'the environment. Those aspects of the environment which are not 

under the control of the actor but which effect the action are called 
1"'Genercl Conditions. (5) 

c’A detailed Praxeological analysis shows that General Conditions |ock:re' never completely absent. Thus, they are always present in the seboriginal purpsse. Indeed, the success of an actor s evaluated by - Y js ubilif.y in choosing means and designing actions which success- \l)’arFully avoid most of the General Conditions. 

¢’ . :’edgn;is, Profits, Happiness and Property, and the Objective Loop 
;fAction produces an end which closel 
jitf-omponent of (ideq + purpose). 

© the value assigned to ( 
sorresponds to value depend 

y resembles the purpose 
Profit is achieved and corresponds 

idea + Eurpoze). How closely Profit jorre valu S upon the individual actor'smorality. jfhfli'h:n ha;-no built in means (sensory mechanism) for sensing profi);. ‘hef';cc achievement of pro.flf, however, is, as might be expected f” J¢Companied by an emotional experience. Specifically, happlnes; s the - indi 51 Ps ycho- indicator of morall achieved i i '5 a function of the actor's momli)ll'y. Y Pt Tty boppines beogre s 1 . ’I’Oflf IS a positive increment of i STvation leads, then, to the co 0 Mysical manifestation of 
v 

property. A more sophisticated 
nclusion that property is th an (idea + purpose). ’ : 
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and means are readjusted as required and the next incremtt)enf :F 

action is chosen to optimize the achievement of. fhfa en(;l gfb; E 

standard of the original purpose. This is a conf!nugwg Ze h'ch 

process which answers the question: how am I doing?, and whic 

issues new orders accordingly. 

Sensory organs, conceptual thought, the choice of means and. acflin, 

the action itself and new inputs to the sensory organs define the 

Objective Loop. The indicator of the successful operation of this 

Praxeological system is happiness. 

Property is, by definition, present at all points in the Objective 

Loop. 

The Praxeological System described above demonstrates the compl.efe 

integration of moral acting man with the rational universe of which 

he is an integral part. 

Conclusions from the Praxeological System 
    

Several useful conclusions can be drawn from the preceding system 

analysis: 

First is the axiom: Man is an Actor. Man naturally tends to act. 
Although this axiom is stated now, it is the axiom on whichthe 
entire system analysis rests. This article says, in effect: Thisis how 
it works, and this is why. 

Second, man is uncertain about the future. (6) This uncertainty 
causes man to attempt, through appropriate action, to achieve ends 
which reduce this uncertainty. A decrease in the uncertainty, is as 
derived above, a profit with associated happiness. It is thus axiom- 
atic that man acts to obtain and keep happiness or simply, Man 
naturally seeks happiness. (7) Since happiness is an indicatorof 
profit, thisaxiom is more fundamentally stated: Man naturally seeks 
profit. 

  

  

Third, is the effect of time. Not all ends are achieved by a single 
act. In fact, most ends are achieved through an elaborate process 
involving a series of related actions. Property accrues to the actor 
as the achievement of the end progresses. Thus, action is a time distribution of property. Statistically, this process can be described 
by a property spectral density. THOMAS W. SANDERS 
@ Copyright 1964 by Thomas W. Sanders 

(T.his is part one of a two part series. Next month the conclusion will deal with the property movement through the Praxeological ?yste.m, ‘its stability in q mixed=-premise society, and long term implications of human freedom. ) 

(I) Murray N. Rothba rd, Man, Econ d 
Nostrand, 1960. ' ! o 2ne Sfote,  D. Van 
(2) This description is greatly oversimplified. a great deal of very sophisticated data processin ular level accomplished by the actual sensors t the nerve structure connectina the sensor with # 
(3) Aristotle, taken from Atlas 

There is actually 
g, at the molec- 
hemselves and in 

he brain. 

Shrugged by Ayn Rand. 
(4) Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged, Random House, 1957. 
(5) The temm "general conditions” is used in a slightly different sense in this paper than in Rothbard's book Man, Economy and State. It was used because it i 

the 
. se it is completely d ipti effect under discussion. P Sl 

6) T.his concept of the uncertainty of the future is d beautiful detail in Chapter I, Volume I, Man State by Murray N, Rothbard. ' ’ 
(7) Joseph A. Galambos, 

eveloped in 
Economz _tfl 

Free Enterprise Institute Course 100. 

THE ESSENCE OF TAXATION — ————— == 1AAAIlION 
!\lo amount of euphemistic evasion can alter the fact that Is essentially extortion; the forceful seizure of the unearned 

taxation 

- - 
- 
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WHAT DOES "FREEDOM™ MEAN» 
Is "freedom" a useful concept? Can g 5 ol 

Clg | 
meaningfully described in terms of "freedom 71 'envimmmzm ' 

  ANXIETY AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

Opponents of the Industrial Revolution from John Ruskin to Alan 

Watts have charged that the increasing industrialization of the 

Western world has caused its members to become victims of anxiety. 
"The serene Oriental" has been pointed up by any number of 
writers, from Emerson to Fromm, as the ideal man -~ free from 

anxiety. 

  

Spokesmen for the po!lmcal—economic $tatus quo g 
in large measure, a "slave" of his environment o g 1 Man | o i os : and 1t | 
limitations and thus is never really free, This i nd hig s 

threats of violence inflicted on one man by other Plies that l 
men are or 

Defining anxiety as "a lack of confidence, a sense of guilt and OPP"‘?SSNe ”.“’” are H.‘e misfortunes and restrictions jnfj; tod " 
worthlessness, an unwillingness to venture, a dependency, a readi- by his physical environment; that, for example, 4 s:ted on mgy 
ness to become fatigued, irritable and discouraged, an uncertainty pay taxes or be imprisoned is not F'JndC'meni'alIy differ:eedict fo ( 
about oneself and a suspicion of others, and a general tenseness..." biological need to obtain food or starve, " from the * 
Dr. Raymond B. Cattell of the Utfiversify of Illinoi? mut:.ie an Ifthis view were correct then freedom would be ol \ 
intensive study of the levels of anxiety among ten nations in the ond all arguments for freedom would be empiy phrose;O OAgI(‘,u[ ! 

world. ‘ ful concept of freedom can not include immunify‘ fro Megn ‘ 

The results explode the myth of "the serene Oriental,” India was phenomena. A man is obviously never "free" from the p:_‘n:‘_lfura] | 
found to have the greatest general level of anxiety. The least grayify nor "free" from the necessity of sustaining his owy |l-pF|e°ff 
anxious of nations: those two cradles of the Industrial Revolution -- long as he chooses to live.) tef ‘ 

America and Britain. What is the significant difference between constraints imposed g 

According to Dr. James G. Miller of the University of Michigan, man by other humanbeings and the requirements of physical req\?;; 
Western man now suffers from less anxiety because he lives in an 
industrial society where terrors of the past suchas plague and famine 
have vanished and "the pervading sense of potentially malign 
supernatural powers has receded. " 

Man's physical environment is mechanistic; it is not volitiong 
Man's ability to function within his environment is limited onlyb ¢ 
his intelligence and knowledge and by intrinsic physical properfie{“ 
of the environment. Man may choose to increase his knowledgeqn‘;( 

KERRY TH§OR'\§“§S¥% ™ AT lqb'/devise ingenious ways to overcome apparent environmentol cone| 
- - = = /-4-["s " 1 straints. And the environment continues to function in apotentiall, 

predictable manner, devoid of conscious intent. Man possessesan, 
may wuse intelligence to alter his environment but his physica. 
environment has no intelligent purpose to oppose man. 

Man! Who says Zen swings?! 

IN PROCES § JUl161d 
\ 

L{ - contrast, constraints imposed on a man by other men can be thi 
result of conscious, calculated, volitional intent. Purposefy 
attempts by a victim of force to regain his freedom can be oppose 
and negated by the purposeful counteractions of the coercers, Me 
bent on the forceful imposition of their demands can be a vastlymon 
serious threat, a vastlymore severe restriction on human action tha 
are the non-reasoning forces of nature. ! 

| 
For this reason "freedom”, defined as the absence of physical forc 
initiated by intelligent beings, is a meaningful concept. "Freedon 
is a vital component of human effectiveness and fulfilment. EL RA 

: , UB AV oo i o Do you believe the "old wive's tales" about laissez faire capitalism? 
In future issues we will dissect some of the objéctions which have 
been raised against economic freedom. Topics will include: 

Stability of a free market; Analysis of depressions; Did govern- 
ment intervention cause the economic catastrophy of the 1930's? 

Natural resources and their efficient utilization in a free market; 
Apparent waste -- the result of an incomplete analysis. 

Protection of the consumer as a function of the free market. 

Natural monopolies; Theoretical guide lines for the effective 
organization of those companies which provide services that are 
relatively immune from competition. 

WHERE WILL FREEDOM START? by El Ray, originally scheduled 
for this issue is being held over for a future issue. 

- - - - - - - - N - = I .am a junior majoring in economics at UCLA, and I am q bit til 
of the depressing and irrational theories of man and society wh 
so many people here seem to be teaching. Perhaps this is but at 
semester; in any case [ am fed up with the whole conglomerate ¢ 
direction of contemporary popular thought and long for that ¢ 
wind of reason which can clear the mind and cleanse the soul. 
vision of man projected by the ideas you profess and state on num 
ous little sheets posted about this campus have mildly intrigued 
for a number of years, but it was not until this semester when I ¢ 
face to face with the irrationality and utter corruption of - 
"accepted" theories that I realized that something had to be d 
to insure my individual existence and future happiness. The sour 

of opposing thought are, however, grievously small, and for f 
reason your newsletter interests me. 1am curious to leam whet! 

REPARTEE 

Dear Sirs, 

  

WRITERS ! The Innovator pays |.5¢ per word 
plus $1. 00 per item for finished original articles 
or reports we publish. (A 200 word original story 
earns $4.00.) Suitable pictoriol material and raw 
information also welcome. Write for full details. 
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this Liberal Innovator of yours is that which it claims to be of | 
another confused and silly journal crying inthewilderness that m¢ 

n | 
would make of our modern world. A "complementary copy” W 
be appreciated.....:. Robert James Avila 

e 
  

  
. e o tdals 

Send us the names and addresses of mdwnd:t:ill 

you know who might enjoy the Innovat-olr; Wen . 

mail complementary copies. You will ear 

issi ew subscription. commission of 40 cents per n 
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PIRATE QUEEN OR CAPITALIST HEROINE? 

to CH A VILLAGES UR A 
ikl bl 

When individual initiotive is repressed and frustrated by g?vernmenf 

restrictions ond taxation, new and weird forms ?.f enterprise tend to 

emerge to take advontage of transient "loop holes in 'the bureaucratic 

e srmn;;ulcfions. The "village" of Champ, Missouri, is such an enter- 

priscL -- g curious but predictable outgrowth of the many ffac%ercl c'nd 

state laws which grant benign license to "public” municipalities while 

coercing "private" business. 

Champ consisted of empty farm land when it was incorporated as a vil— 

lage by owner-developer Bill Bangert in 1959. As planned, ;h?mp 

4 will eventually be the home for industrial plants worth many mllllc‘ms 

\al, of dollars but will have a terminal populationof less than twenty voting 

by citizens. The only residents of Champ are key management -personnel 

whose interests are essentially the same as those of the industries locat- 
ind ed in Champ. 

N Most employees of the industrial concerns commute from residential 
Iy communities located outside of Champ.  St. Louis is only 25 minutes 

nc away. 

°d The municipal government of Champ is an elected village council 

which is"advised" by an industrial commission. Each resident company 

the is represented on the commission and has votes proportional to the 

fu ground area which it occupies. 

"¢ Not surprisingly the local laws and building codes of Champ are opti- 
®Mmized for its industrial citizens. Champ's police force consists of 

orldepmized plant guards. 
\ar 

Another potential advantage for Champ--the legal ability to issue tax 

free municipal bonds for the purpose of financing industrial expansion 

"Ct——is being challenged by the Missouri state attomey general who con- 
Mtends that itisillegal for a group of citizens to incorporate themselves 

Ainto a municipal village solely for the purposeof issuing tax-free bonds. 

Champ is an instructive example of free enterprise in a mixed economy 
~-of the race by imaginative entrepreneurs to discover and exploit in- 
terstices of comparative freedom within the morass of state regulations 
and suppression; to make a quick profit before the rulers can move to 
choke off the interstices. EL RAY 

irtWHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DICTATOR? 
i€ 
pRuestion: What's the difference between a duck? 
afnswer: One of his legs is both the same. 

  

%0 runs an old nonsense riddle. But consider some political nonsense 
Thf the same variety. 
e 
o definition of SOCIALISM accepted by most statists: A society in 

sivhich the government owns and operates the key industries. 

HA definition of FASCISM accepted by most statists: A society in which 
othe government and the economy are controlled by a single group, or € single individual, 
t 
;h:h"f Is common to both definitions? A so : N government and the econom 
o? single individual, 

ciety is outlined in which 
y are controlled by a single group or 

U 

WMhat is the difference between the two systems? Under socialism, one s forced to conclude, the members of the power elite started their ,'areerf as politicians--whereas under Fascism they started as business- nen (in America: "enlightened" businessmen). After one generation Jasses from power, of course, even this distinction breaks down. 
w’l‘“'fi the difference between socialism and fas | its heads is both the same. J - - - 

cism? Evidently, one 
KERRY THORNLEY 

      

dner has been referred to by the 

en. She has acquired this title 

ith the state owned broadcast- 

The vivacious entrepreneur Britt Wa 

Swedish press as the last pirate o.f‘5wed 

because she entered into competition w 

ing media. 

the Swedish government, Britt 
cure a radio license from 

. 

Vi 1 b Programs beamed from her radio 
Wadner is broadcasting from the sea. ‘ 

ship "Cheeta 1", anchored in the straits between Sweden and Denmo]cr , 

are heard by millions; her popularity is evidenc?d l?y an average of a 

thousand letters a week received from enthusiastic listeners. 

Britt Wadner's popularity represents a significant victory of free lenterc= 

prise over the coercivist governments of Sweden and De?marn:. In 

these countries owners of radios and television sets are required fto pay 

a yearly tax.  This tax in Sweden amounts to eight dollars per rcc.{io 
and twenty dollars per television set.  With this revenue the Swedl.sh 
government operates a single radio and television network. But obvi— 
ously the listeners desirea better quality and wider choice of program- 
ming than the statists have been able to provide. This is even more 

significant when it is remembered that Mrs. Wadner's station carries 

advertising commercials, whereas the coercively financed state net 

work has none. 

On occasions broadcasting from "Cheeta I" has to be suspended due to 
adverse weather conditions. This is a rarity, however; Britt Wadner has 
been seen traveling to and from her ship in her launch in the heaviest 
of seas.  Only when the ice situation makes it impossible for her to 
get to her ship does her program "Radio Syd" temporarily cease. 

In her employment are her twenty-two year old son as reporter and her 
_eighteen year old daughter as secretary. 

Mrs. Wadner's plans for the future include a second ship "Cheeta II" 
for TV broadcasting. This ship is presently being luxuriously outfitted in Germany.  Her tentative TV broadcasting schedule is one hour nightly with twelve minutes of advertising. Sponsors will pay $200.00 a minute, a rate she considers inexpensive compared with advertising rates on television in other countries. 

To the Swedish people, the success of Britt Wadner is substantial evi- 
dence that free enterprise is superior to state socialism as a satisfierof 
man's interests. To libertarians the world over, the courageous actions 
of this capitalist heroine can be an inspiring model as a bold, pioneer- 

  

  

ing and profitable venture on the frontier of the sea. TIHU HAYES 

PRAXEOLOGY - - A TOOL OF FREEDOM Part 11 

  

The Dynamics of the Objective Loop 

In Part | of this article (see THE LIBERAL INNOVATOR, May, 1964) the objective loop of the praxeological system was defined and it was shown that, by definition, the "working fluid" of this loop and of the entire system is property. 

  

The variable or "tuneable" element in the system 
which gives the system its s 
Galambos has shown that m 
of property. (1) A fully 
property. The mixed 
of the time--protec 

s i.e., the element 
pecificity in terms of property, is morality. 

orality can be defined in terms of the sanctity 
moral individual is one who always protects -premise individual--the personwho ismoral some ts property some of the time, usu property is his and then only when it is convenient'. Th?:l{:o\:t::ffl; morality is fully consistent with the moralit i i y test applied to an (idea + purpose) and to action itself. PP Wees | 
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sn demonitrate "’-‘x"'-“'“‘., " e i Al 
basic system, it is ponsible 

: 

) involves peoperty. The 
formed by ¢n individus! 

- 

ndertaken by individuals involve property 

The totality of ofl such preperty 

he societsl struc- 

Beginning with the 

that every action per 

vost mojority o f octions v 

exchanges with other individuals. : 

exchanges in progress ot a given moment represe.n.s PI vl 

sore or, simply, the market, When everyone it csleep, Mers o 

: . . oF s 

market. This means that the societal structure 15 cn cpect of men, 

not the controry. (2) 

It is possible, therefore, to define the market in terms of morclity, e 

property protection. FIG.| relctes 

per cent property protectioncccept- 

cble to individualsin the market as 

o function of the number of trans- 

actions ( property exchanges) in 

progress at @ given moment. 

FIG. | 

# 
of
 
tr
an
sa
ct
io
ns
 

A certain amount of coercion ( 1- 

9% property protection) is practiced 0 \.IL e 

by everyone in o mixed -premise ic (% PP) 

market. FIG. | shows that the amount of coercion ccceptctle cnc 

market basis brings most of the tronsactions together ot « percenfcge 

property protection very substentially less then 100. Gelbroith refers 

to this point os the "contemporary wisdom™, (Wc). 

    
100 

FIG. | is o time varying function. The market is properly defined in 

terms of a property spectrum in which the energy is sictisticelly distri- 

buted around W,. 

FIG. Il representsan individual morality. It shows the number of prop- 

erty exchangesacceptable to the in- 
dividual in terms of the percentage 
property protection, i.e., in terms 

of the individual's morality. Where 
less than 100% protection exists, the 
individual is the proud owner of a 
mixed-premise morality which a 
liberal will recognize as the domin- 
inate morality of todays society. By 
definition, the mixed-premise indi- Wl 
vidual has no absolute moral stand- ¢ 

ard. As mentioned above, this morality may be “tuned" over the en- 

tire range from zero to 100% property protection. The position of his 
morality is determined by what he happens to find acceptable, i.e., 
convenient, at a given moment. This is strongly affected by the posi- 
tion of the contemporary wisdom (W¢). 

FIG. 1l 
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o
 

(% PP) 100 

Except in the very long run, the mixed -premise individual's mean 
morality is not time varying. It is simply a statistical distribution of 
acceptable transactions. It is not a property spectrum, however, since 
the individual can participate in only one transaction at a time. 

In keeping with his nature as a human being, this morally agile indi- 
vidual goes in search of property exchanges. The search process is the 
super-position of FIGS. land Il. Immediately, he discovers that he 
obtains the greatest number of property exchanges when he "tunes up™ 
on the contemporary wisdom, W¢ (FIG. I). From that point on hebe- 
haves like a good collectivist--he clings with great tenacity to the 
contemporary wisdom. 

But, of course, he has a problem! Total profit is the profit per trans- 
action times the number of transactions. Unfortunately for him, how- 
ever, happiness, the indicator of profit, depends on morality! The 
happiness he achieves is a function of his moral consistency. Less 
moral individuals achieve less profit. Thus, although he isamong the 
“ins", his profit doesn't "feel" quite right. Specifically, to varying 

degrees, he has a guilty conscience. This isso because he has violated 
a fundamental axiomofhuman existence: LIFE ORIENTED MORALITY. 

FIG. Ill shows the total happiness, (as an indicator of total profit, 
i.e., profit per transaction times the number of transactions -- the 

same ordinates as FIGS. | and l), achieved: by the individual as a 
function of the per cent property protection (% PP). Zero property 

profection is meaningless. Human life can not exist at that point . 
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stter; the correct strategy is implicit in the system. (6) 

iird are the psychological implicationsof operation at W, and in the 

gion of instability. These implications are very profound and of far 

oching importance to oll liberals who desire to live in the freedom 

‘Lojssez Faire copitalism. The feeling of uneasiness and undefined 

reboding which nearly everyone feels at this time has its roots in 

seration at or near the contemporary wisdom in direct violation of 

fe-oriented morality. 7 

e source of foreboding isin the fact that it is not what specific prob- 

ms man faces in this country but in the coercive means and actions 

. which American socialism attempts to solve all problems when it is 

oxeologically very obvious that the solution of problems is not the 

;siness of government at all. 

st on the face of this planet until a substantial 
The ends do eedom will never exi ol PRI 

ymber of liberals come to realize a praxeological fact: 

ot justify the means! 

»cialism, or generally speaking, 

ste mens minds as long as socialism succeeds i 

sponding to ready-made solutions=-solutions which are, in themselves, 

e intermediate ends of socialism. 

collectivism will continue to domi- 

n creating crises cor = 

eedom will existon the face of this planet when the individual final- 

. understands o praxeological fact: Freedom means acceptance by the 

dividual of responsibility for ALL of the physical manifestations of 

s life, the acceptance of human life as an absolute conceptual stand- 

-d of morality, and his own life as his individual moral standard. 

JOMAS W, SANDERS 

(1) Free Enterprise Institute, Course 100, Joseph A. Galambos 

(2) "Society -An Aspect of Man," Konda Carter, Liberal Innovator 

May, 1964 

(3) The author is indebted to Joseph A. Galambos for his insight 

in calling to the author's attention the significance of the reduc- 

tion of the system to one variable at 100% property protection. 

(4) This is not a contradiction in terms. Rationality implies logic. 

In this case, however, the frames of reference are different. For 

a rational observer, the collectivist's behavior is logical. Fora 

mixed-premise (irrational ) observer, the collectivist's behavior 

(like his own) makes no sense at all. This is the difficulty encount- 

ered when a quasi-liberal tries to explain capitalism fo a collect- 

vist: When the blind shall lead the blind, both shall fall in the 

ditch! 

(5) A working example of a free market economy somewhere in all 

of eternity would be a BIG HELP! 

(6) The concept of philosophical resonance is useful, The author 

‘has been personally frustrated by his attempts to re-enforce the 

vacillation in the hopes that on one of the "customer's" swings 

toward capitalism he would see the light, i.e., turn the corner 

into stable capitalism. This does not work! The characteristic 

curve of the praxeclogical system is skewedto the right around We. 

The region to the left is highly stable (very steep positive slope ). 

The region of instability to the left has a smaller and longer slope. 

Any attempt to produce large philosophical excursionsis damped by 

the stable region. It is, therefore, not possible to sell with this 

approach unless non-linear operation is used as suggested in this 

paragraph. 

(7 Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, Random House, 1957 

lofic'e that nowhere in this discussion did the performance of the prax- 

ological system depend on the specific natureof the property flowing 

1the system, Praxeology isnotconcerned with what ends man achieves, 

nly with the fact that he does achieve them and does so with suitable 

fcns. For this reason, no criticism can be leveled at praxeclogical 

lack boxery." Praxeology deals with relationships and isqualitative. 

  

APPENDIX 

Comments on Various Aspects of Property 

rticle, it is clear that ideas are 
From the brief analysis given in this a 

fficient but necessary component 
not property, but are, in fact, aninsu 

of property. 

ideas is particularly troublesome. 

Ily, and are, in fact, often 

However, the only property, 

The case of the verbal exchange of 

It is true that ideas are exchanged verba 

and incorrectly thesubject ofa contract. 

i.e., the only physical manifestation of an (idea + purpose) involved 

in a verbal exchange is the sound waves generated by the sending indi- 

vidual. The second individual receives someof the acoustic energy on 

his eardrums=-if he happens to get in the way--and the net result is an 

idea in the conscious mind of thereceiver. This is biologically unavoid- 

able for the receiver and isentirely consistent with the process of iden= 

tification and idea formation discussed in this article. 

As was shown in this article, morality can be defined in termsof prop= 

The existence of the idea in the receivers mind does 

ation per se and is, therefore, not immoral. 

dance with natural biological law and with- 

e the property of the sender and can 

erty protection. 

not represent a property viol 

The creationoccurs inaccor 

out coercion. The sound waves ar 

not be physically violated as such. 

ploy the idea through the process of as- 
The receiverwill inevitably em 

al mechanism 
sociation to produce new property by the praxeologic 

which is the subject of this article. This is nof immoral. It is an una- 

voidable consequence of the aforementioned biological laws and the 

praxeological nature of man. 

The standard of individual morality, senderincluded, is the individual's 

own life. Explicitly, this means that he and he alone is respamsible 

for the enhancement of his life. If the individual is worried about the 

use of "his" ideas by the receiver, he is well advised to remain silent 

until he has made suitable contractual arrangements. Such contractual 

arrangementsare entirely moral and are, in fact, the basis for all forms 

of professional consultation. No contractual relationship can be writ - 

ten, however, covering property created by the receiver in which the 

new idea was created by the receiver through the association process. 

The idea may be antecedent to the property by many years. 

When these arrangements are concluded, they must state that property 

isto be exchanged for aspecific purpose. In the case above, the buy- 

er buys a physical manifestation of an ( idea + purpose ). This should 

be a document. It is the document which is bought and sold, not the 

idea or the (idea + purpose ). This is necessarily so, since to buy 

implies to obtainownership ordiscrete possessionof. By this definition, 

the purchase of anidea ismeaningless forthe seller can not physically 

dispose of the idea itself, i.e., he can not dispose of part of hisown 

mind. Nor can he permit exclusive use of it by another. The latter 

possibility is physically impossible and isstrongly suggestiveof altruist- 

ic self-immolation. (c) 1964 by Thomas W. Sanders 

SECURITY OF FOREIGN BANK DEPOSITS 
  

The Internal Revenue Service of the United States has, on occasions, 

attached or attempted to attach funds of "delinquent" taxpayers, that 

are on deposit with a foreign bank of a U.S. bank or with any foreign 

bank which maintains an American office. The .R.S. is unable to 

seize funds that are in a strictly foreign bank--i.e., a bank which has 

no office in-the United States. (Name withheld on request) 

MIND AND BODY 
  

fe has two inseparable 

nd and his body. They 
KONDA CARTER 

Has it ever occurred to you that Man's li 

aspects - the mental and the physical, his mi 

either exist together or neither exists at all, 
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RELATIVE OUTWARD BENIGNITY 
  

A curious phenomena that is of interest might be called the relative 
outward benignity of nations. The phenomena: A co”echvlsf. gov- 
ernment tends to be more respectful of the rights of alien individuals 
and organizations than of the rights of its own subjects, Some 
examples: 

The U, S. government will redeem U. S. dollars held by 
foreigners in gold; it will imprison its own citizens forowning 
gold. 

An American, or for that matter a Monacan or Luxemb rgian 
who goes to Russia as a tourist, student, or businessman, is 
less subject to coercion than is a Russian subject, 

During World War 1l, Bngland seized foreign bonds held by 
its own subjects and sold them abroad. But England did not 
expripriate English securities held by foreigners, which it 
could have accomplished quite easily. 

Francis Powers, 

by Russia, was t 
thousands of Rus 
literally worked 

the U2 pilot who was imprisoned for espionage 
reated much more kindly than are hundreds of 
sians who, for much more minor offenses, are 
to death in slave labor camps, 

There are several reasons for relative outward benignity:  First matter how socialized a nation may be internally, 
engages in international trade 

, no 
when the nation 

¢ it mustisell or buy in substantially free market in competition with other sellers and buyers, Second , international tourist trade is an importgnt source o f income within many nations; the attracting of tourists is facilitated by outward be- nignity. Finally, for reasons of power politics, many nations actively seek to have a favorable image among the residents of other nations, (Reprinted from PREFORM-INFORM with permission) 
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QU \C Kg, ‘VNOS 

The U. S. Internal Revenue Service has held that income of £ 
Newspapers, Inc., for the years 1959 and 1960, is subject 'reedql 
total rate of 89.5%. The additional taxes of $715,508.77 are dux 
ed on earnings accumulated for business expansion. The lmw 
Revenue Service hasruled that purchasing more neWSpqpe__l,s__‘hen‘ternt Ve 
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Inc. (Research by ANN HARSIN) Pape, 

E. W. Henry, chairman of the U. S. Federal C 
. mission, has recommended that wired commercial 
under government control . "Pay television in q 
public interest justification. " 

ommlmiv:ufignS A 
TV systems be an. 

ny form myst huve\ 

The U. S. Government is repudiating 
administration of George Washington., 
the Seneca Indians in western New York 
federal project. 

a treaty which date 
A reservation be 
state, 

(Research by ANN HARSIN) 

5 fromfi 
longin vatio 9| is being seizeq for 

Physicians in Belgium, already subject to a socialized " 
plan, recently struck against new government rules restri medical practice to two three-hour periods per week. the strike by reminding the doctors of their "moral dut the Belgium government resorted to overt slay 
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A POSITIVE PROGRAM FOR 

RESPONSIBLE 
The libertarion, the truly radical "rightist", seeks complete freedom 

{to live his life for his own sake--complete freedom from initiated 

violence or threat of violence by governmental bodies. In this respect, 

| the libertarian is an extremist and properly so. A political "moderate” 

is one who entertains the notion that a little slavery is a good thing! 

But the libertarian is o responsible radical and realizes .that total 

laissez faire capitalism will not be achieved in America in a year and 

probably not in this century. Consequently, what specific steps towards 

freedom can he reasonably expect the pro-liberal candidate fo expound 

while campaigning and to effectuate if elected? 

The following political action program is offered as a minimal set of 

interimobjectives to meet the mosturgent needs of our modernsociety. 

Those candidates for federal offices who vigorously advocate at least 

these progressive measures have earned the support of libertarians. 

® STIMULATE ECONOMIC GROWTHAND PROSPERITY by immed- 

iately reducing the maximum tax rate on individual income to not more 

than 20%. (1) A graduated income tax is blatant extortionof the un- 

eamed. It effectively destroys individual initiative and enterprise. 

® HELPTHEUNDERPRIVILEGED of the nation by ending compulsory 

old oge insurance. (2) "Social security" seizes the earnings of the 

poor and doles back a pittance in depreciated dollars.  Furthermore, 

"social security" hasbecome a fearsome tool of regimentation to which 

all are subject. 

® STOPINFLATION AND PREVENTA DEPRESSION by liberalizing 
money and banking. Restore the right o own gold, issue and circulate 
private money, and purchase foreign securities. Each individual will 
then be able to safeguard his own savings by selecting a money of his 

choice. 

@ RESPECT FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND OF THE PRESS consistently 
and without exception. To censor or to ban is to violate freedom 
whether the target is "unamerican propaganda", "pornography" or "ideas 
that are outside the mainstream of current thought." 

.. . l?ROVlDE FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO EDUCATION by permitting 
individuals to deduct private school and college tuition payments from 
federal taxes. 

® ASSIST YOUTH by abolishing military conscription. To attempt 
to defend "freedom" withan army of slaves is a profound contradiction. 

® !QECOGNIZE THE RIGHTS OF CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSMEN 
%y vigorously opposing the federal coercive monopoly. Order the 
jovernment fo sell to private enterprise the myriad socialized enterprises 
whichhave been financed by legalized plunder and use the proceeds to 
etire the national debt. 

:IA A1D UNDERDEVELOPED NATIONS AND INCREASE INTER- 
;I' T_lOl\-lAL COOPERATION by unilaterally reducing and eventually 
tliminating all tariffs. Freedom has no national boundries. (3) 

EXTREMISTS 
@ PROTECT NEWLY EMERGING NATIONS by terminating finan- 

cial and military support of the United Nations. While social sciences 

are at their present primitive level, any world government will almaost 

certainly be a fascist superstate and will tend to eliminate individual 

choice and suppress desirable social experimentation. 

@® SECURE EQUAL LIVING AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR ALL, REGARDLESS OF RACE, COLOR, OR PLACE OF BIRTH 

by eliminating discriminatory immigration quotas, thus facilitating 

travel to the nation of one's choice. 

® ENCOURAGE FREEDOM THROUGHOUT THEWORLD by consist- 

ently practicing freedom at home. Make America a shining example 
which will be admired and respected by all peoples. 
RIC VILLANUEVA  (Footnotes are on page 1 - 23) 

~ 

LIBERALISM = FREEDOM 
  

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary , published in 1963, 
defines "liberalism" as: 

"....a theory in economics emphasizing individual freedom 
from restraint and usually based upon free competition, the 
self-regulating market, and the gold standard .. .. a politi- 
cal philosophy basedon belief inprogress, the essential good- 
ness of man, and the autonomy of the individual and stand- 

ing for the protection of political and civil liberties ..... " 

The current equating of "liberalism" with mixed socialism is 
etymologically incorrect and semantically unjust. Individualists can 
aid the developmentofmore precise terminology by using "collectivist," 

"statist",  "interventionist", "fascist", or "coercivist" to designate 

an advocateof initiated violence. To misuse "liberal" in this manner, 

even though qualified with quotation marks, maintains an undesirable 
currency of the wrong meaning. 

DOES GOLDWATER HAVE INTEGRITY? 
  

If nominated, will Goldwater campaign on the "conservative" (more 

correctly called "liberal") principles he hasespoused, or will he com- 
promise in the name of "party unity"? 

Naturally, the avowed statists who have adopted "Republican" labels 
forthe purpose of denying the electorate achoice will call for a plat- 
form of diluted fascism. And, some range-of-the-moment politicians 
who seek victory at any price will support this. What is the most ad— 
vantageous campaign strategy for Goldwater and other pro - liberal 
candidates? 

The most valuable effect that can come from a Goldwater campaign is 
the education of a large number of people in basic economics and 
political science. If Goldwater and his supporters maintain an 
uncompromising position, if they vigorously campaign for the liber- 
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tarian measures he has advocated: the oboliti?r\' of the groidx:cijc::d 

income tax, compulsory social security c'nd mlhtohryhcon;cr:m es, 

if they patiently, persistently and persuasively teoc the adva in_ 

and workability of individual freedom, despite the misrepre " 

bations and smears which collectivist-oriented news media wi 

continually spew forth, whether Goldwater wins or loses., FREED.OM 

WILL WIN. Significant numbers of individuals will gain a rC'lfIOI'\Cfl 

comprehension o f fundamentals- -paving the way for victories by 

Goldwater and other liberals in the future. 

But even in the short-range, an uncompromising stand is probably the 
most effective tactic. In California, Goldwater won in the face of 
overwhelming opposition by newspapers, radio and T.V. He won 
although the majority of voters are lethargic, uninformed, and confused. 
He won primarily because tens of thousands of enthusiastic supporters 
went from door-to-door in the precincts -- putting across through 

personal contact the soundness and rightness of Goldwater's stands. 

Goldwater's volunteers were not spending their time because Gold- 
water has a winning smile and looks heroic on horseback or in the 
cockpit ofajet. They worked for Goldwater because they want free- 
dom; they are sickened by the myriad government controls, restric- 
tions and taxes; they are substantially libertarian. If Goldwater com- 
promises, he will lose this support. And, no matter how far he re- 
gresses, he will hardly gain the acceptance of statist-oriented news 
media. 

Some libertarians have concluded that political action is basically 
wrong, that the individual should remain completely aloof from the 
political arena and not vote or otherwise support any candidate for 
political office. At present, this is the view of only a small minority. 
But, if Goldwater and other pro-freedom candidates fail to campaign 
vigorously on basic principles, we suspect that larger and larger 
numbers of the most effective intellectual advocates of freedom 
will withdraw permanently from political action. Elections will once 
again degenerate into petty bickering among rival plunderers over 
the division of the spoils. To vigorously expound liberty and to lose 
is more effective than to appease statists and winameaningless victory; 
and it is certainly more effective to expound liberty and to lose than 
to appease statists and lose! 

A Suggested Campaign Theme: 

EVERY MAN A MILLIONAIRE ! 
  

Envision an earth where every individual can afford to own a 10 acre 
estate in the south seas, the Alps or South America; a luxurious, auto- 
matically cleaned and maintained home; and his own jet aircraft for 
travel to exotic places; where the average man is able fo earn an 
income of over a million dollars by working only a few months of the year. Mostof his time is spent at professional advancement, challeng- Ing avocations and exhilarating recreations. 

Is this a wild dream? 
government controls, 
individual creativity 
ECONOMY BOOM!| 

Not in a society of freedoml Remove the 
faxes and restrictions that presently discourage 
and stifle business enterprise and WATCH THE 

In a free and open society, myriad specializations, sophisticated te'chnologies and complex commercial exchanges of modern capitalism will develop and flourish as never before. Average productivity will double every few years. Automation will be applied to an extent and N ways we can not even visualize! And in q comparatively few years every man can be a milliongijre! 

IN PROCESS 
This issue of the Liberal Innovator features o suggested political gram. An entirely different view of political activit wpioll b'Co H!aro_ 

by Ann Bowles in a future issue. te for le,e i e offered 
evils" constitute a sanction of coercion? Can trade WHESSer of two nist slave state be moral? See "Sqncfio”; An Exami ,r.c eommy - 
Moral Use of Voluntary Co-operation . " nation of the 

Does a vo 
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inte . Q Mention, 4 MY gy 
Urrently seek 4 if 

means of mass 
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FREE TRADE ZONES -- 
  A Bolp SOLuT| 
The conditioned anti-capitalists inye 

problem by proposing more government 
the practitionersof collectivism 

insular poverty of "depressed areas" by 
spending. These architects of fascism 
regard for individual freedom, not only 

ect economic effects, but an appalling lack of creatiy, "C€ Of ing: 
an inability to even conceive new approaches. Fo:-v:;-'mugin“*io;h 

problem o f insular poverty provides a chq Isr 1S 
libertarian imagineering. 

iVe vm‘ 

ly o b e, Y Qblgp, , o 

Hlenging o M, the 
ppon'Un”y For 

An economically "depressed area" is typically charqcy 
cline of traditional industries, a paucity of new indust 
ployment. The precipitating cause is usually the of 
local product, an unavoidable side effect of te 
But local depressions are being unnecessarily intensifieq and 
by government coercion. Forexample, ina free economy th&p(;?onged 
laborand declining wage rates of a depressed areawould teng follndqnt 
new enterprises. But under mixed fascism, government inferfqfiw 
withemployment, such as minimum wage laws ondUnemploymenteirence 
discourages new enterprises. And government taxation ang regUl::Fs' 
of transportation increases freight costs--an addeq deterrent 1o |°c:n§ 
ing in aremote community. Federal "aid" 1o depressed ureq;: 
merely aggrevates economic ills, for it must be financed by taxes | ied elsewhere and tends to depress other communities. ¥ 

Brized by . . o 
res, and Uflem 

solescence of 4 
chnologicql rogre 

s, 

How can depressed areas be stimulated? Here is q proposed solyfigy 
based on freedom: (For clarity, the followin 
of specific concretes. The details could be ¢ 
ably altering the basic concept. ) 

g description is in tem 
hanged without appreci- 

The Federal Congresspassesa Free Trade Zone Enabling Act. This Act 
authorizes any state legislature to convert a portion of that state, o 
eventhe entirestate, intoa free trade zone. A free trade zone remain 
part of the United States with respect to national defense and foreig 
relations but otherwise becomes autonomous. The zone is not subjec! 
toany federal or state laws pertaining to commerce or internal affairt 
Residents of a free trade zone do not pay any federal taxes. N 
tariffs are levied on goods entering the zone from foreign nations 
(The Federal Government presumably levies the usual tariffs on good 
of foreign manufacture shipped into the states from the zone.) 

A free trade zone is governed by a Zone Council. The sole source ¢ 

governmental revenue is a property tax levied at the flat rate o'f §l 

per acre. (If the zone includes waste land that is not worth own'_"g‘ 
this rate, such land is leased on a long term basis to the highest bidde 
sans taxes.) One half of the collected revenue is paid to'the F;de:‘ 

Government for national defense, the other half is aPProF’"mfedcoznC 
Zone Council for police and judiciary functions. The Zoneh i 
sells off other government enterprises it may inherit fr.omf ean 

The Zone Council is initially appointed by the state lequlatu}::s 4 

thereafter elected. However, in the election, each resldlentI . 

proportional to taxes paid; inhibitingany tendency toward lega!P 
. ared 

Risk capital, venturesome entrepreneurs, and skilled WO*E::'S loyme 
tracted to a free trade zone. New industries mushroom. ReIF;eVe 

skyrockets. Prosperity brightens the face of the land. rly half 

federal taxes which, directly or indirectly, SiPhO_" oggi regulati 
the productive capability of every individual; relieve free frode % 
which force businesses to operate in uneconomic ways, af ;driffs' 0,20 
develops at a fantastic rate. Because of the cbs_en‘.:et:mafiona 
is especially attractive for enterprises engaged in in . 

ise 
The success of the first free trade zone is @ SPech|a|r gjv:r:f/ « 
the advantages of freedom. Other states follow the le 
pete for new industries, form free trade zones. 

tial sités: 
It is beyond the scope of this article to evalud"e P::f:quakes icl‘ij 
one outstanding possibility is Alaska. Catuclysrp": excesso m " 
public attention on Alaska by causing damages in € are ext ed 

dollars, But over 100 million dollars in federal'f”:?;iz y the ggh 
Alaskans each year! Alaskans are especially . 'andwage” L 
uated income tax because of generally higher prices 
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how Alaska would boom as a free trade zone, attracting capital from 

all over the world to develop its myriad natural resources. 

It is doubtful that Congress will actually pass a Free Trade Zone En- 

obling Act. However, the vigorous advocacy of such legislation will 
have several very desirable effects: 

@ Encourage people to contemplate the advantages o f liberty. 
Thinking cbout the potentialities of a free trade zone will generate an 

intense appreciation of laissez faire freedom--an appreciation which 
con not come from the vague generalities and petty specifics of a 
political campaign. 

® Throw the statists on the defensive. Require them to appear in 
their true role--as opponents of economic progress. Force collectivist 
propaganda sources to expend effort ona negative defense of the status 

~ quo. 

® Result in the enactment of compromise measures such as federal 
legislation to allow any state to adopt commonwealth status,(comparable 
to Puerto Rico.) 

' @ Stimulate libertarians to propose and to consider new, bold methods 
- to ocquire complete individual freedom. EL RAY 
3 - - - - - - - - - 

EMERGENCY TREATMENT 
  

Soonafter Congress discovered the Soviets had 
s of American industrial invention we had ma 
- them, it passed Civil Defense laws in an e 

population against the unusually widespread destruction o fmodern war= fare, should the Soviets choose to attack us. The military functions of 
State to protect citizens from foreign aggressors is now to include con- trol of civilians, and the Constitutional provision for the common defense has become directed mobilization of civilians. From this concept has developed the National Plan for Civil Defense and Defense Mobiliza- 
tion, the Office of Civil Defense (OCDM), andt 

S+ Planning (OEP). 

put together the pieces 
gnanimously bestowed upon 
ffort to properly defend the 

he Office of Emergency 

s. Kept within the confines of war or actual attack on the U. S, 
ds civil defense program is palatable. But the National Plan, whi 

lines the civil defense program, refuses to confine itself to wa 

, some 

ch out- 

r. 

of The National Plan begins by advising that civil defense programs are 
0 designed for three kinds of conditions: General War, Limited War and ot International Tension. The latter term is never specifically defined. 

Br’S\‘rctegic warning is "indication of a possible attack in advance of its a launching.” The Federal Government is charged with the responsibility f"'; fdeclaring warnings. Later we learn that the Director of the OCDM, ~"as directed by the President, will exercise authorities and controls ,"necessory. -+ .to meet various contingencies. .. .incident to attack or “the declaration of q limited, national or civil defense emergency, " “Noneof the latter termsare specifically defined. Throughout the Plan 
*‘are Passages similar to this: "In a situation of increased international t-tension or in limited war, the steps fo be taken....will depend on the nisituation at the time the emergency is declared. Even underconditions olnotinvelving an attack on the United States, centralized Federal direc - offion and control of all activities may be necessary." 

D:Fhe controls are primarily economic, althou " life are covered by the Plan. ( 
‘”eheqlth, manpower, shelters, 
¢functions, training 
ofrols begins with th 
m~essation of 

to, the o 

ghalmostall aspectsof your 
For example, thereare Programs for food, 

registration, continuance of governmental 
and education, etc,) The section on economic con- 
e general definition: “Continuation, alteration, or 

government or private activities concerned with, orincident 
peration of the economy..." and then goes into more specific detail, One interesting phrase goes like this: Maintenance of essential puSsurces “includes actions. .. . in the pre-emergency period to insure e '€ 9dequacy and continuing availability of resources essential o emer- 

10?8"Cy production and distribution. . ..Such resources include manpower, 
" and products, services, the facil- 

of % or basic materials, finished goods 
d,hes and materials for emergency organization and operations, and 
iné>ential records, " 
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So the emphasis goes from attack upon the U. S, to international tension 
to undefined emergencies, to pre-emergency periods. The control ex- 
tends to all components of economic life. 

There are many other revealing passages in the National Plan, o few 
follow. The Annex entitled Directed Movement is concerned with the 
"organized relocation of population groups....from areas of antici- 
pated or existing danger or need..... " The Maintenance of Law and 
Order Annex advises that "under national emergency conditions, gov- 
ernorsof Statesand chief executivesof local governments would assume 
direct operational control of all the government and civilian force.sqnd 
resources subject by law to their authority." Annex 735, on Training 
and Education, describes one of the objectivesof its programas orien- 
tationof"students inpublic and private education systems to the purpose 
of government actions for non-military defense." 

No brief resume can do justice to such a lengthy document as the Nation- 
al Plan. You canwrite the OEP (Washington 25, D.C.) to requesta copy 
for your own examination, Technically, A U.S. military action such 
as is developing inVietnam could precipitate the use of the National 
Plan, ascould a domestic crisis, such as racial rioting. Edward F. Phelps, 
dr., then Director of Government Planning for Economic Stabilization 
(the forerunner of OEP) put it this way in @ November 1961 interview 
in Nation's Business magazine: "The country and the government may 
faceanew kind ofeconomic problem which may make it no longer pos- 
sibleto cling to the classic American position that we would never use 
emergency mobilization measures except during actual mil itary conflict”® 
KATE HATFIELD 

ON THE MARKET 
“Pirate Radio Stations Anchored Off England Sell Ads, Anger BBC. " 
Wall Street Journal, June 22, 1964: A 20,000 watt transmitter 
aboard an old ferry boat broadcasts 16 hours a day, reaches 19 mil- 
lion potential listeners. A second shipboard radio station which 
began broadcasting only a few weeks ago, has already paid for 
itself, expects profits of millions. More stations are planned. "It won't be long until we're ringed with pirate broadcasters" fretsone government official quoted by the Journal. 

  

Anarticle in National Geographic, June 1964, describes the resources of the continental shelves and new methods for developments. Recent experiments indicate that humans can live under pressures existing at several hundred feet, in a helium-oxygen atmosphere, for several weeks without ill effects. 

The June 15th Investment Bulletin of the American Institute Counselors, Inc., Great Barrington, Mass. reviews the history of silver coinage and discusses the advisability of investing in fractional U. S. silver coins while they are still available at face value. o 

A POSITIVE PROGRAM FOR RESPONSIBLE EXTREMIST 
(1) 1t should be emphasized that this is an 
long range goal should be the abolition of 
single rate income tax is an administrative n 
flagrant violation of individual privacy by ta 

  (Footnotes) 

interim objective. The 
the income tax. Even a 
ightmare, requiring the 

X agencies. 

(2) Because of the fraudulently unsound manner in which " security" has been financed, the program will undoubted| 
as soon as coercion is removed. 
sponsible for the predicament ofp 
fication for fulfilling itsobligatio 
nues. 

social 
y collapse 

Since the federal government is re- 
resent recipients, there is' some justi- 
ns to those people from general reve- 

() International banking and industrial concerns will profit from free world trade, as will others. On this issue, the libertarian candidate can elicit support o f the "establishment" without compromising on freedom. 

(4) In place of immigration quotas, a simple and non=discriminatory bonding system can be enacted. A prospective immigrant,or a sponsor or prospective employer, would deposit a nominal bond.



HOW TO SELL A POST OFFICE 
  

Poul Conrod, recent winner of the Pulitzer Price foreditorial cortoon- 

ing, telected o his best cortoon o coricature of Barry Goldwater 

putting o "FOR SALE" sign up in front of o Post Office. 

The some ideo hos been expressed in such differently oriented media 

as MAD and PLAYBOY mogozines. Statists find private postal systems 
too obuwrd to consider. Why ? Becouse the Government has always 
  

owned the postal system. 
  

This is known as the orgument-by~tradition. Intellectuals have bee:'n 

debunking the orgument-by-tradition elsewhere; such an argument is 
equally vulneraoble here. 

‘ Today's defenders of burecucracy ore usually unprepcred.when it 
omes to countering serious proposals for selling the Post Office De- 

~ bartment == even their evasions are offen ill-prepared! If flaws and 
“dangers can be shown to exist in something so time-honored and 
seemingly harmless as the United States Post Office, then it can be 
better shown that flows and dangers are intrinsic in all civil service. 

    

  

Below are some "selling points” for those interested in demonstrating 
the wisdom of auctioningoff the United States Post Office Department 
to the highest bidder: 

Censorship:  Government ownership of the mails facilitates 
censorship. And, whether the public censor burns "obscene"” 
or “subversive" literature, the principles are the same --and 
the definitions can and do change overnight! 
  

Spying: People on both "sides" who were involved in the 
Baker probe, including one distinguished member of the 
Senate, gave evidence that mail was being monitored in 
connection with that investigation. 

Blundering: Postmaster General, John A. Gronouski, said 
that complaints about postal service are rolling in fhizyecr 
at an all-time high. ~f 

Inadequacy: With subsidies of millions of dollars in ruxk 
money, with a coercive monopoly in the handling of first 
classmail, and with overacentury and a half of experiencé), 
the Post Office still can not meet the full demands of the ~ 
market; private carriers, such as United Parcel’drejable to 
attract a substantial amount of business --and make a profit, - 
too ! “d L 

Cost:  Mr. Gronouski recently testified that postal service 
would become even worse unless the Senate restored sixteen 
million dollars to the House-approved postal budget. 

Inequality: Since the Post Office loses money every year, 
the "little" taxpayer helps pay for services rendered fo big mailers -- such as non-profit corporations thatsend out circulars at cut-rate prices, 

Obsolescence: Whenever the Post Office Department an- nounces plans to automate, a loud segment of the popula- tion objects; therefore, postal services improve slowly and fall further behind the times each year. Some citizens seem fo regard the Post Office as a colossal WPA project. Note however, that no one speaks of the jobs not created in fh(a’ automation industries by the failure fo aufomate -- orabout the capital drain on privuteTployers caused by the tax- ation necessary o support America's huge, living memorial to the Pony Express. 

The United States Post Office De 
incompetence, waste, and chro 
"civil service," whether it invo 
KERRY THORNLEY 

Partment is a supreme example of the nic danger inherent in any kind o f Ives letter delivery or brain surgery. 

ARTICLES IN THJs ISSUE MAY BE REPRODUC LIBERAL INNOVATOR I3 CRED ED PROVIDED THE ITED AS THE SOURCE, 
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. forestrict passports, who would most 
7} 

| 

/ N DOING IT FOR Y THE GOVERNMENT'S BEE ALl ml 
  

Recent "civil rights" developme?nrs and pen(fing |egis|orio‘n have 

proprietors in particularand the tl?inkmg populace ingeneral Up'_”"'flnns 
over the governments "new " ability Io.choose customers and "e{ghbon_ 

Why? The government's been doing it for years! We never give the 

decree, "Use or entrance prohibited by I.aw to all under 21 yearsof 
age, " a second thought. Sowhy the revulsion now at the 9°""e"nmenr'; 

completely consistent action to a policy we have Iabe!ed good" gn, 

endorsed for years? The time for revulsion and rebellion was at jh, 
firstviolation of rights. All of the current uproar over parts of the 
policy is just a difference of opinion as to HOW MUCH rights shoy, 
be violated. It isnota protestagainst the premise that rights can/shayl; 
be violated. 

  

If freedom is to be retrieved and maintained in this country, now is the 
time for each individual to take a conscientious look around for intrench. 
ed violations of individual rights with the objective of completel, 
removing them ALL--for a cancer half removed postpones but does ng 
prevent death. KONDA CARTER 

SUPREME COURT DECISION ON PASSPORTS 
  

It is rare indeed that a government body acts to promote freedom 
Therefore, the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision, that declare 
unconstitutional a law denying passports to certain individuals, cam 
as a pleasant surprise. W e commend Justices Goldberg, Warren 
Douglas, Brennan, Stewart, and Black. 

The court held that the legislation infringed upon the individual 
right to travel and amounted to deprivation of liberty without du 
process of law, a violation of the Fifth Amendment. 

To those "anti-communist patriots" who think they can secure freedo by initiating forceful interference against others: Gentlemen, ifyo can not comprehend the contradiction in “theory" at least consider f probable consequence in practice. If the present administration we 
likely be immobilized? Why tho 

whose "divisive influence" is detrimental 
in time of "emergency." 

‘"'irfe_sponsible extremists" 
the Ynational interest” 

R | 

To the justices who defended freedom to travel: Gentlemen, why o examine some of the contradictions you tolerate, such as the dichotor between "human rights" and "property rights" 
terest" and "private profit, " 
ual rights, thousands of laws 

, or between "public ir 
Were you to consistently uphold indivi 
would be unconstitutional . 

  

Send us the names and addresses of individuals 
you know who might enjoy the Innovator; wewill 
mail complementary copies. You will earn a 
commission of 40 cents per new subscription. 
  

— 

MERCHANTS | CLUB MEMBERS ! 
Retail the Innovator, an unusual publication that 
aftracts attention, a high mark-up item on which 
You can earn big profits. Quantity rates: 5¢ per 
copy plus 15¢ handling charge per order. 
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'OBSCENITY" AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM 

The 1964 Republican Platform offers; 
"Enactment of legislation, despite Democratic opposition, 
to curb the flow through the mails of obscene material 
which has flourished into a multimillion-dollar obscenity 
racket." 

  

Thus some of the same "conservatives"who clamor for "more individual 
freedom," seek greater governmental powers to deny freedom of the 
oress to publishers of pornographic materials; some of the same "con- 
servatives" who castigate the recent civil rights act as an improper at- 
*empt to legislate personal morality in choice of associates, enthusi- 
sstically seek to legislate personal morality in choiceof entertainment 
nedia. 

Joes the distribution of sexually provocative literature constitute a 
crime?" Can it be properly subject to legal prosecution? Or is the 

“uppression of obscenity merely another case of conservative inconsist- 
“ncy between "principles" and practice? 

  

-ertainly a large part of what is classified as "hard core pornography" 
s not only morally depraved -- it is poor art or literature. But the 
wrchase of obscene material is a voluntary act on the part of the cus= 
“5mer and the peddler -~ the purchase does not involve the initiation 
“f physical force or threat of force - does not infringe on anyone's 
‘eedom, 

f . 
he major argument advanced for legal suppression: 
] 

Pornography harms the moral sensibilities of the reader or spectator 
‘nd therefore is just as properly subject to legal punishment as is, say, 
ssault and battery. This argument essentially equates the results of an 
‘2t of communication with the results of an act of violence. If such 
nargumentwere consistently applied, any actof communication which 
dversely affected arecipient could be regarded as a crime. For example, 
b publish an advertisement which persuaded someone to purchase an 
stomobilewhich he really did not need or could not afford, would be 
‘?biect to the same punishment as fraud or robbery. 

e legal ramifications of such an equation are disturbing. Since the 
otivesbehind a person'schoices are subjective, they cannotbe object- 
ely determined and taken into account by any system of law which 
saluctes evidence under objective rules, Under government by law, 
p individual must be legally presumed to have freedom of choice; he 
{ free to act or not act on information. Thus communication per se 
©uld not be regarded as a crime. (1) In a free society an individual 
st have the right to express himself in any manner he pleases no 

tter how erroneous or tasteless his expressions may be --other indi- 
duals may choose to accept, ignore, or discredit his utterances as 
£y please. 

i!frequenrlyencountered and emotionally charged variant of the com- 
glnicction-equcls—crime argument goes: "Young children who lack 
'® maturity to know right from wrong may be morally corrupted by 
scenity. The law should protect them from it." The parent who de- 
essuch protection may personally impose all restrictions on his child 
deemsnecessary to prevent contamination. (2) "Conservatives" who 

/mplain that this is too much trouble are guilty of what they condemn 
§1ers for --asking the government to use tax money and police power 
#do for the individual what the individual should do for himself. For 
e liberal parents, the simplest and most effective countermeasure to 
/bSCenHy" is education. The child who possesses a wholesome know - 
fige of the human body and itsnatural functionswill not be corrupted 
(chance contact with pornography; it will probably bore him. 

/FCOndary butsignificant objection to legal suppression of pornography 
fims from the fact that current legal de finitions of "hard core pornog- 

raphy" do not accord with either esthetic or ethical essentials. Most 

obscene literature is morally degrading and esthetically revolting not 

because it graphically describes or illustrates the most intimate ?exucl 

experiences, not because itsprimary or exclusive intent is toerotically 

excite the reader, but because it portrays these experiences not as the 

culmination of an achievement -- as a supreme ecstatic celebration, 

but as a sordid degradation -- a joyless, guilty ritual of debasement. 

Under current legal standards of pornography, the police would bum 

literary masterpieces which happened to consist largely of grc:;?hic de- 

scriptionsor provocative four-color illustrations, while approving trash 

which describes depravity by means of evasive innuendos and circum- 
locutions. And because legal definitions of pornography tend to be 
subjective, censorship and book-bumning in practice will depend on the 
whims of the policemen or judge. 

If obscenity can be banned to protect the "public's morals", it foliows 
that criticism of administration policies can be suppressed in the "public 
interest. " Thus infringementof freedomof speech orof the press in any 

subject area provides a dangerous precedent for suppression in others. 

Such suppression is no novelty in the world. 

Those who seek to improve the moral and esthetic values in art forms 
should not attempt to use police-state coercion, but should promote 
education in rational philosophic values. EL RAY (footnotes on 1-28) 

A CRITIQUE OF MODERN LIBERALISM - | 
  

The term "liberalism" first came into use less than two centuries ago as 
a designation for new political-economic theories which predicated 
civil liberties, democratic government and free trade. Liberalism con- 
ceived of man as a potentially rational, creative, and independent 
being; in contrast to older doctrines which asserted that man was in- 
nately stupid, sinful and servile. The new technology and more effic- 
ient production methods which developed with liberalism were slowly 
easing the seemingly perpetual poverty of the masses, giving promise 
of opportunity and abundance in a bright future, 

Today liberalsim is waning. Despite public and private programs of 
foreign aid, increasing hundreds of millions of people live in utter 
destitution. Despite lip service to intellectual creativity, even the 
"free" world exhibits dull grey conformity; elsewhere "revisionist"ideas 
are ruthlessly suppressed. In nation after nation, liberal ideals have 
been perverted into fascist or socialist tyranny. Many newly emerging 
nations have been "liberated" from European imperialism only to be 
enslaved by equally repressive home—grown autocracies. In place of 
glowing confidence in man's future, doubts are growing in the ability 
of the mass of humanity to achieve truly satisfying lives. 

Symptomatic of the decline of"liberalism" is the tarnishing ofits image: 
“liberal" is becoming a "dirty word" --to many it is merely a synonym 
for annoying government regulations. Even some left-wing politicians 
now shun the name; preferring such superficial and evasive labels as 
"moderate” or "modern." Recent elections indicate increasing popular 
dissatisfaction with what are represented to be liberal policies. Most 
of the reputed leaders of liberalism are men in the 60's or 70's; young 
people flock to partake of the strange potpourri called "new conserva- 
tism," 

WHERE DOES LIBERALISM GO FROM HERE? Liberalscan complacently 
continue in the same manner and watch liberalism fade away. Liberals can give up or become "conservatives” and achieve the same result 
more quickly. Or, liberals can critically dissect their body of hypoth— 
eses and practices, dispassionately identify errors and boldly construct 
a revitalized liberalism, 

Let us briefly examine the second alternative before rejecting it. s modern "conservatism" an optimum political philosophy for the near A 1-25 
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- i sntervative ideols: 
Certainly we con opvecio!s wme of the ¢ e Pt 

ive and retponsibility. Certaindy 
. > ater 

we con reipact comervotive leoders of the coliber of Barry Goldw 

nd integtity. But consarvatism contains 

foture 7 

she high regord for individueal initiol 

competence 0 
‘ ! 

Perham the mas! seriows and tundamentol inadeovocy 

Whaot posses os con- 

who gemomatrote 

wrionn defec s, 

i the obrence of o ratienc! philoaphicel basis. ) 

'e~~<g\-\=:V~\ comenative idealogy consists lorgely of adherence to tradi- 

tipant helich ond conters plus negative reactions to disturbing h‘e.ndS 

event.  Comtenotivet teem to be much more concerned W ith 

where ovr wciety hey been thon where it is going. Many ore basically 

anti~intellec tuol: believing four thoutond year old religious myths ond 

plotitudes learmed o! mother's knee to be superior to modern science 

oni the rational copabilities of their own minds. Many regard the 

Americon constitution not merely os o useful tool for limiting govern- 

ment, but o1 o socred document embodying the supreme wisdom of Our 
Founding Fothers which it never to be guestioned. 

o™ 

It iy in the arco of civil liberties where conservatives most strikingly 

their principles, the shallowness of their 

Too many conservatives are 
reveol the superficiality of 
thinking, and the lock of imagination. 

bigats == intolerant of new ideas which cast reflection on old beliefs; 

intoleront of commercial innovations which disturb their accustomed 
rutines; intolerant of individuols who are different from their friends 

and relations. In complete contradiction to their professed love of 

liberty, conservative: odvocate legal suppression of personal behavior 

which fails to conform to their prejudices. Some of the conservative 

inconsistencies would be amusing if they were not so frightening. On 

an extensive trip through Russia, one popular conservative evangelist 

was very fovorably impressed with Russia's high moral standards. It 

seems feminine bathing suits are less revealing, and libertine behavior 
by young people is more severly repressed! 

Rejecting conservatismas o political-economic-social dead end street, 
we tumn to the question, WHAT IS WRONG WITH MODERN LIBERAL - 
ISM? Subsequent articlesof this series will examine what | consider to 

be the major and basic follacies currently entertained by many liberals. 
This series will critique liberalism at the level of basic principles -- 
epistemological attitudes, ethical principles, and economic theory. 

It is appropriate that the would-be analyst begin by confessing the pre- 
conceptions he brings to the analysis. As a liberal, | believe that the 
universe isrational and that all ospectsof the universe including human 
existence are ot least potentially amenable to the techniquesof science. 
As o liberal, | hold that man is innately good -- "good" in the sense 
thot clmost every human being possesses the innate capability of living 
50 o to achieve fulfillment == that failure of large numbers of people 
to ochieve o satisfying state of existence is caused by errors of know - 
ledge, ot to on inherent inability to act rationally or productively; 
thot just s primitive mon'sinability to accomplish sustained flight stem- 
med from ¢ leck of knowledge rather than any innate malevolence of 
the universe, so the inability of mankind to so far achieve asatisfactory 
sociol order must be attributed not to some innatedepravity of man but 
to incdequacy of contemporary knowledge in the social sciences. | 
believe thot the long-range capability of the human being and human 
society for progress is olmost unlimited. J.E.T. 

RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION -- A CLARIFICATION   
  

"A Positive Program for Responsible Extremists" 
Innovator, suggested as an interim objective: 
and employment opportunities for all 
of birth by eliminating discriminatory immigration quotas, thus facili- tating travel to the notion of one's choice. ( lnploceoflimmigration quotas, a simple and non-discriminatory bonding system can be enact- ed. A prospective immigrant, or his s 
would deposit a nominal bond,)" 

, in the July Liberal ——rd) "Secure equal Tiving 
s regardless of race, colororplace 

ponsor or prospective employer, 

Responses evoked by this “plank” indicated that many readers assumed that “A Positive Program" advocated the immediate removal of ql] restrictionson immigration. One comment wa 
would suffer economically from job competiti 
Another: Hordes of unemployable parasite 

s: Many American negros 
on by unskilled foreigners. 
s would enter the United 

r 

States to collect "welfare." A clarification is in order, 

Withrespect to o narionjs irr.lmigr-arion po!ic'y, there are two Seporgh) i 

avestions: (1) Should immigration be limited by government? (2) /]! 

W If 0, by what means? 

The first question involves complex ethical, economic, ang poli 

considerations. Some of these were superfically examined in “TCI:: ‘ 

Right to Leave - @ Primordial Liberty", in the April Liberal lnnovu!or : 
And in that article | suggested that unrestricted immigration sl ’ 

gramd; 3 
. . = . ey QreJi 

all restrictions on immigration would not be removed in the Immediqgpdy 4 
future, regardless of ethical considerations or economic conseavence ) J 

So, as an interim objective, | suggested changing the criteria by whig f‘ 
immigration is limited: replacingnational quotas with bonding, Unde? 

a bonding system, the rate of immigration could be adjusted to ol 

level the government deemed desirable merely by increasing or decreq ? 
ing the amount of bond required. ‘ 

  

Under present laws, the primary determinant o f immigration is ”le 

national quotas. Each nation or geographical area is allocated gl 

number of immigration visas each year not to exceed one sixth of gpf 

percentof the number of persons of that ethnic originwho resided in thf’ 
United States in 1920. Under this system Ireland, for example, hosgff, 
much larger quota than does Japan. Such a system constitutes blutunf% 
discrimination and is quite undefensible on any grounds. 

    

Within a given national quota, priority is determined by a welter dfy 
ar.itrary and subjectiverules. Preference is given to "immigrants whs| : 
services are determined by the Attorney General to be needed urgenthf 
in the United States because of the high education, technical trainingf 
specialized experience, or exceptional ability of such immigrants ariff. 
to be substantially beneficial prospectively to the national econo | 
cultural interests, or welfare of the United States.”" However, immeji 
grants within a particular occupation are to be excluded if their enfff: 
would "adversely affect the wage and working conditions" of U. 
workers within that occupation.” Furthermore individuals are denidl 
entry if they have advocated anarchy, polygamy, or sexual immoraliff 
or are paupers, vagrants, adulterers, alcoholics, ex—convicts, epilef 
tics, physically deformed, or have psychopathic personalities, amonlh 
other things. This means that immigration officials in general and 
Attomey General in particular, possess broad discretionary powersfy 
They could almost certainly find some legal excuse for excluding o 
individual who, for example, held contrary political views. And it 
questioning and investigation necessary to even determine an individfs 
vals qualifications under such rules, requires a massive violationd| 
individual privacy. 

  

¢ 

   

   

Attorney General Robert Kennedy recently proposed dropping natio® quota requirements but retaining other criteria. Essentially this wou§ eliminate codified discrimination but grant the Attorney General et greater powers to discriminate according to his personal whims. 
The possibility of large scale abuse of immigration rules is not just 
fanciful hypothesis, Following World War I, U.S. officials, in ¢ 
operation with European nations, agreed to admit only persons ¥ 
were judged incapable of earning a living; refusing to take individ 
‘l’f ‘Lb”")’ who possessed skills or professions "needed" by their fathef 
ana, 

A bonding system would tend automatically to maximize the qualit 
lmmi-gro'nrs an d render completely unnecessary the myriad arbilf 
restrictions designed to keep out "undesirables. " Bonding would li 
entry to those individuals who had the strongest motivation and/ 
greatest ability. But q temporarily destitute refugee could also enf 
his t?ond paid by a loan from « prospective employer or sympatn€l 
cho.rltcble organization, And the entry procedure would besimple @ 
rapid. It would no longer be necessary to distinguish a temporary Vi 
for from a permanent resident. The visitor's bond would simply be funded when he left, Aliens within the United States would no lo 
ne?d to register periodically, With simplified entry proceduress ° 

Lf-:‘nlf;:d S'ques wi.ll aftract more visitors and will more favorably imP" 
¢ foreign tourist, businessman, or student; greatly enhancing its WO public image.  RIC VILLANUEVA 
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REPARTEE 

) Dear Miss Leach: 

In rising to comment on your July issve, 
the "sociological law" that readers comme 
with which they disagree than those the 
after reading your previous issues, 
July product, 

l'am unfortunately obeying 
nt far more often on articles 
y opplaud. | must say that 

I'was highly disappointed in the 

First, there is your "positive program for res 
you ore not @ national convention of 

& world is the purpose of this program? 
ic objectives” as against any other set, 

more a position to push through this p 
example, | should happen to support a 

At tax, would | be read out of this 
What is itsmagical properties that 

. sponsible" hat? | would respectfyl 
h atbeing platform-framers and rety 

d for libertarian news and comment o 

ponsible extremists." Since 
a political porty, what in the 
Why push this set of " interim 
especially since you are in no 
rogram than any other? If, for 
15% rather than a 20% income 

‘responsible" movement? Why 20%? 

ly suggest that you end such attempts 
m fo your original functionas a forum 

tl But far more serious is your (unsigned, and therefore I presume official) as endorsement of Barry Goldwater. Now, [ first want to make it clear tai that | do not agree with many good friends in the libertarian movement who oppose all voting or all political action as immoral. | think this is an intellectually respectable position, but | do not agree with it; as "tlong as the State exists and permits us this electoral choice, | see no ' reason why we should not make use of it. However, | simply cannot ".H understand how you can regard Goldwater as a libertarian or genuine " liberal in any sense. 
ar 
m | would like, in fact, for you to point to one specific mainstay of the m current statist system that Goldwater proposes to repeal. It hasbecome t clearthat Goldwater does not propose to eliminate even the graduated ! features of the income tax (let alone repeal the income tax altogether); ic he now will only go so for as to appoint a study commission, he does it not propose to make social security voluntary or to sell TVA to private ef enterprise (he only wants to sell the TVA steam-generating plants to or state governments, a far different proposition.) Indeed, he supports  the Central Arizona Project, which would add still further to federal - n ly=socialized water and electricity in this country. And, on the cru- ¢ cial problem of taxation, Goldwater voted against the Johnson tax # cut, which was the most important step in two decades to reduce the 4 income tax load on the upper income groups. On the union problem, ¢ Coldwater shows no signs of colling for repeal of the Wagner-Taft- Hartley Act structure; instead he wants to add 

on labor relations by subjecting unions to anti 
n “right-to-work" laws which prohibit employe 
u tarily, closed shop agreements with unions, No sign, also,of calling it for repeal of anti-trust legislation! Moreover, in the field ofbusiness cycles, Goldwater's choice of economic advisors makes it clearthathe would support a Keynesian fiscal policy of greater government spending 

in recessions, ( 
/lWherein, then is Goldwater in any sense a libertarian? Certainly ¢not in civil liberties, which the conservative movement in general has i been very bad on --and here Goldwater's support of HUAC and McCarthy are hardly happy augurs. Not in separation of church-and- 
state, on which the conservatives have also been very bad. And not 

 even in civil rights, for Goldwater has specifically said that he would 
* not call for repeal of the civil rights law. | presume also that, as a 
! good conservative, Goldwater would support, rather than repeal, our restrictive immigration laws, and would strengthen, rather than repeal, r: our protective tariffs. 

more statist oppression 
~trust laws and passing 

rs from making, volun- 

1 conclude, then, that Goldwater's supposed pro-libertarian views are 
i Meaningless political rhetoric cut off from any specific application. 
¢ The "edycational” valye for liberty of such a politician, of such a g ©@Mpaign or of such an administration, would be not positive but ab- t'soluiely disastrous. A Goldwater wha took office with the reputation 
" (°°{np|ete|y undeserved) of being a libertarian, and who then, as can y S9sily be estimated, did nothing to dismantle statism, would serve for 

ecades later, as g standing and clinching argument against libertarians : 

this number is grabbed out of the "re- 

"If even a Neanderthal like Goldwater didn't..., ordid..." And most people would regard such an argument as conclusive, 
Indeed, the astute Wall Street Journal (July 15) judges that a Gold- water Adminstration would be noted "more for maintaining the status quo than for turning it upside down." [t “might have surprisingly little lasting reverse thrust upon domestic affairs; it would dismantle not much of the welfare state... Even the Federal farm program. .. would be approached warily...", etc. Canyou imagine how disastrous all this would be for libertarianism as a political movement? 
But even if Barry Goldwater were in some sense o libertarian, what in the world can he do on all these problems, when Congress would not be in any sense in Goldwaterite hands? His odd view of Presidential relations with Congress would insure that nothing in the way ofrepeal or dismantlement of the State would even be attempted, much less accomplished in a Goldwater Administration 
There is one aspect of Presidential power, however, where Goldwater 
would have, as President, almost unlimited freedom of action. This unfortunately, is in the field of foreign affairs. Here the President can do almost anything he wants.  And here is precisely the area where Goldwaterand the Conservative Movement are notonly not libertarian, but the preeminent enemies of liberty of our time. For the Goldwater- ites are, first, aggressive and ardent championsof American imperialism and intervention in political and military affairs all over the globe; and, second and most important, are eager advocates of nuclear war against the Soviet Union. They are the big "button-pushers” of our time. The threat and the reality of nuclear annihilation s the great threat -~ far more intensely and widely than domestic statism - to the lives and liberties of Americans and indeed of the h 
How can you worry about couple of billion dolla 
budget, or a few percenfage points in the tax brackets, when the over— whelming threat to the life, liberty, property and happiness of every one is nuclear war, and when the Goldwaterites are the world's great- est enthusiasts for such war? (And this js apart from the huge arms budgets, the garrison state, the enormous distortion of the economy due to arms contractsand the "military~industrial complex" that Gold- water would not only support but enhance.) 

uman race itself. 
rs in the Federal 

| therefore conclude that those libert arians who believe in taking part in the political process should bend their every effort to defeat Barry Goldwater and all Goldwaterite candidates in November. MURRAY N, ROTHBARD 
New York 

(Dr. Murray N, Rothbard, a leading libertarian economist, is the qu- thor of Man, Economy and State: A Treatise on Economic Principles , and America's Great ?Eression, p_l.lblishedB‘)T\/cn Nostrand, N.Y,) 

Dear Dr. Rothbard: 

  

We very much appreciate your incisive comments; holding that critj- cal examination of a variety of ideas and points—of-view can be con- ducive to progress in the social sciences, In reply: 

"A Positive Program for Responsible Extremists" was published for the purpose of providing political activists, who are or may someday be capable of implementing their ideas, with attention-getting examples of liberal political philosophy in the areasof civil liberties and inter- national commerce especially. Over a thousand copies of the July INNOVATOR were sold at the Republican convention or otherwise distributed to political workers throughout the United States. The July issue has been quoted by popular news media including the New York 
Times, Santa Ana Register, and Canadian Broadcasting Company. 

  

With respect to taxation, Ric Villanueva suggested " 
reducing the maximum tax rate to not more than 20 
an interimobjective must be quantitative; 
ingless political rhetoric. 

.. .immediately 
percent." Such 

otherwise it becomes mean- 
The value chosen is necessarily arbitrary. 

'"Does Goldwater have Integrity ?" was primarily o commentary on 
campaign strategy, not an endorsement. Nevertheless, we believe 
that Goldwater is one of the best qualified individuals who has sought 
the presidency in recent decades. Goldwater has proposed some spe - 
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i ou mention. In his cccepf.— 

e lfm:;;?;wf:::?ofomv;?efrl;?r:e:eicslstgrnationu| trade and com;rjunl: 

catlo spezc |]"f'on of military conscription, as well as respect f?r iver 
c.ahonflg ?n;olns. In these areas, Goldwater's efpress:ed vne:s ,:r:f 

;:);e()libefiol than the policies of fh.e Johnson odmlnlsfrahrc:,r;,fiszs.fi 

siderably more liberal than the attitudes of many "conse 

"A Program for a Goldwater Administration" in the JL'JI)’ 14 Nchonal 
Review tends to confirm the Wall Street Journal's esflmcl:lfe.. ecfa;:;z 

5| ing i ceo National Review j prpbdbl‘)}l the outstanding I:nfellectua Vl:}: § the 
"conservative movement™; “its'views are especially noteworthy. 
samples: 

"The thought of cbolishflfijpfies(e}lfi Sc}éic‘l"Security is both politicu.Hy 
and economically preposterous ... So embracive a program, having 
so long a record of pu_lzlic:. (it(:l‘cxgpé ncefiirlefimhjg must be regarded as a part of fixedMNdfi% 10S ANGELES 
"When you begin finkefi‘ng with $100 billion of annual expenditure, 
it must be done carefully, prudently, advisedly A conservative 
policy probably cannot solidify in four years." 

e oo 

"Nobody in his senses would expect Goldwater as President to follow 
the drastic West German example. After all, Dr, Erhard had o free hand because he was building up a ruined country and the United States is not ruined —- yet," 

Nevertheless, a Goldwater administration which does nothing but maintain the status quo, seems preferable to a Johnson administration which Furfhererodesindividuclcufomony. What can a libertarian hope to gain in actual advances by opposing Goldwater? 

With respect to political education: A Goldwater victory can have at least two desirable effects. Goldwater, as president, can remove pressures exerted by federal regulatory agenciesagainst news media to Suppress criticism., Also, through presidential prestige, Goldwater can evoke popular enthusiasm for greater liberty -~ an enthusiasm which will tend to outdistance the very limited g be able to immediately realize, 
greater opportunities is much more 
at least partly because opportunitie 

     
   
   

      

   

   

    

   

            

    

    
   

  

    
   

      

"hear no evil, speak no evil" position with re - licies, 

. foreign policy with res 

commendations represent what has passed as "U.S. foreign policy™" 
s cake nor eating it, The .S, s maintaining ge military machine, including o fyj| arsenal o f tolerating seve 

o U.S. inter- A 
~~evasive of any ctions to the newest varj lents in commuy- 

   pushing the "enemy" as far as possible Without rec; 
conflict, These tacticsusually provoke g "hot"y, Pitq 
reacts with unpredicted hostility. For example, 4 
probably precipitated when the Truman udmi”isfrqtiOn e 
any intention of defending Korea and then Gbmpfly Chclrsr dik.»:i' response to adverse public reaction to the communiss in\?c?:-d b 

fon, 

e ’ 

Oreq, ) 

So long as offensive nuclear weapons exist 
But a Goldwater foreignpolicy, by being fi 
be a consistent foreign policy and would 
unintended thermonuclear disaster. Gof 

’ ?nuclem.wqri 
My anti—com S e 

My L8 be less like] " msp’\"Vo 
dwater has s s Prean;— 

an unusual degree of integrity for q political leade, re\‘l'dé 
react to public attitudes in terms of political 0pp°”Uni'5m§ ' 
to dowhat he actually thinks is in the long term interests ofwwfi 
States, Some observers, including the newspaper Excelsior the |, 
believe that by rendering Soviet para-military qm.sTFMWSa 
tive, Goldwater could bring about the first genuine peucefi,r%l""?:]e 
ence, °°°’;n3 

oet Greater individual freedom will predictabl Y come to the U 
in smal 

The libertarian who plans o future 
expect any substantial improvement within h 
water is elected, the first srall begirnings of g trend to may come within the next eight years; otherwise q politi 
reversal may not even begin for several decades, 

nifedsf’or 

|, hesffam 

| In AMeri 
is |ifefime, 

and other large, highly-developed nations k fi t steps » oxfor 
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wards for 
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H (o I shlp'con be the et . 
dom in our timg s q political structyg, 

rapid changes, And yhe 
provide new nations wih e ©" 

A more immediate benefit of Goldwater leader on other countries, The only real hope for free 
small, newly emerging nations --nations whose sufficiently small and fluid to accomodate 
freedom U.S. foreign policy can 
opportunities to try freedom, 
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SANCTION: An Examination of the Moral Use of 

sonction must be defined as a voluntary action: else itwould be 
merely compliance with coerc.lon.'SCIncfion leways follows a preced- 
ing action, but at thfz same time ‘|t is a positive choice made by the 
individual who sanctions.  Sanction is an issue in any relationship 
between individuals, and also in many introspective psychological 
correlations. 

For example, if a rational man finds his friend engaged in adastardly 
act, he does not sanction his friend's character by continuing the 
friendship unaltered. If he discovers an incorrect premise as a basis 

for his own actions, he does not sanction irrational conduct byallow - 
ing himself to evade the problem. 

Because sanction is a form of voluntary choice and because the issue 
to sanction or not is present in nearly every type of human situation 

(excepting such things as purely physiological functions, etc.) sanction 
is an important moral question. 

There are two examples of sanction in the social realm that merit close 

consideration by political libertarians. One is consumer sanction. 

Consumer sanction is the cornerstone of the free market economy. If 
the businessman does not produce a satisfactory product, customers 

withdraw their sanction by refraining from purchasing his goods. But 

to what extent does a purchase of goods or services indicate sanction? 

Whatever the reasons for the first purchase, sanction does not become 
involved until the purchaser returns for his second purchase. He now 
knows what to expect from the product and why he should or should not 
trade his money for it. |f it is manufactured in communist Slaveriaby 
handcuffed Negroes, is the purchaser sanctioning coercion and irration- 

ality by making his purchase? Of course not. A trade is an exchange 
which takesplace when both parties profit. If ourpurchaseris rational, 
his purchase means he can satisfy requirements with this product at a 
cost to him more favorable than any other way of satisfying these re- 
quirements. In this example he is hitching his wagon to a fading star 
because only a competitively regulated (that is, "regulated" by com- 

petition) and rationally managed business can continue to serve the 
morket in the most efficient manner. But his sanction, as a consumer, 
is for what he pays for, not the managementor policies of the company. 

When the purchaser is confronted with a choice of similar products, 
henit is possible that he would reach a point of differentiating among 
he products where he would consider the issue of the slave-driven un- 

Fofm"(”es- But as a consumer, it is irrational for him to withhold san- 
fon for a product that best satisfies his consumer requirements. 

f\Nther example of sanction in our modern society is in the political 

market." Those who decry the expansion of government bureaucracy 

L€ Very often the ones who do the most to justify this expansion. 
Jusiness firms voluntarily approach the Departmentof Commerce to ar- 

e governmentally-sponsored commercial standards, when an 

(’:'F-‘::y 'rade organization o r independent consumers "prote::t.i\{e" as- 

nUSHrozn would provide at least equal service. Postal foc!hhhes 01: 
e be“eml;:g under the increased load of mail, much of.whnc dc':oru‘_ 

Wtioy " hondled through use of telephonic communications or distri 

' ¥ me.thOdS such as door-to-door carriers, supermarket giveaways, 

GW'COL?SLCiPOI health facilities, libraries, recrearional areas ;— even 

~~are relied upon increasingly to furnish services that can 
N map 

:°ngre); cases be provided better outside the bureaucracy. .Lef!ers to 

e mo rsmen' urging the democratic political solution to social issues, 
St ¢ 

ommonly from freedom-supporters. 
tis: 

'S impossiblg me © completely differentiate between political and con= 
"sanction b . ious ecause in a sense we are all consumers of the variou 

governmental services. And additionally, we pay for these services 
whether or not we use them. While this distorts the operation of the 
free market, it is still possible to economically choose services outside 
the government. For example, fire fighting and disaster survival equip- 
ment (for a small drea or group) is feasible for a modest cost compared 
to its increased efficiency over coercive substitutes. Private schools 
often offer superior education for children and adults. Insurance for 
unemployment, medical expenses or accidents, retirement, etc. is 
still inexpensive while providing investment program qualities not found 
in State systems. Savings accumulation is far more profitable in private 
banks than in government securities. Private protection systems still 
provide superior protection to businesses and individuals. 

Of course the ultimate political sanction is participation in election 
processes. A vote cast for a candidate is a sanction of his party for 
secondarily his principles, in non-partisan offices) whether or notin- 
tended that way. A write-in vote is in effect a refusal to sanction the 
party(ies) involved. Refraining from voting altogether is withholding 
sanction from the system of political vating. Choosing to spend a va- 
cation visiting national monuments is in most cases sanctioning the 
concept of enshrining political leaders. Accepting an appointment to 
serve in a government post is sanctioning the idea that there is such a 
thing as a public service and that it could be fulfilled by working for 
a governmental body. 

There are as many types of sanction as there are voluntary relations 
among individuals. Your spouse, those you call family, your friends, 
business colleagues, academic associates -- all are sanctioned to some 
extent by your continued acceptance of them as part of your life. [t 
is not rational to suggest that all these relationships are moral simply 
because they arevoluntary. The issue of choice is basic to the concept 
of morality: without choice there can be no moral action. But choice 
is not sufficient unto itself. Caprice, stupidity, guilt are not valid 
criteria for choosing a correct alternative: an alternative that will 
produce the purpose of one's action. One cannot raise a generation 
on the moral premise that "anything (voluntary) goes" and expect to 
produce anything but confused, ineffectual, dependent people. Ration- 
ality is the recognition that it matters what one chooses: what orwhom 
one sanctions. ANN BOWLES 

(Inspired by Ayn Rand's concept of sanction of the victim, and Robert 
Le Fevre's sanction/power analogy.) 

THE AMERICAN WALL 
  

There is now a "wall" being built in America. It's awallofintoler- 
ance to opposing ideas. In the early stages of construction,dissenting 
opinions were blocked by attributing them to crackpots, alarmists and 
extremists. The ideas themselves have never been rationally refuted 

andso have persisted. With thedeathof President Kennedy the "wall" 
has been raised higher by inferring that those not travelling the middle 
of theroad are generating hatreds that will erupt in a threat to our 

whole society. Intelligent people should ask themselves WHY this is 

being done. The T.V., the radio, the magazines and 'fhe press }?ave 

all pickedup the theme, yet noone has affewpfed to |o.g'|c.ally, rotlon— 
ally, step by step refute, in print or otherwise, the criticisms voiced. 

Can it be that those in power committing the blunders of the past sev- 
eral years are beginning to panic? C?n it be that there isn't an ac- 
ceptable rational answer to the criticism? Ideas should be dis?ussed 

and examined on their merit, rationally not emotionally. What is the 
next phase in the construction of this wall? 

From "A Basic Premise Expanded" by Larry Marino and Tibor Machan, 
Logica, February, 1964 
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d (ANCTION: An Examinotion of the Moral Use of 

ot Yoluntary Co-operation 
o= 

T)’ e 

ed Sgnction must be defined as a voluntary action: else itwould be 
0, merely complionce with coercion. Sanction always follows a preced- 
A~ jng oction, but at the some time it is a positive choice made by the 

st~ individua! who sanctions. 

  
  

  

Sanction is an issue in any relationship 
between individuals, and also in many introspective psychological 
correlations. 

tey . For example, if a rational man finds his friend engaged in adastardly 
in. 

act, he does not sanction his friend's character by continuing the 
MOt friendship unoltered. If he discovers an incorrect premise as a basis 

1d* for his own actions, he does not sanction irrational conduct by allow - 
2rty ing himself to evade the problem. 

™ Because sanction is a form of voluntary choice and because the issue 
fo sanction or not is present in nearly every type of human situation 

fec (excepting such things as purely physiological functions, etc.) sanction 
the is on important moral question. 

> M There are two examples of sanctionin the social realm that merit close 
PO onsideration by political libertarians. One is consumer sanction. 
eate 

Consumer sanction is the cornerstone of the free market economy. If 
the businessman does not produce a satisfactory product, customers 

withdraw their sanction by refraining from purchasing his goods. But 
to what extent does a purchase of goods or services indicate sanction? 

onl Whatever the reasons for the first purchafie, sanction does not become 
ks involved until the purchaser returns for his second purchase. He now 

knows what fo expect from the product and why he should or should not 
trade his money for it. 1f it is manufactured in communist Slaveriaby 

m S handcuffed Negroes, is the purchaser sanctioning coercion and irration- 

ality by making his purchase? Of course not. A trade is an exchange 

which takes place when both parties profit. If ourpurchaseris rational, 
his purchase means he can satisfy requirements with this product at a 
cost fo him more favorable than any other way of satisfying these re- 

*+#%¥ quirements. In this example he is hitching his wagon to a fading star 
because only a competitively regulated (that is, "regulated" by com- 

' petition) and rationally managed business can continue to serve the 
market in the most efficient manner. But his sanction, as a consumer, 
is for what he pays for, not the managementor policies of the company. 

ss 3 . .. 
s When the purchaser is confronted with a choice of similar products, 

N TCthenit is possible that he would reach a point of differentiutin.g; among 

the products where he would consider the issue of the slave-driven un- 

fortunates, But as a consumer, it is irrational for him to withhold san- 

”;)me: ction for a product that best satisfies his consumer requirements. 
ibertyi 

4Another example of sanction in our modern society is in the political 
"market." Those who decry the expansion of government bureaucracy 

x#*%*'0re very often the ones who do the most fo justify this expansion . 

Business firms voluntarily approach the Department of Commerce to ar- 

s of |‘_°”99 for a governmentally-sponsored commercial stur:'dordsf V:‘hel? an 

‘UmulflmndU"’Y trade organization o r independent consumers profef:f.l\fe as- 

sociotion would provide at least equal service. Postal facilities are 

eles 

val . ¢ . 
mushrooming under the increased load of mail, much of'W}‘NCh ‘_3°tu_|d 
be better handled through use of telephonic communications or distri 

: . i ways 
“Angeles dution methods such as door-to-door carriers, supermarkef giveaways, 

minimum StC. MU"iCiPGl health facilities, libraries, recreational u-reas -- even 

with 'h; W courts -~ are relied upon increasingly to furnish services that can 

A :P many cases be provided better outside the bureaucracy. .Letters fo 

he world TONGTeSsMen, urging the democratic political solution fo social issues, 

oy P Iré most commonly from freedom-supporters. 
py et L . con= 

tis impossible to completely differentiate between political and 
d. . . the various 

Tt Umer sanction because in a sense we are all consumers of 
afiden 

gt ,‘.-30";‘ 

 provid® 

i 

governmental services. And additionally, we pay for these services 
whether or not we use them. While this distorts the operation of the 
free market, it is still possible to economically choose services outside 
the government. For example, fire fighting and disaster survival equip- 
ment (for a small drea or group) is feasible for o modest cost compared 

to its increased efficiency over coercive substitutes. 
often offer superior education for children and adults. Insurance for 
unemployment, medical expenses or accidents, retirement, etc. is 
still inexpensive while providing investment program qualitiesnot found 
in State systems. Savings accumulation is far more profitable in private 
banks than in government securities. Private protection systems still 
provide superior proftection to businesses and individuals. 

Private schools 

Of course the ultimate political sanction is participation in election 
processes. A vote cast for a candidate is a sanction of his party for 

secondarily his principles, in non-partisan offices) whether or notin- 

tended that way. A write-in vote is in effect a refusal to sanction the 
party(ies) involved. Refraining from voting altogether is withholding 
sanction from the system of political voting. Choosing to spend a va- 

cation visiting national monuments is in most cases sanctioning the 

concept of enshrining political leaders. Accepting an appointment to 

serve in a government post is sanctioning the idea that there is such a 

thing as a public service and that it could be fulfilled by working for 
a governmental body. 

There are as many types of sanction as there are voluntary relations 
among individuals. Your spouse, those you call family, your friends, 
business colleagues, academic associates -~ all are sanctioned to some 

extent by your continued acceptance of them as part of your life. It 
is not rational to suggest that all these relationships are moral simply 
because they arevoluntary. The issue of choice is basic to the concept 
of morality: without choice there can be no moral action. But choice 
is not sufficient unto itself. Caprice, stupidity, guilt are not valid 
criteria for choosing a correct alternative: an alternative that will 
produce the purpose of one's action. One cannot raise a generation 
on the moral premise that "anything (voluntary) goes" and expect to 
produce anything but confused, ineffectual, dependent people. Ration- 
ality is the recognition that it matters what one chooses: what orwhom 
one sanctions. ANN BOWLES 

(Inspired by Ayn Rand's concept of sanction of the victim, and Robert 
Le Fevre's sanction/power analogy.) 

THE AMERICAN WALL 
  

There is now a "wall" being built in America. It's awallofintoler- 

ance to opposing ideas. In the early stages of consrrucfion,dis.senting 

opinions were blocked by attributing them to crackpots, alarmists and 

extremists. The ideas themselves have never been rationally refuted 

and so have persisted. With thedeath of President Kennedy the “wall" 

has been raised higher by inferring that those not travelling the middle 

of theroad are generating hatreds that will erupt in a threat to our 

whole society. Intelligent people should ask themselves WHY this is 

being done. The T.V., the radio, the magazines and "rhe press Ijuve 

all pickedup the theme, yet noone has cfletnpted to lczg.lc.clly, ration- 

ally, step by step refute, in print or otherwise, the criticisms voiced. 

Can it be that those in power committing the blunders of tl:ne past sev- 

eral years are beginning to panic? C?n it be that there |sn'f'un ac- 

ceptable rational answer to the criticism? ldea? should be dls?ussed 

and examined on their merit, rationally not emotionally. What is the 

next phase in the construction of this wall ? 

From "A Basic Premise Expanded" by Larry Marino and Tibor Machan, 

Logica, February, 1964 
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A CRITIQUE OF MODERN LIBERALISM — Il 
    

The decline of modern "liberalism" is characterized by governmenL‘s 
increasing infringement of individual liberty, Many vlvh.o.profe?s Ifo e 
“liberals" are quite willing, indeed at times eager, to |n|hu!e“v|o ence 

through government intervention for intended "good purposes" ranging 
from military supremacy to "social welfare." 

And the growing unpopularity of modemn "liberalism" can be largely 
attributed to such violence. Nazj Germany and the various commu- 
nist states have evoked the "good of society" or other collective "pt{r— 
pose” as justification for the enslavement, torture, and murder-of mil- 
lions. In"democratic" nations violence has so far been more limited— 
the mere threat of violence usually sufficing to maintain compliance by 
a docile populace. But even in the U.S., brute force, the essence 
of collectivism, is made explicit when required; witness the seizure of 
property belonging to Amish farmers to pay forcompulsary but unwanted 
"social security." 

Proponents of government intervention have offered a variety of argu- 
ments in justification of initiated violence. These range from crude 
equivocations designed to conceal the nature of socialistic programs or 
confuse the meaning of " force", to criticism of the free market. But what is their basic motivation? Why do so many seemingly sincere "liberals” advocate such apparently illiberal policies? Various psycho- logical explanations have been offered. George Orwell (1) suggests that the collectivist seeks power for the sake of power and enjoys de- priving his subjectsof all independent desires. Some see state coercion as merely institutionalized larceny—attempting to get something for nothing through political processes. Others attribute collectivism to envy—the desire of frustrated inferiors to destroy what they cannot equal. Eric Hoffer () points out that collective movements attract those who desire to submerge the self—to be relieved of the necessity of individual choice and responsibility. All of these motivations have undoubtedly contributed and some may have been dominant factors for particular individuals or groups. But one cannot dismiss all socialists as sadists, thieves, or seekers of slavery. Why have so many able, sincere, and good-intentioned intellectuals enthusiastically embraced collectivism? 

A philosophical explanation is offered b 
all political systems which subjugate the individual —medieval feudalism aswell as 20th century fascism and socialism—to the morality of altry- ism, the belief that one should sacrifice one's self for the sake of others. But, accepting her conclusion leads to further questions.. How can a perverse and destructive morality maintain a tenacious hold on the minds of modern men? As Ayn Rand points out (3), altruism has no basis in reason; altruism is only a relic fro mystical dogma which culti 

{* submission and obedience. 

y Ayn Rand (3) who attributes 

e 19th century philosophers 
tivism were atheists or ag- 
onal religions accept altru- 

| hypothesize that both the 
frightening allure of collecti 
chological~ethical premise: 

puzzling longevity of altruism and the vism is largely due to the following psy- 

Each individual deserves satisfac 
portional to the honest effort wh 

For reasons to be elaborated, 
PHYSICAL COMMENSURATIO 

tion out of life pro~- 
ich he expends. 

I call this THE PREMISE OF META- 

From what does this premise arise? To live su ingly, an individual mustbe able toy 
ment and act appropriately, 

  

By and large, the universe tends to respond in a manner which the ot because ofaq supernatural volition, functioning of natural processes. The ccomplish a chosen task, the greater 
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his success or probability of success, on the Average, And . 
free market is a natural extension of autonomous indiv;du:fiei'ince by o 
a way bywhich one canincrease the v.alue of his UchiEVements S'Lenc!‘ [is 
voluntary exchanges, one's earnings in a free market I”‘eWise ' oug e 
be commensurate with his labors, on the average. eng,, 2 

But individual cases vary widely from the average., An ““Pfedic, o 
storm, crippling accident, or debilitating disease can Unfavorgp ab, e 
the life of an individual and cause his achievements to be 9r0s5y|0l'& - 
of proportion to his efforts. Acciden_fs of heredify and early enyi,, 9 
ment, to the extent that they affect intelligence and characte, |°r e 
dramatically butno less suredly alter the ratioof earnings to |°bo,r ¢ o 
pended. In a free society a very intelligent person is usu i ] 

. . Olly lee. cl] 
achieve an ample income with only a nominal expendity of 

e of gf while the less astute individual may have to struggle long hours o st 
out bare survival. 

' 

  

Those who believe that the universe ought to conform to the Pren; s of metaphysical commensuration, observe such descrepcnciesqndccr‘ ity clude that nature is grossly "unjust” to individual man. And . 
r Qs unbiased extension of individual action, the free market i I ikewi1 blamed. The maxim Marx choose to summarize communism, g, gZJ 

each according to his ability, to each according to his needs" 7 derjy— from the premise of metaphysical commensuration. If one indivig 
has greaterwealth than another, socialists have reasoned 
of chance happenings—inherited ability and/or amore fa 
ronment. Therefore, no man "deserves” 

r if iS becq 

vorable e, P 
more satisfaction than anof, And a compulsive redistribution according to needs is only "just,n e 

y by the majoy " 
altruistic morgly, @€ 
premise” indivig So, 
ually be some vq the 
to care for himsg abl 

Metaphysical commensuration, held subconscious| 
oftenappears in conjunction with and in support of 
tions. Resolve a political argument with a "mixed 
back to philosophical basics and his plaint will us 
ation of: "But how about the person who is unable 
Doesn't he too deserve to live and enjoy life? lsn't it only justi ap those who are lucky enought to be capable of earning a good ]]R/fig ope compelled to contribute to the support of those who are less fortunate 

EA( The premise of metaphysical commensuration has intruded into econor BY as the fallacious labor “theory" of value which asserts that the " CH value of any product is proportional to the total human labor expen; in its production and that any interest or profit above this value (1) "unearned.” Some Utopian planners have even advocated that ther (2) hour become the basic monetary unit. 

The premiseof metaphysical commensuration likew; cational practices. Juljus Rosenberg, 
for relaying information about nucleq 
acted on this premise as o child, 
children were able to achi 

se showsup in« (4) 
a communist who was exec casy 
rweapons to Russia, held!"jus 

He noted that "naturally brig 

ng hours for barely passing marks. Ju 
When Julius, himself a supel 
tions, he surreptitiously raised scores of poor students who "tried hard" —his way of compensating 0 the "injustice” of the system, 

The fatal fallacy in the premise of metaphysical commensuration Both "satisfaction" and " 

‘. 
Al 

. clec possibility of determining subie?““’nd t dreamers have proposed the equalizd boo| 
ents such as hours of labor and mate |jkg 
ications such as reducing working hour'!"de 
providing extra doles for persons Wh? Misq| umption thatsubjective satisfaction ;5”'1 ! 
consumed isunproven and unprovab er-“psyc subjective guessing game, it seem:ogThes of great ability, who is able to P Py ¢ Yr . the ¢ Yla portionately more to experience f 
that a less well endowed person can 

Implicitly recognizing the im 
tisfactionor effort, socialis 

of assumed materiq| equival 
wealth; adding ad hoc modif 
"unpleasant" occupations or 
expensive drugs. But the ass 
portional to materiql wealth 
indulge for a moment ina 
plausible that an individual 
more, must also consume pro 
amount of satisfaction. And



happy o1 ¢ tower standard of living. But allsuch flights of fancy estab- 

i;,{: pothin 
S 

petween individuals. 

mise.of mefcphysicol commensuration results from an error of 

e the Oppiication of "justice", a moral and/or legal concept 

taining 10 relations between volitional beings, out-of-context to 

r o'olitioncl reality. "Justice" presupposes the evaluation of human 

: i ke And an operational standard for jus- 

e posib e only. in.? $PE.C|'fIC COntexf_oF human interrelations. A 

iudge can render "|ust. decisions occord.!ng to predefined legal prin- 

! les. A teacher can "justly" grade a child according to her standards 

:on".‘"l‘ 

non 

octions ac 

ci . . 
Dfpcorrectnéss- An employer can pay a worker "just" wages using as a 

stondard the worker's value to his business. But the universe—non- 

volitional reality—does not conform to any human standard of justice. 

Reality is what it is. To assert that "natural laws" are "just" or "unjust" 

1o imply o standard of justice which transcends the totality of real- 

ity contradiction. (4) 

" Quite literally the premise of metaphysical commensuration could only 
| be implemented bya@ God — by an all-powertul, all-knowing being. 

! Perhaps this is one of the reasons why the rise of socialism has accom- 

" panied the decline of religion. The true believer is not greatly dis- 
¢ turbed by "inequities" on earth since God will hypothetically despense 

perfect justice in a hereafter. But the socialist, who does not so be- 
lieve, is disturbed by real or imagined "injustices" and turns to the 

' totalitarian state as a substitute for God. And although a government 
can never literally be all-powerful because it cannotdictate to reality, 

in the process of trying it is quite capable of terrorizing millions and 

I destroying a civilization. 

| So, a first step in the reconstruction of modern liberalism is to discard 
i the premise of metaphysical commensuration asunprovable and unwork- 

{ able. In its place | propose the premise of individual inviolability — 
. a premise which accords with modern knowledge of man and which is 

{ operationally usable: 

* EACH INDIVIDUAL DESERVES THAT WHICH HE IS ABLE TO CREATE 

i BY HIS OWN EFFORTS OR ACQUIRE THROUGH VOLUNTARY EX- 

, CHANGES WITH OTHERS. J.E.T. 

(1) "1984," George Orwell, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1949 
(2) "The True Believer," Eric Hoffer, Mentor Books, 1951 
(3) "For the New Intellectual ," Ayn Rand, Random House, New York, 

1961 

(4) One could choose natural law as the standard of justice, in which 
case everything which exists or happens is "just", and the concept 
"justice" loses all meaning. 

- 

ON THE MARKET 
; sz because they are often plastered with over-proportioned, halt 

:qtid' glcssy-eyed women arethe covers of his novels embarrassing; 
Ot because they sport such titles as Erotic Room, Carnal Orgy, Animal 

1t sgoud' and Pleasure House do his books cause one to blush. No, the 

i S;Tefi’l fact about the virtual library of paperbacks written by Con 
£ 1o ers is that it evokes a cliche: You can't judge a book by its cover. 

p ave to be 5o trite about such a find is degrading. 

/:higbrerg"iq" who k.nows how to plot andwho draws his heroes loud and 

' and I\'l °';\ Sellers is one of a vital few in American liferatu're. F.S. C 

f books )'m;): Wufd.dre probably the most explicitly philosophical of his 

o like h;me's C. is on anti-utopian projection that s?unds_ too much 

¥ ltdeqls w-t:‘° mcke.o good bedtime story, unless you llke.mgh_fmures . 

" isalreqg '™ a possible future Federal Sex Commission w-hlch, morullyl,I 

In Nymyh”\;vfheeXact centerof"the mainstream of American thought. 

+ Psychol pn ufdr Mr. Sellers performs a sensational expose on the 

°gical implications of altruism. 
3 These iy 
o Pulagk; &s are available through NOVEL BOOKS, INC. 2715 

’ ' Road, Chicago 39, KERRY THORNLEY 
L - 2 - 

g—it is PG'CN|)' impossible to compare subjective feelings 1 
SUMMERHILL, U.S.A. 
  

LeWi's-V‘/quhcms, a orivate school founded by three New York City 

parents last October, is the fourth school in New York State to be 

patterned after A. 5. Neill's Summerhill. Comedion Orson Bean plans 

fo open the fifth such school near Greenwich Village this fall. More 

than half a dozen Summerhillian schools now existin the United States. 
In California, there is one in Los Angeles and one in Palo Alto. 

Summerhill, by A, S. Neill -- the book that reports the birth of this 
revolutionary challenge to traditional education == is now available 
in paperback through Hart Publishing Company for $1.95. 

KERRY THORNLEY 

REALITY -- THE SIMPLE TRUTH OF |   
  

When one expresses obfuscation over the latest efforts of tympanists 

for collectivism to further vitiate individual freedom, one is admonished 

with the pronouncement, "Let's be realistic." This inference, that 

they have through ratiocination determined the nature of man and the 

proper function of the state, is as fraught with fraud as the case file of 

a racket squad. What they are in actuality saying is "Let's violate 

reality and do something --anything -- immediately." They invariably 
ignore reality and the nature of man, disregard the consequencesof their 

actions, and disconnect the span of reality. 

At the risk of igniting a wave of nympholephy and being dubbed belli- 
cose antetypes, let us probe the miasmatic mountain of metaphysical 

malfeasance they call reality. 

In their haste to solve problems they've either created or imagined, 
these instant or retarded collectivists have given us social security, 

tariffs, subsidies, foreign aid, antitrust and fair trade laws, taxes, 

and innumerable other programs, bureaus and regulations. When one 
peeksunder the litter ofresultant surface debris, such asdead railroads, 

farmers clubbing each other, and an insurance plan with all the sound- 

ness of the Cuban monetary unit, one finds hideous cozings permeating 

the whole blob. Coercion is the key ingredient; their utopia is not 
voluntary. Since evil has no power of its own, all virtue is required 
for feedings. 

Mingledwith the coercionone finds thievery among the electorate and 
their thugs the politicians in legalized looting and leveling; rewards 
for the incompetent and punishment for the competent; desire for the 

unearned and an abhorrence for being judged; rule by fear and mercy 

elevated over justice; and suffocation of the individual atthe hands of 
the planner. Efforts to add a demulcent quality to this soporific crypt- 
ogram for existence are made by offering false alternatives. One may 

join the party of one's choice and strive foreither instant or slow slav- 
ery. One is evidently supposed to react like a sanguine Sybarite when 

given the dubious honor of practicing eclecticism in a metaphysical 
garbage heap. 

What in reality is the nature of this man upon whom these phony real- 
ists have by attrition laid tutelary claim? He has a volitional con— 
sciousness which distinguishes him from other creatures. If he fails to 
use this, he ceases to be a man. The primary choice is one of con- 

sciousness itself. Shall he function at his uniquely conceptual level 
or shall he lapse into an anesthetized state interrupted by occasional 
unfocused perceptions and perfunctory movement by command. While 

man may revert to this level for a limited period of time, the choice 
is ultimately not oneof beingman orsub-man, but one of life or death. 

Man, who comes with no claws or instincts, is regressing below a bar- 
barian with a club to a self-sacrificing blob who approbates the theft 
of his mind. In the guise of realism the mind is being bludgeoned into 
desuetude. The competent are being sacrificed to the incompetent, 
the creators to the plunderers, the individuals to the collective, and 
man as man to the predatory parasitic all-coercive state. They may 
call the doctrine one of reality, but in reality it is one of death. 

Having sufficiently degraded the nature of man, our phony realists pro- 
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r octions indicate o convic- 

day ot the ni?C‘W:"g .“.':»Jr ord be int fredh e resh, 

] . [ 
the writer nos 'O 

rmen: When your world 

s; don't worry 

you mount ¢ ruin and speck of man's 
cervcbly horrible state; if you 

ge S 

cel fond with club 

ond out of the crowd ¢ voice 
ernment has to help people!” --run 

purveyor of cerebral crypts . 

  

live hell, young men; you've encountered 

DA/ID HATFIELD 

  

L GUESSING GAME 

“Woderstion in principle iz clways o vice," he wid. 

The leader of his couse, weeking fo remain neutral, turned his bock on 

hirm in his hour of crisis. Nevertheless, he survived the betrayal. 

Europe, for cwhile, wo: divided over whether to consider him"mad" 

or "dangersuz,” He was the populor butt of editorial cartoons in the 

Europeon press. 

ergy spoke out against him from the pulpit. 

d to be the best fund raiser of his £senmaony members of the cl 

He was, noweser, generclly concede 

¢ he would not modify his extreme views, many writers tried fo 

the esents of his age without mention of his name. This self- 

cenwrhip eventually backfired. Today he is more respected 

. more moderate associofes. 

Becous 

erplain 
imposed 
than many of hi 

Ls he wid, A thing moderately good is not as good as it ought fo be." 

KERRY THORNLEY 
Yiho waos he? Thomos Paine, of course! 

REPARTEE 

Dear J.E.T. and Miss Leach: 

les in the August INNOVATOR there occurs a 
In both of your ortic 

ding the state of Senator Goldwater's "integ- 
very pointed remark regar 

rity " | would like to raise a few questions concerning the trut 

your judgment and your ability to make such an assertion. 

Ae Dr. Rothbard and many libertarian and nonlibertarian thinkers have 

ted out, there are an unusual numberof blatant contra~- 

tor Goldwater's political philosophy. When one com- 

[ aspiration whichhe outlined in hisacceptance speech 

with hisvoting record ondecisive issues involving questions about pro- 

or antilibertarian concepts one can only come to two possible conclu- 

sions senator Goldwater iseither very short-sighted —and thus he may 

possess integrity but his competence is in serious doubt — or his utter- 

ings and polifical record are consciously designed to influence the 

lectorate soas fo vote for him in November — which means 
American € 50 s fo 

without regard to political integrity. 

accurately poin 

dictions in Sena 

res the genera 

1 = 

  

“ 

. ot 
I disogree with Dr, Pathbord's wuggestion o - th . 

q st l":'?n"cn»_.. 
erator Goldunter th ‘ i i fall - i 
tes. | do, b Tty . £ tes, d0, hyueynr s “n 4 ’ _J IR ® ’ & YO s, o 

T e 

Mduater'sepnt, 
SNy . 

il Y 
bere, L 

p 

on effort to defest S 

grounds Miss Leach <i 
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A CRITIQUE OF MODERN LIBERALISM — 1] 
  

  

Observing that those individuals who have less ability or who suffer 
unfortuncte accidents tend to produce lessper time expended 
observing that @ free market does not alter these inequalities, many 
well-meaning but naive "liberals" have sought to "correct” for such ngocial injustices” by the initiation of violence. 

, and 

The essence of any form of collectivism — be it socialism, fascism, 
or o "mixed economy" — is physical violence. To the individual in 
o collectivist society who does not submit to the seizure of his earn- 
ings for the alleged benefit of others, the ultimate answer is brute 
force, up to and including death. 

But the initiation of violence runs counter to the customs and sensi- 
bilities of most people. And even the collectivist state cannot toler- 
ate use of force by individuals for personal reasons. So, implicit in 
any collectivist system, is an irreconcilable clash of principles. 

Not surprisingly, the "mouth> ieces” of contemporary semi-socialism, 
wittingly or unwittingly devoi&(j@’ hof their output to "smoothing 
over" this clash — to obscuring tH’é,B/ruLfézfif)a ce which underlies their 
pet schemes for “social justice." Théflsufi Ai&confused in two ways: 
byblurring differences between initiated Vidteoand other volitional 
actions or natural phenomena, an 4 pretenayifig\ctlzgf violence is not 
really violence if iniflal(ed by a goverr(kfnt. ‘”“5@«4 

A major fallacy of the firsg&'érig_tx can be é{zj??d/v ]:4,0 

The limitations forcib[y‘?‘mgo'sgd on oneman by another 
are essentially no different n kiad from the limitations 
forcibly imposed on each man by his physical environ- 
ment, ’ ; 

Many clichés of the past half century have their roots in this hypoth- 
esiss "A man is a slave of his environment." "Political theories are 
not important to a starving man." "The only freedom is the freedom to 
discipline oneself." 

In "What Does 'Freedom' Mean?" (May, 1964 "Liberal Innovator™) 
El Ray points out the significant difference: 

r 

"Man's physical environment is mechanistic; it is not volitional. 
Man's ubility to function within his environment is limited only by his 
intelligence and knowledge and by intrinsic physical properties of the 
.environmenr., Man may choose to increase his knowledge and devise 'ngenious ways to overcome apparent environmental constraints. And 
the environment continues to function in a potentially predictable 
manner, devoid of conscious infent, Man possesses and may use intel- 
!‘QEnCe to alter his environment, but his physical environment has no 
intelligent Purpose to oppose man, 

In contrast, constraints imposed on a man by other men can be the 

resu“?fcons‘:i"‘-’sp calculated, volitional intent. Purposeful attempts 
7.0 victim of force to regain his freedom can be opposed and negated 

fgrcte:’ p.urms.ef}ll COUnfer-actions of the coercers. Men bent on'the 
threa 'mposition of their demar]ds can be a vasf!y more serious 
”Onreé: _VQSH)’ more severe restriction on human action than are the 

ning forces of nature., " 
Evidence attestin, ; g thevalidity ofthis distinction is generated each time 

choose to brave the hazards of the open seas in small, 
d boats in preference to the man-made hazards of a 

e. 

N refugees 
P°0r|y eqUippe 
Communisr stat 

A substnti stantially corollary hypothesis: Economic “pressure” is as much coercion as is threat of physical violence, I\ deriyas: - fivative clichg. "Obedience to a bureaucrat is no different than lence to qp employer, " 
1= 

This hypothesis is false to the extent that it is o corollary of rhe. first 

hypothesis: A market transaction is certainly a volitional human inter- 

action and in this respect is similar toa volitional act of violence on-ti 
different from a physical phenomena. However, so long as a market is 
competitive or potentially competitive —so long as alternatives exist, 

one man is unable to willfully subject or destroy another through eco- 
nomic actions. One grocer may refuse to sell to a certain customer 
with a deliberate intention of starving him to death, but the customer 

can go to another grocer — if need be even to another city. 

Artificial situations can be hypothesized in whichone person holds the 
power of life or death over another through economic means, such as 
the many variations on the theme of two men ina life boat in the mid- 
dle of the ocean, but in real life situations a vast number of other al- 
ternatives invariably exist. 

Certainly an individual's ability to earn a livelihood can be reduced 
as a result of market phenomena just as it can be reduced by physical 
phenomena. But economic "forces" like natural forces cannot pose a 
malevolent threat as do consciously planned acts of violence. 

The crucial difference between obedience to an employer under free 
enterprise and obedience to a bureaucrat under socialism can be 
appreciated by comparing the ultimate penalties for disobedience — 
the necessity of seeking other employment or starting one's own 
enterprise, versus imprisonment or death. 

A conscientious delineation of volitional initiated violence from other 
human and nonhuman acts is essential in the reconstruction of modern 
liberalism.  J.E.T. 

SHALL WE EQUALIZE SLAVERY OR ADVANCE FREEDOM? 
  

Once again tax-exempt foundations are being vilified for alleged 
"abuses.” It is hardly surprising that statists, who wish to increase the 
take of federal and state "welfare" rackets, cry for an end to "tax 
dodges." But it is dismaying when groups which ostensibly support 
freedom, unthinkingly join in the attack. 

The favored legal status of certain “nonprofit" organizations derives 
from the collectivist morality. This morality holds that private profit 
is "unearned" and should therefore be subject to punitive taxation, 
whereas gratditous "public service" is meritorious and should be en- 
couraged. The economic basis of this view — the labor theory of value 
is fallacious, as von Mises and others have shown. 

Be this as it is, what is the morality of organizing "nonprofit?" If pre- 
sent forms of taxation are coercive, it follows that any noncoercive 
action which successfully avoids or reduces taxes is basically moral, 
For the entrepreneur who must do business in a mixed economy, that 
legal form is best which optimumly meets his specific requirements, 
Depending on the functions of his business he may choose tobe legally 
profit-seeking or legally "nonprofit"; in either case he is acting mor- 
ally. But an organization does not possess a special morality by virtue 
of being legally profit-seeking. To claim morality because of one's 
vulnerability to laws which one considers to be immoral, is a contra- 
diction, 

In one sense every successful noncoercive organization is "profitable" 
— the totality of tangible plus intangible benefits derived is greater 
than the totality of tangible plus intangible costs. 

Rather than envicusly snipping at the tax advantages of others, advo- 
catesof freedom should work to increase and extend tax exemptions to 
all — individuals as well as corporations. QOur goal must be not to 
equalize slavery but to advance freedom, 
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THE FIETH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON UNIVERSAL LOVE  "Now, on this momentous Day Of Our History, we joi 

hands around the world in collective peace. And w; vlz‘:ur hearts , 
Never tor 

until each and every last greedy individual, every kook 
and every extremist is thrown tfo the firing wall and—-1" Sver misit, 

  

"The Expanding Spirit of Our Shrinking World" was the theme that 

year. 
Krishna Lenin fell to the steps at the feet of Pope Peace 

Pope Peace 11 smiled complacently as the Unity Corps volunteers 

hoisted the flag up the long pole until the blue of it blended against His Holi el . . 

that of the Mediterranean sky. It all but vanished. is Holiness fell on top of His Revolution. 

Gripping his bleeding throat, he choked on a shout for mercy og by, 
is 

We have a good theme this year, he thought. Safe. Who denies that 

2 What with all the sects of all the awn Court Gd.vcncefi -up H?e steps — red hats thrown aside and tricoly 

headbands faintly visible in the clouding whirl of night. ! 
the spiritof the world is expanding 

faiths of the West united in the Judeo-Christian-Islamic Pact — we 

have only to complete negotiations with the Eastern Federation, and ~ KERRY THORNLEY 

men will again see that truth is unity. 

Of course the Communists had been blocking such a final move for 

five years now. They had given up so much though in settling differ- 

ences with the rest of the Federation — the Hindus and the Buddhists THE |INDIVIDUAL COERCION LIMIT THEORY: , 

_ that one could not blame them for being sensitive. EXERCISE TN THEORETICAL PRAXEOLOGY AN 
  

  

  

was on everybody's side: Pact author- 

d that all members of the Federation, General Discussion 

e Pact the essence of  Thispaper isanextensionand part challenge of a paperby T. W. Sandey 
: . , frt 

on praxeology. (1) 
b‘ 

One important thing, however, 

ities had long since recognize 

Communists included, held in common with th 

morality: The virtue of self-sacrifice. 

important as far as the Pope thought, they also held       

    

   

       
   

   

   

!:urfher, cndhmore | i Since praxeology is a science of means, it could be thoughtof as bei 

in common that catalyst of all unity: an enemy. separate from ends. Such remarks as "Do the ends justify the means? 

indicate an attempt fto separate means from ends and cause from effec| 

"O my thanks to Thee, History, for plaguing mankind with greedy in- ) 

dividuals. Thy way is wiser than poor humanity can ever know!" His :fhe sef?arah?n'of cause from effect and means from ?nds is to indul 

prayer thus spoken, he crossed himself, stood up, crossed himselfagain, fn magic, Vf'Sh'”gl_ond chaos. lee confusion may arise from a semarg 

and proceeded with his Court toward the Shrine of Saint Russell The tic mnsf.ake in equating ends (meaning goals) anc{ ends (meaning result}; 

Philosopher. 
To achieve ends (goals), means are chosen which will yield ends (re g 

sults) which may or may not be the ends (goals) desired or planned 

depending upon ability and information. A part of the necessary infor E 

mation to choose the correct means would be a know ledge of a workj! 

ing technique of praxeology. 

Krishna Lenin IV awaited His Holi- 
Raven hair gleaming in the sun, 

he statue of Albert Schweitzer near 
ness, somewhat nervously, before t 

the Shrine's entrance. 

ands. Ends (goals) are determined by the philosophical premises of an indi 

Upon meeting, they knelt in unison and kissed each other's h 

Then, leaving the Papal Court and the Red Guard outside, they van= vidu.al. Praxeology can help determine what means are best suited! 

corridors. achieve those goals. Therefore, a proper question would be: " Wi 

these means produce the results I value?" The preceding discussiof 
ished together toward the Shrine's inner 

r His Revolution," Peace said softly as 
produc 

toward the Gate of Humility. 

"What might that 

does contain a major assumption, i.e., coercive means will 

coercive results. This assumption is true in my experience but | lea "[ have a pleasant surprise fo 

it to others to put it on a firmer foundation. they made their way, alone, 

S0 2" inquired Krishna, with suppressed inferest. 

be?" 
With that one assumption let us now take a look at means, given 

ends (goals) of a free capitalist economy. 

waved his hand and a slave pulled the Gate of Humility open . 

      

      

Peace 

They entered, Krishna first, and the Gate closed. 

The Council Chamber was vast and silent. Again the two Vicars were FIG. | FIG. 

alone. 

His Holiness said, "We are prepared to give in to His Revolution on 2 

everything., We concede that History is God's true name. Weconcede  § 2 

that Original Sin should be called, henceforth and forever, Historical %5 9 

Necessity. We concede that Castro was devinely inspired. We con- g é 

cede that the Soviet State is History's Hand of Retribution here on this  © = 

earth. We concede all on the simple condition that..." o © 
o 

"That?" 
= - 

l | — @ 

"That the Federation recognize that Christ was the only true avatar, 
! 

_ 0 W_  (%PP 9 

that Buddah, Gandhi, and Mao were Great Teachers — but that Christ c (%PR) 100 0 We (%P 

‘i‘Vr:s :*t‘:nfhf:efl ‘?mb°d’me"f of History. This idea, you see, is very  Starting at the beginning of Part 1l of Mr. Sanders' paper, and ref? 

po  US. fing to FIG. land FIG. Il: | accept his definition of W o3 e 

"Comrade Pope, wenow see that you are sincere. Let us seat ourselves ~ femporary wisdom" or as the point of %PP (percent privafe prope| 

and work out the details,” 
or inverse coercion) where the most transactions would be available 

The bright blue of the UN flag was distinctly visible against thered  TWo new terms which will be useful are Wy and lc. W[ is the "in¢ 

sky of twilight. 
vidual wisdom", the average amount of coercion an individual ¥ 

. . . accept in a transaction. This can be anywhere on the % PP sc¢ 

When, His Holiness wondered, will the multitudes stop cheering? depending on the individual. It should be evident, then, thach' 

At last came the lull, and Krishna Lenin was able to continue his an- the average of all Wy's. I  represents the "individual coercion limi} 

nouncement. "...so, at last, the world stands unified politically, the maximum amount of coercion (minimum %PP) an individual .v{> 

religiously, and in comradely love." 
accept in a transaction. This may also be average, since an indivF 

i : 
val may accept jon i tions than |’ 

L lhute ovation again interveneds 
thans Y pt more coercion in some types of transacti &‘ 
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cepting Mr. Sanders' idea that Wy is "tunable" and that 1 will 

:)bcbly be fixed for an individual, we can have the following: 

        

| = 
| 5 | FG. 1| 3 | 
| ‘ - l FIG. IV 
g l =) \ 

i 2 l 
|| g 
| | 2 | 
| \ ;i l 
5| | | g | 

| LNEL A 
0 I. (%P W, 100 O I. W) (%PP) 100 

o FIG. lIl the I¢ is low enough so that it hardly interferes with any 

ossible transactions. In FIG. IV the I; cus—off is such a value that it 

joes interfere with the number of transactions accepted. 

Setting aside the I idea for a moment, if the W is multiplied by the 

W, at each %PP and plotted vs.the %PP, this will give us a graph of 

the number of possible transactions. (The number individually desired, 

the W| curve, times the number available, the W curve.) 

  

FIG. V FIG. VI 

| 
| 8l 
N R | 

S S 
} l ::_’/‘\/J\a I~ 
  

  

We W, (%PP) 100 O W, (%PP) 

fFIG. V isfor amoderately higher W] and FIG. VI is foran even higher 

"W, 

i3till neglecting the | factor, tuning the W) to the W¢ will clearly 

result in the maximization of the number of random transaction. The 

term random is of major importance. Since the W, is the average o f 

all W.'s, the only way a person can maximize hisfransactions at a 

y higher %PP level is by beingselective in his fransactions, for exam.pl-e, 

"ot buying property in a restrictively zoned area. This selechylfy 

would, certainly at first, greatly limit the number of possiblfa trans- 

actions, Also, this selectivitywould create asmall node ata high %PP 

onthe W. curve. Call this node W (wisdom, liberal). Even a very 

small node at W| may allow a person to saturate his transactions at 

the W level, FIG. VIl is an illustration of the resultof anindividual's 

g Wl being at a WL' 
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The |, Effect 

If an individual has a coercive limit beyond which he will not deal, 

it is possible that the interim period of building up a W will not cost 

any transactions even in the short term. Thus, if a person's I were 

higher than W, he is not giving up any transactions since he would 

not transact af that %PP level, anyway. Ayn Rand illustrates that 

appears to me as a similar effect to the I, when in Atlas Shrugged (2) 

at various levels of coerciondifferent people would decide that trans- 

acting was no longer worth while to them. The level of the I would 

seem to be an index of the clarity of a person's premises. Rather than 

a coercive limit, it could be called a "shrug index." 

Resultants -~ Happiness and Satisfaction 

It is not clear to me that happiness is an absolute quantity. That it is 

an absolute measurable quantity seems implied in Mr. Sanders' con- 

sidering ability to be a factor. Is an able man working at his full 

capabilities any more happy than a less able man also working at his 

best? It would seem to me that happiness is also related to the person's 

efficacy, thus a measure of how well he is doing vs.how well he could 

do, Perhaps both are correct. In either case, we can lay aside ability 

since it will be a constant for an individual over any nominal interval. 

Not counting ability, the happiness of an individual (H)) is a two- 

valued function at all points of the %PP scale. H| equals the number 

(N) of transactions at a certain %PP times that %PP. The important 

point here is the inclusion of N. If we assume that the happiness per 

transaction is a linear function of %PP as shown in FIG. VIII 
  

FIG. VilI 
7/ 
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pe
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the curve for happiness summed over all transactions (£H| =Wc + H/ 

transaction) will have only maximum. This curve is not a double 

peaked curve as was Mr. Sanders' due to the dearth of transactions that 

occur at 100% PP, It is the old case of something (high H/T) times 

nothing (zero transactions) equalling nothing. 

Conclusions 

1. A person making random transactions (random with respect tothe 

other party's W) can maximize his transactions and happiness only at 

the average of Wy's, i.e., We. 

2. A person who attempts to raise his W| will have an increasing dif- 

ficulty in finding random transactions. Thus a person seeking to raise 

both H| and W must select his transactions, i.e., seek and deal with 

others of a high W[. If possible, then, this would create a node on 

the W curve at a high %PP. Plainly, the larger the upper node, the 

greater the chances of making a transaction at that point. 

3, Until a W (upper node) can be built up, which would offer a 

reasonable numberof transactions, either %PP (morality) or N (thereby 

H)) must be given up. This loss would result if only because of the 

time and effort spent in building up the node. This would not be a 

sacrifice since the ultimate Hj would be much greater after the node 

was in existence. 

4, However, since there may be doubt that W can be built uporit 

may take an excessively long time to be built up, some may consider 

it a sacrifice. Ifitis considered a sacrifice then: 

A. We are stuck with We. 

B. Thereissome kind of H'in which morality is much 

more important than we have assumed, thus a transaction 

' -35 
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at 90% PP is much much more satisfying than just twice 

that at 45% PP, This would be nice but this effect 

should cause W to move up the %PP scale at a fairly 

rapid rate. Lately it (W) appears to be moving down 

if it is moving. 

5. The I, effect gets usout of the dark hole o f conclusion #4 by 

the individual refusing transactions above a certain level of coercion. 

If you can't transact at W¢ you lose nothing by moving up the %PP 

scale and seeking high %PP transactions, you can only gain. 

An Illustration of the I¢ Theory --Interpersonal Relations 

In the foregoing figures, replace transactions with conversationsand 

%PP with IEI (interest, enlightenment, and information). If the I is 

a valid concept, we should find some manifestation of it in such an 

interpersonal relationship as conversation. 

Ifyour conversations (random) are to be maximized, you must talk about 

whatother people (random) want to talk about (Wc). Though the num- 

ber of conversations is maximized they are of low level. (There should 

not be much doubt that the W, for conversations is abysmally low.) 

If your contacts are random, yourconversations ata high IEl level are, 

(must be) few. 

With the foregoing in mind, we reach a clear illustration of the Ig ef- 

fect. Individuals have a definite and differing toleration limit for low 

IEl conversations. We all know some people upon whomeven a cordial 

greeting is only an exercise in manners beyond our better judgment. 

Given that W is very low, the lower the I, the greater the number 

of conversations; the higher the I, the fewer. (Still a random con- 

tact situation.) 

As in the general transaction situation, we either have a situation of 

few conversations of value plus a great number with trivial content or 

a few good conversations and the I limit curtailing the rest. How 

many times a day can you talk at length on diapers, dishes, sports, 

grass, inane gossip, and "how-about-thats?" 

Since our development of the conversation situation follows fairly 

closely the general situation, the results are also the same. For a per- 

son with a high |, and W] to increase both the number and quality of 

his conversations he must look for and find others with a high W, In 

plain words, to achieve conversations of value requires work as does 

anything of value. 

In this example friendships can easily be substituted for conversations 

with little disruption of logic. ALLAN JOHNSON 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

Since receiving this manuscript, Mr. Johnson has concluded that 
FIG. VIl is only one of a family 
of curves. Thus the overall rela- 
tionship between H/T and %PP is 

more complicated than assumed in 

this paper. This does not, how- 
ever, affect the validity of the I, 
concept nor does it affect the 

greater body of this article. It 
does indicate that praxeology is 
still in a state of development 159 
rather than dogma. 

  

The things in existence are relative to each other. Existence is rela- 
tive to nothing outside itself. Tobe relative to nothing istobe absolute. 
Existence is therefore absolute. KERRY THORNLEY 
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES VANISHING 
- 

  

Another tier of restrictions is quietly being addeq to A 
ment "wall.”" The U. S. House Committee on ’ntemmerico“i’d 

Commerce has approved legislation which wil| 'equireuffe ond fy, 

nies whose securities are traded within the U. s, 4 Oreign ¢, | 
e . O regi K 

Securities and Exchange Commission, Gister ‘wm,: 

Leading U. S. investment brokers have expressed dismay. 

that this requirement on top of the foreign securities mY, Predi 

further havoc in the over-the-counter market for fore; :Wnll 0 

bonds. Many foreign companies issue bearer stocks (Unrz iTOCh 

tificates with dividends payable to the bearer) and wij| ngtsbeeredb! 
e 1] comply with this new requirement.   Like the tax on foreign securities, this latest step in Cryplosisgly: 

ism is an attempt by the American government to evade Qndso o 

the consequences o f past unsound monetary policies sych q:o 

expansion manipulations by the Federal Reserve System Whic},c; 

held interest rates at artifically low levels. These polici, 
prompted Americans to transfer funds abroad; seeking higher o 

and protection against possible dollar devaluation, 

     

     

    

     

    

    

  

   

    

    

    

  

   

    

   

This latest interference will probably have little long-term effeg 

the outflow of capital. lts most notable result will be to further ¢, 
America's already severely restricted financial institutions, Amer, 
will merely utilize more secretive methods for transferring funds of 

Investments now handled by American securities brokers will be fr 
acted within nations which offer greater monetary freedom. A| 

Zurich, Switzerland, which has only one twentieth the populatiy| 
New York, is the second largest securities market in the world, 

minute Liechtenstein boasts the greatest per-capita wealth of 
nation in the world. 

AsAmerica declines asan international financial center, opportui 
increase for financial "free ports" where securities, currencies, 
cious metals, and wealth of all varieties can be freely exchangs, 
(Name withheld on request.) 
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(Tuesday, November 3, 1964) As this is written, early election returns 

indicate the probable outcome. Most ardent championsof freedom will 

find no cause for celebration. Some, in fact, are making dire pre- 

dictions — for example, that America will be a socialist dictatorship 

in a matter of years, or months. Well? What are the probable future 

trands for America? The recent history of Sweden may be instructive. 

Bearing many striking similarities to the American political system, 

Sweden drifts to the "left" in almost every election. If someone were 

to take the time to compile the major issues and results of every elec- 

tion in Sweden's past 50 years, he might well be able to predict the 

outcome of American elections for the next 20.  As an example, all 

thearguments for and against "medicare" we now hear in Americawere 

on the record in Sweden some years ago. Socialism as a political-eco- 

nomic system is, to this day, rarely identified by name. There is very 

little political activity, exceptat election time, and then the Commu- 

nists seem fo be the most outspoken opponents of the Social Democrats. 

The young Liberals are the only people, other thana few Conservatives, 

who detect a loss of individual freedom. Sweden considers herself the 

“little America” of the world — and, in a way, she might be. 

Sweden, too, recently hadan election. The Social Democrats remained 

in power —as they have done for about three decades —on the slogan: 

"You never had it so good, and the next ten years will be better." 

Their parliamentary allies, the Communists, gained from 5 to 8 seats. 

The Conservatives lost 11 seats on the slogan: "Freedom, not coercion." 

And the past history of this party makes a mockery of such a slogan. 

The two main issues, housing and the supplemental pension fund, were 

debated without any concern as to who would provide the loot. It is 

faken as a primary that people will pay any amount in taxes if they 

think they will get it back in goods and services from the government. 

All political thinking centers around spending the confiscated money 

in that manner which will retum the highest margin of votes. 

Sound like home? Well, it's probably more like home than most of us 

realize, While one well-meaning friend of freedom after another dis- 

creditshimself by predicting, date and all, the day of doom anddicta- 

torship, things will probably drift along here in America just as they 

ave for some time now. Evidently, an economy,ora political system 

reacts to control much as a living body reacts to poison. If the poison 

is administered in small doses, gradually, an immunization is built up 

?nd the body learns to tolerate more poison — up to a point. Sweden 

is some years ahead of America in this respect, and no dramatic apoc= 

alypse has occurred — yet. So hangon, freedom fighters. Let us re- 

member John Paul Jones and, in the midst of the battle, assert that we 

have not yet begun. And, meanwhile, let us examine new approaches 

fo freedom, 

Denmark also had an election recently. The Conservatives, the third- 

lorgest party out of ten, gained 4 seats in the parliament. This was 

em?Ug.h for the Conservative-Agrarian coalition to break the absolute 

Majority of the Social Democrat-Radical Liberal coalition. And during 

!fh:,‘:?‘mc”h" campaign, the Conservative leader openly stuted"on :[V 

secy _re"PEOPIe should provide for theirown retirement and that. social 

ex rrel Y" was not a proper function of government. Other views he 

lir?cq?sed.werfa equally anti-socialistic.  This should be.noted l.:y po- 

scientists, pundits, and future politicians. Individualism, it 

(continued on page 2, column 1) 

DUTCH INDUSTRIALIST PROMOTES 

FREE SPEECH OFF SHORE 
  

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE, 
  

On 1 September 1964, TV Nordzee commenced broadcasting from its 

stationslocated in international waters. In what isprobably the world's 

first laissez—faire TV endeavor, financial success seems assured. 

The man behind the idea, and responsible for it becoming a reality, 

is Dutch shipyard owner, Cor Verolme. 

The station was built from American material, constructed in Ireland, 

and in appearance resembles an off-shore oil derrick. From this arti- 

ficial island a 250-foot antenna beams programs 39 miles inland to the 

Dutch people. 

The company is registered in the "El Dorado" for international com- 

panies, the state of Liechtenstein. In the first few days of existence 

the station earned $8,300.00 a day. In the same period shares sold 

amounted to $1,940.00. Advertisers include some of the world's big- 

gest companies. 

TV Nordzee competes with five radio and TV stations that operate 

legally in the Netherlands. These five stations are operated and di- 

rected by the government. 

The Social Democrats, working with various governmental officials, 

are trying to silence the station by pushing through parliament legis- 

lation to forbid what they refer to as "pirate broadcasters." The "Min- 

ister of Justice" drew up a law against building on the continental 

shelf, but the law was so criticized by internationally renowned lawyers 

that it had to be totally changed; the proposition put forth would have 

infringed upon what was said about the "freedom of the sea" by the 

reputable Dutch jurist, Hugo Grotius, in the 17th century. (Also this 

proposed new law is concerned with "building on the continental shelf" 

but does not mention ships that are located above it and outside the 3 

mile limit.) 

The Liberals in the parliament who form the coalition in power have 
stated they will not support any law against TV Nordzee. 

A real crisis has developed within the government over this issue. The 
people, ergo the voters, favor a hands—off policy by the state. The 
state programs in this media are considered rather miserable. 

A 17-member, inter-European council is presently working on laws to 
eliminate the "threat o f pirate broadcasters" and their advertisers. 
Action is expected in a couple of years. The Geneva Conventions 
overlooked the possibilities of such ventures. 

Radio Syd (See June 1964 Innovator) is broadcasting 21 hours a day in 

spite of the fact that its owner, Britt Wadner, has been convicted for 

owninga transmitter and sentenced by the Swedishstate to 3 months in 

prison. The Danish radio ship, Murcur, was actually boarded by Danish 

police to prevent its continued operation. The British Labour Party 

desired to do the same thing to Radio Caroline, which is owned by a 

23-year-old Irishman. A group within the Conservative Party supports 

free enterprise and wants to let Radio Caroline set up businesson shore. 

Individuals like Cor Verolme and Britt Wadner are part of the reason 

Western Europe prospers as never before. They are the innovators who 

take great personal risk, motivated by profit, and by a desire to show 

the advantages of the free economy to Europe. No licenses from the 
state for these people; they don't want them; they don't need them. 

THU HAYES 
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NORTH AMERICA'S EMERGING NATION 

f-proclaimed independent nations of the 

world is the princedom of Outer Baldonia, a small island off the coast 

of Nova Scotia, Canada. The island was purchased from the Canadian 

province for $750 by Russel Arundel, a Washington businessman who is 

also an enthusiastic fisherman. After obtaining title to the island, 

Arundel drew up a declaration of independence and a constitution and 

sent them to the head bureaucrats in Ottawa. Outer Baldonia's inde- 

pendence went uncontested when Canadians, by word-of-mouth, de- 

One of the most recent sel 

clined to wage civil war. 

The four residents of Outer Baldonia pay no taxes. 

country's official currency is the "tunar”, taken from a species of fish 

common to the offshore waters of the island. 

Outer Baldonia achieved a status of sorts among Western nationswhen, 

some months ago, it was severely reprimanded in the Soviet press — 

under the illusion, apparently, that Outer Baldonia was a rather large, 

thergtofore-overlooked threat to peaceful co-existence. (Research by 

REED JOHNSON) 

The name of the 

  

REVENUE FOR GOVERNMENT: A Proposal 
  

A government has only one purpose — protection. It has three func- 

tions — the armed forces, the police and the courts. 

The government should be a protection service, nota protection racket. 
The difference between them is that the latter becomes an aggressor 
when an individual refuses to pay and the former leaves the individual 
to his own devices. 

The easiest and least expensive method of obtaining revenue is based 
upon transaction fees. This is a modern adaptation of the Stamp Acts 
with the exception that the government would be performing as a ser- 
vice and not as a racket. For example, the government would refuse 
to enforce a contract unless there appeared upon the face of the copy 
presented to it a stamp representing a payment to the government of a 

certain amount which is equal to a set percentage of the value in- 
volved in the deal. The stamp must have been placed upon the docu- 
ment at the time of the agreement. 

.Should one party break the contract, the damaged party would then 
institute proceedings in the courts. If, however, no stamp was placed 
upon the injured party's copy of the contract he is left without redress. 
S?ch party did not pay for any governmental protection and justice 
dictates that he not receive it. 

Recording certificates of ownership — such as deeds, leases, titles to 
c:rs, etc. — would also be a means of revenue. A fee would be 
c arged for fl'lle recording, and a legally valid means of how it came 
into the party's control must be shown. 

The advantage of recording is mainly that it would provide a more com- 
plete means of protection for the property purchased. Suppose, for 
;exa.mple, that A sold to B a house. The contract of sale hadpz st,am 

n itand was otherwise completely valid. B goes to the buildin wherp 
records are kept, pays the recording fee, presents his congtra t T‘ s the deed, and the house is recorded in his name. Meonwhilz ?A r 
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If the government refused fo enforce warranties unless q ¢ 

paid fo it, virtually everything would bear proof of PO)’meEe} 

because without such proof a purchaser may chew q piece”t; 

inated chewing gum and have no means of recovering dchO( 

over, there are many situations where no contractual reloriorgwselj: 
between parties but where goods are expressly or impliedlyW: 

by one party to another. 

There are other means of obtaining revenue without taxatigy 
must now turn our attention to the method by which the revé 

may be easily paid. The above was the theory, the below isf, 
cation. 

We are all familiar with metered postage. This is the systemyl 
machine is taken to the post office, payment is made, and the, 
set to that amount by a postal employee. This allows a mailer 
exact postage required at his fingertip by printing the amountn 
for a particular piece of mail on the envelope. When the ma 
used all of the postage for which he has paid, the machine 
longer operate. 

The same principle, but for revenue fees instead of postage fe 
easily be applied to contracts, etc. A postage meter-type! 
could be used to indicate the amount of the fee paid, the do 
the meter number. Cash registers could have a key to indic 

stamp fee, and this would be shown on the tapewhich thecust 

given as a proof of payment. This would operate in the same 

as our present sales tax. 

Stamps, of course, could be used. The date of the transactiol 

have to be placed on it and initialed by the parties at the time 

signing. The legislature could prescribe the mannerin W ich t 

must be certified that it had been placed upon the document 

time of the transaction. The example above is but one method: 

Stamps would be available through revenue offices whichV:: 

hroug located at convenient places, via stamp machines ort i 
. . . ¢ 

public. The revenue offices would set the machines used ™ mm 

tracts, commercial papers, and so on, as well as sell the star 

The means of collecting these fees, the determination OL:’ 
e fto should be charged, and what items will require a fe 

properly left to the legislature. RICHARD W 
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— cland by governments is THE BIG PROBLEM facing human- 
Vuo‘: tarians will take issue. But why are efforts to achjeve 

es:, li leny’u;m'eurish, and inadequate compared to efforts to 

:;ll‘::'zther walemi? liberty be "marketed" so inadequately? Why is so little 
qilable for the development and sale of liberty? Govern- 

ital a\h of it unnecessary and unwanted, seizes directly or in- 
Cbou' 40 percent of our earnings.  In contrast, an insignifi- 
ion of our income is spent for cleaning compounds.  Yet 

money is available for promoting new detergents than for 
- polifical and educational activities combined. It is 

that new detergents are promoted incomparably 

tly @ 

costly more 

oll ro-freed 
ol 

Tereforenot
 surprising 

nore effectively. 

pechaps @ "missing ingredient" Es profit motive. One observes that 
er detergents are merchandised by profit-seeking corporations, 

e libertariangroups — political and educational — are depend- 

anthropic contributions in fact if not in name. (Unpaid ex- 
f time to promote a course or a book is as much a philan= 
ibution as is a monetary donation. And merely setting up 

hich is legally "profit making" is no assurance of 

n 
whereas 
en' on phil 

nditure © 
thropic confr. 

on organization W 

realizing profits.) 

Can liberty be developed and marketed at a profit? Or are there cru- 

cial differences, which vitiate profit potential, between liberty and 

other products = between the elimination of systematic coercion and, 

say, the removal of dirt from clothes. 

Existing governments are invariably "natural monopolies" within their 

geographicul areas. An increase in freedom — a reduction in govern- 

ment restrictions realized by any means short of armed insurrection — 

wtentially benefits every individual within the nation who does not 
seek the unearned. THE BENEFITS OF LIBERTY ACCRUE TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL WHETHER OR NOT HE HELPS ACHIEVE GREATER 
LIBERTY. For example, if a pro-libertarian is elected president and 
reduces income taxes, misguided persons who bitterly opposed the man, 
oswell as persons who did nothing, WILL BENEFIT AS MUCH as those 
individuals who donated their time and money to elect the man. s it 
wrprising that the unspoken slogan of many libertarians becomes, "I'm 
oll for greater freedom — provided someone else does the work neces- 

sary to achieve it," 

  

fach individual who does participate in a pro-freedom activity cer- 
tainly will increase the amount of freedom or the rate of increase of 

freedom, at least slightly, and will thereby derive at leasta small tan- 
gible benefit, But the benefits of pro-freedom political or educational 
activity within a nation are diffuse. The individual within a nation 

feCEiveS as tangible returns, only a minutely small fraction of the 

‘Mprovements he brings. Most pro-freedom activity is a charitable 

donation to unknown strangers. 

e there ways for giving political partisans a self-interest motivation? 

Yes, but the methods are probably not useful to libertarians. For ex- 

b, instead of proposing a planned tax reduction program for all 

:;::‘eiséa pro-freedom candidate might propose the eliminafio'nof all 

il S‘” only for those individuals who contribute $100 to his cam~ 

rther uch a proposal would probably insure defeat at the polls. 

cerlain| SECH an idea — if it could be implemented — would altno.st 

°°“didaz e found unconstitutional. Ironically, the pro-écol.lechvns: 

0 immg:;lcon and does take advantage of short-range .“self-mreresf 

Plunder.,, People by promising legal plunder to special groups c;nd 

Pro-f,eed()pmrte_‘i_Pufronoge to special individuals. Consequently, 

o Enonnom p°|'_hcq| forces labor under what must at least be called 
Us tactical handicap. 

Wh ist 
€ndeay,, ¢ for political activity isequally valid for most educational 

”Unitie;f Pro-freedom educational activities, of course, offer op- 
Iecmrer, qor fangible profit to a very few individuals suchas writers, 
fortuble 1.9 professional staffers — who may be able to earn a com- 

| Much [qrglzm? from their enterprises, but who could probably draw a 

by s, gr; 'ncome working, say, in the advertising industry. And, 
"t of such libertarian endeavors as book selling, lecture 

2 - 

circuting, and institytional educating is, finally, vitally dependent on 
personal contacts by readers, followers, and students — which are largely philanthropic. 

The sparsity of personal, tangible returns constitutes a severe limita- 

tion on conventional political and educational activities, an enormous 
handicap to almost all existing pro-freedom organizations. The indi- 

vidual must properly live his life for his own sake. And he quite cor- 

rectly devotes the major part of his life energies to those tasks which 
yield direct material profits. This does not mean that pro-freedom 
activities of the conventional sort are necessarily irrational. It does 
mean that such activities are largely philanthropic — little different in 
this respect from the Heart Foundation or the American Cancer Society. 
An individual can rationally participate in a philanthropic enterprise 
ONLY if he judges his intangible benefits to be greater than his tan- 

gible costs, 

WHAT PRO-LIBERTY ACTIVITIES WILL YIELD TANGIBLE AS WELL AS 
INTANGIBLE VALUES? One potentially profitable category ofaction 
is tax minimization. If the individual can reduce the taxes he pays to 

the government, he not only directly benefits himself but indirectly 
furthers liberty by reducing funds available to the government — funds 
which the government can use for vote-buying "spoils" schemes and 
propaganda in support of its collectivist policies. 

Unfortunately, the amount of tangible benefits which can be realized 
through tax minimization is rather limited unless one resorts to illegal 
"evasion" of taxes or goes "on strike" and lives at subsistence levels — 

" either of which may result in disadvantages which nullify tax savings. 

A category of actionsimilar to tax minimization is anti-inflation invest- 
ment — holding savings in forms such as silver coins or stocks which 
have a commodity value rather than merely a fiat money "value.™ 
Besides benefiting oneself, such practices effectively reduce the 
quantity of government=issued money in circulation and reduces the 

ability of the government to plunder through the inflation mechanism 
of debt creation. 

A promising new approach for developing liberty at a profit is being 
advanced by various groups who seek to initiate sovereignly independ- 
ent laissez-faire free ports outside of the United States. It is proposed 
that commercial communities be developed on land sovereignly leased 
or purchased from existing nations. The major attraction of a free port 
would be complete freedom from taxes and regulations. For a great 
many businesses the disadvantages of remote locationwould be far out- 

weighed by the advantages of total freedom. 

Unlike the utopian community in Ayn Rand's novel, Atlas Shrugged 
(Random House, 1957), which symbolized a withdrawal from the exist= 
ing society, a sovereign free port would be very much a part of world 
commerce = though not of existing political states. The developers 
would not attempt to become economically self sufficient or socially 
exclusive. Many of the probable industries, in fact, would involve 

international commerce — industries such as resorts, warehousing, im- 
port-export, security exchanges, and marine bunkering. 

Investors in the initial free port development would directly realize 
profits through sale or lease of land. The land would appreciate in 

value both by virtue of being in a laissez-faire community and as a 

result of development. For this reason, free port development outside 
the United States would attract capital much more readily than can 
political and educational activities within the United States. 

The secondary, social benefits of a free port would be impressive. Not 

only would the free port provide a political ~economic haven for those 
seeking to establish a business, practice a profession, establish a pri- 

vate experimental community, or merely live free from state harass- 
ment — a free port would provide a valuable demonstration, a living 

refutation of the myths regarding the semi-capitalism of the 19th cen- 

tury. 

To advance individual freedom, libertarians must devise unconven- 

tional approacheswhich utilize personal self-interest..The laissez-faire 

free port is one outstanding way to develop liberty at a profit. 

EL RAY 
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Haw to Finonce o Pro-Copitalist Revolution: AGRARIAN REFORM 

i i nature of 
Owe of the strongest appeals of communism has been in the | 

’ 
. . " 

) icular bind of "spoils system 
" 

e i d still is, o slogan of the huks 
mrogroms.  “lond and bread” wos, ond st ' Wy 

i i ilippi and a 
the pro-communist guerrillos of the Philippine Islands. 

" chive o C q 
er, 

peqace s on etfect mott 40 ommu vist ogtlators e WO d oV 

It is beyond the scope of this article to go into the possibility ofian 
) [y . et h AL 

valid moral justification for libertorian-inspired ograrian reform pr 

arems in contemporary nations that cling to -feudc| soiio-—pc?||hc0| 

shroctures. (1) One heretofore-ignored possibility of the' agrarian re- 

form" idea, though, will be explored below: that of fmcncmg"prcl;- 

capitalist "counter-revolutions" by means of the advance sale of "col- 

lective property™ in nations to be liberated. 

As an exomple, consider Cuba. Imagine a Cuban exile gov.ernrrjent, 

stropped for funds, operating legally in a nation friendly to its cum.of 

liberating the island from communist control. Rather than depending 

on charitoble contributions for the money necessary for the purchase 

of invasion materials, the government-in-exile might find a more re- 
lioble source of monetary support through the sale of all land, ot 

public cuctions, now in the hands of the Castro regime. Ownership of 

such land, of course, would have speculative value only, but that 
foct in itself might encourage continued support by those who would 
now have an investment to protect by means of ousting the presentgov- 

ernment. 

A moral question, that of returning nationalized industries and land to 
original owners, would also enter.  The proper course here is open to 
debate. Should those who have taken no part in wresting their prop= 
erty from a communist state have itreturned to them at no charge? Or 
should they ot least be expected to pay for the destructionand risk in- 
volved in the political reclamation operation? Or does the reclaimer 
deserve a profit? Regardless, though, of how this question is solved, 
much property owned by the Castro government could in any case be 
sold outright by the government-in-exile because it was"public prop- 
erty" under past Cuban governments as well. RAUL SANTANA 

(1) To this writer's knowledge, economist Murray N. Rothbard was the 
first to suggest the possibility that a libertarian agrarian reform pro- 
gram could be valid for certain backward nations. This does in no 
way imply that Rothbard might necessarily support the idea discussed 
in this article. 

  

REPARTEE 
Dear Editor: 

Some comments on Ann Bowles' article, "Sanction." MissBowles views 
each consumer purchase or exchange — purchase by purchase, exchange 
by exchange. She says that no further consideration is relevant to the 
consumer viz. whether the article desired is produced by slave labor 
or voluntary labor. In effect, she says a product is to be viewed only 
os a concrete. What should be asked is: Is there any action man takes 
that does not relate to its cause? Can a consumer consciously ignore 
the cause and just buy the effect without sanctioning both the cause 
and effect? | find it difficult to separate cause and effect in giving 
sanction in any sphere of activity. If the consumer is unaware of the 
cause of the product —whether it is produced by slave labor or volun- 
tary labor — he cannot be held to be sanctioning more than he knows. 
But if he is conscious of the type of labor used for production, his 
choice is a sanction. He is financing the perpetuation of an immed- 
iate form of labor and beyond that — an immediate form of economic 
system.  If one wants to buy a communist good because it "rationally 
satisfies his consumer requirements" that is a personal, voluntary choice 
— but — the communist slave does not profit mutually from the ex- 
change. 

Concerning voting: Granted voting has no ultimate value to freedom. 
Bastiat makes this point as simply as any writer. But the debate in 
America over whether to vote or not is a matter of context dropping. 
The American form of government was originated as a representative 
government based on voting. Not to vote in Armerica, is not only a 
withholding of sanction from the political system of voting, but also 

intrinsic to all share -the-wealth | 
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ROBERT LE FEVRE \'N,’ill speak at the Santa Ang Reg; : 
Sanfb) Ana.Jat 58:60 on /fhe evening W[mm-;&]’er%d“ N 

information on this and other lectures to be given b 94, Fo:fl;"; 

the Los Angeles area during December, cqf] Mrs)’JMr, LEFQ‘W", 

OWen 1-6144 in Whittier. Robert LeFevre js edff'w . R, r’rf-.,; 
Springs Gazette-Telegraph and president of the FI’Eedofi lshe Qel.l‘? 
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BRINGING IN THE NEW 
  

An innovator is one who brings in the new. lnnovumr will [ 
. ey I { 

vances in the humanities — explore new concepts in legal }:?Nn; 
new ideas in personal relations, and new kinds of b”“”Es;i”“‘“"" 
Innovator will describe new or unusual ways to increqs ey Ky 

. . . . € one! 1 
freedom, prosperity, security, and satisfaction in the PI'ESen: o 

Wor, 
Innovator is dropping the word "liberal™ from its n 
interest of brevity and clarity. 
use of terms. 

q ‘| 
It shall continue to shis\:tef? J 

Innovator, as always, will call a liberq| 4 li{s 4| 
socialist a socialist, and will be careful never to imply 'hfltever.a‘: 

sophistication, that fear is security, that surrender js iy um: 

slavery is freedom. ’0“3 

Since beginning publication in February of this year, 
lation has increased most encouragingly. Accordingly, itis e 

its staff and adopting changes in organization appropriate to jy, 
ure. 5 

| 

|nnovura,d.' 

Innovator thanks its many friends who have introduced it, infy 
their friends. | 
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NEW APPROACHES TO FREEDQ 
An extra issue of Innovator, published by Forum for New Ideas, ¢ 
tains reprints of past application articles including: "Pirate Qu 
Capitalist Heroine?", "Struggle for a Great Frontier", "Fire fi¢ 
for Profit in Arizona", "The Bahamas —A Measure of Freedom", 
Trade Zones — A Bold Solution to Poverty", "Champ —A Villag 
Company?" among others. 

  

  

Copies are available from Innovator: 1 copy 20¢ 

3 copies 50¢ 
10 copies $1.00 
25 copies $ 2.00 I NN 

LML e > 100 copies $6.00 
1000 copies $50.00 
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It is held by Innovator that the free exchange of ideas is the begit 
of all freedom. Publication of an article in Innovator does not 

sarily reflect endorsement, in whole or in part, by the publisher? 

any member of the staff. Each Innovator article reflects only the? 
ion of its writer. An important aim of Innovator is to serve 5@ 

resenting vari i i . p g ious ideas relevant to human |iberty sk 
s o 

Innovator — P. O. Box 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 — is published br):dfi’” 
New Ideas, a division of the Institute for Social Progress. General Manager: Konde 
Editor: Kerry Thornley Area Representative Manager: Kate Hatfield W 

s 8 
RATES: Single subscription mailed anywhere in the world, 1 year $2.00, z_ye.un. 
first class $.50 extra per year, airmail $1.00 extra per year. Multiple subscripth ,;,.r 
per year per extra copy mailed to the same address. Gift subscriptions: $1- pie 
mailed to a different address, plus $.40 handling charge per order. (?““’;'2%0’ i 
1 copy:20¢, 3 copies:50¢, 10 copies: $1.00, 25 copies: $2.00, 100 copies:?® 
copies: $50.00. Write for rates on advertising and direct mailing. 
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reports published. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome. Innovator is not "m t 
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Jnoble 10 cecure o rodio license from the Swedish government, Britt 

O pdnet 18 broodcasting from the sea. Programs beamed from her radio 

4ip "Cheeto ", anchored in the straits between Sweden and Denmark, 

;,t heord by millions; her popularity is evidenced by an average of a 

wousand lefters © week received from enthusiastic listeners. ¥, 

B it Wodner's pOpulcrity represents a significont victory of free enter- 

over the coercivist governments of Sweden and Denmark. In 

countries owners of radios and televisionsets are required to pay 

N yeorly tox. This tox in Sweden amounts to eight dollars per radio 

e ond twenty dollars per television set. With this revenue the Swedish 

covemment operates o single radio and television network. But obvi— 

ausly the listeners desirea better quality and wider choice of program- 

ming than the statists have been able to provide. This is even more 

significant when it is remembered that Mrs. Wadner's station carries 

whereas the coercively financed state net 

W prise 

r o these 

cdvertising commercials, 

. work has none. 
| )0 

‘] 0On occasions broodcasting from "Cheeta 1" has to be suspended due to 

| adverse weather conditions. This is a rarity, however; Britt Wadner has 

heen seen fraveling to and from her ship in her launch in the heaviest 

M ofseas. Only when the ice situation makes it impossible for her to 

ce} gt to her ship does her program "Radio Syd" temporarily cease. 

jhid In her employment is her twenty-two year old son, as reporter. Also, 

ugd her eighteen year old daughter is her secretary. 

Mrs, Wadner's plans for the future include a second ship "Cheeta HI" 

for TV broadcasting.  This ship is presently being luxuriously outfitted 

in Germany.  Her tentative TV broadcasting schedule is one hour 

nightly with twelve minutes of advertising. Sponsors will pay $200.00 

cminute, o rate she considers inexpensive compared with advertising 

rates on lelevision in other countries.   To the Swedish people, the success of Britt Wadner is substantial evi- 

— dence thot free enterprise is superior to state socialismasa satisfierof 

in" nan's interests. To libertarians the world over, the courageous actions 

net® of this copitalist heroine can be an inspiring model as a bold, pioneer- 

' 

r 9"\ ing ond profitable venture on the frontier of the sea. THU HAYES 
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m””; FIRE FIGHTING FOR PROFIT IN ARIZONA 
  

A Ao ) . 
s3.< " Private fire company operating in suburban Phoenix, has successfully 

D'A. in 
iti 

. 
- 

,:r' ' "oded a traditional area of government, and provides better service 

! 2 i 

. . 

prics ¢ity departments, at less than onesixth the cost, In spite of taxes, 

[ o Plet oM earns g profit daing it! 
Rure| F: 

ries, € c:";‘L:;lre Pro'ec!ion, jointly owned by fire chief Louis A. Witzema‘n 

¢ cns,;Te' Adoms, provides protection for about ZO0,000.persons in 

i ‘ecmedund ne_c"b)' communities. Started in 1948, this company 

we, el ed a profit and paid taxes every year since 1951. ?ustom?rs 

‘D‘"'P"'e: m"cee three entire cities, a portion of Phoenix, two large industrial 

cred] ey r:r:,und over 7000 individual subscribers. The company also an- 

' ergency calls from non-subscribers — charging Per fire. 

— 
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Publication Date: MNovembar 1964, Extra lssue 

QUEEN OR CAPITALIST HEROINE 

ccious entrepreneur Britt Wadner has been r 
. . \ eferred to b h i 

he hos ccquired this title 
y the Swedish press as the | i 

S because she entered into competition wifh the srqu ots,:e:”bo'oe :f 3 rood -~ 
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AND A \ DVANCED DEVELOPMEMNTS OF LIBERTY 

NNOVATOR > - Twenty Cents 

29 

Sconsdol.e purchases coverage for 40,000 residents scattered over 70 
square miles at an average cost of $1.27 per person per year. In con- 
trast, cities of the same size that provide government fire departments 

expend.an average of $8.15 per capita per year. The quality of fire 

protectionisreflected in reduced fire insurance premiums paid by cus— 

tomersofRural Fire Protection; the National Board of Fire Underwriters 

had improved the insurance rating of areas now serviced by the com- 

pany from class nine to class six. Officials of one city reluctantly 

admitted that the protection is not only excellent but much less ex- 

pensive than if provided by the city. 

Inanarticle in the Wall Street Journal, fire chief Witzeman was quoted 

as saying, "City fireman and ourselves once did everything but throw 

rocks ot each other...” But now socialized competitors of Rural Fire 

Protection are beginning to copy Witzeman's innovations, which in- 

clude equipment designed for utility rather than show, a small profes- 

sional force backed up by a reserve of part-time men, and optimum 

location of fire stations; a case of attempting to imitate the effects 

while denying the cause.  Research by AL LAX 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE SUPERIORITY OF FREEDOM 

and education are socialized in both the United 

In the "space race" as in the "education race”, it 
It is in these indus - 

Space technology 
States and Russia. 

is one collectivist bureaucracy versus ancther. 

tries that Russia's achievements are approximately comparable to Am- 

erica's achievements. 

On the other hand, the production of consumer goods, farming, and 

retail merchandising are substantially free enterprises in the United 

States. And in these industries America's achievements are vastly 

superior. 

INDIVIDUALS OF ABILITY ON THE MOVE 

INDIVIDVYA L = ———r — Dbt 

Canadian government officials fear that the lowering of U. S. in= 

come taxes will increase the emigration of technically trained Can- 

adians to the United States, crippling Canadian science and industry. 

Already professional people are deserting Canada at the rate of over 

five thousand per year. 
e Canadian government: 

tely and watch Canada 

and capital move north! 

mple solution to th 

s in Canada comple 

businessmen, 

We could suggest a si 

eliminate income taxe 

boom as American engineers, 

THE BAHAMAS - A MEASURE OF FREEDOM 

n of 700 scattered islands - possessing less total 

land area than Yellowstone National Park and considerably less natur- 

al resources = is developing at a prodigious pace and gives promise of 

becoming @ major commercial and industrial center of the Caribbean 

ared. 

The Bahamas - @ natio 

 



The noturol resources of the Bohamas are essentially limited toa semi- 

tropical climate, sond beaches, adequate fresh water, proximity to 

gulf trode routes, and marine limestone rock; ye! these Islands are 

attracting new capital in such quantities that the Bahamas Is call ed 

the "Switzerland" of the western hemisphere. 

In Freeport, on Grand Bahoma Island 80 miles east of Polm. Bcuc'l1, 

Florida, U. S. Steel is building a 50 million dollar plant which will 

monufacture cement from shell debris dredged from the bottom of the 

harbor. Also in Freeport, a bunkering terminal sells over one million 

barrels of marine fuel oil per month to ships in transit to ond from the 

gulf areq; o greater volume than is sold on the entire east coast of 

Florida. Construction of a multi-million dollar Bacardi rum factory 

is commencing on New Providence Island. 

Over a half million tourists per year are visiting the Bahamas, now 
the third largest resort area in the Coribbean, surpassed only by Flor- 

ida and Puerto Rico. New hotels and night clubs are blossoming on 
the major islonds. A gambling casino has recently opened for business 
as part of the Lucayan Beach Hotel near Freeport. Its owner, Canad- 
ian Financier Louis Chesser, envisions his development becoming the 
"Riviera" of North America. 

The Bahamas can not be considered a natural agricultural area.  The 

islands largely consist of bare limestone rock holding small pockets 
of soil in crevices. Farming is made possible only by special machin- 
ery which grinds up rock, soil, and all into something which has the 
appearance and consistency of fine gravel.  Yet agricultural enter- 
prises are profitably raising winter vegetables such as tomatoes and 
cucumbers for export to U. S. markets—despite U. S. import duties, 
transportation costs, and competition from growers located in the fer- 
tile and easily worked mucklands of southern Florida. 

The "secret ingredient" which has made possible such astounding 
growth and prosperity in the Bahamas, is a degree of liberalism rare 
in the world today - a bit of freedom which, although falling far short 
of complete liberty, encourages individual initiative and enferprise, 

The Bahamas has no income taxes, no compulsive employee insurance 
schemes, and very few of the myriad restrictions and regulations on 
employment, investment, and sales which plague business and stunt 
growth in the United States, England, and other "mixed" nations. 

The largest imposition of government coercion in the Bahamas, and 
major source of government revenue, isthe import duties, which aver- 
age 20 to 30 percent onmost items. Because the Bahamas is a small 
market, most goods are imported and the effects of the import duties 
are severe. Largely because of the tariffs, the "cost of living" aver= 
ages 30 to 50 percent higher than the U. S. With the revenue exact- 
ed, the government provides subsidized schooling and medical care 
for the natives. 

A restriction on freedom which is of importance for Americans contem- 
plating residence in the Bahamas, is the short-sighted mercantilistic 

immigration policies. Americans and other foreigners are welcome as 
tourists, retirees, and investors, but let one of the "idle rich" start 

looking for employment and the warm welcome changes to a brusque 
invitation to leave. In general, a business enterprise can hire a for- 
eigner only with special permission from the immigration authorities, 
permission whichis granted only if the prospective employer proves 

to the satisfaction of the government that thereare no natives capable 
of performing the job. Six years residence is a prerequisite for Bah- 
amian citizenship. 

The rate of development which has resulted from partial freedom leads 
one to speculate onhow Bahamas would boom under complete laissez 
faire liberty. Nassau, which is limited space-wise by the confines of 
10 by 20 mile New Providence island, might grow vertically, taking 
on the appearance of Manhattan; perhaps to the disenchantment of 
denizens of retirement villages. So much industry might be attracted 
to the Bahamas from Florida, that the gold coast would become a 
major "depressed area" for U. S. politicians to cry crocodile tears 
over. 

When Columbus discovered the Bahamas, the islands were peopled by 
Indians who the Spanish enslaved and carried off to work in their 

" experiments indicate that humans can live under press 

mines. The Bahamas were then settled by En 'v 

many of them runaway slaves. Substantiq| " gshq 

immigrants have come from the United States Jer; o o ey 

Present population is in excess of 130, 000, Cl?r.qicq' e,!t 

the population is of African origin, there is Ih”OUgh a::dk 

crimination which has characterized some of 'e of thy 
England still handles defense and forei e 

s ge gn l’eloy;Ons fo Sou?Hg 
Bahamas are otherwise independent. M the 

The relative liberality of the Bahamas is probab 
ure to the "conservative" traditions of the British e in | 
Until recently only the owners of real estate ‘,,erec:llgqi o 
Precipitated by a general strike in 1958, q governmeny i n‘b”ul 

put into effect which granted sufferage to ol| adult o e 
of voting continues to include one curious ex ol 
vality: An individual who owns property o 
possesses two votes. 

Iyd . 

o, 

N more than o'fllg:-: 

Although both of the major political parties - the Ang: 
Bahamian Party and the all-negro "Progressive Liberor;gglccnu 
present to the "right" of Goldwater in amount of interve ol 
ated, one must wonder how long the comparative libem[;’:hon 

Bahamas can endure. Once the political "right" of m of 
seize and redistribute the earnings of a minority beCOmemQ|0ri 
tablished custom; once the major political issues becomessw& 
to seize, from whom to seize it, and to whom to give it-ow 
tends to irresistibly regress toward collectivism. Successive u,: 
feaders must advocate more and more legal plundering to wir?OII support.  One member of the Bahama island assembly waqg e[ePC 

a promise to distribute the assets of the Royal Bank of C“fludac' 

his constituents. So far he has been unable to carry out hjs p|: 

Doubts of the business community regarding the future politicq| 
plexion of the Bahamas are contributing to the growth of Frg 
An interesting area development - almost a state within ask 
Freeport was formed in 1955 by an agreement between the ( 
Bahama Port Authority, a private corporation, and the goven, 
This agreement granted the Authority ownership of and consig 
autonomy in managing a 100 square mile section of Grand & 
island. A provision of the contract and the major attraction of| 
port: For 35 years Freeport is exempt from all taxes with the ex 
ion of import duties on goods for personal consumption, 

The management of the Grand Bahama Port Authority, howeve 
chosen to operate Freeport as o closed commercial preserve | 
best tradition of British mercantilism, and has failed to realize i 
potential as a "free port." To do business in Freeport, a prosp 
enfrepreneur must secure a special license from the Port Aut 
The Authority will issue a license only if the capabilities and q 
ications of the entrepreneur meet with its approval. If alice 
granted, the entrepreneur becomes a legal monopoly: the A 
will not issue a license to another firm that sells competing prt 
or services until the Authority decides that there has become 
much business" for one company. 

Despite such restrictions, Freeport is growing rapidly, isatt 
a large share of new industry, and may rival Nassau as the con 
ial center of the Bahamas in years to come. 

Although a disappointing anachronism in political form, Free 
interesting as a developmental prototype of a new kind of fre 
which may become increasingly common, free, and economicall 
nificant in the years ahead. Freeport is an imperfect but neve! 

exciting example of what can be achieved in undeveloped o" 

imaginative entrepreneurs. TOM MARSHALL 

2 £ 
Anarticlein National Geographic, June 1964, describes the ré 

of the continental shelves and new methods for developrfle"'e'xi 
ures 

\ 
r severd 
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several hundred feet, in a helium-oxygenatmosphere, fo 
without ill effects. 
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ONES - A BOLD SOLUTION FOR POVERTY 

i_capitalists invariably respond 1o any social 

more 00vcrnu\cn' intervention. 
As if hy rote, 

ar O opo collcc'ivis"‘ currently seek to alleviate the 
of " i 

e’?f --depresscd areos" by means of massive government 

  

a0 Z 

,n‘l" certy chitects of fascism exhibit not only a blatant dis- 

e These °; (reedom, not only a profound ignorance of indir - 

‘*\:;tv mdivlduf” bt an oppolling lock of creative imagination-- 
";:;co“ ic e”ecns'conceive new approaches. For this reason, the 

_5'2'\7*'””}' ;':,5;’:! coverty provides o challenging opportunity for 

.wwm, oginee'i”g 
4prtol w= sgepressed area" is !ypicclly cl'wructe‘rized by a de- 

oro“‘"f" Yol industries, @ poucity of new industries, and unem- 
i Tl}:’:;recipi'afing cause is usually the obsol_escence of o 

enle N unavoidable side effect of technological progress. 

el «ions are being unnecessarily intensified and prolonged 
depr'ecoerCiO"" Forexample, ina free economy the abundant 

‘ wemmefll. ing wage rates of adepressed areawould tend to attract 
' orond declin QBU, under mixed fascism, government interference 

¢ ment, such os minimum wage laws and unemployment taxes, 
Jihemploy ewfeme,prises. And government taxation and regulation 

o increases freight costs-—an added deterrent to locat- 

ool community. Federal "aid" to depressed areas 

evates economic ills, for it must be financed by taxes lev- 
e and tends fo depress other communities. 

uct, 

ing in 

rerely 093" 
iod e|5ewhel' 

4w cON depressed areas be stimulated? Here is a proposed solution 

bgsed;freedom: (For clarity, the following description is in terms 

of specific concretes. The details could be changed without appreci- 
dly oltering the basic concept. ) 

by oppropriote legislative processes the federal government author- 

izes ony state government fo convert a portion of that state, or 

wenthe entirestate, intoa free trade zone. A free trade zone remains 

it of the United States with respect to national defense and foreign 

relotions but otherwise becomes autonomous. The zone is not subject 
bany federal or state laws pertaining to commerce or internal affairs. 
Residents of a free trade zone do not pay any federal taxes. No 
toriffs are levied on goods entering the zone from foreign nations. 

(The Federal Government presumably levies the usual tariffs on goods 
of foreign manufacture shipped into the states from the zone.) 

Atree trade zone is governed by a Zone Council. The sole source of 

wvenmental revenue is o property tax levied at the flat rate of $10 

:’:I’s:;;e (”hThe zone includes waste land that is not worth owning at 
o m:er:'-)'c O'Gndhls leasedon a long term basis to the highest bidder, 
GOVernme.,]; . ne ‘ulf of the collected revenue 'is paid fo'the Federal 

Zone Counci| ffnfl?lolrjcl defen’se,.the other hcflf is appropriated by th.e 

#ls off othor or police and |ud|c‘|ary‘funcho.ns. The Zone Council 

The Zone Councgicl’V.e"':m.le.nt enterprises it may inherit fr?m the state. 

he'e"fiere!ecfed ISI-;nmcHy o.ppoln'red b)'/ the state leg'xslufure and is 

Poetiong 1o fOx. °.We‘{ef,_ in ‘fhe election, each resident has votes 

espaid, inhibitingany tendency toward legal plunder. 
Risk cqp: 

Qpital 
frocteq 1, q'frvenh”'SSOme entrepreneurs, and skilled workers are at- 

e . . 
Skyrackes € trade zone. New industries mushroom. Employment 

ff!derq| rGXesP;?;Pe}:")"brighfens the face of the land. Relieved of 
fhe prg, b e ,.dilrectly or indirectly, siphon off nearly half of 
which force b, c,uqu'l”)’ of every individual; relieved of regulations 
evelopg 'Oufs'ne”“:s to operate in uneconomic ways, a free trade zone 

antastic rate, Because of the absence of tariffs, a zone 
Q 

" espec ally attracti he ractive for enterprises engaged in international trade. 

W 

the (:dtcess(>f the first 
Pefe fo:’fl'oges of freed 

New industries 

free trade zone is a spectular advertisement of 
om. Other states follow the lead and, to com= 

" s form free trade zones. 
tis be 

One%’yohd.fhe SCOPe of # 
his article to evaluate potential sites. But 

how Alaska wouyld boom 
all over the world to de 

I't is doubtful th at free trade zones v . 

! ’ 
f 

United States within the foreseeable vf/uliurzcman/ i Ml 
. . . p xploration of such ideas will hove several ver 

asa free trade zone, attracting capi velop its m g capitol from 
yriod noturol resources, 

However, the vigorous 
y desirable effects: 

o b kE-ncouroge people to contemplate the odvantages o f 
' 'ln ingabout the potentialities of o free trade zone #ill generate an ; — ] : ntense appreciation of laissez faire freedom--an appreciation which 
can iti . l:lol come f.rorn the vague generalities and petty specifics of o 
political campaign. 

liberty, 

'.h . Throw the statists on the defensive. Require them to appeor in 
eir true role--as opponents of economic progress. Force collectivist 

propaganda sources to expend effort ona negative defense of the status 
quo. 

® Result in the enactment of compromise measures such as federcl 
legislation to allow any state to adopt commonwealth status (comparable 
to Puerto Rico) . 

® Stimulate libértarians to propose and to consider new , bold me thods 
to acquire compiete individual freedom. EL RAY 

STRUGGLE FOR A GREAT FRONTIER 
  

Unpublicized by the daily news media and unrecognized by most liber- 

tarians, a portentous struggle is underway. So for this has been ¢ quiet 

conflict whose full significance has not been understood even by the 

parties involved, but it is a conflict which will probably determine 

whether a great frontier remains free or is subjected to collectivism. 

At stake are areas of the earth's surface larger than the United States 

and Europe combined — areas containing immense resources of oil, 

natural gas, and other minerals — areas productive of food — areos 

strategically located near most of the world's largest cities. 

These areas are the continental shelves —submerged lands which adjoin 

the continents. The "war" for possession of this territory involves every 

ocean, but is being dramatically summarized by happenings in the 

North Sea. 

One party to this struggle consists of entrepreneurs — companies boldly 

seeking to develop the North Sea without paying tribute to anyone. 

A large drilling "island", a floatable oil drilling rig, owned by Ameri- 

can Overseas Petroleum Ltd., is moving to the North Sea area and is 

expected to arrive and commence operations within two months. Ob- 

jective of the drilling firmisa large natural gas field that lies beneath 

the North Sea in the region of the Frisian Islands. 

Dutch commercial television interests are planning construction of a 

television station as an artificial island in the North Sea without per- 

mission of or regulation by the Dutch government. The offshore plan 

was provoked by continued refusal of the Dutch government to license 

commercial television stations within Holland. 

Commercial fishermen of many nations have traditionally been attract- 

ed to the North Sea. Weather and water conditions in many areas are 

conducive to abundant marine life. 

Several years ago, a privately owned ship-board commercial AMradio 

station began operating in the North Sea with broadcasts beamed to 

Denmark. This audacious entrepreneur soon attracted a greater listen- 

ing audience thanhis only Danish language competition — the govern- 

d drew advertising from many of the leading 

businesses of Denmark. His success was attributed to his programming; 

he played music popular withhis listeners whereas the government sta- 

tions broadcast what censors deemed to be "good" for the people. 

ment radio stations —an 

e ibi 

. 
H - 

2|blhcqn‘3"'lir:>g POSs|b,|ity is Alaska Cataclysmic earthquakes focused  In opposition to these pioneers are 't\tle goverrl;ments Ef tVP:le r;qct;uons bor 

; " o0 Alaska b e 
il ing the North Sea — England, Norway, Denmark, Wes ermany, 

A"‘Jslw. Uover ) a by causing damages in excessof 100 million dering the 
! g " 

00 mill 
i d France — who are attempting to seize portions 

i million dol i fi Belgium, Holland, and Fra s 

Ufgy: ~ 29C n dollars in federal taxes are extorted from elgium, r 5 * 

fedmcorn?f&ugr! Alaskans are es ecicj a vic):imized by the grad-  of the North Sea and subject these enterprises to regulat.lz?n and ;O:}? 

o becayse °fgenerollshigherypricesundwang Imagine  tion. Sovereign control is being claimed under provisions © € 

2-C



CHAMP -- A VILLAGE? OR A COMPANY, Y LICI 
e - \\ Geneva Comvention of Offihare "Right™ of 1988 which would extend 

national wvereignty beyond the troditional three -mile limit to include 
P LS / ividual initialive is repressed and frustrated t,. 

AN 1 below 1ea level This convention includes When individu ; ird & y 9"'Errm. 
land lew thon 200 metery below tes . | (i (estrictions and taxation, new and weird forms of enterprig, 

: i rdly o into - . 4 ¢ fo. 

o 6 s Wi ol S s B if rerge to loke advantage of transient "loop holes" in tha bureq,, 4 
J N { ¢ ’ o utily eme . i 2] - " 

“force® whan 22 of the 448 rationt repretentead ot the ¢ °'f"‘"'" IS lations. The "village" of Champ, Missouri, is such e, the convention, Twenty —one notions hove olreody ratified. strangu . an e, 
prise -- @ curious but 'pmdic(u‘ble outgrfiwrh c'fl"thp many "—"iero.n" 9‘7]3 

Mot outhoritieson intemational low have disputed the validityof such  gg1e lows which grant .Uenigfi license to "public mu”iCiPOli'ie‘ w:{’:/p! 

pretenter to the continentol thelves ond hove generally held that ¢ coaercing "private" business. d 

claim by o vtate to territory iv meeningful only if the state physically 
Champ consisted of empty farm land when it was incorporateq asq, 

occupiey the territory, . . il 
lage by owner~developer Bill Bangert in 1959. As planned, Chal. 

Why are the continental shelf areos of potentially great importance to  will eventually be the home .for lndUS]fflC.'I p|':flr;?$ W::'h mony m;,” 

the development of liberty?  Becouse these lands are potentially new  of dollars but will have a terminal popu ohonko ess than twenty vot,| 

frontiens ond socicl inmovations are usually pioneered in frontier soci-  citizens. The only residents of Champ O'eh ey mfa:cg.emem Persan, 5}96 
eties. To exploin: new concepts cre the primary cause of mojor soci=  whose interests are essentially the some as those of the industrie loc, 10 
etal odvances.  But concepts moy exist for centuries os obstroct ideas  ed in Champ. fllb"’r 

in the minds of  few intellectuals without altering human life. Con- Most employees of the industrial concerns commute from resideny, J ou 

ceph become of material importance only when they are .opp||ed., i communities located outside of Champ. ~ St. Louis is only 25 Minyy, 'l|§2,5< into proctice. And a frontier society — on area undergoing rapid de- awdy ] b 1 
velopment, growth, ond change — is an especially fovorable environ- : N X lected vill oty I 
ment for the first application of new concepts. The municipal government of C amp 15 an elected village coyp P 

which is"advised" by an industrial commission. Each resident compg, nvlh']‘ 
For example, the basic concepts of classical liberty come largely from 
John Locke and other "old world” philosophers. But the first major 
application was in the new world — the Americon Revolution. The . inistre 
development of classical liberty in America then stimulated applica- Not surpris.inglly the I'ocul ‘I?ws and sz:uhldmgI COdT'S of fChump ore opi. Mn;lboa 
tions all over the world — applications which fell far short of modern mized for its industrial citizens. amp’s police lorce consisty| 
standards of liberty but which, nevertheless, were significant improve- deputized plant guards. 
ments over previous government forms.  But if the new world had not 
existed, the clossical ideasof liberty might notyet have been applied; 
Western Europe might still be suffering ond stagnating under absolute 
monarchs. 

is represented on the commission and has votes proportional to ?hi 7 tox 
ground area which it occupies. ’luhatl 

Another potential advantage for Champ--the legal ability to issye i, d,pflf“‘" 

free municipal bonds for the purpose of financing industrial expansy, oopt 01 
--is being challenged by the Missouri state attorney general who ¢ jine fo ré 

tends that itisillegal for a group of citizens to incorporate themselig| ting of f 
Of the major frontiers remaining on earth, the continental shelf areas infoa municipal village solely for the purposeof issuing facree e chfl,,’;b?:i are omong the richest, the most accessible, and the most easily devel-  Champ is an instructive example of free enterprise in a mixed Econan xhe:u,‘ oped. Will these vast territories be swallowed by existing collectivist -—of the race by imaginative entrepreneurs to discover and exploitis wI'i e 
states or will they remain free ond open — potential sites for new so- terstices of comparative freedom within the morass of state regulatioy poller cietal developments? What happens in the North Sea during the next and suppression, to make a quick profit before the rulers can movey . . Counfy PX few months may be decisive. choke off the interstices. EL RAY it fo S 

The entreprencurs who have risked their capital to profit from the Norih mbubll_);_ 
Sea, and who are cursed by collectivist bureaucrats as "pirates” and ?’dpo“'f.J' 
"poachers", are unaware of the profound morality of their acts, un- Fcn}ybl 
aware of the nature of their undramatic struggle with the forces of op- " oLy 
pression , and unaware of the long-term significance of theirsuccessor WHAT 1S AN EXTREMIST? o he sy 
failure. Wi||.som.e unknown lx.bertorlun —on individual possessing an In a socie.fy f’f cannibals, an "extremist" is an individual who, o Superviso unusual combination of experience, persuasiveness, and audacity — general principles, opposes the killing of human beings; the "moder ahsshoul convey knowledge to these men and become the "Lawrence” of the ate" is one who advocates eating only certain people and only o 

  

  

  

North Sea?  RIC VILLANUEVA appropriate occasions. ::ul?te 
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5 1AX REVOLT!(?) 
  

e, 

] TAXPAYERS STAND UP IN PR 

. 105’&@ COUNTY 
UP IN PROTEST! 

. B2 

ember 1964) Three days ago 1500 persons jammed into a high 

" {3 f:uditorium in LosAngeles County to protest thesize of their tax 

oy :’Ilu 2,50 others were turned away - 

i v Supervisor Frank G. Bonelli said: If there is any doubt that a 

. CWNVYDH ' in the offing, all you had to do was attend that meeting." 

‘Pc"{ ::gnwhile, the tax switchboards Jogged 4,000 complaints each day. 

ot | 87 toxpayers had pEYilioned for assessment relief. And there was 

esidents planned to storm the County Hall of 

peol boord. 
nference for Los Angeles County 

Chairman Warren M. Do announced: "We must 

nsic) odopt ON §-O-S program — stop overspending.” And, "Now is the 

cor| fime to red pencil tems which are not absolutely necessary to the well 

el being of the county." Representatives of taxpayer organizations and 

o] chombers of commerce were also invited to the emergency meeting, 

| cheduled for 23 November. "This is the first special meeting | have 

| alled as chairman, " Dorn said, but the urgency of the spiralling tax 

| poblems warrants it. " 

{pon colling @ special , emergency o 

et goportment heads, 

  
County politiciansare already at each others' throats over who isdoing 

what fo save the toxpayers the most money. So much of such falk is 

pobably unprecedented in the history of Los Angeles, where the stand- 

f:rd mlitical boast in the past has been over the initiating of new pro- 

iects “for the county.” Dorn said he would insist that the 1965-66 

county budget, normally submitted in early May, be prepared earlier 

% the supervisors would have more time to cut it. 

Vd; ?’P!Nisor Emest E. Debs said he "wholeheartedly agreed" that tax 

g C‘i"'“h“’ld _'-”e madewhere possible and suggested that the county soli- 

Y siggestions from the public as to where non-mandatory spending 

could be cut, 

agues would back 

it vote this way," 

Long Beach and 
Usupp:h':i':mkenne.ih Hahn questioned whether hiscolle 

1 be Kold:jon-i-s with action. "At budget time you don 

Y0 125,000 fo you give $15,000 for a beauty contest in 

ligg, " Bt on‘ogt gallery in Pasadena or Downey." 

(19 

?6‘ """?dmi'te::)er 1964) It happened today — and the Los Angeles press 

S Gobrielm\(;dem'd")’ "Boston Tea Party.'" lrate taxpayers from the 

Tollied unde "I’:ey, the area which was hardest hit by the assessor, 

® County Hcllllcb slogans as "Economize, Don't Victimizel" and too 

Sore poie: y storm via some dozen chartered buses. 

g 

s Angeles Tea Party 

®ta Joyq . 
WS gt o hostile reception. Those who promised large enough fax 

ling mood was not t som 

onegf o SUPPOrt from the crowd, but the prevai 
collapsed from adulat " 

e"h‘lttsfio,, qfl:':'m Mike Rubino, leader of the protest, 

ans who were on hand fo greet the Lo 

W 
33
 

aking a rousing speech. 

nty Assessor Phillip 

lingof two per cent 

re as high as 25 

One T oy es?hof'he e . 

of i now e k_cent turmoil has been that Cou 

the o eking a statewide property tax cei 

T pe Ir mark, Y r ke 
. 

Cent, tvalue.” Assessments this year we 

. “ecemp, 

c”cul"”h o 1964) Today, tax-revolt leader Mike Rubino started 

9 petiti : 
" 

Petitions directed at the California Governor and Legisla~ 

2   
‘&7 

—-— 

DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

ture demanding that "extravagant, unnecessary and excessive spendin: 

by all phases of our state government be immediately halted o 

Among the first signers were Supervisors Ernest E. Debs Warr'e;w.l\-l\ 

Dom, Frank G. Bonelli, and Kenneth Hahn — probably aI'I very hcpp): 

to see county antitax sentiment directed elsewhere for a change. 

Sound incredible?  This real tragi-comedy is a clear-cut illustration 

of the effectivness of active objection to what our forefathers called 

"b'urd.ensome taxes." Unfortunately, the protests are not over the 

principle of taxation, but simply over the amount demanded. 

GIDEON SMITH 

  

"NEW" IDEA IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
  

It is interesting fo note the U.S. government organizing a program to 

put a "depressed" area back on the high road of economic prosperity 

through measures aimed at creating partial freedom. The case in point 

is the government policy in the Virgin Islands. While there are still 

plenty of if's, and's, and but's and the government has placed ample 

restrictions on its freedom measures, still the cornerstone of recent 

U.S. economic policy in the Virgin Islands is based upon two things, 

free trade and no income tax. 

The Virgin Islands are a group of islands in the Caribbean which the 

United States bought from Denmark during World War 1. Their official 

status is that of a U.S. Territory. Historically, they had been one of 

the most prosperous placesin the New World —but in modern times the 

sugar cane production, which was the economic backbone of the is- 

lands, petered out. All the earmarks of a "depressed" area appeared, 

such as low wages, few jobs, stagnant production and declining popu- 

lation. 

situation (and possibly to make it, along 

for Latin Americans) the U.S. government 

ureaucratic things like making studies and 

ying of some utilities. 

they have included 

hout precedent, as 

In attempting to improve the 

with Puerto Rico, a showcase 

has done many of the usual b 

opening agencies, as well as taking on the suppl 

In addition, perhaps because of the territory status, 

two policies aimed at partial freedom that are wit 

follows: ring $100,000 or more to invest in the 

income taxes. 1. Companies which b 

V. 1. may apply for @ permit and be exempt from U.5. 

There are certain conditions that must be met before the permit will 

be issved and generally the investment must be in what the adminis= 

trators consider good for the islands. 

2. There are no tariffs upon importing an 

goods may be mixed or combined or made a part of local or 

hed product contains a certain percentage 

rted into the U.S. without tar= 

y goods into the V. 1. 

Imported 

U.S. goods and if the finis 

of local or U.5. goods it may be impo 

iffs. 

The difficulties involve 

finding jmported and domest 

in the mix ratio have undoub 

these measures. Nevertheless, 

some companies organized spect 

have begun operations there an 

permit and in 

d in obtaining @ tax-exempt ably 
ic products that would work out profit 

tedly tended to mitigate the attraction of 

some large corporations, as well as 

fically to take advantage of these 

d others are studying the sit- 

policies, 

vation. 
h of the great tourist boom 

turning as indi- the pat 
appen to lie in 

e very seems 10 be re 
These islands also h > 

Economic Teco 

in the Caribbean. 
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cated by more jobs, more building and soaring land prices. Althoug'h 

some of the new prosperity has undoubtedly come from the increase in 

tourism, it is certain that a significant portion of the prosperity is due 

fo the increased freedom which the V.I. now have to offer. As more 

investment and industry are attracted to the V. 1. because of the fewer 

restrictions there, we will have another fine example of the merits of 
AL LAX 

decontrolling. 

  

FISHING FOR FREEDOM 
  

St. Pierre et Miguelon are two sedate French Islands so tiny one has to 

look very carefully onthe map to find them. They liebelow the south- 

ern coast of the Canadian province of New foundland, about 800 miles 

northeast of Boston.  Yet these islands presently are buzzing with ex- 

citement and expectation in preparation for prosperous times ahead. 

For years foreign fleets operating in the rich fishing waters of the 

Northwest Atlantic have been effectively stopped from selling catches 

in the United States by o law that requires fish be delivered to the 

U.S. in cargo ships, and by companion Canadian laws against trans- 

shipping fo American ports.  This means that European fishing boats 

cannot unload in an American port, even though they may have been 

operating relatively close by. Instead, they have to make the distant 

treck back across the ocean to home where the fish can be unloaded 

and processed. Then they can ship to the U.S. but with the extra 

ocean haul, foreign—caught fish become less competetive on the 

American market. 

The French, aided by their Common Market partners, are currently 

building a three million dollar wharf and breakwater project in St. 

Pierre et Miquelon for the purpose of creating an important supply and 
transfer port for ships of all nations. Fishing boats could unload there 
and then trans-ship anywhere, including the United States. 

The French are enthusiastic about the program and predict that by 1966, 

when the harbor is completed, port calls will double from the present 

500 annual stops. The Wall Street Journal quotes a St. Pierre official 

as saying, "The port might not be large enough." 
  

The expanded harbor at St. Pierre et Miquelon will not only make 

greater economy possible and thus provide more food for the tables of 

the world, it will also liberalize international trade. And to the extent 

that these goals are accomplished, the residents of 5t. Pierre et 

Miquelon will turn a tidy profit. AL LAX 

  

AVOIDING INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE 
  

Most young men presently graduating from high school are concerned 

about the draft. At present, the danger zone is from ages 21 to 26. 

Most college students attend school from ages 18 to 22. Men are not 

generally drafted until 21, so the first three years of college are safe. 
The fourth year may be covered by a 2-S deferment, granted to those 
of good academic standing engaged in full-time college work. An 
additional deferment for graduate work may be obtained; two years 
for a master's degree or five for a doctorate. 

Since men under 21 are rarely drafted, it may be wise, where not 
overly inconvenient, for a high school graduate to work from the time 

of graduation until his twenty-first birthday, then start school witha 
2-S deferment. He will then graduate at 25, leaving one year of 
danger. If the extra money earned between 18 and 21 can be used to 
arrange a year of graduate work, the young man may successfully and 
legally avoid the draft. 

Under statute law, a person who hasobtained a 2-S deferment is liable 
for drafting after his twenty-sixth birthday, but this danger was re- 
moved by former president Eisenhower who issued an order that no men 
over 26 be drafted, regardless of any legal liability. 

Though both presidential candidates in the recent generg| 

  

  

  
  

promised to repeal the draft, one cannot be too carefy| ; eleg, 

slavery, and these hints may help someone to do sowhile heh avoiy 

work for the repeal of this law. ROBERT vy an:$),n 

' 0 

FREE. .. Essential QOccupations: A list of current assential goy. 

foruse by the Selective Service System as a guide for drafy d~ef. iy 

Write for Bulletin: L7/65: 962, Bureau of Employment Sewiceerme 

of Labor, Washington 25, D.C. + De 

PINPOINTING GUARDIANSHIP IN A FREE SOCIg 2 SOCIg 

Conception of a human requires contribution from two entities . 

and female. The male supplies one thing, a sperm; the female SUlpp[ 

two, an egg and the organ of production. Nature requires the fe, 

to be responsible for the continuation or discontinuation offl.,epj 

duction until birth. The male can neither force the female to dig, 

tinue the production or to continue if. Both would be coercive, 

Natural law provides the natural mother as sole guard- 

ian. 

The foregoing seems to preclude the male having any interest in, 
production of mankind. Such is not the case. The male has an intg 

interest in extending his line. It is hierarchial. Mankind doe; 

continue forever, as such, but by lineage can go on. How best can} 

male exercise his desire to reproduce himself? Enter a partner 

with a female. 

A partnership implies a mutual ownership of property. Thus ift 
partnership is dissolved, the property is divided among the partg 
An infant is property in a sense but being human it is therefore "m 
creative property." Procreative property cannot be cut down the ni 

dle for the purpose of dividing the value when dissolving a guard 
partnership. Hence, one person must be the sole guardian, and 
nature provides this be the mother, how can the male become they 

guardian? 

The natural mother can, by contract, transfer guard- 
ianship to ariother atany time, even prior to conception 

of the infant. 

The male, desiring to become a guardian, can make a contracty 
a female before conception providing that after the birth he is 
guardian. Thus he must decide how the guardianship will bep 
formed. He might choose to become physically and mentally invob 
himself, or as alternatives, he might hire the natural mother, a nvr 
or a nursery. L. JEAN DeRIV 

  

EDMUND WILSON AND THE INCOME TAX 
  

Each of the three following passages is culled from a separate chef 

?f)'”\_e Cold War And The Income Tax: A Protest, by Edmund wil 1 - 22X   

"The atmosphere of the tax-ridden United States is re= 
miniscent of the Prohibition era, except that it isa 
good deal grimmer. Among the population in general, 
these tax laws are felt, at least, as a constraining and 
menacing embarrassment which our legislators have got 

on the books we do not know exactly how and with 
which we are less and less able to contend at the same 
time that we are less and less prepared to conform...- 

"It may perhaps be wonderedwhy a former Leftist, who 
in 1932, at the time of the great depression, when the 
Communist Party was legal, voted for the Communist 

candidates in the presidential election and who voted 

for Norman Thomas thereafter up to the time when he 
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, would be making so much fuss about 

ontrol. Had I'not, in voting for socialism, been 
. far the state control of industry?  Had | not at 

\otn"&?mc been in favor of expropriating the profits of 
r:fl’ichandc,\pending them for the welfare of the many ? 

:;r:“l | must confess with compunction that | was naive 

enoughot thirty-one to take seriously Lenin's prediction 

in hi; pamphlet State and Revolution, written in 1917 

on the eve ofhis return to Russia, that the clerical work 

of asociolist government could easily be attended to 

in the spore time of ordinary citizens who were other- 

wise occupied with higher things, and that the State, 
under the new regime, no longer needed by a governing 

class, would inevitably "wither away" and cease to 

horass the individual, who would be eager by that time 

to co—operate in promoting the general harmony of a 

frictionless becouse classless society — though the 

critics of Saint-Simon and the other early nineteenth- 

century communists had predicted the opposite result: 
The growrh of a huge bureaucracy and the eventual 

ceased to U 
. 

sate © 

  

omnipotence of the State.... 

... our country has become today a huge blundering 
power unit controlled more and more by bureaucracies 

whose rule is making it more and more difficult to carry 

on the tradition of American individualism; and since | 
can accept neither this power unit's aims nor the meth- 

ods it employes to finance them, | have finally come to 
feel that this country, whether or not | continue to live 

in it, is no longer any place for me...." 

ne Tax. Edmund Wilson, distinguished man of letters and long- 

fing gentleman of the American “left" has, in the manner of 
Dos Passos and a few other pioneer socialists, decided "this is not 

we wanted. " 

rtunately, the major thesis of Mr. Wilson's book is altcgether dif- 
it. His primary protest, it seems fair to say, is that his tax money 
ing spent on national defense instead of on such projects as "en- 
aging national literature." In brief, it has not occurred to him to 
khis premises —and the whole argument therefore assumes a short- 
ed stance. 

rer, Mr. Wilson repeats a number of outright myths common to that 
radiction of our age, the coercive pacifist. Most glaring of these 
s chapter devoted to Major Eatherly, the so-called "Hiroshima 
" who, it has since been demonstrated, did not even fly the Hiro- 

a bombing mission in the first place. (2) 

with all this, The Cold War And The Income Tax deserves the 
ition of every Tibertarian. The final chapter, for example, is 

rately entitled "The Strategy of Tax Refusal." It offers valuable 
ters for those who would learn from an experienced political stra- 
t. 

  

in another way, much as with Milovan Djilas' The New Class, 
ract has a limited, short-range value. Because the argument is 
hed in collectivist terms, it will open the mind of many a "left- 
~vhowould otherwise never consider joining his libertarian brothers 
-examining something so closely identified withthe welfare state 

e income tax. The Cold War And The Income Tax is a book that 

ld be placed in the hands of every American who calls himself, 
Tyornot, g liberal. (3) KERRY THORNLEY 
es: 

The passages are reproduced herewith the written permission of the 
or. 

See The Hiroshima Pilot, by William Bradford Huie. Putnam, 1964. 
Ihfi_flWar And The Income Tax is published by Farrar, Straus 

  

  

  
  Company,“Tnc., 19 Union Square West, New York, New York. 

# $2.95. 1t is available in paperback, also, for sixty cents, 
ngh T:e New American Library, 501 Madison Avenue, New York, 

ork, 

  

QWICKs g 05 
The federal government, through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has 
agreed to finance the teaching of bow-and-arrow -making to Indiansin 

New Mexico. 

Officialsof the Pure Food and Drug Administration have threatened to 
seize vegetable oils labled with "polyunsaturated” or related words. 
Justification for the actwould be based upon assertions that the public 

doesn't understand the meaning of such terms. The fundamental accur- 

acy of the words is not questioned. 

Federally-hired photo-reconnaissance planesare now soaringover U.5. 

farming areas to assure that fermers are not exceeding "acreage allot- 
ments" specified by the Department of Agriculture — an imaginative, 

new application of the U-2 idea! 

The city councilmen of a major city of the Great Lakes have, in their 

unending search for more loot, decided to tax artists on their creations. 

All works in the possession of artists will be taxed. One university 
instructor said he would destroy his work if taxes were levied on it! 

  

COMMON SENSE 
  

"O ye that love mankind! Ye that dare oppose, not only the tyranny, 

but the tyrant, stand forth! Every spot of the old world is overrun with 
oppression.  Freedom hath been hunted round the globe. Asia, and 

Africa, have long expelled her — Europe regards her like a stranger, 
and England hath given her warning to depart. O! receive the fugi- 
tive, and prepare in time an asylum for mankind." Thomas Paine 

  

YELLING "FIRE" | A THEATER 

Very often in the course of arguing against the concept of absolute 

rights the following example is introduced: No one would maintain 

that an individual has the right to free speech as he cries out "fire" 
in a theater filled with people (especially falsely). It seems to me, 
however, that this line of argument misses its aim completely. Let me 
illustrate, 

In afree society the prime value and consequently the prime legal right 
pertains to life. Understood fully, life includes all attribures and pro- 
ducts of a person's living period (which attributes extend to certain 
places or people designated by him upon his death). The rightto prop- 
erty, a derivative of the right to life, leads to the right of free speech. 
Thus, | do not possess any sort of "freedom of speech" in the house or 
on the land of another man. | have his permission to stay there and | 
may do only that which he permits me to do. If | do not consent to 
his conditions then, unless | have a contract with him which binds me 
otherwise, | have the option to leave his premises. 

A motion picture theater, or any other place where many customers 
may gather, does not permit one to start screaming around "fire" at 
one's pleasure. This absence of permission hasnothing to dowith "free 
speech." It is rather an example of the results of the principle of pri- 
vate property: the owners of this theater are bound only to respect the 
terms of the contract which should specify the goods to be received by 
spectators. To use a theater for the purpose of yelling "fire" is not 
one of the "goods" sold to motion picture spectators. A man who is 
thus thrown out or arrested for yelling "fire" in atheater dcesnot have 
his rights abridged but has, in fact, abridged the rights of the theater 
owner by ignoring the terms of the contract to which he gave his im- 
plicit consent at the time of his entry, TIBOR R. MACHAN 
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N 
ECONOMICS AND FREE ACTIO 

i n n 1 n over the ever in- 
i 

th 
It i t surprising that libertarians are concer ed 

t is no g 

them. A man's wealth i.s of 

g finm‘c;\a"M'c't::e:h’::.;\zdcuu:O::vchonge 
it for more d::(jlred 

ek oy t‘Evmy law which inhibits, restricts or forbi slclm 

F’“’d"‘f‘ N "(’_:";j:l- exchange sentences the individual to a less fu. i 

0""-""’"‘0 g l|‘;3 ) His needs ond desires, which he coul:i o.vhel:w_lse 

o f‘umndunlk:l'iolied. This is clearly a case of a man's life being 

?z?'rlic);’edgzs surely as if he were physically imprisoned. 

It is no wonder that prodigious producers slacteE 'hdeir pocf] of?:o,”l; 

i forceably inhibited enough, fi threatened, stymied, slondered and | ; 
"r:ci’v:n'?oid bycfore their years, wasting untold potential wealthwhich 

they would hove created if.... 

No man who earns his money can fail to grasp its signiffcon(ze..‘ It is : 

concretized portion of his life; it is Tongible' proof of his oblhhes-an 

the productive use of those abilities, It is h.'s because he caused it to 
be, he created it, Creation is for consumption. 

Investment is the prime method of protecting present wecflfh for future 
consumption. To the rational mind, it is the only way to insureat least 
minimal future consumption, even in the face of unforseen mishaps. 
It is the best way a man can take responsibility for his life now and for 
as long as his life continues. 

Govemment, in passing laws which inhibit this natural method of self- 
responsibility, force the otherwise self-reliant individual tobecome as 
dependent on public doles as the voluntarily indolent, Not depend- ent immediately —when the individual needs what he would have saved 
if.... Dependency means subordination. 

Cutting off a man's ability to provide for his future as well as present needs is one of the most insidious methods for advancing in collectiv- isms catalogue of techniques. It has adverse moral, economic, social and political results. |t destroys man's sense of moral responsibility to himself; it upsets the process of making the economic calculations necessary for the operation of the free market; it turns the affected to society to be taken care of (they have nothing else); and the greater political power which invariably results from the stifling laws initi- ation increases so that it can better extend "needed assistance to the increasing number who are unable to care for themselves. " 

to find ways of maintaining their self-reliance and personal independence are hard put 
It is sometimes difficylt to know which is the Property it is not difficult to know that the 

  

  

REPARTEE 
DEAR EDITOR. 

A study group, i of which | am q membe various extremist 
T, is examinin, i groups with the hope o . 9 nd studying 
fundersrcmding their Purposes. In a column of 

wenty cents, Pleqse « Please senq g soon as 
MARIE SULLIVAN 

  

     

      

   
WRITERS | The Innovator plus $1. 00 per i    

i | 

ON THE MARKE, 
Loy 

In recent months many new profreedom publication, b 

existence. Ampng lheim‘arer‘:‘ 

AT Fekdom's Way, AlPsriodical Dedicated Fog 
of Freedom, Reason and Objective Principle 
can Politics, published by Warren H, Carro| 

McKinney Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75205, 
issues are published yearly. 
tions are $1.00. 

e ¢ Omg 

h'e Vicror./ 
n Amer}~ 

| ot 4326 7 
Twenry-gi-, Ten-issue tria| subscrip; 

The Atlantis Review, an Objectivist ph?losophicol four~ 
nal, directed primarily at the Boston area, p“blished 
by Atlantis Enterprises, 221 Mount Aubyrn St., Cam. 
bridge, Massachusetts 02138, 

Verdict, amonthly currentaffairs magazine wi 
italistic viewpoint, published by Auric |nt 
Corporation. 

th a cap- 
ernotionu| 

A dialogue between Mario Montessori and A. S, Nej 
innovations in child rearing appears in the December 
Redbook magazine. 

I Concy, 
1964 iss, 

  

o o o e o e e e B e o o e i e e #*#*#*fl*#*#*#*#a#» 
SOCIAL SCIENCE SURVEY. A ten-question Social Science Stn prepared by Forum for New ldeas, tends to stimylate thought g, losophic and economic issues, A sample question: ! —Discrimination against an individual because of A. May be justified during present racial strife are, unfortunately, easily influenced by subvers 
B. Would be rationalonly if it were conclusivel| is, on the average, superior to another. 
C. Iswrong because any individual who is less Opportunity to better himself. 
D. Is irrational because racia 
accurate nor reliable indicator 

fs ) 

race; 
because many p 
ive elements, 

Y Proven thatone, 

discriminated againg 

| characteristics are generally pot of significant individ val qualities, E. Iswrong becayse all human beings are of the same specie; g 
. . . 

! 

human being is literally the blood relative of every other human 

+ 1¢ each. There jsq orders of less than $1 

h#u#*#*#*hh#*h#k#t#*#*h#*#* It is held by Innovotor that the free exche off:ll freedom, Publication of gn articl sarily reflect endorsement, j, 

Portant aim of Inn, 
s relevant to human liberty, 

  
bnavator — p, . Box 347 ™ ldsas, a division of he Institute for Sociql Progress 90034 — is published by Forun | Kerry Thom| 

General Manager: Konda Car o Manager: Kote Hatfield 

i Gifr y 
ndling charge . g 10 . N copies: $50.00, Wrillsfgflmtu ‘;gnp:ds\;:r]t:oo' » e 32,00, COoPY; Innovator 

foports published, 

Quantity priec 
100 copies: $6.00, 10 

em for original articles, stories, 
Innovator is not responsible 

manuscripts unless o stamped o All copy is subject to editorial alter ® writer, 

Eoch issue contains a minimum of th of odvertisements. With the excepti   _\% Tist is Repr :om::gglmvided Innovator is credit 
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]‘lONSI F_)(PERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED 

‘NNOVATOR 
California 90034 = Publication Date: January 1965, Volume Il — Twenty Cents 

" Angeles, 

es of a free society are so throughly forgotten today that 

f capitalism cannot bea 'conservative.' He has to chal- nThe princiPl 

ental premises of our age; he has to be a rebel, a 
o 

innovator. 

--Ayn Rand, OBJECTIVIST NEWSLETTER, December 1944 

IN DEDICATION IN DERICA——— 

OR regretfully announces the confiscation by the Nether- 
AT IN?Og\f,vemme"' of TV Nordzee, "The World's First Laissez-Faire 

;:/nss,ancn-" (1) While TV Nordzee was forcefully boarded at the 
- of a coercive law, passed and executed ad hoc by the 

Dutch government, 70 percent of Holland's people continued to poll 

inions against the suppression of the popular free enterprise station . 

oAid more important, this "public interest" atrocity wasan unspeakable 

violation of property rights. 

h special significance that INNOVATOR dedicates 

Il the bold innovators of the North Sea (2) 
for the "crime" of mak~ 

THE EDITOR 

It is therefore wit] 

this issue on property to @ 

as, one by one, they are branded as "pirates" 

ing productive use of THEIR property. 

(1) See November 1964 INNOVATOR 

(2) See November 1964 extra issue of INNOVATOR 

  

  

HOUSTON — LAND OF THE FREE 

Citizens are propagandized into believing that a city would lapse into 

choos without zoning laws. ~ Such is not the case. Zoned land use is 

not tolerated in some parts of the U.S.A, and, in one thriving major 

city —Houston, Texas — zoning is firmly rejected each time itis brought 

before the voters. 

Asa result, Houston land values are high. A visiting European archi- 

fect described this sixth largest American city as "beautiful” while 

condemning another major city —zoned, by the way —as "depressing." 

In zoned cities, ordinances have stripped from owners and transferred 

focity hall the right to decide how land will be used. Worse, the 

zones can be changed at whim of city hall and owners made to conform 

or risk having their property condemned as non- conforming. 

iTch;r frypeof arrogant pre-emption of rights never was intended by Amer- 

Ss ounding fathers, nor by the Constitution,” nor by generations of 
efll_“-esctlhzevl'l land owners, right up to the present. Even z.oning's 

that zon.zea ot boldly pointed out (forewarning of owner resistance) 

ingwas aradical interferencewith the rightsof landowners. 

ZZ::?)XI: peddled fo the public with promises to protect home owners 

ungqmeius yses adjacent to their land. Anyone who sits thrczugh the 

per Cen'eq;f"QSOf certain zoning appeal boards knows that in about 

Z°ne-breq|(;° fie cases, zone-abiding citizens are ?verru:Jl'ed and the 

court to ng aspirant wins out, Whenever the losing citizens go fo 
everse the decision, invariably they lose again. 

In Ho 

Privqf:fxr’lethere is none of that; land still rests under contrcl'of its 

" growing bri = not city hall. How does this beautiful large city do 

M 9ger and wealthier without zoned land use? 

fi-W_ Lee o 
nOFCe an 

20ning : 
. "9 fusti 'flx‘ |ustic 

f,H°”5f°fl, businessman, university real estate instructor, 

insurance company official, explained, "The fact that 
. ebCU?not be obtained at the courthouse, but that a zoning 

Obtained at city halls, is not lost on Houstonians. . .Deed 

2 - 

DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

P 
I.'esfrlchons, in most instances, have preserved residential subdivisions 

in Houston without the economic slowdown effects of zoning." 

When time limits on deeds expire, owners in Houston may renew the 

restrictions, leave the land unencumbered, or sell for o more valued 

use. This spells timely financial returns to owners in aging sections of 

town, close to expanding business centers. While their homes, say, 

have deteriorated in value, their land has become more valuable, 

This free play of the market equalizes what otherwise would be loss 
under rigid zoning restrictions. 

HOW CANCITIES, PRESENTLY ZONED, BE FREED FROM ZONING? 

Lee was asked. 

Lee replied that a feasible procedure would be to enact state-wide 
legislation to provide for the control of the use of property in an area 

as small as one city block. By majority agreement of the front foot 

owners, a suitable use to expire at a specific time would be imposed 

by the owners upon themselves. Then by petition the citizens could 

request the city council to repeal zoning. 

Zoning is political control over the use of private property, whereas 

deed restrictions are owner-imposed private agreements. In an April '64 

magazine article, Lee wrote, "It is absurd to recognize the right of 

private ownership and then transfer the complete use of property to 

zoning boards." Reprints of Lee's article, "Zoning: Myth or Magic," 

are available from THE REAL ESTATE APPRAISER, 7 S. Dearborn, 
Chicago 3, lllinois. Copyright 1964 by JO HINDMAN 

(Reprinted from Jo Hindman's syndicated column, METRO NEWS, with 

her permission. Appeared previously in the 28 June 1964 issue of the 

SANTA ANA REGISTER.) 

SOURCES: 

1. HOUSTON CHRONICLE, 4/19/64 

2. Louis Brownlow, "1313" founder's autobiography, Vol. I, p. 96, 

University of Chicago Press, 1958 

  

THE ORIGIN OF OWNERSHIP 
  

The understanding of the origin ofownership and property rights neces- 

sitates the comprehension of the genealogy of the derived rights, of 

which the property rights form a part. 

There is only one primary right (all others are derived from it): the 

Because life is dependent upon consumption, and con- 

uction, the right to live means: the 

distorting it and the right to act 

right to live. 
sumption is dependent upon prod 

right to judge reality without anyone 

upon such judgments as one makes. 

The two Chief Rights that each man has are the right to (1) judge and 

(2) act upon that judgment. All other rights are genealogically lesser 

in rank. These lesser rightsconstitute the "concrete rights” with which 

the term "right" is normally associated, such as freedom of speech or 

press. 

A concrete right, then, is any right one has by virtue of the fact that 

he has the right fo judge and act upon those judgments.  Such a right 

exists, however, only when the action involved does not conflict with 

the two Chief Rights of another. Any act which abridges the judgment 

or action of another, i.e. fraud and force, is licentious and not a right 

MERELY BECAUSE it abridges such judgment or action. 

te rights are property rights. Property 
The most complex of the concre 

5. 

have 'a beginning. The original prop— 
rights do not always exist; they 
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. right in any given thing, be it land or chattel, corporz:-ol or !n’— 

. ed whena man judges thathe wants something which 
sreal, is creat ) H - 

St H , establishes possession of it, and de 
has been heretofore unclaimed 

clores ownership. 

ention, coupled with the power, to dispose of an 

as one sees fit. The right by 
One who has property 

Possession is the int | 

entity, either corporeol or |ncorp0[ca v 

virtue of which one has possession is property. 

in something is an owner. 

Consider this example: a man is wolking along an unowned.beach and 

sees o seashell which has just washed up upon the sand. He |ud§';es that 

hewants the shell (intention) and he picks it up (the power to dispose). 

He has now estoblished possession of the seashell. The man has 'acted 

upon his own judgment; he has not abridged the judgment or action of 

ony other man. He has a right to possess that shell and nobody can 

rightfully take it away from him without his consent. He has CREATED 

property interest in the shell. 

When dealing with land the basic concept of the creation of property 
still obtains. Here, however, possession must be indicated somewhat 
differently. Land cannot be picked up like a seashell, but it can be 

disposed of. 

The easiest method of disposition is merely to fence or sufficiently 
stake out the land so as to clearly indicate that the parcel is under 
your control. Other techniques such as mining, farming, dwelling and 

so on would also serve the purpose. The methodology is not as impor- 
tant asdisposing of the land such that thedisposition isobviously under 
your control. 

Possession is prima facie evidence of ownership. As is well known, 
however, not all possessors are owners. To be an owner one must have 
good title, which means: the method by which one claims ownership 
must be rightful. Any method which violated the rights of another does 

not result in good title because there is no right to abridge rights. 

Thus, the mere establishment of possession of an object which has no 
owner is sufficient to give good title to the possessor. But any claim 

of ownershipby a thief to that which he possesses through theft can be 
defeated by demonstrating that he came info possession wrongfully. 

There are only five ways by which a person may rightfully claim own- 
ership: 1) he is the original possessor of something heretofore without 
anowner; 2) he is the first subsequent possessorof somethingwhich has 
been abandoned; 3) the priorowner hasvoluntarily transferred his rights 
to the one claiming ownership; 4) by court action; or 5) by adverse 
possession. 

Thedoctrine of prior appropriation (sometimes called "first intime first 
in right") establishes the original possessor as the owner because he 
has the best right to dispose of the object. Nobody else has a better 
right to it. The only way anyone else could take the object from 
him, except as listed below, is through the use of physical force or 
fraud . 

Something which has been abandoned has no owner. The first one to 
take possession after abandonment takes title as if it had never been 
claimed. 

The person who has had the rights of the priorowner transferred to him 
"steps into the shoes" of the prior owner and takes whatever interest 
the grantor had, In the seashell case, Mr. X who found it now trades 
it to Mr. Y. Mr. Y is now the owner because the method by which he 
claims title is rightful, Mr. X had the right todispose of the shell and 

the rights appurtenant to it as he saw fit; Mr. Y had the right to ac- 
cept. Both have acted rightfully and have not abridged the rights of 
anyone else. Mr. Y now has the better right to dispose of the shell 
since Mr. X has completely relinquished his interest in the shell in 
favor of Mr. Y. 

The courtmay decree that an object belonging toone person be seized 
and sold or transferred to another. But the circumstances must be such 
that the prior owner no longer has the paramount right to dispose of it. 

Anexample of sucha situation would be where the ownerowed another 
money, had not paid it when due, and the creditor has litigated the 
matter fo determine the rights of the respective parties. Here the court 

  

   

may order sufficient things to be seized from ¢ od 

auction by the sheriff in order to satisfy the debt o) ebtg, ang 

costs caused by the failure to pay when dye, Plus the % 

When the debtor did not pay the money when it w 
effect, stolen it from the creditor who had the i hos due, he p 

date the debt was due, The debtor did not thegyht fo. be Paig o, o K 

Therefore, no rights are breached when the ourt tuke Tight nonan he 'yhd 

the amount due (stolen) and returns it to the CredhorEs(ofrg 93 hl’- o 

Vne & ! 

The title gained by adverse possession is an origing| e N,y 7 

one claiming it had first found the thing. This fitle &/ fust oy ;iiPl 
has used the object of another under certain Condit;°°r|ses Wl Eln h | P! 

hold adversely, his possession must be: q) actual g r;s. For oncre v',;fl 

open, visible and notorious; c) hostile and Nd exe |y ek |0 adverse N 0 
session which is held against the whole world even inc('in?mn N ;(:’) #firc 
possessor, that the present possessor claims to be the Uding g A 8 

OWner e Py | g1 
) Contin, rs le, l,qw; 

of the justification of his claim); and it myst be 4 
peaceable (which merely means that the possession ha u P sn P 
rupted either actually or by action in court), Ot begy, int;j ‘;‘Jfi 

. . I . té’) 

This doesnot violate the rights of the prior owner because afte o 

a time as is usually required (5, 7, 10 or 20 years in the Ups 5010,,3 'd,ef 
and England) of inaction on his part, it should be assumed H:” fo | # 
mer owner no longer intends to control and dispose of the ZL_fhe far. ?‘if 

that it has been abandoned. Since it is considered o have fect 
the one who has had possession acquires the ownership, 

f 
and 

no °Wne,, ',dt 

As complex as it is, the origin of ownership merely scratcheg X 

face of the subject of property. For the sake of simplicity and b i 
this article has omitted concepts such as liens, bailment, custod e 
version and equity. All of these subjects, plus many others 4 
cerned with property interests in things around us. ! 

RICHARD W. mogy, :fiP‘ 

he ;. | 

1 Cope e‘m 

are gy, | 

  

JUSTICE AND PROPERTY RIGHT o 
  

Too many libertarians simply envision the free society as a with 
away, or sudden disappearance, of the State, with private proper |fi 
titles simply defended from that point on. This approach Uncriticu]? L sanctifies the status quo of property titles at the moment of:hz e State's projected disappearance. This attitude is the result of setting | 

2 
o 

ering 

up a dichotomy between "private" and "State™ or "'governmental" . 
tions. For most purposes, this dichotomy works, but it is, in the deepe 
sense, incorrect and must be amended. For WHY are we opposed fy 
State property and State ownership? Because the State is, after dll !h 
a collectionof individuals, but individuals who are, through the Stm’ ¥ 
acting in an organized criminal manner. In short, libertarians oppose' r‘* 
the Statebecause it is anorganization of individual , "private" crimip- : 
als committing acts of theft and aggression — against whom? Againg : 
individuals who have a JUST title to their private property! But the 
State is surely not the ONLY conceivable aggregation of criminals; : 
libertarians would be equally opposed to other, supposedly "privafe' | 
organizations of criminals (Mafiosi, unions, or whatever) who also en- | 
gaged in theft and invasions of person and property. Therefore, the 
REAL dichotomy is not between "governmental" and "private;" it i 
between JUST titles to property by individuals orgroups of individuals, 
asagainst UNJUST titles to property by individuals orgroups. But once 
we recognize this, we must recognize also that we cannot simply er- 
dorse all status quo titles to property a priori; we must have ¢ 
theory of justice of property, and we must engage in an empirical in- 
vestigation of specific property titles to see if they are just or unjush 

Thus, suppose that shortly before the hypothetical dissolution of the 
State, the State confiscates the property of John Doe and hands it ovet 
to Frank Costello, decreeing Costello the property owner. Surely, ¢ 
libertarian soceity would not rest content in protecting Costello's title, 

but would, in contrast, reconfiscate the property from Costello and 
return it to John Doe., But then it must also be true that time cannot 
sanctify crime, and a centuries—old crime by a Costello ancestor againd 
a Doe ancestor must also be rectified. 

  
\ 

Indeed, the very definitionof crime requires that we not b||'nd|)'ciCcePl 
status quo titles to property. For unless we define crime in the 
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simply invasions of what the STATE chooses to desig- 

right, and as libertarians we cannot do so, then we lmaflnef,as 
3 cory of just property, with crime defined as an in- t 
?"’spm;f}:a th 

i”S' proper?)’- 

.11 not the tronsitionto a libertariansoceity require a cha- 
||I.nO { and revolution in property titles? The answer rests 

:e,uminahof”%mce in property rights. | believe that there is only 
qur theory othleory of property right: that every man owns his self, 
deffi‘flslbled also owns all the natural resources which he finds un- 

( 01nansform5, in the phrase of John Locks, by "mixing his 
1ed/ ""dh rsoil u By thus transforming the land, the person creates 
or with the c.onSUmer goods and hisown just property. A person, 
ytol go ly owns his body and his labor services, and the natural 

just 
refore, l:Sich he may find and transform by his labor energy. He 

then, W 

es W i JurcfcoUrsel legitimately owns any property which he may volun- 
Jl, o hange for his personal services or transformed resources. All 
i y exchu 

; forms of property are illegitimate. 
e 

gives us the criterion for the period of transition from the 
5 lh.e;dr)e’n to the free society. Let us take a hypothetical piece of 

o % which the State had declared to be owned by Mr. Smith. 
‘PerfYro ’erfy justly his? IF, on empirical investigation, we find 

th.ef. Poup that an ancestor of Smith stole the property from an an- 

izrl;f}\;’r_ Jones, then the property is not legitimately Smith's and 

;7 be transferred to the ownership of Jo’nes. On the other hand, if 

thing is foundone way or the other, or if Smith's ancestorhad stolen 

» property centuries ago but the victim and his heirs are lost to an- ' 

vity, THEN we must state that, since we don't know the original 

der or creator of the property, that property, X, is momentarily in 

date of no-ownership; BUT, since we hold that unowned property 

longs to the first person that finds and uses it, so foo we must grant 

ust and legitimate property right in X to the current owner as the 

rst" user or a voluntary receiver from the "first" user. In short, if 

, don't know of any definite criminal taint to a current title, AND 

,can't find a current heir of the victim even if we do know of an 

cient crime, then the property reverts legitimately and fully to its 

rrent user and owner. 

th capital goods there is almost never an empirical problem, since 

pital goods don't last very long without being renewed. The major 

sblem lies with land, with areas of ground, which generally remain 
smally THERE, and whichare far more likely to have acriminal taint 
m the past in the current title. It is LAND, then, that poses the 

ljor empirical problem for the period of transition. 

e same principle applies to land; in practice, the criminal taint that | 

llaffect current title in land is a feudal or quasi-feudal land system, 
ere the State, centuries ago, arbitrarily parcelled out the land area 

the country to a clique of its favored war-lords. The lords then 
tled down to collect rent over the hapless peasantry who had tilled 

’.I“”d- Another, similar, taint is when the State thus hands out 
vitrary titles to unused land, and then the first seftlers who later ar- 
© fo transform the virgin land must become tenants subjected to the 
' imposed by the quasi-feudal landlords. It should be evident that 

sf.ofm of "private" property in land is not really private at all, but 
3'9”""0?8 and State-derived; and that the "rent" that is charged is 

:tl){}:fsubfle form of taxation. To pose a current example, suppose 
o 0;’5 fl;fi State dissolved it granted to Bobby Kennedy the "pri- 
, confidners h|p of the territory of the state of Massachusetts; V\(Ol.Jld 

e to b:rl t. e renfs that Bobby would then charge everyone living 

sfety? Yegmmfe rentals, to be guarded and protected in the free 
* Yet that is what those libertarians propose who wish to ac- 

pt th 
Jions sz:)per'ry system now rampant throughout the undeveloped 

3t the e world.  For it is precisely the hallmark of these regions 
:eflwnfs are suffering from being rack-rented by feudal land- 

are draining their substance. 
€ Uniteq $1q 
M coerciye 

rds wh 

fes was extremely fortunate that it escaped any perma-= 

Y dissolyeq ‘:ndhsysfer?' that any attempts at feudal land were hap- 

ling to the " the desire of the landowners to earn quick profits by 

ced, q sencienl;lne _Qnd legitimate property owners, the sefl'lel:s. 

95005 for the of lasting coercive land monopoly is one of the major 

ates, Byt ; gl:(’t Prosperity and rapid economic growth of the United 

" the other countries of the world, especially in the un- 

developed countries, the struggle of the oppressed peasantry against 
feudal land monopoly is the great fact of life. The tragedy of our free- 
market economists is that they go to Asia and Latin America and urge 
the people to adopt the free market and private property rights, and 
yet they totally ignore the burning fact in those countries: the sup- 
pression of the genuine private property of the peasants by the exact- 
ions of quasi-feudal landlords. The peasants are not socialists; no 

more deeply instinctive lovers of private property exist. But yet the 
peasants find that while the proclaimed advocates of capitalism and 
the free market support their landlord oppressors, the only ones who 
proclaim themselves supporters of the peasants' struggle for their prop- 
erty are the Communists and other radical socialists. Is it any wonder 
that the peasant in the undeveloped lands is inexorably going Com- 

munist or Fidelist? The tragedy is that the peasantry offers a vast 
reservoir of support to concepts of liberty and private property, but 
libertarians have made no attempt whatever to exploit this fact; in- 

stead, captured by the shibboleth of status quo property rights without 
a criterionof justice, they haveallowed themselves to become support- 
ers of feudal landlords and land monopolists in the name of "private 

property, " 

Finally, there is no relationship there to the theories of Henry George 
or to "agrarian reform" as currently practiced in most undeveloped 

countries, The Georgists believe that all private property in ground 
land is unjust, and that the essence of ownership in ground land should 
revert to all “"society." | believe in the justice of private ownership 
by the settler or "first user" of ground land, and of his future heirs or 
assigns through voluntary gift or contract. Current agrarianreform first 
mulcts the taxpayers, which funds the government uses to purchase a 
few submarginal acres of land from the landlords, and then sells them 
at long-term loans to the peasantry. Not only is this reform piddling 
in scope; it errs in paying compensation fo unjust owners and saddling 

the just owners with debt. If anyone deserves compensation, it is not 
the unjust landlord, but the peasant-victim FROM that landlord. 

MURRAY N. ROTHBARD 

  

THE LAND QUESTION 
  

Probably the greatest test of liberty occurs with the study of land in a 
free society. 

The problem as presented here will entail only highlights of such items 
as ownership, title, and taxes. The problem is also visionary, for own- 
ership of land by a private person is impossible today in this country 
and probably in all other countries, 

Ownership of land today is impossible. Why? Because it is taxed by 
the State. This tax is a rent all must pay or forfeit the land .to the 
State. If ownership of land were extant, then no forfeiture would oc- 
cur. The word taxation demands coercion. There is no voluntary ef- 
fort involved, for should a person claim to "voluntarily" pay his taxes 
on his land, let him try to change his mind and NOT pay his land tax! 

In a free society ownership is a social question, for if neighbors do not 

recognize my ownership and therefore trespass it, | do not own. Own- 
ership of land will call for a change in the intellectual orthodoxy. 

Ownership is also a moral question. Man will find ownership impos- 
sible until he as an individual recognizes ownership of land by other 

men and guarantees all that he will not trespass. He must make this 
so well recognized. that all other men understand his intentions re- 
garding ownership.  For if a single man has the least whit of doubt 

- that ke will not trespass, then he stands to be trespassed upon by his 
own disability. 

A man can establish claim. It is the social acceptance of non-trespass 

by other men whowish to own land that allows his claim of ownership. 

For instance, |can claim a piece of land — but it is not mine unless 

other men wish to claim and own land.  This is as true as is the case 

that | own my own life only if other men wish to own their own lives. 

Neither life nor land is owned unless men wish to stay alive and also 

own land. 
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" 
Poul Eltzbacher, defines property 0s) o;!egal 

hich someone has, within c,gartg|‘r3:_g;f:3uX 
thing." ( 

A German judge, Dr. 

relation, by virtue of w : within a¢ 

men, the’ exclusive privilege of ultimately disposing of 

  

ARCHISM, Libertarian Book Club, New York: 1960, fi.{_Z/O) 4'.;.1.".'.' 

The key to ownership of property is well stated above: "the exclusive 

privilege of ultimately disposing of a thing. " -F“’R [J by 

In this doy, in this country, in this fashion, only the State hus“theils\i; 

clusive privilege of ultimately disp0f|ng of your property. hc . 

you, with its permission, to transfer mle. tosomeone of your 1<':hoosl1tn.g 

that lond you might think you own, but in reality only rent. e ulti- 

mate decision rests with the State. Yet, actually, the only claim the 

State has on the land is that established at the point of a gun. 

For an individual to own land he must first describe that lond'he owns, 

then he must publish his statement.  This could be acc.omp?llshed ina 

free society by recording the claimwith a private organization, which 

would offeran insurance policy included in its fee to cover the cost of 

private arbitration in case of dispute and to pay a loser of crbirrati?n 
where the private court would find that the loser claimed his land in 
good faith and that he had put the land to use through the mixing of 
his labor. 

A further service of the land title company could be the publishing of 
a monthly bulletin describing the land being claimed and sold within 
its service area. Perhaps, it mightalsowish to publish, on an exchange 

basis withother such publications, any major or interesting changes in 
ownership that occur elsewhere in a prescribed geographical area. 

If Americans come to understand the necessity of owning land privately 
and the tremendous effect this has on increasing production so that 
more men get enough to eat, then the people in this country will have 
something to offer all men. 

To put something to the "public" use is to put it to, at best, the least 
efficient use. At worst it is to steal it from the producers or users. 

Liberty or freedom is not a public concept. It is a private concept, for 
it is the freedom of the individual which is the question. And the right 
to be free is an equal right for all men. The right is extant for each 
man and must be inviolable, 

Thus the greatest test of liberty is the right of man to own, privately, 
land . This right must rest equally with all men and must be inviolable 
for each man. J. DOHN LEWIS 

  

"PRIVATE" PROPERTY — A REDUNDANCY 
  

The word "property" is much abused these days. [t nearly always 
comes with one of the two qualifiers, private or public. As the agents 
of political governments have usurped more and more of individual 
men's tangible things, in the name of the state, the word "private" 
has come increasingly into use to describe the property not yet confi- 
scated. At the same time, the word "public" is applied to those things 
"belonging to" the "nation," or some lesser form of political contri- 
vance, or simply, "the people,” 

In the real world about usthere is no doubt that there is an abundance 
of so-called "public" property. Indeed, well over a third of the land 
area in the United States is in the name of "the people," in one way 
or another. And the trend is toward more of this, not less. In search- 
ing for the cause of the trend one is led to the attempt to verbalize the American Revolution, in the Declaration of Independence. Those 
concerned with the drafting of that document originally listed "prop- erty" as one of man's inalienable rights, along with life and liberty, But no, the Declaration had to be adopted by a group — so property was compromised out. The subsequent adoption of a constitution by a small minority, in the name of "we the people," effectively negated the concept of the sancity of the individual by establishing a coercive majority-rule political government, the decisions of whose agents wer’«a binding on all people in America. The door was opened for all sorts of individual injustices by such phrases as "general welfare," "eminent domain,” etc. It was just a matter of time before a generc;l attack on 

    

of I‘eushed‘:lfy the Constitution. 

0 <@ 

N 
orivate" property developed as a resultof the Unchey 

ckablg 

erty concept. The dictionary definition of pro 

the exclusive right to possess, enjoy 
is owned. Men create property as aresult of thej, think: Of thyy b 
Those responsible for the creation of the Propery owlngond i 

choose to voluntarily trade it. If part or all of ;4 is tak il 
owner's consent it can no longer rightfully be called pro en wi OuyPi 
be referred to as plunder. Thus, so-called "public pro Perty b e 

tradiction. There is no such thing as the "publicn Pertyt i 
plunder as property.  To say that "the people" gwp "oubli " 
is erroneous, also, because no individual can sel| his share ic Pro " 
lic property" is in the care of faceless bureaucrats who thF it, "n 

over it without the responsibility of ownership. Ve Outhgy 

Q Perty deq|q w;;;hl Py 
and dispegg Oy, 

In order to have a societal structure that maximizes 
. . moru!ify h 

be recognized that individual man has a naturql right to hig © it 

It follows that individual man cannot be morally governed wisLO erh 

consent. LLOYD Lfillérl.’l; 

  

A working definition of TRUTH: That which exists in m Ore H’lun Wo 
alone. i 
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The Founders and Dj ect K u:j‘ Konda Carter, Robert H.dyes, Cara Leach, Tom Mcrshcill',ccirc: ; ;id’Sims"‘whose professional fieldsare, respectively: Business Admin- 
ihation; Political Science, English Literature, Systems Engineering, 

ond Library: Science. | 

]NNOVATOR does not officia'lly proznofe or oppose the philosophical 
1| s of any one tschool” of libertarian thought. INNOVATOR holds v as the social sciences are not yet developed to the degree of 

figor attained by the physical scie_nces, H'.le humanities can profit from 

fuher critical analysis and experimentation.  Accordingly, INNO- 
VATOR's po“c)’ is to present divergent libertarian ideas and to report 

wa variety of advanced applications of liberty. 

1 

Since publication began one year ago, circulation has approximately 

dubled every four months, As of 25 January 1965, INNOVATOR had 

| 42 subscribers in 36 states and in Canada. The largest markets were: 
(alifornia, 220; New York, 25; Massachusetts, 18; Illinois, 15; Texas, 

| 13 Pennsylvania, 11; Missouri, 10; Colorado, 8; Washington, 8; New 
Mexico, 7; Ohio, 7; Delaware, 6; and Maryland, 6.Paidcirculation, 

| nchding multiple copy distribution, is well over 500. 
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| Te mailing list of INNOVATOR is held STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 
INNOVATOR does REMAIL to its mailing list materials SUPPLIED IT 

by other organizations, Remailing of such advertisements does not im- 
PIHhur INNOVATOR's staff necessarily endorses the total philosoph- 
el stond of the advertisers. 
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INNOVATOR 4 e gain thanks the many proponents of freedom who make 
8 continyj, o9 endeavor fo advance human liberty through education 

Possible and gratifying, 

THE EDITOR 
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REPARTEETE 

Dear Feitor: 

. 1 

Your January issue seemed nothing maore or less than a concerted attack 

on the philosophy of Henry Grorge, £s o Georgist, [ am utterly dis= 

~appointed with the ideas of INNOVATOR on land as expressed by 

Itbrrid, Bothbard, ond Lewis. ... ARNOLD POWELL 

Dear Sirs: 

...Someone not only furnished the Henry George School with the IN= 
NOVATOR mailing list, but they also provided this socialist insti- 

tution with the libertarian vocabulary. ... JEAN MOLLENHAUER 

Dear Arnold Powell and Jean Mollenhauer: 

Whenever the ideas of INNOVATOR appear, they are designated as 
such, 

|NNOVATOR recently remailed, to subscribers in his marketarea, 
literature by Harry Pollard, Director of Studies for the Henry George 
2;h°°|s of So?rhern California, who is in my opinion a competent 
be:’c](:;g: o_f libertarian principles. | recommend the October-Decem- 
New o klssue of FRAG'ME.NTS (248-47 Jamaica Avenue, Bellerose, 
Albert jf ‘:\;126) as an indicator that such respected libertarians as 

hit :)’ ock and Frank Chodorov were also influenced by the 
P osophy of Henry George — for while all libertarians are not eorgists, some Georgists are indeed libertarians. 

S‘:\'I’elrf\forrrnotlon on INNOVATOR's policy regarding the presentation of 
VAT(g;n Vviews and the handling of its mailing, please note "INNO- 

On Record, " paragraphs 1l and 1V, in this issue. 

THE EDITOR 

  

**********ADVERTISEMENTS*********** 
Los Angeles-~   

EAO B:f‘iT LE FEVRE will give a 14-hour course in Los Angeles on arch 12th, 13th, and 14th. The course is entitled THE RIGHTS OF MAN VERSUS THE POWER OF THE STATE. 

For tickets or more information write: HUMAN ACTION STUDY IN— STITUTE, P.O. Box 611, Pacific Palisades, orcall GL6-2421 after 6pm. 
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It is held by Innovator that the free exchange of ideas is the beginning 

of all freedom. Publication of an article in Innovalor does not neces- 
sarily reflect endorsement, in whole or in part, by the publisher or by 
any member of the staff. Each Innovotor article reflects only the opin- 
ion of its writer. An important aim of Innovalor is to serve as o forum, 

presenting various ideas relevant to human liberty. 

Innqvator — P. O. Box 34718, Los Angeles, Califomia 90034 — is published by Forum for 
New Ideas, a division of the Institute for Social Progress, General Manager: Konda Carter 
Editor: Kerry Thomley Area Representative Manager: Kate Hatfield 

RATES: Single subscription mailed anywhere in the world, 1 year $2.00, 2 years $3.40, 

first class §.50 extra per year, airmail $1.00 extra per yeor. Multiple subscription: $0.60 
per yeor per extra copy moiled fo the same oddress. Gift subscriptions: $1.40 per year 

mailed to a different address, plus $.60 handling charge per order. Quantity prices: 

1 copy: 20¢, 3 copies:50¢, 10 copies: $1.00, 25 copies:$2.00, 100 copies: $6.00, 1000 

copies: $50.00. Write for rates on advertising and direct mailing. 

COPY: Innovator pays 1.5¢ per /ord plus $1.00 per item for original articles, svoties, or 

reports published. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome,  Innovator is not responsible for 

copy received, however, and does not return unsolicited monuscripts unless o s!?mped and 

self-addressed envelope is provided by the sender. All copy is subject to editorial altera= 

tion unless permission to alter is explicitly withheld by the writer, 

POLICIES: Twelve issues are published per year. Eoch issue contains a fninimum of Ih[ee 

pages of articles and other news features, exclusive of qdvenisem.ems. With lhe‘excep!u:: 

of articles specifically reserved, contents may be reproduce.d provided Innovator is credit 

as the source. The Innovator mailing list is kept confidential. 
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EVERY YEAR MORE AND MORE INDIVIDUALS 

EVADE TAXES! 
WHY? 

Why are The Beatles having second thoughts about another visit to 
America? 

Why did Liz Taylor decide to become a British subject? 

Why did Bill Holden say, "Every time a rocket falls back on its pad at 

Canaveral, | really wince,” 

Why, each year, do still more prominent people ofall professions come 
to consider this nation a place scarcely fit for visiting, fully unfit for 
residence? 

The answer is written in the windy statutebooks that clutter the Na- 
tional Archives. Specifically, it is written in the laws that dictate in 

detail the current tax structure, an arbitrary contrivance blind to the 

rational self-interest which motivates the great, deaf to the bitter 
complaints of the ordinary. 

Further, it is the ordinary citizen — too poor to avoid taxes by legal 
means — who suffers the agony of a genuine dilemma: whether to co- 
operate fully with those whowould rob him according to his ability, or 
instead risk discovery and prosecution for what the thugsin government 
call "tax evasion.” 

Every year countlessly more Americans take the second alternative, 
either as a necessary "antipoverty" measure on a personal level, or 
because of philosophical opposition to those "national purposes" for 
which the government plans to spend its plunder, including the guns 
and propaganda fo back up and justify further ruthless taxation. 

The latter group holds that one very effective way to combat the con- 
tinued growth of an oppressive bureaucracy liesin cutting offthe funds 
that bureaucracy needs by any means possible which are yet compar- 
atively safe, legal or not. 

Such individuals cite the works of Henry David Thoreau which argue 
that unjust laws deserve disobedience. And it is the opinion of this 
group that so-called "tax evasion" is entirely proper to arational man 
seeking to protect that which he has earned. Some even go so far as 
to insist that "tax evasion," in the present context, is a moral imper- 
ative, pointing out that unenforceability was a major reason for the 
repeal of Prohibition, and that noncooperation paved the way to Amer- 
ican independence from the Crown, 

HOW? 
  

The ordinary citizen who is not self-employed and whose declared in- 
come is under $10,000 a year is the least scrutinized, as even those 
who seek power instead of profit must take into account diminishing 
returns.  Therefore, when such individuals are cautious and, for ex= 
ample, do not [ist deductions to charity which exceed the "norm," 
obligingly computed by the I.R.S., they are often successful in jl- 
legally minimizing their taxes, 

One method utilized by thisclass isthe exemption arrangement, where- 
by the taxpayer arranges to list as dependents those who, forone reason 
or another, do not declare an income above $600. A variation of this 
strategy is available to the person whose spouse is employed under a 
second name and social security number, 

Using analias is a common method, by the way, associq| secur; 
are obtained from the government without extensive proof of ide 

Nl 

Another use of the alias and extra social security number is made 

times by seasonal or temporary workers who work different jobs 
different names and numbers, keeping the income of each idenfity:: 
to a nontaxable level. Such workers have even been known 4 
the extra identities as exemptions, or arrange for others to 

exchange for a fee. 

O ¢ly 

dO % 

All in all, the techniques of "tax evasion" available to the salyi 

worker are numerous and, while not as proliferous as those °V°I'|ai 
to the entrepreneur, enough canbe cited to demonstrate the Unenfy, 

ability of those systems of coercive taxation necessary to any wely 
state, (Name of author withheld on requeg 

  

THE TAX TAX: A NEW PUBLIC SERVICE 
  

Many wrong thinkers expect the government to protect them, 
these selfish people fail to comprehend is that the government i} 
busy with vital issues — like confiscating the property of Amish fy 

ers who won't go along with Social Security — to provide adeg 
protection for anyone, even the President. 

So let us ask NOT that our government protect us; rather, letus 
what WE can do to protect our government. Especially let us ask 
selveshow we can protect our most important public servants, the b 
boys in the Internal Revenue Service. For as everybody knows, vi 
out somebody collecting the income tax, all our Great AmericanT 
ditions —like United Nations aid to Castro, Justice Department im 
tigations, and aid to Communist Poland — would be difficult to ca 
on, if not impossible. 

It is therefore the duty of the American public to exert every effot 
the protection of the lives, liberty, and property of those dedict 
bureaucrats. This of course cannot be done without revenue, Ax 
is only fair that those being protected fork over the loot. 

Think how happy we will make some poor, harassing tax collech 
whenwe show our appreciation by sending himabill: "DEAR SERVA 
In order to safeguard you and yours in 1965, we've decided we! 
need one quarter of your last year's income, after taxes. File® 
— before the July 4th deadline. We will be glad to help you in! way. THE PUBLIC. " : 
While it is not likely in most cases, there might be a few misgyl 
types among our customers who will think they don't need our prof 
tion. To these we will explain that since they are part of the pu 

too, they are giving the money to THEMSELVES —so don't worry: 
fork over. 

As for those few immoral and stupid nuts who still don't buy our lr 
we will gently remind them of theircivic responsibility by calling 
up in the middle of the night, tossing rocks through their windU" 
building bonfires on their lawns, and such, until they come fo s¢¢' 
righteousness of our cause. 
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CcONOMIC POTENTIAL OF 

IHAT 1S PREFORM? 
Aalal 

b complete |oissez-faire society in the very near future? Impossible? 

lotif preform has its way.. ." wrote Jack Morano (1) inthe BULLETIN 

f the Discussion-Action Group of New York (2), reviewing a Preform 

tesentation he ottended. "How? By the founding of a completely 

ree, loissez~faire society outside these United States. A model that 

ill force imitation by example. 

  

A wild dream? A dream, yes —but a perfectly rational and practical 

pe. Indeed, listening to Preform's taped presentation, | was amazed 

t how well orgonized they were and how much research and planning 

fey hod olready accomplished. 

For the more skeptical, let me remind you that Hong Kong and Free- 

ort on Grand Bahama Island exist and flourish now and are the near- 

st thing yet to what Preform proposes. 

One by one, the founding fathers of Preform's Free Isle explained 

leir dreom. Their voices were young but intelligent. Optimistic but 

stional.  Sober but not without wit. Mr. Sims explained the Inter- 

otional Low involved. Mr. Ackerman eloborated on how freedom 

ould be preserved and Free Isles defended from would-be invasion. 

hena lovely young voice belonging to Miss Scott spoke from the tape 

nd explained the nature of government...." 

Iriting in a recent issue of FREEDOM's WAY (3) Warren H. Carroll 

lid: "Some of the hardest and most original thinking about the nature 

fo fully free state, together with some fascinating preliminary plans 

i establishing prototypes of such a state through free ports purchased 

1 foreign soil, is now being done by the members of an organization 

illed PREFORM. ... Judging by the material on it | have so far re= 

tived, which is considerable, | am very much impressed and can as- 

re you that the looser criticism and gossip you may have heard about 

iis organization is wholly unfounded. Whatever the final decision on 

e merit of their plans, they deserve at least a very thorough and 

oughtful examination." 

INOVATOR shares the view that Preform's project deserves the wide 

terest so far expressed among libertarians, and that it is worthy of 

reful consideration as well as infomed criticism. Even though Free 

les ~ ot yet beyond the research and planning stage — may be 

ndered unattractive by unanticipated hazards now looming on flje 

'e,r"°'i°”°| scene, it is potentially a most dramatic advanced cpp'h- 

tion of liberty. So with pride, INNOVATOR offers the following 

e from Preform's unique proposal — that rational men establish on 

is plonet a new and free nation. THE EDITOR 

) Jock Morano is a New York police officer and a noted specialist 

the subject of police power. Among libertarians he is perhaps best 

c'm? for his article, "Laws That Create Corruption," in "he collec- 

s isueof the MEN'S DIGEST (2715 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39). 

| "Preformts 20th Century Aflantis" February 1965 BULLETIN of the 

SC.USSi°""ACHon Group of New York (178-10 Wexford Terrace, 

Mica, New York 11432). 

i Febrl“3"')"65 FREEDOM'S WAY (4326 McKinney Avenue, 

xas 75205, 

Dallas, 

  

March 1965, Volume || — Twenty Cents 

PREFORM'S "FREE ISLES” 

The innovators of Preform are concerned with the total concept of Free 

Isles. Economic potential is a factor which determines the feasibility 

of thisconcept so Preform must ascertain that ot least SOME industries 

will prosper in Free Isles and evaluate the physical and cultural envi- 

ronment accordingly. 

The entrepreneur who contemplates establishing a specific enterprise 

will evaluate Free Isles according to the requirements of THAT enter- 

prise. Is Free Isles the most profitable location for HIS business? 

Because of unknowns, the specific details of the Free Isles economy 

cannot be predicted. Indeed, the specific enterprises which develop 

will be decided by many individuals — calling upon their own special 

skills and assessments of the situation in countless ways —as they iden- 

tify and anticipate opportunities. We can, however, evaluate prob— 

able conditions and arrive at some GENERAL conclusions as to what 

types of goods and services will most likely be profi table. 

Some assumptions have been made for purpeses of this study. These 

are as follows: 

The Free Isle will be located 100 to 500 miles from a 

major metropolitan area, 

The principal or only means of transportation to the 

isle will be by water and air. 

There will be no natural resource of export value such 

as mineral ore, timber, or naturally occurring agri- 

culture. 

The isleis initially undeveloped and has few if any in- 

habitants. 

These assumptions are conservative — perhaps even pessimistic, It is 

entirely possible that amore desirablesite, rich inundeveloped natural 

resources, may be acquired. However this is not essential to the suc- 

cess of the isle. 

During early development Free lsles will have a small population. The 

first setllers can achieve a high standard of living only by trading. 

Free Isles will not be self-sufficient, but rather must import many es- 

sential commodities and must export its produce in return. Production 

will tend to be specialized and consumption diversified. Will enter- 

prises in Free Isles be able to engage in international trade? Since 

World War Il most western governments have favored the free flow of 

goods, capital, and people across national boundries. Recent inter= 

national political developments indicate that a reversion fo isolation- 

ism may be underway which would have serious economic consequences 

for a Free Isle engaged in international commerce. ~However, this 

study is based on one optimistic assumption: re lative international 

freedom will prevail in the long run. Nearly all nations engage in 

international trade of one kind or another and many of the most pros- 

perous countries are those which deal heavily in trade. 

The prime nhatoral resource” of Free Isles will be freedom — political 

and economic — freedom to engage in the enterprise of one's choice 

without taxes or regulations. A political climate of liberty, attractive 

to capital, will be the resourcewhich a skilled and motivated populou: 

will act upon to create goods and services. 
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The most salient economic advantage of freedom is the absence of 

taxes.  To appreciate this advantage, consider the omount of YOUR 

camings which are taken, directly or indirectly, through taxes. The 

levies towhich you aresubjected include not only personal income tax, 

business tax, property tax, inventory tax, licenses, tariffs, and on, 

all of which come out of YOUR earnings or profits. Paul Harvey, in 

an article entitled "Only People Pay Toxes" (1) traced the cost of a 
loafof bread from the farmer to the consumer and found that taxes were 

doubling the price of a loof of bread. He estimated taxes are devour= 

ing one-third of every income dollar. 

Another salient advontage of freedom, the absence of bureaucratic, 
coercive regulation will mean the possibility of economy in business 
practices — in accounting, management, labor relations and merchan- 
dising. For example, in Free Isles, a building contractor will use any 
lobor—saving devices he wishes, any materials that are appropriate, 
and his choice of construction techniques — free from archaic building 
codes and coercive labor regulations. A builder will hire whomever 

he chooses at free market rates. 

It is not easy to compute the economic costs of government taxation 
and restriction in the United States; however, we estimate that, other 
factors being equal, the entrepreneur operating in Free Isles will start 
off with a two-to-one cost advantage over his taxed and regulated 
counterpart in the States. Entrepreneurs, seeking the optimum location 
for a new factory often choose one location over another on the basis 
of a one or two percent estimated cost advantage. WHAT ENTREPRE- 
NEUR WILL NOT BE TEMPTED BY COST ADVANTAGE OVER HIS 
COMPETITORS OF AS MUCH AS 100 PER CENT? 

There will be noattempt by the government of Free Isles to dictate the 
product of any producer. The only determinant factor will be the mar- 
ket. If a customer desires to buy aproduct or service and the producer 
desires to sell it, they are free to complete the transfer. The only 
fundamental purpose of government will be to preserve the freedom of 
the market from coercion. 

The market itselftends to assure the consumer of the best product at the 
lowest price. It does this because the businessman is in business to 
make a profit — and the most profitable customer is a satisfied cus- 
tomer. There will be no coercive agencies to give an implied warranty 
to firms and individuals by way of laws, licenses, inspections, grading, 
auditing and so forth. Producers and consumers will realize that a re- 
putation for honesty and reliability can be a very valuable thing and 
such a reputation can only increase in value if maintained. 

In Free Isles there need be no fear of being considered a criminal for 
living one's own life for one's own sake. Producers will be able to 
devote their full energy to production, with no hindering burdens they 
have not chosen. 

What specific factors must the entrepreneur take into consideration 
when locating in the Free Isles? 

Dealing in exports extensively there will be transportation costs added 
‘o almost any phase of production. The raw material will have to be 
hipped in, the finished product shipped out. But only industries deal- 
ng in bulk raw materials and products will be at a serious disadvan- 
tage. Even the cost of transportation will tend tobe small compared to 
the savings in taxes. Countries like Japan, Hong Kong and Formesa, 
which have the longest possible ocean routes to deliver goods to the 
U.S., have built their export economies substantially on merchandise 
which has a high weight-to-value ratio. 

Transportation will become even less of a problem as Free Isles grows 
and the tonnage increases. Water transportation is the cheapest form 
of transportation — it is often less expensive to ship goods across an 
ocean than to ship a few hundred miles within the U.S, 

Free Isles will initially be a "small market" — hypothetically, starting 
from scratch in an undeveloped area. Some products and services may 
at first be more expensive because the size of the internal Free Isles 
market would not be large enough to permit economies of large-scale 
operation. Likewise, there might be a lack of local supply and satel- 
lite firms to service established businesses and an absence of special- 
ized labor skills.  Both of these effects will tend to diminish as Free 
Isles grows and would be offset for most businesses by other advantages. 
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-freedom. Tourism is very promising as an early industry for the fol oyd 

- land free from government harassment and taxes! 

A problem for some export businesses in Free [sles yj|| be 1 
posed by other nations. Such taxes will determine to g be oy 

gree the kinds of businesses attracted to Free Isles, S!anfiu| 

which they are organized, and the way in which th’ 

ated. Some of the U.S. toxes: The U.S. imposes im o 

raw materials and manufactured products Shipped into therhdut;,, 

tariff imposed varies widely from product to prodyct ond S, 

arbitrary laws and rulings.  The duty is typically 20 1o % ®pengs f 

the product's sale price.  Obviously, manufacturers most m:r Ceny, 

Free Isles will be those whose products are subject to rach 

port duties. 
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The U.S. imposesa 30% income tax onthe gross income o 
the U.S. by individuals orcorporate aliens, and the tax 
held by the U.S. consumer if his grossbusiness with the 

cess of $600 per year. There areways to avoid or tomin 

arned vy, f 

must bew; k 

fllien is ingx 
Imize 'his . i 

A U.S. citizen residing in a foreign nation is stil| legally oby; 
to pay U.S. income taxes on his income under some drcum“”nch . 

not others.  But in practice individuals who work in Free Isles : | 
choose whether to pay or not, as the U.S. would have no b | 

learning of their income. /o 

Resorts of various kinds will undoubtedly be among the first busin | 

to be developed within Free Isles. These can attract vccqfi‘,::lq 
visitors, retirees, persons attending conventions, etc. Although 
Isles may have certain natural attractions such as ocean-accessibi, § 
mild climate, and @ varied topography, the main attraction wjj 

ing reasons: { 

Tourism makes effective use of Free Isles' advantage — freedom, gy 

is notseriously hindered by foreign taxes and tariffs, nor by the sng 
ness of Free Isles as a market. 

Resort industries are readily financed. Even the nonlibertarion e 
grasp the profit potential of a resort hotel operating on'a tropical 

Tourism is a growth industry, 
world are traveling abroad. 

More and more people throughout 

Tourism provides a base for further economic expansion along ofhé 
lines. Through publicity and actual contact of people from all ot 
the world with Free Isles, a potential pool of immigrants, workers; it 
vestors and customers would be created. A "floating permanent” popt 
lation of visitors would increase the size of Free Isles' internal markl 
— expanding businesses and permitting economies of merchandising. 
“floating permanent" population would essentially provide a fariff 
free export market for Free Isles' products and for speciclfyii@' 
brought from all over the world. For example, a Free Isles businesa! 
could not sell French perfume or Scotch whiskey in the U, S, witi 
paying tariffs, but he could sell it, a few bottles at a time, fo fo 
ists who take it home under their personal exemptions, ' 

Banking is a potentially lucrative industry for Free lIsles. Wherever® 
the world there have been places to put money out of the rew | 

government coercion, funds have flowed in. Switzerland, Lebal 
and the Bahamas have been examples. Switzerland, known chiefly 

its tourist attractions and production of fine machinery, has MOEJ 
cent of its working force engaged in banking.. Zurich, smaller¥ 
population than San Diego, is the second largest financial cenm‘ 
the world. 4 

Monetary freedom from government interference plus ability 0 
goldor any other commodity of value, will attract money from d ol 
the world. Some of this money will come fo be invested in Free A 
Some of the money will be invested around the world with Fre¢ sig 
banks acting as brokers and agents.  Internationdl companies wil 
corporate in Free Isles because of the lack of regulation and becll 
money, once transferred to Free Isles, is safe. 

| 

In many nations, including Switzerland, income on invested "p."eyb! 
foreigners is subject to a withholding tax. This would notbe so i 'y 
Isles. Free Isles bankers would become expert counsellors in chaflb"" 
ling investment money into the most promising areas. Many ofhe( 8 
iness opportunities would no doubt be discovered by Free Isles" e™ 
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The most salient economic advantage of freedom is the absence of 

toxes. To appreciate this advantage, consider the amount of YOUR 

eamings which are taken, directly or indirectly, through taxes. The 

Jevies towhich you are subjected include not only personal income tax, 

business tax, property tax, inventory tax, licenses, tariffs, and on, 

all of which come out of YOUR earnings or profits.  Paul Harvey, in 

an article entitled "Only People Pay Taxes" (1) traced the cost ofa 

loafof bread from the farmer to the consumer and found that taxes were 

doubling the price of a loaf of bread. He estimated taxes are devour- 

ing one-third of every income dollar. 

Another salient advantage of freedom, the absence of bureaucratic, 

coercive regulation will mean the possibility of economy in business 

practices — in accounting, management, labor relations and merchan- 

dising. For example, in Free Isles, a building contractor will use any 

labor—saving devices he wishes, any materials that are appropriate, 

and his choice of construction techniques — free from archaic building 

codes and coercive labor regulations. A builder will hire whomever 

he chooses at free market rates. 

It is not easy to compute the economic costs of government faxation 

and restriction in the United States; however, we estimate that, other 

factors being equal, the entrepreneur operating in Free Isles will start 

off with a two-to-one cost advantage over his taxed and regulated 

counterpart inthe States. Entrepreneurs, seeking the optimum location 

for a new factory often choose one location over another on the basis 

of a one or two percent estimated cost advantage. WHAT ENTREPRE- 

NEUR WILL NOT BE TEMPTED BY COST ADVANTAGE OVER HIS 

COMPETITORS OF AS MUCH AS 100 PER CENT? 

There will be no attempt by the government of Free Isles to dictate the 

product of any producer. The only determinant factor will be the mar- 

ket. If a customer desires to buy aproduct or service and the producer 

desires to sell it, they are free to complete the transfer. The only 

fundamental purpose of government will be to preserve the freedom of 

the market from coercion. 

The market itselftends to assure the consumerof the best product at the 

lowest price. It does this because the businessman is in business to 

make a profit — and the most profitable customer is a satisfied cus- 

tomer. There will be no coercive agencies togive an implied warranty 

to firms and individuals by way of laws, licenses, inspections, grading, 

auditing and so forth. Producers and consumers will realize that a re- 

putation for honesty and reliability can be a very valuable thing and 

such a reputation can only increase in value if maintained. 

In Free Isles there need be no fear of being considered a criminal for 

living one's own life for one's own sake. Producers will be able to 

devote their full energy fo production, with no hindering burdens they 

have not chosen. 

What specific factors must the entrepreneur take into consideration 

when locating in the Free Isles? 

Dealing inexports extensively there will be transportation costs added 

to almost any phase of production. The raw material will have to be 

shipped in, the finished product shipped out. But only industries deal = 

ing in bulk raw materials and products will be at a serious disadvan- 

tage. Even the cost of transportation will tend fobe small compared to 

the savings in taxes. Countries like Japan, Hong Kong and Formosa, 

which have the longest possible ocean routes to deliver goods to the 

U.S., have built their export economies substantially on merchandise 

which has a high weight-to-value ratio. 

Transportation will become even less of a problem as Free Isles grows 
and the tonnage increases. Water transportation is the cheapest form 
of transportation — it is often less expensive to ship goods across an 
ocean than to ship a few hundred miles within the U.S. 

Free Isles will initially be a "small market" — hypothetically, starting 
from scratch in an undeveloped area. Some products and services may 
at first be more expensive because the size of the internal Free Isles 
market would not be large enough to permit economies of large-scale 

operation. Likewise, there might be a lack of local supply and satel- 
lite firms to service established businesses and an absence of special- 
ized labor skills. Both of these effects will tend to diminish as Free 
Isles grows and would be offset for most businesses by other advantages. 
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A problem for some export businesses in Free Isles wj|| be 1, | 

® oy, posed by other ncrions: Such taxes will determine 4 4 by 84 

gree the kinds of businesses attracted to Free |s|es " s!on”n|fi 

which they are organized, and the way in which ’h;y Ve'l;hqnm'i 
i 

ated. So.me of the U.S. taxes: The U.S. 'imPOSes impon K 

raw materials and manufactured products shipped into e wa'“i 

tariff imposed varies widely from product to product ang S, i 

arbitrary laws and rulings.  The duty is typically 20 1o 30depend,‘ 

the product's sale price. Obviously, manufacturers mos aF::rrc | 
QCtys 

Free Isles will be those whose products are subject to th, | Hl owegy 
L1 port duties. 

The U.S. imposesa 30% income tax on the gross income eameg 

the U.S. by individuals or corporate aliens, and the tay mUSrbw',' 

held by the U.S. consumer if his grossbusiness with the alien i:-'" 

cess of $600 per year. There areways to avoid or to minimize th;:‘& 

A U.S. citizen residing in a foreign nation is still Iegfl”yobl; 

to pay U.S. income tfaxes on his income under some CifCUmstuncg 

not others.  But in practice individuals who work in Free [sle 

choose whether to pay or not, as the U.S. would have no wto 

learning of their income. 74 

Resorts of various kinds will undoubtedly be among the first b”“"&! 

to be developed within Free Isles.  These can attract vacatio 

visitors, retirees, persons attending conventions, etc. A“‘hOUghfi.‘ 

Isles may have certain natural attractions such as ocean-accessibiji 

mild climate, and a varied topography, the main attraction wil 

freedom. Tourism is very promising as an early industry for the follyl 

ing reasons: 

Tourism makes effective use of Free Isles' advantage — freedom, of 

is not seriously hindered by foreign taxes and tariffs, nor by the sl 
ness of Free Isles as a market. 

Resort industries are readily financed. Even the nonlibertarion ca 
grasp the profit potential of a resort hotel operating on'a tropicalis 
land free from government harassment and taxes! 

Tourism is a growth industry. More and more people throughoutft 

world are traveling abroad. 

Tourism provides a base for further economic expansion along oe 

lines. Through publicity and actual contact of people from allot 

the world with Free Isles, a potential pool of immigrants, workers, it 
vestors and customers would be created. A "floating permanent” pt 
lation of visitors would increase the size of Free Isles' internal maid 
— expanding businesses and permitting economies of merchandising.} 

"floating permanent” population would essentially provide a torifl 

free export market for Free Isles' products and for specialty ited 
brought from all over the world. For example, a Free Isles businessd 

could not sell French perfume or Scotch whiskey in the U.S. witi 
paying tariffs, but he could sell it, a few bottles at a time, to ¥ 
ists who take it home under their personal exemptions. | 

i 

Whereve! Banking is a potentially lucrative industry for Free Isles. ! 
react! the world there have been places to put money out of the 

government coercion, funds have flowed in. Switzerland, Lebord 
and the Bahamas have been examples. Switzerland, known chiefyk 
its tourist attractions and production of fine machinery, hes ok 
cent of its working force engaged in banking.. Zurich, smallé 
population than San Diego, is the second largest financial cente| 

the world. | 

Monetary freedom from government interference plus ability '°b§ 
goldor any other commodity of value, will attract money from & 
the world. Some of this money will come to be invested in Free * 

Some of the money will be invested around the world with Fre 1 
banks acting as brokers and agents.  International companies will® 

- corporate in Free Isles because of the lack of regulation and P&%% 

money, once transferred to Free Isles, is safe. | 

morel In many nations, including Switzerland, income on invested ) 
soin foreigners is subject to a withholding tax. This would not be 

Isles. Free Isles bankers would become expert counsellors in € e 
ling investment money into the most promising areas. Many °"her 
iness opportunities would no doubt be discovered by Free [sles' " 
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« freedom and ocean frontage, Free Isles will be a favor- 

cause of ta for industries dealing in international trade and trans- 
le I?Ca“o;r:,cluding ship bunkering, drydocking, fish processing, 
rfahoflc:’f ol boats and eventually large ships, warehousing, stor- 
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will be a desirable site for industries gleaning wealth from 

For example, Harvey aluminum is now building a new 
P 6. Croix, Virgin Islands, to extract aluminum from the ocean. 
plont 1" 2 slands was chosen largely because of special tax privi- 

. minerals commercially extracted from sea water include 

hloride, bromine, iodine, and magnesium. 
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pecause of the complete freedom from taxes and restrictions, various 

edical services can profitably locate in Free Isles. For example, it 

s been suggested that, for expensive operations, it might be advan- 

ageous for both the patient and the doctor to travel to Free Isles and 

tonduct the operation there, minimizing U.S. income taxes. 

ce Isles can be an atfractive environment for book and magazine 

wblishing, recording of music, and movie production. Attractions in- 

lude the freedom and the absence of coercively high union rates in 

the arts and trades. Free Isles could become a world capital for styles, 

grt, and literature. 

Technical services and professions such as data processing, consulting, 

aditing, and design, can flourish in Free Isles. Since the products of 

uch businesses are intangible, they can be effectively exported with- 

put being subject to foreign import duties. 

fechnical research and advanced development of new products —a 
wpidly expanding industry — is a natural for Free Isles, since the 
thiefresource is highly skilled employees and the chiefproduct is new 

deas and their applications. 

ght manufacturing of specialized products will probably be a major 

industry. Interestingly, in Monaco, famed for itscasinos, all tourism 

fombined eams less than 30 per cent of the gross national product. 
ght manufocturing of everything from toys to perfumes is by far the 

P'9gest industry.  In Free Isles, many of the manufactured items will 

1 obably be of an unusual nature, often new and for which the total 

»0rl:i demand is small, and which consequently are not subject to high 
oreign tariffs, 

mF"ee Isles develops and grows in population the usual, and perhaps 
eerer_y unusual businesses which provide services to permanent res= 

Mswill be started by entrepreneurs, 

b o for example, may become a sizable industry. Imagine the 

5 z‘z!r;f:d po.sfib,”mes ofa university operated on the precept of lais= 

€ollege | capitalism! Such a university might operate not onl.y at the 

be offori <1 BUt from primary up. Such an enterprise as this would 
offer; . 

€Ting a service of highest demand to residents of Free Isles and 

ver existed before. Individual entrepreneurs will doubt- 
ndless opportunities which are not now apparent. 

nPFECedenfe 

Iscover e 

h y 
M"ing o d challenge of economic viability exists for those 

aceept it. And it shall be met because men will be free. 

Major researches: AL LAX 

VIVIENNE JACKSON 

DON STEPHENS 

o 

Editing: 

Sl
 

e 
s 

From 
?Urtesy o?npAIBc broadcast, reprinted and distributed through the 
?Orni: Councf}u Hufvey and General Electric by the Mississippi Eco= 

Ei‘ "r Box 1849, Jackson, Mississippi, for 1.5¢ ea;h. 
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ALL ABOUT THINGS YOU CAMNMNOT DO FOR (CURLELF 
  

Our federal and state governments ond both political parties tell us: 
The function of government is to perform those services for the penple 
which they cannot (or will not) perform for themselves, 

If you suggest that this is not o, you will be countered with wch 
questions as: If you have no govermnment to contral business, how con 
consumers be protected against harmful drugs marketed by profit grub- 

bing drug manufacturers? 

Drugs are a good case in point with which to demonstrate the relctive 
merits of consumer protection as performed by government end s per- 

formed by the free market, 

In our present mixed-premise market, firm A invents a new antibiotic 

X. Firm A announces its intention to market its new product but is 

told by government that it cannot do so without government's specific 
approval, The govemment then "evaluates” the product. But, what 

forces influence this evaluation? 

First, government is extra-market. It is not subject to influence by 

the desires of potential consumers of the drug nor is government influ- 
enced by real or potential competition by other "inspection" facili- 
ties. Consumer retaliation against government incompetence canoccur 

only on election year and is virtually meaningless for the individual 
dissatisfied consumer. The consumer cannot sue the government, and 

government employees are almost never fired. 

Secondly, the extra-market nature of government provides an invi- 

tation to government to use the result of testing of unusual products 
for political purposes. This use destroys the market value of the drug 
and reduces the motivation by firm A for additional research into new 

drugs. 

Third, the government is not required to produce a profit. Testing is 

financed by all under the guise of promoting the general welfare. This 
lack of demand for profit opens the flood gates for the building hier- 
archy of bureaus, divisions, and departments to be classified by the 
number of employees and operating under the premise that the amount 
of work increases to fill the man-hours available. 

Now let us consider the free market situation under the premise that 
at midnight on a certain day, total separation of state and economy 

occurs. The consumer's alternatives, with respect to antibiotic X are: 

Accept what company A says about product X, or buy some and try it 
or have it analyzed. For any given product X, for which manufactur- 
er A has demonstrated an available market, the consumer's question 

will be: Towhom may | turn to obtain reassurance that product X is 
what firm A claims it to be ? The summation of all consumers' express- 
ed desires on this point constitute a market demand. 

In answerto this market demand a testing firm B will most assuredly ap- 

pear. What forces will influence firm B's performance? 

First, firm B is in the market, subject to the demands of consumer, and 

threatened by implicit if not explicit competition. A single analysis 
failure will result in the discrimination by the market against firm B's 
services. Additional market dissatisfaction leads to firm B's early de- 

mise. 

Second, firmA will see the wisdom of an unbiased fest report asa mar- 

keting aid. Predictably, firmA will contract testing services from firm 

B. Thus, firm B must now satisfy firm A with respect to the analysis 

of firm A's product X, 

Third, firm B is subject to implicit if not explicit competition in the 
market. Failure to satisfy the market or firm A will strengthen compe- 
titive testing firms.  If firm B continues to its waywardness, competi- 

tive firms will force firm B into failure. 

Finally, firm B has stockholders. A profitable operation is always de- 
manded by holders who derive part of their income fromstock dividends. 

Continued failures, to, satisfy consumer demands and demands from firm 

A will result in loss of stock value and ultimate failure of firm B, 

Drug manufacturing is symbolic. Any goods or services of which the 
participants in the market can conceive can be handled in exactly the 
same way. 
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o tree markel onnwer to government coercion under the 
Foem B oy My 

do for them= 
vitle: Thote things which the people connot (or will not) 

wher, 

I the people don't woant it done, then govemment hasno business forc- 

ing it upen the people,  This does not promote the generol welfare, 

I the peaple wont it done, the free morket can do it better, cheaper 

ond faster thon any bureocucracy ever conceived by men. 

The free market iy the ONLY means by which the general welfare con 

THOMAS W, SANDERS be promoted, 

  

FOREIGN INVESTMENT 
  

An Americon "iron curtain' is being erected, not so much through 

conspiratorial intent as by the panicked efforts of government officials 

to postpone the consequences of past actions. The American govern- 

ment has extended the tax on foreign securities to bank loans and is 

asking businessmen to "voluntorily” limit investments abroad. Further- 

more, if these restrictionsdo not suffice to halt the outflow of capital, 

more overtly coercive actions, including exchange controls (blocking 

the transfer of funds obroad) and taxes on fourists are threatened. 

Since government policies have been and still are the underlying cause 

of the "balance of payments problem" — inflation by deficits and ma- 
nipulation of interest rates — more severe coercion appears probable. 

Curtailing the outward flow of capital has traditionally beenone of the 
first steps in the transformation of a "mixed" nation to a slave state. 
Individuals are usually able to leave a nation long after the "flight" 
of wealth is stopped — this has been true in communist Cuba. For this 
reason the individual who contemplates living or investing abroad at 
some future time, may deem it advantageous to transfer savings out of 

the United States now. While the timing and specific details of fur- 
ther restrictions on international money flow cannot be predicted, ex- 
change controls could be imposed at any time. 

As of this writing, funds can still be easily transferred abroad. One 
can do so by writing the foreign bank for forms and information, pur- 
chasing a "New York Draft" at an American bank, and mailing the 
draft with instructions to the foreign bank. Funds can be sent for tem- 
porary deposit while investment possibilities are evaluated. New York 
Drafts can be generally purchased for cash without showing identifi- 

cation. 

Switzerlond is a favored choice of internationally minded investors 
who seek maximum security. All kinds of securities and precious met- 
als are openly traded. The banks maintain strictest confidence in 
dealings with clients. An account can be opened with a Swiss bank 
merely by supplying a mailing address and identifying signature; thus 
the individual seeking additional security could open anaccount under 

o nom de plume. Because banking is a very large business in 
Switzerland, the Swiss government has a strong in- 

terest in attracting foreign investors — and this government is perhaps 

the most stable in the world. The Swiss franc isbacked by a large gold 
reserve, Recent restrictions have been imposed on investment in com= 

panies doing business in Switzerland for the purpose of "protecting” 
the domestic Swiss economy from monetary fluctuations induced by 
international events, but these do not seriously hinder the foreign in- 
vestor. Liechtenstein, an independent duchy which has a customs and 
monetary union with Switzerland, is a favorite location for certain 
kinds of trusts and corporations, Since policies and services offered 
vary considerably from bank to bank within Switzerland (this, in it- 
self, is a symptom of the relative freedom), inquiries should be made 
of the specific banks. 

The following listing of investment possibilities and of banks which 
supervise these investments is for information only: 

Swiss franc foreign bonds are issued by various non-Swiss Privalrerlc;‘?ml WllShas 

¢lcl 
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*Mmey, 

: S(JFFFCfGn'; s 
chase and safekeep Swiss fronc bonds for a ¢liany *55) s l.n 

struct the Swiss Credit Bank 1o purchase bons ;0“, e Cliagy 8 

are initially offered, The client may place ceflaig rel: t?:co,wa1 

purchases — asking, for example, that government b:rlction‘%?! 

chased, Optionally the client may give instnye nds e 

cific bonds alreody on the market; but the price 

per cent higher than the emissionspreis. 

\ 3 
tons ta pUI’Q}- Qp 

will Usuall, b..;; 
'-0' 

Precious metal purchase and storage is performeq by 
Swiss and Liechtenstein banks, The Swiss bank con /U | 

Switzerland for its client for just slightly more than §3rschose9°’d 

a one kilogram gold bar costs approximately $1135. Cost " Oune, 
about one per cent a year.  Banks offering this seryicq : of stey, 

Bar & Co., Zurich and Liechtensteinische Landesbank (r\;‘cl-ude Juf 
of Liechtenstein), Vaduz, Liechtenstein. A U.S. i q“"flq[au 

gally own gold, however Swiss banks are noted for ik not | 

confidence. Silver can be legally owned and s oerho Qining g 
investment, Psas g 

SOma 

South African gold stocks may be attractive for U.,S, Citize 
sire to realize potential advantages of holding gold withU*n: who 

sing U.S. law. Gold stockstypically paydividends of g o | Ton 

subject to a 7.5 percent withholding tax by the South Africq Per ¢, 
ment, While the South African government is not noted for rn Qovgy 

individual freedom, it is relatively stable and perhaps no mZSPec!i 

capitalistic than many of the European governments, Since i;° rl:nl 

severe restrictions on transfer of capital abroad, the investor Ph:: 

consider purchasing stocks elsewhere, The Bank of Bermudq SLL 

Hamilton, Bermuda will purchase and safekeep South Afric; Hd 

stocks for a client.  The Bermuda government has autonomoy :ogc 

of its money and does not impose income or inheritance taxes, |fnseh 
recy is a primary consideration, Bermuda is probably [ess attract; 
than Switzerland because the U.S. government could bring econol 
pressures to bear on the Bermuda government to force divulgenc.:r 
information regarding American depositors. 

Other financial centers of relative freedom are Beirut, Lebanon a 
Hong Kong, B.C.C. More speculative investments promising h’igh 
return are available. The Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporat 
does business and has investments in many nations, offering the pr 
tection of diversification. lts affiliate in Beirut is Bank of the Mid 
East, 

Because of the extra diffichties involved in managing investments 
a distance, foreign investment isprobably worth consideration only: 
the individual with $1000 or more in long=term savings. At the pres 
time, fractional U.S. silver coins, still available at most banksaf 
rolls at a time, are a secure, yet potentially profitable investment 
the small capitalist, (Name of author withheld on reques! 
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panies and governments with repayment stipulated in Swiss 

California Texas Oil Corporation (American), Badishe Anilin & Soda- 

fabrik AG (German), and Ste Metallurgique de Knutange (French), are 
among the companies that have issued Swiss franc bonds. Bonds are 

rancs, [] =] o 
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ARE UNDER ARREST !” 

DIRECTED AT (ou 
THOSE W ORDS BE YOU ? 

It 
Lich is regressing toward o police state it behooves the 

: ciet “‘excmi"‘e ond mcke himself oware of techniques for 
bR or minimizing its consequences. Under laws already 

most every individual isc "law brecker" many times 
e 2 nore stotutes which interfere with one's business or 

I |n;ffair5 cre being enacted every year. Fortunately a large 
% (yrmation exists on the topic <.)f arrest, much of it the oral 

5«.;on f o declosse groups, beatniks and organized criminals. 

b UNIFORMED police officers are made on the basis of 
als BY ovior, or "on view," when an infraction of the law is 

he presence of the officers. 

y of in 

siciovs beh 
itted in f 

s by CITIZEN'S 
brmfiO”" or when a 

DRESS officers are made on the basis of 

warrant has been issued. 

sholl examine technigues for avoiding arrest by uniformed officers 

I 

sicious behavior may be defined as "looking wrong," such as 

;ring black clothing, while carrying a flashlight and a crow bar 

n on clley ot night. However, if a plumber's bib overalls and a 

¢ wrench are substituted for the crow bar and black outfit, the 

gvior ceases fo "look wrong." Let your appearance, equipment, 

lactionsat all times justify your presence on some legitimate basis. 
o plice officer has no reason to suspect you, if his alerting 

thonism has not been triggered, he can seldom justify, to himself, 

ping and questioning you. ' 

b "on view" arrests: never commit an infraction of the law in the 
#nce of an officer. Traffic violations are frequently used as an 
we fo search the persons of the driver and passengers as well as 
vehicle involved. This has been held to be an unlawful search 

mny jurisdictions but has remained a common police practice. 
not carry concealed weapons in cities. Keep the prescription 
s on the bottles of any medicine you carry. Do not make a 

¢l practice of carrying illegal goods on your person or in your 

+ Always carry identification and be able to give an explanation 
"fyou are there, where you came from, and where you are going. 

0's dress officers are another matter. They are better trained 

uniformed officers and know what they are looking for. They 
4 '”f?fmotion developed in the course of investigation. Lilfely 

“ of information: suspicious or spiteful neighbors or landladies, 
m’i:i:]rimers or convicted criminals, wire' fappfng,. and seurch.es. 

steg Qsze chances of bfeing subject to |nves’r|gaf|c.>n. or of being 

on| ielq ;Onseq?ence: do not discuss illegal 'achvmc.es on you; 

gers deP one, in writing, in your home‘e or office, or mr'fronf o 

¢ m’ightc not engage in activities in public, legal or ‘tllego|, 

M Worke dPpear suspicious or ouf—of—the—ordinuflry to neighbors, 

of any, kts' or customers; do not regularly store illegal -merf:han- 

K the a nd.in a rented room or apartment; do not confide in nor 

'”cit|ibzflst°.nce of any individual unless he is a trustworthy, 
n Marian that you know very well. 

"Z"Ur:fi:i rule CITIZEN'S DRESS officers will not question a 

Toucheg ey have q pretty good lead on which to _work.' If 

byt o | > SUch officers, the best policy is to refuse an interview 

o C"W.ye.r. Demand identification at once when approached 

" ang dming to be a police officer not in uniform; write down 

%ge numbers. Ask the nature of the investigation. 

AN D ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

NOVATOR 
April 1965  — e 

Force them to justify their presence in your home or office, then 
refuse to answer any questions without your lawyer. The phrase, 
"Gentlemen, | have just three words to say to you, 'See my lawyer,"" 
has proven effective. 

Volume || — 25¢ 

A technique which has proven successful for discouraging arrest is to 
presenttoofficers, as identification, a membership card in the American 
Civil Liberties Union and say, "Gentlemen, lets play this one by the 
book." This alerts the officers to the fact that you know your legal 
"rights" and are going fo insist on them — or perhaps are looking to 
collect a little money from the city on a false arrest suit. While 
many libertarians hold that the ACLU does not have sound basic 

premises, it has a generally good record of defending legal "civil 
liberties" regardless of the political-economic views of the victim. 
An ACLU membership card costs under ten dollars a year and, in my 
opinion, is worthwhile insurance, 

If citizen's dress officers have a warrant for your arrest, the best you 
MAY be able to do is obtain a time extension of a few hours to put 
your affairs in order and call your lawyer and ask him to arrange for 
a bondsman fo meet you at the police station. In the presence of 
policemen, remember, there is no such thing as idle conversation or 
small talk; everything you may say can be used against you. 

In summary, fo deal with the police with a maximum of safety, follow 
these rules when confronted: stay calm; never resist physically — say 
it in words; give your name and address and, if you happen tobe in 

an unusual place at an unusual time, explain and then stop; ask for 
the name and badge numbers of the officers and write them down; 
always carry an attorney's card and let the police see it. 

If you are in legal trouble you can usually trust your lawyer, even a 
non-libertarian lawyer, sufficiently to tell him all pertinent inform- 
ation. However, your lawyer will usually only advise you regarding 
legal courses of action; he cannot advise you or assist you on an 
illegal remedy, whether or not such a remedy were your best alter- 
native, without risk of being barred from practice of law. Bear this 
in mind when evaluating alternatives, 

Do not trust or depend on others merely because they are relatives or 
[ife-long acquaintances — in an emergency an otherwise rational 
non-libertarian may be so overwhelmed by fear and/or respect for the 
"law" as to be useless if not dangerous. Have a few close explicitly 

libertarian friends that you can tumn to for assistance — choosing 
individuals that are fearless yet cool headed, close mouthed, reliable, 
and committed to principle. LOVABLE OL' DOC STANLEY 

  

COMRADE OSWALD AND THE HOLY CAUSE OF MANKIND () 
  

We were sitting around in the afternoon sun. | was reading a paper- 

back book. Oswald was reading a notebook, possibly studying his 

Russian. Nelson Delgado was there, involved in a religious discussion 

with anotherman. Two or three others were sitting around on inverted 

buckets, cleaning their rifles or shining their shoes, « . . 

Gradually, | lost interest in my reading and became engrossed in the 

bull session on religion. Noticing my interest, one of the men asked 

for my views. |explained that | was an atheist. 

"So am |," said Oswald, glancing up from his notebook. "I think the 

best religion is Communism." 

"Yeah, Oswald's a Red," said one of the men to me. 

"No, I'm not a Communist, [ just think they have the best system." 
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“Nhy?" | wanted to know . 

“becouse they hove a purpose. And the Communist way of life is 

e scientific thon ours. You don't have to believe a bunch of 

forry toles to occept it." 

ty first really vivig memory of Oswold centers around that brief 

In further conversations, my initial judgement concerning 

hosed on his words that afternoon, was re= 

d, scientific view 

sequence., 
bis interest in Marxism, 

He was o man in search of an integrate 

He found in Marxism the only ideology that didn't demand 

th that the religions demanded. He found 

that claimed a vital, 

enforced. 

af life. 

he same kind of blind foi 

in Marxism the only philosophy of modern times 

relevant connection to life on this planet. 

he was not entirely satisfied with Marxism. Against 
Significantly, 

inly not scientific my charges that it was also rooted in faith and certa 

in mony importont respects, he could only say, "But what else is 

there 7" 

Al thot time, | could not give him o satisfactory enswer, | could 

only indicate my belief that, ultimately, one must work out one's 

own personal religion or philosophy. 

+ * * * * 

| have never personally known an individual more motivated by what 

appeared to be a genuine concern for the human race than Lee Harvey 

Oswald. 

Lee was moved by what people usually call the puristhumanitarian 

sentiments, Oswald was a philonthropist. . . . 

His concern for other people, not as individuals but as a mass, was 
recl. Oswald was unselfish. He was so unselfish that he couldn't 
seem 1o concentrate on his own affairs. He would rather be busily 
solving the problems of mankind. [would suggest that he might have 
been bored with his own life as it stood . . . . 

¥ * * * * 

Upon his enthusiostic recommendation, | read 1984 and for awhile 

decided Oswald was not truly in sympathy with Marxism. [t had to 

be o joke, | concluded. That explained his tight little smile. He 
was loughing to himself, | wos sure. He sow all the fallacies in 
socialism that George Orwell saw. And, on this final point, |'m 

still not convinced | was wrong. 

Unfortunately, however, one gaping hole in socialism that both 
Orwell and Oswald foiled to see was the impossibility of supporting 
an industrial civilization utilizing feor instead of profitas a 
motivation. Inventors don't invent because they are ordered to, or 

because they are told it is their duty. Engineers don't engineer and 
innovators don't innovate on command. Scientists don't make 

discoveries according to master plans or regulations . . , . 

Oswald further observed that the mixed economy of the United States 
to which he mistakenly referred as "capitalism," was moving towardl 

totalitarianism. And if he had wanted to examine the evidence 
carefully, he could have seen that the present-day Soviet Union was 
even closer to Orwell's nightmare. But he didn't want to examine the 
evidence if the conclusion it necessitated might, as he seemed to 

suspect in this case, prove depressing, He wanted to believe that 

somewhere there was freedom. So thatis exactly what he did believe 

And, of course, the only possible place for such freedom had to be ou:x 

the other side of that communications barrier, the iron curtain, If 

freedom was not there, it was nowhere. And he wanted to belj ve i 
was somewhere. eve !t 

Further, if freedom was nowhere — and Oswald recognized this 
possibility, for he was not by any means completely out of touch 

with reality — then he wanted at least to be on the winning side 

* * * * * 

So in conclusion | will say that, despite his evident reservati 
when Lee said in effect that his religion was Communism — he m:;‘s,r 

every word of it. And, tragically, his religion was Communism ngt 
because of any great superiority on the part of that ideology, but for 
the lack of a better altemnative conspicuously available rol him in 
the United States of America. : 
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SERFDOM FOR SCIENTISTS 

Medical men are not the only group of professionals on their way ing 

involuntary servitude. The Wholgemuth Case (1) points out the dcmge,j 

that our scientists may be on the road to serfdom. Though the outcons 

of the case did not seem too disastrous for Mr. Wholgemuth, the cass 

should serve as a waming to other engineers and scientists.  Thogh 

the technical people are currently af the top in.glamour and rencwn, 

such renown will not protect them. The regard that people have fr 

physicians does not seem to afford them any protection. In fact the 

more useful a profession is, the more the danger that its service 

will be turned into collective property. The danger for engineesi 

not as critical as that of the doctors, who are being tumed into civi 

service workers, but the danger is there. The foot in freedom's dool 

in this case, however, does not belong to the government, the foot s 

corporate member. 

In 1962 a certain Mr. Wholgemuth changed his place of employme 

from one corporation to another. Both responsible positions involv 

space suit research and manufacturing, paid for by government con d 

tracts. The original employer brought suit to prevent Mr. Whu?gemvthx“ 

from being employed by ANY OTHER FIRM doing similar research o A 

manufacturing. This prohibition, as is known to anyone who s familia } 

with engineering or scientific employment, would essentially preven 1 

a man from taking any other work, except to start over in a new fie 

A glance at the scientific want ads will suffice to illustrate that most " 

institutions and companies consider hardly any skills or abilities froms 

ferable out of the narrow specialities in which most scientific workers|’ 

find themselves. The Wholgemuth Case did not involve patents; it didf ¢ 
involve company "secrets," "proprietary" information, and company »[ 

"know -how." Thus the information in i in the mind of the . question was in the mi 

man.  The decision of the court was that Wholgemuth could take el 

new job, but was under restraint not to use any of what he had leamn 4 

at the first company. Since Mr. Wholgemuth went to the first corpori 

ation direct from school, he may have a hard time deciding who oWy 
what part of his mind. The very real problem of what belongs 1o ol 
cannot be avoided except at the peril of involuntary servitude on ! °n 

part of technical workers in the future. 

  

me lef 

Iaped il 

engiec 

At present companies have the right to patent protection and 50 

gal protection for such secrets and processes as they have deve 

that are not patentable. Since it is practically impossible for an 

neer to work for himslef, the capital requirements being beyond © 
means of almost any individual, additional corporate Prcfecmnwll "u 
come only at the price of the individual's indenturement. g 

T 

(}f]orporutions c'arrainly have a right to the fruits of the labor for \‘/h'chhks, 

they have paid. They also MAY have the right to protect = o 

nonpatentable processes as they may have developed. The)lals‘: 

have the right toany information they have which they can kegp sect® Nee 
without coercion, ey 

Since no man has a right to a job or a certain type of job, such o5[hefi 
termsfurse 

being a scientist, the employer should have the right to set the 

of ?mployment. The question is, what terms can be set on employ! 
which extend beyond the termination of such employment? g 

Two lawyers, writing in SCIENCE (2), are of the opinion that there 'is ach 

nothing fo prevent the Wholgemuth decision fromalso applying fo Lf"""”ct 

The lawyers' concern being me!™/} Pog 

for the universities, they advise the schools to take qdm;nisrrall"/‘@"‘On 

actions to protect themselves, their research "products,™ and theifldery 

“"know-how." Such actions, perhaps, would protect the schools, bUifse 

it would be at the expense of the researcher.  Further protectionismtegy 

would be another step toward corporate servitude. Such “”*"'“”""""\re | 

protection can only come from contracts with employees which reduce "’ur: 

their freedom to change employers. tboy 

., | 

mentfot 

versity and government workers.  
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A individal scientist do besides getting into a different 
¢ T e can be very careful about the work contracts that 

of ‘e can seek legal advice in doubtful cases. He can try to 
i 'contrflc's which limit the rights of the employer after that 

| ot 15 terminated. He can work through his technical socie- 
\L\)'m 

s 
 a louder voice and to make others aware of the dangers. 

P se€ 
sdical men, now the technical men. The doctors are fight- 

od battle right now; an alert ard vigilunt technical commun- 

fight to retain occupational freedom by 

y the ™ 
gitch _ 

:0'3 the chance towin tts 

inning today - 

fhose fief do you work? CASSANDROS 

whnnols of Business, One Free Bite," NEW YORKER 

“H. Munster, Jr., and J.C. Smith, "Savants, Sandwiches, and 
iy, SCIENCE, 145, p. 1276, 9/18/64 
  

ELF-SEEKING 
w con you increase YOUR FREEDOM?  This is the theme of 

F-SEEKING — a continuing informal exploration of various ways 

realizing greater personal opportunity in the present world. 

erange of interest of SELF-SEEKING fis the lifespan of its readers. 

[F-SEEKING is looking for approaches to freedom that will yield 

ults within o few decades at most, and which will directly benefit 

e liberators,  Likewise, SELF-SEEKING examines ways for living 

ore efficaciously in society as it is. 

bring about general political-economic liberty is a formidable 

sk, Most political philosophers have concluded that a radical 

Pflnge in popular moral attitudes must occur before freedom can 

eail.  Ayn Rand aptly summarized this in FOR THE NEW 

TELLECTUAL (Random House, New York, 1961): "The world crisis 

hoday is a MORAL crisis — and nothing less than a moral revolution 

N resolve ity 

_!:LEVer} the ore optimistic prognosticators do not for.esee s:ignificont 

onomic—political fruits of a cultural revolution in this century; 

¢ pessimistic forecasts — taking into account the probability of 

® massive government intervention in and control over education: 

wu;'ommunic‘”bnsr if not overt censorship = place results centuries 

e:?:fe cultural revolution activities are nof, of. course, fo be 

o edmerely because they will not bring freedom in our lufe.nme. 

fvolufiznccn an individual gain personal scfisfach.on by helping a 

Qtions f; ?n its way, but a career in the education or commun= 

'mrinthEd may bring tangible profits as well. The college pro- 

ehumqnifiesl the popular novelist, the writer of children's 

L th isi 
. 

o 

S work © advertising executive — each receives remuneration for 

hen i 

. - 

“‘:er:::lng career decisions the individual is, of course, Enmaflly 

;L Cver not with the benefits that a cultural revolution w1l.l bring 

“efitsy?: ometime in the dim and distant Futl..lre, but wufl:i r:;:a 

"eof q Will personally gain as a result of his work.' A'n_ e 

Cflop that is in the long-term self interest of the individual 

us o:]my the most effective for hastening developmen: of nZVY- 

from 5. Asan example, an acquainfance who recent‘)f gra 

uchi“g , college, s potentially interested in and qualified for 

Netiye| 'gh school literature — an excellent profession for con - 

s"ibr:lumfluencing developing minds. She has, however, chosen 

osftechni‘ml writer with an engineering concern = a pos= 

n ers much less opportunity for bring others to a rational 

S 0f o Point of view. Decisive personal considerations were: 

$edop, faining the position; higher pay; and greater persond 

Areth 
e,ew 

o hay, GZS to bring about a cultural revoluti 
Ve 4 en thought possible? Say within a . 

Ple suggests that some mechanism for enablin 

    

  

   
    

   

       

Nece, s SS 
Ciaf ¢ 

g 

on much more quickly 

decade or two? The 

g individuals 

to reulize an immediate tangible return from "converting” others, 

would be a potent "catalyst.” Any suggestions? 

Attempting to vastly accelerate constructive cultural change is one 
general approach to freedom in our time. Another is the creation of 
ocalized areas of liberty in an otherwise unfree world. | have heard 

four different approaches proposed for creating "islands" of relative 

freedom. One of these is the "sovereign free port." Another is the 

"intentional community," 

Described in March INNOVATOR, Preform's "free isle" would be o 

sovereignly independent commercial free port — literally a small new 

nation. While a "free isle" would be initially formed by and substan- 

tially directed by libertarians, it would be open to anyone who chose 

to come. 

The most ambitious scheme for a local area of freedom so far proposed, 

a sovereign free port would potentially have much to offer.  The 

"free isle" resident would (hypothetically) heve all of the advantages 

of participating in wcrld commerce while being free from taxes and 

regulations. Furthermore, a "free isle," if it were successful, could 

be a very effective demonstration of the merits of laissez-faire 

capitalism. 

With such advantages go sizable difficulties. Acquiring land for a 

sovereignly independent "free isle" requires a special treaty with a 

nsource nation.” A very substantial amount of capital would prob - 

ably be required to interest the government of even a small, "under- 

developed" country in parting with some of its own territory. And 

the reaction of other governments to such a venture poses potential 

hazards. Preform now fears that economic isolationism by the U. S. 

and other states, if it comes, will much of the economic 

potential for a "free isle.” 

cnnu| 

The "intentional community” is a smaller and more limited approach 

also based on physical congregation of libertarians in a geographical 

area. The essential difference between an intentional community and 

a sovereign free port is admissions requirements — the intentional 

community would be limited to libertarians. Other probable 

differences: The intentional community would be smaller, less 

involved in external trade, not possess legal sovereignty, and require 

less capital . 

The intentional community approach appeals to individuals who 

foresee an impending political-economic collapse and/or would like 

to try their hand at self-sufficient living. To others it might be of 

value as a vacation spot, or as a "bedroom community" where they 

could raise children away from many of the irrational influences 

prevalent ina philosophically "mixed" society. 

In future issues, SELF-SEEKING will discuss: 

Two other approaches to establishing "locales" of freedom. One does 

not involve geographical congregation. The other may be the 

most easily realized by libertarians. 

A radical idea for speeding up the cultural revolution by an order of 

magnitude, that might have workable ramifications. 

Information on some libertarian intentional communities that are 

already in existence. These are the outgrowth of a quite different 

ngchool" of libertarian thought that is not widely known. 

Further discussion of the "free isle” concept, 

Consideration of the general capabilities of most individuals who are 

libertarians; a factor which must be realistically appraised when 

evaluating possible undertakings. 

Correspondence from readers — further ideas, significant information 
critique of various approaches — is welcome. What are your thought 4 

Some ground rules for participation: Unless otherwise specified ?‘ $7 

of correspondent will be published, and permission to excerpt ’ tt:!me 

of a letter and make minor editorial changes is assumed, Ap:r lo:s 

plume may be used. Address of correspondent will be Publis:n:i le 
REQUESTED. No payment is offered other than four extra e F 

the issue in which your letter appears. EL RAY copies of 
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CONFIDENTIAL SUBSCRIPTION — A New Service of IN NOVATOR THE AMERICAN WORKER CRISIS OF       
  

Several 
subscription security. A recent request: 

“Send me one copy of March 1965 in first class envelope with n 

return address shown. U RN Uu s 

"You say that your mailing list is confidential. 'How much trouble is 

it for the post office department to record the addresse of each piece 

of mail which goesout . . . ? 

"] may be interested in subscribing if you could mail it truly 

anonymously.” 

While estimating that stringent security is probably not essential at 

this time, INNOVATOR respects the views of those who evaluate the 

situation differently, and welcomes their patronage. Furthermore, the 

setting up of appropriate mechanisms at this time is perhaps worthwhile 

insurance. 

Accordingly INNOVATOR now offers confidential, numbered 

subscriptions to those who want them. Confidential subscription 

copies are mailed separately from other copies, in plain envelopes, 

by airmail (firstclass within California). Special rigorous precautions, 

in addition to our usual care, are exercised in handling and storing 

names and addresses of confidential subscribers. 

For security of incoming communcations, each confidential subscriber 

has a subscription number which he may (at his option) use to identify 

renewals or inquires. Means will be implemented in the near future, 

by areliable independent entrepreneur contractingwith INNOVATOR, 

for receiving new subscriptions, changes of address and other 

information in a secure manner. 

Present first class and airmail subscribers will automatically receive 

this new service. Any other subscriber, who wants a confidential 

subscription, may. apply the remaining portion of his present 

subscription, pro rata, to ifs purchase. See publication box for 

rates. GENERAL MANAGER 
  

inquires hove been directed to INNOVATOR conceming 
thanks to his coercivist "allies,” hos | 

eriod of moral crisis he has ever I* 

"Production)' say the economists,"is no longer a problem. The prg 

ot present is distribution." As a result, the American worker 

ldnger to be considered a value. Production is automatics any wy 

could be replaced by one of the unemployed; automation could gf 

inate millions. With these premises the worker is left withoyt g 

esteem. A worker is not an essential element in the holy proces 

creation. Creation is automatic. The worker is worth nothing; ¢ 

sequently his pay is @ dole brought about by his "friends" in the yn; 

He feels his object to be the extrication of as high a salary as s 

sible through government and union pressure. Under these condifig 

the worker faces moral bankruptcy. BENJAMIN BEST 

The American worker, 

brought to the greatest p 

  

MORE BUREAU'S RIGHTS? 
  5 

| Communications Commission licenses to broadcast are "deni; 

to corporations having an alien officer or director or with more fi 

one fifth of its (sic) copital stock owned or voted by aliens," aces 

CC Information Bulletin Number 3-G, issued during Ochl 

Federa 
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of 1963.   

  

PATHFINDER 

| left a light or two along the way 

So you would mark my path along the hill; 

| leave them burning night and day ..., : 

And you to pay the bill. VAN H. SCHEIER,:' 

*************************
*************************

**i"' L 1 

Liberal converSations during haircuts — JC the Barber, 5330 Ponce 

Woodland Hills, California 3 

***********************
*r*********************

*******i*i 
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INNOVATOR SEEKS EVALUATION: 

INNOVATOR articles or reports o dote | 

  

INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034, 

Institute for Social Progress. Telephone: (213) 477-2162. 

General Manager: TOM MARSHALL  Area Representative 

SUBSCRIPTION mailed anywhere in the world: 

three years, $4.80; five months, $[.00. 

add $1.00 per year; per additional copy, add 60¢. 

five months, 50¢; one year, $1.40. 

(first class within California) in plain envelope: 

COPIES: |, 25¢; 3, 50¢; 10, $1.00; 25, $2.00; 

sealed envelopes to subscribers: 

ified. INNOVATOR MAILING LIST IS HELD CONFIDENTIAL. 

right to decline advertising. Write for rates on other services. 

TERMS: Prices listed are for order accompanied by payment. 

subscription. 
advertisements. Wit 

is published monthly by 
Editor: KERRY THORNLEY 

Manager: KATHRYN HATFIELD . 

One year, $2.00; 

For second copy mailed to the same address, 

Wholesale rate on NEW subscriptions: 

Confidential numbered subscription sent air mail 

One year, $4.00; two years, $7.00. 

100, $6.00; 

ADVERTISING: 15¢ per word per issue plus $1.00; block format. REMAILING of stamped, 

10¢ each plus $1.00; geographical area may be spec- 
INNOVATOR reserves 

ADD 25¢ IF BILLING IS 

REQUIRED. All sales are final; no refunds are made in the event of cancellation of 

Each issue contains a minimum of three pages of features exclusive of 

h the exception of articles specifically reserved, contents may be 

reproduced provided INNOVATOR is credited as the source and address is given. 

you rate the highest? Which do you val i 

useful information; interesting applice 

incisive theoretical analyses; e"'e”ci" 

or stimulators of thought among non i 

tarians? What INNOVATOR ifemsh"”i 
liked the least? 

What is your educational background, 

imate age, occupation, and major ovocoH 

What single individual, course, boo v",‘; 

ivity, or event in your life has mosr_g 

influenced your thinking in the sociu[‘SC' " 

From whatother libertarian or neflfl'. I 

organizations do you regularly recelv® g 
ature ? 

INFORMATION WILL BE HELD 

CONFIDENTIAL. It is not necessary 'v 

include your name. If you do INN g 

will send you five back issues Of.)’wr 

in trade for your evaluation and ini 

If response is sufficient, @ summary © 

   
   
   

  

   

      

   
    

   

  

      

   
    

two years, $3.40; 

1000, $50.00. 

STRICIES 

il PURPOSE: INNOVATOR provides information of immediate utility to libertarians, 

describing ways of increasing one's personal freedom, prosperity, security, and satisfact- 

jon in today's world. As a secondary function, INNOVATOR is a market place for new 

libertarian ideas. INNOVATOR holds that intellectual competition among rational men 

will advance those concepts most in accord with reality. Publication of an article or 

advertisement does not necessarily imply complete agreement or unqualified endorsement. 

PUBLICATION: INNOVATOR pays |.5¢ perword plus $1.00 peritem for originalarticles, 

stories, or reports published. No payment is made for letters published in REPARTEE or as 

part of SELF-SEEKING. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome but INNOVATOR is not 

responsible for copy received and does not return unsolicited manuscripts unless a stamped , 

self addressed envelope is provided. Copy is subject to editorial revision unless per- 

mission to alter is explicitly withheld by the writer. Deadline is 20th of preceding month.   
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SUBSCRIBERS: Sell NEW Five-m%’;zhp 
scriptions to INNOVATOR at @ lOsoc. 
You sell for $1.00; you remit on y'f ou ¢ 

lower wholesale rates availa®ie ity 

ulatively sell ten ormore. " 

poster-flyers are availab 

20 for 25¢, 100 for $1.00- Insert b 

and address and enclose in lette 'lll 
rdets wi 

college campuses, etc. ] 

YOU.) Write INNOVATOR. ! 
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APPLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, 

INNOVATOR 
fox 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 =  Publication Date: 

THE FATE OF THE "CONCRETE BOUND" (I) 

"Some people never seem to see beyond their noses." How often have 

you heard this colloquicl expression used to describe persons who 

cannot comprehend the total implication of the events in which they 
are involved? Unfortunately too often. But this phenomenon is 
perhaps most clearly manifested when a national tragedy occurs which 
heaps misfortune upon one particular group, while appearing, for the 
moment at least, to exclude others. Considering that man has been 
brought up under the influence of altruist teaching which exhorts him 
\m love his neighbor, to sacrifice for his benefit, we see a rather 
odd twist to the situation. Instead of feelings of love and sympathy 
we note apathy, suspicion, resentment, and even rejoicing over the 

sther man's misfortune. To those who understand the basis of alfruism 
this phenomenon is the obvious result. 

lbad the opportunity to observe this phenomenon in Cuba shortly after 
fidel Castro took over the government. | was visiting my family in 
fovana and personally had the occasion to witness people's inability 

i'c see beyond their own noses. 

  

;“’12 first to be affected by Castro's sweeping reforms were the big 
i‘@ndowners, under the now-well-known Agrarian Reform. Reading 
e newspapers, one Sunday morning, a well-to—-do real estate owner 

it Hovona noted that the first of the latifundistas (large land owners) 
d been evicted, and exclaimed: "Good, this will bring prosperity 

’“ the nation. More people will own land and have more money to 
%0d. In the long run everybody will benefit. " 
;I’mfimlly the next group of individuals to be affected by Castro's 
*orms were the real estate owners. Castro decreed a 50% cut in all 
*tels, The owner of a large department store in Havana who lived 
"0 of the luxurious apartments owned by our friend the real estate 
!:f'“: exclaimed upon hearing the news: "Well it is about time these 
i;‘s shots are restrained from imposing these high rentals. Imagine, 
W have thg apartment for half the pricel | would like to see X's 
l:". He added this with relish, referring to his landlord who also 
Pened to be a close "friend. " 4 

. next victims of expropriation were the big department stores, 

¢:k"'°'“i"9 the authorities came into our friend's store, asked for 

% :;);s, and ordered him out, With thissimpleaction thatmanw.c.\s 
o doll t a business (which he had built up from scratch to a mil- 
e, < Sterprise), and more significantly, had to leave the 

'Z’i:::lfs much of a-hurry, for the dispOfsess?d proprietors were 
" ¥ branded as “contra revolucionarios.' 

" 

‘!‘M i°Ur friend" fled the country, he was forced to leave all of his 

* in cflg‘ behi"d; his servants were allowed (for a time at least) to 

oy '9¢ of everything, as well as to remain living in the apart- 
* " this unfortunate man now in exile sent a relative to pick 

Y otographs that he cherished and had left behind in the 

r‘;' o J2ves the relative found that the servants had moved out from 
A ing uq?fur'e's behind the kitchen and now occupied the fentire 

':.'he '°nnee”' . The request for the photographs was curtly rejected 

L It Belgnr Maid with the admanition "This house is no longer yours; 
. Ss.fo us, the poor people. " 

!\‘l‘m"ed in $sian technicians began to stream into Cuba and were 

'\«&e P\u“iu::"flscqted residences of the now-exiled clqss. fx\ony 

"iernones" er rought along their own cooks and domestics. T'he 

'Nd f thejr ee Slent back to their "bohios" where they usefi foh!lv::' 
i, Made Cubme Oyment in the city, Compared to rh.ese b‘f ios 

upu”"flenh Y holes) even the rooms back of the kitchen in the 
Were palgces, 
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Reports from more recent exiles detail how the rest of the population 
has fared after the initial rejoicing at the mass expropriation of priv- 
ate property which was supposed to benefit them. 

People who rejoiced when the shoe factories were nationalized, 
thinking that now everybody, even the poorest, will have shoes to 
wear in abundance, find instead that shoes are getting more scarce 
and more expensive. It is common to see, a recent refugee told me, 
a man wearing a brown shoe on one foot and a black one on the other 
as the supply of shoes wanes. Peasants still go barefoot. Those who 
believed that the transportation media should belong to the public 
and rejoiced when the buses were nationalized are experiencing their 
due surprises too. Another refugee describes the increased number of 
pedestrians seen everywhere, within the city and on the highways. 
As buses break down due to wornout parts, the "public's" government 
doesn't seem too eager to find replacements for them; service to 
many areas of the city and neighboring towns has been discontinued. 
Those who believed that every man has a right to a good meal and 
clamored for the nationalization of the food industries are lamenting now that even the rice and black beans that was their daily fare is 
scarcer. Refugees describe the long queues at the grocers to obtain 
the meager rations of the basic food items. 

The personal and national tragedies so recently noted in Cuba have had their counterpart in the recent past in the enslaved lands under Hitler and in the countries now behind the Iron Curtain. It would seem that the lessons of history would be evident for Americans. But what do we see? . . . Many individuals who are now rejoicing at the prospect of having their medical bill paid by the government through "medicare," though the doctor would be enslaved thereby. Many are the individuals who are rejoicing at the usurpation of private property in restaurants, motels, and the like, made possible by the "Civil Rights" Bill. Every time another bill s passed by Congress which gives something to one at the expense of another, 
blindly rejoices in the fact. He does not forasee tomo 
quences. 

the recipient 

rrow's conse- 

Must people wait until they too are sent back to their bohios, or barbed wire labor camps, to learn that the violation of any man's right to his life, property and pursuit of happiness is also a violation 
of their own life, property and pursuit of happiness? - Man as a 
rational being is capable of understanding this elementary fact of life. Some have known it all along; many are beginning to discover 
it now; the rest must soon learn it before it is too late. The fate of 
the "concrete bound" individual is disaster + « « unless the forces of 
reason can begin to educate Americans to this peril on a large scale, we will all sink to the depths of slavery, weighted down by the 
concrete bound, OFELIA ROSENBERG 

(I} Reprinted with permission from the BULLETIN of the Discussion- 
Action Group of New York, (178-10 Wexford Terrace, Jamaica, New 
York [1432), 

  

THE CONDUCT OF RATIONAL CRITICISM 
  

As libertarians we are innovators -- moving forward on the frontier 
of human knowledge -- disputing the accepted, probing the taboo, 
illuminating the obscure, understanding the mysterious, and exploring 
the unknown.  Going beyond the bounds of the conventional and the 
realm of the familiar, we are confronted by the new and the unusual -- and we are challenged to investigate and comprehend, and to 
devise from our new-found insights better ways to live. 
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outburst of creativity by libertarians in the humanities, 

itisnot surprising that the for-exploring intellectuals some!i.nuzs differ 

in thelr interpretotion of new phenomena, and thot pioneering entre- 

prencurs  ditagree on its applications. BUT LIBERTARIANS ARE 

PRESENTLY ONLY A SMALL MINORITY SUBMERGED IN A 

SOCIETY WHERE IRRATIONALITY IS RAMPANT AND ORGANIZED 

VIOLENCE IS THE NORM, The methodology of dissent between 

libertorions is of crucial importance. 

W ith thisgreat 

If dissent takes the form of constructive criticism -- rectifying 

inodequacies of information and elucidating errors in reasoning == 

the result is progress. Knowledge is increased, the best ideas are 

winnowed, ond the keenest intellects are attracted. 

But if dissent degenerates into internecine ideological warfare -- 

personal deprecation and semantic wrangling -- the result is disaster. 

Energy is dissipated in interminable factional arguments, theories are 

judged for conformity to "party lines" rather than to reality, and the 

brightest and most original minds are alienated. 

What is the essential difference between constructive criticism and 

destructive deprecation? And how may one respond to unjust criticism 

without, in turn, becoming guilty of slander? 

Among libertarions the vast majority of mistaken ideas and actions 

arise not from flaws in morality but from errors of knowledge by 

basically rational individuals, Errors of knowledge will be consid- 

ered first: 

Suppose | sincerely believe another person is wrong. And I hold the 

matter to be of sufficient import to require correction, How should | 

proceed ? 

First, do | understand what he really means? Am | sure that the 

disagreement is real and not merely a difference of semantics. Estab- 

lishing his definitions of terms may resolve this. And I should double 

check my analysis: s my conclusion the result of careful thought and 

not merely a snap emotional judgement? 

If my contention passes these preliminary tests, a next logical step is 

to privately voice my objection -- if possible to the individual I 

consider to be in error, if not to one or more persons who are famil- 

jor with his ideas and have independently thought through the same 

issue. 

Perhaps the disagreement is resolved at this point -- one of us real= 

izes his error and admits it. If the disagreement persists, another 

check of values may be in order: Is the difference of sufficient 

importance to pursue further? Also, is my knowledge pertinent to 

the subject as extensive, and my analysis as thorough as his? Am | 

aware of all significant factors he may be taking into account? If 

not | should study further, but suppose | am at least as well informed 

and thorough. ' 

If the other person has propagated his wrong idea widely through 

articles, books or lectures, | may, at this point, choose topublicize 

my criticism. To avoid the serious injustice of slander, | must take 

care to be accurate and to the point in my refutation == to concen- 

trate on exposing the mistoke and avoid unwarranted aspersions on 

his motives or character. 

What should be my relations, if any, with an individual who is 

basically sincere and rational, but persistently wrong on a specific 

subject? Trade is properly an exchange of a value for a value. If 

| decide that despite his errors he offers other products which are 

meritorious, there is no reason why | should not trade with him. If 

| believe my association is apt o be misinterpreted as agreement with 
his mistake, | will announce my reservations. 

So far | have been considering errors of knowledge. What if another 
person is immoral (I) --has deliberately initiated coercion, advocated 

initiation of coercion, committed fraud, uttered slander, or is 

flagrantly irrational? In the face of immorality one may properly 
dencunce the offender. This will serve to warn othersagainsthim. 
However, if one chooses this course, he morally assumes the burden 

of proof. To falsely accuse another of immorality is itself slander 
and immoral. Before passing and publicizing judgement, one should 
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abide by objective rules of evidence; the defendant sho| 

presumed innocent until proven guilty and provided ample °PF/>rd b 

for self-defense. 
mf\lf: 

If one has substantial indication of immorality, but does not by, 

evidence beyond reasonable doubt and does not desire to expeng v 

considerable time and effort to gather such evidence, an olre th 

response is simply to decline to do business with the individyg| inmuh 

manner -- to personally shun him, not purchase his products, ondcn. 

provide him with any publicity. One may desire to privately anoM 

the individual why his morality is in doubt and remain ,ecEpfiven 

any evidence he may offer to the contrary; however, so long as Oneh‘ 

only response is decline of trade, one is not obligated. 

What causesacrimonious and, in some instances, slanderoys dispute 

between libertarians? Perhaps the major cause is a sincere on 

zealous desire to know and make known the truth. New intellectyq) 
enthused and made bold by their expanding understanding, becon 

over-confident in their own knowledge and are prone to prematyre| 

jump to the conclusion that another, who evaluates evidence differ 
ently, is irrational or evil. 

It is well to remember that man and relations between men g 
incredibly complex. To reach conclusions and to act on them, on 

must abstract what one judges to be pertinent characteristics, By 
even the most sophisticated abstraction cannot presuppose omniscienc 

and may or may not include all factors relevant to a situation, | 
the humanities errors are easy to make and often difficult to detect, 

There are other less-innocent motives for destructive deprecation = 
fear of intellectual challenge by a dissenter or of competition by 
another entrepreneur. The pseudo-intellect who reacts not wi 
rational arguments or product improvement but by hurling abuse ¢ 
the object of his fears is perhaps revealing his evaluation of sll 

How should one reply to the individual who capriciously denounce 

or unjustly maligns others? 

While it is proper to exchange values with the individual who | 
merely in error so long as one recognizes his defects, the same doe 
not apply to the person who slanders or otherwise acts immorally 
The same capability which is a virtue when possessed by the moral 

becomes a potential weapon in the hands of the immoral. And an 

patronage or other support of an immoral person adds to his ccqui|il‘: 

for destruction. For example, publicity which increases the sales @ 

an excellent musical composition by a composer who is immoral { 

other respects, increases his opportunities for deception if he is 

fraud or for abuse if he is a slanderer. I 

From the perspective of the libertarian "movement" as a whole; 
avowed exponent of reason who indulges in irrationality is cGP"b. 

of discouraging the spread of rationality much moredecisiveb"hfi 

any professed irrationalist could hope to; an alleged champion ¢ 
justice who capriciously inflicts injustices, can pervert the popu® 

conception of "justice" far more seriously than can the bureaucrt 

who declares that his personal whims are superior to justice. 

IF you have proof beyond reasonable doubt that flagrant misreP“"sfl 

ation or unearned abuse hasoccurred, you are justified in denounc!” 
the denouncer. But, as mentioned before, if you choose 70' o 

YOU assume a burden of proof -- you must be able to establish 

his original charges were NOT valid; otherwise YOU becom® 

slanderer. 

In the face of unjust deprecation the best reply is often nol"'e;dT:E 

leaves the moral burden of proof with the person who initiaf 
altercation.  Preferably, shun the deprecator -- decline 
business with him in any manner until/unless HE either P‘_’°Ve.s‘l 
assertions or makes moral restitution. So far as possible, avo! g:e 

any publicity to the culprit. Withdrawal of patronage is @ "eoneft 

which even the irrational individual cannot evade; it isd ,terse 
appropriate suggestion to improve oneself -~ to adopt @ policy 
others of justice and rationality. J. E. T. 

[ 

orf 
() | am defining immorality roughly as seeking the uneamed 
irrational rather than as equivalent to initiation of force. 
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P"‘.‘Ll'he New Economics 

Economic growth is more important than sound money. 

whe{That is the position of our government. Digest this rev- 
’bwh 

dezzs: 
mpeicannot change governmental policy, but you can make 
Fhoid 

 iftty 

blutionary fact and base your actions accordingly. You   your own decisions. Some men have become wealthy by 

studying government predictions, then doing the oppo- 

  

    

  

   
   

  

    

    

   

    

   
   

    

     

  

    
   

    

  

ite. When the Government is wrong, then it is your pa- 

.riotic duty to speak and act contrary to official wishes. 

And it is immoral to fail to take care of your own. Use 

hat freedom you have left. 

Prosperity is here; we are having a boom like none 

efore. Borrowing and spending has bought prosperity in 

"ISuper Keynesian style. Politicans have found that 

'°Ynes Theories work and they are overjoyed with this 

# Jiew toy, using it far beyond any intent of Lord John May- 

ard Keynes. This 'Administration is almost pathetic in 

ts search for new ways to spend money! 

Borrow, spend, and elect—this is true Democracy. 

§iBut Democracy is only a temporary state, it is a form of 

Peflrjf|? $overnment thar will not continue to function. Professor 

Mfl:" faser Tytler, writing of the fall of the Athenian Repub- 

(Ic 2000 years ago, pointed out that a Democracy can 

4 At only until the voters learn they can vote themselves 

| f;w 41gess out of the public treasury, after which the Dem- 

[ 12y always collapses over a loose fiscal policy. 

; Our 

{,W;i °f ove 
$ 51ib|6,; 
1 
\1‘#9 

; Republic overflowed with freedom and prosperity 

T a century under the restrictions of the Consti- 
e . 

i tion and ¢he limitations of the gold standard. This Re- 
PUA 

#f ¢IPub); 
: 

!"d;;p:”fl . '©has been converted into a Democracy; it has shed 

y shackles of the Constitution and the discipline of 
Bolq, 

5 The lage monetary restraint has been deposed—the 

" kold backings of Federal Reserve Deposits isno 

&y MONEY UNLIMITED 
Ml (Paper si, Metal no) 

more—from now on we can print bonds and turn them into 

money until Poverty is driven from the face of the earth! 

Bur this shall not come to pass. We have on Good Auth- 

ority that the poor will be with us always. Perpetual mo- 

tion machines will not work, the physical law is well 

known that you cannot get more energy out of a machine 

than is put into it, you cannot create energy. Likewise, 

good money cannot be created out of nothing. Fewpeople 

understand this, and most people do not want to believe 

this simple economic fact. Funny money ideas have al- 

ways been easy to sell. People like children, love fan- 

tasy. Soon it will be demonstrated again that if money is 

to be good it must be valuable, or readily exchangeable 

for gold or something of value. Gold is the governor on 

the money machine. Without the gold-money governor the 

economic engine will go faster and faster until it disin- 

tegrates in a cloud of debt and cheap money. History re- 

cords no contradiction. The U.S. Dollar cannot long es- 

cape its rendevous with trouble. 

A Hole In The Dike 

American Monetary Policy does not please the Pres- 
ident of France. He said so publicly and followed up by 
exchanging dollars for gold, suggested that other Com- 

mon Market Nations do likewise, stated bluntly that 

dollars are not as good as gold and announced that 

France will continue to draw down more gold for dol- 

lars, that France would not help finance future U.S. 

balance of payments deficits in international trade. He 

said a mouthful, not the least of which was thar in the 

future, France would pay all franc claims in gold—— 

which could mean that other nations would transfer their 
bank dollars to France for conversion to francs and then 

to gold. The meaning is that the U.S. gold embargo has 
been breached. 

  
  

 



Remember that France was a heavy seller of Pound 

Sterling preceding the last two devaluations of the 

English Pound. France will likely be a heavy seller of 

dollars before the next devaluation of the dollar. 

Socialism Means Money Trouble 

The British Socialists won their election last fall. 

The English Pound promptly had a very bad sinking 

spell. A $3 billion money transfusion kept the patient 

alive. A large part of the $§3 billion came from the U.S., 

and that made the Dollar more enemic than before. Pound 

Sterling is still sickly. Some pecple say that as the 

Pound goes, so goes the Dollar. The U.S. gold losses 

incident to the run on the Pound are just now showing 

up in our belated and controlled Treasury reporting 

system. Gold losses this year to March 19: $825 million! 

Devaluation Insurance 

Some Americans, individuals and corporations, fecl 

the urge to escape the penalties of decaying money, but 

the gates are being closed: (1) you may not buy gold, 

(2) you may not buy foreign securities, (3) travel restric- 

tions are upcoming, (4) foreign bank loans are restricted, 

(5) corporations are asked to voluntarily restrict capital 

spending abroad. Expect such things of a government 

having money trouble for this is the usual thing; look 

for more controls and be prepared. 

To avoid the losses due to inflation, people are dis- 

posing of dollars and buying things such as real estate, 

stocks, anything of real value. This buying has fevered 

the markets, forcing prices upward until there are very 

few good buys left. Gold alone is still available at the 

1934 price of $35 per ounce, but it can be bought only in 

foreign markets and under criminal penalties. Gold coins 

are still legal, however they are not particularly cheap; 

they cost a minimum of about 40% over bullion price, 

and the U.S. gold coins still more. High price or not, 

they are better than paper! 

oy 

Silver is legal to own, and available 4 
Very Neg, 

NY quoted price; it is a great bargain, The th 
; . r 

market price of silver is $1.293 per ounce, |y N Wp ese 
ere 

for heavy selling by the U.S. Treasury the brice ffc g 

- of g I 

U 

h 

. X Ve 
coins would be worth face value in metal, and woulg g 

ver would be much higher. The Treasury myg, - 
. . ) Ntip 

to sell silver to control the market price, for shoulg 
t 

price of silver go to $1.38/0z. then the minor g 

hoarded, taken out of circulation, melted for their Sily 

content. Last year the Treasury used and sg|q abg, 

400 million ounces of silver; at year end the tory] Treg, 

ury stock was down to 1200 million ounces; by the ¢ 

of this year, at the same rate, the stock would be dow 

to 800 million ounces, which is considered the mipip, 

amount that should be held for coinage and milj, 

purposes. Silver losses have been speeding up dye | 

purchases by speculators who see a big profit upcop 

ing. The fate of silver is also tied in with the fage 

gold; a run on gold would cause a run on silver, Thy 

the Treasury stock could be depleted in much less tin 

than any estimate, for the buying of silver (or gold) i 

dependent on mass psychology, mob action, the madnes 

of crowds. Such actions are unpredictable, with or with 

out electronic computers. It really does not matter ver 

much whether the price of silver goes up in 6 months o 

3 years, an enormous margin of profit would be made i 

either case! In the meantime, the owner of silver woul(j 

have something of real value, something that has beei 

valuable since the beginning of history, and 2 meffli 

that has suddenly become more in demand due to ma 

new uses in technology. 

Silver is a highly liquid asset, it can be sold af 

time and quickly, the smelters are anxious t0 bu 

there is a published price. Further, silver is relattv® 

portable and compact, easy to store, hide, and tré? 

port, does not shrink nor rot. Assets in the form? 

silver could avoid (or evade) confiscation. Need m 

be said? 

. yo 
I offer gold and silver for sale, delivered © 

Please turn the page for price lists.   
—



PRICE LIST FOR SILVER COINS OF MEXICO 
  

  
    

  

  

                

- Eoy sl HiV(IJUIl?o Hidalgo Hidalgo 

: it Chico Grande |[Cuauhtemoc 

,‘"‘_Egt:c. of Coin Ray Wreath (Small) (Big) (Indian) 

"Coin Unit I-peso 5-peso 5-peso 10-peso 5-peso 

years Minted 1920-1945 | 1951-1953 | 1955-1957| 1955-1956| 1947-1948 

Fineness 720 720 720 900 900 

Total We. in Grams 16.66 27-7/9 18.055 28.888 30.00 

Toral ¥t. in Trow 07 5356 | .8931 | .5805 | .9288 | .9645 
0z pure silver 3857 .6430 4180 | .8359 8681 

silver value & §1.293/0z. fine 49.87¢ | 83.14¢ | S4.04¢ | 108.08¢ | 112.24¢ 
/-' 

e d 

Selling Price (P— 

If Total Order is Less than §1000 

Price per coin 51.5 ¢ 86.5¢ 57. ¢ 118. ¢ | 123. ¢ 

Cost/oz. pure silver 133.5 ¢ | 134.5¢ 136.4¢ | 141.2 ¢ | 141.7 ¢ 

If Total Order is $1000 or more 

Price per coin . 51.0 ¢ 85.5¢ 56. ¢ 117.0 ¢ | 122. ¢ 

Cost/oz. pure silver 132.2 ¢ | 133.0¢ | 134. ¢ | 140.0 ¢ | 140.6 ¢     
MINT BARS FROM THE U.S. TREASURY, ASSAY OFFICE... .naei. 

| have arranged for my agent in New York City to buy these bars, deliver them to Newark or Kennedy airports, 

package and ship to you. The price will be approximate $1.35 per ounce, you pay air cargo charges. The bars are 

999 fine, weigh approximately 1000 (they are not uniform), 1000 ounces is 69 pounds avdp; they are approximartely 

11 by S by 3% inches in size. Please write for further details. You do not need silver certificates to get these 

silver bars. A good check is all that is required. Note: smelting fee on pure silver bars is only 1¢ per ounce, 

generally, whereas the smelting fee on 720 fine coins is about 4%¢ per ounce. 

Minimom Order of Silver Coins: You may buy as little as you like, but $100 minimum is recommended. I will pay 

freight or postage on all amounts over $100. On any amount under $100, please add 81 for postage & handling. 

Do Not add gold coin purchase to silver coin purchase to get quantity discount. Gold and Silver are seldom 

shipped together; quantity discounts apply to ONE METAL only. 

ental U.S. Small lots shipped by insured parcel post (post 

office has a maximum of 20 pounds per package limit—some shipments may require 2 or 3 packages). Above 50 

pounds, generally air freight is cheaper than parcel post, and will be used when possible—air freight requires 

pickup at airport by consignee. For your information here are some sample charges for 100-pounds air freight 

from Houston: $12.10 to Phoenix, $14.95 to Los Angeles, $10 to Chicago, $13.20 to New York, $16.50 to San 

Francisco; and add 10¢ per $100 for insurance. 

Transportation: Prices include delivery within contin 

basis of their silver content. Some of the coins are beauriful 

o not guarantee grade, I do not even specify grade, I am selling 

full weight. Weights of the poorest of these coins will not vary more than 

d at this conclusion after weighing many bags of 500 and 1000 coins. I 

ound, the 720 fine coins average 814 per pound: $1000 worthof 

e. The Cuauhtemoc and Hidalgo Grandee and Hidalgo 

he weights of 1000 of each of the coins offered, (in 

Hidalgo Graunde 63.75; Cuauhtemoc 66.3. 

‘cve.ighg; The 900 fine coins average about $18 per p : 

“cins would be 56 pounds 900 fine, and 71 pounds 720 fin 

'th Wreath, are bigger than a silver dollar. Here are the | 

Pounds avdp.) Cap & ray 36.75; Hidalgo w/w 61.4; Hidalgo Chico 39.8; 

Best Buy: The Cap & Ray is the to silver content, but this is the oldest, and therefore the 

Poorest prade coin. The Hidalgo w/w shows very little ¢ is low cost in relation to metal content, it is a big 

ollar g; : y . . 
& size coin, Prices of the 900-fine coins reflect nu 

ir cargo delivery. 
e prefer air g o people ko 

| checks from strangers will be cleared before shipment. 

least costly in relation t 
use, 1 i 

mismatic buying. 

You are notified by phone (even long distance) of 

ity Reasons many peopl you have bought silver. 
ar 

. 

"¥al, you'go to the airport and pickup the shipment—= 

Srms: 
Cashiers check or money order with order, per 

9, Texas, an 

less freight, if returned promptly, no partial returns—highgrad ng not wanted, 

sona 

d Almeda State Bank, Houston 4, Texas. 
efe, @ . . ; Mces: American Bank & Trust, Houston 1 
Stun p,. . 

Texas rP’.-VIleg"‘ Whole orders may be returned for 1007 refund, {icate 

®sidentg please add 2% Sales Tax of furnish exemption Certificate. 

tders to: Loyd L. Parker, P.O. Box 13406, Houston, Texas 77019 

(Telephone Code 713, JA 8-1409) 

— 

Maj) o



> 
NS FOR SALE GOLD COI e 23 

  T 

Gold content |If total order |If total order | If total orde, 

@ $35 is under $200|is over $2OQ is over $500 o ; 

per ounce |price per coin|price per coin|price per coip|n,; er $100 

Name of Coin 
  

Double-cagle ($20) 

              

St. Gaudens EF-UNC 33.86 $53.00 $52.00 85150 | g5y 
Double-eagle ($20) 

Liberty Head VF or better 33.86 53.00 52.00 51.50 51,00 

Eagle ($10), Indian Head 

Grade E.F. or better 16.93 35.50 35.00 35.00 35.00 

Eagle (810). Liberty Head 
Grade F to VF 16.93 28.50 28.00 28.00 28.00 

Half-eagle ($5), Liberty 
Grade average VF 8.46 19.00 18.50 18.00 18.00 

Mexican 50-peso Centenaros 
Grade EF to UNC 42.20 60.00 59.00 58.00 58.00 

Mexican 20-peso Azteca 

Grade VF to EF-UNC 16.88 26.00 25.50 25.50 25.50 

Mexican 10-peso Hidalgo 

VF to UNC 8.44 12.30 12.00 11.80 11.70 

Mexican S-peso %-Hidalgo 
VF to EF 4.22 6.75 6.50 6.40 6:35 

English Sovereigns 
Grade EF, Victoria, Edw., Geo. 8.24 13.50 13.00 13.00 13.00 

English half-Sovereigns 
Grade VF 4.12 7.25 7.00 6.75 6.75 
Hungarian 20-crown 
Grade VF 6.88 10.50 9.80 9.60 9.50 
Austrian 10-crown 
Grade VF 3.44 5.25 5.00 4.90 490 
Turkey 1-Pound @ 

i —-VF 9. (100 piastros) F ~ 7.44 10.50 9.75 9.60 | 77 | 
  

Terms: Cashiers check or money order with order; personal checks from strangers will be cleared befort 
shipment. 
Sight Draft Shipment: O.K. for orders over $200; you pay your bank’s charges age Return Privilege: You may return complete orders within 3 days of receipt for 100% refund, less postae™ 
no partial returns. 

$40. Postage: Pricesinclude delivery, exceprt, please add 50¢ for handling charges on orders of less than ] 
Mintmarks & Mintyears: Mexican coins are all of legal date—that means they are all minted before 
U.S. coins are all of common dates; coins shipped will be dates of my selection. Grade: Coins shipped will be average of grade indicated. 
Lurgel Order Discount: You may not mix gold & silver to get volume discount, these coins aré han arately. 

Texas Residents please add 2 % Sales tax 
or furnish exemption Certificate. 

Mail orders to: Loyd L. Parker, P.0. Box 13406, Houston, Texas 77019 (Telephone Code 713, JA 8-1409) 

dled s€¥°



LIBERTARIAWT STICTIGSM 

Libertarianisticism is the following composite attitude: 

western Daoism and socisl-libertarianism., 

Western Daoism is the following composite attitude: 

mechanism, ethical-nihilism, and intense skepticism. 

Socilal-libertarianism is the following composite attitude: 

liberalisticism and capitalisticism. 

Liberalisticism is the following attitude: a desire that 

every attitude and every possession of a cultural background 

(anthropological sense) be legal and not economically punishable. 

Capitalisticism is the following attitude: a preference that 

every activity which fulfills all of the following specifications 

be legal and not economically punishable: 1) it is not an attempt 

to or to have someone punish economically, endanger physically, 

manhandle, threaten to punish economically, threaten to endanger 

physically, or threaten to manhandle another for exercising his 

legitimate privileges, 2) it 1s not an attempt to avoid giving 

relevant nonhearsay evidence at a legitimate trial, 3) it is 

Not an attempt to deceive, %) it is not an attempt to torture 

a nonconsenting mammal, 5) it is not an attempt to produce or 

POssess a nuclear weapon or armored vehicle, 6) it physically 

Involves no nonconsenting person, 7) it physically involves no 

Person who is under ten years of age, and 8) it physically 

inVolVes no person who has not undergone the statitory punishments 

for 417 his participations in attempted viclations of another's 

legitimate privilege.



V . 41t . indi able to understand: 
Western Daoism is the attitude indispens anding 

what is going on in the world today politically. B 

Within the United States there are six major Western Daoist, 
denominations, two major Western Daoist theologies, and at leagt 

twelve major Western Daoist religions. 

Libertariznisticism is one of the six major US Western Dapigt 

denominations. 

For honest men, politics is not a field in which one makes ag 

much money as in private enterprize, either for effort expended or 

for unpleasantries endured. The result is that inmpolitics there 

are but the economically "self-sacrificing” and the crooks., 

Today; and for the last several years, socialist leadership 

cadres have stood head and shoglders above their opposition ) 

counterparts both in their understanding of politics and in their 

willingness; at least among themselvgs, to call a spade a spadel 

The result of this is that around the world_sociglists_both rule 

and are gaining in overall controll. Even in the United_Statesl 

the balance of power is passing into socialist hands. Let those ( 

who object to these assertions try to prove them wrong. They cannot, 

They are not even able to abolish zoning laws; let alone effectively 

discredit the philosophy behind zoning laws, 

We who are Western Daoists welcome to our ranks all Westérn 

Daois@s. We who are Libertarianisticists invite you to join us 
in the fight for liberty. 

Don Federick 
Western Daoist 
Box 28L 
308 Westwood Plaza 
Los Angeles 24 
California 90024 

 



SELF-SEEKING 
‘Ron ond Loura became part of a Green Revolution. 

‘The Green Revolution moves opposite to the Red Revolution -- not 
Jloody and violent, but quietly via persuasion and education. Not 

hrough government and the State, but through personal and family 
ction . Wherever individuals, agencies and institutions == in 

wssia Of elsewhere --distort and dominate the purposes and activities 

f other individuals, there the Red Revolution is active. Wherever 
“dividuals decide and implement their own purposes, they are part of 
he Green Revolution. . . . " 

thus Mildred J. Loomis introduces GO AHEAD AND LIVE () an 
nteresting potpourri of essentially libertarian views, information 
ind ideas for realizing greater personal freedom through independence 
tom the "cash and tax" cycle of state interference and expropriation. 

in essence, GO AHEAD AND LIVE is the story of a young couple 

eeking a way to truly LIVE, of their rejection of the coercivist status 

o and their search for a more rewarding way of life. With the 

ory as a backdrop and unifying theme, contributing authors present 
ssays on diverse subjects -- self-sufficient farming, home building, 

wtrition, child raising, education, sexual mores, and economics. 

lo self-seekers, GO AHEAD AND LIVE is perhaps most interesting as 

an account of individuals who have tried self-sufficient living, It 
jescribes several "modern homesteads" ranging from a four-acre 

ne jarden plot to a 160 acre farm and one "intentional community" of 
twenty selected families. All of these are within the United States. 

"How much land constitutes a homestead? It varies with how self- 
sustaining you want to be," Mildred Loomis explains, "Perhaps you 
want only to supplement your city job; then an acre or two is all you 
need. Just enough to grow your vegetables and fruit, and possibly a 
few animals. Does this sound simple and unsignificant? It isn't . . 
. .What can bear some stressing is the relative freedom from exploit- 
otion on a homestead . . . . You could . . . keep your cash income 

below a taxable level and still live very comfortably." 

Martha Treichler adds: "It is not the size of the plot that determines 

what we call 'homesteading' -- it is the emphasis, the values and the 
patterns of living you want to implement . . . . We agree . . . that 

there are many political-economic errors in our society . . . We 
vant very much to help correct them, and we do associate with groups 

ind efforts moving in that direction. But in the meantime, we must 

live, We choose to beat the cost of living by producing more and 

"ore of our own, We do this not only because it is economically 

fficient . ., but because we enjoy it. Growing, storing and 
Tocessing food; weaving, sewing and repairing clothes; making 

umishings and furniture; creating our own arts and recreation == 
11 of these are fun! Creative, enjoyable and satisfying.” . 

.JO AHEAD AND LIVE abounds with specific suggestions such as: 

Star gardening with a small plot you can spade by hand. You can 

Ven start by smothering weeds and sod by covering it with a heavy 

n.U|ch or compost pile for a season. Or pen a pig on the plot and let 

"M root out the sod , . . . Develop a vermin-proof storage room (or 

:er;els) for com, wheat, shell beans, sunflower sejeds, and'gard:n 

|i||s *++ - A cool, dry basement (or cave dL.Jg mf.o the side °'|T 

7 OF pit dug in the earth and covered heavily with straw) Wi 

f 

n 

(er:tertmre potatoes, cabbage, carrots, beets and celery. |.<en 

) " gives some advice on how to build your own home, anddescribes 

Use he constructed with a cash outlay of only $2950. 

He Jon 
- 

*X;II Werkheiser asks: "What is a liberfarian community?" 

%ins: "One in which the members are consciously and quite 

'onSi 

. . 
. . 

g mm‘:e?tly self-regulative or non= authoritarian." A fictional 

nit 

{en’ 

.o 

0 . 

Ormeg’ ashington, about ten miles from Seattle. A dozen families 

an 9ssociation, pooled their capital, and bought "]'45—;25': 

nclu.dinwemy half-acre homesites were plotted, the rem.mtr;‘l)r:]g cTr;‘e, 

Oomeg; Y Woods and pasture, was retained by the association. e 

Fee foes Were |egsed only to families approved by the GSS.O.CIG jon. 

re 99-year lease was about $1000. Twenty families was 

  

Y is described which is modeled after May Valley Co-op,. 

considered optimum; large enough for efficient specialization of 
labor yet small enough to minimize costs of roads and water and fo 

enable all families to know each other well. 

The "total-sharing” community, such as Robert Owen's "New 
Harmony" and other disasterous experiments with voluntary commun- 

ism during the I9th century, is discussed and gently but firmly 

rejected, There is "the need for persons to INDIVIDUALIZE their 

interests rather than combine them." Persons who share goals "can 

cooperate for certain SPECIFIC purposes This is voluntary 

association and with it goes the right to disasssociate. " 

GO AHEAD AND LIVE also includes some perceptive passages on 

education. "Something is radically wrong with education, and | 

think that error is authoritarianism. The State is coercive and most 

educators are doctrinaires. They differ only on what is to be 

indoctrinated. None are libertarians; much less do they believe 

that LIBERTY IN EDUCATION is possible or would work. With rare 

ex ceptions, educators have been apologists, adaptors and rational - 

izers of the particular status quo in which they lived and operated. 

"If we had liberty in education -- if parents felt free to set up their 

own schools, or teach children at home --we would have a condition 

where the 'best would win.' People would choose which schools to 

send their children to. There would be a choice betweendifferent 

opinions about HOW and WHAT to teach . . . This involves 
competition in education . . . " 

The more salient: GO AHEAD AND LIVE is not without faults. 

While a rational view of existence is implicit in almost all of the 
selections, there is not an explicit integrated philosophy -- a 
serious deficiency in a book that would offer an integrated approach 
to living encompassing all essential facets of human existence. 

A theory of interest is propounded which ignores rate of future 
discount. It detracts from discussions on economics. 

The "organic" versus "chemical" farming dichotomy is entertained. 
Some of the dietary recommendations seem to be based on a mystique 
of Nature rather than on a rational analysis of the actual meritsof 
various food growing-processing methods. 

One contributing author apparently regards love to be a cause rather 
than an effect of excellence. 

Contemporary mixed American fascism-socialism is referred to as 
"modern finance capitalism" == an unfortunate choice of terminology. 

Despite flaws such as these, | highly recommend GO AHEAD AND 

LIVE as a source of useful information for anyone who contemplates 
independent living. GO AHEAD AND LIVE also contains an 
extensive bibliography —- of value as a lead to other sources. 

The School of Living, Brookville, Ohio, which authored the book, 
was founded by author Ralph Borsodi about 30 years ago. It is an 

information-education center for "homesteaders" and "do-it-your- 

self" individualists of all varieties. GREEN REVOLUTION, a 

monthly newsletter edited by Mildred J. Loomis ($3.00 per year), 
contains such items as: an article on how to make a fertilizer spread- 

er and a barbed wire releaser from salvaged junk; hir' for gardening; 

advertisement for a six-horsepower utility tractor; an  aquiry, "Who 

has a good Brown Swiss heifer for sale?" . 
* * * * * « - ° 

mWhere will 1go?" This is a question-more and more individuals are 

asking =- and coming up with a variety of answers. Some interesting 

letters on this subject will be excerpted in future installments of 

SELF-SEEKING. As much correspondence from readers will be pub=- 

lished as space permits. Do you have an idea for saving the world ? 
Or for saving YOU? Write it down and send it in. It might save ME] 

EL RAY 

(I) GO AHEAD AND LIVE, published by Philosophical Library, Inc., 
New York, 1965, is available from School of Living, Brookville, 

" Ohio for $4.00. 
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article written by Ralph W. Ells, thcf;&bhé'mi§f'fé()thg Allen- 

Bradley Company, is an incisive anor_)liié'é'# fhe‘ouk‘)rhtfl’i'éd issue 

which shows how, through governmeng andjugion pressure, aut tion 

CAN cause unemployment and how?"kmlfl'lefoflwér hégid UE oxenj[: M ed 

growth of automation MUST result in history's greatest job boom, as 

well as permanent prosperity for the world. Available at 25¢ per 

copy from Merchants and Manufacturers Association, 725 S. Spring 

Street, Los Angeles 14, Califomia. 

Articles of interest in other publications: 

"The Attack on Profit" -- a penetrating historical review and analysis 

of the intellectual deprecation of capitalism. February VERDICT, 

127 E. 39th St., New York 10016, (Single copy 75¢; one year 

subscription $6.00; published quarterly with supplements monthly.) 

"The Nature of the Liberated State," a continuing feature, contains 

an especially incisive discussion on fraud. Are laws against fraud 

justified? April 12 FREEDOM'S WAY, 4326 McKinney Ave., Dallas, 

Texas 75205. (Ten issues $1.00; one year subscription $2.50; pub- 

lished fortnightly.) 

Special issue on the "cultural revolution® -- astute evaluations of 

the rate of progress toward a more rational society. February |5 

THE ATLANTIS REVIEW, 221 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge,  Mass. 

(One year subscription $2.50; published every three weeks.) 

EAST WEST DIGEST, the journal of the Foreign Affairs Circle, 

detajled information and serious analyses of economic, 
contains 

and social developments within Iron Curtain states. political, 

EAST WEST DI 

Affairs Limited, Eaton House, 66A Eaton Squar 

land; $6.60 per year. 

GEST is published monthly by The Institute of Economic 

e SWI, London, Eng- 

  

INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, California. 90034, is published monthly by 

Institute for Social Progress. Telephone: (213) 477-2162. Editor: KERRY THORNLEY 

General Manoger: TOM MARSHALL  Area Representative Manager: KATHRYN HATFIELD . 

SUBSCRIPTION mailed anywhere in the world: One year, $2.00; two years, $3.40; 

three years, $4.80; five months, $1.00. For second copy mailed fo the same address, 

add $1.00 per year; per additional copy, add 60¢. Wholesale rate on NEW subscriptions: 

five months, 50¢; one year, $1.40. Confidential numbered subscription sent air mail 

(first class within California) in plain envelope: ~One year, $4.00; two years, $7.00., 

COPIES: |, 25¢; 3, 50¢; 10, $1.00; 25, $2.00; 100, $6.00; 1000, $50.00. 

ADVERTISING: 15¢ per word per issue plus $1.00; block format. REMAILING of stamped, 

sealed envelopes to subscribers: 10¢ each plus $1.00; geographical area may be spec- 

iFied. INNOVATOR MAILING LIST IS HELD CONFIDENTIAL. INNOVATOR reserves 

right to decline advertising. Write for rates on other services. 

TERMS: 

REQUIRED. 

Prices listed are for order accompanied by payment. ADD 25¢ IF BILLING IS 

All sales are final; no refunds are made in the event of cancellation of 

subscription. Each issue confains @ minimum of three pages of features exclusive of 

advertisements. With the exception of articles specifically reserved, contents may be 

reproduced provided INNOVATOR is credited as the source and address is given. 

PURPOSE: INNOVATOR provides information of immediate utility to libertarians, 

describing ways of increasing one's personal freedom, prosperity, security, and satisfact- 

ion in foday's world. As a secondary function, INNOVATOR is a market place for new 

libertarian ideas. INNOVATOR holds that intellectual competition among rational men 

will advance those concepts most in accord with reality. Publication of an article or 

advertisement does not necessarily imply complete agreement or unqualified endorsement. 

PUBLICATION: INNOVATOR pays |.5¢ perword plus $1.00 peritem for originalarticles, 
stories, or reports published. No payment is made for letters published in REPARTEE or as 

part of SELF-SEEKING. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome but INNOVATOR is not 
responsible for copy received and doesnot refurn unsolicited manuscripts unless a stamped , 

self-addressed envelope is provided. Copy is subject to editorial revision unless per- 

mission to alter is explicitly withheld by the writer. Deadline is 20th of preceding month.     
  

'k L **********k**************************************************************************************************** 

SWALD 
by KERRY THORNLEY 

THE EDITOR OF INNOVATOR 

  

75¢ * i i i . ¢ * New Classics House * 2715 N, Pulaski Rd. * Chicago 60639 / or (autographed) $1.00 * Kerry Thornley * c/o |NNOVAT?§::!* 
Kkkkhkdhhkhkkkhxhkkhkhkk **************************************************************************************** 
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REPARTEE 

The public is advised by stickers on most cash registers in the refa; 
stores that a coin shortage exists. Reflecting on this, one ¢q, ail 

help but note the sharp contrast which exists in this land ofP"OdU?' 

ivity where among many things private enterprise is able to P"odUc- 

7 million cars a year but the monopoly of government is Unfibl.,e 

mint enough coins to back up the exchange of goods. e 

RUDOLPH J. WAGNER, Publisher of Living American Stories ( |7 

S. Sawtelle Blvd., Los Angeles 90025 ) 

  

APPRECIATIVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
  

Reprintsof " Firefighting for Profit in Arizona" by AL LAX and "Pirate 

Queen or Capitalist Heroine" by TIIU HAYES (extra November [954 

INNOVATOR) have been published and distributed in the fhouggnd,; 

by the Cal Conservatives for Political Action (2521 Durant, Berkeley | 

California). 
! | 

Brief items from past issues of INNOVATOR are appearing ing | 

Boulder, Colorado, newspaper in the advertisements for Gene Lang's 
‘ 

Pharmacy. 

“Demonstration of the Superiority of Freedom™ has been repubh’shed! 

by American Way Features, Inc. (Box 3249, Los Angeles 28, Calif.), 

"A Positive Program for Responsible Extremists" by RIC VILLANUEVA, 

was extensively quoted in editorials by the Santa Ana REGISTER (625 

N. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, Calif.), and the Colorade Springs 

GAZETTE-TELEGRAPH (Colorado Springs, Colo.). 

: 

Two syndicated columnists, Dr. George Boardman of the Freedom] 

Newspapers and John Wilcox of the VILLAGE VOICE, have written | 

of INNOVATOR, spurring a total of over 50 inguiries, and a detailed 

notice on INNOVATOR's editorial requirements appeared in fhei 

March 1965 issue of WRITER'S DIGEST. | 

INNOVATOR had 533 
an increase from 

CIRCULATION: As of April 27, 1965, 
subscribers in 40 states, Canada and Argenting; 

402 on January 25 despite a large number of subscriptions up for 
renewal in February and March. States with ten or more subscribers: 
S. California, 226; New York, 36; N. California, 32; Massachu- 

setts, 28; lllinois, 20; Texas, |5; Colorado, 15; Pennsylvania, 4 

New Mexico, 12; Washington, IlI; Kansas, 10; Missouri, 10. Total 

paid circulation including multiple copies: 60I. 

  

GET A PASSPORT! Patronize your federal government: 

advertisements 

e e ek ke ke e e Sk e ke R 

Haircut$ the way YOU want them - JC the Barber, 5330 Poncé: 
Woodland Hills, California. ' 
************************************************************ 

Summer school beginning June 2lst. For information call or wrife: 

THE RENAISSANCE SCHOOL, 7912 Aldrich, Huntington Beach 

California. Phone: (714) 847-8343, 
khkkhkhhkkhkkkhkrhkkhhkhhhhhddhdkkh kb hkkrkhhkhkkrkkrd 

Permanent job available in Beverly Hills, Calif. for girl fo handle 
secretarial, clerical, accounting. Average 25 hours/week. Non® 
libertarian  employer.  Good pay, exceptional manageric 
opportunity. Call (213) 478-7664 evenings. 

********-k****’* 

fxkarkrst 

elineate "Thornley was beautifully equipped to study and d 
allever Oswald's character; and it is doubtful whether wesh 

have a more faithful picture of this complex and aberrate 

human being than is presented in some of the vignettes © 
him in this book." ALBERT ELLIS, Ph.D. 
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OR PROTECTION 

Without our forces of police, none of us would dare to leave our 
omes. We would be faced with utter chaos. We MUST have gov- 
mment provide us with this protection.” Knowing a littie about the 
rime situation in the city which provided protection for the lady who 
irote those words, | asked, "When did you last venture out at night 
lone?" 

oced with the question, the lady admitted calling a particular cab 
riverif she found it necessary to go out at night without her husband, 
wt she began to feel better about the situation as she wrote and told 
e the police licensed the cab driver. Then she took another long, 
lose look and didn't care much for what she saw. Her final analysis 
vos to the effect that the situation was mighty bad but not as horrify- 
ng as it would be without the police. 

the truth of the matter is unpleasant to face: The high cost of 
sperating the police department in the city where the lady resides 
ineasily, pays for no protection at all. No police officer walks a 
beot. It would be a complete waste of time for the lady to ask for an 
officer to protect her. 

Now, observe this fact. During the four years we lived in a village 

of about 350 population there was no criminality. WHY? There were 
n police to protect the criminal who might be caught! There are no 
wntigun laws and every home is armed. Why are the residents not 
ousily engaged in killing each other? But, don't get me wrong. | am 

Wt suggesting a radical change. | dare to suggest an intelligent 
tppraisal of the situation as it exists. | dare to suggest self-respon- 
sibility as the first step in reducing criminality. 

Doyou ever leave a key under the door mat? Do you leave a window 
wnlocked in case you forget your key? Do you pick a window away 

from the gaze of onlookers so they will not see you climbing in the 
window? Do you have old locks which can be unlocked with skeleton 

ke)’S? Do you leave a light turned on and the shades up so a 

Pospective burglar can feel safe and sure no one is at home awaiting 

bis call? Repent, Friends, ond reform before it is too late! 

Now begin to think about alarm systems of your own contrivance. 

let your imagination run rampant. How about a flash bulb which 

wes off when anybody tries to open a bedroom window ? Imagine the 

Uter confusion of a burglar who manages to unlock the back door and 
st as he starts to enter, a loud voice hollers in his ear, “Naugh‘ry, 

Naughty! You'd better scram, Buster," but over and over again, 

ersonally, | like the system which turns ona light and cclllivutes a 

litle recorg playback device which blurts out, loudly, "Need a 

little light, you lousy thief? 

Alarm systems need not be expensive if you install them )jour?elf. 

‘¢ small dry batteries and the intruder will find no protection if }je 

inds an outdoor main switch which turns off the power. Elecl.rlc 

&r¢s, metal foil or paint for window stripes ond brass or copp‘er sm.ps 

N doors ond windows can provide make —or-break contacts which will 

“Feiate o voriety of godgets designed to confuse those wht). have ho 
"epect for your right to own property, or your life. If you just doil 

"INt 4o bother with such things, you con find con!ruc!ors who 

#ecialize in alarm systems to do the work and even provide ideas. 

hen individual human beings learn the meaning of self‘-n:-spar')slbll!ly 

P begin 1o toke steps for their own protection, cmrunolny wl:: 

,L“(’"* less profituble and more dongerous ond the crime rate wi 

“ieduced, GEORGE BOARDMAN, PhD 

— 25¢ 

(Dr. George Boardman writes columns which appear in the Santa Ana 
REGISTER, - the Ancheim BULLETIN, and the Colorado Springs 
GAZETTE-TELEGRAPH. His mailing address is Post Office Box Zero, 
Chloride, Arizona.) 

  

"BUY IT" A Radical Proposal for Viet Nam:     

(Editor's Note: Next month a contrasting view on the Viet Nam 
problem will be offered by a distinguished libertarian pacifist.) 

A few administrations and many coups ago, the United States made a 
promise fo the pecple of South Viet Nam. This was a commitment to 
aid the South Vietnamese in the defense of their liberty against all 
aggressors, 

Since that, time this little country has been wartorn by a communist 
guerrilla army called. the Viet Cong. This gangster army has been 
supplied with guns, ammunition and volunteers from North Viet Nam 
plus Russia, China, Czechoslovakia and many other of the communist 
block nations,” The Viet Cong's intention is, of course, to overthrow 
the existing government’ of South Viet Nam and to place the people 
of this small country into the Russian-Chinese axis. The Viet Cong 
has also been very active in infiltrating the activities of the govern- 
ment, the unions, the schools, and the two major religions: the 
Buddhists and the Catholics. The prime purpose is to cause confusion, 
distrust, doubts, and fears; thus, weakening the government of 
South Viet Nam and making it impossible for it to effectively defend 
itself against the hostile guerrilla attacks. In this area they have 
been effective. Students rioted against the government. Buddhists 
rioted against the government and the Catholics. Catholics rioted 
against the Buddhists, etc. And in the wake of these riots the govern=- 
ment has changed hands many times over. They have had what are 
called coups, double-coups, and what is jokingly referred to as "the 

coup of the week." One never knows, today, if one will have the 
same government tomorrow . 

Meanwhile, the United States, in holding to its commitment to help 
keep free people free, started sending weapons of defense and military 
advisers to the aid of the South Vietnamese. Now, and at what seems 
like an ever-expanding rate, our participation in this conflict has 
escalated to a point where we are bombing Viet Cong supply lines 

and North Viet Nam., 

The situation in South Viet Nam has gone from the impossible to the 
ridiculous: the army doesn't know its leaders; the civilians don't 
know who is governing them; the United States doesn't know 
deal with whomever may be in power for the next half-hour 
long it will be dealing with him, g 

how to 

and how 

Were it even possible to achieve toral military success against th 
Viet Cong, the political instability of the South Viernomz,c " lc 

leave an "Open Door" to future aggression — ang the s, bvlwou d 

war would have to be fought all over again, ¢ bloody 

What's the 

BUY ITI 

answer? 

Buy it from one of its tronsient governments ang 

part of the territorial possessions of the United § 
to set up a constitutional government with the 
mination in a given number of years, 

1 ke South Vier Nam 
tates, Then PIOC ey 
option of se l"\lelcr- This would alloy th ¢ Uni?q\l 
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States to clean up the Viet Cong os it sees fit and to state to all 

would-be aggressors: an attack on South Viet Nam is an attackon 

the territorial United States and will be met with complete retaliatian 

(thus discouraging any communist country with ambitions in that 

direction). 

With the purchase of Alaska from Russia and Louisiana from France, 

the right of the United States government to buy vost land areas has 

been established. 

It may be that some of the people of South Viet Nam wouldn't 

particularly like the sitvation. They would have the right, under the 

new republican system of government, to form political parties and to 

peacefully and constitutionally advocate change. ELLIOTW. OREN 

(Elliot Oren is a Test Engineer for Houck Mfg. Co., Lebanon, Pa.) 

  

THE OWNER 

Sometimes one reads a book that seems fo be a mirage. Here will be 

an author who, a century or so ago, clearly expounded ideas that 

seem too new for most of our contemporaries. In the political field, 

the names of deTocqueville, Bastiat, Paine come immediately to 

mind. Such a book, in the field of general philosophy, is Max 

Stimer's THE EGO AND HIS OWN. (1) 

Stirner is an egoist. The dictionary defines egoism as: the ethical 

theory that self-interest and self-development are the chief end of 

life: selfishness as a moral code; (2) or, the theory that places the 

supreme end of human conduct in self; systematic and scientific 

selfishness. (3) The antonym given is altruism. 

Stimer was a teacher in a school for young ladies, living in Berlin 

under his given name, Johann Caspar Schmidt (1806-1859). His 

evenings were spent at the rathskellers, enjoying the wine and mental 

stimulation of the Hegelion intellectuals. His book, written in 

German under the title DER EINZIGE UND SEIN EIGENTUM in 1844, 

apparently grew out of the long enthusiastic discussions of these 

evening encounters. (4) 

Stimer's book presents a cogent analysis of the philosophical growth 

of an individual, and the analogous patterns apparent in the history 

of man. The main body of the book is concerned with explaining 

the concept of ownness, or egoism, and in repelling the fallacies 

offered by other philosophical ideas. The author writes with wit, 

logic, and the graceful prose of a sensitive man. Before [ present, 

as well as | can, the points Stiner makes which | think will interest 

you most, a note of caution: J. L. Walker, in intreducing Stirner's 
essay, explains that a condensation of Stirner's ideas is not advisable, 

because "a possessed man is prone to misunderstand what is not 
moulded according to the fashions in thinking." (5) Stirner's book is 
not written in language we would use here, today: so | offer 
the above as advice to the reader of the following condensation! 

Selfishness Stimer considers a fact of human existence, He notes 
that proponents of sel f-renunciation recommend so-called unselfishness 
as the only way to true benefit. "You are to benefit YOURSELF, and 
yet you are not to seek YOUR benefit." But is unselfishness unreal? 
Nothing is more ordinary, he answers. "Where does unselfishness 
begin? Right where an end ceases to be OUR end and OUR property, 
which we, as owners, can dispose of at pleasure; where it becomes a 
fixed end ora — fixed ideq; where it begins to inspire, enthuse, 
fanctacize wus; in short, where it passes into our stubbomess and 
becomes our — master." 

The bulk of Stimer's criticisms are directed at these fixed ideas. He 
easily dispels the sacred ideas of standard mystics. But he does not 
stop there. "Our atheists," he notes, “are pious people.” No pop- 
ular generality escapes his notice. In his political dissertations he 
shows the mysticism inherent in many political causes, And those who 
:':hampion morality as superior to the self wiil find no shelter from his 
incisive comments. In choracteristically poetic language, he notes 
that “rhe. hard fist of morality treats the noble nature of egoism alto- 
gether without compassion.” Absolutes and principles are only tools 
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to the egoist, never MORE than tools, This - 

including the rules of conduct we adopt for oyrs 

of morality, must ever become our masters, o . 

important to us than tools to satisfy our selfish Ver bee,, e’:» 

egoism is his morality, this is not as a generalizeq fPoses, 5 hg: 

puts above himself, but as a specific: It is hjs me:fincepfv | 

"The thought is my OWN only when | have po Gt'i o.fbeh‘iv{r 

bringing it in danger of death every moment, when ’lnis iVing qu 

fear its loss as a LOSS FOR ME, a loss to me. The h do noy hove 

only when [ can indeed subjugate it, but it neyer cuoughr‘ism 

never fanatacizes me, makes me the tool of i " sublugove n 
15 realize; 

not the truly rational mind? ot oy 

e?s that ny <on ves unde, Cep, 

The elevation of Man — the creation of the ideq| m 

justification of most modern social improvers, ge an, th 

consideration.  "To say in blunt words what an yp 
particularly hard: it is @ man who does not cores 

CONCEPT man, as the inhuman is something hyman fimnd l? B 

conformed to the concept of the human. Logic cqfls rh.'ch i 

contradictory judgment.' Would it be permissable fo"“ 

pronounce this judgment, that one can be a man wirhoufrbnrj 

man, if he did not admit the hypothesis that the concept of e 

be separated from the existence, the essence from the ap emu 

They say, he APPEARS indeed as a man, but IS not o mun,P . 

] 
SEVES s -man i Y : 

self 
e K 

"9 ¢ 

N e 

rance 

"Men have passed this 'self-contradictory judgment' through o | 
line of centuries! Nay, what is still more, in this long rimeW‘S 

were only — UN-MEN. What individual can have corresponfle;;; 
his concept? Christianity knows only one man, and this u:\e- 

Christ — is at once an un-man again in the reverse sense, fo i , 
superhuman man, a 'God.' Only the — un-man is a REAL .-u;;,y 

What then is a self-conscious egoist: an owner? Stirner would ansye 
the question by substituting the word "who" for "what," As gener- 

alities — as men — we differ little. But that which is each mn' 

distinguishing self is not to be classified — it is unique. "The lox 
and short of it is this: that we are men in the slightest thing about;, 
and it has significance only in so far as it is one of our QUALITI, 
i.e. our property. | am indeed among other things a man, oslon, 
e.g., a living being, therefore an animal, or a European, and he 

like; but he who choses to have regard for me only as a man, or a5 

Berliner, would pay me a regard that would be very unimportont fo 

me..o." 

Stirner does not propound a CODE of ethics: he does not specify HOM 

an individual achieves self-realization. But he is not unconcered: 

"Bring out from yourselves what is in you, bring it o the |ight, brir¢ 

yourselves to revelation." He implies his support of certain mfldESF' 

behavior, but he doesn't discuss ethical problems outside of the ‘f’f‘al 

realm: outside of the interactions between individuals, and P?W; 
problems, The main purpose of his treatise is to emPMSIZEfIi 
necessity of ownness: of being the self-conscious owner ofboth ;t, 

ond ideas. "It is not how | realize the GENERALLY HUMA.N’:. 
needs to be my task, but how | satisfy myself. I am my speci®s g‘- 
without norm, without law, without model, and the like. _“ll.snfiz i 

ible that | can make very little out of myself, but this ;mey 

everything, and is better than what | allow fo be mads 0U'I:v/s e 
the might of others, by the training of custom, religions the lov 
State, etc.” 

L] ‘ ) gnored 

Max Stirner and his concepts of ownness have bee: a“:iUCL gna o 
. . . . 3 " the ra 4 

historians, This is probably due in great part to ;nd mvited o ofs ’ 

his ideas. He delineated the ego as he saw it, "¢ | historio” 
become themselves, or egoists. But a PhilomphIcu edirefl"”"’ 

himself an égoisf could not comprehend the nGVU"fa - Stimers }0; 

of these ideas. For example, Windelband dismlssesD AL DH“ 

book he translates as being entitled THE IND.NIbufacoumge?: 
PROPERTY, asan antagonist who contributed nothing o ,ese?k',;; 
paradox. (6) He says, ' the 'individual’ who e any ind<” 
to emancipate himself from the community did nt.?f g.lvan suC 
of a pecular value which would have iUSfified him l;‘ is to wt 

cipation." Of course, this "peculiar value" the nd it isbyflg 

described, classified — generalized — is the egos @ 

a "who," not a thing. 
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pects of what little fame he has are in his 
ironic as| 

's main thesis is the st 
the m? h Hegel and Nietzsche. Stimer 

4 the consequent artificiality of all "higher 

subjugate self. Both Hegel, who pre- 

'olueshim ond Nietzsche, who followed him, were adamant sub- 

d of,se”r one to pseudo-Nafural imperatives, and the other to 

| requirements. Whatever similarities there may be 

Nietzsche, they are incidental to the 
r and Hegel/ 

so obscure as to be almost ‘,GJPeeen Stime 
. 

in the case of Nietzsche, 

ith political concepts, and brings to 

peratives of egoism. Although he is 

f theoretical anarchism, his ideas 

| to what ore usually considered anarchistic concepts. 

olish the errors of Proudhon, for example. 

hy is gbsolute self-government, not a 

but an infellectual position between un- 

Ititude of approaches fo the question of 

nt that perhaps sums up his position: "If 

‘freedom' the issue, then exhaust free= 

hat is to become free? You, |, we. 

t is not you, not I, not we," 

S s in great part w 

M cussions of freedom the im 

identified as the father o 

cimer also deo[ 

Hereturnsre| 

siimer's PO 

weligion of humanity « « « 

n." (5) From a mu 

here is one comme 

ur efforts are ever to make 

om's demands Who is it f 

fee from what? From everything tha 

squal me 

f[eedoml 

Here indeed is an important author who deserves to be rediscovered 

by libertarians. ANN BOWLES 

imer, English translation, 
() THE EGO AND HIS OWN, Max St 

22| Park Avenue S., New 

York 10003, $6.95 (paperback $1.95). 

NARY, 1936. 

[) FUNK AND WAGNALLS NEW STANDARD DIC_TIONARY, 1916. 

{) PICTORIAL HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, Dagobert D. Runes, 

littlefield, Adams and Company, 1964. 
n Library edition of 

]T;fzf)EGO AND HIS OWN, Boni and Liveright, New York (about 

2). 
- 

§) A HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, Volume Il, 

HARPER & ROW, 1958. 

Wilhelm Windelband, 

  

FACTUAL DATA ON [LLEGAL IDENTIFICATION 

identity yet lacks a 

ture is the birth certificate. 

ty clerks vpon request and 

f application for 

  

One document that is- accepted as proof of 

g?‘cripinH of the individual or his signa 

ith certificates are obtained from coun 

Pl?yhmenr of a small fee, usually $1.00. Letters o 

ith certificates contain the person's name, his parents' names, and 

hich information is in 
—all of w 

back 

file in public libraries. 
. 

rs do so at @ slight risk 

that the person whose certificate is 

he same county in which he or she 

ly by the same office. 

dentification 

ts, as a 

escript- 

hose of 

TSE date and place of birth 
ves of daily newspapers on 

another as basic i 

ble for his or her ac 

life upon more d 

ble specifically f 

tificate. 

S n 
ot able to hold the other. responsi 

Ve d 

eo?‘c‘{menrs which therefore do not resem 

iginal person designated on the birth cer 

oci . 

. 

pp|q;| security cards are obtained most easily through the mails. 

yeCGhQns are available at post offices. If the applicant is over 

ors of age, the application is checked against central records to 

ermj . 
. T 

mine if an application has been previously issued for the indiv- 

Iready have a social dug| 

eCl.lri't While most males over 20 years of age @ 

mplo Y number, a social security card is not required for persons 

ved by a non-profit organizati 
n municipalities, or 

tate to state. A 

A social security card is 

e or other proof 
r a driver's license vary from s 

The requirements fo 

residential address is usually required. 

usually sufficient identification; a birth certificat 

of age may be required for the person near minimum age. Most states 

ion usually involves the signing 

do not require fingerprinting. Registrat 
€ ! 

of an oath, under penalty of perjury, that the name on the license Is 

the legal name of the individual swomn. 

For renting a post office box, a residential address must be given; 

this address is usually not checked by the post office. Identification 

is occasionally required. Some post offices will rent boxes only to 

persons residing within the same municipalify or zone- 

s for an-mndividual may be obtained by 

petitioning the college on a company letterhead and paying @ 

nominal fee. Some colleges add to the record dates of issuance of 

transcripts, so that future transcripts indicate when past transcripts 

he transcript of another to 
Of course to use f 

abilities different from abilities actually 

A transcript of college record 

were requested. 

represent oneself as having 

possessed is(morally)fraud. 

e which accompanies them on @ 

h central police 

Fingerprint 
Fingerprints, regardless of the nam 

document of identification, will usually clear wit 

agencies provided they appear on no criminal records. 

processing procedures are, of course, subject to change. 

and who obtains other 

btaining a draft card from the draft board, 

ion of investigative agencies. The same is 

ho registers for the first 

The male who is eligible for the draft, in age, 

identification without o 

risks attracting the attent 

true of the male over the minimum draft age w 

time with the draft board. 

The male who owns a birth certificate listing his date of birth so as to 

indicate that he is exactly of minimum draft age is, if he registers 

with the draft board and is found physically and psychologically 

suitable, eligible for the draft unless employment, collegiate, 

marital or other special status enables legal exemption. 

Every male over the minimum draft age is required by law to carry on 

Il times either a draft registration card or a discharge. 
his person at a 

However, many do not. (Name withheld on request) 

  

SELF-SEEKING 

Two basic upproaches have been previously outlined for creatin 

localized "areas" of freedom — the sovereign free port and fhge 

intentional community. A third alternative might be called a "local 

congregation.” A correspondent in lllinois (who prefers not to be 

identified) suggests: 

W ., .a state could be ‘taken over.' By 'everyone' moving to one 

state, @ concentration of effort and voice could be obtained. A 

state like Oregon would be ideal; low population, varied topogr(; h 

and climate, coastal state for shipping, etc. There would sfillpb: 

federal laws, though, urless freedom was so well sold that the state 

might try secession.” 

He adds -that such an undertaking should be executed without fanfa 

fo avoid giving rise 19 conspiracy theories within the state. | wo II'Z 

odd that such an endeavor, by its very nature, might best be‘ o l; ; 

informally = as the ne! summation of many independent dec:isionU ; 

individuals. Central planning or direction would be prohibited b s by 

number of people involved. 
ited by the 

A local congregation may be either "inside" or " 

. P . 
3 e’ or OUfS' no__ 

a locality within Am?ncc or to a foreign country, Posls‘?gle bl.-e.., to 

of a local con"gregahon: .uchieVe a complete laissez-fai o leC.flves 

secure a "base" for educational efforts; acquire | aire society; 

hough not independ  efforts; acquire local political control 

(though not indepen ence); facilitate economic trade and inf i ormation 

exchange. 

Since most taxation and coercive i 

T 
interference wi . 

inflicted by the federal government, substantial freed:: C‘::"I‘;“e"ceb’s uld not be 
r 
Persons earning less than $150 per quarter. 

S



ochieved through an "inside" migration (excluding secession). B:t 

educational benefits might be considerable. The' state-wi eF 

elimination of socialized schools would end one massive source O 

collectivist indoctrination — greatly increasing the.number.of peo.ple 

receptive to libertarian ideas. And a few rational hberrcrl.on 

congressmen could use publicity accessible to them for presenting 

rational ideocs. 

What state is the most promising terminus of an "inside" migration? 

The subscriber in lllinois presents the case for a small state — Oregon. 

| will offer an opposing view: In a large metropolitan center, 

although each individual has less influence on the state, a greater 

diversity of jobs exist, enabling more persons to come without 
economic sacrifice. Furthermore the larger cities are disproportion- 

ately larger cultural centers, offering long-range educational 

odvantages; for example, most network-TV shows and mass-circulation 

magozines originate in Los Angeles and New York. 

My specific choice would be Southern California, primarily because 
this area already has the largest libertarian population — perhaps a 
quarter or more of all the libertarians in the world. Unlike the North- 
east or Middle West, a substantial part of the population is strongly 
profreedom — more important, most "rightists" in California are 
substantially rational and favor liberty not only in economics but in 
personal activities as well. For example, at least one "conservative" 
Republican congressional candidate has campaigned for complete 
freedom of speech and press — expressing opposition to lawsagainst 
"obscenity," o stand which would be political suicide in most parts 
of America. 

What about moving "outside” of the United States, not for the purpose 
of starting a brand new community as Preform has suggested, but with 
the intent of locating in and eventually becoming a dominant 
influence within some small existing nation? How quickly could, 
say, one thousand libertarian activists decisively: alter a small 
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English-speaking nation of 200,000 population? A f 

spots in the world are being studied with this in ming jw r°"“753rg 

results may be published, either as part of this colymy o Qme of ) 

articles in INNOVATOR. 
Ss ol 

What location do you recommend? What are its Merits? 
* * * »* * * 

One forthcoming topic: What is an "ethical enclaye's 
Some impatient neultural revolutionaries”" who diS'ike.w ,n'?'her: 

hundred years or more for a rational, free society are genem,-lt' . 

out" ideas for greatly accélerating the spread of fationa| ing ", 

within the United States. Can it be done? EL RAY Conceg, 
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Several inquires have been received regarding iNNOV 
standards for advertising. . ATORy, 

INNOVATOR accepts "advertising and performs remailings 
business - service; as the publication box states, acceptance o?sc 
advertisement does not constitute an unqualified endorsemery an 
recommendation., The advertiser is paying lNNOVATOR (eithe ?r 

cash or in reciprocal advertising) to distribute hi me rin 
ssa 

INNOVATOR subscribers; each subscriber chooses for h;msgrf:O 
examine or ignore the advertisement and judges whether or ncnz 
patronize the entrepreneur. 
In ‘general, INNOVATOR ‘accepts any advertisement that knowledge, honestly represents the product advertised; reiecl‘,ing onl material which  contains serious misinformation, This is the usu:ll commercial practice, a practice which the management judges to be 
proper. GENERAL MANAGER 

to our 

  

LOGICAL QUESTION 
  

e wed 

A little boy was being told by his mother about the Golden Bule. 
"Just remember, " she told him, "that we are here to"Tlp o@aqfigp m 
The boy thought it over and then asked, "Well, th% w%’f@flfi 
others here for?" April 1965 HEALTHWAYS Magazine Dig?sfr(@@ 
Grand Avenue, Des Moines, : lowa.) o p 
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‘ g Invest in your nation's future: HOARD SILVER! 

advertisements 
’ . " 

Fkkd **1_:***** F ek ek ok *****_*************** Kk kkkkkk¥ ***********’ 

I am still willing to trade haircuts for managed currency —J C the 
Barber, 5330 Ponce, Woodland Hills, California. ; 
f*****.?r*****f************.*‘*******;*******************H*H“ BOOKS FOR INNOVATOR READER — used and put-of-print o™ searched for and reported. P. K. Slocum — Bookseller, 7733 Corey 

Street, Downey, California, (213) TO2-9435, evenings. 
Fiid Fkdk ke dok ok ok ok ko ko kAR Rk KRR 

wrartt 

"Happiness is not based on oneself , . . . Hoppine® is taking part in the struggle, where there is ™ 
borderline between one's own personal world, and ¢ world in general." LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

N 2715 N, Pylaski - - : R HHHEIKR Sk Rk Kk kg ulaski Rd, * Chicago 60639 / of (autographed) $1,00 * Kerry Thornley * c/o INNOVA}S*"" 
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5 EXPERIMENTS, 

mucAT'ON 
AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

NNOVATOR 
/;34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 = Publication Date: July 1965 
X e — Volume Il — 25¢ 

JOW TO BEAT THE ANTISEX LAWS 
isex laws are essentially unethical and immoral, since they 

ost un'TIS | relations between consenting adults; or they severely on ranon"d punish emotionally disturbed but non-coercive deviants, 
ondemn :r_’“bermricn, these laws should of course be criticized and jing ON lropagundisricolly and actively.  While, however, they buQij: Os the statutes, they are legally binding, and often their emain invites severe penalties. What, then, is the sane libertarian flo:;lr;?hile he resides in a proscriptive society where many antisexual ) 
imitations on his activities still exist? 
il 

fhere are many ways in which you can rationally enjoy sex and still 
oy out of jail. For example: 

bl 

¢ Clearly distinguish between laws, on the one hand, and moral 
«odes, customs or rules, on the other hand. . In New York, at the 
gesent writing, it is “immoral" or "improper" according to most 
social authorities, " for a male to engage in intercourse with an adult 
fmale to whom he is not married, but it isnot illegal for him to do so 
wless she is under eighteen, or he copulates with her publicly or in 
s specially regulated place (such as a hotel room or g pullman car), 
a if he or his partner is married. Although, therefore, you might 
wll be in legal jeopardy if you copulated with a twenty-one year 
odon a park bench in New York City, you would at worst be subject 
0 social disapproval if you cohabited with the same individual in 
jour apartment. 

¥ Make a sharp distinction between antisex laws that are actually 
mforced and those which are technically on the statute books but 
oe inactive. Thus, in New York you would be technically illegal 
ifyou had coitus with an adult of the opposite sex; and would be in 
fowble or triple jeopardy if you had relations in a motel and included 
mal-genital acts in your mutual repertoire. Actually, however, 
here have been no prosecutions for adultery in New York for over 
fity years; motel managers merely ask you to leave if they literally 
discover you copulating with a person who is not your legal mate; nd heterosexual participants in "sodomy” or "unnatural sex acts" are 
fflrely Prosecuted if they are of legal age. Therefore, in this legal brisdiction you are quite safe in performing many distinctly illegal, Wt seldom enforced, sex engagements. 

_. Be discreet! |n modern society most antisexual interdictions are “ legally enforced unless you flout them in public view, shoot off :;’Uf mouth about them, or otherwise blatantly bring them toofficial fention. A word to the wise here should be sufficient. 
R.al E°”'? mix alcohol and sex. In studies of sex offenders that Dr, Somp Broncale and | made af the New Jersey State Diagnostic Center Conj' Years ago, we found that o surprisingly large percentage of cted offenders were apprehended because the illegal act they ‘ommj 

i 
vher :hfed Wasdone, and often done in a reckless and bizarre manner, €Y Were intoxicated. 
mbli‘;n'f childishly rebel o . Y flouting them, & ntisocial, fight them 
Wany C.; and not by OPE 
Y 0 be an open 

e 
thoyy ifrePQred for 

gainst actively enforced sex laws by 
If you think that statutes against abortion 
with speeches, leaflets, organized picket- 
NLY committing abortion yourself. If you -eyed martyr in this respect, fine — have fun! serious personal consequences, and no nonsense 

Wat 

{ught 
ch your com 
and sentenc 
activity, b 

pulsivityl  Almost all convicted sex offenders are ed not because they PREFERRED a certain kind of ut because they NEEDED to engage in it (i.e., 

e   

“to reduce the amount of coercion that 
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homosexuality or voyeurism) and were obsessively-compulsively 
DRIVEN to keep seeking it. If you feel COMPELLED to perform ANY 
sexact, forthrightly admit you are in trouble and go for psychological 
help — not for any classical form of psychoanalysis (which may act- 
vally help you be sicker, more compulsive) but for some kind of 
rational therapy, such as is delineated in my book, REASON AND 
EMOTION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY. (1) 

® Select your sex partners with care. Stay away from immature or 
disorganized persons who may talk too much, become carelessly 
pregnant or diseased, or get into serious trouble with the police for 
other sexual (or non-sexual) offenses. 

® Cultivate psychological sensitivity without vulnerability. Being 
sensitive means that you will be perceptive of what goes on within 
and without, Being vulnerable means that you will care too much 
about what other people think of you, and will depreciate yourself 
unless you are assured of their approval. If you are sensitive or 
perceptive, you can be in good touch with reality and pick suitable 
partners with whom to sanely ignore antisexual conventions. If you 
are invulnerable and self-undenigrating, you can largely stop being 
over-concerned about what people think of you, and can perform 
most of the sex acts you want without suffering real social penalties. 

A hard-headed, sane libertarian philosophy will best enable you to 
live in an insane, sexually-prohibitive society and STILL enjoy 
living., ALBERT ELLIS, PhD 

(1) REASON AND EMOTION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY, A. Ellis, Lyle Stuart, New York, 1962, $10.00. 

(Dr. Ellis, who holds a PhD in clinical psychology, has taught at Rutgers and N.Y.U., and has engaged in private practice of psycho- therapy and marriage counseling.  Since 1955 Dr. Ellis has been active in the development of rational-emotive psychotherapy. The Institute for Rational Living (45 E. 65th St., New York 10021), which he directs, performs research, professional training and public education in rational psychotherapy. A prolific writer, Dr. Ellis has authored many books — including THE ART AND SCIENCE O F LOVE, THE AMERICAN SEXUAL TRAGEDY, and THE CASE FOR SEXUAL LIBERTY — plus hundreds of professional Papers and magazine articles.) 
  

GET OUT OF VIET NAMI 
  

(Editor's Note: Last month a contrastin g proposal for Viet N offered by Elliot Oren.) S e 

to exercise a monopoly of cri 
territorial areas. 

As long as such nation-States exist in the worlg "international anarchy” between States 
s in a system f ¢ the task of y 5 the libertarjan is 

In domestic affairs, one of the methods for ctfemUCh s possible. feebly, to keep the State in che 
through BillsofRights and other Iim 
in foreign affairs, developed up to « The equivalent and including the 1 

  )



old-fashioned international law. The basic theme of that law, 

however imperfectly developed, is that each State should at least 

CONEINE its exercise of violence to its own territorial area — to 

that area where it has its monopoly. No violence should be employed 

by one State against another, most particularly against the CITIZENS 

of another, since it is the hapless citizens, not the State rulers, that 

we are trying to protect. Only in this way of living, recently dubbed 

"peaceful coexistence" but previously termed "isolationism" or 

"neutralism," can the people of the world be spared the devastating 

violence of inter-State wars. 

Inter-State wars are far worse than intra-State conflicts; forsince 

State A does not occupy the territory of People B, it feels free to 
exert maximum violence and aggression upon them. The very fact of 
occupying the same area, as well as the existing rule and exploit - 
ation, greatly limits the degree of violence that a State can wield 
against "its own" people. Furthermore, the magnitude of the relative 
evil of war over domestic tyranny or conflict has enormously expanded 
in the past century, with the development of weapons of mass annihil- 
ation. The use of modem weaponry makes it impossible to pinpoint 
violence against the armies of the rival State, as was done in former 

centuries, and thus increasingly. involves the mass murder of innocent 
civilians. 

Just as murder, for the libertarian and for everyone else, is a worse 

crime than theft or enslavement, so mass murder is therefore still 

worse, and it is mass murder of innocents that any State commits when 
it goes to war, all the more so in the modern era. WAR, THEN, IS A 

GREATER MORAL EVIL THAN COMMUNISM, or any other social 

system. War, not communism, is the polar opposite of liberty. And 
since the threat of violence is second only to the violence itself, this 
goes also for the use of the threat of war and mass murder to dominate 
other people and push them around. 

Now to‘come to the empirical nature of the modern world. THE State 
which habitually levies and threatens war, which brandishes and uses 
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons of mass destruction and 
annihilation, which meddles and pushes people around all over the 
globe, is the government of the United States of Anjerica. Above all 
States, it is the United ‘States which refuses to live by the essential 
libertarian rules of peaceful coexistence. It is this refusal, this 
continuing war and threat of war, that has aptly been called "United 
States imperialism.” Obviously, it is impossible to document an 

empirical assertion of this sort in a few hundred words; but our current 

topic — Viet Nam — is itself an illustration and a confirmation. For 
it is the United States that has traveled halfway around the globe to 
meddle in the affairs of other peoples, to install puppet governments 
against the manifest desires of the vast majority of the people, and to 
drop napalm bombs, poison gas, and chemical defoliants on countless 
numbers of innocent Vietnamese. Not only is war worse than 
Communism, but so too is imperialism, because as we see in Viet Nam, 
imperialism can only foist hated puppet States on another people by a 
continuous; unremitting use of war and terror against the great mass 
of the population. In contrast, an indigenous government, to remain 
in power must AT LEAST gain the support of the majority of its people. 
This does not eliminate its criminality, -of course, but it at least 
greatly reduces the necessity for unremitting terror against the BULK 

of the populace to keep the State in power. 

In its latest act, United States imperialism in Viet Nam has thrown 
off the last mask of legality and is engaged in brutal bombing of the 

innocent people of North Viet Nam, as yet unchecked by even 

defensive coercion on the part of the North Viet Nam govemnment. 

There is no space here to detail the horrors of the feudal-collectivist 
regimes of our South Vietnamese puppets. Neither is there space to 
explain that of all forms of warfare, revolutionary guerrilla warfare 
is the one able to pinpoint its violence onto the State itself and thus 
spare "civilians.” Nor to elaborate on the nature of the so-called 
"Viet Cong," the National Liberation Front of South Viet Nam, 
which is not Communist but a broad national coalition of patriots 
supported by the great mass of the population, and extending from fu: 
right to far left. But enough has been said to demonstrate what the 
major foreign-policy slogans must now be for libertarians, and espec- 
fally for AMERICAN libertarians, who are in a position to influence 

™ 

United States policy far more than those of any other 

of Viet Nam!] Get out of the Dominican Republic| o 

the areas of the globe and allow people to ryn 'heiretout‘;;u[ 

Liquidate United States imperialism!" MURRAY N, ROTHZX;JIVE‘- 

+ Phy 

Stute~ " 
Ge' o 

(Dr. Rothbard is author of MAN, ECONOMY, AND STATE 

Van Nostrand, 1962), AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESS[()(2 Vok‘, 

Nostrand, 1963) and THE PANIC OF 1819 (Columbiq Univer 'N (Vey 

1962) and is editor of LEFT AND RIGHT, a journal of “;ny Prey, 

thought. He is presently doing research for a multivolyme h.ertoriqn 

the United States and a book on the ethics of liberty,) Istory of 
  

THE CRATE SOCIETY 

Will Americans go abroad disguised as CARE packages? |t the U 

Congress enacts the heretofore-unthinkable indignity of $100 -'5. 

tax, the world traveler may decide to conceal himself in o o 
. . . Crate 

go by air freight. Recent news items have shown that this pro:nd 

method of crossing political borders, while uncomfortable ang ofrzn n 
dangerous, is both cheap and viable. 

The prime disadvantage lies in entrusting one's itinerary to anythin 
so bureaucratic as the postal service or government-regu|ateq qig|» 
industry — both of which tend to be careless with cargo due to the 
coercive monopolies they enjoy. One recent trunk passenger, for 
example, had to spend a day on a baggage platform under the hot 
New Delhi sun (120 degrees!) Another, meaning fo pilot his crae 
from Australia to England, landed instead in Los Angeles, the rest 
of some clerk's stupidity. 

Whatever the difficulties and no matter how poor the view offered in 
these trunk-line tours, the day might well come that the few cramped 
muscles involved in the process are nothing next to the feeling of 
intellectual claustrophobia engendered by the closed society package. 
GIDEON SMITH 
  

REPARTEE 

Dear Editor 

I must express my profound disagreement with Ann Bowles' stotement 
(June INNOVATOR "The Owner") that the similarities berweel? 
Stimer and Nietzsche are so obscure as fo be "almost accidentl: 

On the contrary, it is quite obvious to anyone who has read Nietz~ 
sche that he was influenced by Max Stimer, though | grant Niefz"® 
missed one point — for Stirner does, in full context, respect prc.apeff)’ 
(even that of others) in a FREE SOCIETY, which he calls the U’f'ono 
Egoists. Where Nietzsche simply inverts altruism, Stimer first lnl"e"s 
it and then squashes it — leaving it to his reader to develop f°“°'f°s 

self-interest from the remaining premises. Nevertheless; it r'emdlz 
that Nietzsche bears the stamp of Max Stimer, for the ravied® 
Nietzsche are little more than out-of-context Stimerisms: mude! 
with allegory. BETTY GOLDSTEIN 

Reply: 

I must stress the essentially irreconcilable differenc 
Nietzsche and Stirner: Nietzsche worships the master in the e 

slave relationship; Stirner rejects the relationship altogerdees'iresl 
self-conscious egoist is the complete owner of his actions on rfslave 
and could not be if he were party — either party — to @ maste 
situation. i 

but in maklirg Nietzsche was obviously attracted by Stimer's ideas, 
ncorres them his own he disfigured them so badly | think it is i 

consider them still "Stirner's ideas.” That is why | confe” 
concepts of Stimer which emerge from Nietzsche's maze © 
dictions in reasonable form, do so almost accidentally 

ANN BOWLES 

t any 

con"a‘ 
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RSONAL SURVIVAL OF NUCLEAR ATTACK 
RO 

Jliferating and expanding small wars throughout the world under- 

ore the ever-present threat of nuclear war. This threat is real; the 
«ijon and American governments each possess weapons capable of 
literating roughly three-quarters of each other's subject population. 
hile some may prefer to ignore the possibility of annihilation as too 

(rible to even contemplate, the rational individual must realistically 

cess the chances of attack and evaluate means for survival. 

a nuclear war likely? Is personal protection possible? Are 
vanced preparations worthwhile? First, to examine some of the 

mmon arguments against making preparations: 

"Nuclear war is very unlikely precisely BECAUSE it is so 

structive. " 

it collectivist governments have not hesitated in the past to enslave 
- murder millions of their own subjects in the "interests of society 
o whole." Nor is even the prospect of death for the rulers them- 
|ves assurance that they will not carry out what they may regard as 

eir duty. 

 "America and Russia are becoming more alike; there is no longer 
ything to fight about.” 

istorically the more socialist or fascist a government, the more prone 

at government to wage war — and wage war WITH OTHER 

OLLECTIVIST GOVERNMENTS.  Behind the "public interest " 

retenses, patriotic slogans, and "noble" intentions, the only real 

orinciple” of any form of collectivism is MIGHT MAKES RIGHT. 

NY government system which abrogates individual liberty — 

ommunism, fascism, feudalism, inferventionism — acts on the 

remise of violence — and the ultimate form of violence is war. 

) "After a nuclear war conditions will be so miserable that one 

ould be better off dead.” 

his may or may not be true. It is POSSIBLE that 20 years after a 

vclearattack which killed three-quarters of the American population, 

he average productivity and living conditions of the survivors would 

e higher than ever. But in any case one can always commit suicide 

fter a war IF life is no longer worth living. Why abrogate this 

hoice? ' 

) It is better to be optimistic and live confidently than to expect 

isaster and |ive in constant fear." 

Vhen traveling | optimistically assume that | will reach my destin= 

tion, plan accordingly, and enjoy my trip. Yet I purchase 

iobility insurance and equip my automobile with seat belts. Like- 

ise, while it would probably be unwise to plan one's life PRIMARILY 

n the assumption that a nuclear attack WILL come, it is eminently 

ational to make modest preparations as INSURANCE against the 

OSSIBILITY of attack. 

) A nuclear attack will come as a complete surprise, or after 15 

linutes warning at most. For someone living in a target area, no 

efense is possible." 

Vhile @ nuclear attack MAY come as d surprise, it is perhaps more 

ikely to come after "escalation” — after several hours or days of 

ncidents and threats which an informed person could identify as 

resaging a major crisis. In fact some military sfra.tegisfs predict that 

o long as retaliatory weapons remain relatively invulnerable, even 

welear devastation might not occur all at once, but in stages. (1) 

trategy for personal defense depends on one's lo.cation relafi\./e to 

robable "ground zero." If you live over 20 miles from a likely 

liming point, you are endangered primarily by seo?ndcry f:lreS and 

adicactive fallout. If you are roughly 5 to 20 miles from "ground 

zero" you may be able to survive in a special blast; heat and fallout 

esistant shelter or in the sub-basement of a large reinforced concrete 

building. But if you are closer than five miles toa thermonuclear 

explosion, you will probably be killed by initial heat or blast or by 

the subsequent fire storm. To survive you must evacuate before the 

attack, 

weapon systems, an enemy 
Because of unreliability and inaccuracy of n ene 

litan areas at the "cost" of 
Would probably “over-kill" large mefropo 

leaving a few smaller cities unscathed. For example, Los Angeles 

and Orange Counties might be the target for ten or more hydrogen 

warheads; the whole area would be essentially totally destroyed. 

The following recommendations are for persons living in primarytarget 

areas: (2) 

GET OUT BEFORE THE ATTACK. Identify international incidents 

that may presage or precipitate a nuclear war., When a "crisis" 

appears to be coming, take an impromptu "yacation" until the 

situation clarifies. Do not wait for "civil defense” to order an 

evacuation. Even ifyou have not made advance plans or preparations, 

if a crisis develops and you live in a primary farget area, GET OUT! 

If you leave before the mobs you will probably find highways open, 

motels available, and supermarkets well stocked. 

To evacuate you must do so BEFORE an air raid alert (steady siren 

or horn) is sounded. After an official alert is given, do not attempt 

to travel more than a few blocks without first appraising thesituation. 

If @ "take cover signal™ sounds (wailing tone or short blasts), it is too 

late to evacuate; get into the lowest, most central portion of the most 

massive, strongest building immediately at hand. 

Your survival may depend on your ability fo perceive and evaluate 

significant happenings anywhere in the world. Stay well informed 

and develop a keen awareness for possibly portentious episodes. As 

a libertarian you start off with a sizable advantage in this respect 

over the average confused soul. When you identify what you think 

may be the prelude to a holocaust, do not linger. If you are mis- 

taken, you can easily return. 

| would depart promptly upon learning of any of the following: Use 

of nuclear weapons anywhere in the world - even if for only 

"tactical” purposes; delivery of an ultimatum by one major govern- 

ment to another; a substantial military attack by one power against 

territory of another, such as a Russian seizure of West Berlin or an 

American air raid on Communist China; major uprising in any "lron 

Curtain" country; general evacuation of cities in ANY country; 

special war mobilization by any major country. Past incidents which 
| consider sufficiently serious to warrant evacuation: Anglo-Isreali 

invasion of Egypt coupled with the Hungarian revolt in 1956; Cuban 
invasion of 1961; Cuban missile crisis of 1962, As of the time thisis 

written, the Viet Nam situation appears to be building to major 
crisis proportions. 

If, in addition, you are sufficiently concerned to make advance 
preparations, | recommend the following: 

CHOOSE A DESTINATION THAT IS NOT A LIKELY TARGET and is 
not apt to receive "early" fallout. "Civil defense" MAY be able to 
advise you on this.” Or you can calculate probable fallout patterns 
knowing probable targets and prevailing winds. 

PL-AN AN EVACUATION ROUTE in case a "national emergency" 
exists for some time prior to an attack. Utilize side roads; avoid 
main thoroughfares. ’ 

UTILIZE EACH PREVENTIVE EVACUATION to accomplish other 
purposes, such as a vacation or visit you have been planning. In the 
years ahead there may be many "false alarms.” If you use each trip 
to constructive advantage you will be less inclined to remain at home 
during the next (and perhaps fatal) crisis. In any case'do not  regret 
your precautions if an attack does NOT come any more than you would 
regret last year's insurance premiums. 

KEEP IN YOUR .AU'I-'OMOBILE AT ALL TIMES: Gasoline sufficient to 
reach your destination, auto or portable AM radio; food and drink 
for a few days, money, flashlight, old warm clothing and/or sleeping 
bags, maps, survival handbook, and a radiation detector.  An 
adequate non-cumulative, passive-component radiation sensingdevice 
can be purchased for a few dollars. 

LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST RADIOACTIVE 
FALLQUT or bacteriological agents after reaching your destination 
!F possible, plan on staying inside some shelter rather than campi ; 
in the open. THE FAMILY SURVIVAL HANDBOOK (2) provpi::lr;i 
information on this subject. 
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< AT YOUR DESTINATION wificient for one month. 

bertorion friend in the orea you may be able to 

If not, o lorge, heavy-duly garbage ccn'or 

tproofingand sealing canbe buried 

CACRHI SUPPLIE 

1t you have o li 

rent ytoroge Ipoce. 

similar containerwithoppropriote
 nus 

“in the hills." Replace wpplies periodically, using up old stoc!(S. 

or other water purifying chemical (for removing 

matches, and firearms and 

As o liberterion intellectual you may also want to 

include severel dozen copies of your fovorite introductory literature 

plus, perhaps, © monually-operated mimeograph, typewriter, and 

quontities of stencils and ink. After a nuclear war or o-ther catas- 

trophe, large numbers of people MAY be in a mood to seriously con= 

sider ideas they would presently ignore. 

ESTABLISH CONTACTS WITH LIBERTARIANS LIVING OUTSIDE 

TARGET AREAS who are willing to serve os communication centers 

in the event of on emergency. 

Inclode Clorox 

bacteria), extro floshlight botteries, 

ammunition. 

the well-informed individual who knows what to 
In any emergency, 

y has the best chance of survival. EL RAY 
do and does it promptl 

(1) "Bigger Wars Ahead?" Interview with Herman Kahn, U.S.NEWS 

7 June 1965. For example, in retaliation for American intervention 

in Viet Nam, the Russian government might H-bomb New Yorkas a 

“Jesson," then the American government might obliterate one or two 

Russion cities to "get even.” 

(2) For the person not living in a primary target area, THE F 

SURVIVAL HANDBOOK (Belmont Books, 66 Leonard St., Ne r 

13, 1961, B85¢) offers detailed information on such topics as shelter 

construction, protection against fallout, emergency sanitation, and 

fire fighting. 
  

UNIVER 

ON THE MARKET 

FATHERS OF INDUSTRY, by Leonard M. Fanning, is probably the 

best basic book on the Industrial Revolution available in paperback. 

Written in simple and concise prose, and filled with illustrations, it 

reads like a first-rate high school text as it describes the lives of 22 

key figures in the history of capitalism — from Richard Arkwright to 

Willis Haviland Carrier — emphasizing their genuinely heroic aspects. 

The publisher is Macfadden-Bartell Corporation, (205 E. 42nd St., 

New York, 10017), price 75¢, order number 75-5005. 

Articles of interest in other publications: 

“Left and Right: The Prospects for Liberty," by Dr. Murray Rothbard, 

offersa fresh reappraisal of recent history and an optimistic long-range 

forecast. Spring 1965 LEFT AND RIGHT, A Journal of Libertarian 

Thought, Box 395 Cathedral Station, New York 10025. (Single copy 

" 85¢; one year subscription $2.50; published triannually.) 

"Pandora's Box" — an account of how the American government's 

coercive interference with intemnational flow of capital is wreaking 

financial havoc throughout the world. June 21 BARRON'S, 200 
Burnett Road, Chicopee, Mass. 01021. (Single copy 40¢.) 

“The Grand Cycle" explains the Austrian theory's value for stock 
investors and, on the basis of this theory, predicts that a severe 
depression will probably begin in a few months, June THE SPECU- 
LATOR, Box 6124, Providence, R. I. 02919, (Price not stated.) 

The case for Thomas Paine's original authorship of the Declaration of 
Independence isadvanced in July-August THE AGE OF REASON, 257 
VY. 3‘8fh .Sf., New York 18, (Single copy 25¢.) Published for the 
I’:lr)sfhme is the complete text of Paine's original draft — a much more 
ibertarian document than the version finally ad i et y adopted by the Contin- 

  

ARTICLES IN DEMAND 
  

Educ'afio'n: Overall educational philosophy; specific free-enterpri 
applications. Aspecial issue on education is scheduled for Septermpl:l;:ese r. 

2 - 

BOOKS ‘&ufi 

IL “Qu iddited" P. K. Slocum, 7733 Corey Street s 

E 313 %ozz:sa ' ¢t Downey, cyj 

Business relations: Examples in'trucking, coal miRiny 
1 

catering, and of'her industries wh.ere frcz‘:lifional Empl(;\ L 

relations are being reploced by innovations in indepe geherr'plfra' 
. . n; O 

Usefu! information for libertarians:  Chosing q e ent i:g 

personal efficiency/effectiveness; tactics in ideo|,, er; incrgy 

ication; new forms of personal relations, 9ical °°mn.:'r? 
Wy 

Self interest mechanisms applicable to presently 

iviti 
phil : 

vities. 
ang | 

achi 
hr%;; 
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APPLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY > 

Box 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 =  Publication Date: August 1965 — Volume Il — 25¢ 

THE STATIST MANIFESTO 
(Editor's Note: In times like these, before presenting any document 
such as"The Statist Manifesto", it is perhaps necessary to say that it 
is satirical, and is not to be taken seriously as a political platform.) 

We refute those well-meaning souls who claim that a formal Statist 
Party is unnecessary in this country. These people assert that it 
already exists, controls everything, and, furthermore, has preserved 
the illusion of freedom by voluntarily splitting into two artificial 
segments called Democrats and Republicans. Actually, both these 
segments have been infiltrated by dissident elements opposing abso- 
lute control — elements that are, in fact, against everything (see 
above.) 

To counteract the evils of Negativism in this country, it is resolved 
that a new political party, to be called the Egalitarian Statist Party, 
or Statist Party for short, be formed. . 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION: Any political party, in order to have 
a strong intellectual snob appeal, should have.a strong theoretical PLATFORM: Egalitarian Statism requires total regulation of every- foundation, preferably derived from o mathematical or physical thing, including what the people eat for breakfast (how else ensure principle. This makes us Scientific. We therefore state and prove equal diet?). It is not, therefore, feasible to give a complete plat - the following Principle of Equality: N = N +1, where N is any form. We offer only a brief summary here: arbitrary quantity. Proof: 

  

Constitution: Nothing doing — it might interfere with some NZ 4 2N + 1 = (N + 1)2 necessary State action. 

NZ - (N + 1)2 - (2N +1) Defense: All peoples, cultures, political systems, etc., being of N2 - 2N+ DN = (N + ])2 - (2N +1) - 2N + )N equal merit, it hardly matffers who. conquers us. We therefore need 2 2 2 2  not waste our mental faculties considering what types of weaponry to N%- (2NN + 0.25(2N+1)“ = (N+1)2 - (2N+1)(N+1) - 0.25(2N+1) procure and other purely military problems. Of course, defense (N' - 0.5(2N + 1))2 = (N +1-0.52N + ]))2 spending must be maintained and even increased. The easiest way to 
accustom non-Statists to Statist regulation and taxation is to call it N-0.5@N +1) = N+1-0.50N + N "National Defense." 

N N +1, Q.E.D. 
Statists should remember, however, It is evident that the application of this Principle allows us to prove s advanced as being in our best . thatany two quantities are equal; for example, the equality 1/5 = 2/3  interest and to support any foreign ruler who attacks us, since  this : iS. handled by starting with 3, applying the Principle seven times, and  makes us LIBERAL, which is a nice thing to be. WARNING: Do not " d.l":iding through by 15, Proof of equality of incommensurable quan- confuse being liberal with being opposed to nationalism, supporting ; fities is more difficult, and should not be attempted by laymen., A free speech, etc., in general. Many nations, especially those |ess 

sPecial government agency, to be known as the Ministry of Truth, endowed with Luck, have intensely nationalistic leaders (e.g gy . shall be established to handle such problems. Nkrumah, Castro, Sukamo, etc.) who jail political opposition and keep strict control of the press, yet support of these men is very very liberal. 
’ 

Foreign Policy: Optional. 
that it is best to oppose all policie 

BASIC POLICY: Following the example of the Cultural Relativists 
1 fie.fore us, we make a quick and easy extrapolation of the above Labor: All people being equal f]n . 

. . 
. 

’ o e o concode o A1k PR At S e of oty ot ater Siterence o possessing lirtle exactly the s<;me (cf. Webster's). It is well known howeve,r .rl":u’t Luck will accomplish little. Labor unions (membership compulsory) different people ofte;\ achieve hi.hi unequal de ree's of succ;ss in shall eliminate inequality by encouraging all others to emulate ”’1) 
their eng 1ghly 9 9 _ Luckless. Those opposed to these policies shall be dism; N 

endeavors, due fo the evil influence of a mysterious force to Enemies of Pr e dismissed as the ¢ designated by Law as Luck, Statism holds that the influence of CArEs. .| “ck can best be eliminated by State control of everything. Education: Equality to be enforced b | Fa little State int ' ervention is admitted to be of some benefit, it Concentration of ?”emio” on backward s ®Viously follows that absolute State control is absolutely wonderful,  ©" Luck) and holding others back will ensy " Other words, benefits resulting from State control are linear with W elfare: The j 5 ‘t :'Q:L\Ounf of control. Note that any assertion to the contrary implies 
; ont € actual re.lctionship contains higher-order terms with Negative . clents, which is Negativism of the worst sort, 

y absolute State control, 
tudents (i.e. r students low 
re equality, 

. . di view it dispassionately, or not ot all 7 distent bureaucrary whe fot; i . Przglsm holds that the only legitimate way to deal with ANY human Miscellaneous: 
’ | &m is to pass laws about it. A gradual public acceptance of the 
| by, 20Phy that only the State s competent to do anything is a subtle ~ L'ETATEST TOUT ., _ , . . | ut i 

v e w00 NOUS . 
n | . ®%ential part of the Statist strategy, since it will result in equat- D. C. WILLIAMS 

SQMMES | ETAT 
| go . :\L den, Pposition to any suggested Statist solution to some problem with 

o | "G the existence of the problem and being "against everything." “\ o5 fatism 4 . ot | they . CO€S Mot require State OWNERSHIP of all property, an idea ECONOMIC USE OF ionqrfs “"Popular in this nation due to the agitation of certain react- S e— M it g, frrond reedy malefactors of great Luck. If State REGULATION ) i 
7 righy ‘;clen”)’ absolute, ownership will mean little aside from the Pay exorbitant taxes, 
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B e 
So spoke Ivan Volovehenko bLefore the Communist Party Central 

Committee in Moscow. His stotement is like mony we hear from 

domestic bureavcrats who discover what superficially appeors to be o 

problem ond demand state intervention to solve it While bureaucrals 

have wughtto regulate ond restrict octivities ranging from theoretical 

research to child recreation, on oreo of speciol concern has been use 

of natural revources wch aswater, coal, form land, petroleum, and 

forests, 

The proponents of sociolism identify, as a flow in the market system, 

instances where entrepreneurs gain short-term profits by consuming 

natural resources to the opporant long-term detriment of all men. The 
State, they soy, must act to restrain the greed of the lumber tycoon 

who weuld cut down whole forests, the fly-by-night il operator who 

would pump only that oil which could be obtained most easily and 
obandon oil in unrecoverable form which might be extracted by more 

expensive means, and the get-rich-quick mine operator who similarly 

mines only the highest grade ore. 

But contrary to superficial appearance, the flaw is not in the market 

system but in an oversimplified analysis of the activity. While we 
cannothere consider all cases, an analysis of the utilization of forests 
will illustrate the correct method of analysis. 

Many bureaucrats have adopted the axiom that forests are "good" 
without adequately investigating why and when they might be good . 
Theassertion that forests are "good" generally derives from a confused 
combination of the beauties of unspoiled nature, the utility of wood 
products, and our duty to future generations. In order to correctly 
analyze this case it is necessary to carefully separate the different 
uses that trees may have. 

First there is the recreational and aesthetic value of trees. Different 
individuals may at different times achieve values through viewing, 
painting, smelling, climbing, measuring, feeling, photographing, or 
carving trees. Such activities to whatever extent they provide a 
value will command a price. That is, those who derive pleasure from 
viewinga stand of redwood trees will be willing to pay for the oppor- 
tunity and in an amount sufficient to deter the redwood owner from 
satisfying the less demanding desires of those who would like to buy 
redwood patio tables, and those who would like to build a factory on 
the land after it is cleared. 

Each of these aesthetic and recreational values, will therefore accrue 
towards its production exactly that amount of resources (trees) propor- 

tionately commensurate with its true subjective value, and this, 
balance will not be distorted or affected in any way by parallel util< 
itarian uses of trees. 

The second value of trees is the utilitarian value, This use involves 
the removal of the tree from the ground, processing it into many use= 

ful forms, and transporting these products to a location where they 
can be applied to fill human needs such as the need for building 
material, and need for writing material, The hyman need is far 

removed from the tree. The writing material could be made from rice, 
flax, cotton, oil, coal, or metal. The source of the material is no 

concern. It could have come from anywhere and be processed in any 
manner. The only requirement is that a human need is to be filled. 

A writing material is to be produced with the least possible expen- 
diture of wealth. Herein lies the present utilitarian value of wood. 

It is essentially a cheap commodity. Physically it is a poor material, 
It warps, splits, rots, and is a nutrient for fungi and insects; but its 
exceptionally low price, that is, its relatively easy procurement, is 
presently earning it uses which otherwise would be filled by plastics, 
metals, and ceramics. 

The greatest possible variety of human needs will be satisfied hy the 
use of wood if wood is harvested in the cheapest possible way. If the 
aesthetic and recreational value of a particular forest is less than the 
utilitarian value of that forest, then the forest should be harvested to 
satisfy the utilitarian needs. If cutting every tree in the forest to the 
ground yields the greatest amount of wood products with the least 
amount of human energy expended, then that is the type of harvesting 
that should be engaged in. In respect to utilitarian use there is no 
reason why any particular forest should be preserved, or why any for- 
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ests at all should be preserved, Men do not need "o g 

"hc”"-i'.'fls they can extract these materiols from the soil, the tack, 
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Men need stractural products, weiting raterials, ond Mk 
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from many plants and animals, Woad is maraly the i o’ 
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many instances because it is the most economic in those caas, 4 

Inthe long run when forests are somewhat more scarca ang oY ra ¢ Sl Vg 
from wood product markets the cost of wood will inceaasa, ’ 
whichwood was formerly the best economic choice will yhan, 
by other maoterials. The quantity of wood used will drogp, 
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process continues the method of harvesting will be subject 1, b 

due to the increased value of the product. ‘Where formarl, Fr,:.?: 
were so abundant relative to the market for wood that the plont:. 4 

trees for wood was economically wasteful, the balance wif| qu?a‘ 

and if the market for wood still exists the planting of trees, o, 1- 

periodic partial cutting of forests will become the most Scone tha 

Miga 
practice. 

It is my evaluation however, that long before men consume o 
small portion of the wood supply currently available, wood wil| Cans 
to be an important commodity. Wood as it comes from the tres ;; 
finding fewer and fewer uses every year. It is almost obsolete 5 
a fuel, lathing is now done with plasterboard, sheathing with Stuceg 
or aluminum, paneling with plaster. Processed materials such g oly- 
wood, Celetex, chip board, and Masonite which use wood onlyasq 
raw material are replacing ordinary lumber as material for floors 
roofs, walls, and ceilings. As human labor becomes more and .. 
valuable the economics of building with inferior substances bec 
less inviting. Thus future generations will no more consider atte 
ing to build a shelter of raw vegetable fiber than we would 
to build one held together by notches and pegs. 
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The economic use of natural resources does not require a sacrifice of 
our best interests in favor of the interests of future generations, 
Clearly our own best interests are served by maximizing our product- 
ivity. By utilizing in every instance the most efficient method ang 
the most efficient material, we will generate the greatest wealth for 
our own satisfaction and as a by-product will leave to future gener- 
ations not a legacy of virgin forests with which to build the begin - 
nings of a civilization, but a world of steel and cement, or skyscrap- 
ersand machines — an advanced civilization on which they will build 
even further. 

The lumber tycoon who levels an entire forest is following the dictates 
of the market as he should. He is a producer, satisfying human needs 
in the most efficient manner possible, and in so doing creating the 
greatest possible wealth. The bureaucrat who would tamper with the 
market system acts in ignorance. He is a destroyer. In his desire to . 
save a natural resource he wastes the most precious commodity poss- 
ible, human energy. That which each man could achieve in his life- 
time is enhanced by whatever efficiencies are developed by the pro- 
ducer and reduced by the inefficiencies imposed on him by the 
bureaucrat. 

Mr. Volovchenko believes that men must be forced to till certain 
areas and in certain prescribed fashions, and if left to pursue their 
own interests food production will fail. He is wrong in his beliefs 
but he is certainly not alone. GILL CANTWELL 
(Mr. Cantwell, who resides in Southern California, is a mechanical 
designer and inventor.) 
  

CONCERNING "THE RIGHT TO CHOICE" 
  

To, as President Johnson put it, ". . . insist that the people of South 
Viet Nam shall have the right to choice . . . and that they shall no: 

have any government imposed upon them by force and terror . « « 
the American government will use force and terror, including threat 

of long prison sentences, to destroy all right to choice of hundreds @ 
thousands of draftees. 

Up to 35,000 men per month will be overtly enslaved "to 'CO"Vincf 
the Communists that we cannot be defeated by force of arms.' Me":_ 
while, the American government, through U.N. agencies, is proce¢ 
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ing with financial support for a 300 million dollar hydroelectric 
Jevelopment of Communist China's Mekong River. h, 

N pepite the enormous and cruel contradictions in his policies, Mr. 

nd Johnsonwcsrelofively honest in his choice of words to describe them. 

  

i prortions will be collected and men forced to their death to prevent 
e ". . . defeat (of) American power..." and ". .. as part 

ofe of our obligations of justice toward our fellow men." Mr. Johnson 
for gidnotuse thewords "freedom" or "liberty" to describe his objectives. 

led  (Name withheld on request.) 
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:sr;\:: Dear Sirs 

rthe | was deeply disturbed by Dr. Murray Rothbard's article "Get Out of 
tical  Viet Naml" in the July issue of INNOVATOR. | havethe highest 

respect for Dr. Rothbard as one of the few great living libertarian 
eng cconomists, whose scholarly works consistently reflect a clear and 
ceqse  luminous rationality. We badly need such rationality in the exceed- 
ool ingly difficult task of working out, from libertarian premises, a sound 

e a5 Position on the present conflict in Viet Nam. But Dr. Rothbard's 
tueco  OMticle gives us no help whatever.in that quest. 

'ply-  One does not have to believe in purity of motive in the Johnson 
yasa administration, nor abate in the slightest a well-founded concern for 

loors,  thedanger his administration presents to all our liberties, to recognize 

more  that communism nevertheless remains a greater evil than any America 
comes  hos yet spawned. The future may not preserve this distinction; the 
tempt-  present does.  For Dr. Rothbard to state, in capital letters no less, 

ttempt  that "war is a greater moral evil than communism® and that enslave- 
ment is preferable to death is to display an attitude possible only in 
one who has never lived under a fully totalitarian state, or taken the 

fice of frowble to read with imagination and appreciation the accounts of 
ations.  those who have. For such an account, | particularly recommend Ayn 
oduct=  Rend's first novel, WE THE LIVING. | also suggest due consideration 
wod and  of the thirty thousand men, women and children who have died 
alth for  Sttempting to flee from Communist Cuba — three times the number who 

- genel” Ve succeeded in escaping it — and the meaning of their example. 

'bz:gr::r;' lhen consider Dr. Rothbard's astonishing statement that "an indig- 

:{l build r;‘JUS government, to remain in power, must at least gain the support 

| ol the majority of its people.” Rational libertarians have grave doubts 
ateven the procedure of multi-party elections actually demonstrates 

dictates " existence of any such support. Where there are no elections, 
an need®  "here government power is seized and held by naked force without 

ting the £’ o pretense of "appeal to the people," all individuals of both 

with the  ™iority and minorities are enslaved except for the minority ruling 

desire 10 8;0up_ Theirability to remain in power rests on a shrewd manipulation 

ity pos c: f"_rce and propaganda, the standard weapons in the arsenal of 

his life T’muficnism all over the world. The only conceivable basis upon 

"ld start one, if he lived in North Viet Nam or Red China . . . . 

| cer::;; zmclly comes his statement, flying squarely in the face of all history 

s 'lie :;W‘e\l as current Vietnamese reality, that civil and guerrilla wars 

fa:b r‘neme least damage of any 1o civilians, being directed only against 

1cql «t,‘;:mé' This might be possible in theory. In plotliC:, the uni- 

echanlc "errik) human experience is that these are the bloodiest f:nd most 

Men E]c‘ all wars, the most lastingly destructive of good will 0”{::;9 wenty . 3 - - 

- ey i Hiies we e 07, el 
t.‘g“' " L merica, ) ut Vln Porls ol our ru / ! ,A e 

e ey e Civil War which ended o full century 090. s fo he 

o " IQL”U' they showed the real meaning of their kind ?f\:ur‘folc by 

e 0(50‘/ ' T-;i'u"ctm terrorist bombing of a floating wsmuru‘m. in Saigon, a 

shall p0' by "“Lflcl‘/ selected target, which resulted in the killing and dread- 

rrof ',‘0' "'.y,‘.‘_‘:“l(:"("\ of many innocent civilions at dinner, ballh men g;rj.d 

ding thf 0' ! /;u; '-uch tactics do not excuse our own oifu'me's against v.mu:":ll, 

rn.'f‘d"’d5 L fam, but they hardly leave much bosis for tegawing Viet 
e 3 Yuer! . : i 

gy 39t warfare oy especially kindly toward civiliany o oo 

wnqin" : YL CARROLL, PhD 

0o v Connll is poblisher of FREEDOM'S WAY (Earl's Rood, South ¢ el i 
‘; P'ocd‘ ¥, 'l,v,i,,,:).) 
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Dear Editor 

With all due respect for Dr. Rothbard's competence as an economist, 

his discussion of the Viet Nam issue must be considered less than 

adequate. 

+ + . . just what does Dr. Rothbard mean by innocent people? . . . 
Does he mean a people who are involved due fo the activitiesof their 

rulers? Ineverysociety where people live under a dictatorial govern- 

ment system the people, whether they accept their rulers or not, will 

carry the burden of their rulers. . . . 

Dr. Rothbard's statement that "war . . . is a greater moral evil than 

communism" is a clear case of confusing categories. War is a state 

of affairs — just as storm, auto accident, traffic jom or illness are . 

Communism is an ideology comprised of ideas held by people, which 

subsequently motivates the activities of people who hold that ideclogy. 

The two notions, WAR and COMMUNISM are not comparable on any 

scale of moral evaluation. Whereas WAR is at best the result of 

someone's immorality upon another (as is violence, a street fight, etc.), 

COMMUNISM is a belief which sets down certain rules and laws of 

human conduct. . . . Consequently, if one aims to eliminate WAR 

(or violence, street fighting, etc.) one must eliminate the causes 

which bring about this state of events. The most futile thing todo 

would be to attempt to fight against the state of events itself WITH - 

OUT fighting its source. 

   

. ... According to many individuals — including myself — Commun- 
ism (as a social consequence of an ideology) offers the conditions 

under which life would be unacceptable. If the altematives are to 

submit to such a life or to RISK the loss of one's life instantly, then 

a rational, moral individual would choose the latter one . 

Finally, my points should not be construed as a defense of U.S. policy 

in Viet Nam or anywhere else. | think that there are arguments in 
support of a pull-out (e.g.: our double standard in giving wheat to 
the U.S.S.R. while losing lives fighting one of its friends; the poss- 

ibility that the U.S. is not sufficiently innocent of the crimes against 

which it fights its "war against Communism"). Dr. Rothbard, how- 
ever, did not supply us with these arguments. TIBOR R. MACHAN 

Sir 

As a libertarian | write to protest your concern with illegal activ- 

ities — evading taxes, avoiding arrest, procuring false identification, 
and, now, "beating" antisex laws. . . . 

Those who do not agree with certain laws can and should work for 

their repeal. But | firmly believe that each citizen has o respon= 

sibility to abide by the rules of society so long as such rules continue 
to exist . . . . "Beating" bad laws does not serve liberty, 

If you cannot BE a li?erturio:w publication, please, at least, stop 

besmirching the word "liberty" by putting it on the masthead of o tip 
sheet for tax cheats, draft dodgers, and libertines. (Name withheld 

on requeif-) 

Reply 

‘When confronted with coercion (initiated force or theeat thereod) 

ANY response which does not involve coercion againat an évm\\e,\'r 

third porty basically accords with the libertarion premise of voluntar- 
ism. Possible responses include attempled perwation, covnteratioe h 

escape, complionce, and disregardange, WHICH respomie it --x-;" 

profitable in @ given sitvation depends oo the peciticy of that 4in - 

ation. 

While political opposition to 0 coercive low va ponible respoOnse 

it iy not always on effective one, For exomple, o Jew 

Germany was (essentially) "guilty™ of o "crime™ (wnivhab! 

And, 

change the law., 

. in Nozi 
& By Jeuth, 

. v n i L i ; ) 12 as a concentiation comp inmate, he Could My evpedr s 

But, if he could "illegolly™ aveld intermment and 
o . ) etcape, he could not only wrvive bur pebopm work M overthege the 

tazi tegime, 

While collectivivm in America hay ma yet reudhad the MNa2 i ~Camman ~ 

it level ot ryranny, the omawat of legulized cppeestion v comaig SN ides ~ 
able. To live, withour svlokiting one basw 0 anothar, (v gl of N 3 v 
in i in s " I PR = impanible, Al aloce many ke aie noa b e tive, depvndent iy, 
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theit interpretation on tha whims of policemen ond ‘iudgeS, everj lz 

lowyer often connot odvise whaet conduct is "legal” wnh"m:\y cerru'vn 

ty. “Tc‘up‘wly 150 million "criminals™ are "still at large "LArE:r-l:z 

only becouse contistent enforcement of oll the lows on the koo" I.m- 

logistic impossibility. (For examples of statutes wh:‘ch make :rl i 

inali” of the vast majority, see past instollments of Qunc\fsan 5. 

In this sitvation, the would-be low cbiding citizen is ofren. in greater 

jeopordy thon the knowing low-breoker by virtue of his innocence, 

and mos! in need of information if he does become a random victim. 

So long os the overwhelming majority of honest, productive individuals 

attempt to conform, sheep-like, to the most outrageous laws, even 

more atrocious violations of freedom can probobly be eyfpe'cfed. 

Cooperation by the victims makes it possible for the real criminals- 

turned-rulers to "get oway with it," therely encouraging fur?her o-cfs 

of legalized violence. While a thorough analysis of libertarion 

strategy must be deferred for future INNOVATOR articles, peaceful 

non-compliance with those laws which invoke initiated force may be 

one of the more effective means for achieving greater liberty. Fer— 

tainly “civil disobedience is a weapon to be critically appraised, 

not summarily rejected. 

Eoch individual must assess for himself the "legal" acts of violence 

and respond in the manner which he estimates optimizes his own life. 

EDITOR 
  

Qu\CKs 4, 05 

To comply with an "antitrust" ruling, Mead Corporation has been 
ordered by the Federal Trade Commission fo reconstruct and then sell 
a factory it dismantled over two years ago. 
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PRATTICAL "ECONOMICS 

'Tl‘g_a;flm‘e;duy béfaye Christmas when | stepped into the bar owned and 
ofiqn%fedfiy Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young at Grasshopper Junction, 
Arizona.. Afteran exchange of greetings | ordered my customary 

dfr?k;]l{}s@nngifed me to share his table. Ignoring my normally 
antisocialidispesikion, | accepted the invitation — | had noticed a 
presaign_‘éfi the-:;g'rmnger's car. 

In ré?ponse to T question, "How's business," the stranger told me 
a tale: 

“| am o view postcard distributor," he said. "l go out with my camera 
and | shoot color photographs. The man | buy the film frommakesa 
profit. On a good day | may shoot six different scenes, exposing a 

couple of dozen sheets of 4 x 5 color film, [ retum to my place of 
business, write up orders and send the color film for processing, The 
processor makes a profit. 

"I shipthe processed color film to a lithographer in New York, either 
by railway express or air express, depending upon the circumstances . 
The carrier makes a profit, 

“The lithographer starts my color shots through a rather involved 
process, making color separations and so on. Hispresses represent a 
heavy investment, He employs highly skilled labor. The finished 
postcards are of the highest quality. After the finished postcards have 
been inspected, they go to another section of the plant where q 
message is imprinted on the reverse side of the card. After this, the cards are packed in strong, cardboard boxes and shipped to me by 
truck or railway freight., The lithographer has made a profit, The 
carrier has made a profit, 

"My orders arrive safely in California 
with my dealers, in racks which | s 
racks from also makes a profit, 
cents for the post cards and the 
involved has made a profit and do 

and | go out to place them 
upply. And the man I buy the 

My dealers pay me from 2.5 to 3 
dealers make a profit. Everybody 
you know what happens next? " 

I nodded but the man insisted on finishing his tale, "You have to pay the lousy government 4 cents to deliver the card and even then the lousy government post office can't make ends meet and Congress 

has to appropriate more tax dollars to make Up the deficy o 

Another round of drinks were brought to oyr table, 

another soberly and silently. 
® toayy 4 

My acquaintance continued, "You'll notice | dignry 

California use taxes, licenses to do business, o 

taxes and all the rest of the taxes which 90 to sy 

bums — where nobody makes a profit because none of 

damed thing. They're just a bunch of lousy parasites, 

even man: 

e tayes L 
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know what I'm going to do?" oy, | 

| nodded my head affirmatively but the man didn's 9ive me . 

“I'm going to start shrugging," he said. "You don'y now wc|., e, 
talking about but there's a book called ATLAS SHRUGGEp an:r It 

"] READ IT," | startled myself by shouting. (1) 

The man was startled, too. "So you read ATLAS SHRUGGED] 
you don't live around here, do you? Why would qn 

yone ”\/Q 8 

this desolate place?" Qroyng 

His eyes opened wider. "Holy hell," he said, "and I've b, : 
YOU. Let me buy you another drink, " e 'e”'”g 

"Twas the day before Christmas! GEORGE BOARDMAN, PhD 

(Dr. -Boardman, who resides in the ghost town of Chloride’ 

is the author of over a thousand published articles.) 

(1) . ATLAS SHRUGGED, Ayn Rand, Random House, New York, 1957 
$6.95; (also available in paperback for $1.00 from Ney Americy 
Library, Box 2310 Grand Central Station, New York 10017, ! 
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FREEDOM OF EDUCATION 
WEREE" INDOCTRINATION VERSUS FREE EDUCATION 
  

nfree" is a word with multiple usages in the English language. It 
may mean absence of compulsion. It may meon uncontrolled. It may 
mean without cost: gratis. 

Yet when advocates of government schools — federal, state, or 
local — describe such schools as "free," 

EVERY POSSIBLE SENSE, 

So-called "public education” is NOT free, as is claimed to the point 

of platitude by the unthinking and the immoral. It, or its law -pre- 

scribed equivalent, is COMPULSORY. It is also CONTROLLED, 
with the curriculum prescribed by the government. And, finally, it 

is EXPENSIVE — far more so per student than superior private edu- 

cation, both in terms of cost to the pupil (as the victim of wasteful, 

antiquated, and often harmful teaching methods) and cost to the tax- 
Pcyer. 

Those who assert that government schools are free, like those who 

equate "liberalism" with fascist-socialism, are in essence claiming 
that FREEDOM IS SLAVERY. RAUL SANTANA 

they misuse the word in 

  

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION   

The pendulum of education methods swings from the classic period, 

when Greek, Latin and strict obedience were considered equally 
necessary, fo the era of the "freedom" schools, where supposedly 

the full development of the child occurs by "See and Do." For those 
weary of reading "theories" which bear little resemblance to results 
in practice, there comes to light a pathway out of a hitherto gray 

area, toward a scientific method of rational education. 

The scientific method of presenting, observing and improving has 

been applied to education by Maria Montessori and is discussed in 

her book, THE MONTESSORI METHOD. (1) Based on an observat- 

ion that idiot children used testing materials to educate themselves, 

Maria Montessori, the first woman doctor of Italy, introduced the 

same materials to normal children and found they, too, used the 

materials to learn. 

Drawing upon the work of Itard and Seguin, Dr. Montessori found 

that education of the tactile senses prepared the way for conceptual 

thought. Providing more and more materials, leaving those the child- 

ren preferred, discarding those they did not use, she was astonished 

(as the reader will be) at the amount of work the child wants to do 

ond his absorption in it. Given a choice, the child would chose 

didactic materials rather than a doll or ball. The child prefers the 

world of real things (provided they are based on inherent logic) to 

make-believe. Maria Montessori has recognized this fact and devel- 

oped an education method consistent with the nature of the child. 

Throughout her work her attitude toward the child as A BEING is 

refreshing and exhilarating.  VIVIENNE JACKSON 

(1) THE MONTESSORI METHOD, Maria Montessori. A paperback 
edition is published by Schocken Books, 67 Park Avenue, New York 

16, $1.95, 

(Vivienne Jackson, a Montessori method teacher-trainee, plans a 

career in free enterprise education. She resides in California.) 
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i/t/a — ALPHABET OF THE FUTURE? 

  

The passage above is spelled using the 44-character Augmented Roman 

Alphabet, more commonly known as the Initial Teaching Alphabet, or 
i/t/a. Originated by Sir James Pitman, an English publisher and 

grandson of Sir Isaac Pitman, inventor of Pitman shorthand, i/t/a will 

be the first experience in reading this year for over 100,000 children 
in England and the United States. 

i/t/a is a phonetic alphabet designed for use as a learning aid. With 

a few exceptions, i/t/a incorporates a one-for-one correspondence 
between written symbols and spoken sounds. And the symbols are 

designed for the greatest possible visual similarity, on a word level, 
with traditional English. (1) 

The exciting educational potentialities of i/t/a can be appreciated 
by examining the problems and pitfalls of traditional English spelling. 
Written English is at best a semi-phonetic language. Over 2000 
different letter combinations are required to represent the 40-odd 
English speech sounds. To give just two out of hundreds of possible 
examples: The syllable SAL represents different sounds in salt, sal- 
ad, salve, and salient. And the diphthong T is spelled differently in 
pie, buy, sigh, my, eye, aisle, island, and icing. 

For the adult who reads largely by pattern recognition of words, the 
inconsistencies of English spelling is a major but tolerable nuisance — 
mainly a source of spelling and pronunciation errors. But for the 
small child, valiently attempting to form orderly concepts out of the 
myriad profusion of sights and sounds around him, the ambiguities of 
written English might almost seem like the work of a malevolent and 
capricious demon bent on confusion and torment. Not only is learn- 
ing to read slow and inefficient — the child must devote a large part 
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of a very perceptive period of his life to the tedious memorizing of 

unreasonable conventions. While there is no way fo assess the 

damage inflicted on motivations and capacities of a young child, it 

is not unreasonable to conjecture that spelling absurdities help to 

foster an irrational view of existence, lack of self-confidence, and 

an attitude of conformity for the sake of conformity. 

i/t/a, because it is o phonetic alphobet, eliminates rote drilling and 

renders obsolete the insipid "Look Jane, look" style of reader. 

Troditional reading-spelling, if taught by phonetics, requires the 

leaming of hundreds of different phonemic representations plus hun- 

dreds of context clues plus myriad "exceptions;" or, if taught by"look 

and say, " requires recognition of every single word — as if one were 

leaming Chinese. Mastery of i/t/a, in contrast, requires the learning 

of only 44 different sounds/symbols. The average six-year-old already 

has an aural vocabulary of several thousand words. With i/t/a he is 

immediately able to read and write this entire vocabulary. 

Inatrial at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania schools, 38% of the i/t/a-taught 

first-graders were using third-grade level instructional materials 

within six months, compared to none of a traditional ly-taught control 

group. And only 13% of the i/t/a children were still reading first- 

grade or primer texts, whereas 85% of the control group remained at 

this level. 

Even more impressive is the creative writing proficiency displayed by 

i/t/a taught pupils. Quick, easy and confident mastery of the alpha- 

bet enables even first-graders to express themselves fluently. 

However, i/1/a's greatest value may be the attitudesof independence, 

self-confidence, and achievement it encourages. Liberated from the 

irrational confusion of conventional English spelling, the i/t/a 

student can read and write what he wants on his own initiative and 

does not require constant supervision by the teacher. 

Significantly, i/t/a has produced these results even in an environ- 

ment of bureaucratic mediocrity that is the typical socialized school. 

What fantastic results can we expect as i/t/a is cross-fertilized in 

free enterprise schools with the methodologies of Montessori and other 

innovators? 

In current practice, pupils are changed from i/t/a to traditional 

spelling after the first grade. By that time the child recognizes sev- 

eral thousand words by sight. And, since i/t/a characters are 

designed to resemble the most frequently occurring corresponding let- 

ters and letter combinations, many traditionally-spelled words are 

immediately recognizable. The advantages of beginning in i/t/a are 

so great that even before the formal “weaning, "the i/t/achild is more 

proficient at reading traditional English than is the child whobegins 

with that alphabet. 

While its proponents emphasize that i/t/a is only a teaching tool and 

not intended as a general spelling reform, one wonders if they under- 

estimate its potentialities. Children who eagerly grasp i/t/a as a 

simple key to the wonders of the written word are not likely to mani- 

fest the same enthusiasm in giving up this orderly and elegant alpha- 

bet for the absurd irregularities of traditional spelling. During and 

immediately after the transition in school, the child will read i/t/a 

more easily; for pleasure reading he will prefer stories and comics in 

i/t/a if available. What will be the result? Perhaps the change- 

over age will be gradually moved upward until i/t/a prevails and 

traditional spelling, if taught at all, will be taught at the high 

school or college level as a foreign language. 

Interestingly, i/t/a promoters, perhaps fearful of "creeping i/t/a" 
and adverse popular reactions to such a development, discourage out- 

side reading in this media. Initial Teaching Alphabet Publications, 

Inc., (2) advises in their brochure, THE STORY OF i/t/a: "Do not 

invest in an i/t/a library for your child. He will leave i/t/aina 
few months and should not then return to i/t/a books. Because he 

will be retuming to his home library books time and time again, they 

should be in the regular alphabet and spelling." 

The adoption of i/t/a affords a golden opportunity for the purposeful 
inculcation of rational values and libertarian principles through edu- 

cation. At present, i/t/a is so new that very little literature is 
available outside of a limited selection of text books. And, in light 

of the above policy, i/t/a books above third-grade reading [eve| i 

probably not be offered by regular textbook publishers for some H';l I 

Thus, children's stories and comics in i/t/a could be q Wo”hwhi' 

product for libertarian writers and publishers. tle 

i/t/a may come fo rank as one of the most significant improvements 

to the English language in 1000 years, as well as an important edy- 

cational invention. Congratulations to Sir James Pitman — language 

EL RAY innovator par excellence. 

(1) Initial Teaching Alphabet: 

o daigw whin        

(2) Initial Teaching Alphabet Publications, Inc., (20 E. 46th Street, 
New York 10017) publishes various i/t/a readers, workbooks and 
manuals, and sponsors teacher-training workshops. 
  

THE FREE ENTERPRISING ORIGINATOR OF EDUCATION FOR ALL 
  

Unbelievable as it may seem today, there was a teacher who not only 
managed the education of up to 1,000 children at once, by his own 
efforts, but who also taught hundreds of other teachers from all over 

the world to do the same. 

In 1798, at the age of twenty, this educational genius opened his 
first school in London. At a time when education for the poor was 
almost unheard of, Joseph Lancaster invited factory workers, miners, 

peasants, even paupers to sent their children. And the little ones 

came, often barefoot, ragged, and hungry — some eager, many 

skeptical at first. With remarkable speed, the youngsters began to 
read, spell, write, and figure. Those thought to be the least promis- 

ing children of London blossomed into scholars, Well-disciplined and 
responsible, they applied themselves with enthusiasm and orderliness, 
outdistancing students in the very best schools of that day. 

Word spread throughout England, Europe, even North and South 
America, that on Borough Road in London, one Quaker schoolmaster 
was teaching a thousand pupils of all ages to read, write, and figure. 

How could it be done? Visitors crossed mountains, oceans, and con- 
tinents to learn the secrets. Those who came described what they had 
seen, "An orderly and beautiful spectacle . . . . The children were 
full of joyful animation in performing duties agreeably varied from 
hour to hour . . . . The master had complete control. In an instant 
the whole hubbub could be stopped by the word, "Halt!" 

Lancaster began by teaching fundamentals to a few of the most prom- 
ising older boys. As soon as a lad achieved the required degree of 
proficiency, he became a monitor with the responsibility of devoting 
part of his time to teaching a class of ten younger children. There 
were monitors for reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling. In addition 
monitors took attendance, ruled paper, gave exams, and promoted 

pupils. Assistant monitors stood by to take over teaching chores when 
the senior monitor received his own instruction. 

Pupils were promoted immediately and individually upon achievement 

of the required work. They advanced, subject by subject, so that a 
bright speller moved forward as fast.as he learned his words; in arith- 
metic one advanced as quickly as his skill and enthusiasm impelled 
him. Small classes provided a constant challenge, for, if a student 

missed a question, another who discovered the error assumed the 

former's place at the head of the class. 
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Lancaster developed an alphabet wheel, pioneered the use of indiv- 
ancos N e 

Huol slatey, used reoding sheets as a substitute for then-scarce books, 
it # " . . N ) 

won books in arithmetic were his own creation, There were sand 
Le i ) 

which tiny fingers traced the letters of the alphabet, 
sobles on 

All the semses were stimulated ot once. The children saw words 

yten by the monitor, and read them aloud as they, themselves, 
\N'; 

then oll held up individual slates for correction. 
wrote; 

It wosn't long before others pattemed schools after his, and former 
popils became masters of their own monitorial schools. Lancaster was 

much in demond for lectures, discussions, ond consultation on his 

system. 

The system was also being exported with remarkable success. New 

York City wos the center of the greatestactivity in the United States. 

In 1805 a private group, called the New York Free School Society, 

was formed under the leadership of DeWitt Clinton, later Governor of 

New York. 

By this time Loncaster hod awakened many to the fact that it was 

possible to do o creditable job of education at very little expense; 

and education was becoming a lively political issue. The government 

begon to conduct surveys, promote its own ideas, and even tried to 

appoint school inspectors. The first reaction to interference wasso 

violent that inspections were seldom made. Later, however, Parlia- 

ment voted financial aid to the British and Foreign Society, as it was 

now called, and the competing National Society. The contributions 

were eagerly accepted. Thereafter, schools were compelled to 

comply with the inspection edict. Next to go was the monitorial 

system; the end of Lancaster's idea in England came in 1847 when the 

Society accepted government assistance for the training of teachers. 

Meanwhile, New York City's education history had followed a simil- 

or pattern.  As the Free School Society's first school began to grow 

out of its original quarters, a new location was needed. The City of 

New York donated a larger building on the condition that children at 

the almshouse be educated. 

On Februery 27, 1807, New York State joined hands in the educat- 

ional effort. A law was passed appropriating $4,000 to the society's 

building fund, plus $1,000 per year for general expenses. 

In 1812, as education was moving along nicely, the legislature 

oppointed a representative to look after the state's money. In Janu- 

ary 1813 Gideon Hawley took office as the nation's first State Super- 

intendent of Schools. 

Thirty years later the Board of Education of the City of New York 

was created, established its own schools, and took over responsibil- 

ity for education. 

That no one would have educated the poor if "society” had not 

assumed the responsibility, has been accepted as a proven truth, In 

the United States we have been told for more than 100 years that 

tax-supported, political, compulsory, secular education is one of the 

great social reforms. Yet, had universal education not been pushed 

into a hasty marriage with the politician, methods developed by Jo= 

seph Lancaster might have survived. His system succeeded oncein 

tuming out eager, well-disciplined, helpful, moral, and brilliant 

scholars. Perhaps one day it will be needed and allowed again. 

(This is a condensation of "Education Without Taxation," ERICA 

CARLE, March 1962 FREEMAN, Foundation for Economic Education, 

Irvington-on-Hudson, New York. (Single copy, 50¢; one-year sub- 

scription, $5.00; published monthly. The complete article includes 

extensive footnotes and references.) 

  

IS "PUBLIC EDUCATION" A BARGAIN? 
  

Who, if state schools did not exist, could afford to send their child~ 

ren to a private school? 

Take the case of a typical homeowner in the middle-west. Through 

local real-estate taxes, he pays about $300 per year to support his 

community's "free” public school system. He sends two children to the 

public school. The school district spends $450 per year to educate 

each child, and tells him of the great bargain he is getting. "Three 

times as much education as he is paying for." 

But wait a minute. The "generous" school district spends $450 per 

year, times twelve years, times two children; for o grond total of 

$10,800 worth of education. In the forty to fifty years our friend will 

pay taxes on his "real property," he will donate $12,000t0 315,000 

to the cause of "free" education. Above ond beyond this sum, he 

will pay state and federal education taxes which will be kicked bock 

to his district — IF the NEED (not the revenue) is great enough. 

Can you afford a "free" education for your kids? HARRY H. HEINZE 

  

LIBERATE EDUCATION — NOW! 
  

How can we free young minds from the crippling imcompetence of 

socialized education? How can we replace archaic methods and 

compulsory brain-washing with the voluntary cooperation and spirited 

progress of the freemarket? In short, how con we liberate education? 

The task of getting "from here to there may seem formidable. Edu- 

cation has been socialized for so long in the United States that "the 

little red school house” has become, along with filibusters and pork 

barrel projects, a bit of nostalgic Americana. Recognizing this, some 

oppose even raising the issue at this time — arguing that liberation of 

education must necessarily come last, not first, in the establishment 

of freedom, and asserting that all efforts are required fo prevent 

further erosion of what liberties remain. 

| MUST EMPHATICALLY DISAGREE! So long as education remains 

under government control — so long as bureaucrats are able to dictate 

curriculum, texts and teacher qualifications, most of each new gen- 

eration will be indoctrinated to accept any and all state violence in 

the name of "national defense™ or “"social welfare.” There is no 

"historical necessity” for a "first in, last out" political strategy — 

quite the opposite. Liberation of education is avital early step in 

the attainment of freedom, and until this is accomplished other pro- 

gress will be meager if not naught. 

Can education be liberated in our time? | am convinced that a small 

but skillful libertarian effort can, through intelligent use of tactical 

alliances and economic developments, bring forth substantially com- 
plete freedom of education in at least a few states within a decade. 
To those who might share this hope | offer the following suggestions 

for political tactics: 

OPPOSE ALL STATE CONTROL OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS. Oppose, 

for example, state requirements for private school teachers. 

OPPOSE ALL MEASURES WHICH WOULD "IMPROVE" SOCIALIZED 
SCHOOLS. Oppose school bond issues. Support, on the other hand, 
attempts to finance "public schools" by charging tuition. As "public 
education" becomes increasingly inadequate and less gratuitous, more 

parents will patronize private schools. And each private school cus- 
tomer becomes a potentially staunch advocate of private education. 

WHILE STATE CONTROL REMAINS, FAVOR EFFORTS TO 
FRAGMENT THIS CONTROL. While one may hold that ANY govern- 

ment which uses coercion is as immoral as any other, nevertheless 
direction by a multiplicity of small states or collectivist bodies ils 
preferable to overall control by one big state. Side with "conservat- 
ives" and local officials who oppose federal control. Side with "lib - 
erals" who advocate control of state universities by their faculties. 
Side with "free speech" movements on STATE campuses regardless of 
the philosophical inconsistencies of their spokesmen, remembering that 
any state which raises revenue by coercion has no MORAL claim to 
"state property." 

USE "PUBLICSCHOOL" CONTROVERSIES TO YOUR ADVANTAGE 
Do not take sides in the unending and unendable squabbles over whu.t 
n H n public schools" SHOULD be doing — such as "progressive education” 
versus "fundamentals," integration versus segregation, religious exer- 
c'ises versus agnosticism, etc. Rather get ALL discontents on your 
side by pointing out that in the free market each parent becomes q 
sought-after customer who can purchase the kind of education for his 
child which he wants. Point out, furthermore, that competition be- 
tween the vori?us educational methods will bring progress much faster 
than can the dictates of a state planning board. - 
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DISTINGUISH BETWEEN STATE SUBSIDIZED AND SOCIALIZED 

EDUCATION, AND MAKE TACTICAL USE OF THIS DISTINCTION. 

While either is immoral if financed by coercion, the latter is by far 

the more destructive of intellectual potential and the greater hindrance 

to freedom. Many who are too confused or enamored with welfare- 

at-the-point-of-a-gun to easily become consistent advocates of fre(e- 

dom can, nevertheless, be convinced that SOCIALIZED edycation is 

inferior, inefficient, and completely unnecessary. Suggest that just 

as a state can furnish "relief to impoverished families without own- 

ing and operating supermarkets, so a state could make education pay- 

ments to "underprivileged" families for expenditure in the private 

schools of their choice. Because the majority is now so thoroughly 

indoctrinated in "welfarism," 1 am convinced that some formof "state 

assistance” for low-income families who desire private schooling is an 

unavoidable intermediate step in the progress toward free education. 

  

How might liberation of education proceed within a state? Making a 
few optimistic assumptions, | forecast: 

PUBLIC COMMUNICATION: Through effective public relations 
many are brought to a full awareness of the merits of genuinely free 

education. Communications are directed to the parents, teachers, 

tax-payers, religious minorities — explaining the overall superiority 
of free education and emphasizing the specific advantages for each. 

LEGISLATION: Bills are passed at the state or federal level per- 
mitting deduction of private school tuition payments from taxes (not 

just from taxable income) and/or "rebates" to those who patronize 
private schools. And action is taken on the city or county level to 

charge tuition for attending "public school;" perhaps exempting 

children of low-income parents from such payments. 

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Patronage of free enterprise schools 
increases. In response to demand many new private schools, featuring 

a variety of innovative jdeas, are started; these grow in quality ‘and 

size. Better private schools in tum attract more customers, and each 

customer has a strong personal incentive to oppose allschool taxes 

and support further liberalizing legislation. Through automation — 

computer and TV techniques — some of the “cut rate" private schools 

offer superior instruction at amazingly low prices — refuting the scare 

stories of any bitter-end defenders of socialized education. Teachers' 
salaries are bid up by the booming of private education and most of 

the capable reachers are hired away from state schools, increasing 

the private/state quality gap. Finally, as "public school" attendance 

declines, communities sell many of their school facilities, which, in 

turn, are utilized for new private schools. Within ten years the vast 

majority of children in the state are attending private schools. 

Yes, education can be liberated. Let's begin now. 

RIC VILLANUEVA 
  

HOW TO START YOUR OWN PRIVATE SCHOOL 
  

The economics of the problem is a matter of supply and demand. Is 

there a demand for a private school, such as you can offer, in the 

area you want fo teach in? If there is, the rest is simple. Do it. 

If, on the other hand there is not a demand, then you find the area 

where there is a demand. This involves knowledge of individuals and 

their philosophy; because, why else would a parant send their child to 

your school, except for a mutual agreement on basic philosophy. 

My philosophy of education is stated as follows: The Renaissance 

School exists for the purpose of representing a critical search for the 

truth, and recognizing the fact that truth is an absolute. The student 

will form a code of values based on property to enable him to differ - 

entiate truth from non-truths. In order for a student to form a code 

of values and live by them he must think. A student can be taught to 

think. The scientific method is the tool | use in teaching to think. 

Teaching is motivating the student tc self improvement, and this is 

accomplished by creating a purposeful image. 

The question of licensing can be best answered, as to whether you 

want a small or large school. If you want to be small, and be con- 

tent to remain small, you operate your school in your home, (but be 
sure to call it "tutoring in your home") and forget the bureaucrats, 
If you want something larger, then you might go to the local bureau- 
crats and get a business license, and county bureaucrats for a health 

and safety licence, and the state bureaucrats to approve 

curriculum. And there are more such as: Bureau for the A 

Frustration of Freedom, Liberty, and Enterprise (BAFFLE)_ 

DAVE WINGO 

(Mr. Wingo Is proprietor of THE RENAISSANCE SCHOOL (p, B 
338, Midway (;H)%, California.) + Box 

J 
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IN PROCESS 
Report on the Los Angeles riot: Facts the popular news media dig not 

report; conclusions the government officials and commentators dare 

not draw; a mysterious ham radio signal. Who are the real "mothersa 

Is o depression imminent? Stock market analyst HOWARD KATZ 
discusses "The Economic Situation and its Consequences," 

What might supercede statist highways? ARNOLD ZINTHEFgR 

imagineers a delightfully far-out "Playway." 

How much intellectual dissent exists in a nation having nominal free- 

dom of speech — after 30 years of mixed socialism? BOB and Ty 

HAYES describe "The Swedish Information Media." 

Can one make AND KEEP a fortune even in the fascist state of Amer- 

ica? Dr. GEORGE BOARDMAN suggests a few "Opportunities," 

"Smuggling Through the Iron Curtain® is described by o first-hand 

authority on the subject, who asks that his name be withheld. 

"Self-seeking" EL RAY explores libertarian strategy and reviews a 

very interesting but disturbing little book on the psychology of 

altruism and mass movements. Then, more optimistically, he answers 

the question, "What is an ethical enclave?" 
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DEPRESSION 
CONOMIC SITUATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES e FCONOMIC =   

his article proceeds from the basic economic theories of libertarian 

It is an opplication of these theories to the present economic 

sitction.  Most important is the theory of the credit cycle, which 

predicfs'ha' the consequences of an artificial credit expansion by the 

government will be a false boom which inevitably leads to a bust. (1) 

writers. 

Essentiolly, what happens is that the government, via the Federal 

Reserve System, pumps money into the banking system. This money is 

nseen" by the system as savings (i.e., the system treats it as though 

there were an increase in people's savings). There is more money 

ovailable for loans to business. Borrowing conditions are made eas - 

ier, and business is encouraged to make new investments which it 

would not otherwise have made. These new investments are profitable 

only because of the new, higher level of "saving.” Of course, since 

thesaving is not true saving which is done by individuals of their own 

volition, then, when the Federal Reserve Board stops pumping money 

info the banking system, the amount of money available for loans 

contracts, and the investments which had been predicated on the high- 
er level of "saving" are now seen fo be unprofitable. Thus there is a 

folse boom in capital goods followed by a bust. 

How long this boom will go on before the bust, the theory does not 

soy. Economists agree that we have had a long boom. It is the thesis 
of this article that we have come to the end of the boom and that the 
next economic phase will be the bust. 

fconomic Considerations 

first, there is the consideration that we have had a long gold outflow 
which the Federal Reserve Board regards as serious and which could 

cause a tightening of money. 

Second, there is the fact that we aré just past a presidential election 

year, and this is generally the best time for economic bad medicine 
such as tight money. 

Third, there is the weak condition of the British pound. Any attempt 
:: save the pound will undoubtedly increase the outflow of gold from 

eU.S, 

Fourth, there is the fact that every major stock market in the free 

"°"|<{ is now in a decline (having declined over 30% in the first half 

of this year) thys signaling a world-wide depression. 

n’?Se considerations make it plausible that 1965 will be the year 

fh‘ChseeSOH end to the false boom and a beginning of the correction. 

e'_ us look at the matter a little more closely. 

i;rl:s'mpwm"f to understand that profits are ephemeral.. If.a business 

ch;mrn amount above the going interest rate, fl‘:l? wnll. attract 

profits d'° come info competition with it. This competition will force 

increm, own until the earnings are close to the interest rate (plus an 

evel z?; to account for risk.) Thus in the long run eamings tend to 

€conom| near the rate of interest. This presents problems for th'e 

fises Icf,p'(’”“efs- " If they pump some money into the economy, this 

again pro ”f, but, if they then stop, profits will !end to fall back 

myst l;e n order to keep profits at their new high level, money 

"p cnneflf?m'”‘f"")’ pumped _in at the same rate.. But no econ.0|.'ruc' 

Pressyr, is satisfied with a new, higher level of profits. What p.olmcu 

es demand is "growth” an ever increasing level of profits, and 0 ACCOMPLISH THIS REQUIRES THAT MONEY BE PUMPED INTO 

w8, Los Angeles, California 90034 = Publication Date: October 1965 — Volume Il — 25¢ 

COMING ¢ 
THE BANKING SYSTEM AT AN EVER INCREASING RATE. Thus we 

see the impossible predicament which the money managers are in. 

Now, the recent economic statistics show two things which appear to 

be inconsistent. The banking system has been running net borrowed 

reserves since March of this year. This would indicate that the Fed. 
has adopted a tight money policy. But bank loans to business have 

increased markedly. The answer can be found in the fact that it is 
business which has taken the initiative. Business is going out to 
borrow at higher and higher interest rates (as evidenced by increased 

bank earnings.) 

What must have happened (and this is confirmed by the dispute over 
easy vs. tight money on the Federal Reserve Board itself) is that the 

Fed., without actually tightening money, got cold feet and merely 
did not loosen it at the ever increasing rate which is demanded. 

Businessmen, being used to the easy money, made their plans on the 
assumption that there would be more of it. When they went to the 
banks to get money to put their plans into action, they found that 

they had to bid up interest rates. It is these higher interest rates 

which will put the crimp in future capital spending. 

We thus see that the facts of life have caught up with our money 

managers. Faced with the consequences of theireasy money policies 
they cannot continue to pump money into the economy atthe ever 

increasing rate which is demanded. The string ran out in March 

of this year when the banking system began to show net borrowed 
reserves. Many libertarians have accepted the idea that the money 

managerswould always opt to continue pumping money into the econ- 

omy, forestalling the depression. Of course they have done that for 

a long time. And that will only make the depression much worse 

when it comes. They have put it off for as long as they could. But 

they are on a treadmill which is going faster and faster. The consid- 

erations above indicate that they have finally gotten to the point 
where it is too fast for them, 

But there is one more consideration, much more important, because it 

contains all the others. It is the recent action of the stock market. 

Stock Market Considerations 

The stock market represents the sum of knowledge of the people who 
are most skilled at economic prediction. The market provides aspecial 
kind of survival-of-the-fittest environment. Those people whoare 
the smartest and have the most knowledge are the most success— 
ful in the market. These people get rich and thus their influ - 
ence on the market increases. Conversely, those who are ignorant 
or irrational lose money and either drop out of the market or go 
broke. Hence, the big money goes to those most capable of forecast- 
ing business conditions. Theywill be the first to know of an impending 
depression, and, when they find out, they will sell and drive the 
stock market down. Thus the depression will be preceeded by a stock 
market break. This has not yet occurred. The May-June 100-point 
decline was not sharp enough to forecast a serious depression. 

Space limitations prevent me from spelling out all the stock market 
indications which lead me to predict a serious decline. But Dow 
Theoryis simple tounderstand and is one of the best theories. (2) Dow 
Theory holds that the market moves in waves. There is the major bull (up) or bear (down) wave; within it is the secondary wave; andlwifh' 
that are the daily fluctuations. Now, when the mailor wave li: 
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bullish, the tecondary bullish legs will be larger than the secondary 

bearish legs, Conversely, when the major wave Is bearlsh the second- 

ary bearith legs will be larger than the secondary bullish legs. A 

simplified groph of recent market history i thown below, eachline 

segment representing a secondary leg: 

  

¢ Present Time 

Dow Theory first called the present bull market in November of 1962 
when up leg CD proved to be longer than down leg BC (which in tum 
hod been shorter than up leg AB). From then on each up leg was 

longer than the subsequent down leg, proving that the bull market 
was still intoct, until June of this year. Now, for the first time since 

1962 we have had a down leg (PQ) greater than the previous up leg 
(OP). This together with confirming action by the railroad averages 
constituted a bear market signal. The expectation would be that leg 

QRwould fail to carry above point P and there would follow a decline 
below point Q. 

Now, Dow Theory is not perfect. lts signals are usually late. But it 
is quite good at spotting the big declines. In addition there are many 
valid indicators which are confiming this Dow Theory signal. If we 

put the bearish indications of the stock market together with the un- 
sound state of the economy, they constitute strong evidence for a 

depression. 

Now, as | said before, the traders on the stock market will be aware 

of the depression before the general public, so the first thing that 
will happen will be severe stock market declines. Once that happens 
the depression will not be too far away. On occasion an economic 
downturn will occur concurrent with a market decline. Usually it 
follows some months after. A year would be a long time to wait. 

Ideological Consequences 

Keeping the above in mind, it is interesting to speculate on the ide- 

ological consequences. In a depression, or any large catastrophe, 

people are ready for change. They are ready to hear new ideas. In 
1929 statism was a living, growing idea. Therefore, whenthe de- 
pression came, it was ready to move in. Now, statism is the dom- 

inant force in our culture, but it is no longer new. It is old and 

stale, full of cliches and bromides. The activity, the interest, the 

enthusiasm these days is coming from people like ourselves. The. de- 

pression will provide us with an excellant chance to present our case 
to the public. (3) HOWARD KATZ 

(1) For a full exposition of this theory | refer the reader to THEORY 
OF MONEY AND CREDIT, Ludwig Von Mises, Yale University Press, 

New Haven, Conn., 1953; AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION, 

Murray Rothbard, Van Nostrand Company, New York, 1963; MAN, 

ECONOMY, AND STATE (Two Volumes), Murray Rothbard, Van 

Nostrand Company, 1962. 

(2) See "Track of the Bear," Richard Russell, July 26 BARRON'S 

(3) Whether the "new ideas” come from libertarians or from statists 

is up fo us. |recommend that as many individuals as possible famil- 

iarize themselves with the libertarian theory of the credit cycle and 

direct well-written letters to U.S. NEWS (selected as being most in 

sympathy with our views) explaining the theory or urging them to run 

an article about the economic views of Von Mises and Rothbard. 

WALL STREET JOURNAL and BARRON'S are also good candidates 

for letters, 

(Mr. Katz (Box 6124, Providence, R.l.) is a stock market analyst, 

publisher of THE SPECULATOR — a financial advisory service, and 

editor of THE GADFLY — an application of moral and political 

principles to the problems of our time.) : : 

  

CORRECTION: The publisher of EAST WEST DIGEST, mentioned in 
May 1965 “On the Market,' is THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS CIRCLE, 

Church House, Petersham, Surrey, England. . 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON THE RIOT 

Violence in Watts: What were th 
troncpited?  What are the jm 
by popular news media? 

e under| 1 

OSPQCQ; 'QQM P | 

The back d of th i s 'y o :""d‘, ckground of the residents wqs orny 'Pll" 
immigrants from the South. For vl ne factgy, ’ ,\r’Pa 
victimized by coercivist state 9°V3mme8); and they, ;Q,QL,"’Q Mcay, e 
then through legal restrictions on their e" S, firsy by bei Sarery wem pee 
It is not surprising that many retain g b?:;mmic and lslhi deve: od i 

in general and police in particula Merness towgeg . elatio, ¢ 50¢ particular, d iy om, | hos0° 
Another underlying cause was the collectivigs 1 Peoply ‘nfw 
that some have a "right" to coerciye| vist ideo| Y~ afl"a’ 
through the mechanism of governmem;y';e'l_e the (9(:rnv'mgs ® rofig, | O™ 
reduc.ed collectivism to its logical essenzzt|on.' The fioy:r: Othery ¢ as 
devoid of legalistic pretenses and f°"“°|iries. simple, direcy !::'ely Lo’,ir. 

. t 
Most government officials blame the riot on ¢ ng [jeve 

poverty and lack of opportunity, Though ”cl"nOmic condigq We ¢ 

must still be placed at their doors; thejr despop- Y comect, g b?s . Perhal cause of poverty — directly through rqxesp?e:’(':esdchemes ureumq':” invc.)I\ 
ST . i o ir 
indirectly through jobs destroyed by harassment of, blc::in’h poor aln‘; the 

So racist—collectivists of the South prepared the «: i i '::, 
oppression. And fascist—collectivists of the "eitu;T-llhby’[""eWOnd ?:e"l 
the seeds —.'rhe myth of something for nothin Isghmem" Plonteg ing @ 
for property violation. But the harvest of violent i9, € Precedens, I ent 
reaped by a third tribe of collectivists — militunrs'::u-rre.Cm"I i8 being :ork 
I?ok to .Peking for their model and inspiration, Thecé(;lll';; 9roups yhg One 
lished .in Cuba by Robert F, Williams, an exile A .ADER: pub- | d © 
spells out the tactics: (1) merican Negr, these 

"The new concept (of revolution) is to huddle as close to th advo; 
as possible so as to neutralize his modem ang fierce w°fee,,emy fect 
new concept creates conditions that involve the 'Om*iflpons_ The gnfo.f‘ 
whether they want to be involved or not. communiyy | fasct It sustaing q shate of | prote confusion and destruction of property. It dislocates the org a harmony and order and reduces the central power fo the | Ins of | must 
helpless, sprawling octopus. During the hours of the da esve Of.q What 
rioting takes place and massive sniping. Night brings cll-ozt vszn;:nc 
organized fighting, and unlimited terror against the oppressoru{\d;‘?' He c 
forces. Such a campaign will bring about an end to o o i ressi . 
social injustice in U.S,A. in less than 90 days . . . _.,pp ssion and | ) 

He « 

While the incident which sparked the riot was not planned, there 5 | distv 
evidence that once disorder began, purposeful groups moved fo toke | TheY 

direction. Ringleaders wearing red armbands and using bull homs logi 
were reported, White "B's" were painted on buildings to be bumed = the 

these were stores owned by whites and by Negroeswho did not extend with 

credit. A contact of mine who is a ham radio operator intercepted a out 
communication to the rioters waming of approaching police and dir- ?rdef 
ecting them to new areas. While the ringleaders have not been iden- fusti 

tified, | believe that pro-Peking militants played an active role. ::‘"fc" 

The number of fatalities suffered by police and militia is surprisingly | enc 

small in view of the amount of shooting. Were the gunmensitnp‘)' iner 

inept? Since there are many Negroes, especially Muslims, ] trained | thrc 

in the usé of firearms, experienced men either did not participate o | vio| 

did not shoot to kill. | believe the shooting, to the e"fe"f_thqmwas ind 

purposeful, was to goad the police and guardsintousing their wehjp@: 
as much as possible so as fo inflict heavy casualties. on the(o °?n_ ) 
population. This is a well-known tactic of guerrilla warfare rgfl"ce c_ex; 

ing the active support of an indigenous population. - .Heu\'l)’ g’szund is 

casualties, on the other hand, were unnecessary for 'h'wb!ec l M 

would have had adverse repercussions in the white community. ect 

. Lo applied 
On Monday following the riot, various |nfegr°"°':'°!;|:‘lif. ‘F:ere' | 

pressure - to popular news media fo play down the vi o TH 
e 

after most incidents were not reported. _One examp _}thegM,. — 

  
imately 3 P.M. Monday, the police radio reported'f};z’ga Al | e 

shot at two white civilians near the comner of. La C|Iewhile Hollyw rej 

killing one — this location is in the predominately ughetto. 
business district — far removed from any Negro egfiere waS foundr: 

A policeman reported that in the remains of on And Jhaveheo” \ n 
charred body — with its hands tied behind its back. 
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of many terrorist acts, not o.nly .in the Watts area but throughout Los 

Angeless such o e e w‘th rioters forcing white motorists off the 
ods Every policeman and national guardsman to whom | have talked 

laces the number. of dead at well over a hundred. Most of these 

unrePO"'ed casualties are Negroes. 

Weapon sales in Southern Califomia were so great that stores have 
been cleared out of combat-type hand guns as well as many shotguns 

and rifles. Heavy sales are reported as far away as Seattle, This 
hasoccurred despite the anti-self-defense pronouncements by govern- 
ment officials and their tame press and radio. To me this is a most 

encouraging reaction, indicating that large numbers of men and 

women still have courage and a sense of personal responsibility. 

If, as | conclude, pro-Peking groups further incited and directed the 
do_if—yourself "welfarists" of Watts, what was their purpose? | be- 

lieve that Watts was a dress rehearsal — a test of training and tactics. 
We can expect similar but more destructive eruptions in the future 
perhapsoccurring simultaneously in all large cities. For reasons too’ 
involved to be discussed here, | doubt that the militants will achieve 
their objective — the seizure of power through insurrection. 

A more serious danger may lie in the possible reaction by govern - 
ment — the imposition of totalitarian fascism to "meet the crisis,” 

The "Executive Orders," which the President can invoke upon declar- 

ing a "national emergency," provide all necessary powers to imple- 

ment tyranny — including authority to draft civilians into government 

work forces, take control of food supplies and housing, and so forth, 

One ominous porfent is the public clamour for more police. Itisa 

sad commentary on the tactical naiveté of many "conservatives" that 

these would-be staunch defenders of freedom are among the vociferous 

advocates of augmented police power. While police do act to pro= 

tect life and property in specific instances, the police are basically 

enforcers of the law, whatever the law may be. And in our mixed 

fascist-socialist society where the majority of laws specify not the 

protection but the VIOLATION of liberty and property, the police 

must be considered as serious a menace as any communist group. 

What can the informed individual do? 

He can protect himself. | recommend that each person secure firearms 

and become proficient in their use; be able to conduct himself with 

skill and confidence in an emergency. 

He can inform others. A major disaster, such as the Watts affair, 

disturbs many individuals who were previously apathetic and unaware. 

They become potentially receptive to°a new ideology that offers 

logical explanations and basic solutions. One should emphasize that 

the looting, buming and terrorism of Watts are completely consistent 

with and the logical end-product of the collectivist morality. Point 

out that rioting and crime, far from being the opposite of "law and 

order," are its very essence in the statist society where the ultimate 

justification must be "might makes right.” Explain that either gov= 

ernment "anti-poverty” programs fo bribe the poor or more police to 

enforce unjust laws against the poor are bound to fail — the first by 

encouraging ever-greater demands for the unearned, the second by 

increasing popular discontfent, and both by creating more poverty 

through taxes. Suggest that a genuine solution fo both poverty and 

violence requires recognition of and respect for the right of EVERY 

individual fo his OWN earnings.  LEE FREEMAN 

(1) The issues of CRUSADER from February to October, 1964 Eiecl 

extensively with tactics of guerrilla warfare. Mailing address given 

is Mrs. Olson, 21 Ellis Gardens, Toronto , Canada. 

(Mr. Freeman is a stockbroker in Los Angeles. His interests include 

economics, firearms, and ideological education.)gi2 
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THE CAUSE OF "POLICE BRUTALITY" 
  

Before, during and since the Watts riot, residents of the area have 

repeatedly alleged "police brutality.” To this charge police officials 

express the indignation of injured innocence — protesting that they 

use "kid gloves" — no more force than is ngbsolutely necessary to 

carry out the law."” And most of them are probably sincere in their 
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denials. Yet how can a policeman not be "brutal" when so many of 

the laws he is pledged to enforce are flagrant interference with com- 

pletely voluntary activities? And wealthy industrialists and business— 

men are by no means the only victims of such laws. Consider the 

plight of the neighborhood restaurant owner who is fined for allowing 

dancing without a license, the Negro merchant who is prosecuted for 

"tax evasion,” or the newsstand operator who is imprisoned forselling 

“obscene literature.” Will not the arresting officer seem "brutal” 

no matter how "polite" or "gentle" he may attempt to be? Coan not 

the victim quite correctly protest, "l was minding my own business = 

he is doing violence to me!l"? 

In a society where government and law are used as tools of extortion 

and enslavement, it is the police who do the "dirty work" and the 

police who are first to be blamed. The answer is not more police 

nor more police review boards — the answer is repeal of coercive 

laws. (Name withheld) 
  

TO THE "MOTHERS" OF THE LOS ANGELES RIOT: 

To "welfare" administrators who attribute the riot to poverty: Dis- 

cover an important cause of poverty — the confiscatory taxes which 

finance your "programs.” 

To "liberals" who denounce the "police brutality:" Recognize your 

Frankenstein creation — the police are only the guns hired to enforce 

the laws you advocate. 

To bureaucrats who blame absence of economic opportunity: Provide 

greater opportunity for all people — by getting off their backs! 

To "conservatives" who bewail the disrespect for "law and order:" 

Cause and effect cannot be reversed — respect must be EARNED. 

To legislators who condemn the "criminal violence:" See the blood 

on YOUR hands — recognize the essential nature of your taxes and 

interventions. 

To bigots who believe that only Negroesare capable of rioting: Take 

a short course in history. Or inact some more coercive laws. 

To officials who seek the instigators of the riot: Look in a mirror — 

the rioters were merely implementing your express political views. 

To collectivists who lament the declining public morality: You 

entertain a contradiction — the riot was completely consistent with 

YOUR moral premises. 

To statists who defend the graduated income tax as "social justice:" 
Greet the looters, your brothers, who are merely "equalizing the 
wealth" more simply and directly. 

To fascist "planners” who ridicule laissez faire as "impractical:" 
Acknowledge the ultimate expression of YOUR policies — BURN 
BABY, BURN]I 

To despots who would impose a "great society" of regulation, con- 
fiscation and regimentation: Meet the rioters — your heirs. EL RAY 

  

THE WAY TO A BUREAUCRAT'S HEART 
  

The following is a slightly technical summary of personal implements 
to acquire for .the encouragement of non-violence and the creation of 
peaceful coexistence. 

Before purchasing a firearm: (1) determine its potential use; (2) eval- 
vate tht_a: cost and availability of ammunition; (3) consider the cost and 
availability of the gun. 

A: pistol that is to be carried on your person or in a purse most of the 
time should be light and very small, and readily concealable in an 
typeof clothing. Automatics are better than revolvers for this pur, sz 
as they are flatter. The best of the light-weight pocket gunspoin 
c_)rder of size and weight, are: (make, calibre, type of gun) Bro(vn- 
ing .25 automatic, light-weight, $45; standard-weight, $32; 
Beretfc 25, or .22 short, automatic, $34; Smith & Wess;n 38'- 
spe.cml "Chief Special" revolver, light weight with 2" barrel ;70- 
Smith & Wesson .22 "kit gun" revolver, light weight with 2" b;rml :



  

$75. All prices in this article approximate the current market. Many 

of these pistols can be found second~-hand for less. 

The next step up in personal weapons are those hand guns that are 

still readily concealable on your person, but too large or heavy for 

the pocket or small purse. A shoulder or inside waistband holster is 

required to carry these weapons with comfort and minimal wear on 

clothing. Ladies will no doubt prefer a large handbag. The best of 

these guns are: Smith & Wesson .38-special "Chief Special" revol- 

ver, standard weight with 2" barrel, $65; Colt "Detective Special " 

.38=special 2" barrel revolver, $75; Browning .380 or .32 auto- 

matic, $30-$45; Walther, Moauser, Sauer, Beretta or Colt .32 

automatics, ranging from $35 used to $45 new; Browning "Nomad" 

.22 LR automatic, $50; any Colt .22 automatic "Woodsman" style 

with 4" barrel, $70; any Smith & Wesson "kit" gun with 2", 3" or 

4" barrel, $70. 

The next classification would be the heavy, combat hand guns. Most 
of these can be concealed but they are better suited to be worn open- 
ly in belt or shoulder rigs. A heavy-calibre automatic issuperior to a 
revolver for the following reasons: it is 3 times faster to reload, it 

holds 2 to 8 more rounds of ammo, and it is sel f~cocking and will allow 
an average shooter to get off aimed shots faster. (Four extra maga - 
zines should insure sufficient fire-power for any situation.) Recom- 
mended combat pistols in order of their efficiency are: U.S. Army 
45 auto., the hardest hitting, most accurate and dependable mtlitary 

hand gun in the world, around $32-$48; Browning Hi-power 9 mm., 
very dependable, fairly accurate, has 13-shot magazine capacity 
which is a tremendous advantage over the 7 to 8 shot mags.used onall 

other military autos (the military models will be equipped with a rear 

sight adjustable for elevation, and a grooved butt to fit a holster 
stock), $47; Smith & Wesson 9 mm. double-action auto., $90; Colt 
"Commander" 9 mm., or .45 automatic, light weight, $50 used to 
$75 new; Walther "P-38" auto., 9 mm., $40 used; Luger 9 mm., 
possibly the second most accurate military hand gun, but it must be 
carried in a closed holster, as sand and dirt will jam the mechanism, 
which is machined to very close tolerances, $40-$70. Some gun pros 
would stake their lives on the revolver over the automatic. The fol- 

lowing are recommended: 1917 Smith & Wesson, or 1917 Colt, .45 
"auto" or "auto rim," uses 3-shot half-moon clips, which can be 
loaded faster than any other revolvers, $30;" Smith & Wesson 
“"Combat Magnum" .357 magnum or .38=special, $120; Smith & 
Wesson "Highway Patrol” .357 Magnum or ,38-special, $85; Smith 

& Wesson "M&P" ,38-special with 4", 5" or 6" barrel, $65; Colt 
"Official Police" .38=-special with 4", 5" or 6" barrel, $40used to 

$75 new. 

No pioneer in the People's poplars should be without a .22 small 
game rifle, designed to shoot both long rifle (LR) and shorts. The 
best are: Winchester “Model 61" .22 pump, uses S and LR, from $35 
used to $55 new; Winchester "Model 62" pump, uses S and LR, from 
$25 used to $45 new; Marlin "Model 39 — Mountie" .22 lever 
action, uses LR and S, $80; Browning "automatic" .22 LR, $80. 

In addition to a short-range .22 rifle, a rapid-fire carbine, good for 
hunting medium-size game at moderate ranges and superb for close 

combat, is desirable: "M1" carbine .30 carbine ammo, the standard 
military issue, with 15 and 30-shot magazines gvailable, $50-$80; 
Eagle .45 auto, 30-shot mag., $70. 

The long-range, high power rifle is mandatory for those who may have 

to study people-popping seriously. Here are a few of the best of 

them: "M1" Garand 30.06 semi-auto, 8 shot mag., $60-$90; "FN" 
Browning assault rifle .308-Winchester ammo (or 7.62 mm. NATO 
ammo) hard to find, over $200; Springfield 30,06 bolt action, 5 
shot mag., $40; British Enfield .303, $20-$30; Winchester "Model 
70" 30.06 lever action, $130. 

Scopes are handled best by the Springfield 30.06 and the Winchester 
Model 70. The best scopes are 6X Bausch & Lomb, 4X Leupold and 
6X Redfield. The Bausch & Lomb should be mounted with a B&L Micro 
adjustable mount. The Leupold and Redfield function best with a 
Redfield Jr. Mount. 

The best places to buy weapons are gun shows and firearm collectors' 
meetin~s, as they are usually open to the public and no records of 

sales are kept, Often no questions are asked r MO nume re 
J 

and, occasionally, no sales tax charged. Foestey 

Ammunition is itself an important subject. The .22 ammy i 

expensive and lightest of all the cartridges today: ; = 

for a carton of 500. The .25, .32 and .380 auto are expensiy, 

most dealers keep only a few boxes on hand. (The gyn, rha: 
these calibres are basically of the hideout type, and it should o, 

necessary to have over 3 to 5boxes.) Average price per b, . 

is $4. The .45auto., 9 mm., 30.06, .30-carbine, ,303 

(7.62 mm. NATO), and .303 British are all military calibres thy 
readily available as surplus at low prices: (per 100) .45 it ;’f; 

9 mm., $3.50; 30.06, $5-$8; .30-carbine, 54.50_57'50; ,.3&3’ 
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(7.62 mm. NATO), $9-$12.50; .303 British, $7.50. The o 
special ammo is used by almost every law enforcement agency in"h: 

U.S. Hand loads are priced from $3 to $7 per 100. The 357 
magnum ammo is used by a few law enforcement agencies around the 
country, and hand loads can be purchased for about $7 per 109, The 

9 mm. is the standard pistol calibre for every NATO country excep 
the U.S., which will convert shortly. P 

A proper wardrobe for the well-dressed anti-terrorist coyld well 
include: 

.25 Browning auto — tucked in watch pocket 

.22 4" Colt Woodsman — in shoulder holster under left armpit 

.45 auto — low=slung, right hip 

Model 61 Winchester — slung, left shoulder 
.30 M1 Carbine — slung, right shoulder 
30.06 M1 Garand — slung, between shoulders 

30.06 Springfield (with 6X B&L scope) — concealed, left pant leg 
White flag — carried in hands in case hostiles are encountered 

The average peace lover who equips himself with the above-mentioned 
goodies and lots and lots of ammo may feel serene in the know ledge 
that he has taken a giant step toward personal survival and self 
defense. Good hunting. ROJO CAC'IADORE 
  

FOR FREEDOM OF PROFESSION 
  

On August 5, the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons 
passed a resolution urging its 15,000 members not to participate in 
socialized medicine. In an age when .most would-be opposition to 
encroaching tyranny is notable for its short-range expediency, super- 
ficial slogans, craven compromises and acceptance of the tyrant's 
"right" fo initiate violence, the AAPS is to be especially commended 
for its firm, forthright stand on basic principle. 

The resolution called on doctors to: Decline to execute forms 
required to implement the "medicare” provisions. Emphasize to 
patients that medical services will be performed only "under condit- 
ions acceptable to both patient and physician." Explain to patients 
that nonparticipation is in the long-range interest of both patients 
and physicians. 

Because "medicare” constitutes a foot-in-the-door potential threat 

to individuals of all skills and professions, those courageous medical 

men who boycott this act of legalized larceny will have earned the 
gratitude of all libertarians: a gratitude which can be morally and 
financially repaid by patronizing ONLY those doctors who refuse fo 
participate. (Name withheld on request.) 
  

SUBSCRIBER WINS CIVIL RIGHTS CASE 
  

Bruce Staller, Signal Oil Dealer and INNOVATOR subscriber in 

Santa Barbara, California (4417 Holister Avenue), was arrested and 
jailed under city ordinances against flying advertising pennants ab- 

ove business establishments, 

In the only authentic "civil rights" case in Santa Barbara during t'he 
year, Mr. Staller finally beat the charge, forcing the city fo rewrife 
its ordinance conceming signs. Mr. Staller reports that resultont 
publicity was worth $500 in advertising, which shows that it can pay 

to defend your rights. EDITOR 
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GELF-SEEKING 

motivates libertarians? How can libertarians 
hat 

S st effective? 
be m° 
Alrhough libertarians are most definitely individuals, | think a few 

neralizations are valid, Like other radical critics of the status quo 

¢t and present, the libertarian is a revolutionary in the true sensel' 
o necessarily an advocate of violent insurrections, but a seeker of' 
drostic changes in the contemporary Weltanschauung. But unlike 
most rodical critics, the libertarian is usually a philosophical egoist 
vawilling to endulge in self-sacrifice, intent instead on selF-satis-f 

faction. 

What is the strategic significance of this difference? How must the 

strategies employed by a libertarian revolution differ from those of 

a collectivist movement? 

Some extremely interesting thoughts on collectivist movements are set 

forth in THE TRUE BELIEVER, by Eric Hoffer. (1) Mr. Hoffer observes 
that all "mass movements, " including nationalist and religiousaswell 

asracial or political movements, appecl to the same types and employ 

the same psychological techniques. All mass movements in their early 

phases attract the "dregs and malcontents" of a society: persons who 

are frustrated by their own incompetence and long to evade self-eval- 

vation by submerging personal identities in some inspiring crusade. 

As Mr. Hoffer explains, "People who see their lives as irremediably 

spoiled cannot find a worth-while purpose in self-achievement. . . . 

They look on self-interest as on something tainted and evil. . .. 

Nothing that has its roots and reasons in the self can be good and 

noble. Their innermost craving is for . . . a sense of purpose and 

worth by an identification with a holy cause. An active mass move- 

ment offers them opportunities for both . . . " 

nWhat ails the frustrated?" Mr. Hoffer answers, "It is the conscious- 

ness of an irremediably blemished self. Their chief desire is to es - 

cape this self — and it is this desire which manifests itself in a pro- 

pensity for united action and self-sacrifice.” Hoffer goes on to ex- 

plain how this very desire for self-sacrifice produces a mechanism for 

its realization — the mass movement. 

THE TRUE BELIEVER contains a number of very astute evaluations of 

altruism such as: "The buming conviction that we have a holy duty 

toward others is often a way of attaching our drowning selves to a 

passing raft. What looks like giving a hand is often a holding on for 

dear life." 

The faithful of one mass movement are potential converts to another. 

"t is doubtful whether the fanatic who deserts his holy cause or is 

suddently left without one can ever adjust himself to an autonomous 

individual existence. He remains a homeless hitch-hiker on the high- 

ways of the world thumbing a ride on any-eternal cause that rolls by. 

An individual existence, even when purposeful, seems to him trivial, 

futile and sinful . . . . He hungers for the deep assurance which 

comes with fotal surrender — with the wholehearted clinging toa 

creed and a cause . . . . He is even ready to join in a holy crusade’ 

against his former holy cause, but it must be a genuine crusade — un- 

compromising, intolerant, proclaiming the one and only truth.” 

Do you recognize yourself or your friends? Probably not! The liber- 

tarian 1S dissatisfied, but this dissatisfaction arises primarily not from 

inadequacies of the self but from just the opposite — personal ability 

which is denied free expression. In fact, a good many libertarians 

first become hostile to the existing order not because of failure but 

through success — as a result of building a successful career or bus- 

iness enterprise only to find their efforts harassed, their abilities 

penalized, their achievements perverted, and in some cases their 

life's work destroyed by a coercivist government. 50, unlike the 

mass movement fanatic whom Mr. Hoffer analyzes so incisively, the 

libertarian's indictment of the present governmental system is not a 

rationalization of personal inadequacy; rather it is a fairly accurate 

Sppraisal of the world around him. Not only is the libertarian not 

irremediably blemished;" quite the opposite, he or she usually 

demonstrates exceptional rationality and ability. 
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So where does this leave any would-be libertarian mass movement? 

Some more of Mr. Hoffer's observations are germaine: 

"Both united action and self-sacrifice require self-diminuation. In 

order to become part of a compact whole, the individual has to forego 

much. He has to give up privacy, individual judgement and often 

individual possessions.” 

"The vigorof a mass movement stems from the propensity of its follow~ 

ers for united action and self-sacrifice. When we ascribe the success 

of a movement to its faith, doctrine, propaganda, leadership, ruth= 

lessness and so on, we are but referring to instruments of unification 

and to means used to inculcate a readiness for self-sacrifice.” 

"The readiness for self-sacrifice is contingent on an imperviousness to 

the realities of life . . . . For self-sacrifice isan unreasonable act 

. .. .All active mass movements strive, therefore, to interpose a 

fact-proofscreen between the faithful and the realities of the world." 

Does this mean that even a libertarian mass movement would require 

irrationality and self-sacrifice — that such a movement must be a 

contradiction? 

The usual mass movement (neglecting wars) proceeds by ideclogical 

proselyting and/or political campaigning. As pointed out previously 

(2), both proselyting and politicing are largely philanthropic activit = 

ies, because profits, if any, accrue not individually to the actors but 

collectively to everyone in the society. 

Some have objected to this assessment on the grounds that collectivism 

is a major threat to everyone; elaborating that if effective counter=- 

action is not forthcoming, slavery will be our fate. But such an eval- 

uation in no way invalidates my analysis. COLLECTIVE benefits do 

not automatically provide PERSONAL incentive to join in a mass 

movement. 

But this does not mean that participation in a "cause” is NECESSAR- 

ILY altruistic — NECESSARILY an act of self-renunciation. At one 

time or another almost everyone participates in an inter—personal en- 

deavor — a school ball game, a political campaign, or even a com= 

munity chest drive — for the fun of it; savoring the excitement and 

exhilaration of striving for a mutual goal. But, for most participants, 

the only PERSONAL value is recreational. Like making love, enjoy- 

ing music, skiing or any other avocation, the "crusade" can be a 

joyous expenditure of one's surplus product; it cannot be a PERSON- 

ALLY productive activity, except for a very few professionals. Pur- 
pose is what distinguishes the self-satisfying philanthropist from the 
self-sacrificing altruist. To the altruist the "cause" is his master — 
a spook which fanatacizes him — a duty to which he must devote his 
life's energies without compensation. But to the egoist the "cause" is 
his own — one of many possible avocations which he can take up or 
put aside at his pleasure. 

Both socialists and "conservatives” have relied on ideological prose- 
lyting and political campaigning. But most libertarians, unlike soc- 
ialists and "conservatives," are not trying to "escape” from an un- 

wanted self and therefore tend not to embrace a "crusade” with altru- 
istic zeal. 

The relative self-satisfaction of libertarians may be one reason wh 
no really large "libertarian movement" has ever arisen. There orz 
probably hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of IMPLICIT liber- 
tarians — many of them individuals who substantially live by rational 
principles but do not seek nor act on an explicit awareness. They are 
not significant in cultural trends or political struggles becouseyun— 
like the various kinds of collectivists, they ARE selfish withir: the 
limits of their understanding. They perceive no personal gain in "try- 
ing to change the system,” so they meekly acquiesce; they do .fhz' 
best to live their own lives and try not to notice the gc,therin cloudlr 
of tyranny. Yet such quiet self-sufficiency can spell traged ; ; 
has for so many in totalitarian states. ey 

A pertinent observation by Mr. Hoffer is worth consideration, wheth 
or not one may agree: "The capacity to resist coercion sfe'ms tler 
from the individual's identification with a group. The peo |P°rhc)'> 
stood up best in the Nazi concentration camps were thoia \Shev: | 
themselves members of a compact party (the Communists), of a cEUrec:}:
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REPARTEE 
Dear Sir 

| have read with much interest Gill Cantwell's article, "Economic Use 

of Resources,” in your August issue. His comments provide a lot of 

ammunition for one fo use in answering arguments in favor of state 

control of ownership or use of such resources. 

There is one point, however, that Mr. Cantwell did not cover, , . . 

The argument goes as follows: With respect fo trees, they are an 

integral part of the balance of nature. They convert the carbon diox- 

ide we exhale back to oxygen. Tree roots help in soil formation and 

rain water retention. Trees are needed for refuge by.the birds who 

destroy insects and pests. Therefore tree life is necessary to human 

life. Destroy all the forests and you destroy us. Centralized control 

is needed to prevent this from happening. 

| shall look forward to a rational refutation of this argument. 
S. N. LEVY, Jr. 

Mr. Levy 

As | see it, man does not need trees, or soil, or rain, or birds, or 

photosynthesis. Man does need sugar, and water, and oxygen; how- 
ever there are many means of filling these needs without the aid of 
any plants, and should the supply of any of these commodities dimin- 
ish, the market price will rise inducing entrepreneurs to develop new 
sources. 

No doubt the modern oxygen conservationist had his counterpart in a 
primitive water conservationist who stood looking at the creek running 
through his village and couldn't conceive of life continuing if this 
source of free water ever became inadequate. Today we accept as 
perfectly normal the necessity of expending a'small amount of effort 
to satisfy our need for water. A small expenditure is required to build 
wells, aqueducts, and desalinization plants ‘to produce for ourselves 
quite adequately, a commodity which a sparser population obtained 
without effort. So it may be, eventually, with oxygen. 

In o broader sense' though, the conservationist who fears to disturb 
"the balance of nature” is expressing his estimate of himself and of 
mankind. He is saying that man's mental competence is not sufficient 
towarrant his acting to change the world as it is, into the world as he 
thinks it should be. He would have men stand by as ineffectual 
observers, failing by choice to apply their intelligence and industry 
towards shaping their world. 

Which .world is more likely to. favor man, a world whose course is 
determined by the balanced interactions of all its substance including 
man, or a world in which man fails to exercise his efficacy and in 

which the future results from the interocfioas ¢ o 
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REVOLUTION 
AGORIC INCENTIVES SUPERSEDE HIERARCHIC CONTROLS 
  

With little fonfare, a most auspicious development in business organ- 
ization is quietly revolutionizing modem society. This new way of 
coordinating individual skills and tasks, itself an accompaniment and 

consequence of automation, may be even more fecund of long-range 
economic and ideological effects. 

Beneath the green-forested hills of Kentucky and Tennessee, men 
working alone or in small partnerships are mining "dog holes" — small 

difficult=to-extract coal deposits which have been abandoned or 

passed over by larger companies. Their operation is simple: lease 

mineral rights; take out the coal; sell it. Although these enterprising 
individuals are working "uneconomical” mines with a minimum of 

equipment, many net well above the union scale paid by big firms 

that use the latest automated continuous-mining machinery in large, 
easily-worked deposits. 

A few decades ago govermment “"experts" were shedding crocodile 
tearsover the fate of the independent farmer — supposedly doomed by 
an “inexorable sociological trend" to be replaced by huge quasi- 
industrial agricultural corporations. While farms HAVE become larger 
in acreage, capitalization and harvest, the number of employees per 
farm has generally decreased as hired hands are replaced by increas- 
ingly automatic agricultural machinery. 

Like the former, the independent merchant was supposed to join the 

dinosaur and dodo in extinction as giant chain stores increasingly 

dominated retail trade. And the chains have indeed expanded and 

proliferated. But their octivities are increasingly limited to whole- 

saling, advertising and setting up new facilities — they find it is more 

profitable to have the actual retailing performed by independent pro- 

prietors under contract. Many gas stations, drug stores, cafeterias 

and drive-ins are owned or leased by their managers; the main com- 

pany lends initial capital, provides the products, and offers various 

other assistance. 

And the trucking industry is increasingly dominated by independent 

tractor owner~drivers who contract to haul a transport company's 

trailers, Some large trucking firms have reduced overhead and main- 

tenance expense by selling their tractors, on credit, to drivers; there=- 

by converting employees to independent entrepreneurs. 

But the organizational revolution is not limited to mining, farmfng, 

retailing and transport. In industrial centers myriad "s?tellife" firms 

have sprung up; prospering on products and services which |ar?e cor- 

porations discover they can purchase or subcontract at a saving, A 

machine tool company (described elsewhere in this issue) has no pro - 

duction employees at all; it operates strictly as a sales organization, 

awarding orders on a competitive bid basis to former-employ.ees— 

tumed-independent-contractors who use coin-operated machines, 

owned by still another firm, to turn out the work. 

While the specific metamorphoses of the organizational revolufi-on 

vary from industry to industry and company to company, dn ess?nf|u| 
feature is common to all: the replacement of a hierarchic relaf!on = 
the "vertical" command structure of the traditional company, with an 
ogoric relation (1) = the "horizontal" association of indePendenf 

":flders in a competitive market. Of course both types of relations are 

('de“‘”)’) voluntary — the employee is selling his labor as the trades= 

man is selling his wares. But significant di 
Criteria for pay. 

fferences stem from the 

IN ENTERPRISE 
The vender of a product (or of a well-defined service) is paid for that 
product. The customer has a relatively simple, objective way to 
evaluate the product: Does it serve his purpose? The only directions 
which must flow between the customer and the vender is a specific- 
ation of the product. The vender has complete responsibility for 

delivery and can have full independence to choose the most econom- 
ical means of production. And his profit (or loss) is directly propor- 
tional to his success. He has both a strong incentive and complete 

opportunity to develop more efficient methods. 

In contrast the employee is typically paid for time-use of his services; 
his responsibility is only to be present and follow directions; the 
employer is responsible for utilizing him — for giving him directions. 
Since the employee's tasks usually relate only indirectly to a tangible 
product, the employer has no simple, objective way to evaluate the 

employee's performance; he must rely on subjective impressions and 
superficial criteria such as: Does he arrive on time? Does he seem 
to apply himself to the job? Consequently pay relates only indirectly 
to value delivered; incentives are thereby reduced. And because the 
employer must bear any losses, the employer cannot allow a large de- 

gree of independence; he must give detailed instructions and keep 

close watch, : 

Despite these problems the hierarchic relation can be fairly efficient 
in a small firm employing only a few unskilled workers. The owner- 
manager knows what each worker is doing; he can make a fair estim- 
ate of the employee's performance and reward or penalize him 

accordingly. But if an organization is sufficiently large to require 
one or more intermediate levels of management, if some of the 

employees are performing complex tasks requiring specialized know- 

ledge and independent initiative, and/or if the organization is ver- 
tically integrated (2), hierarchic management becomes increasingly 
difficult and inefficient. Every large company requires elaborate 

arrangements to maintain control and some minimal productivity: 
bureaucratic procedures and rules which substitute "custom" for direct 
supervision; extra management channelssuch as personnel departments, 
project administrators and expediters; rigorous cost accounting to 

provide a pseudo-market evaluation of each department's performance; 
separate divisions which function as largely autonomous enterprises. 

But no amount of fixes and patches on a large hierarchic organization 
can solve the basic problem — the inability to provide the hireling 
with full responsibility and authority — the inability to offer the 
free-market incentives of profit and loss. Not only does hierarchic 
organization attenuate independence and incentive, within it no one 

can even determine with any certainty what constitutes a "job well 
done." 

The hierarchic businesscould almost be considered an archaic anomoly 
within the capitalist system — externally a creature of the market but 
internally analogous in structure to an army or pre-industrial feudalism. 
(3) Why has it been the dominant form? While a feudal philosophic 
heritage and state coercive controls have doubtlessly contributed, the 
main progenitors were economic. During the early industrial revo- 
lution productivity was increased partly by literally using human 
beings as machines to perform repetitive motions — to do simple tasks 

requiring motor dexterity and a modicum of attention but little intel- 

ligence or initiative, tasks readily supervised by hierarchic manage- 

ment. (4) The ultimate in the use of humans as "machines” is the as- 

sembly line, perfected early in this century. Since then oautomation 

— increasingly sophisticated machines and processes —have been tak- 

ing over the repetitive tasks, releasing humans for assignments requir- 
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ing intelligence, initiative and flexibility — activities which cannot 

be efficiently brganized within a hierarchic structure. 

For what kinds of jobs is agoric organization well suited? And how 
is it best applied? 

Along with the assembly-line worker, the personal assistant who does 
a variety of minor fasks under immediate supervision = the secretary, 
the operating assistant, the apprentice craftsman — can often be 
evaluated and payed most expeditiously on an hourly or monthly basis. 
An agoric relation is apt to be most advantageous when an individual 
(1) must exercise independent judgement and/or (2) can deliver a 
well~efined intermediate product or service. 

Interfaces between venders and customers should be "located" so as 
to minimize communication needed to define and evaluate each pro- 
duct. And while an agoric arrangement should largely retain the 
advantages of specialization accruing through division of labor, 
job fragmentation should not be carried to the point where added 
efficiency per operation is lost in increased communication. 

The conversion of an existing hierarchic organization to agoric form 
can be successfully accomplished with ingenuity and foresight. Some 
companies have conducted a special inplant educational program prior 
to changeover to provide employees with an appreciation of the 
functioning of a free market, a clear understanding of the new 
arrangement, and skills essential to independent contractingsuchas 
cost estimating, scheduling, procurement, bid preparation, and 
accounting. 

What will be the ideological repercussions of the organizational 
revolution? While the philosophic origins and psychological motiva- 
tions of the socialist movement predate capitalism, its CAUSE CELE- 
BRE hos been "wage slavery" — the reduction of the individual to an 
inpersonal “cog" in the industrial "machine,"” the destruction of the 

independent craftsman who could have pride in his product, and the 

supposed retention of "unearned profits" by the employer. And the 
employed worker, with little direct participation in free enterprise, 
has been especially susceptible to collectivist dogmas. But as agora 
replaces hierarchy, the wage worker becomes an independent entre- 
preneur DIRECTLY participating in the disciplines and rewardsofcap- 
italism. Not only is he more highly motivated, productive and afflu- 
ent, he knows the joys of achievement, EL RAY 

(1) “Agoric" is derived from "agora," (Greek) meaning "market 
place.” "Agoric" is used rather than"market-like" to avoid ambiguity 
and unwarranted implications; even the hierarchic company - operates 
OUTWARDLY in o free market. Others have used "horizontal," 
"decentralized" or "contract," but to me these do not express the 
essence of the relationship. 

(2) The vertically integrated company suffers to a lesser degree from 
the intrinsic economic flaw of the socialist state — the inability to 
realistically price intermediate products in the absence of a compet- 
itive market. The problem becomes especially serious if the company 
lacks NON-vertically-integrated competitors to imitate. For a 
discussion of the impossibility of economic calculation under total 
socialism, see HUMAN ACTION, Ludwig von Mises, Yale University 

Press, New Haven, 1963. 

(3) The analogy opplies ONLY to internal structure; morally they 
are dissimilar. 

(4) This is in no way a reflection on the early industrialists who were 
merely making optimum (and sometimes quite ingenious) use of the 
technology then availoble. The peasant who deserted subsistence 
farming for long hours of monotonous work at the mill, did so volun- 

tarily inorder to economically better himself. 

  

EVERY MAN A CAPITALIST! 
  

A few years ago a midwestern company found a revolutionary way to 

reduce product costs while cutting general overhead by 40 percent. 

Further, and in the same -siroke, foctory payroll taxes were 
ELIMINATED. 
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Late in 1956 Claude Wilson, Jr., the president of City Tool Corpoy. 
ation of Dayton, Ohio, together with Ted Otteson, an organizati,, 
development consultant, sought a means of opening up a floy ;‘ 
interest and creativity among employees in order to increase producy. 

ivity. After o detailed study, and with the help of expensive legl 
advice, the employees of City Tool became independent contractor 
working in small groups, or partnerships, within the factory, 

Each piece of machinery was equipped with a coin-operated meter 
and the new small companies — with such names as CAM, Galaxy, J, 
B. Smith and Company, and Viceroy — would then rent this equip- 
ment. The "mother company," City Tool, continued to act as o Cus- 

tomer liaison for the many production teams. 

With each former employee in business for himself, the time clock 
was discarded, the shop kept open twenty-four hours a day, and each 
partner provided with a key to the building. About half of the 
employees of the old City Tool Corporation left soon after the change 
occurred, unable to bear the new responsibility — but men of inde- 
pendence and ability were eager to replace them. 

The forcesof the free market have come into play among the producers 
and new, less expensive or more efficient ways have been found 

handle many on-the-job tasks by men who are motivated directly for 
profit, and often have to compete with one another. 

The customersof the reorganized City Tool Corporation have also been 
happier ones, for they have found it possible to discuss their ordens 
with the men who will fill them, rather than communicate through o 
line of clerks and executives — and, besides, real-prices have been 

getting steadily lower since the change! The percentage of rejections 
has fallen almost to zero. 

By 1962 almost all workers could report considerably higher income 
than ever before; most were averaging $15,000 to $20,000 per yeor, 
compared to $6,000 to $10,000 before the change over. And all are 

happier with the new set-up because of the independence it affords. 

The example of City Tool represents a principle that might be applied 
by many firms to minimize coercion through elimination of payroll 
taxes and reduction of other effects of the legal prejudice against 
them including burdensome administration costs. It also provides 

a crucible wherein one may see the justice of the market place and 
the basic rationality of the individual man at work., (1) 

(Research by LLOYD LICHER) 

(1) "Production Unlimited," by John C. Sparks, March 1962 THE 
FREEMAN (Irvington-on-Hudson, New York), describes in detail the J 

City Tool Corporation. ! 
  

OPPORTUNITIES 

A couple of years ago a relatively young man, having sold a dairy 
because he could not stand govemment enroachment into his private 

business, asked this question: 

"Am | using the intrusions of government into my private affairs as an 

excuse for laziness? Would | grasp an opportunity now if | had thl 

chance? Every so often | find myself mentally twiddling my thumbs. 

This is a difficult question. Psychologically, it's possible for a man 
to refuse to see opportunity, even when opportunity slaps him in the 

face because of sheer disgust. But let's look at opportunities which 
minimize the necessity for contact with the omnipotent state. 

A writer has a chance to get around, charge expenses to his free” 

lance business and exert a remarkable degree of control over his net 
taxable income, Despite anything you may hear or read to the €O 

trary, writing is primarily a matter of having something to say. Unles® 
you have something to say, don't write. 1f you do have something o 
say, you will find a market willing to buy. 

Free-lance photography is another field which is wide open and if Yo 
can describe what you have photographed and can learn to make 
pictures of professional quality, the activity known as pho'o-ioumal- 
ism triples your chances of eaming a living. 

You can go on wheels and work out of a house trailer or pickup “"‘Jck 
and camper. Or you can remain right where you are and go in®
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business on a free-lance basis and reduce your tax involvements with 
legitimate business deductions. 
There are hundreds of opportunities for factory representatives and franchised distributorships.  Never mind the political or ideological attitudes of the factories and representatives. They might not know 
o libertorian from a libertine, but they do want to do business. Uncovering such opportunities requires some time and experience, 
along with the ability to separate good deals from bad. But if you 
reallywant to move around with a minimum of contacts with the state, a little digging is required. 

The opportunities referred to require the desire to DO. 
GEORGE BOARDMAN, PhD 

(Besides writing six newspaper columns every week from his home in 
Chloride, Arizona, Dr. Boardman o perates a business opportunities 
advisory service.) 

  

SMUGGLING THROUGH THE IRON CURTAIN 
  

One of the oldest methods of combating a dictatorial government's 
economic policies is by maintaining a "black market." This simply 
means that goods are exchanged without the knowledge and consent 
of government officials. Black markets are a result of government 
interference with economic transactions. 

While most of the world's nations suffer from the ills of economic 
controls, the most explicit controls exist in the Soviet block. As 
would be expected, the Soviet block nations confront the issue of 
black markets quite frequently. Penalties for participating inblack 
market operations are.often severe, up to and including death sen- 
tences. Still, black markets exist and are often tolerated by govern- 
ment officials, especially where black markets perform economic 
functions which government-run enterprises have failed to perform 
adequately. 

Many of the black market activities ensue from foreign travel by the 
artists and athletes of these semi-slave nations. To maintain an image 
abroad, the govemments support the arts and sports with almost as 
muchivigor as they support military sciences. And the artist orathlete 
who has feached a level of performance meaningful in world compet- 
ition is given almost total freedom in matters of travel, purchase of 
goods and the distribution of these at home. 

At present, when both the U.S. and U.5.5.R. are encouraging "cul- 
tural exchange," such black market practices flourish with little 
interference. One may wonder why government authorities overlook 
the amount of goods which pass through the lron Curtain in this 
manner, [s this a way of supplying the East with what the West can 
do better? Does this provide a necessary incentive for the enslaved? 

Foreign currency is among the items smuggled. Interestingly, people 
behind the Iron’ Curtain will pay fantastic sums for U.S. dollars. In 
ome nations where the official government exchange rate is 11 units 
of their money for a dollar, one can sell the same dollar for as much 
as 60 units, 

Smuggling and black marketeering as forms of anti-governmentalism 
seem innocuous compared to revolutions or underground movements. 
Ut in dictator-run countries where the morale is low, and where the 
estem nations seem almost legendary, smuggling and black market- 

€ering become immensely significant. (Name withheld on request.) 
  

SELF-SEEKING 
"ethical enclave?™ 

Apn n . 
b:MeethICQI enclave" o is defined here as voluntary transactions " €N individuals who en such ty, ) are living under a collectivist government, 
“Ethicq| dqnsqc"m"s are conducted independent of that gov_er-nmepf. 
individuq[s.en‘)tes the distinguishing characteristic of the participating 
Principle i °f" adherence 1o the ethical principle of voluntarism, the 
99Qingt an T\ o one should initiate violence or threat of vtol.ence 

°ther.  And "enclave" denotes physical emersion within a 

philosophically alien society. An ethical enclave is not necessarily 
a separate geographical entity. 

An ethical enclave, by existing within the territorial domain of a 
coercive government, is either legal — utilizing "interstices" in the 

taxes and regulations of that government, or illegal — operating 
despite threats of violence. 

A simple example of an ethical enclave trade: A doctor seeks an 
architectural design for his new office, and the architect needs 
medical treatment. [f either reports the transaction as income to 
government agencies, both are liable for heavy taxes. So they agree 
to exchange services in confidence, thereby realizing substantial 
savings. The actual trade may be conducted either as barter or in 
terms of a medium of exchange. (1) 

An ethical enclave may have some similarities to a traditional "black 
market." But the differences are significant. The mixed-premise 
"black market" operator, while violating socialist laws, still holds 
(ot least subconsciously) some of the premises embodied in the laws, 
He may experience a depressing sense of guilt; he may act with the 
handicap of psychological conflicts. The enclave entrepreneur, how- 
ever, disavows not only the particular instance of initiated violence 
but the collectivist morality as well. He experiences an exhilarating 
sense of righteousness; he acts with the confidence and certitude of 
psychological consistency. 

The enclave entrepreneur, furthermore, is dealing not with immoral 
(by their own definition) "criminals" but with producers — with moral 
individuals who are committed on principle to hold confidences and 
honor contracts. His "costs of doing business" therefore tend to be 
less. 

An ethical enclave potentially embraces many more products than black markets which deal only in ILLEGAL goods and services. In o 
nation where taxes and regulations are oppressive, a profit potential exists for trading in LEGAL goods and services as well, 

Ethical enclave trading profits participating individuals and promotes liberty in general by reducing the plunder available to the collect- ivist government — plunder which would most probably be used to finance further violations of liberty, plus propaganda to rationalize the violations.  The potential effect of ethical enclave trading should not be underestimated. Mixed socialist governments direct most of their extortions and regulations at trade — they tax primarily income and sales. But a transaction can be easily taxed only with the coop- eration of at least one party to the transaction. Large scale non- cooperation would render income and sales taxes ineffective and greatly reduce government revenues — an ultimate check on State's capability for violence against its subjects’, 
An ethical enclave would also encourage growth of a "libertarian movement" by adding self-interest motivations. Today many an in- dividual who is IMPLICITLY pro-freedom is discouraged from gaining the knowledge necessary to become EXPLICITLY libertarian because personally profitable applications of such knowledge are so few. So long" as the principal "profits" to be realized from promoting liberty are exceedingly long-range and indirect, few of even the  most enthusiastic individuals remain active for any length of time; persons withalittle less initial self-esteem simply reject an ethical view which they "sense" is "impractical , " adopting instead the maxim, "You can't fight City Hall," which often becomes rationalized in time to "Maybe the system is not really so bad." By offering opporfuniriesl for immediate personal profit, by "rewarding" libertarians for their intellectual honesty and perseverence, a thriving ethical enclave could be an unheralded but nevertheless substantial attraction for individuals of ability. 

How might an ethical enclave operate? What 
present context? What are its problems and th 
To what extent do informal ethical enclaves q 
therelative merit of an ethical enclave compar 
to "freedom in our time?" EL 

is its potential in the 
eir possible solutions? 
Iready exist? What is 
ed to other approaches 

(1) In the U.S. at present, such a transaction js legally exempt from 
income taxes so long as each individual's services constitute a GIFT, 
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ON THE MARKET 

Articles of interest in other publications: 

Why must New Yorkers be begged and threatened by government to 

conserve a plentiful commodity by which they are virtually surround- 

ed? "Water Famine on the Hudson," by Leonard E. Read, exposes 

the villain — o government monopoly which attempts to flout écon- 

omic principles. September THE FREEMAN, Irvington-on-Hston," 

New York 10533. (Single copy, 50¢; gratuitous mailing upon 

request; published monthly.) 

"ls it 'Responsibility' or Road to Press Control," by John C. Merrill, 

reveals the threat to press freedom posed by the concept of "social 

responsibility" as applied to joumnalism and denies that "responsib- 
ility" has any real meaning outside the realm of individual choice. 
September-October FREEDOM MAGAZINE, 6413 Franklin Avenue, 
Los Angeles 90028. (Single copy, 35¢; two-year subscription, $4.00; 

published bi-monthly.) 

"Colloid and Crystalloid," an editorial by John W, Campbell, 
corrects some fallacious notions regarding automation and imagin- 

atively oppraises the comparative advantages of biological organisms 
and technological mechanisms. November ANALOG Science 

Fiction/Science Fact, Boulder, Colorado 80312. (Single copy, 53¢; 

one-year subscription, $5.00; published monthly.) 

"No Treason: The Constitution of No Authority,” by Lysander 
Spooner, a 19th century lawyer, logically and exhaustively refutes 
all rationalizations of the U,S, Constitution as a contract among the 
American People. Dr. James J. Martin introduces this historical 
document. Fall RAMPART JOURNAL, Box 158, Larkspur, Colorado 

BO118. (Single copy, $2.00; one-year subscription, $7.50; publish= 

ed quarterly,) 

“Financing Higher Education in the United States,” by Benjamin A, 
Rogge, thoroughly assesses the educational disadvantages and injus- 

tices which result from below-cost pricing of college tuition. 

Summer NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, Ida Noyes Hall, University 
of Chicago, Chicago 60637. (Single copy, 50¢; one-year subscript- 

ion, $2.00; published quarterly.) 
  

VICTORY ON A GREAT FRONTIER 

Almost two years ago in INNOVATOR's first issue, the lead-off 

article, "Struggle for a Great Frontier," asked: "Will (the contin- 

ental shelf areas) be swallowed by existing collectivist states or will 
they remain free and open . . . ?" While the final outcome of this 
"war" is yet fo be decided, audacious "pirate radio" entrepreneurs 
appear to be winning a crucial “battle" for the airwaves of Europe. 

Five free market commercial stations, located aboard ships and on 

abandoned island forts, now broadcast to the British Isles. Together 

with Radio Luxembourg they attract an estimated 39 million listeners; 

more than does the govemment monopoly British Broadcasting Corpor- 

ation. Unlike the bureaucrat managers of the "non-commercial” tax- 
supported BBC who program what they believe the people should be 
made to hear, the free enterprise operators broadcast what its listeners 
want: mostly pop music plus news and weather information. Radio 
Caroline, the most powerful of the transmitters, is earning over three 

million dollars a year in advertising — double its original investment. 

Its advertisers include many large American companies. 

Govemment officials are frantically seeking a politically "safe" way 

to force the "pirates” off the air, but have so far been unsuccessful, 

None of the ships are registered in Britain; their owners are usually 

foreign corporations and any overt attack could become an intemat- 
ional incident. While the State could doubtlessly force British firms 

to cease advertising, this could result in more advertising of foreign 
products, thereby exacerbating England's "balance of payments" 
problem. The guardians of the "public interest” have even consider- 

ed such measures as revoking the .radio licenses of subjects caught 

listening (radios and TV sets are licensed), buf.feur that this might 

be thought a bit toa fotalitarian. Th'e‘populurlly of the "pirates" 

makes any direct move against them pO'IflCCI!Iy l'!azurdous. The Dutch 

seizure of "TV-Noordzee" becanje'a campaign issue and contributed 

to the defeat of that nation's coalition government (1) 
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The intergovemmental Czouncil 'of EUfopfe hc:' prfpfised fl freaty 

providing economic sanctions against ptrcf e radio stations," byt g 

far none of the individual governments which belong to the Councj| 

have deemed it advisable to ratify the treaty. Furthermore  the 

Council's own Legal Committee recently passed a motion questioning 

the wisdom of attempting to protect "the vested interests of any state 

or other monopolies in mass telecommunications."(2) EDITOR 

1) "|r\;'Dediccf’i\onl" January 1965 INNOVATOR, 

(2) "Pirate Broadcasters: Ilicit Rodio Operators Rule Britannia's 

Wavelengths," October 11 BARRON'S, 200 Burnett Road, Chicopee, 

Mass. 01021. (Single copy, 40¢, one year subscription, $15; weekly ) 

  

INNOVATOR CIRCULATION 
  

As of October 29, 1965, INNOVATOR had 677 subscribers in 4] 

states, D.C., Argentina, Bahama, Canada, England,and Viet Nam, 

States with ten or more subscribers: S. California, 251; New York, 

77; N. Califomia, 47; Colorado, 22; lllinois, 22, Washington, 22 

Pennsylvania, 19; Massachusetts, 18; Kansas, 16; Texas, 16; Ari- 

zona, 15; Michigan, 15; Missouri, 12; Oregon, 11; Florida, 10; 

New Mexico, 10; Ohio, 10. Form of payment: cash, 642; billing 

in process, 3; exchange with other publications, 17; Representatives, 

8; Directors, 5; other, 2. Total circulation including multiple 

copies: 827. 

INNOVATOR circulation has tripled in the past year. We thank our 
Area Representatives and the many subscribers who have introduced 
INNOVATOR to their friends and associates. 
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Box 3471 e 
FOR PEACE AND LIBERTY 

  A RADICAL APPROACH TO WORLD PROBLEMS 

Peace — real peace, not just the chronic conflict-short-of-nuclear- 

annihilation — would be welcomed by most of humanity, even by 

many government officials. But no realistic peace plan has even been 

proposed: the grandiose but empty peace pronouncements of world 

leaders, and the futile disarmament conferences, only underscore the 

absence ofworkable alternatives to the ever-more-frantic preparations 

for mutual suicide or total regimentation. 

The cause of war can be identified, on one level, as the collectivist 

ideology which holds that some men have the right to initiate force 

against others, or, on another level, as the world-conquering ambit- 

ions of socialist leaders. But, while ideological education can be of 

tremendous long-range value, can we expect fo reverse theattitudes 

of the human race in a few years or even decades? Or can we 

expect to dissuade or remove all power-hungry rulers? We seek 

not just a utopian dream but a real alternative to the hollow choice 

of "red or dead.” And while world conflagration has so far been 

averted, can we depend on rulers to indefinitely abstain from using 

the enormously destructive powers at their fingertips? 

In searching for a way out, we observe that it is the state — specific- 

ally the giant continent-wide state with its huge captive economy, 

its where-with—-all to produce fantastically lethal weapons — that is 

such an appalling threat to both peace and liberty. Now, and for 

the forseeable future, Monaco, Mala or the Mafia will not be capable 

of producing and delivering thermonuclear explosives. It takes the 

billions of dollars of fax plunder at the disposal of @ United States or 

a Soviet Union to finance the doomsday devices. 

sted that national armaments 

which would effectively be 

ly is this totally unaccept- 

Some well-meaning persons have sugge 

be transfered to the United Nations, 

tumed into a world government. But nof on 

able to ALL nations, given their vast cultural, political and economic 

differences; even if feasible it would be PRECISELY THE WORST 

POSSIBLE MOVE, For it is the largest and most powerful governments 

which are the greatest danger fo all mankind. Could we not expect 

even MORE terror and tyranny — further depredations of individual 

fberty — from q gargantuan world state? Is it even certain that such 

9 monstrosity could fulfill its ostensible purpose of peace? Such a 

diverse union would hardly be harmonious, and civil wars are often 

€xceptionally bitter and destructive. 

f;]ny solution must lie in the opposite direction, in' flze eliminaric;n of 

} e'COIOSSCll superstates which have hundreds of millions of people af 

eir beck and call. Of course we cannot expect every large ce"}frul 

Sovernment to vanish, or to renounce the initiation of force overnight; 

f H . i 

ibere is no quick fix that will bring everlasting peace and umvt.arsfll 

erty. Nevertheless a simple and effective way DOES exist 1o 
d at the same time 

gr?qtly reduce the chance of LARGE SCALE war an 

r\;::'?l forth a more open world society: PARTITION THE LAR?éESST 

BrekoNs INTO SOVEREIGNLY INDEPENDENT SMALLER:TAS . 

nio up the United States into its component sfaffas and the Sovie 

N and China into their various republics and regions: 

;:rtf"fnimize transitional problems and maximize popular support, 

Hionment might proceed as follows: 

Onl : 
s 

Y nations with lati han one hundred milli 

3 : a population of more fhan r § 

“divided immedicne|yp — this includes the United States, Soviet 
on are 

Union, Red China and India. The maximum population limit, how- 

ever, is reduced ten percent every five years; more and more nations 

are split into smaller and smaller sovereign entities; the process per- 

haps terminating at a population level of about a million. (1) 

An affected national govemment need not cease fo exist; it merely 

disgorges sufficient territory and subjectsto bring its population under 

the limit. For example partitionment of the United States might begin 

with secession of all states west of the Rocky Mountains. 

Possessions and employees of the central government are first trans- 

ferred in toto to the states in which located; the now-autonomous 

state governments retain, sell off or otherwise dispose of these prop- 

erties and agencies. And each seceeding state becomes liable for a 

pro-rated portion of the national debt. 

No general disarmament is required; defense installations and military 

units are, like other portions of the central government, transferred to 

the various states. Some defensive capability remains, yet NO state- 

is capable of obliterating the entire world. 

The new nations formed by a partitionment become a common market 

with no restrictions on trade, migrationor capital flow between them. 

Short-range economic effects are minimal, 

Last but most important: to assure genuine political separation, each 

new nation is placed under the trusteeship of a geographically=non - 

contiguous foreign nation for several years; the occupying power 

exercising a veto on government policies. For example California 

might be under the trusteeship of Japan, Oregon under New Zealand 

and Washington under Australia, while the shrunken United States 

could create employment for its displaced bureaucrats by overseeing 

the fledgling nations of Ukraine and Manchuria. 

While this proposal is radical, it might well gain more support than 

any other suggestion | have heard for easing the dangerous and costly 

arms race. Consider its potential supporters: 

Most small nations should welcome the reduction of larger and 

potentially threatening powers. 

Every government destined to become a trustee has additional incentives: 

reimbursement for "occupational expenses" plus such fringe benefits 

as preferential trade treaties. 

Some of the red satellite satraps may welcome a decrease in Russian 

influence with a corresponding increase in their own power. And 

communists indigenous to such places as Viet Nam should not be dis- 

pleased by a declining U.S. capcity for armed intervention. 

Even such states as Japan, England and France, who would themselves 

be due for partitioning within a few decades, might not object too 

After all they may well be the most powerful nations in 
strenuously . 

and how many politicians look beyond the next few 
the interim, 

elections? 

Within America many state leaders should wax eloquent in support of 

a plan through which every govemor can become a president — or 

king! And the other monster states — Russia, China and India — are 

political jerryrigs of ethnically dissimilar parts. 

While the American and Russian central governments may be a bit 

reluctant to part with territory, each will enthusiastically favor 

dividing up THE OTHER. And since each expends several hundred 
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million dollars a year to propagandize and "subvert" the other's 

subject population, any and all secessionist movements should attract 

ample financial support. 

Selecting the best way to implement this idea is beyond the scope of 

this article. Perhaps, after a suitable build-up by popular news 

media, a resolution could be introduced into the small-nation-dom- 

inated U. N. General Assembly calling upon the major powers to 

jointly participate in a negotiated partitionment; asking that "econ- 
omic sanctions" be imposed on any who do not comply. Andasuitable 

amendment to the U.S. Constitution could be proposed. 

While partitionment will not solve all the problems of mankind, it can 
be agiant step toward a more sane, safe and opportune world arrange- 

ment. While there will doubtlessly still be wars, the wars will tend 
to be individually smaller, less destructive and less likely to escalate 
into a general holocaust. Likewise, while many of the newly auton- 

omous states will be as unpleasantly coercive as their parents in the 
short run, at least some may offer considerably more freedom thanany 
political units now existing. (2) 

For the intemationally-minded rational libertarian who entertains no 
patriotic mystique and selects a state, as he would a dentist, for min- 
imum cost, discomfort and danger to health, the most exciting aspect 

of partitionment is the creation of hundreds of diverse political alter- 
natives from which to choose and hundreds of new opportunities for 
social progress.  RIC VILLANUEVA 

(1) Nations could probably not become smaller without limit. One 
bounding factor: the added legal costs and risks of conducting busin- 
ess across national boundaries, while not significant in a state the 
size of Switzerland or even Luxemburg, fight become prohibitive in 
neighborhood-nations so minute that the average individual visits a 
dozenin the course of a week's shopping. (I am, of course, excluding 
any DELIBERATE interference with trade such as tariffs.) Another 
factor: the government of a very tiny nation might be militarily non- 
viable; too easily overthrown by any well-organized band of adven- 
turers. 

(2) 1 believe that in the long run partitionment would encourage 
greater individual freedom for several reasons. First, as statesbecome 
smaller and more numerous, "competition" between governments 
becomes greater and more immediate; rulers of the less coercive 
states "profit" more noticably from inflow of capital and immigrants. 
Second, the smaller the state, the more visible the workings of its 
government to the average resident and the more effective any con- 
stitutional checks and balances. Third, a would-be tyrant would have 
difficulty cultivating or maintaining a patriotic mystique — a requisite 
for any durable tyranny — in a small city-state where many of the 
citizens and much of the information-entertainment media originated 
elsewhere. A more immediate factor: Many of the existing small 
nations are as authoritarian as they are only because of pressures and 
influence of the major powers — especially Russia, America and 
China. (Any doubt that the American government has been fostering 
collectivism throughout the world as energetically as the communist 
blocs can be dispelled by a close examination of such foreign "aid" 
programs as the so—called Alliance for Progress. ) 
  

REPARTEE 

Dear Sir: 

The recent interchange of views regarding American foreign polic and Viet Nam between Dr. Murray N. Rothbard and his critics i: INNOVATOR was very stimulating indeed. Dr. Rothbard's effort via his new publication LEFT AND RIGHT to bring about a new ideological realignment is commendable. However, it seems to m that a more "correct" view of the world situation is that taken b Dre James J. Martin who with the exception of Harry Elmer Bames |ys th ; foremost revisionist- libertarian scholar writing today, Dr. M rti 'e thesis is as follows: "Any proper approach to the Cold War i'u'.lsCI o hit both sides, and agree with both sides. Everything both said 9°b:>f° each other's political infentions was true, and each was end;ng::ri:; the other’s “security.' And they still cont; " Ny 
yours, HERBERT C. ROSEMAN Inue fo do s0." Cordially 
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Dear Sirs: 

The article ("Special Report on the Riot," October INNOVATOR 

pointed out the dangers of a poli.ce force‘very well, but gy 
properly distinguish between a national police force and o LOC“:L 

one. Thedifferenceis crucial; the local force is much Jess SUSCeptible 

to the distortions which he mentions. One of the virtyes of the Fo:; Ie 

besides being closer to the people, is the multiplicity °fdirecf°°' 

This drives would-be infiltrators todespair because any UneVennesr?' 

performance can be more readily seen by comparison, and the cuu: 

CHARLES DEMING 

  

rooted out. 

Dear Sir: 

| have just seen a copy of the October 1965 issue of |NNOVATOR' 
and | would like to make a few comments on some of the things I haye 
read therein. 

(1) It appears to me that Mr. Katz is mistaken as to the process 
whereby the unprofitability of inflation-induced investment is revealed, 
These investments wrongly appear to be profitable only because the 
inflation reduces the rate of interest relative to the expected rate of ; 
profit; when the factor-owners receiving the incomes from the 
increased investment spend these incomes, the relative rate of profit 

in the later stages of production (nearer the consumption stage) rises, 

and consequently the expected rate of profit in the overextended 

earlier stages of production falls, and the misdirection of production 
is thereby revealed. 

(2) | do not think that it is necessary or useful to link the argument 

for liberty with the selfishness versus altruism debate (& propos of the 
remarks in "Self-Seeking.") Whatever purposes — "selfish" or "un- 
selfish® — an individual pursues, it is plain that in reality only 
individuals exist and act; collectives are non-existent and cannot 
therefore pursue their own collective purposes. Those, therefore, 
who wish to argue that individual selfish aims should be suppressedin 
the collective interest are in effect arguing that EVERYONE ELSE'S 
purposes should be suppressed and that everyone else should be forced 
to pursue the purposes which they, the collectivists, deem the most 

suitable.  This argument, however, is clearly detrimental to the 
liberty of all non-collectivists. In a FREE society, however, there is 

no reason why individuals should not pursue altruistic purposes; the - 
conflict arises only if these individuals should wish to coerce others. 

(3) It is most interesting to hear the members of the medical profess- 
ion — today organized along the basis of PRIVATE restrictionism = 
denouncing  GOVERNMENT-sponsored restrictions on freedom of - 
choice! ; 

(4) . ... Isnot Mr. Cantwell (in his reply to Mr. Levy) committing 
the same error as the French Rationalist-collectivists, of overestimat- 

ing the capacity of man's INDIVIDUAL reason? The whole argument 
for liberty and the free market is based precisely on the fact that each 
individual is relatively ignorant when one thinks of all the knowledge 
available with all other individuals; it is only via the market fhofu!l 
this knowledge can be utilized. Tradition and custom, from ","s 
point of view, are repositories of knowledge; and the old social hfltflh . that Rationalism presumes to break down may result in the destruchion 
of an order which Man is unable rationally to reconstruct. Could g8 
not say the same about the balance of nature? That the conservation™ 
ists, under the influence of prevailing collectivist ideas, con o 
fhink of centralized control does not, | think, mean that their OTHER 
ideas are wrongl  SUDHA R. SHENOY, London S.E. 21, U.K- 
(INNOVATOR invites comment on Miss Shenoy's critique.) 

Subject: i/t/a Spelling Standards 
. . 

i ! w 

The criteria | used for spelling the passage from Basti's THE L'A;" (SePfe"jber INNOVATOR) were: When a word had unemu;ESTER'S hunciations, the most common pronunciation (according toWE E 

COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY, Fifth Edition) was chosen, ar;,hy""’ 
ul:rnute i/t/a spellings were possible, the briefest orthog™ 
used. 

] LING 
| have since seeni/t/a's HANDBOOK FOR WRITING AND SPE L 
which recommends different practices: The pronunciaflonl



hy selected which gives an i/t/a spelling most 
or'ho?glonol spelling. For many words, an affected or even 
tradi iation is used. Concessions to easy transition include 

ported e wowels in place of the schwa (unaccented vowel in 

e ofdu"m ABOUT, REASON, and OPEN), inclusiog_of double 
ords onunciation of a TYOO rather than CHOO sound in 

ond SACTUAL' If | had used these criteria, the illustrative 
y ro:ld have differed much less from conventional English 
F"‘?ge, \For example the i/t/a and traditional spelling of MATTER, 

Illrshflxn?\'( ond PROPERTY are identical. 

While som 
pexthooks @ 

e of the pmnunciction distortions seem to me unwarranted, 

Iready exist using these standards. Therefore it is probably 
teachers and parents to generally adopt i/t/a's 
So that young children can still have the most 

n 
Z;?Zi};is make a practice of pronouncing words as they are spelled 
o i/tfa = ieees cultivate an "i/t/a accent" which will become, in 

wm, the natural accent of their children. 

While small incongruities do exist in i/t/a, | wish to emphasize that 

hese are extremely minor as a hazard to learning compared to the 
myriad ond major inconsistencies of traditional spelling. EL RAY 

Gentlemen: 

... | am glad that you encourage the use of nom de plumes. In 

fhis day and age anyone who intends to PRACTICE liberty as well as 

theorize about it needs to exercise caution in this regard. Incident- 

olly patronymes were not in general use until they were made compul- 
gry in the middle ages as a way to keep track of the populace. 
(Name withheld on request.) 
  

THE PLAY-WAY 

for 

Cruising 
A Perigrination Playboys in 
Comfortably 

Peripatetic 
Key Clubs 

f\ long, long, time we've felt that conventional highway travel is an 

imult o an aware, urban, pleasure-seeking male's sense of luxury 
ond good taste., With nary an idea what to do about the multifarious, 
cwrbersome inconveniences of sitting immobile in a cramped space 

for pm_l°“9°d periods, lacking conversational companionship, and 

®nsuming time by touring from ocean to ocean by these harrowing, 
@nventional methods, we had no choice but to submit, at least on 

%casion, to the rigors of the road. 
O . 7:: oWn sense of resignation and futility was erased one day three 
em“ 990 when a young, eager entrepreneur named Amold Zinthefer 

ered our executive offices with a vast masterplan to unshackle the 
Qwar, 

hurie' Urban male from former bonds in the matter of coast-to-coast 
n 

. . . . 

explo-s,t; Because of our own previous, inventive entrepreneurlal 
1 

s We were only mildly surprised when Mr. Zinthefer suggested 

clq;m:;ng key .C|Ub to us. He continued fo explain that he had 

off the ownership of the air from five hundred to one thousand feet 

Ange|esgr°”“d on a line running from New York to Chicago fo Los 

near ’stq:nd at that our interest was more than a little orouse(!. 

heliCOpfe :°f ecstasy engulfed us when he laid out the plans for his 

u en:e ey clubs, mammoth floating paradises with all the plush 

Smalle, scu;\ts °f' our stationary key clubs, but builtona somewhat 

deql Name e, "Keyloclubsl" we shouted, thinking this would be an 

r those voluptuous vehicles. AN immeq: 
“"r:‘ur:::‘itme Parmership ensued. We had sufficient capital for the 

clup mmof;_of the keyloclubs, as well as an already successful key 

.~ ¥eylog| l;n and operation. Mr. Zinthefer had the pro?erry and 

o fo p Plans, Together we devised a scheme for a flying park- 

City of fransport the automobiles of the keyloclub members to the 

- ring o:: destination, A somewhat fhorier problem was the 

of anj |Place to land the keyloclubs once they had reached t.he 

~y $exuq] bl ‘Govemment airports are of course incompatible with 

hme' e°°nvu;fi°ns. For some weeks the obvious escaped us. In 

eyt S fi‘;:r' we discovered that minor re—construction of th_e roofs 

wfloclubs *heury key clubs would make them suitable for landing the 

‘:rg ot ere, Qutside of a single gay pilot we over-tumed, there 
Vice beg;ns{ Problems in the entire program, Next month, the 

T 2 et ; r y |nc.|ned, we have set a 
mit on the keyloclub's maximum speed. We will not hurry our mem- 

bers across the country: we'll ease them across. Of course we will 
travel the inter-coastal distance about five times as fast as the 
drudgerous land transportation. The keyloclubs will have our bount- 
eous hostesses, our component hi-fi systems, our impeccable cuisine, 
our on-the-scene entertainers, plus that relaxing intimate atmosphere 
which is the teeming traditional trademark of our clubs everywhere, 

Happy traveling on the Play-way! ~ARNOLD ZINTHEFER 

(Mr. Zinthefer is a senior at Marquette University, majoring in 

English, Mr. Zinthefer plans a teaching career.) 
  

ON THE MARKET 

Booklets and pamphlets suitable for introducing libertarian views and 
ideas are offered by various publishers. Some of the excellent read- 
ing materials available: 

FACT SHEET, compiled by Willis E. Stone, documents the colossal 
blunders, enormous losses and horrifying depredations of over 700 
federal corporate activities, from the Pribilof Islands Administration 
to "Urban Renewal." The sheer mass of evidence should be sufficient 
to arouse anyone not committed fo regimentation for the sake of 
regimentation. Willis E. Stone, 6413 Franklin Avenue, Los Angeles 

90028, Volume 1, consisting of 50 reports on various governmenf 

programs, is $5.00; the individual reports are 25¢. 

ANTHEM, a novelette by Ayn Rand, portrays the end-result of the 

morality of self-sacrifice — the collectivist brutality and ignorance 

of a future dark age. Narrated in beautiful, almost poetic language, 

ANTHEM s the story of a heroic individual who has the ambition to 
acquire knowledge and the courage to stand alone. Caxton Printers, 

Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho, 1946; also available in paperback for 55¢ 

from New American Library, Box 2310, Grand Central Station, New 

York 10017. 

CLICHES OF SOCIALISM, by various authors, provides brief but 

penetrating refutations of 32 fallacious economic-political slogans 
ranging from "The more complex the society, the more government 
control we need” to "We never had it so good." Foundation for 
Economic Education, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York, 1962, $2.00. 

YOUR FUTURE, a series of brochures by Harry Browne designed to 

improve employer-employee relations, contains concise and simply 

written, yet fundamental arguments for individual achievement and 

the free market. American Way Features, Inc., Box 3249, Los 
Angeles 90028. A set of 18 is $1.80. - T 
  

THE HARVEST 
"Do not speak to the individualist of forms of society which later on 

(when he will no longer be there to enjoy them) will relate human 

environment to the individual. He is neither an illuminati nor a 
mystic . . . . He does not mind being called short-sighted, or 
accused of having a narrow horizon. He speaks to the present. And 
he argues that, if the rational instinct of self-preservation had got 

the better of all other considerations, the world would not find itself 

in the impasse into which it has been driven. It is not the egoist, nor 

the union of egoists, that has led humanity to the brink of 

annihilation. It is the sacrifice of the ego to altruism — the altruism 

of the State, Society, Collectivity, Nation, Party, Religion, etc. 
Onto the altar of forced solidarity has been thrown the self, stubbom 

and bleeding. Today is being reaped what has been sown: The 

collective follows the individual into the grave. And this is just, |t 
has not been understood that in eliminating the individual, one is 

preparing for the rvin of all."  E. ARMAND 

(Emile Armand, a French individualist, wrote these words about 1930 

but they remain timely today. This is an excerpt from WHAT 

INDIVIDUALISTS WANT published by S.E. Parker (2 Orsett Terrace, 
London, W.2, England, price 1d.).) 
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INNOVATOR 
  

PHILOSOPHY OF 
  

The philosophy of any periodical is ultimately, though implicitly, 

expressed by its contents — by the items the editors select for public- 

ation. However, we deem it worthwhile to offer at this time a more 

explicit statement of position to clarify and accent the significance 

and purpose of our diverse selections. 

The editorial policy of INNOVATOR can be labeled "rational liber- 

tarian." A LIBERTARIAN holds that the proper relationshipbetween 

humans is one of liberty or voluntarism — the absence of initiated 

force. A RATIONAL libertarian bases his advocacy of liberty 

on reason. To elaborate INNOVATOR's position: (1) 

EPISTEMOLOGY: The original source of knowledge is reality — the 

universe. The means of acquiring and verifying knowledge is reason 

— one's own cognitive faculties. While the observations and insights 

of others can serve as valuable extensions of perception and cross= 

checks of redsoning, one ultimately acts on one's own comprehension. 

  

Omniscence is neither possible nor necessary. Just as A is A — a 

thing is itself, so A is not B — one's conception of reality is never 

reality. But metaphysical open-mindedness need not entail psycho- 

logical indecision; after reaching the best possible present under- 

standing, one can act confidently on this understanding yet remain 

potentially receptive to new information and interpretations. 

Dogma isrejected — be it unquestioning faith in a particular theory 

orindifferent tolerance of conflicting opinions; any theory is respect- 

ed to and only to the extent that it accords, without contradiction, 

with all known evidence. Rational exposition and critique of differ- 

ing hypotheses canlead to intellectual progress — to increasingly ac- 

curate/useful abstractions of reality. 

ETHICS: A code of ethics is fundamentally a set of guidelines for 

living. Morality, like all knowledge, must be subject to verification 

and modification through reason. While the derivation of morality 

from reality is often difficult and uncertain, this derivation must be 

sought. There can be no dichotomy between the descriptive and the 

normative. 

One's own existence must bé his ultimate standard of value; one's 

self-realization must be his primary moral purpose. And the object- 

ives w‘_hich consfIMe one's self-realization are his to determine. 

One fi.usf,zgo f1deX possible, understand the nature of each entity in 

his envirorment™and act with appropriate regard for that nature . 

Therefgre .&ffl@ship with another volitional being, to be bene- 

fic@l»fj‘rnfi:sfidtiliejo advantage the other's attributes of intelligence 

andZe gpac ty- for independent action. The ideal relationship is volun- 

furlf_“jlfa‘déif-ffhe gxchange may be in tangible products or intangible 

qudkities o Eqch i vidual seeks psychological "profit" — each trad- 

ing[fivfii is‘-&é hifT™a lesservalue for (what is to him) a greater value. 

Initiatfgn afi forcgy — unprovoked physical interference by one 

intelli%nt K&ing another — is practically always contrary to the 

long-range interests of both. For to the extent that a victim is 

subjugated he becomes only a very inefficient type of domesticated 

animal; to the extent that he rebels, he becomes a dangerous enemy. 

SOCIETY: The advantages of social living — of communicating ideas, 
exchanging skills, trading products and reciprocating affections — are 
myriad and immense. And the optimum society is the free society — 
a state of liberty, of mutual abstinence from coercion. Only the free 

society can be consistently moral and humane — any other system is 
ultimately based on violence or threat of violence. Only the free 
society can be peaceful and orderly — any fascist or socialist system 

eventually devolves into tyranny, war and/or chaos. Only the free 
society can be prosperous and progressive — regimentation reduces 
the personal incentives and freedom of action necessary for productive 

efficiency and technological advances. Only the free society permits 
creativity and expressiveness — under any paternalistic system the 

sciences and arts become servants of the State. Only the free society 
allows life to be thrilling and joyful — authoritarian regimes through- 
out history have offered dreary conformity, abject poverty and ruthless 
brutality. 

Liberty predicates regard not only for the person of another but for his 
property as well — for items (except other volitional beings) he may 
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create or acquire with the voluntary consent of the creator, A free 

society entails generally accepted criteria of liberty, such as defin- 

itions of persons and property, and procedures for responding to vio- 

lations of liberty. 

But a durable free society is yet to be realized. Both the achieve- 

ment and the preservation of liberty are formidable problems; problems 

which are yet to be fully solved; problems which crucially affect our 

lives. These problems require thorough investigation and astute anal- 

ysis — the imaginative synthesis and critical examination of possible 

solutions. And, while envisioning a free society of the future, one 

must live in the present — one must seek maximum personal freedom in 

the here-and-now. 

In the quest for liberty, INNOVATOR's purpose is communication: 

INNOVATOR provides a forum for new ideas — a "market" for 

intellectual exchange and competition — a media for the exposition 

and critique of diverse ideas and arguments which recognizes reality 

as the final authority. 

INNOVATOR explores the free society, examines ways for realizing 

greater liberty, and reports advanced applications of free enterprise. 

INNOVATOR provides information of immediate utility to libertar- 

ians — offers suggestions for living more effectively, profitably and 

satisfyingly in foday's world. 

INNOVATOR acknowledges a vast heritage from intellectual innov- 

ators of the past and present. While it is not possible to document 

the original source of every idea which appears on these pages, we 

attempt to_give recognition to some of the highly creative individuals 

through reviews and references. The editor and authors, however, 

are alone responsible for the views expressed. EDITOR 

(1) This is @ SUMMARY of our position and is not intended as a 

rigorous derivation nor an exposition of all aspects of this philosophy. 

  

THE MIXED-ECONOMY IN LIMERICK 
  

To end "want," the Premier of Zower 

decreed wages of ten grand per hour. 

When all were unemployed 
he said, "Extremism we must avoid; 
what | need is more regulatory power." 

A government bureaucrat, o prude 

who believed legs and torsos were lewd, 
imposed a high tax 

on short shorts and tight slacks. 
Now girls go around in the nude. 
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libertarian engineer seeks free-market employment; preferably sub- 

contract basis. Experience includes digital systems integration, 

computer programming, logical design, semiconductor switching circuit 

design. For resume write 4d-5UB %INNOV£TOR. 
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Do you sometimes get the uneasy feeling that the State is not protect- 

ing you? Why not assume your primary responsibility and protect 
yourself? For counseling contact James ..oo, expert in Chlnese 

"karate," (parent of current glamourous but less devastating forms.) 
Individually tailored programs for men or women. call (213) 666-9266. 

Your profits can be YOURS when you do business with libertarians. 
is size advertisement: $1.00. 
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State-wide drives are underway to qualify "anti-obscenity" petitions 

for the 1966 election. One proposed amendment would add to existing 

State statutes, another -- the so-called decency amendment -- would 

empower cities and counties to enact restrictive ordinances. 

The issue is not the moral /intellectual qualities of particular 

publicatiol'ls; the issue is freedom of press. The sale of ANY book 

(()g Dagazine is a voluntary act -— an exercising of individual rights. 

bele notion that a "morally corrupting influence" is a kind of coercion, 

1st°n88 in the same 1imbo of philosophical double-talk &s the social- 

Ap assertion that "high-pressure advertising" is a form of cqerclon.) 

la% Would-be advocate of individual freedom who supports "anti-smut 

1nca ldeologically disarms himself -- opens himself to charges of 
ONsistency and hypocrisy. 

- Ing 
o 

fe b‘irference with individual choice of reading material is not only 

| cop :tam; Violation of principle; it is fraught with grave pol itical 

f.balfocéuences. If the "anti-obscenity" proposals are placed on tlrlleb 

- to g l.and become major campaign lssues, the probable result will be 
" or tp it the anti-collectivist vote and wreck and political prospects 

| ( € better candidates. EL RaY 

i Augflsi Dore complete discussion see MObscenity' and Individual Freedom," 

; 1964 INNOVATOR; 25¢.) 
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- SPace Dews items of local .interest will be pablished in this sectlion, 

'_":he isgig?itting. No 'payme»ntr ijs made other than four extra copies of 
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2 APPLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

INNOVATOR 
fix 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 — January 1966 — 

SELL THE 
  

END THE STATE ROAD MONOPOLY 

In the early part of the thirteenth century, as Genghis Khan and his 

Mongolian horde consolidated their conquests across the Asian main= 

land, they devised the "YAM": their network of Post Offices and Post 

Roads. At first a matter of military expediency, the Yamsoon became 

a system cof patrol outposts, mail delivery, and pony express, all in 

one. 

"The Post Roads were the backbone of the Khan's administration,” 

writes historian Harold Lamb. "The Mongol 'daroga’ (road governor 

or Postmaster, a political appointment) of each town naturally had 
the task of keeping up the string of horses, and levying supplies from 
the vicinity. Besides, in places not actually at war with the Khan, 
there was tribute to be paid to the horde. A census was taken.” (1) 

Of course, Genghis Khan was perfectly right. It is impossible to con- 
trol a large area without first controlling the transportation and com- 
munications. And if there was one thing the Khan wanted, it was 

control! "There is only one sun in the sky, and one strength of 
Heaven. Only one Kha Khan should be upon the earth.” 

By the same token, any strategy designed to enhance individual lib- 
erty in our time must include plans to LIBERATE transportation and 
communications—and in particular the roads—from state control. 

Those who argue that mail delivery, bus and taxi services, telephone 
and telegraph lines, water and gas supplies, trash collection—even 
street lighting, sewage removal, safety and rescue services—should 
be provided by competing private enterprises rather than the state, 
must recognize that they dream idly as long as the state controls the 
‘.Je‘r}: roads that such services must use or cross. For even if such act- 
Ivities are nominally "private enterprises", they are obliged to make 
sonje arrangements with the state road monopoly; they cannot long re- 
main free from state control themselves. Ultimately they, too, must 
Ee:_‘:':’;e S:me monopolies or state-licensed and regulated monopoly 
utilities", 

: 1 

f;:;:;‘){,ffhose_ who look for progress in such "civic problem" areas 
i Ql R;mlmer to th'e uncertain status of billboards and.iunkycrds, 
i ;henc: equate parking, the traffic jam, the high accident rare, 

various nuisances now common to streets and sidewalks—look 
in vaj i 9N, a5 long as the roads belong to the state, or to "everyone.” 

h ich : i At which is common fo the greatest number has the least care be- 
owed upon it the diffiou " said /.Aristofle. The state tries very hard to overcome 
uny of les resulting from lack of responsible ownership, by a 

°°"f‘.’5'"9 legislation, backed by more and ever more police- 
i ir?eenfl?re 1s @ much easier way. Lef us move forward, out of the 

century, and establish private ownership of the roads! 

°f private ownership 

coylg sucthe roads be "turned over to private enterprise,” and how 
'runsPOrt i @ system work in practice? How might the market in 

Were remov:;?se”'“s develop if the dead hand of state regulation 

tis 
fo Pfe;uer:sp,U?Us to try to predict all of the ways in which private 
Pon oy un;i ked from bureaucratic interference, would improve 

Sxist q num erquflfnur: system of road management. But there already 

& world—;, OF privately owned and maintained streets throughout 
i residential neighborhoods, at college campuses, on 

L_ 
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ROADS! 
business properties and resorts, recreation centers, fcrms‘, oil .Fields, 

logging camps and mines. Occasionally, when new residential and 

shopping subdivisions are built today, the entire road, sewage, and 

water system remain under the control of the developer or subdivider, 

who continues fo maintain them on a contractual basis. And there 

are, of course, the beautiful toll tumpikes in the Eastern USA— 

which are financially self-supporting, though not true private enter- 

prises. 

From such experiments, and from what is already known to be tech- 

nologically feasible, we can hazard a few educated guesses. 

A distinction can be made—somewhat arbitrarily, to be sure—between 
"INTRA-neighborhood" roads, and "INTER-neighborhood" roads. The 
distinction rests on a fundamental difference in usage. 

"Intra-neighborhood" roads provide ACCESS within residential or 
commercial areas. A convenient plan in such cases is for ownership 
to be in the hands of the adjoining front-feet property owners, who 
would own sections of the road out to the center-line. This is not as 
cumbersome as it may seem; in fact, in many communities this was the 

customary arrangement before the municipal or provincial authorities 
imposed easements to take over the roads and sidewalks. Recorded 
property titles often include such road-sections already; it would be 
a simple matter to establish or restore ownership of the roads in this 
way. 

Maintenance and repair of each part of the road, and determination 
of parking rules, would be the full responsibility of the adjoining 
property owner—although neighbors may find it convenient to make 
agreements with each other and with paving and maintenance ser- 
vices. 

An alternative plan—more likely to besuccessful innew developments 
than in old neighborhoods—is for the roads to be owned by companies 
under contractual relationships with the residents or merchants of the 
neighborhood. Income to maintain the roads could come from fees, 
parking charges, or indirectly through other services that the road 
company might provide. It is not possible to list all the ingenious 
contractual arrangements that might be made, but one thing is certain: 
there is no necessity whatever for state intervention. 

"Inter-neighborhood" roads may appear to be a different matter. 
Here the main concem is not access, but TRANSPORTATION. Those 

who live near such roads may not be interested in maintaining them. 
However, private ownership is still readily attainable. 

Had the state never entered the transportation business, there would 
have been competition among entrepeneurs in devising the safest, 
fastest, most comfortable, and most economical facilities possible — 
for that is the only way they could stay in business and recover their 
investment. [f their profits were neither regulated nor taxed away, 
they would have a powerful incentive to improve service, increase 
efficiency, and promote safety. It is inconceivable, for instance, 

that private businessmen would permit the number of deaths and in- 

juries on their own property, that the state permits on its roads. 

The kinds of roads we have today for inter-neighborhood travel would 

very likely be obsolete by now —were it not for the fact that progress 
in this highly creative field has been brought to a virtual standstill by 
political control. Our speculations concerning private road owner- 
ship unfortunately must be limited to road concepts with which we are 
already familiar, or which are possible in the very near future. 
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The most likely candidates for purchasing existing inter-neighborhood 

roads and constructing new ones, are the automobile manufacturers, 

oil companies, trucking and bus lines, and related enterprises that 

already have an interest in optimizing transportation systems. 

The expenses of road maintenance, including the amortization of 

construction costs, can be met in a number of ways. It has been 

estimated that roadside service stations and restaurants could easily 

pay the entire road costs and still sell their products and services for 

less than their present tax-burdened prices. Needless to say, any 

number of other "concessionaire" arrangements could easily be made 

by the road owner. 

On some major turnpikes a toll system is used (2). This appears to be 

practical on roads with a limited number of entries and exits. The 

toll gate may serve other purposes, too, for the private road company 

may wish to stop drunken drivers and unsafe vehicles from using the 

road. (Note that the company might exclude drivers, but would have 

no interest in arresting them.) 

Other ingenious systems for financing will no doubt be invented; Link 

Aviation Company is developing one possibly useful electronic 

device, capable of monitoring road travel and sending each driver a 

monthly bill. 

i Consider some of the circumstances that would exist under private 

road management, that would differ from the familiar situation with 

state roads: Roads (or whatever!) would no longer be built where 

political decisions caused them to be built, but only where they are 

needed URGENTLY ENOUGH TO COMPETE WITH OTHER FORMS 

OF TRANSPORTATION. Road companies, being unable to steal 

property through eminent domain proceedings, or to obtain funds 

from the general taxpayer, will be obliged to recognize the true 

costs of their particular form of transportation. There will no longer 

be any possibility of hiding the true situation in a maze of criss- 

1 crossing subsidies. 

There are several reasons for supposing that rapid transit and other 

rail services would assume a larger role, and roads a smaller role, 

| than heretofore. Rail transport requires much less land. According 

1 to a study published in the London "Economist", to move one person 

p one mile in rush hour requires one square foot for rail travel, 4-10 

i square feet by bus, and 14-70 square feet by private automobile. 

Furthermore, only about half of the total population is able fo drive 

| automobiles—a fact that would not be so easily overlooked if there 

' were a truly free market in competing transportation systems. 

A private company, having once acquired a valuable right-of-way, 

say, a hundred yards wide and several miles long, would seek to 

maximize the profitable use of it. It would not be content with just 

building a road: it might put a monorail above it, tunnels and pipe- 

lines under it, and phone lines, cables, power and microwave systems 

alongside it. Some new developments which can be foreseen are: 

the use of pipelines, special rails, conveyer belts and tubes for mail 

and freight; “piggy-back" rides, hybrid vehicles, and new kinds of 

"convertibles" —cars that can be used for both road and rail travel, 

for example; automatically guided vehicles on electronically con- 

trolled roads; smogless electric cars; extremely high speeds in perfect 

safety; underground and underwater roads and vehicles. 

  

Majority approval not required 

It is not necessary for a majority of the people in some g 

agree to the sale of the roads. Private ownership of roads, like other 

progressive developments, will not come about by a show of hands. 

What is most likely to happen is this: existing privately owned roads, 

new real estate ventures, and proprietary communities will not fall so 

| readily into the hands of City Councils and other political institutions 

, as they used to. The dangers of "incorporating” into organized cities 

!\ will become more widely recognized. More and more individuals will 

M begin fo see the ddvantages of private ownership of roadsand road- 

connected services. Finally, the most intelligent and least power- 

i " hungry municipal authorities will look for ways fo sell their biggest 

headache—the roads—to private, responsible owners. 

What are some of the most common objections offered to proposals to 

sell the roads? They can be stated as cliches. 

iven area to 

  

  
  

e 

e, and fhey wer, 

reaucrat can a 

CLICHE NO. 1. "I knew some private roads onc 
even paved." The notion persists that only a by e fl 
road, and if state roads were turned ove i Pay r to private §1 Lon 
crumble into dust., P ovners they vy, I[;())' \ 

Will private roads be as well maintained as state roads? W 
S p | 

of major thoroughfares, certainly yes, and certainly af r;ef:;e coy WOl 

Cogt  raf But in some residential neighborhoods, perhaps not, Some reg: 
may prefer to spend more money on food, clothing, and their ;;denfi urd 

mes 
and less on the neighborhood road. This is for them to deciqd (.Sd 
their money. o ;Ev 

rof 
CLICHE NO. 2. "Aw, there'd be roads going from nowhere to - Car 

where.” No. Roads going from nowhere to nowhere can only| 

built with taxpayers' money. Y% e 

CLICHE NO. 3. "What if some guy owns all the roads around ns; 
I 

house, and | can't get in or out?" There is no danger of being "|ang 
locked" by private road-owners, because contractual agreements o Exc 

always made assuring access and crossing rights; such contracts ow! 

implicitly assumed even if not explicitly stated. What about the mq on; 
ot 

who rents an apartment in somebody else's building? Or the felly 

who rents a house behind another house? They are both "landlocked" Thu 

but access and crossing rights are assured. als 

There is only one situation which endangers the "landlocked" indivi On 

dual: if the property surrounding him is in the hands of the state, ¢ stat 

was acquired by means of eminent domain. par 

An executive of a natural gas company has explained the acquisitic e 

of pipeline rights—of-way by pointing out that if a right-of-wayi nuz 
an 

acquired by agreement with the affected property owner, contract 

are drawn up so that both the property owner and the gas company an To 

guaranteed access and crossing rights. On the other hand, if eminen req 

domain is used, the pipeline route is fenced off and the original pro; car 

erty owner may be cut off from part of his own land! (3) larg 

The same is true, in general, with roads. If road rights—of-way ar Sta 

obtained with the consent of all concerned, as they would be by pri in t 

vate road companies, access and crossing rights will be respected _T| 

But when the state intervenes by eminent domain or confiscation, i mq 

such consideration is given. the 

CLICHE NO. 4. "How can roads be built without eminent domain’ foc 

You'd always have somebody on the route who wants a billion dolla Squ 

for his shack.” No. Private road companies undertaking to build _g 

road would examine a number of alternative routes, determine whi qqe 

property is available, and take options. They would not merely sit I of 

their offices or council chambers drawing lines on maps like voodd 

witch doctors sticking pins into dolls. All that is necessary fo avoit =St 

the problem of the "holdout" is to take the same care with the proper allo 

survey that is ordinarily taken with the geological survey. resu 

CLICHE NO. 5. "Aw, privately owned roads'll never work." Yes —St 

they willl It is the state road monopoly that will never work! Une 

MARTTI LAHTINEN sult: 

=Tt 

(1) Harold Lamb, "Genghis Khan" (Bantam Books), Ch. 19, "Tht migl 

Roadmakers.” The Khans also established government schools, con m;| 

scription, a fugitive slave law, and outlawed stealing except with th 

permission of duly constituted authority. 
Onc 

(2) The Pennsylvania Tumpike, surely the finest road in the world i:c 

charges about 1¢ per mile, which nets a large surplus above the @ cig 

mortization, interest, maintenance and other costs. : 

he 

o 

(3) Personal interview. He added that gas companies—state regulate hoo 

nytilities" —hardly ever use eminent domain, but the mere threat of | q m 

  

"helps us in our negotiations. " Way, 

_ Was 
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MINATE SMOG IN MIND, AND SMOG IN AIRWILL GO 
L = — T — 

pefore the Paleface came, Indians called the area now occupied 
Long ?A\ eles, "The Valley of the Smokes." There are at least two 
by Los h;\seve"' in which the Paleface government has made things 
wa}’srthan they would otherwise be: (1) through intervention in the 

worse tation services, and (2) by regulation and control of the nat- 
tranSP""s industry. Sam Campbell, Business Editor of the Register, 
uraltgGAno' California) explored the first of these in his column 

Ssgc:,l;rybod)"s Business” on Nov. 13, when Los Angeles was recovering 

ko worse-fhon‘USUQI attack. INNOVATOR is republishing Mr. 

Crzmpbeuls comments here, with his permission: 

    

Smog in the atmosphere will not be diminished until smog in the mind 
" eliminated. Air pollution is an unwanted by-product of the exist- 

ing transportation system. 

Examining that fransportationsystem, we find that it is a hybrid affair, 
owned and operated as a kind of partnership between the state on the 
one hand, as senior partner, and individuals and companies on the 

other hand, as junior partners. 

Thus the state owns the highways, regulates the traffic thereon, and 

olso dominates operation of the railroads and airlines. 

On further examination of this total system, we discover that the 

state is the more sluggish of the two partners. That is, the junior 

partners can produce the cars faster than the state can produce the 

roads. The effect of inefficiency in the system is to multiply the 

number of miles that automobiles travel in order to carry out social 

and market functions. 

To put the idea another way, the freeway system we now have was 

required 10 years ago. If it had been in existence then, millions of 

car miles would have been avoided during the past decade. Smog is 
largely the consequence of car miles. 

State participation in transportation increases the number of car miles 
in these other significant respects: 

—The road pattern essentially is a political pattern instead of a 
market pattern. Politicians necessarily think in terms of uniformity; 

the market functions in ways of variety and flow. A market system of 
roads more nearly would resemble a railroad map, rather than the 
square mile and square block rectangular pattern we have foday. 

=3tate regulation hamstrings the railroads so that these transportation 
agents no longer are willing to transport people. The result is millions 
of more car miles, more smog. 

~State regulation hamstrings the startup of "jitney services” thatwould 
allow a moftorist to pick up passengers at a profit to himself. The 
result: millions of more car miles, more smog. 

—State taxation of bus lines helps fo make that form of transportation 
Unleconomic. State taxation of bus fares discourages patronage. Re- 

sult: millions of more car miles, more smog. 

~The state failed to provide turnouts on the freeways so that buses 

Might pick up and discharge passengers. Result: millions of more car 
'_mlles, more smog, 

Z:::f{fd of these inefficiencies is cumulative. They are f?It not 

| ing s'moufl:mflnue to make their impact day after day. .Tht.e ’rhscken- 

Cciencs 9 lanket constitutes a visible index of the multiplied ineffi- 

N e in the existing traffic system. 

fhuzv:olitells Suppose, by way of theory, that the transportation system 

o momEnt:.;nre”ed wholly to private enterprise. Let us envision; for 

Ways of o prof?qsn that corporations were formed to operate the roc.xd— 

S Unong I:t and ‘fhc’r, at the same time, the shroud of regulation 

s v rom railroads and airlines. What could be expected? 

' Woulg ?::1:216 fO.anficipq're that the several forms of franSpo.rfation 

: , qirls e W'.fh one another for the consumer dollar. Jitneys, 
! his PHy 'Nes, railroads would seek to entice the motorist away from 

v tr(’"sporh;:- Conveyance, Emerging from this competition would be a 

'on system best suited-to the marketplace. he ¢ ompet; . 
Peting parties would not be content with just Southern Cal- d forniq alone 

® rest »but would reach outto attract tourist profit dollars from 

€ country. They would have a mighty vested interest in- 

keeping the air of Southern California pure. They would install work- 

able smog-prevention devices on their own vehicles, they would en- 

courage the automotive companies to do the same, they would con- 

duct public education programs for the purpose of smog prevention. 

All this flows naturally from the profit motive. Thus, unhampered, 

might enterprise eliminate smog in Southern California. 

SAM CAMPBELL 

ROAD CONTRACTS IN PROPRIETARY COMMUNITY 

  

  

The 5300 acre Del Monte Property Company, located on the Monterey 
Peninsula in California, houses a community of some 6500 people and 
a number of business establishments and recreational areas. The com- 
munity differs from others, however, in its unusual property relation- 
ships: it is a PROPRIETARY community. 

The "government" of those parts of Pebble Beach and elsewhere on the 
peninsula that constitute the Del Monte Properties, is the Company 
itself—although of course the County and State authorities exercise 
some jurisdiction. The Company provides by agreement with each 
resident the roads, the road and property policing, and land-use 
planning services that are performed in other communitiesby unilateral 
edicts issued from City Hall. There are, naturally, no zoning laws — 

but there are some severe restrictions agreed upon in the contractual 
arrangements., 

Although the Del Monte Property Company is often referred to by 
outsiders as a prototype of the "Community of the future," insiders 
look upon it simply as a sensible business arrangement. The terms of 
the agreements between the Company and the residents differ widely 
depending upon circumstances, but typical provisions concerning the 

road service itself provide: 

"(The Company) shall maintain and keep in repair a road leading from 
the premises herein described to the nearest public highway, and in 
consideration thereof, and for the purpose of enabling (the Company) 
to maintain the roads in the Del Monte forest (of which the premises 
herein described are a part), (the resident) personally, and on behalf 

of his family, servants, and employees, hereby waives the right of 
free ingress and egress to and from the premises herein described, and 
hereby agrees to pay to (the Company) on the first day of March of 
each year and every year hereafter, the sum of — dollars. .. 

"Upon receipt of said sum and for a period of one (1) year after the 
receipt thereof, (the resident), his family, servants, and employees, 

shall have the right to enter at will the Del Monte Forest and to the 
privilege of using all the roads of (the Company) therein open and 
generally in use at the time of such use. (The Company) expressly 
reserves the right to change any of its roads orto abandon or close any 
or all of said roads which are not actually necessary for ingress or 
egress to and from the premises herein described to the nearest public 
highway. (The Company) further reserves the right to refuse to further 
maintain and repair the road leading from the premises herein de- 
scribed to the nearest public highway, and in that event (the resident) 
shall have the right to use said road without making the above pay- 
ment. 

"(The Company) hereby expressly reserves from said premises an 
easement in a strip of land 5 feet wide along the rear and side lines 
of said premises to erect poles thereon to support wires for the trans- 
mission of electricity for lighting and other purposes, and for the con- 
struction and maintenance of open culverts for the conveying of sur- 
face waters in an amount not to exceed one second foot of water, and 

to construct, operate and maintain pipe lines or conduits under the 

surface of said reservation for any lawful purpose whatever. " 
RESEARCH BY JAMES PRESTON 

  

The company striving to develop a new vaccine for the elimination 
of cancer surely would not assign the project to the plant security 
police. Nor should we assign the development of highways to poli- 
tical policemen. 

—JOHN SPARKS 
(The "Freeman") 
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INNOVATOR 
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THE ATTACK OF THE MICRO-MEN 
Doctor, listen please because 

|'ve got to tell you how it was] 
There | stood when suddenly 
| heard some voices back of me! 

| turned around but, | declare, 

There wasn't anybody there! 
| turned to walk away, but then, 
Those awful voices rose again! 

| hope it's only in my head, 
For this is what those voices said: 

"Give us nice warm clothing, 

To keep us from the cold! 
Don't resist, for we insist! 

Now, do as you are told!"” 

"Hal" said |, "and is there more?" 
Those voices went on as before: 

"You'll feed our little tummies! 

And do not fail, for then 

But before we're through, 

We'll show you now, we'll show you how 
We handle those whol" 

Doctor, | got worried then, 

As those voices shrieked again: 

"We have you in our power! 
You cannot get away! 

So understand that we command 
And you must now obey!" 

If you do, we'll see that you 
"We are the micro-men! 

The smallest men by far! 
There's no doubt that we're about 

The littlest men there are!"” 

"Oh," said I, "is that a fact?" 

And those voices answered back: 

"So tiny you can't see us! 
One millionth of your thumb! 
Oh, yes it's true, and woe is you, 
For now our day has come!" 

"What do you want? " said | to them. 
Those voices spoke to me again: 

Said I, "You'll get no help from us!" 
Then those voices answered thus: 

"{f you would be selfish— 
If you'd refuse us, then, . 

Well, of course, you must be forced 
To help the little men!"” 

"Wait}" said I, "That isn't fairl" 

But voices cried out everywhere: 

Won't dare to fail again!®” Doctor, I'm afraid it's true! 

What? You hear those voices too? 

"We are the micro-men! 

You cannot get away! 

So understand that we command 

And you must now obey!" 

"We are the micro-men! 

We are the micro-men! 

We are the little men! 

—OBEY! 

R, GRANT 
"We do not sow, we do not reap, 

  

VERDICT: HELP THYSELF 
  

In these days when court decisions increasingly are returned in favor 

of government over the individual, it is gratifying to learn that Judge 
Benjamin Landis of the Superior Court in Los Angeles has barred the 
California Department of Corrections from revoking the parole of 

George Faucette, a narcofics addict who sought to rehabilitate him- 

self by moving to Synanon House in Santa Monica, California, 

Synanon (a combination of "seminar" and "symposium") is a non- 
governmental, privately financed narcotics rehabilitation center, 

which was founded by Chuck Dederich, formerly a businessman. Mr. 

Dederich, who believes that an addict can only be helped by an ex- 
addict, said the Landis decision will result in "thousands" of new ap- 

plications for the Synanon treatment, "now that we've proven that 

@ man has a right to help himself. " 

The parent Synanon House, a three-story, nondescript brick building 
near the beach in Santa Monica, was established in 1956. Though 
Dederich himself has never been an addict, he felt the sting of gov- 
eérnment when, shortly after the house was organized, he was jailed 

25 days for q zoning violation. Since then other Synanon houses have 

:Pmng up in San Diego, San Francisco, Reno, and Westport, Connec- 
icut, 

Dederich claims that ex—addicts "understand the addictive personali- 

t)f 95 psychiatrists, social workers and law officers never can." Ad- 

€15 90 to Synanon voluntarily (there have been 1,180 since 1958) 

Usf"“")’ financing their stay with contributions from themselves or rel- 

afives; and, though their rehabilitation depends heavily on institu= 

fionalized devices, group therapy, and heavy-handed methods that 

bring to mind a' Marine boot camp, members do not leave bearing the 
stigma of having "served time" in a state institution. 

The narcotics problem in America has been created (or at least aggra- 
vated) by unwise legislation, It is not surprising that certain bureau- 
cratic officials would come to feel that they have a vested interest in 
"their" problem; any private or voluntary effort to solve the narcotics 
situation will meet official resistance. 

The Department of Corrections has never approved of Synanon. lts 
principal objection has been to Synanon's refusal to allow members to 
submit to Nalline tests, which are used to determine whether parolees 
have resumed the use of drugs. But, as Dederich points out, Synanon's 

rehabilitation program involves a sense of trust which necessarily 
would be destroyed if Nalline tests were permitted. 

The members of Synanon, and Judge Landis for his decision, are to be 
commended for their recognition of the right of the individual to help 
himself. JACK PIERCE 

  

"A PENNY SAVED IS ... ?" 
  

The maxim: "A penny saved is a penny earned,” is obsolete.  Today 

a penny saved is equivalent to 14 X pennies earned where X is the 

fraction of income seized through taxes. 

To benefit yourself, and to contribute less to the further enslavement 

of everyone, apply your energies and ingenuity not to increasing you 

taxable income but to living more efficiently on the some or lowe; 

taxable income. EL RAY 
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SELF-DEFENSE: KUNG FU AND THE FIGHTING ARTS 
  

Those of us who are concemned with being self-reliant individuals 

understand the importance of being able to protect ourselves from 

accidental or intentional injury. Statistics abound to show us that 

violence —by professional coercers, political enthusiasts, irresponsible 

youths—is increasing, and that governments are completely inept at 

preventing injury to persons and property. Self-protection has become 

a vital, necessary part of each individual's requirements for daily 

living. 

While weapons are important protective devices, reliance on them 
can result in your finding yourself entirely disarmed. The natural 
weapons of the body, however, cannot be so easily taken from you. 

There are many methods of training the natural weapons of the body. 
Most western athletic activities—competitive sports, track and gym- 
nastic events, calisthenics and conventional "body-building”" routines 
—are limited to developing certain parts of the body, and restricted 
in the use that can be made of the training. Boxing, wrestling,and 

Judo are primarily sports, and of little protective value except in cas- 
es of unusual strength or skill. The highly developed muscular control 
of the Yogi is not convertible into defensive skills. Instruction in 
authentic Jiu-Jitsu is not really available in this country, and its 
variants, such as Aikido, are limited in their scope. For the purposes 
of self-defense training, the Chinese "KungFu" and its Japanese 
variant "Karate" are the most popular as well as the most effective. 

The gymnastic movements of KungFu were widely used in China as 

health or medical exercises 4500 years ago. "KungFu" literally means 
"medical exercise": man doing remedial work for himself. Through 
the ages the movements were refined until they are today the fighting 
arts. 

What is popularly called by the Japanese name Karate here in this 
country is a type of KungFu exercise designed primarily for men of 
considerable physical ability. It is a "hard form" of exercise, con- 
centrating on the development of strength and accuracy for deliver- 
ing blows. 

The KungFu arts also include "soft forms", as contrasted with the 
"hard form" of conventional Karate. The most notable for purposes 
of self-defense is the Yang form of Tai Chi. It was this defensive 
technique which the ancient Taoist priests employed, because their 
religion forbade them the use of direct violence. Tai Chiis particu- 
larly well suited, though certainly not restricted, to women, because 
it places the emphasis on agility and speed rather than brute force. 
A student well-versed in Tai Chi would neutralize an antagonist's 
punch by guiding it past, rather than blocking it—would repulse an 
aggressor by using leverage against joints, striking at nerve points, 
and the like. The routines of Tai Chi are as graceful as adance, and 
are used throughout the Orient today, by young and old of both sexes 
as a conventional "setting-up" exercise. 

The training procedures of a bona-fide instructor will include: a 
seemingly inexhaustible number of practice routines designed to edu- 
cate the body to its limits of flexibility and endurance; an emphasis 
on repetition of motions until they become reflexive; a thorough 
knowledge of, and willingness to impart to the student, the various 
principles of proper development and training of each muscle. Uni- 
forms and colored sashes will probably be disdained. 

In addition to a regular visit to an instructor, at least a half-hour 
.each day must be laid aside for uninterrputed practice. But you need 
no special clothing, gymnastic equipment, mats or furnishings. No 
other person need be involved than yourself and a competent instruct- 
or—and if you follow his advice you cannot hurt yourself, beyond the 
unavoidable soreness of long-forgotten muscles. ' 

The benefits can be immense. You are arming yourself with a weapon 
that cannot be legislated away from you. You will always have this 
weapon with you, ready for any emergency. You immediately begin 
to enjoy the rewards—improved health and endurance—which proper 
exercise affords, Perhaps most importantly, you will derive the 
psychological satisfaction of self-control. The greatest fruit of self- 
sufficiency, said Epicurus, is freedom, ANN BOWLES 

PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL: WATER 
  

How can on individual survive in a collactivist society which s, 

bent on self—destruction? W hat steps can be taken to insure ., 

when the bombs start falling or the block wardens start issuing .., 

permits, he can escope to the hills or the desert and still ren,., 

alive? 

The Ffirst worry will be water. Any escape plan will naturally incl,,, 

preporing a supply of water that can be carried along: but how ., 

odditional sources be found in an area without wells, rivers or lake; 

A significant innovation in the art of survival, suggested recently, 

Dr. Ray D. Jackson and Dr. C.H.M. van Bavel (1), may fumish pe. 

of the answer: they have proposed o method by which water cont, 

obtained from the soil through a simple distillation technique, usir; 

what they call a "survival still" which can be constructed by anyors, 

ESSENTIALS: It will be necessary to have on hand (1) asheet of cla: 
plastic, circular or square, measuring 6 x 6 feet; (2) o waterprost 

container with a twe to four quart capacity; (3) a flexible plas 
tube, about five feet long. 

INSTRUCTIONS: When prepcu'-ing your "still", FIRST, dig a hemis 
pheric hole about 3 feet in diameter and about 18 inches deep, sl. 

ping it toward the bottom (if you have no shovel, a stick or yo 
hands will do nicely!) At the base dig an additional hole largee. 
nough to hold your container. SECOND, tape one end of your plas 
tic tube to the inside of the container, and lead the other end up au 
of the hole where it will be used as a "straw" to remove the wats 
from the container. THIRD, with the container sunk into the base o 
the hole, stretch the plastic sheet over the hole and hold it securel 
in place (airtight) with soil around its edges. FOURTH, take a fist 
size rock and weigh down the center of the sheet so that it assumes. 
conical shape and comes within a couple of inches of the top of th 
bucket. 

HOW IT WORKS: The temperature of the soil and air beneath th 
plastic sheet increases from the heat of the sun, vaporizing the wate 
in the soil. Then, as the air becomes saturated, the vapor condense 
into tiny drops on the underside of the sheet which run down to th 
point of the cone and drop into the container. 

WEAK POINTS: While there can be a yield of as much as a pint ¢ 
potable water from a single "survival still" in a 24 hour period, som 
locations will not yield as much as others. Try to select a natur 
depression, such as a dry riverbed or damp, low ground; avoid a sit 
above underlying rock. The water collected will prabably taste flal 
but the distillation will have made it safe to drink, and—even thoug 
the quantity obtainable is small—will keep you alive.  IAN BEAL 

+—Dirt Anchoring Sheet Drinking Tube 

Three T Feet— > 
     
  

  

    
18 s .. 

Container 
° 

° . * 
. . 

DIAGRAM OF "SURVIVAL STILL" 

(1) "Solar Distillation of Water from Soil and Plant Materials," b 
R. D. Jackson and C. H. M. vanBavel =SCIENCE, Sept. 17, 1965 
"New Survival Technique: GetWater Anywhere," by D. S. Halacy Jr 
—OUTDOOR LIFE, Aug. 12, 1965. See also "Personal Survival 0 
Nuclear Attack," INNOVATOR, July 1965, ' 
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RHODESIA'S UNPARDONABLE SIN 
  

Why have the British and American governments and theirservile press 
and radio chosen to vilify, harass and threaten Rhodesia? 

The ALLEGED "crimes" of lan Smith's administration are: illegal se- 
cession, minority rule, and white supremacy. Are these the real is- 
sues? 

The charge of "illegal secession" applies with equal validity to many 
of the nations of the world including, ot one time, the United States 
and, more recently, such "pets" of the "establishment" as Indonesia 
and Algeria. 

The Rhodesian government does limit voting to persons having a high 
school education, minimal annual income or real estate (or various 
combinations of less education and less income), but does not discrim- 
inate on the basis of race or sex. In fact Rhodesia's voting require- 
ments are perhaps the most rational of any existing nation. But even 
by the mystical standards of those who unquestionably believe in "one 
man, one vote," lan Smith's government is more "democratic" than 
are such recipients of American support as Yugoslavia, Poland and 
South Viet Nam, 

While the Rhodesian government is not completely without guilt in its 
treatment of Africans, racial discrimination is vastly less than in most 
of that continent. An individual can enter any occupation and assoc- 
iate with persons of his choice, regardless of race. That the race issue 
is largely a red herring is evidenced by the British government's ac- 
tions in seeking the assistance of South Africa, notorious for blatant 
LEGAL discrimination and segregation, in its campaign against Rho- 
desia. 

If secession, minority rule and racism are not Rhodesia's offenses , 
what is? Rhodesia has been one of the freer countries of the world, 

generally suffering lower taxes and less government intervention than 
either America or England. So it would seem that economic freedom 
might be Rhodesia's REAL sin in the eyes of its detractors—freedom 
which could be highly embarassing to the rulers of England and Amer- 
ica in a decade or so when Rhodesians (including the supposedly ex- 
ploited natives) might well be living conspicuously better than their 
own semi-enslaved sheep. 

Generalizing, it becomes increasingly evident that the REAL Anglo- 
American foreign policy objective—coercive anti-communist crusades 
such as inViet Nam notwithstanding—is to SUPPRESS freedom through- 
out the world. During and since World War Il both governments have 
encouraged collectivism, not only by aiding and abetting communist 
conquests, not only by bribing other governments with "foreign aid" 

to implement socialistic "reforms", but by direct interference as in 

Katanga. Will Rhodesia be the next victim? RIC VILLANUEVA 

Qu\C K‘).qNOS 

In New York State, "public need® must be proved before a new hos- 
Pital can be built or an old one expanded. Legislation has been un- 
der consideration, also, to define hospitals as public utilities. 

SCRANTON AVENGED: Once upon a time, Gov. Scranton of 
Pennsylvania bruised his nose walking into a glass door in Allentown, 
Pa.  The Pennsylvania legislature has passed a bill requiring eye-le- 
vel wamings on all transparent doors in public buildings; violators are 
subject to fines and 10 days in jail. 

George Ray, of Paris, Tenn., went to police headquarters and paid 
a $15 fine with a $20 bill, said "keep the change" and walkedout. 
A police car overtook him and an officer handed him the $5 bill anda 
receipt, both of which he tore up. The officer arrested him for de- 
stroying government property. 

The Federal Govemment has purchased a new rotary coin-press—the 

old equipment just wasn't turning out the sandwich coins fast enough! 

The Federal Food and Drug Administration seized 1600 copies of best- 
seller "Calories Don't Count" and 58000 capsules of safflower seed 
oil. The Feds charged that the oil was not effective as an aid in 
reducing, 

ON THE MARKET 

"I swear by my life and my love of it that | will never live for the 
sake of another man, nor ask another man to live for mine..." Those 
words by AynRand appear on the program of Ron Foster's THE SCORE- 
KEEPER, a libertarian stage play dramatizing the philosophical con- 
flict between two brothers, one a "brother-keeper", and the other a 
"score-keeper". We don't know much about drama, butwae know what 
we like! We liked THE SCORE-KEEPER. 

Written, produced, and directed by Hollywood Actor Ron Foster, THE 
SCORE-KEEPER cuts no corners, makes no compromises. Its heroes are 
heroic, villains villainous, and middle—of-the-roaders suitably con- 
fused and muddle-headed. 

Jack Atwood (played by Ron Foster) owns'a factory producing heli- 
copters of his own design. He hires men that produce, fires them 
when they don't. His brother Les (Joe Kelsay) doesn't share Jack's 
attitude: Les "cares for the men," while Jack "is gonna let their 
mothers do all that stuff," 

When Jack fires two particularly obnoxious trouble-makers, the usual 
things happen. The pickets, the threats to suppliers, appeals to a 
government agency ("lsn't there some technicality the NLRB can get 
him on?"—"You'd think so, that's what they're there forl"), and 
finally open violence. 

THE SCORE-KEEPER first appeared in Orange, California, and will 
soon be showing in Los Angeles and elsewhere. A local newspaper, 
reviewing the production, suggested it contained "extremist" propa- 
ganda.  If producer Foster is concemned about his "image" as a result 
of such criticism, it doesn't show. As his Jack Atwood says, "An 
image is a lie, and | don't lie." 

SWEDEN'S INFORMATION MEDIA 

  

  

The Swedish information media—newspapers, magazines, books, radio 
and television—deserves study to establish how collectivism can make 
inroads into what might otherwise be a relatively free economy. 

Today the Swedish business sector enjoys a freedom that exists in few 
other industrial nations. There are no anti=trust laws, no minimum 
woge laws, no closed shops. Sweden is in some ways the envy of 
many foreign businessmen. Although spokesmen rarely give to such 
a free market the credit it deserves, this relative freedom of business 
is @ major cause of Sweden's prosperity. 

On the other hand, Sweden has an exorbitant sales tax (10%); an 
all-embracing program of socialized medicine; some extensive state 
monopolies and other government businesses; a state movie censorship; 
and a heavily taxed middle class. 

The information media are responsible, along with educational and 
(to a lesser degree) religious institutions, for promoting the concept 
of the welfare state. It takes a rational individualist to withstand the 
collectivist barrage. 

In the United States and other western nations the voice of dissent 
against the collectivist erosion is evident. It may not always be ex- 
tensive, but it does exist. At least some information of a libertarian 
or near-libertarian nature is available to us all. But in Sweden, 
there is almost a complete absence of such intellectually stimulating 
thought. 

Magazines 

The major magazines are in the hands of leftist editors much the same 
as in the United States. The leading weekly news magazine, FIB 
AKTUELLT, is recognized as socialist by most Swedes. Its anti-Nazi 
preoccupation stems from a guilt common in Sweden for not having 
participated in the destruction of the Nazis, The second world war 
is an overly frequent topic for articles. Even today they see a Nazi 
conspiracy behind every Volkswagen. 

Concern for the American negro can be found expressed in almost ev- 
ery issue; however, the implicit solutions offered are—more govern- 
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ment housing, equalization of incomes through taxation, and the 

abolition of property rights. 

Newspapers 

The newspapers can be regarded as collectivist in varying degrees, 

and range from communist to nconservative". EXPRESSEN, the big- 

gest paper, supports the Liberal party, which is just a little rightward 

of the Social Democrats. [t is a scandalous tabloid with a noticeably 

anti-American bias. Its U.S. correspondent UIf Nilson has offices in 

Rockefeller Plaza, and roams the country digging up stories. Much 

of his writing parrots American leftist sources, but his knowledge of 

American politics is surprisingly lacking— before the 1964 California 

primary he wrote that Senator Goldwater would be running against 

Govemor Brown. 

The leading "conservative" paper, SVENSKA DAGBLADET, used the 

news service of the NEW YORK TIMES for much of its campaign cov- 

erage, and regards it as an unquestionable source. Ingmar Lindmaker, 

its U. S. correspondent, quoted Senator Goldwater, in a front page 

story (Sept. 16, 1964) as saying "if elected for president he would 

murder the Constitution.” When we called the paper to ask about the 

quotation, the foreign desk editor avoided any discussion but reluc- 

tantly admitted that it was probably an error. 

Swedish law forbids government censorship of the press even intime of 

war —but when the papers are all collectivist, why should a collec- 

tivist government care to censor them? 

Broadcasting 

As in other European countries, the radio and TV broadcasting is a 

state monopoly. It is referred to in Sweden osa semi-official cor= 

poration. "The government exercises a measure (sic) of control over 

the corporation's general management by appointing its chairman and 

one half of the members of the board of directors. Ownership of the 

corporation’s shares is apportioned in accordance with regulations a- 

mong the press, the large national organizations, the major popular 

movements, and the radio industry." (1) The corporation is a limited 

dividend company, whose dividend is paid out of a tax imposed on the 

owners of radio and TV sets at $6 and $20 per year respectively, to- 

talling fifty million dollars. 

Notice that the newspapers profit from the broadcasting monopoly in 

the form of dividends. They are opposed to commercial broadcasting 

because advertising shifts would occur. The newspapers give con- 

siderable space to TV criticism, but never suggest allowing a private 

system. ' 

The radio and TV manufacturers also collect dividends, as a kind of 

pay—off possibly to compensate for comparatively lower per—capita 

  

sales. 

— and Books 

Sweden's book business is lucrative, ranking fourth in the world in 

book production on a per—apita basis. 

Wilhelm Moberg, an old line socialist, is probably the leading liter- 

ary figure. He is prolific and has an excellent style. The younger 

otion of writers are relying on pornography for sales purposes. 
gener 

nts about how little the 
Their other material consists largely of complai 

state is doing to make life effortless. 

Sweden is a natiggyhose intellectuals. can only think in terms of 

"more cpercion todnhyke men free," or A is B, The collectivistic 

intellectugls ;gqse as humanitarians and are unopposed. No articulate 

spokesman: for_freedom is in evidence. If one were available, he 

would haye ‘c;;niosfc@cult time finding a podium, publisheror micro- 

Z“‘j"l & 

Until t@é)i@d;tebir of intellectual inquiry, We'll Not Take Swe- 

den! LéOi}&RI;ANfirllu HAYES 
.y o~ 

(1) "Infrodfi“choé’,to Syeden”, Swedish Institute, Stockholm, 1961. 
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ment housing, equalizotion of incomes through taxation, and the 
abolition of property rights, 

Newspapers 

The newspapers con be regorded os collectivist in varying degrees , 
and ronge from communist to “conservative". EXPRESSEN, the big- 
gest paper, spports the Liberal party, which is just a little rightward 
of the Socicl Democrats, It is a scandalous tabloid with a noticeably 
onti-American bios. Its U.S. correspondent UIf Nilson has offices in 
Rockefeller Ploza, ond roams the country digging up stories. Much 
of his writing parrots American leftist sources, but his knowledge of 
American politics is surprisingly lacking—before the 1964 California 
primary he wrote thot Senator Goldwater would be running 
Govemor Brown, 

against 

The leoading "conservative" poper, SVENSKA DAGBLADET, used the 
news service of the NEW YORK TIMES for much of its campaign cov- 
eroge, ond regords it as an unquestionable source. Ingmor Lindmaker, 
its U. S. correspondent, quoted Senator Goldwater, in a front page 
story (Sept. 16, 1964) as saying "if elected for president he would 
murder the Constitution." When we called the paper to ask about the 
quotation, the foreign desk editor avoided any discussion but reluc= 
tantly admitted that it was probably an error, 

Swedish law forbids government censorship of the press even in time of war —but when the papers are all collectivist, why should a collec- 
tivist government care to censor them? 

Broadcasting 

As in other European countries, the radio and TV broadcasting is a state monopoly. It is referred to in Sweden as a semi-official cor- 
poration. "The government exercises a measure ( 
the corporation's general management by appointing its chairman and one half of the members of the board of directors. Ownership of the corporation's shares is apportioned in accordance with regulations a- mong the press, the large national organizations, 
movements, and the radio industry.” (1) The corporation is a limited dividend company, whose dividend is paid out of a tax imposed on the owners of radio and TV sets at $6 and $20 per year respectively, to- talling fifty million dollars. 

sic) of control over 

the major popular 

Notice that the newspapers profit from the broadcasting monopoly in the form of dividends. They are opposed to commercial broadcasting because advertising shifts would occur. The newspapers give con- siderable space to TV criticism, but never suggest allowing a private 
system. 

The radio and TV manufacturers also collect dividends, as a kind of 
pay-off possibly to compensate for comparatively lower per-capita 
sales, 

— and Books 

Sweden's book business is lucrative, ranking fourth in the world in 
book production on a per—capita basis, 

Wilhelm Moberg, an old line socialist, is probably the leading liter- 
ary figure. He is prolific and has an excellent style. 
generation of writers are relying on pornography for sal 
Their other material consists largely of complaints about h 
state is doing to make life effortless, 

The younger 
es purposes. 
ow little the 

Sweden is a natian-yhose intellectuals can only think in terms of more cpercion to mgke men free," or A is B. The collectivistic intellectuals pose ggumunifcrions and are unopposed. No articulate spokesman_ for freedom is in evidence. If one were available, he would have a most difficult time finding a podium, publisheror micro- phone.— <27 . C 
  

Until Hf;'e;r‘é')'r-'s:‘o rebigtfgof intellectual inquiry, We'll Not Take Swe- 
den! LROBERT AND_TIIU HAYES 

[ = 

(1) "lntro@cfiofijfc (S:w.ipden" 
Page Ié}-, 3 ud 

v} L 

+» Swedish Institute, Stockholm, 1961, 
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&0ss THE REAL MEANING OF "LOCAL CONTROL" 
— &0eg; T — - 
LR TN 

o school textbook, designed .fo oc_quainf youngsters with the facts 
ollywog o life around the world, fhe.re is an |||usrraho.n of a local council— 
2 the L, "oviet"—hard ot work behind rh? _lmn Curtain, presumably weigh- 

s¢ Martig g and deciding the fate of some citizen's life and property. 
the moy 

here is a widespread myth, tl onceme Unortunately, there i p y mostly promulgated by - mliticel "conservatives”, that "Local Control" is an ALTERNATIVE 
‘{ursel.wm] oSciolism,  On the contrary, "Local Control" is what Socialism is omlinsoy oll bout] "Local Control" means: "All Power To The Soviets!" 
*au il very many believe that strong local govemments, with their 
 ASTE} rnibld local "programs” ond "plans", with City and County aqu- 

| toiities operating or regulating utilities, water supplies, schools, 
begitols, sanitation services, rail and road transportation systems— 

ced Fm-q‘ ot oll this will keep the Socialist wolf away from the door. Sociale 
g Wate iihove always known better, 

LONC: George Bemard Show said: "Socialism, as understood by the Fabian 
\MPING Xciety, means the organisation and conduct of the necessary indus- 

igs of the country...through the most suitable public authorities, 
pchial, municipal, provincial, or central " 

An.gelf Sidney Webb saig: "Genuine Socialism grows by vertical instead of venings; horizontg| ex, : pansion; we must make ever more socialistic the institu- 
% amid which we live. . ,No nation, having once nationalised OR MINICIPALISED i . " . search, ni) ) any industry, has ever retraced its steps.” (Emphasis 

. 9024 
xwwwd 

-y
 

SRR 

rh"l"eni“i“‘iif'flpl)' sloganized: "All Power To The Soviets!® 
! hoth 

— knn"w"’d‘: "Local Control™ is not an altemative to socialism, but 
ly by the ecessary and sufficient condition for it. 
ELRAY Verticq Expansion 
D. e | by . 
n 34 g bow does fhis "vertical addres] S oecount from q Fabian 
mswnhl", -”! fonep: 

tions oné, n 
ioms ¢ . ction of Locql Gov. 

50.06 A" democracy, , $50.00 Mblig Misances, 1o g, 

expansion" Webb referred to take place? 
history book is instructive: 

ernment has undergone immense expansion 
It is looked to now not merely to remove 

pply sanitation, lighting, and roads, but to act 
enefit of the individual citizen. It is to Local Gov- 
efi and aided by the State Offices in Whitehall, that 

ic [ h;] Is beginnfng to look to supply the house he Iives in; 

lation o B jy ant hg ond gas he uses; free education for his children— 
wsive o Bty h;c.°°'5 fo University scholarships; medical clinics and 
oy ¥ Vickgy fiel Ptals; books from the free library; baths and swimming; 
toriomr een belts' of open country for his Sunday walks; Ses 
srisfoc!” ‘fbtnef‘fs fake the family to work or school; and a hundred for ne* to make [ife kind 
N T i ricle oy, liam 
rsemert SEO‘ 5 

* augig 

stomped 8 pay 
be spec’ Peronal b 
reserve g t Contro|| 

. PoOrer citizg 
LING tlect 

and 'gr 

QHWCWFT said as far back as 1894, 'we are all social- 
Sricles " "V rate, by whatever name you call it, this system of 
EEor 7 b:,m E"glish |~f° the life of the poorer citizens is a great fact of 
R g e Its Principal instrument is to be found in elective 
o Wi, ' SMPowe ; Iped ess P clly by Tre red by successive Acts of Parliament, helpe n : > 

" Vernm, U1y 'grants-in-aid" of rates, and kept up to the 
T ent inspectors. 

1 Orig} . 

Slwingglnmed in the middle of the Nineteenth Century, 
ofer than ever in the Twentieth. In the Rating   

AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

SINNOVATOR 
— March 1966 — One Year, $2.00 — > Single Copy, 25¢ 

=4LL POWER TO THE SOV|ETS" 
and Valuation Act of 1925, in the Local Government Act of 1928, we see the Central Power taking more and more control of Local Gov- 
ernment. There is an ever-increasing tendency of the Minister and 
Department ot Whitehall to direct the action of the local authorities on a single national model, The national model is enforced on the 
local authorities not merely by Acts of Parliament, but also by elabo- 
rate regulations which modern Acts of Parliament allow the Minister 
to make departmentally by acts of administrative legislation. 'Dele- 
gated legislation' it is called, because Parliament by Statute dele- 
gates to the Minister (of Health, Transport, or Education) the power 
to make subsidiary rules to be enforced on the local authority as if 
they were laws. 

"Local authorities are becoming more and more the agents of the Cen- 
tral Government in carrying out a national policy for the benefit of 
the poorer citizens, largely at the expense of the richer citizens, 
through the local rates and the national taxes that go to make up the 
grants=in-aid. Under this system the elected local authorities have 
more powers, but less independence, than of old. They cannot refuse 
to carry out these multitudinous duties imposed by Acts of Parliament 
or by the regulations issued by the Minister. .. In future every govern- 
ment, whether called Conservative, National, or Labour, must be at 
least half socialist.” (2) 

But it all has to start at the "Local Level." In the first twenty years 
of the Fabian Society's existence, Fabian propaganda was almost en- 
tirely devoted to "local" socialism, Here are some of the titles of 
their early booklets: "The Municipalisation of the Gas Supply", 
"Municipal Water", "Municipal Drink Traffic"...that's beer and 
liquor, but if you think you can escape the bureaucrats by drinking 
milk, you're mistaken. The next pamphlet was "The Municipalisation 
of the Milk Supply." Then "Municipal Tramways", "The Municipal- 
isation of the London Docks”, "Municipal Pawnshops", "Municipal 
Slaughterhouses", "Municipal Bakeries", "Municipal Hospitals", 
"Municipal Fire Insurance”, "Municipal Steamboats”, and so on and 
so on. Yessir, the Fabians really wanted "Local Control"! 

The Fabians were especially annoyed that when the people of London 
needed a rapid transit system, a private company went chead and built 
onel Ofall the nervel The Fabians hadn't even written a pamphlet 
on it yet! Surely everyone knows that the CITY and COUNTY should 
provide such services—as they do, for example, in Los Angeles. 

Before the Fabians came upon the scene, there was actually very lit- 

tle local government in England, and it consisted mainly of the police 
constabularies, and some judicial and ceremonial functions. The 

Fabians agitated for stronger city, county, and regional governments, 

and more govemmental planning of land-use and building. 

When Parliament passed the Act creating County Councils, Mrs. 
Annie Besant wrote triumphantly: 

"In perfect unconsciousness of the nature of (the) act, (Pa.rliume_nf) 

has established the COMMUNE. (It} has divided England into_dis- 

tricts ruled by County Councils, and has thus created much‘mery 

WITHOUT WHICH SOCIALISM WAS IMFRACTICAI?LE. +« ltremains to 

give every adult a vote in the election of Councillors, . .and to re- 

move all legal restrictions, so as to leave thfim as free. to ?cr corpor- 

ately as an individual is to act individually." (Emphasis mine.) 

After this is done, argued Mrs, Besant, the universal adoption of 
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Socialism will be certain: "No one will care to face the worries, 
. ! ! 

the harassments, the anxieties, of individual struggling for liveli 

hood, when ease, freedom, and security can be enjoyed in the com- 

munal service." 

Some fifty-two years ago, Graham Wallas' socialist classic, "The 

Great Society", was published. Wallas, an early Fo‘bion leader, 

along with Shaw, Webb, and Mrs. Besant, saw the importance of 

"Local Control" as a stepping stone to Socialism. Wallas emphasized 

the concept of "City=-Planning": 

"Convenient city quarters cannot be created by each family choosing 
a site for itself, any more than healthy city houses can be built with- 
out by=laws". .. (that'sEnglish for building codes and zoning laws...) 

"The width and direction of streets, the size and position of public 
buildings ond parks, as well as the height ond position of the build- 

ings, must be finally fixed by some one acting on behalf of the whole 
community. The science of City-Planning is therefore rapidly devel- 
oping into the Master science...”" of the Great Society! (3) 

Two years after "The Great Society" was published (though not just 
because of it, of course) New York City adopted America's first com- 
prehensive zoning low. A zoning law is a scheme to deprive property 
owners of the control of their own property, and vest it in a group of 
feudal lords or "planning commissioners." The idea of compulsory 
zoning reappeared for the first time since the middle ages, in Sweden 
and Bismarck's Germany; it spread to England and then to New York, 
Boston and Los Angeles, spreading finally to most of the United States 
urban areas. 

Zoning lows, and that other resurrected custom of the feudal period 
—"eminent domain"—are the major mechanisms of the modern "Loca! 
Socialists." The horrors of "Urban Renewal" and other mammoth sto- 
len-homes projects, are but the next steps in the process. After all, 
"Socialism grows by vertical expansion. 

Until "Conservatives" and "Liberals" alike understand that “Local 
Control" and "All Power To The Soviets" are one and the same slo- 
gan, there is very little likelihood that the Socialist trend will be 
reversed. The true alternative to Socialism is not "Local Control®; it is 
the sovereignty of every individual. R. BRAY 

(1) Quotations from Shaw and Webb taken from "This Little Band of 
Prophets: The British Fabians” by Anne Fremantle (New American 
Library, New York, 1959) 

(2) G. M. Trevelyan, "A Shortened History of England" (Penguin 

Books, Harmondsworth, Mdx., England, 1960) 

(3) Quotations from Mrs. Besant and Graham Wallas taken from "The 

Great Society" by Graham Wallas (Macmillan Co., New York ,1914) 

  

THE WISDOM OF OUR FOREFATHERS 
The Cholera Panic 

The cholera would smite New York more fearfully than the plague 
smote old Florence six hundred years ago; and what is New York do- 
ing to defend herself? Every year she raises the revenue of a king- 
dom, and can not keep her streets clean, Her municipal authorities 
are a band of thieves who plunder under the sanction of law. Filth, 
ignorance, disease, bestiality, are political necessities for those in 
whose hands the luckless city lies. Clean the streets, ventilate the 
houses, wash and feed the squalid population upon which the greedy 
eyes of the cholera are already fixed from over the sea, and the men 
who now thrive by the ignorance and brutality of the tenement-houses 
would be spewed out, It is not to be expected that they will adopt 
any efficient measures for the public safety. You might as well ap- 
peal to the dirty marble blocks of the City Hall as to the men who sit 
there in authority. When the cholera comes, and stops business, and 
starves the poor, and depopulates the city, we shall have another aw- 
ful proof of the inexorable relation of public morality and public 
safety. 

If any thing is to be effectually done to prepare for the cholera it 
will be by private enterprise. HARPER'S WEEKLY, Sept. 23, 1865, 

b . 
WHICH SIDE ARE WE ON? 
  

Lip service is given in libertarian circles to the realizat 

servalism is not only dead, but that the corpse now reeks of e 

interventionism, military imperialism, antisexualism, mcismor.‘, 

Christian fundamentalism. It is also said among us that the COr’ ' 

tive POLITICIANS of the 1930's, with whom we first bagay 
erate, were generally more rational than the conservative "in?el'lll 

tuals" of today. Iy 

1on 'h("b 

In any case, it is clear that political conservufiveshovedrifredfn,‘k 
and farther away from the principles of liberty. The depth of th;y 

between libertarians and conservatives did not become fully 4 

ent until conservatives began to shift their supportto Lyndon JPT 
son because of his opportunistic escalation of the Vietnam war, B 
day the two groups do not agree on a single major issue in polit 
The libertarian/conservative alliance has disintegrated. And WHeé 

this is for the good or bad ismuch less important than that it is ar 
ity. 

What to do about this reality is now a lively question, Many }, 
settled for complete renunciation of all political action, QO 
are dreaming of Utopian communities and moral enclaves. Ay, 
have gone on strike or left the country. Some have advocateq s 

formation of an independent libertarian political party. Othersh, 
confined their political attention to specific issues and avoideq 
liances with broad-based groups. A few have proposed that ane 
tempt be made to correct the conservatives' drift, by cultivating d 

trust of Lyndon Johnson on a personality basis.  And a very few by 
even called for a reunification with the political "left", while. 
guing that even the American Communist Party is presently more i 
ertarian than the average political conservative. 

Libertarians who believe in the intellectual free market (and t 
rationality of most other libertarians) are not now properly concem 
as much over which argument will eventually prevail as over whet 
or not all libertarians are aware of the problem. For it seems # 
some are as yet unable to distinguish themselves from conservative 
or to decide which side they are on, now that the schism confrr 
them. These libertarians must be shown that extensive political cog 
eration with conservatives is no longer possible, It is time they go 
serious attention to the alternatives. KERRY THORNLEY 

(INNOVATOR invites its readers to comment upon Mr. Thornle 
observations and the important questions that he raises. A ful 
issue will be devoted to an examination of possible courses of acti 
for libertarians—the "alternatives".) 

QU \C Kc',qNos 

ANTI-SOCIAL INSECURITY: A row of houses, including a childre 
nursery school, is being condemned in order that the property may! 
used for a federal Social Security building in Huntington Perk, Cali 
Elderly home-owners say they are losing THEIR social security, i+ 
the homes they paid for and have lived in for decades, and whiche 
being taken from them without their consent. 

"TELESCREENS" IN THE HOME NEXT? 
A resolution, introduced in the California State Legislature by 5 
Jack Schrade, conservative Republican from San Diego, calls fof 

study into legislation requiring motorists to install two-way radios' 
their cars, "o increase communication in accident situations." 

Clyde Harvey was arrested in his native Leake County, Mississipp 
and sentenced to 90 days in jail for having two cans of beer in 
refrigerator.  Mississippi is a dry state. 

A DEMONSTRATION OF FAITH: "Every year more than s0millic 
individuals demonstrate their faith in America by filing income o 
returns.  The season has rolled around again and we are sending p 
this package of forms and instructions to help you do this...." (Fro 
"Federal Income Tax Forms for 1965," by the INTERNAL - REVEN 
SERVICE.) 
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sphilosophy is like a game, sir. You are right." 

Tonned and herd, the young man's face reminded the professor more of 

oldiering than philosophy. 

'And, yes, in some important ways it resembles the game of chess. 
Lt, in another way—in a way you've spent half your life refusing to 
hc;_philosophy is more like Russian roulette." 

|ike the foce of a bronze statue now, it waited—passive in the fact of 
its cold strength., 

Abeautiful face, the professor thought, beautiful in the same austere 
way that mathematics is. So certain. And so certainly wrong. 

Silence continued for some minutes before the professor remembered it 
wes his tum to speak. No, he thought, | am not, for o change, being 
wcorded o respectful silence.  Not in the sense of the meek before 
tewise. More, this silence is like—is like the kind of respect one 
is accorded after being challenged to a duel. 

Very well, he thought—with an inward twinkle, as he parted his dry 
lips o speak—a duel. | will choose my weapon. "Having some know - 
ledge of your political convictions, young man, | assume you are not 
proposing that the Russians invented philosophy. " 

:NO. Iiir-" White teeth set behind the dark face made the grin vivid. 
But I'm afraid the Russians do understand the practical importance of 
P“lflfiflphy—even though they are damned sure wrong in their pre=- 
mies, 

0 0 . Nothing is for sure—damned or not." 
' 
Are you sure of that, sir?" 

. Young man, you are the first person to ever ask me that guestion,” 
[} 

And the answer jsP" 
Yo 

estiol 
3 NNoone ever asks doesn't merit an answer. " 

Wel| 
grmp;;glnj:EI'_WQSfe any more of your time, sir. Thank you for 

&bended his h:n';_terwew"' Grabbing his brief case, he stood and 

"Bt . 
'“Werfi:,?;d you Wanted to discuss something about politics, A 

P sgigon some kind. A political demonstration. lsn't that what 
L] 

I'm ofraig, . ) . ) 

Popylar ideq_lllyou would not want to get mixed up in this. [t isan 
hy 

'l 

e, . PNt half 
L%ned‘n ee love, Why 

y life advocating unpopular ideas. World 
+» many of the books you see in this study are 

Ye v ong g 
tions Ot. er half of your life you've spent ignoring unpopu- 

Hosophical questions. " 
| d to ignol-e i‘hose, becuuse—" 

hog, 7 know, sir, 1 

the . he :\Pohence of the young, the professor nodded. 

% ith the would rather be Red than dead is now ready to 

K h he"‘isph ran, Who would rather be dead than have a Red ) ®re With him, You may proceed.” 
n es‘“ersft:md my positi . . 

'on, sir, ldon't think those are the al- 

| ligi... Sother \ 
%*hq,_,, 15 hog a :ieywr Phllosophy, though—in which you main= 
Y I ~everything must be EITHER one thing ORa- 

n th 

. 

'S Case 

» NoT Surrender or death, EITHER defeat—OR 

victory," 

"No, son. Victory is impossible in an atomic age.” 

"Impossible for the West, but possible for the Reds. | see, sir. We 
are talking in circles again." 

"Perhaps we can avoid all this if we come to the point. What was 
this unpopuler political action for which you came to solicit my sup- 
port? NOTHING AS VIOLENT AS YOUR PREVIOUS ENDEAVOR 
I TRUST."  The professor frowned as he emphasized eachword of his 
last sentence. 

"No, sir. In fact, this is entirely a matter of passive resistance, 
which is why | came to you. Your experience in the technique would 
be of great value." 

Opening his brief case, the young man put a pamphlet on the profes— 
sor's desk. "l want to organize a passive rebellion against income 
taxes in this country. Next year, | want to persuade évery K 
opposed to compulsory taxation—to refuse to pay!" 

SHAH MAT! 

citizen 

The pamphlet was entitled: 

"What is SHAH MAT?" As if the small, white booklet were a hot 
siron—the professor drew back. 

"The name of my movement, sir." 

Again came the silence of respect accorded upon a challenge. 

No—thought the professor. Not this time, 

"Why," the professorsaid, softly, with a strange kind of anger turned 
more against himself than against the level, brown eyes meeting his 
gaze, "you are morally irresponsible!" 

"Not according to the morality that is mine, and should be yours, 
sir.” A long, narrow handfell on the pamphlet and lifted it off the 
desk into the brief case. A hand that reminded the professor more of 
art than politics. "Tell me, sir, is it morally irresponsible to insist 
upon the abolition of force between nations?" 

"Of course not." 

"Then please tell me why you think—if 'think' is the right word—that 
to insist upon the abolition of force by a nation against its own un- 
armed citizens is morally irresponsible. Is it not the same issue? Are 
not the same principles involved? Is it not a contradiction to uphold 
one view and damn the other?" 

"Oh my." A resigned sigh issued from the professor; he spoke in a 
voice that seemed tired and old, "Contradiction is not a political 
word, It is a philosophical word. And the capitol of a nation is not 
an ivory tower," 

"Is that your answer, sir?" 

"That, | feel, is the only answer | can give you." 

Picking up his brief case again, he tumed and walked to the door, 
opened it, stepped out—and closed the door quietly behind him. 

That, thought the professor, was the quality of the look on his face. 
The quality of a closed door. A door locked against compromise. 

One thing still puzzled the professor. Something he saw. And did 
not understand. Or had forgotten many years ago. The meaning of 
those two words: SHAH MAT! Something to do with the game of 
chess, he recalled. An Arabic phrase. Ah! Now he remembered. 
CHECKMATE! The root of that was SHAH MAT! Meaning: THE 
KING IS DEAD! 

Well, the professor thought, | certainly am having a difficult time 

keeping myself from admiring that young man. So certain of himselfl 
And so certainly wrong. Nobody will join his crusade. Nobody feels 

the way he does about politics. 

Relaxing in his comfortable chair, he thought: Nobody would have 

expected a young man like that—a man with the face of a soldier, 

the mind of a philosopher, and the hand of an artist—nobody in the 

world would have expected him, of all people, to smuggle himself 
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into a hostile Latin-American country, past the dictator's own guards ond— 
i 

A loud knock broke into his thoughts. SIANF - OINT ol 

Opening the door, the professor saw a urifoited policeman, , And a search warrant, 
. " . 1 y o . o Sorry to disturb you, professor, We{i‘)gi !;gf ‘g'Lrepo&' fificl‘(yo‘p‘pf? keeping obscene reading material in your study, and I've beé assigned to check it out," 

"Some of the world's greatest literature is currently considered ob- scene, officer. And, to save us both embarrassment, 1'l] tell yOu now that | pride myself on having a good deal of great literature in this room that happens to fall in that category. | do not, however, see how the contents of my library can be rightfully subjected to police regulations. Good day, officer. " 
wpe I'm sorry, professor. You are under arrest. " 

"I refuse to be placed under arrest!" Retuming to his chair the pro- fessor sat down and folded his arms. "It is not the concern of this— or any other—community that | choose to read whatever | wish to read!" 

"Your attitude, professor, is morally irresponsible, " 

The professor stared. Before him stood a man with the fine, impracti- 
cal face of a philosopher, the mind of a minister, and the hand 
the hand rested on a gun.  RAUL SANTANA 

  

REPARTEE 
The Editor, Sir: 

In your December issue | see that someone, consistently withholding 
his name from publication, has expressed his contentment with the 
fact that you encourage the use of the "Nom de plume®, since anyone 
practicing liberty as well as theorizing about it needs to exercise 
caution. This person has a point, but | would like to make another 
one: 

Our liberties are being infringed upon now with an ever-increasing 
pace—to speak of one's "long-range self interest" is NOT necessarily 
to allude to one's children's interests. Within our own lifetimes it is 
entirely conceivable that our "legal right" to freedom of speech could 
be lost—and if it is lost, | contend that it will have been lost BY DE- 
FAULT. 

We see what has happened to the free market—such as it was—due to 
the lack of a widely understood moral base. We are still living in a 
society which condones and permits only that which is generally un- 
derstood and appreciated by the masses, and, |believe, the freedom 
of speech is still one which is fairly well understood and appreciated. 

It is not in our true self-interest to imply, by the use of pseudonyms 

and withheld names, that we don't quite dare to say, calmly, "here | 

am and here is what | have to say.” So long as the exchange of opi- 

nions in newspapers, periodicals, etc., is open and fearless, the ty- 

pical welfare-stater reads and is made aware of the fact that rhe.re 
are individuals in his community (or in the country) who disagree with 

the status-quo. If he sees well-made points, he is likely to makenote 

of them—he feels that he is being dealt with on a "man-to-man" ba- 

sis, whether or not he agrees. 

When he sees an anonymous letter, however, the psychology is dif- 

ferent. His "predator's mentality" is aroused—he fe?ls morally super- 

ior to this "reactionary” who does not dare sign.hlsllname to an un- 

popular opinion. He will NOT, believe me,'thlnk Dear me, wh?r 

is happening to our freedom of speech, that this poor fellow is afraid 

to identify himself?" 

Consistently yours, GRACE MAC EACHRON 

Editor's Note: , , " . 

i believe that Mrs. Mac Eachron has made a valuable point, 

\I/VNhfl\llz)v\;/e\TOlé will continue to respect the anonymity of writers who 

evaluate the situation differently. 

B 
The Editor, Sir: 

All right, don't keep me in suspense. In your Januar § . is there are two ways in which government has made rhey SUe yoy ) ) smog ¢y worse than it would otherwise be, ond then explained fnlslhmn-, 
them (government control of highways.) What about the othe)’?or": 

r 

A 

J. 4. M. 
\! 

B Reply: 

Government controls and regulates the natural gas industry ang, hibits conversions from fuel oil to natural gaos usage. For ;xam : 
permission of various government agencies is required for gqspipd};'l 

re to be routed into the Los Angeles area, involving 'engfhyhear;M 
delays, and increased costs for potential natural gas users, ’ 
****:\-**************“’**********’*M*****'" + 
MANAS/MINUS ONE/LOYD L. PARKER/VANGUARD REPORT/Ag; 
OF REASON/THE QUESTERS/ TRANS-ACTION/FREEDOM'S Wy — 
FRAGMENTS/THE REALIST/MONETARY NOTES/FREEDOM NEW(IL 
PAPERS /A WAY OUT/FREEDOM MAGAZINE/THE INTERCOL;. 
GIATE REVIEW / FACT SHEET/NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW / 1 
WEEKLY BULLETIN/YOQUR FUTURE/KERISTA SWINGER/RAMPAY 
COLLEGE NEWSLETTER/REPORT ON FREEDOM / ECONOML 
NEWS/LIBERTY COUNCIL OF NEW ENGLAND REPORT/RESEARCH 
REPORT/NOTES FROM FEE/THE GREEN REVOLUTION/MAPKA gt 
PORT/JAG/BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH COUNCIL BULLETIN /M0 
DERN AGE/CURRENT/THE LONG MARCH / ECONOMIC EDUCA 
TICN BULLETIN/THE OBJECTIVIST/HOUSE ORGAN TWO /NEWS 
LETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF RATIONAL LIVING / PROJECT: 
COMMUNICATION NEWSLETTER/ THE INDIVIDUALIST/LEFT AN) / 
RIGHT /RAMPART JOURNAL / FREEDOM OR SLAVERY / THE FREE- - 
MAN /NEW CLASSICS HOUSE ORIGINALS / EAST WEST DIGEST 
THE SPECULATOR/PEACE PLANS/CLICHES OF SOCIALISM are d 

periodicals of interest to libertarians in the opinion of Kerry Thomle 
and Cara Leach, editors of AGCOMM DIRECTORY ONE, due for re- 
lease 15 March, 1966. AGCOMM DIRECTORY features addresses, 
rates, and other vital statistics on over 50 publications—plus othe 
information for the laissez-faire cultural revolutionist. Order now: 

$2.00 from Kerry Thornley, 3626 Keystone Ave. LosAngeles 9003 the 

Fhk ok kkkkhhkhhhkh Xk hhhhhkkkkkk Kk hkk ko kkkkkr kot the 

Woman, 26, desires part time and/or temporary work; L: A. area. 
Experience as English teacher; customer service rep.; preparation of 

technical material for offset printing; Kelly Girl, Type 65 wpm, BN 
Executive. Light shorthand. Phone 837-9800 or write INNOVATOR 

c/o Ad. 63A 

INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034, is published monthly by the 

Institute for Social Progress.  Editor: RICHARD BRAY Contributing Editors: EL RAY, 
KERRY THORNLEY Area Representative Manager: KATHRYN HATFIELD. 

SUBSCRIPTION mailed anywhere in the world: One year, $2.00; two years, $3.40 Put 
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odd $1.00 per year. Confidential numbered subscription sent air mail (First closswithin not 
Southern Colifornio}—odd $2.00 per year. Wholesale rates for quantity subscriptions 
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APPLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, 

box U718, Los Angeles, California 90034 — April 1966 — 

- THE DRAFT AND 
E WHEN THE PRESENT GENERATION IS SWEPT AWAY. . 
/ . 

In Congress, Dec. ?, 1814: 

  

The question is nothing less, 
than whether the most essen- 
tial rights of personal liberty 
shall be surrendered, and des- 
potism embraced in its worst 
form.  When the present gen- 
eration of men shall be swept 
away, and that this Govern- 
ment ever existed shall be a 
matter of history only, | de- 
sire that it may thenbe known, 
that you have not proceeded in 
your course unadmonished and ‘ unforewarned. Let it then be Daniel Webster known, that there were those, 
who would have stopped you, T in the career of yourmeasures, Wi 
and held you back as by the ‘ skirts of your garments, from 

which you are plunging, and drawing after you 
our country. 

  

the Precipice, oyer 
-+ | the GOVemment of y 

! Congertngs - . 
of *"Scription i ch, o osen as the most promising instrument, both of over- "9 reluctane M1 whie arise f e to ”’je. Service, and of subduing the diffl.c?lfies 
R | tion aserts rhmm.lhe dEfltflencies of the Exchequer. The administra- 

| sion, Conf right to .fi” the ranks of the regular army by compu:Jl- = men, ¢, ends that may now take one out of every twenty-five 
r:’ "eQuire Ny part or the whole of the rest, whenever its occasions 

‘°"‘pe||. 'erons thus taken by force, and put into an army, may be 40; | Pt g y Se:jl-’\'e there, during the war, or for life. The.y may be 
ol Q‘Wrding ' 'ce., at home or abroad, for defense or for invasion, 
' ™t grow o © the wil| and pleasure of Government. This power does 

Yar, It be| any invasion of the country, or even out of a state of 
0| ver, ond js ::ngs fo Government at times, in peace as well as in d, | Mere 4 iscre; © exercised under al| circumstances, according to its ae fo,by' € on, 

his, Sir, is the amount of the principle contended ceretary of War. 
15 A M“gn : 

:; l”his iMta To Be Slaves? 
i o Sir . 

3 gni“fiv i,erctm;s'srem with the character of a free Government? Is 
5/ Yh’e' "Ndeeq it Y215 this the real character of our Constitution? No, 
- [ubrP&oP|e° not, The Constitution is libelled, foully libelled. 

:W" 'h!ilrc eSpcfls country have not established for themselves such a 
o |y S 'reusUlsm' They have not purchased at a vast expense of 
" %"e;e is i "¢ and their own blood a Magna Carta to be slaves. 
s | g Mwrige i 
l ‘mmmned'fhmfen n the Constitution, in what article or section is it ot | . 
$, | g childyou may take children fr   ren om their parents, and parents 
- it Whey < folly ¢ and compel them to fight the battles of any war, 
D r"x}'i ot Conegq) O Wickedness of Government may engage it? Un- 

Me cop . MiMent mes fo, h as this power lain hidden, which now for the 

"M with g tremendous and baleful aspect, to tram- 

  

AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY INNOVATOR > 
DANIEL WEBSTER 

ple down and destroy the dearest rights of personal liberty? Sir, | almost disdain to go to quotations and references to prove that such an abominable doctrine has no foundation in the Constitution of the country. It is enough to know that that instrument was intended as the basis of a free Government, and that the power contended for is incompatible with any notion of personal liberty. An attempt to maintain this doctrine upon the provisions of the C 
exercise of perverse ingenuity to extract slavery from 
a free Government. 

One Year, $2.00 — Single Copy, 25¢ 

onstitution is an 

the substance of 
It is an attempt to show, by proof and argument, that we ourselves are subjects of despotism, and that we have a right to chains and bondage, firmly secured to us and our children, by the provisions of our Government. 

The supporters of the measures before us act on the principle that it is their task to raise arbitrary powers, 
written charter of National Liberty. 
us of the delusion, which we have fon. 
subjects of a mild, free and limited Government, and to demonstrate by a regular chain of premises and conclusions, that Government possesses over us a power more tyrannical, 
gerous, more allied to blood and murder, 
mischief, more productive of every sort a 
has been exercised by any civilized Gover, 

by construction, out of a plain 
It is their pleasing duty to free 
dly cherished, that we are the 

more arbitrary, more dan- 
more full of every formof 

nd degree of misery, than 
nment in modern times. 

New Powers Assumed And Usurped 

But it is said, that it might happen that any army would not be raised 
by voluntary enlistment, in which case the power to raise armies would be granted in vain, unless they might be raised by compulsion, If this reasoning could prove any thing, it would equally show, that 
whenever the legitimate powers of the Constitution should be so badly 
administered as to cease to answer the great ends intended by them, 
such new powers may be assumed or usurped, as any existing admin- 
istration may deem expedient. This is a result of his own reasoning, 
to which the Secretary does not profess to go. But it is a true result. 
For if it is to be assumed, that all powers were granted, which might 
by possibility become necessary, and that Government itself is the 
judge of this possible necessity, then the powers of Government are 
precisely what it chooses they should be. 

The tyranny of Arbitrary Government consists as much in its means as 
in its end; and it would be a ridiculous and absurd constitution which 
should be less cautious to guard against abuses in the one case than 
in the other. All the means and instruments which a free Government 
exercises, as well os the ends and objects which it pursues, are to 
partake of its own essential character, and to be conformed to its 
genuine spirit. A free Government with arbitrary means to administer 
it is a contradiction; a free Government without adequate provision 
for personal security is an absurdity; a free Governm'en'r, with an un- 
controlled power of military conscription, is a solecfsm, at once the 
most ridiculous and abominable that ever entered into the head of 
man. 

Into the paradise of domestic life you enter, not indeed by tempta- 

tions and sorceries, but by open force and violence. 

Nor is it, Sir, for the defense of his own house and home, thathe 
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who.is the subject of the military draft is to perform the task alloted 
to him.  You will put him upon a service equally foreign to his in- 
terests and abhorrent to his feelings. With his aid you are to push 

your purposes of conquest. The battles which he is to fight are the 

battles of invasion; battles which he detests perhaps and abhors, less 
from the danger and the death that gather over them, and the blood 
with which they drench the plain, than from the principles in which 
they have their origin. If, Sir, in this strife he fall—if, while ready 

to obey every rightful command of Government, he is forced from 
home against right, not to contend for the defense of his country, but 

to prosecute a miserable and detestable project of invasion, and in 
that strife he fall, 'tis murder. It may stalk above the cognizance of 
human law, but in the sight of Heaven it is murder; and though mil- 

lions of years may roll away, while his ashes and yours lie mingled 
together in the earth, the day will yet come, when his spirit and the 
spirits of his children must be met at the bar of omnipotent justice. 

May God, in his compassion, shield me from any participation in the 
enormity of this guilt. 

A military force cannot be rcised, in this manner, but by the means 

of a military force. If administration has found that it cannot form 

an army without conscription, it will find, if it venture on these ex- 

periments, that it cannot enforce conscription without an army.  The 

Government was not constituted for such purposes. Framed in the 
spirit of liberty, and in the love of peace, it has no powerswhich 

render it able to enforce such laws. The attempt, if we rashly make 
it, will fail; and having already thrown away our peace, we may 

thereby throw away our Government. 

Security For Their Liberties 

| express these sentiments here, Sir, because | shall express them to 

my constituents. Both they and myself live under a Constitution which 

teaches us, that "the doctrine of non-resistance against arbitrary 

power and oppression, is absurd, slavish, and destructive of the good 

and happiness of mankind." With the same earnestness with which | 

now exhort you to forbear from these measures, | shall exhort them to 

exercise their unquestionable right of providing for the security of 

their own liberties. DANIEL WEBSTER 

LEFT AND RIGHT, Box 895, Cathedral 
(Previously republished in 

Autumn 1965 edition, 85¢.) 
Station, New York 10025; 

  

CONSCRIPTION—CORNERSTONE OF SOCIALISM 
  

Although many sincere and patriotic Americans now believe conscrip- 

the preservation of our freedom, it was considered 
tion is essential fo 

QOur ancestors 
an unAmerican idea in the United States until 1917. 

came fo this country fleeing the old European tyrannies, whose most 

onerous features included forced military service. 

ed States was a bill brought be- 
The first attempt at a draft in the Unit 

It was in- 
fore Congress in 1814, near the close of the war of 1812, 

tended to raise an army for the purpose of invading Canada. This 

bill was scathingly attacked by Daniel Webster as too great an ex- 

tension of government power over individuals. He predicted: "If ad- 

ministration has found that it connof form an army without conscrip= 

t will find, ifit venture on these experiments, that it cannot 
tion, i 

e 

enforce conscription without an army. 

1863, did a draft act become law. When the first 

e following July the resulting draft riots in Bos- 

ton, New York and elsewhere forced the calling of regiments from the 

Pitched battles raged in the streets of 
battle fields of Gettysburg. 

s. Hundreds of people were shot or 
New York City for several days. 

hanged. Aside from the loss of life and the enormous property da- 

mage, some historians claim that one of the reasons General Meade 

did not follow up his advantage over the retreating army of General 

Lee after Gettysburg was because so many of his s_oldners were en- 

gaged in suppressing the draft riots.  Still other regiments were held 

in readiness, in cose they were needed. (1) 

Not until March, 

call-up was made th 

It was only with our entry into World War | that tax-supporteg 

aganda developed the popular s °c Pro- pag P! popular support necessary to establish h 

draft as an accepted institution. (2) the 

Setting aside for a moment the moral implications of conscription 

it really practical? Although many conscripted men have fwl |,:‘ 
heroically for their country, a conscript is bound to cost more undgd' 

less than a committed professional. Conscription does not suit mode ; 
warfare. This is an age of specialized technical equipment and flu;: 

situations. Success increasingly depends upon individual initiative 

According to military historian H. Lydell Hart, during World Wur|v 

"It was the least free states which collapsed first under the strain u’f’ 

war—and they collapsed in the order of their degree of unfreedon, 
By contrast, the Australion Corpswas, by general recognition, 1h; 

best fighting force in the fourth year of the war. [t was this force 

which had no conscription and in which there was the least insistence 

on unthinking obedience." 

Since World War |, collectivism has steadily gained favor in the 

United States. It seems to me to be no accident that the first of the 

great "liberal" presidents, Woodrow Wilson, successfully led this 

country to accept the draft. During the Wilson administration, dis- 

sident opinion was crushed without regard to due process of law ina 

manner never seen in this country until then. Censorship and managed 

news became the rule. 

Familiar as we all are with the writing and speaking restrictions 

placed upon military personnel today, can we not imagine that con- 

scription will develop in the future into a government weapon for the 

suppression of dissident opinion? Could not conscription be further 

extended? 

In Iran, young men are drafted into the "Knowledge Corps," a sort of 

domestic peace corps teaching in isolated, peasant villages. Could 

not people in this country be drafted into the Peace Corps, the Vista 

Corps, the Job Corps? 

It is absurd to think we can save ourselves from totalitarianism by 

going totalitarian. Private property should begin with the ownership 

of our own bodies. When Joseph Stalin was criticized for drafting 

property, he replied that he didn't see how his critics could condemn 

him for drafting lifeless property, when all of the "capitalist" coun- 

tries drafted human life itself. 

If the state may command a citizen to serve it for whatever term it 

sets, in whatever capacity it chooses, wherever it chooses, then the 

citizen's life is the state's to dispose of as it will. lts needs come 

before his needs. lts judgment supercedes his judgment. 

Socialism is the idea that an individual must live, not for his own 

good, but for the "public" good, or the good of the state, Con- 

scription is the cornerstone of socialism. 

MEIGHEN VAN NIEUWSTADT 

(Mrs. van Nieuwstadt, the mother of two children, attended Harvard 

University for three years, and is the administrative assistant, Henry 

George School of Social Science in San Francisco.) 

(1) Richard Morris, "Encyclopedia of American History" 

"The Conscription Idea," Ideas on Liberty, Foun- (2) Dean Russell, 
New York. 

dation for Economic Education, Irvington-on-Hudson, 

  

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF PROGRESS 
  

"Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except asa punishment 

for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, Sh'all 

exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdic= 

— Thirteenth Amendment, Constitution of the United States 

Ratified, Dec. 18, 1865 tion." 

wAll we do is count 'em, sort 'em, and send ‘em." 

— Lt. Gen. Lewis B, Hershey, Director of the 

Service System, — Boston Herald, Nov. 20, 
Selective 

1965 

 



ON THE MARKET 

G COMFORT TO THE ENEMY: Joseph Heller's brilljant GN!N el, CATCH-22, spoofs every aspect of the welfare-warfare ;ali‘rlc novlt F;orfrfl)’s a farmer who gets rich by not growing barley and ml-fizd‘-economy mercharit of death who passes himse!f off as simply o mix d capitalist. Among the most devastating of jts insights is that ashr{""ed in the following dialogue between egoist hero, fi':;s patriotic Air-Corps buddy, Clevinger: 
Yossarian, 

"Open your eyes, Clevinger. It doesn't make o damned bit of 
difference WHO wins the war to someone who's dead. " 

Clevinger sat for a moment as though he'd been slapped. 
"Congratulations!" he exclaimed bitterly, the thinnest milk- 
white line enclosing his lips tightly in a bloodless, squeezing ring. "l can't think of an attitude that could be depended 
upon fo give greater comfort to the enemy." 

"The enemy, " retorted Yossarian with weighted precision, "is anybody who's going to get you killed, no matter WHICH side 
he'son.... And don't forget that, because the longer you re- 
member it, the longer you might live." 

CATCH-22 by Joseph Heller is now in its sixteenth paperback print- ings It is available for 85¢ from Del| Books, Box 2291; Grand Central Post Office, New York, 17, N.Y. KERRY THORNLEY 

  

Gl VIEW OF THE GI BILL — = 0t &I BILL 

(SOMBWHERE IN VIET NAM —March, ?".L" Veterans may receive government fy inferest housin 
Posed to hel 

rdens, 

1966.) Under the new "G 
nd for such things as low- g loans and educational grants, Thes 

P vets readjust to civilian [; it f.I.?ber?c(rians should 
1l benef; i i, F their long 

e benefits are sup- 
fe by easing their financial 

carefully consider whether this program 
-range interests before accepting government 

Firgt, consider th A e factor oy who wil| pay for these "bene o - 2Y7 and all the oth orls taxes, o whose e g from deficit financ 

" government is most anxious to ignore— 
fits"?  You, the recipient, will pay for 
er people from whom the government ex- 

arnings are depreciated by the inflation result- 

Thogh . s 
°nnum°;::|rr;g loan which seems so attractive will cost you only 3% per highe o Pay—the FIRST time around.  You will continue to pay in S increased prices for everything you buy, and the loss of Ur savings, 

tol . 
", Consider v, 

“alug o 

Se 

hether or not you have earned these benefits. |f 
+ this GI Bill was not written into your feereg Should not Secur € expected to be yours by right. You volun= “’.Isfllu ¢ certain philosophical values and to earn your right- Might , ere these b 

# 
® 0 diffey erjefits a gratuity from a thankful nation, it 

Fon he €Nt story; in fact, their substance is loot extorted 
id you volunreer fo accept loot, or to serve the 

Cre . 
:J::’“me ;?;c::""f° the service, you had to be forced because the 

|y° aslg offer You adequate payment for your services; as 
4co ider .o’ 9 no amount of loot can alter that fact, You 

Thi'd, ongig ey Seriously the thirg point: ,-onsi R 
| efih"g ”’:L:‘;:of It means to accept a govemment subsidy, By 
"'Hlled“ fortion e You accept and endorse the entire system of 

WQ“ety the government, and become one more hand in 
" -9 you accept extorted funds and denounce € mo & Ment you accept loot ther looter's L" O0tergt Payrol| Y pt loot, you are anothe 

t 
9overnmen mo 
Ve earneg i 

ney, consider who will pay for it, 
® extopy: ‘!menc ‘elLiM rtion r and whether or not you care to be 

o of legally disarmed victims, Let your own 
*F your QC'.:nYWF guide and be prepared to take the con- © "JAMES" (Name withheld on request.) 

  

PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL: FIREARMS 
  

Have you ever hod the feel 
all? You haven't? Well, 
that happens, what steps s 
your survival ? 

ing that you'd like to get away from it 
some day you may have no choice, ond if 
hould you have taken in advance fo insure 

One of your first considerations should be fireorms. I'm referring here not to hunting rifles or shotguns, but to small arms for self-defense. 
In an INNOVATOR article on firearms 
to a Bureaucrat's Heart," October), 
purchasing a firearm you shoyld: " 
(2) evaluate the cost and availabilit 
cost and availability of the gun." 

by Rojo Cacodore ("The Way 
Mr. Cagadore stated that before 

(1) determine its potential use; 
y of ammunition; (3) consider the 

To these I'll odd: (4) ascertain which gun requires the least mainte- nance. 

| contacted several of the larger firearms dealers in the Los Angeles area and asked about maintenance. They all agreed that a revolver is much easier to maintain than an automatic since it doesn't have to be disassembled for cleaning. As for ammunition, they said that there is more .38 caliber manufactured and available in this country than any other (in the non-military field). 

I explained that | was looking for a weapan for self-defense, but one that could easily be concealed so that it wouldn't attract attention. All but one dealer recommended the small 2-inch detective-type re- volvers which both Colt and Smith & Wesson make. They come in a variety of metals, weights and prices, but one is as good as the next. 

Concealment 

Credit for the unique rubber-band holster shown in the illustration belongs to Jack Pierce, an ex-policeman who is an occasional contri- butor to INNOVATOR. I checked my findings with him and he a- greed with everything | had learned. But he said that he thinks the cliché about not being able to hit the brocd side of a barn was pro- bably coined by someone who owned q 2-inch .38 revolver. 
“The 2-inch wasn't designed for accuracy,” Jack explained. "ls short barrel makes for concealment, but not for high scores at the pis- tol range. But it's noisy if that means anything. It explodes like a cannon, and your ears will ring for a couple of hours afteryou've fired a few rounds. You may not hit anybody," he added, "but you'll sure scare hell out of him!" 

This was when we got on the subject of holsters, Jack said that when he first became a policeman he went through a "holster metamorpho- sis." 

"All the men on the department were required to be armed when off duty, and the problem was how to carry your pistol without letting everybody know it. First | bought an inside shoulder holster., Then | got a cross draw. After that it was a clever |ittle spring holster that slipped over my belt, and then one that snapped onto the belt and fit inside my pants. But the trouble was, anybody could see the pistol if | didn't wear a coat or have my shirt hanging out." 
Finally someone told him about rubber bands, and that was what he 

Wflllmfl!flm . = 

  

     Rubber Bands 

THE RUBBER-BAND HOLSTER 
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used for over seven )’COI’S. 

"The trick is to wrap the rubber bands tightly around the pistol's grip. 

Use thick ones that will last and won't break. Place the pistol under 

your shirt at yourleft hip—if you're right-handed —preferably between 

your hip and your shorts, with the rubber-band-wrapped grip just 

above the belt line, and the barrel pointing down below the belt. 

The tightened belt will press against the chamber, and the rubber 

bands will keep the pistol from slipping down and dropping." 

In short, you tuick your gun under your belt and you wear your shirt 

tucked in over the gun so it can't be seen. "This isn't good for fast 

draws, of course," Jack said, "but it's perfect for concealment," 

One word of caution.  In many states it is against the law to carry a 
concealed weapon. The purpose of these Survival articles is o ac- 
quaint you with survival techniques and equipment, NOT to encour- 
age you to break the law. Remember—in New York City recently it 
was demonstrated that even an act of self-defense can be illegal and 

result in a fine or imprisonment. |AN BEALE 

  

MISSING BACK COPIES OF INNOVATOR? 

"FREEDOM OF EDUCATION—NOW !" Sept. 1965 
"Every year more and more individuals EVADE TAXES." Feb. 1965 
"WORLD'S FIRST LAISSEZ-FAIRE TV STATION?" Nov. 1964 
"OBSCENITY AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM." Aug. 1964 
"To end the anarchy on the highways: SELL THE ROADS." Jan. 1966 
"REVOLUTION IN ENTERPRISE" —The Agoric Revolution. Nov. '65 

  

Single copies: 25¢. 10 for $1.00. Any assortment. All back issues 

to date, (Feb. 1964 to Mar. 1966)—$2.50. (In the event a particu- 
lar edition is out of print, a reproduction will be supplied.) 

NEXT MONTH: "PERSONAL STRATEGIES FOR LIBERTARIANS" 
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NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW 

Enclosed with this issue of INNOVATOR is a business reply card 
which we urge all libertarians to use—either to enter a subscription 
for themselves or for their friends. NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW is 
one of the most intellectually alive journals on the Right today. The 
latest issue contains articles examining the collectivism of Herbert 
Hoover, attacking the religious-mystique of modern Conservatives, 
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KungFu Training. Chinese Martial Arts Assn., 5156 Hol| 

Blvd., Hollywood. Telephone J. W. Woo at 666-9266, |, lh);‘*'c 

Angeles area, James Wing Woo was the first Master of Chineg, 9 

tial Arts to accept occidentals as students, and he is certainly the , 

competentand conscientious. For those libertarians who are concey 

with the problem of self-defense in a coercive society, a course, 

Mr. Woo could be a very profitable investment.” —W. D, Tomji, 
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HUMAN EVENTS/THE BROWNSTONE/THE ADVOCATE/ClyIL 
BERTIES / THE INDEPENDENT /THE INTENTIONAL COMMUN; 
NEWSLETTER/ CATHOLIC WORKER/THE PARTISAN/WEAPON/ g 

REVIEW/ INSURGENT/THE AMERICAN RATIONALIST /THE Ma 

JUANA NEWSLETTER/ ANALOG / LIBERATION / PERSUASION 

FREEDOM REVIEW /SPARK /COMMITTEE FOR NONVIOLENT 4 

TION BULLETIN /THE ANARCHIST/THE BULLETIN OF THEC, 

DEVINE INSTITUTE / PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW /FREE STUDENTA 

SEARCH INSTITUTE RECOMMENDATIONS / THE SUMMERHILL 8y 

LETIN / VORTEX / CATALYST NEWSLETTER / THE GADFLY /1 

GREENLEAF / THE HARVARD CONSERVATIVE /BARRON'S /COI 

SCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS NEWS NOTES/WAR RESISTERS LEAG| 

NEWS/STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY BULLETIN/T 

MOVEMENT/END THE DRAFT/INVESTMENT BULLETIN /MAY 

MURRAY BULLETIN /RATIONAL LIVING are also among those [t 

in AGCOMM DIRECTORY ONE, now available. (See last montt 

ad for others.) AGCOMM DIRECTORY ONE, to data sources of i 

terest to libertarians, lists over 85 periodicals—plus other informati 

for the laissez~faire cultural revolutionist. Order now: $2 from 

Kerry Thornley, 3626 Keystone Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 9003 
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L APEL BUTTONS (1 1/4 inch): $ (gold on black); Who Is Ayn Rand’ 

(Bumper stickers also available). 25¢ each, 5/ $1. Order from 

Sharon Rosenthal, 379 51st St., Oakland, Calif. 94609. 
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Wondering how to apply rational libertarian principles in an irm 

tional environment? Hundreds of Southern Californians have fount 

the answers in the dynamic course "The Economics of Success.” N 
a vision of the ideal world—but rather a demonstration of how to gl 
the most out of life right here and now. It costs nothing to obtei 

the details of the course. Call HOllywood 9-1946 (area 213) @ 
write American Way Features, 6412 Dix St., Los Angeles 8. 
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  and analysing the principal arguments behind state education, Each 
issue of NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW contains articles which excite 

the imagination of every advocate of laissez-faire. 

Enter your subscription today. Return the enclosed card along with 
your payment to NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, Ida Noyes Hall, 
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637. If you already sub- 

scribe, then pass the card along to a libertarian friend and introduce 
him to o remarkably different magazine. Subscription rates: one year 

(four issues), $3.00; students, $1.50. 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON MONEY: Hear noted libertarian 

columnist Harry Browne explain the current monetary crisis in terms 

meaningful to YOUR future. What is the link between inflation and 

depression? How does runaway inflation come about? What is the 

significance ofgold ond silver? How this affects YOU right here and 

now. How you can protect YOURSELF. Details on the upcoming 

course "The Economics of Success". No cost or obligation: all lec- 

tures start promptly at 8 PM. Monday, April 25 at Register Bldg., 

625 N. Grand, Santa Ana; — Tuesdny, April 26 at Edgewater Inn., 

Pacific Coast Hwy., Westminster Ave., Long Beach; — Wednesday, 

April 27 at 1047 Gayley, Westwood; — Thursday, April 28 at JC's 

Barber Shop, 5330 Ponce, Woodland Hills. For more information, 

call HOllywood 9-1946.   
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.‘;fhe amateurs in social science always ask: What shall we do with 

';eighbor A? What shall we do for Neighbor B? What shall we make 
Zfi‘:’eighbor A do for Neighbor B? 

ociety needs first of all to be freed from these meddlers—that is, to 
Uy let alone. Here we are, then, once more back to the old doc- tjne—LAISSEZ -FAIRE. Let us translate it into blunt English, and it 
il read, MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS." 
UILLIAM GRAHAM SUMNER (1883) 
i3 
i 

RSONAL STRATEGIES 
“JSCUSSION. &. 

  

FOR LIBERTARIANS: A ROUND TABLE 

EEDOM IS YOURS FOR THE SEIZING 

"i you want to be free? 

len BECOME free! 
“ SEIZE) 

  

All of the freedom is yours which you are able 

ow does one seize freedom? 
a,wrcgn'ng, overpowering, 
Jo initiates force or thre 

By avoiding, evading, escaping, dis- 
destroying, or otherwise frustrating anyone 

at of force against you. (1) 
Jut the Oppressors ignore my pleas for freedom,’ | 

0 YU expect THEM to SET you free? Asyo JUr oppressors have morals which 
) long os you obey all their rules 
A their taxes, 

E'Smd the o 

\d apathe 

" you complain., 

v yourself point out, 
would shame a beast of the forests. 
s no matter how onerous, and pay no matter how burdensome —why SHOULD they? 

PPressors dupe my neighbors, who are confused ; Unaware, tic," you protest. 

P You expect THEM not to deceive? The herdsman can milk only me cows; the tyrant can drive only submissive slaves, 
;Ve st overturn the oppr j essors, " sely ang justly in their place.” 
F:" 8 do jt—jf you canl MPede their bewildered s 
e er:m:; edy increasing numbers our values and ideas," . You shout, "And SOME day evil will be banished from the 

some of you proclaim, "and rule 

But don't be surprised when the oppressors 
ubjects against you. 

cate—teqch 

admit 
MUCH time, ver haye And hoy 

Offer °n|y 

in your more reflective moments, this will So how shall you live the only life YOU nd many followers can you attract AND HOLD Visions of a paradise for their great grandchildren? 
nCe fo oo’ YOU cry. "But there js NO way to get it now— elect, no means to revolt, and no place to go." You want freedom, SEIZE IT. 

it m 
e OPpre ) Ssor. " . ®Y have fhou5:nqre Organized int © a powerful state," you object. S of agents ang millions of police, " 

However, each of the state's minions has only the same two eyes, the 
same two hands, and usually not so much brains as you or I, They 
cannot be everywhere; they cannot see everything. 

"But they will collect a tax on my earnings,"” you protest. 

Only if you are so craven as to hand it over. Discover ways to avoid 
their extortions: Trade with those who practice freedom. Or be a 
gypsy who sells—and flees. 

“But they will confiscate my property," you quaver. 
Only if you are so foolish as to lead them to it. 
to forms you can conceal. 
gage them to the hilt. 

Convert your wealth 
And rent your shops and homes—or mort- 

“But they will throw me in jail," you whimper. 
Only if you are so careless as 
trouble apprehending morons and 
find. 

to stumble over them—they who have 
psychopaths. Make yourself hard to 

“But that is too much trouble," you wail. 
follow their rules and pay their taxes, 
lick their boots and hone their axes, 

do everything they demand 
me alone just a little." 

"I would rather 

+ and maybe, oh maybe, they will leave 

Then tag along with the sheep to slaughter; on a silver platter. For how long can you ap demand more and more, until he has YOU? 

you who expect freedom 
pease the tyrant who will 

In i e are some who covet the lives and 

Sometimes the predators are lone—and slink about as criminals, So the free men go like tigers—armed and ready for self defense. 
Sometimes the predators join together—and stalk about as rulers, So the free men go like foxes—inconspicuous and ready to hide. 
Occasionally the free men ally to put down the predators. But some- how their forces tend to beco me slavers and looters in turn, 
However, in almost any land, those with the co freedom seldom need to fight OR hide, easy prey, 

urage to assert thejr 
for the predators live off the 

"But this will pass, " You say to me 
"for now, at last, | have the key — 
the elixir for liberty— 
for the first time in history. 
And once sufficient numbers see,. " 

Well maybe.. . .but in the meantime, ., 
All of the freedom is yours which yo‘u are able to SE[ZE] J.E.T. 
(1) As used here, "freedom” is defined as: absence OR EFFECTIVE NEUTRALIZATION of initiated force or threqt of force, 
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MAKE UP YOUR MINDS 
  

One of the most frequent frustrations we encounter these days involves 
correspondence inviting suggestions to be considered for the solution 
of problems, after which the correspondent writes to some government 

agency to double check on the 
information provided. 

The original request for informa- 
tion invariobly includes many 
protestations of distrust for poli- 
ticians and just about everything 
political, burecucratic, and so- 
cialistic. Is it logical, then, 
to go running to government for 

information in which you have 
no confidence to begin with? 
Why not make up your mind, 
first? 

  

Frustrations resulting from such 
irrational behavior are relatively 
unimportant. The gradual drying 
up of sources of information for 

people who are sincerely concerned with the conditions which plague 
them is more serious. 

George Boardman 

Perhaps you will want to take a look at one subject: the ownership of 
gold. At this time there exists no prohibition against owning placer 
gold, that is gold in a natural state. If fifty or a hundred people 
begin hustling around asking questions on this subject from various 
bureaus, the situation may be changed by legislation or directives 
and the unthinkingly curious, not inclined to DO anything, regard- 

less, will richly deserve the blame. 

While | was considering this article for INNOVATOR, | encountered 
a half dozen warning signs which | recognized because of previous 

experiences, In my regularly published newspaper columns | men- 
tioned the probability of an increase in the interest rates before Mar- 
tin and LBJ staged their performance, and several readers wrote to 

tell me | was out of my mind because they had asked their bankers or 
some bureaucrat for information on the subject. 

Naturally | was not particularly surprised because | have been writing 
about debased coinage for almost five years, not to mention fiat cur- 
rency. With phony money in paper and Johnson two bit slugs in their 
pockets, people still write to tell me "it can't happen here." 

The silver situation has now reached a rather advanced state of 

change. Regardless of what you may be told by bankers and bureau- 
crats, orders to buy silver for future delivery have been placed at 
prices higher than the supposedly controlled price established by your 
government. If you want to buy small bars of silver bullion, you will 
pay an even higher price and silver dollars are selling for $1,98 in 
Mesquite, Nevada. Mexican silver coins are also becoming more 

scarce and prices are beginning to creep upwards. 

At present some propaganda designed to make you believe the two bit 
Johnson slugs are in demand is being released but I've seen a few 
people pick up these slugs and throw them into the street in disgust 
and on two occasions I've listened while customers accused merchants 
of trying to pass counterfeit quarters. When you read comments from 

officialdom about the debased coins, please remember that the same 
officials admit that the new Kennedy half dollars, debased in their 
silver content to 40%, will be prestige coins. 

Gently, | dare to make this suggestion: If you have faith in your gov- 

ernment, good luck and pleasant dreams. Obtain information from 

the bureaucrats. If you are drawing social security and are signed up 

for medicare, please don't ask me how you can protect yourself a- 
gainst inflation, constantly increasing taxes or anything else because 

| will be doing what | can to protect myself against you. 
GEORGE BOARDMAN PhD 

(Dr. Boardman's columns appear regularly in the Santa Ana REGISTER, 
the Anaheim BULLETIN, and the Colorado GAZETTE - TELEGRAPH.) 
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SEVEN STEPS TO INCREASED PERSONAL LIBERTY 
  

(in a secure society) 

In 1934 Franklin Delano Roosevelt said, "I am not for a return to that 

definition of liberty under which for many years a free people were 
gradually regimented into the service of the privileged few. | praf,, 

and | am sure you prefer that broader definition of liberty under which 
we are moving forward to greater freedom, to greater security for th, 
average man than he has ever known before in the history of 

America.” 

Now that we have achieved the "greater security" toward which M, 
Roosevelt had us moving, what might we as individuals do to achieys 
the "greater freedom" he spoke of? The following seven-step progran 
is offered for your consideration. 

1. PAY YOUR TAXES using the short form if possible, and take only 
the standard deductions. While this may be a high price to pay for 
liberty, it will leave the IRSmen with little to question if they should 
someday learn that your opinions and objectives differ from those 

sanctioned by the state. 

2. MAKE YOUR OPINIONS KNOWN only to those you can trust, 
If you feel you must submit letters expressing controversial idecs to 
newspapers or magazines, do not use your true name and address. 
And it would be wise never to sign any petitions, or take part in any 
public discussions, or make your face known in any picketlines. 
Public activities of this sort may stamp you as a dangerous extremist, 
a sure way to endanger your personal liberty. 

3. BE THRIFTY by spending as little as possible on heavily taxed 
items, by engaging in barter when you can, by saving silver, and, os 

EL RAY put it, by applying your energies "not to increasing your tax- 

able income but to living more efficiently on the same or lower tax- 

able income.” 

4. SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE by decreasing their work load— 
that is, by having as few dealings with them as possible. If, for in- 

stance, you should find yourself in a situation which normally would 

call for their attention, see if you cannot settle it peaceably and un- 
obtrusively without them. Anything involving the police may ulti- 
mately involve the courts, and the results can be costly—especially in 
terms of personal liberty. 

5. BE RESPONSIBLE for yourself by thinking for yourself and making 
your own rational decisions. Above all, never expect anyone else to | 
act for you. 

6. OBEY ALL LAWS as a matter of principle. Disobeying a law will 
only call attention to yourself. Recently a scientist, making a study 
of chickens, discovered that the bottom hen in the pecking order wos 
able to keep from being pecked to death only by remaining perfectly 
still, thereby drawing no attention to herself. Once your name is on 

a citation form or a booking slip, your liberty is invaded and you are 
a marked man. ‘ 

7. WORK HARD at minding your own business, NADINE HOWELLS 

(Editor's Note: Miss Howells replies to Vance Packard. For Mr. | 
Packard's original, see THE READER'S DIGEST, April, 1966.) 

A new exchange control order announced in Great Britain Apr. 27, i 
outlaws the use of gold in the making of medallions, plaques, and | 
medals, and bars British residents (including numismatists) from hold- | 
ing more than four gold coins minted after 1837, except with uofficial i 
permission. " ; 

i   

INNOVATOR does not officially promote or oppose the philosoP“iCaI.; 
views of any one "school” of libertarian thought. INNOVATOR ho'dst 
that, as the social sciences are not yet developed to the degree @ © 
rigor attained by the physical sciences, the humanities can profit fro™ 
further critical analysis and experimentation. Accordingly, INNO= 
VATOR's policy is to present divergent libertarian ideas and to report 
on a variety of advanced applications of liberty. 
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ON THE MARKET 

"My homeland is where people will leave me alone,” says Dmitri in 

THE LAST CAPITALIST, Robert Mirvish's novel of wartime Murmansk. 

William Stone Assoc., New York, and in paperback Fawcett World 
Library, 67 West 44th St., New York, 70¢.) 

Dmitri was the leader of a gang of small boys who lived solely by 
trade, by exchanging what one man wanted for what was wanted by 

onother.  "The rigid rules that the Russian authorities bound their 
oadult citizens to, made children the only intermediaries of petty 
trade," Mirvish says. 

Inevitobly, Dmitri was picked up and interrogated by Arnoldov, 
Deputy Chief in charge of Cultural and Educational Services. Amol- 
dov's job "had no clearly defined borders, as was the Russian custom. 

It was the perfect bureaucratic method of giving the undesirable 
| inquirer the runaround, or confronting an unsuspecting deviationist 
~ with an authority he had thought himself safe from." 

A Franchise Tax 

- "You know it is forbidden to trade without permission, don't you?" 
| 

p 

! 

! 
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~ tivism. 

Amoldov demanded. He lit one of the cigarettes confiscated from 
Dmitri. He inhaled deeply. "Not bad," he said. 

Dmitri was only twelve, but he was no fool. He and Amoldov struck 
a bargain. "Bribe? No," Dmitri explained later, "but there is a 
little game we play. Once a week the deputy rounds up all the 
children and confiscates whatever they have. We always see to it 
that they have a wide selection of the things the deputy wants. Then 
the children are released.” 

Perhaps author Mirvish intended only to write a sympathetic story of 
an unusual twelve-year old. But what he has provided is both a text= 
book on political economy, and a handbook on survival under collec- 

Dmitri's method was fo find out what people wanted, and to 
supply it in mutually profitable trade. "One does not survive alone,™ 
he said simply . 

Mirvish was kind enough to supply details. At first the children col- 
lected battlefield trinkets, curios, medals, insignia, helmets, and 

guns, which they traded for food, butter, tea, coffee, soap, and 

cigarettes. As soon as they had found some good hiding places, they 
stashed sofas, stoves, chairs, canned goods, potatoes, and vodka. 
When Dmitri himself was preparing to escape from Russia, he stocked 
Up on pemmican, hard biscuits, malt-dextrose tablets, and chocolate 
which he obtained from sailors. 

Like Grant Hollis, Dmitri's American friend in the novel, Mirvish 

Was a seaman intemed in Murmansk, and writes from personal exper- 
‘ence of life in a country torn by war—but the poverty and primitive 
conditions were the results not only of war, but also of decades of 
:?cialllism. "Even before the war, the people had boasted few ameni - 
elfef:’ Mirvish observes drily, "the government had concentrated its 

rts on public needs. " MARTTI LAHTINEN 

  

PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL: INDIRECT EXCHANGE 
  

In ”’I‘T Carboniferous Epoch we were promised abundance for 
Q ’ 

gy robbing selected Peter to pay for collective Paul; 
Ut, though we had plenty of money, there was nothing our 
money could buy, 

And the Gods of the Copybook Headings said: "If you don't 
work yoy die. " 

~Rudyard Kipling, "The Gods of the Copybook Headings" 

hat w; 
D "l You g when there is nothing your fiat money will buy? 

mitri 
eturynclom-T!-iE LAST CAPITALIST (see above), summed up the mon- 

9ang |ivnd”'°” of Russia with a quip: "What good are rubles?" His 

°d ond traded in q barter economy: Russian paper money was 

3 

‘ 

useless for most people because of high prices, shortages 
rationing and controls. 

of goods, 

The same situation can occur in any land where, after years of inter- 
ventionism and inflation, the government's IOU'sare no longer usable 
as a medium of exchange. It could happen here. 

What is a "return to barter" really like? To gain additional insight 
into what happens when papericufrency becomes worthless, | talked 
with a number of people who lived through monetary breakdowns in 
various countries. Their stories are remarkably similar. They say: 

"I don't know where the silver went. One day, it seemed 
like, it was all gone."” 

"We had used gold and gold coins until after World War [; 
later it was just all silver, and we had silver coins in circu- 
lation until after World War Il.  Then we had part-silver, 
then some other metal, and lots of paper money came in." 

"Prices and wages began to rise, slowly at first, then faster, 
and faster. | remember seeing my father come home from 
work one night with paper money coming out 
pocket." 

of every 

There seems to be no exact moment at which the inflated currency 
goes out of style. It is more of a process than an-event. 

"The last | remember was when prices were each day double 
what they were the day before. Then people here and there 
stopped taking money to go shopping with, and started taking 

THINGS instead. Employers started to pay workers at least 
partly in food.” 

Did people trade directly just for what they wanted? 

"No. This is not so, They were trading with other things. 
Smokers wanted tobacco, so even people who didn't smoke 
took tobacco in payment for something else, knowing they 
could trade the tobacco again later. Anything that was 
wanted by a few people, could be used by everyone else as 
money. " 

"My whole family lived for several months on the foodwe 
were able to 'buy' with a small box of flints. " 

"Anybody with a few live animals could live well—they were 
very valuable, especially if you had two of the opposite sex. 
Gasoline, matches, kerosene, any fuel, and candles were 
valuable. Electricity was sometimes going off," 

"You had to have a supply of something to trade in order to 
survive, In the cities, many people just starved to death. A 
few months before, they might have been rich." 

Irepeatedly asked whatought to be saved by individuals, as insurance 
against a similar money collapse here. No one was willing to pre- 
dict the future to that extent (one informant said the first thing to 
get should be a passport); but to give some idea of PAST experience 
the following items were recalled as having value in indirect ex- 
change: 

GENERALLY LEGAL AND CONVENIENT: Tobacco, lard, 
sugar, soap, salt, tea, coffee, saccharin, storable food, 
alcoholic beverages and their ingredients, waiches, jewelry, 

fuel (heating, lighting, cooking), cigarette lighters, lighter 
fluid, matches, cigarette lighter flints, used clothing, shoes, 
leather goods, razor blades, medicines, and small tools. 

GENERALLY ILLEGAL OR DIFFICULT TO DISPOSE OF: Guns 
and ammunition, gold, old coins, stamps, foreign currency 
and credits, diamonds, art. 

Some suggestions: Remember that a monetary breakdown is only ONE 
of the possible outcomes of current governmental policies. Make sen= 
sible plans for the contingency, but keep in mind that other things 
may happen instead. A little thought now may save a lot of panic 
later. 

And if you live in a city, get acquainted with some farmers] M. L. 
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REPARTEE 

 RECEIVED 
The Editor, Sir: SERIALS DEPARTHENT 

Mr. Thomley presents (March INNQY}\TQ&!}?CYJ!!}):' !n)‘e‘{({{liz1g analy- 

sis of the libertarion dilemma in relotion to po'mlcul action. How- 

ever, | wonder if his concern is n 'gl'\(H—‘ynisdlr ted Fni tonce, 

it is tve that during the nomirmkn vhhjign@frBJJy water 

wme libertarions joined forces with conservatives because of Gold- 

water's criticism of the growing collectivism in our country. The BOOKS—USED AND OUT-OF=-PRINT~ p, K. 

caliber of his critique unfortunately deteriorated after his notable 7733 COREY ST., DOWNEY, CALIF,, 90242‘ L, 

Acceptance Speech ot the Republican National Convention and many N Y L 2 L LR 2 R T R T T T T 

libertarians ceased to work for his Presidential election. On the other ey, 

hand, if the lobel "libertarian" can be used to describe those who 
align themselves with the Communist Party, there is couse forconcern. 

There is no difference between a so-called libertarian who aligns 

himself with communists and o conservative who supports fascists. 

Either a person is motivated by his own personal convictions or he is 

merely responding to others' stimulus. 

  

subscriber chooses for himself to examine or ignore h, not) 
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For those whose convictions and imaginations go hand in hand, there " 

seems to be one basic choice infacing the threatof total collapse and 

dictatorship in America: to remain and take action within the context 

of what is still left or to withdrow and try to escape. In making this 

choice, each individual has to evaluate his real concept of human 

nature, his conviction obout the salability of his ideas, and what 
his personal satisfaction is in meeting the Herculean struggle ahead. 
Those who choose to withdraw, are probably merely shifting the nature 
of the consequences that a collapse will inflict, and then, not ne- 
cessarily. For those who choose to remain, the road is clear for ac- 
tion. The collectivists do not take libertarians seriously. They think 

we are "dreamers" and "innocuous"; while they scoff at us and fight 

among themselves, we can educate. 

Southern California Libertarians interested in the theory ond - 

of Sexual Liberty, write EMANCIPATION (c/o Agoric, B°X2?"‘ 

Ocean Park Station, Santa Monica, California) giving summory 

pression of views and goals—in return for contacts with |ike-m;-; 

individuals and organizations. { 

***********************************
*****tg,| 

SURVIVAL EMERGENCY DISAST 

Sportsmen—Hikers—Pilofs—Sailors 

Concentrated Food-Energy Tablets — Nutrition-Packed Mincedf: 

Tropical Chocolate — Coast Guard Biscuits — Safe Drinking Viz 

FOOD AND WATER LIFE PACKS FOR 3, 5,8, OR 14 DAYS, L0 

TERM STORAGE, HUNTING, FISHING, BOATING AND CAM! 

Complete 5-day food supply...only $3.60 

Write: JAY-HAWK ENTERPRISES, 3350 Wilshire Blvd., Los A 

Or call: (213) DU-1-2177 (days), (213) SY-9-2215 (eveni: 

To work within a broad based group is no different than living in a 

neighborhood and talking with one's neighbors.  Some listen; some do 

not. ELAINE WARD 

Mr. Thornley replies: 

To argue that the present—day program of the American Communist is 

more libertarian (or, precisely, less totalitarian) than that offered by 

most conservatives is not, to my mind, to align oneself with the Com- 

munist Party. It is simply to disassociate oneself from modern conser- 

vatives. | know of no libertarians, so-called or otherwise, who en- 

dorse the Communist Party. 
PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST INFLATION 

Ity 
*************************************H“ 

To leave the U.S. is not necessarily "to withdraw and try ta escape." 

The battle for freedom is international; when fighting becomes diffi- 

cult on one field, a good tactician will consider shifting to another. 

To work within a broad-based group for purposes of educating that 

e 
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SUBSCRIPTION mailed anywhere in the world: One year, $2.00; twe yeos group is one thing. To endorse a group having goals with which one 

disagrees, quite another. KERRY THORNLEY 

The Editor, Sir: 

Although | have had very little time to go over thoroughly the two 

complimentary copies of INNOVATOR, | have been considerably im- 

pressed by the underpinning ideas of the text. 

| have found the issue devoted to the "Freedom of Education" (Sept- 
ember) extremely refreshing and interesting. Especially the discus- 

sion of the Pitman's alphabet, or i/t/a, has captured my attention. 

Interestingly, my native language, Serbo-Croatian, has 30 letters 
corresponding to 30 sounds. From my own experience, | would tend 
to ogree with Mr. Ray that "the adoption of i/t/a affords a golden 

opportunity for the purposeful inculcation of rational values and 

libertarian principles through education." And how desperately we 

need it] MIKE DJORDJEVICH 

  

ACCEPTANCE OF ADVERTISEMENTS: Several inquiries have been 

received regarding INNOVATOR's advertising policy. In general, 

INNOVATOR accepts any advertisement that, to our knowledge, 
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Fostmen Againfl the tate 

| Y WELL BESTOWED 
—_— 48 ran)'°"eis brave enough to suggest that the post office might 

Wheneve efficiently if it were turned over to private enterprise, 
re 

°P°’°'emr°ws up his hands and cries, "It would never work! The 
th . . omeone has always been run by the state because private enterprise 

t office peel £ 

isr:'r capoble of handling it! 

«amination of history reveals that there have been postal 

rs since before the 17th century, and only the rigiden- 

f state monopolies has prevented private enterprise from 

Ye}’ an € 

entrepeney 

forcement © : 

toking over mail delivery entirely. 

Three such entrepeneurs stand out in British postal history: William 

Dockwra, Charles Povey and Peter Williamson. They were aggressive, 

anbitious men who set up their businesses in defiance of the state, 

who worked hard at furnishing service where service was lacking, and 

vho operated so efficiently and so successfully that the state, after 

mving in and stopping them, waos forced to adopt most of their 
methods, 

The Unofficial 

The most outstanding of these was William Dockwra who lived in 17th 
century England. Shortly after the Restoration, the citizens of London 
developed @ hunger for news, and people everywhere began expressing 
their opinions in written form. The heads of the British government, 
feoring a well-informed public, swiftly passed laws making the press 
Ostate monopoly so that all news, whether in print or in manuscript, 
hod to be officially licensed before it could be sent through the mail. 
bt this presented less of an ob- 
cle than the state had hoped. 

News 

idea for an inexpensive pri- 
vate postal system and, in 
April, 1680, opened the 
London Penny Post. 

Ten Deliveries A Day 

Dockwra deserves credit for 
being the avant-garde of 
postal history since everything 
he tried was revolutionary in 
his day. Within a few months 
he had established four hun- 
dred postal receiving stations 

  

World's first handstruck stamp, 

by William Dockwra, 16680-82 

in coffeehouses and taverns throughout London, had scheduled four to 
twelve daily postal collections, had set a fee of only one penny for 
the delivery of letters and parcels, and had made it possible to send 
a letter and receive an answer the same day. 

He introduced the world's first paid stamp, a hand-struck triangular 
design bearing the words "Penny Post Paid” and the initial letter of 
the sorting house. He insured his parcels, providinginsurance onany- 
thing up to twelve pounds sterling at no extra charge. And he estab- 
lished the first house-to-house delivery service, scheduling not one 
but TEN deliveries a day. 

Dockwra's operation was an immediate success. It proved so profit- 

able in fact that the Duke of York, who operated the government 
postal service at the time, brought suit against him for infringing on 
the state monopoly. A long bitter battle followed in court, and in 

  iln t}he first place, anyone wish- u’;sL:r:nd a letter from one part 3 hon to another in those !:ey:. lud to hire q porter or Gef: | messenger, since the fidefr: Post Office didn't pro- ! <>r th? collection and del;- i Private letters and par- Within the city., And by = :.unofficial news vendors b "::hfing their papers . I Ne: i 
°’°Ppnrenf A vertheless, it e at there existed "9ent L 

emtienr "eed in London for an 

a 

on :‘]“Yfie’ “Sovernmental post- Inhabitants 
Misheq 1y illiam Dockwra 

Doe 2 g 10 e g and Wefimin 
hog :;g"nim. S'ZGiir.rlxoeror 

&Afi"‘%.rm is own s'hip:)i:; 
rrqy.-un Orking with Robert   and fror all parts within-the Cities - 

and the Gut Psrifhes witkin the 

Weekly Biils of Mortality,. 

_For One Penny. 

(1) 
7050, 

A 

PENNY 
Well Beltowed, 

Or a Brief Account of the Vew Dy jgn contrived 

for'-the great increafe of Tradi¢, ~ and Eafe of 

Ccrrefpondence tc the great Adventage cf the 
of »1l. forts, 

LETTERS or PACQUETS under a Pound Wweight, to 
by Conveying cof 

of London   
  

ting uphol 
p?l”itifln, fl:r:;;ond PQI’:- 

upon the Part of a broadsheet advertising Dockwra's Penny Post 
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December, 1682, a little over 
two years after Dockwra had set 
up shop, he was fined one hun- 
dred pounds for contempt, and 
his penny post was terminated. 

Though Dockwra is said to have 
lost a fortune because of the 
state's action, he quickly re- 
covered and went on to open a 
coach-building business, to es- 
tablish a gun and ordnance com- 
pany, and to become the con- 
troller and paymaster of the Bri- 
tish National Lottery. But his 
London Penny Post wasn't to die. 
When the court ordered Dockwra 
out of business, the state took 

over his receiving stations and 

converted most of them into 
branches of the General Post 
Office, and they continued op- 

eration as the London Penny Post 
until the 19th century. 

Despite the widely publicized 
outcome of Dockwra's efforts. in



—_—_
—i 

Povey impudently challenged the state's 

monopoly by starting what he called the Half-Penny Carriage. Where 

Dockwra had been the avant-garde of the post office, Povey was the 

protester, setting up his postal business directly under the noses of the 

authorities and openly daring them to stop him. 

He modeled his system after Dockwra's, placing his receiving stations 

in shops and small businesses, but confining his services to the busier 

parts of London, Westminster and the borough of Southwark. 

ce. He charged only a half-penny 

for deliveries, undercutting the General Post Office; and he im= 

proved on Dockwra by introducing bellmen into his operation. These 

were postal collectors who went up and down the city streets every 

hour and picked up mail directly from their customers, sparing them 

the inconvenience of having to go fo a receiving station. The bellmen 

made their presence known by ringing bells much like our modern-day 

ice cream vendors. 

October of 1709 Charles 

Povey won quick public acceptan 

History doesn't tell us how long Povey expected to get away with this. 

We know that he was a quick-tempered, impetuous man who was 

“always in hot water with someone." And we know that more than 

once he was involved in schemes which were just barely within the 

law. So perhaps he wasn't surprised when, only seven months after 

he hod started his Half=Penny Carriage, the authorities houled him 

into court, fined him and put him out of business. 

W ithin a year, however, Povey was back, this time founding a fire- 

insurance company, writing articles, and taking out patents on inven- 

tions. Though his interest in mail carrying didn't survive the court's 

action, his bellmen did: the General Post Office continued the use 

of postal bell ringers in the London streets until as late as 1846 

Indian Peter 

Penny posts began to spring up everywhe 

thousand of them had been established in t 

enterprising individual responsible for one o 

them was Peter Williamson whose life reads like an adventure story. 

re, and by 1800 over two 

he British Isles alone. The 

f the most successful of 

d, Williamson was kidnapped and sent 

slavery—a not uncommon practice 

in the 18th century. He worked for a farmer in New England until he 

was seventeen, and then he was freed and he took a wife. He settled 

down on a small farm in Delaware, only to have it attacked by 

Indians who took him captive and murdered his wife. When finally 

he escaped, he became involved in the French and Indian wars, was 

captured by the French, was sent to a prison in Quebec, and once 

again escaped, this time making his way to British territory where he 

got passage back to the British Isles. 

When he was a boy in Scotlon 

to America where he was sold into 

ward his native 
He landed in Plymouth and began a journey north to 

in taverns and 
Scotland, paying his way by entertaining people 

coffeehouses with accounts of his adventures with the Indians. Be- 

cause he often dressed in Indian attire and did war dances, he became 

known as Indian Peter. 

dinburgh, he had enough money to open a small 

tavern not far from Parliament, which soon became the rendezvous of 

jawyers, clerks and businessmen. From them Williamson leamed that 

Edinburgh was in need of a cheap postal system. So, in 1776, he 

started the Edinburgh Penny Post. 

State 

When he reached E 

A Benevolent 

According to advertisements which appeared in his own newspaper (a 

secondary enterprise), he delivered anything "not exceeding three 

pounds in weight, to any place within an English mile to the east, 

south and west of the cross of Edinburgh, and as far as South and 

North Leith, every hour through the day, for one penny each letter 

or bundle.” 

He was the first fo postmark his letters with the date they were sent, 

and he made use of the first straight-lined stamps. But his chief in- 

novation was the postal uniform which was worn by his "caddies" or 

messengers. 

Williamson's Penny Post met with as quick a public acceptance as 

D 
that of his two predecessors. However, where success had preyt 

attracted the attention of the state, it now attracted °°"‘pe';'.v'°“l 
1on; 1 

second wife and his father=in-law set up their own Penny pog 1 

same areq. 
n i 

But Williamson outlasted them, and he outlasted everyone ¢ 

was seventeen years before his Edinburgh Penny Post was 'lenie.l. 

by the General Post Office. And, instead of being fined ‘oovf 

efforts as were Dockwra and Povey before him, “Indian" ;h‘\ 

Williamson was awarded a government pension which lasted Unfieli 

died. ROCKFORD FRESNELL 

  

A DANGEROUS MONOPOLY IN OUR MIDST 

The threat that big business will get too big is continually throw, 

us as justification for the harmful antitrust laws. And yet it has be: 

proven time and again that when any business gets too big to Pmpg(v\ 

serve its customers, other competitors and products move in fo ml 

those customers away from it. 

But while all this is going on, we are faced with the worst kindy 

monopoly in our midst. That is the monopoly run by the governmey 

One excellent example is the Post Office. 

rise company is competing wit 
Do you know why no private enterp! 

despite its high prices and p 
the United States Post Office today— 

service? Let's look at a little history. 

in his book MEN AGAINST THE STATE, James J. Martine 

to 1845, steady inroads on the revenues of 

federal post office department were made by private enterprise cor: 

One of these was the American Letter Mail Company whic 

founded in 1844, Originally carrying |etters be 

the scope of the firm soon include 

Writing 

ports: "From 1841 

panies. 

(Lysander) Spooner 

tween Boston and New York, 

Philadelphia and Baltimore. 

to the Democratic Administrati 

as well as other letter mail cor 

for 5 and 10 cents ecch 

ditious than that fumige 

"It was a source of embarrassment 

of the period to see this company, 

panies, making profits from carrying letters 

while providing service somewhat more expe 

by the federal postal system. 

"|ncreasing complaint by patrons over the dilatory and expensive ¢ 

ernment operations finally provoked congressional action. Abl 

calling for reorganization of the post office system and pr0p05in9‘ 

new schedule of rates drew critical fire in the Senate from object" 

who noted that private companies would still be furnishing cheop? 

service. Senator William D. Merrick of Maryland, spov'nscrflf e 

bill, replied that there was to be no attempt at competing with theé 

firms; they were to be put out of business by 'penal enactment'-" 

jon in itsown fiet 
And so the government could not tolerate competit 

oniei. 

and simply legislated out of existence all private postal comp 

Today, there can be no doubt that profit-seeking private entef 

companies would compete to provide the best service af the lowé 

cost in the field of letter-carrying. This is proven by the proft 

making United Parcel Company. Faced with high taxes and °P‘?re§‘ 

sive regulation, United Parcel still lures a great amount of bU$|n:‘ 

away from the government's Parcel Post system (which operd!€® ’ 

loss). 

There can be no justification for the governmenf being " (\s‘ 

business—whether rubbish pickup, electricity production, of eRt 

carrying. For in every case, its only asset is the ability to ot 

people to pay for the service, through taxes, whether or " 

people want it. 

pris 

. the 

companies —with persUflSI""alsigs 

profits. They are O 

d lowering costs in© 

Meanwhile, private enterprise 

only weapon— compete aggressively for 

to find new ways of improving service an 

make their profits, HARRY BROWNE 
. v 

(Mr. Browne's course, "THE ECONOMICS OF SUCCESS:" % g 

regularly in the Los Angeles area. For information, write AME 

) 
WAY FEATURES, Box 3249, Los Angeles 28, Calif. 
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onths @0 in the Forum section of PLAYBOY magazine, 
Seve unsigned writer stated: "I read with particular interest 

December Forum from the Kansas City couple that 

ed ond given @ susp:ended sentence of two years' proba- 
(& €O wding obscene material through the mail as a result of o 
o sle aticement offered by a postal inspector. | was not as 
come | have just completed a Federal prison term in the U.S. 

. o Terre Haute, Indiana, on similar charges. | was 

ing with several persons, exc:hunging ideas and material 
fncle Sam considered pornographic...One of the personswith 

et Un  oxchonging material was caught by the postal inspector, 
J IV:l Parentl)’ gave them my name. A postal inspector wrote fo 
od e spenting himself as a 'young couple' (VERY broad-minded) 
e repl:ehed to exchange viewpoints and swap any ‘hot' material | 
w}'\o w}::ve'.. | fell right into the trap and sent him a photo...One 
ml?:'gnd one day was the sentence handed down by the judge." (1) 
¥é! 

0 h 17th century France, under L?uis X1, letter spying became 

e central purpose of the Post. ) Lcunn' Zilliacus, in his book "Mail 

b the World" (2) writes: "qudlncl- Richelieu and his Postmaster 

{'Alméros set up @ special organization for this purpose. lts activities 

were af first so secref that not even the King's mother, and others in 

the highest court circles, knew of it. Their letters, needless to say, 

were olso spied on.  Arrest in the dead of night, imprisonment with- 

wtirial, execution in the silent fortress or simple murder in a dark 

sreet were common under Richelieu's regime. When people vanished, 

heir friends scarcely dared to inquire after them. Sometimes their 

bodies were found, more often not. A careless or critical word in a 

letter was frequently the explanation.” 

0 In the Bth century, Caliph Abu Djufar Manssur of the Arabian 

Enpire wrote, "My throne rests on four pillars—a blameless cadi, an 

energetic chief of police, an honest minister of finance, and a faith- 

il postmaster who gives me reliable information on everything." But 
bistory tells us what the Caliph meant: his blameless cadi (chief jus- 

fice) prosecuted the Caliph's political and personal enemies whom his 

mergetic chief of police had arrested on information furnished by his 

foithful, spying postmaster—a PERFECT system of government which 

¥os financed by coin expropriated from the Caliph's obedient subjects 

brbis honest minister of finance. 

Not For Public Use 

T:erehis ample historical evidence to substantiate a belief | have 

"9 held—that the post office is a state function NOT because the 
state 
th‘lefl'the only organization that can handle it, but rather because 

' Pt office is the primary means by which the state keeps tabs on 
S Citizens, 

Prior to 

Unhegrd ohe 15th century, snooping into the public mails was almost 

Wblic yse [:m"Se there were almost no postal systems available for 

fug l"uded.w ot the great Persian system, whose messengers Herodo- 

ess enhe wrote: “Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor 

Yong C:Ut;{rse Permitted fo obstruct their speed.” (3) Not the famous 

fobfgyg beg -US PUBLICUS, whose stately horsemen carried bronze 

Pl empi:mg the monogram SPQR. Not the couriers of the vast 

1,009 i:_of Kublai Khan, which Marco Polo described as having 

ol clngs and 200,000 horses. These and almost all of the 

o PUblichsf:ms before the mid-15th century were for official — 

8 

Wi Cbinet N, 
oy ¢ Open; 

lex:?shl ei:ie:r:ng of post offices to the public, an involved system 

'hQ:s‘Us ihmuoge came into being which resulted in such organi- 

X bl abys, Cardinal Richelieu in France. In time, because?f 

i l’e"flme e the Cardinal brought upon the public, his organi- 

Vit oWn as the CABINET NOIR or Black Cabinet. 
ow 

fer )'e:;rs there were Black Cabinets all over Europe, some 

N 9 Subye, '®Y needed only report that a person had written 

A dispo:'ve to have him spirited away. And an outsider, 

y c(”‘Spie Of an enemy, had only to send that enemy a letter 

racy: the rest was automatic. 

=
5
 

= 

  

England was no exception. The establishment of a British Black Cabi- 
net was insured by the passage of Oliver Cromwell's Post Office Act 
of 1657 which stressed the importance of a centralized post office as 
a means not only of promoting trade, but also of discouraging and 
preventing "many dangerous and wicked designs which have been ond 
are daily contrived against the peace and welfare of this Common- 
wealth, the intelligence whereof cannot well be communicated but 
by letter of escript.” (4) 

By 1718 the practice of opening and examining the mail had become 
such an enormous operation in England that a special office was es- 
tablished for the control of foreign correspondence alone. Letters, of 
course, had to be closed afterwards—no easy trick in those days since 
it was necessary to seal them in wax. This called for the employment 
of a large and expensive staff of experts—or so one would conclude 
from a voucher dated 1765 which shows that a considerable grant of 

money was made by the state “for engraving the many seals we are 
obliged to make use of." (5) 

Correspondents in Colonial America were subjected to the same sort 
of abuses, inasmuch as they were under the same British postal mono- 
poly. For example, when revolutionary tension began to mount in the 
mid-18th century, the Tory postmasters of the colonies started spying 
on the letters of everyone suspected of disloyalty to the Crown. The 
practice became so widespread and common that it continued even 
after the Revolution, and men such as Madison, Monrce, Jefferson 
and Hamilton were forced to write their friends in cipher. Alvin F. 
Harlow in "Old Post Bags" writes: "The wily Jefferson frequently had 
his letters addressed by someone in his household and then sent them 

by servant or friend to be dropped into some other post office than 

his own, in order that their origin might be unsuspected.” (6) 

Mail Cover 

"In order that their origin might be unsuspected.” This is a fitting 

transition from revolutionary days when postal snooping was wide- 

spread but admitted, to modern America where it is claimed that the 

sanctity of the mail is respected but it is admitted that the sanctity of 

the sender is not. The modern snoop needs no skill in seal forgery to 

qualify for his degree in postal espionage. His task is a simpler one, 

requiring only that he be able to copy retum addresses from letters 

sent to suspected persons. The name of the game is Mail Cover; the 

object is to provide "useful investigative leads" for the FBI, thelRS 

and others. 

In February of last year, Henry B. Montague, head of the Post Office 

Department's inspection service, admitted under oath before a Senate 

subcommittee that the state was maintaining mail covers on as many 

as 750 persons a day—and mail covers had been used in 24,000 cases 

during the two years prior to that date. The system, he said, is used 

primarily in cases involving search for fugitives from justice; internal 

security; illegal mailing or smuggling of drugs, narcotics, or firearms; 

mail fraud; organized gambling and racketeering; pornography and 

income-tax violations. 

The legality of mail covering has been upheld by the courts of law 

because the letters are supposedly not opened. This sort of legal 

reasoning brings to mind the book A STUDY IN INFAMY by George 

Mikes in which instructions on postal snooping are quoted from a 

Hungarian Secret Police manual that was smuggled out of Hungary 

during the attempted revolution. "It is general knowledge .tho't the 

Constitution [of Hungary] ensures the privacy of letters cnd. it is the 

duty of every Hungarian citizen to obey the lcw...Er:em!e? mc' the 

state make use of the postal services and thus abuse their civil rlghts 

...Censorship of letters contributes to the defense of the F’eoplis 

Democracy... It follows therefore that we are not breaking the 

law.”" (7) 

imes” i i d 32 percent in the United 
| "crimes" are said to have increase 

2(:::25 in the past four years, and the Post Office D.epartment says 

that the discontinuance of "special surveillance" WI!' make these 

rimes “skyrocket.," But, as Thomas Macauley put it in a debate on 

;o'sfal spying before the English Parliament in 1844: "There could be 

no doubt that there might be anadvantage in breaking open letters. .. 

It was the same thing as to torture. There could be no doubt that as 
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long os the English law sanctioned the use of torture, a great many 

crimes were detected by it...But then this country hod determined 
long ogo that such were pemicious, debasing and dangerous modes of 
maintaining its institutions. Our ancestors declared that they would 
rother toke the risk of great crimes being committed than owe their 
security to that system or those means which would destroy the manly 
spirit of the people.” MARVE GARRETT 

(1) PLAYBOY, April, 1966—"Postal Entrapment,” p. 66. See also 
"Postal Privacy," p. 149 of the June 1966 PLAYBOY. 
(2) (The John Day Company, New York, 1953), p. 131 
(3) Translation by William Beloe. 
(4) Excerpted from the first page of the Post Office Act of 1657. 
(5) Alvin F. Harlow, "Old Post Bags" (D. Appleton & Co., New 
York and London, 1928), p. 467. 
(©) Ibid., p. 473. 
(7) (Andre Deutsch, Ltd., London, 1959), p. 151 ff. 

  

THE BATTLE OF BALTINGLASS 
  

"There were Bren-guns and Sten-guns and whippet tanks 
galore, 

The battle raging up and down from pub to gen'ral store: 
Between the Vintner and the Cook the pot was quite upset, 
And the Minister swore this Irish stew was the worst he ever 

‘et. 

"Oh, the GPO in Dublin will go down in history, 
"Twas there the glorious fight was made that set our country 

free: 
But from Aughrim down fo Boland's Mills there's nothing could 

surpass 
The siege of the sub-Post-Office in the Town of Baltinglass. 

"The job of sub-Postmaster or mistress, as might be 
Is not exactly one that leads to wealth and luxury 
But Korea was a picnic and Tobruk was just a pup 

To the row the day the linesmen came to take the cable up. 

  

"The linesmen made a dash to open up the cable trench 
They opened up the sewer instead, Lord save us! what a 

stench! 

A gentleman in jodhpurs swore 'By jovel they're using gas! 
The next will be an atom bomb on peaceful Baltinglass'." 

Sylvester Gaffney's ballod "The Battle of Baltinglass" (1), a hit tune 
popular in the early 1950's, celebrates the victory of a little Irish 
town against the mighty bureaucracy of Mr. Everett and the General 
Post Office. 

The trouble started (2) when Mr. Everett (Minister of Posts, Tele- 

phones and Telegraphs) oppointed Michael Farrell local postmaster. 
Farrell was a nice enough lad, you understand, but his only qualifi- 
cation for the position was that he was the son of a county councillor 

of Mr. Everett's political party. His appointment meant, too, that 
the post office would be moved to a pub, which (oddly enough) was 

the County Wicklow Headquarters for that same political party. 

The other applicant for the job was Miss Helen Cooke, in whose fam- 

ily the post office had remained for over seventy years, and who in 

fact had already filled the position for thirteen of those years, to the 

gep'éral satisfaction of everyone. “She had every possible qualifica- 
tjon except one. She had no political pull.” (3) 

Mr. Farrell got the job—and though it is customary in the United 

States for political hacks to be given post office appointments, it is 

not so in Ireland. Baltinglass rebelled, 

The Cooke supporters refused on principle to patronize Michael 
Farrell, and organized their own private sub-post-office, Letters and 
packages leaving Baltinglass were taken out of fown by the carload 

and posted elsewhere—no small task, for Chnstmus was coming, and 

turkeys and other foods were being shipped to friends um:] relatives a- 

cross the water to poverty=stricken Britain— then writhing under the 

1 

agony of the sixth year of post-war socialism, 

Mail leaving Baltinglass this way was stamped with slo 

even paper money bore messages which now were being SPreoy 

every means available, including aircraft with loudspeaker, b 

caravans, and pickets. Even in far-off Boston and Chicago fhey; t 

many a good Irishman that heard the news and cheered on s 
people of Baltinglass. 

gans, and 

€ bTGye 

It took a military attack, mounted early one morning by the Gergg 

to wrest control of the telephone cables from the Cooke forces i, 

permit linesmen to move the installation to Farrell's pub, The 'e 
people retaliated by leaving receivers off the hooks periogic 

long as Farrell remained in office. 

rowm. 

0“\/ 1 

A number of sympathizers, without the approval of the Proteg Cor 
mittee in Baltinglass, went so far as to sabotage the telephone “nes: 
sawing down telephone poles and snipping wires here gng e 

throughout Ireland—and leaving no footprints or tire-tracks i 
without being seen or heard by anyone. It was clearly the wark of 4, 
Little People: is there any doubt whose side THEY would be on;;‘ 
such a struggle? 

  

"You may feel," General Meade Dennis wrote to the Prime Minist, 
"that to have given way to the protest made in Baltinglass would ha 
been a submission to mob law, and would have created an unfortunat 

precedent. We are only too well aware from the history of fi 
country that mob law results invariably from misrule." 

Prime Minister Costello failed to take the hint, and the rebellion® 

Baltinglass mushroomed into a national crisis. 

THE LONDON DAILY EXPRESS, MAY 5, 1951: "The Pomi' 
cal storm that began with the appointment of a postmaster if 
the little Co. Wicklow village of Baltinglass ended last night 
with the resignation of the Eire government." 

The people of Baltinglass won a resounding victory, and fhe)’fhw!f 

be congratulated. It does not in any way detract from thelrQT:fi 

achievement to observe (with the advantage of hindsight) ?huHx{f( 

protest should have been against socialized communications ™ ' !‘ 

and not merely against the appointment of a PARTICULAR socie 
manager. 

ool I 
(1) Quoted with permission of the publishers, Walton's MUSI;::IG": 

trument Galleries, Ltd,, 2 North Frederick Street, Dublins I 
Bfl‘ 

(2) The story is told in THE BATTLE OF BALTINGLASS, by L 
Earl (Alfred A. Knopf, N. Y., 1953). 

3) O 
1 . e . c. 

@) fficial report, Parliumentory Debates, Dail Eireann: De 

1950. Mr. Lemass speaking on the Baltinglass question. 

  

"l think the Post Office is a clear example of the way inWhr': apf? 
can be worn for so long that people look on them as nl‘flfur fon” 
dages. Not that there is no criticism of the Post Office™ © rodi¢ 
but the criticism is confined to points of detail: it 1* "Oe P 
Rarely is the question put: Why should the Post Office wooldf 
m?nopoly?. .LEt me record my conviction that if the stafe fousi” 4 
mit competition in letter-carrying it would be beafen O‘,J;t..ll_ond"“ 

ina very few years! HENRY MUELEN ("The Individue" 
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OF TA)(lS-—POSTAL ENTREPENEURS 
e 
  

S mail services would be complete without mention of 
e t>f Taxiss which has been described as the biggest, most 

o ofitable private enterprise in postal history, Like the 
'4,_,;@ ol music and the Rothschilds of finance, the House of 

y i They began carryi i H ' @ ™Y 5 e family. y began carrying private letters in the 
i ’aungry and continued until the mid-19th century; and at* fo )'Mh centu 

o yine they serv 

j editerranecr” 
s family is said to have descended from the Tassos of 14th 
m‘venice who had established the "Company of the Couriers of 

) ¢ llustrious Signoria," a postal brotherhood that was first em- 
MMDSb the town authorities of Venice, and later served Rome, 
31 g;orence: and most of the other major Italian cities. By the 
M‘fl:’gnl\ll’Y the Tassos had crossed the Alps, had Germanized their 
1 o Taxis, and hod begun serving the emperors of the Holy Roman 
E\PiNWhECh then held court in Austria. 

ed an area which stretched from the North Seq to 
and from Spain across Europe to the Baltics. 

jwes in 1500 that Philip I, son of Emperor Maximilian, appointed 
hncs von Taxis "Captain and Master of our Posts," thus providing 

e beginning of what was to become one of the longest-lived private 
heprises in history (though not, as we shall see, a freely competi- 
five one)s  Francis, who proved to be an abler organizer than his 

eltives, offered not to work as an employee of the crown, but to 

wtup his own postal system. Philip agreed, and by 1505 Francis had 
wtblished a mounted courier service between Brussels, the Court of 
Moimilian in Innsbruck, Austria, the French capitol, and Philip's 
own court in Spain. 

The contract had stipulated that the court would pay Francis twelve 
tousand livres yearly to carry mail for the rulers and royalty of the 
enpire, there being no mention of a private post. However, at the 
edof the first year it developed that the coffers of the royal treasury 
din't contain enough to foot the bill. When it appeared that his 
pitol service would have to be disbanded, Francis asked if he could 
wny private letters to meet part of the expense. Philip consented— d that was how it all began. 

:’:fi;von Taxis made use of a system of relays much like that which 
b er to b.e used by our American Pony Express— the horses and 
. gers being changed at each post. The result was a swift, 
g e that was ?ble to cover the thousand mile stretch be- 

by m::lflnd R?me in less than eleven days. But his fees were 
s, Thouch];?o hlgh.for the average private individual of those 
o, i, begl' ittle reliable information is available as to the exact 
Uiy oflevfd that during the early 16th century the charge for 

9 gulden °"BY a few hundred miles may have been between 25 
Vs g * OY comparison, the entire monthly wage of a courier 

Y 8 qulden, 

icient servic 

Neve 
5] ffl\zl:::' the Taxis Post proved to be a great success, and in 

withrq:;: Was confirmed by Emperor Maximilian himself. So 

© results was the Emperor that he ordered all other 

i "bi.dderl; and he added the Golden Horn to the 

€t appro °;°l|ed horn which postal messengers carried to 

g, °’usymb:c to relay stations. Since then this horn has 

B::e‘ on the insignia of nearly every mail system in 

is 
L““ter Yon Taxis 4 
Png "'em::,-lss :}edhin 1517, but his organization was taken over 
g~ o eny face : e family, and by the 17th century it had ex- 

°Ng souq huf;nost the entire Holy Roman Empire. Then, in 

'y i he T, is atter goal of the family was realized: the Emper-~ 
Sy w° 0rgqnizq::°5f°| contract into a fief, and from that day on- 

} ?"‘odof Pass inotn Passed to successive Taxis heirs just as an 
&x n o caseof aland fief, This initiated another 

Al ond by 1628, after a series of imperial victories 
9, Europe was criss—crossed with Taxis relays 

: ""ithv ers, Y an army of twenty thousand blue-and=silver 

PQ / ? bl’aq s 

"began i!:s";g Ul’? of the Spanish and Holy Roman Empires, the 
ecline.  After the Netherlands revolted against 

Togs . €MS fo be fo 
o 

  

the Spanish, one country after an- 
other followed suit, each abolishing 
the existing postal system and set- 
ting up its own. By the 19th cen- 
tury the great Taxis postal empire 
had been reduced to a fraction of 
what it had once been, serving 
only parts of Germany and Austria. 
Then, in 1867, the end came: the 
Prussian Postmaster General, Dr. 
Heinrich Stephan, took over the 
remaining property and rights for 
the state in exchange for two 
million dollars, 

  

In a letter to his mother, Dr, Ste- 

phan odded a sour epilogue to a 
story that otherwise might have 

ended pleasantly. He wrote that, in purchasing the Taxis Post, he 
finally had succeeded in terminating "a three-hundred-and-fifty- 
year-old cancerous condition.” ROCKFORD FRESNELL 

Francis von Taxis 

  

"In many fields persuasive arguments based on considerations of effi- 
ciency and economy can be advanced in favor of the state's taking 
sole charge of a particular service; but when the state does so, the 
result is usually not only that these advantages soon prove illusory 
but that the character of the services becomes entirely different from 
that which they would have had if they had been provided by compe- 
ting agencies....|f certain services become the exclusive domain of 
the state, and whole professions... come to exist only as unitary bu- 
reaucratic hierarchies, it will no longer be competitive experimenta- 
tion but solely the decisions of authority that will determine what 
men shall get." DR. F. A, HAYEK ("The Constitution of Liberty"). 
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CAN LIBERTY, JUSTICE, AND PERSONAL |JPROBPERITY ~BE 

PRESERVED? RESEARCH LIBRARY 

2866 00481 

For the past few months | have been reading some of the publications 

(including all of the issues of INNOVATOR) generated by those who 

say they are seeking real freedom, true justice, and the chance to 

earn and keep their own fortune, without either help or hindrance 

from "the plunderers.” | have also talked to many of these people 

personally, and corresponded with some of them at length. 

By Bill Manning, MAPKA 

1113 Sanger Street 

New Braunfels, Texas, 78130 

of this activity, | am certain of only one thing. The "liber- From all 

tarians" are so much more interested in their theories, pet ideas, 

groups, and desire to be so individualistic and different that they are 

going to do very little to stop the highly organized forces that are 

destroying us. 

A few years ago | settled on a definition of justice which suited me. 

It is this. Every human being living has an equally exclusive right to 

himself and an equally proportionate right to the resources of nature, 

or to their economic worth. 

Then | wrote a rather simple agreement by which people could volun- 

tarily associate to establish this justice and do nothing more by their 

collective force. After doing this | started searching Latin America 

to find a place where there were plenty of resources to be developed, 

freedom from political domination, and a pleasant climate, easy 

accessibility, and other attractive features. | now call this agreement 

LAPTA. 

Before leaving for this search 

(borrowed money) to design a p 

the advantages of large corporate coord 

the advantages of individual personal proprietorship and prerogatives. 

I called this plan MAPKA. 

| found the San Blas Comarca of the Kuna Indians of northeast 

Panama. This is an autonomous Indian reservation of 365 small tropi- 

cal islands, where it never gets hot, nor cold, and where there are no 

mosquitoes, wild animals or snakes on the islands, and where 2,000 

square miles of mainland with hills to 3,000 feet altitude and 26 crys- 

tal clear rivers offer resources from gold to the world's best unused 

banana growing land.  (Bananas were selling to distributors at 9¢ per 

pound at the dock in Houston, Texas, last week.) There are 20,000 

Kuna Indians who are clean, intelligent, and hard-working and who 

admire Americans because most of us who have been there have not 

tried to take advantage of them. 

| had spent ten years and $250,000 

lan of business association which has 

ination and cooperation with 

I have made an agreement with Ignacio Colman, an Indian who is the 

grandson of a famous chief of the Kunas, and who has had 14 years of 

American education, for us fo associate equally in the development 

of San Blas and MAPKA, 

A year ago this month we borrowed $300 and started bringing the arts 
and crafts of the Kunas, especially the molas of their women—which 
can ben;een <:;1n |:|>age 33 of the May issue of WOMAN'S DAY maga- 
zine and in the last four pages of the Sunday magazine section of the 
St. Louis POST DISPATCH for May 1st, 1966—into the United States, 

Wt? have developed this one activity so well that we are now ready to 
build the MAPKA organization into many fields of activities, at m)c,m 
levels of prczmofion, development, supervision, and operaf’ion om)i’ 
we are.seeknng people of ability, intelligence, vision honesr, and 
financial means from $1,000 to $100,000 or more to h;lp us lethis 

We need men and women who can work | /€ ork independently b - 
(;\;;EvEeDIY',:Ovtho are self-starters, fair—mindedl:i and WfiOU;gZ[E)E%TI-E 
iy Z?A:\nirSEffiREE OFbCOOPERATION AND ORGANIZED 

an can be done entirely indivi i y individually. 
THI\éL;A;'vll:«I;TF &EUOPLE WHO ARE WILLING TO ASSIC;J(CZIIXTE (\)"II\EI 

TUAL ADVANTAGE AND BENEFIT—those who do 
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not want to use legal force to coerce one into continyeq o 

tual advantage does not exist anymore, iy, 
when mu 

We want people who are willing to go to San Blas, and yh,.. 

willing to stand for our right to develop it under Ogreemen,:?lili 

Indians who fought to get a treaty of autonomy, without rh”-h‘ 

ference of anyone else, if necessary. We also want people w]:“'. 

to work in any and every other country to help develop Produc.T) 

selling and servicing organizations related to that which we & 

San Blas. 

| will correspond in detail with anyone who is interested in s 

and San Blas and will meet personally with those who hove ., 

tinued interest after correspondence, but | will give priority i,‘j 

respondence to those who will give the most complete infom: 

about views, desires, backgrounds, financial abilities, ang o 

pertinent information in the first letter. 

If liberty is fo be saved time is of the essence, and we neither , 

time fo waste in useless correspondence nor in all of the pettyary; 

that is preventing libertarians from doing something constructive, 

If interested, write to me at the address given above. 

*******************
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Economy 24-hour answering service and mailing address; imper: 

calls can be connected through to your confidential number; ! 

nths plus 25¢/message; Pat Taylor, 18758 Bryant, Northriz 

(213) 886-0400 X 15 
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‘ AP?.‘_‘C 
ATIONSt EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

INNOVATOR 
12 u78, Los Angeles, California 90034 —  July 1966 — Ope Year, $2.00 — Single Copy, 25¢ R 

“Woe to them 
that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds! 
when the moming is light, they practise it, because 
it is in the power of their hand. 

And they covet fields, and take them by violence; 
and houses, and take them away: so they oppress a 
men and his house, even a man and his heritage.” 

— The Book of MICAH, 2:1-2 (Story on next page) 

MINENT DOMAIN SHOULD BE ABO LISHED! (1) 
"IF you accept the principle of eminent domain," comments lsabel 
P°,'°”°“l "you are lost.” Quite true, for if the "group” can expro- 
g:mghf property of the individual any time it is deemed to be "in 
‘idfiwwhl:f 'l"'e:?Sf," what is the limit? There is none, for who de- 
bt 1 "S in !‘he public interest"? At worst a political clique; 
’iflhflhcs; meority." In either event the principle of individual 

°¢n rejected and it is for the State to nationalize private . When and where it may choose. (2) 
En,'""“ domain 
0 Yo infeng Itieg o 

  

is a bad idea gone wrong. Originally, eminent do~ 
o edonly for the achievement of certain "public” facil- 

o ”U'D“‘:sl public schools, etc.; in 1954, however, the Su- 
*izure o priv : d Federal Urban Renewal, by which ispermitted the 
ninen dom, "€ property for favored PRIVATE use. The reach of 
g 0 din steadily lengthens: the University of California 
D nt oz?:"lfs "?Cently acquired. condemnation of a 315-unit 
‘"til;i In 1954') by ': Ol’derl to take it over for the use of UCLA stu- 
!&“:quken from geles resident named Steven Anthony was 

™ for g o is home in order that it might be destroyed to 
Pingi Privatelyoperated film museum., (3) 

i € of . 

:‘??' m:’:'"e‘"f domain has been so extended that there re- 
"lizeg r field or o blade of grass that cannot be legally t Y the Stat Mflefi, e, 
3 : OmQI n: En 

y Cive €my of Progress. 
We“\g’ mmenf m 

:"‘ ¥ Tetgrg ieusm-es such as eminent domain do not hasten 
t r pri H - 'l\'u?:‘:"nm ® Sceng, i Private effort is thereby gradually re 

t private businessman can compete with 
$ ot only subsidized with tax money but des ered to seize b A X _ Yy o gires? ze by force any piece of private prop 

reo\,e*,-’ what private businessman would be so 
“term venture (such as rapid transit) that & ® re P noverb Q:ISted and controlled into insolvency and 
fate anyway? (This has been the fate of Com N mthT:-y ond subway in every major city in the . qu Croy 'Mately sy ffer the same fate.) 

"’r*f\: o ¢ 9Ny thay ; 

' 5 
b &mj Virtye . ) 
'“fl:mher Nent maj of Loercive measures such as the taxing 

" _d'splflces private effort from one area 
r 

is 0v|.ng done so, the bureaucrat is unable to 
N involvement has created. While those 

    

services provided by the private sector are available in abundance, 
the so—called "public services" are in chronic short supply. In no 
"public" area has the political mechanism functioned with any degree 
of efficiency or foresight (4), whether it be public streets, public 
schools or public anything. Consider water, for example: it is gbun- 
dant in nature; it is far easier to handle than coal or natural gas or 
gasoline or bananas. But coal and natural gas and gasoline and 
bananas—all of which are supplied by private enterprise= are avajl- 
able in abundance; while water, the most accessible and 
troublesome commodity of all 
the nation's largest cities. 

least 
¢ is in critically short supply in some of 

If government had not shoved its way into 
the water business, private companies would no doubt be as busy 
today laying water pipelines as they are laying natural gas pipelines. 
Whether with water or roads or schools or rapid transit or whatever, 
the principle is the same. The real key to progress is not eminent 
domain, but a halt to government involvement. Private enterprise 
can do the job—any job—better. 

The practice of eminent domain should be abolished. If a demand 
exists for—let us say—a monorail system in Los Angeles, let whichever 
company wishes to make the effort, do so. Let it attain the right-of- 
way in the same fashion that many pipeline companies achieve rights- 
of-way, i.e., by acquiring "options to buy" along two or more alter- 
native routes until one of the routes is complete. Without the con- 
fiscatory power of eminent domain it might indeed take years for a 
monorail system to become established—but it would be less time than 
that required by an inherently slow and inefficient bureaucracy. 
Moreover, the job would be accomplished at no expense to the tax- 
payer. Above all, abolition of the mechanism of eminent domain 
would represent a major step toward the free society. R. GRANT 

(1) This article is a condensation of the chapter on eminent domain 
in THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE by Richard Grant. THE IN- 
CREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE is a study of Capitalism and Freedom, to 
be published this year by the Institute for Social Progress, publishers 
of INNOVATOR. 

(2) True, the State pays for the property it seizes. But if eminent 
domain is justified by this fact, then there is nothing to prevent the 
State from nationalizing every scrap of private property merely by 
paying for it with the taxpayers' own money. 

(3) Submerged in bickering and red tape, the museum was never built. 
The property has been turned into a parking lot. Anthony was sen- 
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tenced to a year in jail (still being appealed) and subjected to a 

tongue-lashing from a judge who called him an "anarchist, rabble- 

rouser, and publicity-seeker.” An official of the proposed film 

museum suggested that Anthony's supporters were ‘communist 

inspired.” 

(4) The bureaucracy will inescapably be less far-sighted than the 

private business, for the bureaucrat can embark upon an undertaking 

only with the concurrence of the electorate. Accordingly, where the 

businessman can build in anticipation of future needs, the bureaucrat 
can act only when the need has actually arisen and has become pain- 
fully apparent. The bureaucrat recognizes the problem, and, of 

course, has a ready solution: free the bureaucracy from legislative 

restraints. But, aside from the obvious danger to freedom, is there 

any reason to suppose that such an "independent" bureaucracy would 

be any more efficient or progressive ? The experience of Soviet Russia 

suggests otherwise. 

  

REFLECTIONS ON THE HISTORY OF "DOMINIUM EMINENS" 
  

The "power of eminent domain,” or something like it, has existed 

wherever the control over property derives from force ratherthan from 

free-market exchange. It is the doctrine that the king or lord is sov- 

ereign over all property in his "domain" and may take whatever he 

wants, whenever he wants it, as an attribute of this "sovereignty." 

The counterpart of eminent domain in the field of personal service is 

called "angaria,” the power of aruler to exact compulsory labor or 

mandatory duties. And then there's that business of "jus primae 

noctis"— the theory of eminent domain applied fo sex, or rape by due 

process of law. 

But our main concern here is with real estate law, the characteristics 

of which have come to us from the middle ages. (The real estate term 

"fee" simply means "fief," a feudal right to use land whose ownership 

_ stays with the lord): 

“Feudal tenures were abolished in England by the statute 

12 Car. Il. c. 24; but the principles of the system still remain 

at the foundation of the English and American law of real pro- 

perty....The State steps in, in the place of the feudal lord, 

by virtue of its sovereignty, os the original and ultimate pro- 

prietor of all lands within its jurisdiction.” (M 

  

Thus it has been held by American courts that the power of eminent 

domain did not arise from American Constitutions, but, like slavery, 

already existed prior to such Constitutions, and was left untouched by 

them. 

Hugo's Curse 

The origin of the phrase "dominium eminens" is obscure, but it is 

sometimes attributed to Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), Dutch jurist and 

politicion, one-time attorney general of Holland, and author of "The 
Law of Plunder," and "The Law of War and Peace." Grotius says: 

"The property of subjects is under the eminent domain of the 
State; so that the State, or he who acts for it, may use, and 

even alienate and destroy such property, not only in case of 
extreme necessity...but for ends of public utility, to which 
ends those who founded civil society must be supposed to have 
intended that private ends should give way. But it isto be 

added, that when this is done, the State is bound to make 
good the loss to those who lose their property; and to this 
public purpose, among others, he who had suffered the loss 
must, if need be, contribute.” (2) 

The use of eminent domain is more widespread in the United States 
than elsewhere in the non~ Communist world. In the nineteenth cen- 
tury, James J. Hill built the Great Northern railroad without an 
government aid, acquiring rights—of-way in an honest manner. Ye); 
elsewhere in the country corrupt and dishonest railroadmen "laid rails 
where there was no economic justification for them in order to 
get public land grants and, in some cases, used legal authority to 
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steal privately owned lands at a fraction of their worth,* @ 

erty owners were actually shot for defending their property fights. 

In the 1930's, the Roosevelt Administration stole hundreds of the, 

form land in the Tennessee Valley fo ry of acres of good farm lan y for what heg, 

* 
2, 

called a flood-control project—and flooded them. g 

In more recent years, over one million Americans have been 4, 
. . R & 

out of their homes and businesses, for "urban renewal, " highway ¢, 

struction, and even for baseball parks, motels, and monuments| 

Some people are under the impression that when property sy 

expropriated, something called "just compensation” is paid for . 

propertyl As a general rule, however, the compensation offeres: 
much less than what the property owner could have obtained ;. 

private sale if the State had not lowered the boom. And i ol 

cases little or no compensation is paid for loss of business, good uij 

the cost of moving and establishing a new location, and other infe 

gibles, 

In any case, such phrases as "just compensation," "market valye' Y r | ue, 

and "fair price," have meaning only in a voluntary exchange or fre 

market situation. When the property owner is told, in effect, #: 

the alternatives available to him are (1) accept the price offered, 

(2) be visited by a hundred sheriff's deputies armed with tecrg 

riot guns, and bulldozers, then it is not a market transaction thet: 

taking place. It is ARMED ROBBERY. 

It makes no difference, incidentally, whether the formalitiesofe 

tual condemnation and eviction are carried out; it is eno 

that they are held as a threat. The property owner has two ultin 

choices: GET OUT or GET SHOT. That is the nature of eminent & 

main, and that's what it's all about. R. BRAY 

(1) Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Rawle's Revision, Kansas City, Me. 

1914, "Feudal Law," and "Escheat." 

(2) "The Law of War and Peace" Bk. 3 c. 20. John Locke consider 

such a view "an absurdity." In his Second Treatise of Civil Gever 

ment, Locke wrote: "The supreme power cannot take from any ™ 
any part of his property without his own consent. For the protectiv 

of property being the end of govermment, and that for whichmen & 

into society, it necessarily supposes and requires that the pxf” 

should have property, without which they must be supposed t0 ks 

that by entering into society, which was the end for which 

entered into it, too gross an absurdity for any man to own." 

(3) Richard Adair, Liberty Council of New England REPORT, N 

  

"WOE TO THEM..." OLD JERUSALEM (CIRCA 705 B.C.) 

THE INTERPRETER'S BIBLE (Abingdon Press, New York and Noshvi® 
Vol. VI), offers these interpretations of the biblical quofotion on : 

first page of this issue of INNOVATOR. The explanations are 'Y‘”?. 

Rolland E. Wolfe and Mr. Harold A. Bosley: " (They) wereTS;ey"spe, 

h) 

  

. . . e e 
their plots. ... There was no one, either in government of et 

who would call them to account, for the authorities weré ln| el 
with them.... In a day when wealth consisted largely of recdlcné 
these unscrupulous people had a mania for acquiring houses ° ol 
The specific methods used to obtain these possessions aré " aditif' 

Perhaps the offenders may have followed occasionallyin €. | 
of Jezebel, trumping up false charges of subversivenesss IiCtims‘ 

atheism and treason (I KINGS 21), and then stoning the ¥ 

death. Usually there were less brutal ways.. . oo 

"One phrase etches itself in the memory:'they practic eVIL o 
it is in the power of their hand.' They strip their Vic.’“msu glsofi 

sort of security; not simply because they want to do i, st ! 
cause they CAN do it....Many a generation has demor” ot 

eternal truth in Lord Acton's famous dictum: 'Power fe"% 

and absolute power corrupts absolutely.'" 
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a8 
o Renewable Weaver of the bureaucracy has denounced 
calls ngeatterization,” a word he evidently coined for his 

ot b He hos also stated the intention of the feds to "recapture” 
minimize scatterization. 

wants 90% of the population 

e!Iecred within the urban bound- 
T'es by 1980 or sooner and con- 
rlues o work feverishly to 

conplish the foct. | contend 
ot this determination alone, 

ould be encugh to cause thinking 

sple to scatter. 

) foo many years teachers in the 

cialist system of compulsory 

holing and others who should 

wv better, have preached as 

spel a theory: "Human beings are 
egarious and communal because 

“the herd instinct." Occasionally 

wondered why so many worked and 
ved hoping to eventually get 
vay from the mobs, if the herd instinct prevailed, butthen |thought 

wout cows and sheep and other critters about which I knew absolutely 

!.fhing. Then we moved to Arizona on August 1, 1960, | was told 

liswas cattle country and | looked for cattle. Gradually, as my city 
res became accustomed to vast distances, | spotted a cow a mile 

Y9y, sometimes two cows. Where was the herd? 

‘?e doy when we were driving to Kingman, 20 miles away, we saw 
\r::: ;f}:}uflle being unloaded at Turkey Track ranch. When we re- 

o the Pf”" later there wasn't a cow in sight but when we turned 

¢ reme Lerce Ferry Road, we began to see cattle, scattered. Then 

undy mvzred the boob tube and the movies, cowboys, and 

de Ps. We also remembered that even sheep scatter without a 
rand q dog or two. Hmmm? 

e, dos 

s:::i:i;rybcows are fenced in. Some fancy and expensive cattle are 

Ppened toyghfi{nces bl{f what about these range cattle? What has 

le drow; eir herd instinct and how many of the collectivist type 

Potes in :9 P‘;}’ as teachers, ever saw range cattle, wild burro or 

" the hundre;d' When we were in Eagle, Colorado, we saw deter 

qydirectioe s but when danger approached they disappeared in 
n. SCATTER] 

Wioy, 

% s}:{c' qtrie bureaucrats like to keep people herded into small 

9 trough qndos I\Nhere the bureaucracy can shove the slop into the 

™ i with rescq | the hogs. That may be okeh for hogs but my con- 

!_ i°rity ‘;echble: responsible human beings. [t's possible that 

et line ‘f’h 'he_ people in this country have bought the herd 

' ot thinking, for them, is just too much bother. They ¥ fing o . 
MYOU?MQ” in the herd as they await mass slaughter but what 

  

              

George Boardman 

ew e 

ha cm::"che; may eventually live ot Dr. Sperry's Liberty Hills 
?:lflble ide elr.de, Arizona, just as three families with reasonably 

he ) 'vus e in this ghost town but if you think we live in a 
Mg’ Y€ 9O news for you. We're too busy! If you want to 

Wer ., 9nd . c ] 

u,:nm")n q[,:'k With great numbers of people who enjoy making 

U What they intend to do some day when they can 
E: qu), ri:i\:; Yuarenteed security plan, good for you. You're 

Where you are and dream your happy dreams. 

gt an important package and a letter to us. 

2 p © but the lines of communication are dependable. 
Sin, \ asant st 

: 

oy fact ate of shock from the good news, while em=- 

L gtgd I“ckc:n?r' Weaver may not like you if you scatter, 
good h H 

ARDMAN PhD ealth, in Freedom!       

  

THE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY 
  

"What's the use of being a shipmaster if you can't tell people 
to go to Hell?" — Old Captain's Proverb 

The greater portion of this planet's surface is out of the effective 
control of any State, and yet libertarians complain that for the man 
who would be free there is "no place to go." This article is the first 
of a series dedicated to an exploration of the "ocean interstice" as a 
means to personal liberty and economic freedom. 

Small Boats 

For as low as the price of a late=model car an individual can 
purchase a sea-worthy vessel large enough for a small family. This 
writer is acquainted with a couple who bought a used 26-foot yacht 
for somewhere around $5000 and lived dboard, with their small 
daughter, sailing the Pacific for a year. Since these folks were not 
averse to a steady diet of fresh sea food, expenses were quite low— 
for, as the man of the family pointed out, "There was no place to 
spend money out there." (And on a previous voyage to the Virgin 
Islands they had stocked up on rum at $1.25 a gallon.) 

For the less adventurous a slightly larger investment will fill the 
galley with dry-land staples. And for those who want toget grim 
about investing money in a boat, it is no problem to spend over 
$30,000 for a fancy yacht. But suitable used—or brand new —boats 
can be had for much less. 

You can save yourself time by first getting some book learning— 
particularly with regard to sailing terminology, a small language in 
itself very important for conversing with instructors and other sailors. 
After you learn the difference between a jib and jibe, and learn the 
origin of such colorful terms in everyday English as landfall, leeway, 
tack, bilge, and mainstay you are ready to take a course in theoreti- 
cal sailing and/or small boat safety. Such courses are given gratis by 
the U. S, Power Squadrons, which comprise a national private organ- 
ization dedicated fo on-the-water safety. And for libertarians who 
don't mind sanctioning the State, both the U. S. Coast Guard and 

many public adult night schools offer similar instruction. 

The next step is to go out on the water under the supervision of a 
competent sailor. The market rate for such practical lessons at this 
time in the Southermn California area is around $10 an hour—including 
boat rental —and worth every penny of it. Six hours of such supervised 
sailing ought to make you about ready to go it alone—for gradually 
lengthening trial runs—during which you can teach yourself to navi- 
gate, with the help of any good advanced sailing manual. 

By this time, if you have not been doing so before, you will probably 
be keeping an eye out for that special boat that fits YOU. A sailing 
vessel with a motor of some kind is probably the best bet for exploit=- 
ing the ocean "interstice" on a small scale—combining fuel economy 
with flexibility. There are boats made of steel, fiberglass, andwood. 
Some ore built for speed and others for cruising. You will be leaming 
more about the choice of a boat for yourself in the process of becom- 
ing sea-worthy; meanwhile, the steps outlined above will help you 
"get your rudder wet." KERRY THORNLEY 

  

Q\)’CKSANDS 

NEW CONCEPTS IN VOLUNTARISM AND FREEDOM: 

"Our responsibility is to see that all California taxpayers comply with 

the laws as they are written. We must vigorously enforce these laws 

because of the fact that we have a voluntary system of compliance," 

writes Martin Huff, Executive Officer, Califomia Franchise Tax Bd. 

“"Under our system of law no person can be deprived of life, liberty, 

or property without the consent of a jury of his fellow citizens. This 

is the very essence of freedom." From THE JUROR'S CREED, pub- 

lished by the American Bar Association. 
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PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL—GETTING OUT OF THE ClTlgg 
  

INNOVATOR representatives were among the more than 40 i 

viduals attending the doy-long seminar on "SURVIVING AMONEI. 

TARY CRISIS" held Sunday, July 10, at Long Beach, Califory, 
under the direction of Harry Browne, noted lecturer and columnis f:: 

American Way Features. 

Browne keynoted the session by reminding his audience that "you g 

not the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board nor the President °frhe 

United States. You do not control the politicians and neither can y°: 

outguess them." He added that each individual is responsible f, 

himself and should be prepared for all possibilities, including an ey 

to inflation with consequent depression, more inflation leading fo 

collapse of the monetary system and chaos in the cities, increasy 

coercion by the State, and/or war. The possibility that the Statewjj It 

come to its senses and stop intervening in the economy was dismiss 

as highly improbable; in any case, THAT situation would not be ty The 

difficult for responsible individuals to cope with! wer 
itl" 

Seminar speakers explained the causes (and effects) of pastdepression  gb 

and hyperinflations. They recommended avoiding mortgages or othy  this 

heavy indebtedness on the one hand, and ownership of stocks, insr. kil 

ance (other than term) or any long-range investments on the other, 

Real estate and commodities should be held only to the extent of It w 

intended personal use, they said. ”"fl 
raily 

Most of the day’s sessions were devoted to the concept of a"retreat,’ 

or second home away from metropolitan areas and looting mobs, At 

Acquiring the ability to survive on a self-sufficient basis for months, 

or even years, was stressed. Lectures and comments were given by 

individuals with first-hand knowledge in finding a location, low ot “rp 

home construction, food supply, electrical power, water ond west . 

disposal, communications, and protection. Two people who haw yiel 

recently survived in the wilderness with only a camper and $100 yord 

of equipment were introduced, who provided useful instructionon  Opir 

one | 
details of the supplies used. (A list of these supplies may be obtainet 

by sending $1.00 and a self-addressed envelope with 10¢ postage b Wh 
a 

  

  

Mrs. Riley J. Burgett, 13167-A Brookhurst, Garden Grove, Calif.) befo 

Some of the lecturers at this seminar have offered to contract forcor  pumg 

sultation services. For information concerning such services, o¥  extre 

about courses of American Way Features, write to Box 3249, e edue 

Angeles 28, Calif. 
Yet 
mach 

mach 
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CATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

One Year, $2.00 — o> Single Copy, 25¢ 

NEWS ITEM: Dr. George W, Hilton, a University of California transportation expert, 
proposed at a hearing of the state's Public Utilities Commission that the railroads be 
removed from the jurisdiction of state public utilities commissions and the Federal 
Interstate Commerce Commission, which he said should be abolished. "You would 
let the law of the jungle prevail?" asked Commissioner Peter E. Mitchell. 

THE MADMAN FROM WYLAM 
  

The engine coughed and steam shot back scattering the spectators who 

were massed along both sides of the rail.  "You're not going to make 

it]" one of them yelled, his voice barely heard above the roar. "lt's 

absolute madness!" yelled another. The engine coughed again, and 
this time black smoke billowed from its tail funnel, "You'll all be 

killed!" 

It was 1825 and the locomotive was the ACTIVE. The occasion was 

the opening of the Stockton=-Darlington—the world's first passenger 

railway. 

At the controls was George Stephenson, a man well aware of the 
dangers, for he had designed and built the ACTIVE from the tracks 

up. Many of the spectators. were sure that the ACTIVE's speed was 
wing fo drive Stephenson and all of his passengers insane, that the 
wshing air would fan the fire in the boiler with such force and 
Vior:!ence that it would explode killing everyone within a hundred 
yards, 

Opinions differed, of course, but almost everyone was convinced of 

one thing— Stephenson was a madman! 

LN;;“' sort of madman was George Stephenson? Born forty-four years 
e re in Wylam near Newcastle, he was the son of the stoker of a 
Z:s::g machine in the Killingsworth coal mit\e. He was raisefi in 

educmop(:;e"f)’: started working when only elgh.f, and hud'so little 
et he 'Z) at he wasn't able to sign his name unfll he was nlnefe?n. 

Machine 'iccme such a master at repairing h.ns father's pumping 
Machi ot the owner of the mine asked him to try to build a 
i "¢ to pull the coal gondolas. 

| ¢ res.uh was the BLUCHER, one of the first locomotives, able to 
| My tons of coal at four miles an hour. 

] 

:HWE 
"qunns yeq“‘ Passed before Stephenson built the ACTIVE—eleven 

inf::r: mproving designs, innovating methods for reducing noise 

 riction $Ing fuel economy, studying the relationship between the a . 
nd weight of locomotives on smooth metal rails. | 

] 

f fiveg :e °:d his son Robert had designed and built five locomo- 
: "'ining Iinies: ¢ Y ]822 they had constructed a like number of short 

! Teach ) S in the ‘northern part of England. Then, in 1824, word 

fong :T.l that o passenger railway was being laid between Stock- 
e "Ington—but for horse~drawn vehicles only. 

i"‘cforsz;l fl:flc?d to Darlington, found Edward Pease who was a 
A e line, and pleaded with him to give his engines a try. 
ec!nred, (:.c?"“’live will haul as much as fifty horses!" Stephenson 

e ql) Other me Venture to say that locomotives will someday super- 
thods of conveyance in this country!” 

i ", msfilff an engineer, at first took this to be the ravings of a 

goc:‘:ne % fireg 'ef’ enson was convincing, and eventually Pease 

Moty o bu hew'l'? the i_deu that he not only gave Stephe.nson the 

b ® for he nnef':ed with him in the building of a special loco- 

Sop| e ACTIVE, ® i S‘Pfen*,:m Q“ Over En   Ming gland were gathered at Darlington that warm 

- "'M8in 1825 to witness the opening of the line. Ladies 
. 

  

watched from carriages at safe distances, their fans swishing and 

colored parasols bobbing. Swarms of excited children ran and played 
beside the cars. Sneering men on horseback paced the rails shouting 
derision at Stephenson and his passengers. Thirty-four converted 
mail coaches were lined up behind the engine—twelve loaded with 
coal, one carrying Pease and the other directors, the rest jammed 

with nearly 450 anxious passengers. 

Now the ACTIVE began to edge ahead, chugging and straining and 

throwing out more smoke and steam. For a moment it hesitated and 

there were howls from the crowd. Then- it hissed and gave a great 
jerk, and it was moving. 

From inside the coaches the passengers watched spellbound as little 
by little the fields began to blur and buildings, trees and farmhouses 
fell away. Faster and faster they moved, the engine pounding, smoke 
swirling back through the coaches, the men on horseback racing 

along side waving and shouting. 

The ride was a short one by today's standards—ten miles from the edge 
of Darlington to the center of Stockton. But when Stephenson eased 
off and braked to a slow stop in Stockton, there was no laughter or 

sneering, only cheers and applause, for the trip had been made in the 
unbelievably short space of sixty-five minutes! 

It was a great day for Stephenson and his locomotives. But troubles 

lay ahead. They began in the city of Manchester. 

With the invention of the mechanical loom, Manchester was fast 
becoming England’s center for the production of cotton fabrics. But 
the nearest port which could supply her with raw cotton was Liver- 
pool which was over thirty miles away, and the fastest route connect- 
ing the two cities, the privately owned Bridgewater Canal, was slow 
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and difficult to navigate during the winter months. So the merchants 

decided that the cities should be linked by rail, and George Stephen- 

son was called in to be the construction engineer. 

Stephenson exomined the proposed route, made some calculations and 

estimates, and announced that a railway would reduce the travel 

time between the cities from the present thirty=five hours to five— 
and the cost would be cut to one third! 

The merchants were overjoyed and told Stephenson fo start to work at 
once. But the owners of the canal saw in him a dangerous competitor 
and began a vigorous campaign to discourage him. First they had 
sermons preached in the local churches condemning him and his 
devilish locomotives. Then snipers started shooting at his surveyors, 
and rioters began roaming the fields like bands of raiding Indians. 

But Stephenson remained undaunted. Work on the line continued. 
Finally the canal owners persuaded Parliament to step in and rule on 
whether a railroad would be "in the public interest." Stephenson 
was summoned to London to testify. 

"Mr. Stephenson, won't the sparks from the funnel of your machine 
set fire to all the houses and fields along the way?" one of the mem- 
bers asked him, smiling condescendingly. "Now, Mr. Stephenson,” 

said a second, "is it not a fact that hens will cease to lay after they 
have-seen the terrible spectacle of a railway train?" And, while the 
other members laughed, a third said, "What would happen ifa cow 
were to run in front of this locomotive of yours, Mr, Stephenson?” 

The Law of the Jungle 

He lost his fight. They accused him of being everything from a boast- 
ful swindler to a dangerous lunatic, and they said his proposal showed 
fantastic ignorance, one calling it "the most absurd plan ever to have 
been conceived by the mind of a human being!" Even Britain's 
fraternity of scientists, the Royal Society, declared that Stephenson's 
trains would be too dangerous for passenger transportation. 

It was a crushing defeat for Stephenson—the worst insult he had ever 
suffered. Smarting and discouraged, he left London and returned to 

his home a beaten man. 

Then, a year later, the battle in Parliament was taken up again, this 
time by a friend, William Huskisson. The outlook was better, for the 
Stockton-Darlington line was thriving, and people who had laughed 
at Stephenson before were now insisting he was a genius. 

"This called for a different sort of argument from Stephenson's 
pponents. They made grave predictions that unemployment would 
esult, that the nation's iron ore deposits would be quickly exhausted, 

“"and that the smoke from the locomotives would develop into a major 
health hazard. This time, however, Parliament voted to reverse 
itself, finally conceding that a railroad might, after all, be "in the 
public interest."” 

But George Stephenson was never to forget those agonizing hours 
spent before Parliament. Years later, after he had set world speed 
records, had constructed rajlways throughout Europe, and had founded 
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, he refused an offer of knight- 
hood and a. membership in the Royal Society, thus demonstrating his 
protest against the ridicule and pain he had been forced to endure. 
ROCKFORD FRESNELL 

  

NOT SUITED TO FRANCE 

When (French Minister of Public Works) M. Thiers came over to in- 
spect, and having been taken about by Mr. Vignoles, said to him 
when leaving: —"1 do not think railways are suited to France," there 
resulted, from the consequent policy of hindering free contract, a 
delay of “eight or ten years” in that material progress which France 
_experienced when railways were made, 

. —Herbert Spencer's "MAN AGAINST THE STATE" (1892). 

  

  

THE VANISHING PASSENGER TRAIN 
  

| 
The vanishing passenger train is now loading on track Thirteg, . 
Oblivion via Robber Baron Tax Assessor Pass, The Grang Can n 

Diabolical Regulation Despotism and The Dismal Swamp of pomd 
|Cd 

Pork Barrel Non-Rail Transportation. ALL ABOARD! 

Blind conformity to the brainwashed motor maniac majority dicty 

that we must surrender the passenger train, our only means ofSCEf 

leisure travel. Highways have deteriorated into impossible ?mle’ 

sewers. Once upon a time vacation was reserved for relaxatio, f,: 

the year's work. Now it is used for a hectic rat-race on ,m:“_ 

infested, so-called "freeways," free from everything except degs 
and taxes. Travel magazines advertise a variety of pills to keep ,»“ 
vacation driver alert and improve his chances in the mc'roriz,; 
struggle for survival, . 

It is understardable that troins are no longer considered swift engyy 
for hectic business travel in pursuit of the big deal. Few busine 
feel that they can afford to let high-salaried executives' ulcers e 

on long train rides. Intercity travel on overnight Pullmans has ke, 
reduced to jet commuting. It is unavoidable that many fine trox 

have lost patronage and no longer pay their way. Consequen, 

prudent management is obliged to discontinue them. According: 

RAILWAY AGE, of over 10,000 intercity schedules in the 1930's o, 
1,100 remain today. 

Superficially, the dismal statistics of declining passenger i 
patronage leave little hope, unless it can be shown that a villain ke 
deliberately opened the switch to oblivion. Such a villain is goven 
ment transportation policy, defined as the political science of delu 
ing every taxpayer to pay everyone's transportation except his ows. 

Southern Pacific Company recently started proceedings to discontin: 
the Lark, a fine San Francisco-Los Angeles night train since 191 
The purchaser of a ticket to ride this train believes that the amor 

charged covers the service requested. This is not so. An unse# 

assessor from the California State Board of Equalization, behindi: 
ticket agent, lifts from the railroad cash-register ad-valorem toxes® 
railroad property at least twice the amount collected from simils 

non-railroad property. The sum paid for the ticket goes for publt 
welfare, schools, HIGHWAYS and AIRPORTS! The ticket holét 

finally boards the Lark as the uninvited guest of an unknown freig 

shipper. 

Political tax chicanery explained above casts serious doubt on ft 
validity of passenger counts offered as evidence of incress® 
popularity of the plane and decline of the train. The figures fole! 
offered as the result of a free choice by the traveling public pe* 
only that the power to tax is the power fo destroy and, that impude’ 
bribery by government to empty the trains and stuff the Pplo¥ 
remains unchallenged and highly effective. 

The hearings involving the Southern Pacific Lark, o California i“,h.c' 
state train, were conducted by California State Public Uf"l"f 
Commission. At the Los Angeles hearing the careers of severd! nit? 
teenth~century ambitious but not over-scrupulous railroad WCOOT 
were mentioned. These men were truly remarkabie, equa”)’.‘? 
political mileage their public flogging can produce in the went® 
century and for accomplishment in their lifetime. 

hot* Even without the visible props of brass spittoons, sawdust and o1 
manure, these hearings suggest a Mid- Victorian melodrama. 
and regulation shackled railroad is once more portrayed as ™ Y 
olistic monster gouging citizens who have no recourse excep! hipn 
drawn vehicles. The railroad's opportunity to lose its shirt i" ) o 
passenger train operation is regarded as a rare privilege and suus-} 
obligation. Sophisticated flyboys and motor addicts Con'emphj_ ot 
declare railroads obsolete. But, any railroad attempt 10 Upné‘f 
operations and to trim services not fully used is vehemently den®” 
as deliberate scuttling of trains and passengers. o 
The simple prescription to save our passenger trains is beyo??f)’ § 

commission's authority. It consists of a massive dose of €3° 
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v (O Serves. opporfU""Y 

Yo con derive a measure of comfort in the indestructible space- 
We economy of the train, One railroad line can carry as many 
saving ers os a 20-lane express highway. If our luxury pampered 
G e::'gspemiccrc:cy fails to close the switch to Oblivion the Russians orr'he Japanese can be depended on to re-invent the passenger train! 
¢ RITZ SCHUMACHER 
e Schumacher's " Freelance Society for Prevention of Cruelty to the 
lmn'HOTse" has waged an educational campaign from coast to coast. 

His analysis of railroad taxation appeared in FREEMAN, March 1966), 
  

THE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY -l 
  

"| glance at the chronometer. . .|stare at the thin red lines... 
if only the shore world were regulated by a force as logical — 
as honest—as the Law of Storms." STERLING HAYDEN (1) 

Large Boats 

A former political activist who decided to eliminate the middle-man 
in his crusade for individual freedom, Bill Beer illustrates in the flgsh 
the Permanent Floating Voluntary Society concept., The Beers—Bill, 
his wife, Sue, and their 3 1/2 year-old daughter, Barrie—perform the 
combination host-crew=guide services of the new family occupation, 
charter sailing, aboard the TRUE LOVE (which starred as a major prop 
in the movie, "High Society") about half their days on the Caribbean. 
When they are not chartering or sailing on a busman's holiday, their 
boot is tied to the dock in Charlotte Amalie of the U, S. Virgin 
klands. Here the Beers make repairs and mingle with the 20 or so 
ofher couples in the Virgin Island charter fleet. 

The Beers acquired the capital necessary for setting up their new 
business by selling all their property "down to the TV set." Then 
they traveled to Connecticut where they purchased the TRUE LOVE, 

At this time Sue Beer had no sailing experience and Bill had never 

owned a boat, They learned seamanship the hard way— under the 
tutorage of a dense fog, a chuming inlet, a sandbar, 200miles of 
inlond waterway, and a storm in the Atlantic, in that order, on the 
trip down to the Caribbean—which prepared them for successful sail 
navigation of the reef-strewn, poorly-charted Bahamas archipelago 
when their motor blew up near the end of the voyage. 

But now Bill can say, "We have a freedom and an independence 
matched by few and the solid security of near self-sufficiency. We 
could ask no more." (2) 

Charter sailing tourists in colorful parts of the world, as the Beers are 
doing, is a good way to make money while living at sea, but it is not 
the only way in which a large boat can serve as a tool of production. 
Simple freedom from police harassment for group activities—such as 
wild parties, clandestine political meetings, illegal medical opera- 
tions—is a valuable condition which a boat captain can provide for a 
fee. In addition, he can run cargoes to out-of-the-way places un- 

serviced by major shippers, provide transportation to escaping 

political refugees, and undertake speculative anti-State ventures— 
such as the smuggling of American cigarettes into Spain, where high 
tariffs make such operations, however dangerous, extremely profit- 
able. Smuggling opportunities in a world of antilibertarian trade 
policies, in fact, are legion—one can take diamonds out of Africa 
and South America, run arms to rebels in Cuba, land used auto and 
refrigerator parts in Mexico, bring gold into certain near-totalitarian 
countries where ownership of same is unlawful. . .all for life, liberty, 
and property. 

Large boats, in short, offer a way to liberty for those interested in 
economic as well as personal freedom but who yet do not possess 
capital necessary for such Permanent Floating Voluntary ventures as 
shipping lines or man-made islands, to be discussed in the future arti- 
cles of this series. KERRY THORNLEY 

(1) WANDERER by Sterling Hayden (Knopf, 1963). 
(2) "ANew Life At Sea For Family" by Bill Beer in the Santa Monica 
EVENING OUTLOOK (WEST Magazine Section) of 16 July, 1966. 
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He has stated that "the optimum degree of 
public protection is our goal., " 
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SELF-SEEKING 

A fascinating pamphlet series has come to my qtfenfion-—PE:A«CE 

PLANS, published by J. M. Zube, Wilshire Street, Berrima, 

N. S. W., Australia ($2.00 for 12 consecutive issues), Mr. Zube's 

objective is the gradual publication of an encyclopedia of peace 

plans gathered from all available sources. Six pamphlets issued to 

describe and critique from a libertarian point of view, 152 different 

proposals for peace. 

Several of the proposals were originally published in INNOVATOR, 
Mr. Zube's critique of my June 1965 "SELF-SEEKING" which he 
labels "TAKING STATES OVER BY MIGRATION," follows: 

"(This proposal) ignores the difficulties the subjects of dictators would 
have if they tried to realize their rights in this way—unless they are 
suicidal fanatics like the Doukhabors. (The few survivors were after 
all allowed to get out of Russia.) 

"l admit, though, that freedom once fully realized in any area of the 
world, could by modern mass communication means peacefully 'infect' 

all other people in the world much more rapidly with the ideas of 
freedom than the still very imperfect Athenian Republic did. 

"] see another, serious danger for libertarians following this plan and 
concentrating in a few areas, possibly a single one. Like the Jewsin 
Israel who forgot their cosmopolitan traditions and practices, and 
adopted the conventional nationalist prejudices, these libertarians 
could"then_be wiped out with a few nuclear weapons, They would 
have established_their own ghettos. Certainly, they cannot complain 
about the lack ofenemies, willing to go to any lengths, 'Ours is a 
world of nucleaFGiants and ethical infants' said General Omar Brad- 
ley in his Amistice Day address in 1949, 

"I believe that only exterritorial volunteer associations would have a 
chance to eliminéte the danger of nuclear war or of a'discriminating’ 
use of nucléar webpons as above indicated, by completely eliminating 
'enemy’ targets, by making it almost impossible to produce and stock- 
pile nijcledr wegpgns anywhere." 

| have propased an exterritorial association—the "ethical enclave" 
(November 1965 "Self-Seeking"). And | agree with Mr., Zube that 
an exterritorial approach may be the most viable in the present world 
situation, because of immunity to military attacks and trade barriers. 

However, this should not rule out territorial approaches. A free 
sovereignly-independent area, IF it survived, would offer oppor- 

i tunities not available in areas subject to coercivist states. Two of 
the most important: 

@ Ability to OVERTLY own substantial property. At present in the 
United States, one can operate a free-market shoe repair business. 
But how can one hide an oil refinery? 

@ Ability to OVERTLY act (in non-coercive ways) according to 
one's own convictions, without fear of organized repression. Perhaps 
the most unpleasant aspect of life in the welfare~warfare state is the 
need to continually "look over your shoulder"—to worry about the 
laws which may be violated (knowingly or unknowingly) and the 
neighbors who may rat, (The fool who TRIES to obey all of the 50 
million or so mutually-contradictory laws is in even greater danger— 
he neglects worthwhile security precautions in his futile pursuit of 
legality.) The desire to "get away from it all" could assure the pros- 
perity of a small “free isles," so long as there are major nations which 
allow their subjects to leave. (The American government is now con- 
sidering imposition of a ten~dollar-per-day head tox to discourage 

. travel abroadl) 

  

    

      
   

   

emiforial and exterritorial approaches are not mutually exclusive; 
_the contrary, they can be mutually reinforcing, Zionism has 

iability by being both territorial and exterritorial, The 
‘govenment, with several million Zionist sympathizers 

rders, would hardly attack Israel with the impunity with 
Rhodesia, EL RAY 
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“Many Thanks For Your Inquiries And Purchases." 
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NO STATE SALES TAX 

As of July, 1966, only eight American states spare ! 
indignity of a general sales tax. 
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AppLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

NNOVATOR 
\%‘x 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034 — September 1966 — One Year, $2.00 — Single Copy, 25¢ 

LAW AND DISORDER 
We enact many laws that manufacture criminals, and then a few that punish them—Benjamin Tucker 

The fear of an absence of "law and 
order" prompts most people to overlook 
the chaos and viclence that exists as a 
RESULT of "law and order." Let's look 

at some examples: 

||||.||||||1|;11l||mu“u 

Wi, 

1. Laws making unions immune from 
damages for violence caused by them 
has made it possible for millions of 
dollars of property to be destroyed 
and for many lives to be lost,   2. Laws providing for benefits to the 
post-riot Watts area have provided in- 
ducements for new riots all over the 
country. 

        

  

  

Harry Browne 

3 Laws providing for plunder to foreign governments have sapped 
every American family of thousands of dollars—without obtaining the 
permission of a single family. 
4 Laws make it possible for you to pay—without your consent— for 
oth.er people's electricity bills, over- production; umedical™ il retirement, etc,, etc. 

Thesfi few examples illustrate the point. Where IS the "law and 
1 

. - order” the government assures us would be unavailable in itsabsence? 

0bvi°”"¥: governments are the greatest destroyers of order. They 
Upset the or 
sids derly supply and demand system with price controls, sub- 
s"elt;s, ond regulations. They provide inducements for violence and 

% Property from you to make it possible for others not to work. 

We are plunde Onsens, W qred constantly by taxes that are levied without personal 
re told that we must abide by the majority's decisions— Ut wal . e 

qnw? re never told WHY we must—and even the "majority" has no 
ever L:n naking decisions, because there is no way the majority could 
i ¢ polled politically on every single issue. 

T Sedom w 

$elves fr, ill come when individuals are capable of protecting them- 
th m em, those who, in the name of government, seek to pln{nder 

thieye n);. man with ingenuity can protect himself fr?m private 

se.or‘ not, he can contract with a man of ingenuity for that 

Uty o oure his property. But no man is strong enough to stand 
Qovernmenf. 

ed 
! need new laws to protect ourselves from thieves, murderers 

We need ways to protect ourselves from the 

(Mg Y govemment. HARRY BROWNE 
i 3249'°':;cle is the property of American Way Features,Inc., Box 

thei’[be ‘A':lgeles 28, California, and hos been reproduced with 
Mple of SSion.  In this issue INNOVATOR will explore further ex- 

: 5order and chaos produced by legislation—THE EDITOR.) 

  

PLANNED CHAOS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
  

"Britain is in an age of satire" — Bishop Sansbury, 

(The following article is excerpted from the front page story of the 
London DAILY MIRROR, Saturday, July 30, 1966.) 

We hope to keep it voluntaryl 

Sweeping and almost dictatorial powers to crush revolts against the 
Government's big pay, prices and dividends freeze are being given 
to Economics Minister George Brown. 

Mr. Brown made it clear yesterday that "the question of compulsion 
only arises when we see that folk won't work it voluntarily., " 

But if necessary, "rebels" against his directions can be fined up to 
500 pounds ($1400). 

And an arbitrary stop can be imposed on any wage or price increase. 

The powers of control over the economy—on a scale unknown in 
peacetime before—were outlined in a White Paper. 

They will be spelled out in detail today as amendments to Mr. Brown's 
Prices and Incomes Bill, which the Government intends to see through 
Parliament within the next fortnight. 

The pay freeze will be total for the next six months. 

It will be followed by six months of severe restraint—"For the time 
being the incomes norm must be regarded as zero," said the White 
Paper. 

This means that about 6,000,000 workers—one worker in every four— 
who are expecting a pay rise or a reduction in hours in the next 
twelve months will have to wait. 

"Everybody, if we are going to be fair, should stand still for six 
months,” Mr. Brown said yesterday. 

  

The greatest tyranny has the smallest beginnings. From precedents 
overlooked, from remonstrances despised, from grievances treated with 

ridicule, from powerless men oppressed with impunity, and overbear- 
ing men tolerated with complacence, springs the tyrannical usage 
which generations of wise and good men may hereafter perceive and 
lament and resist in vain. At present, common minds no more see o 

crushing tyranny in a trivial unfairness or a ludicrous indignity, than 
the eye uninformed by reason can discern the ock in the acorn, or the 
utter desolation of winter in the first outumnul fall. Hence the 

necessity of denouncing with unwearied and even troublesome per- 

severance a single act of oppression. Let it alone and it stands on 

record. The country has allowed it and when it is ot last provoked to 

a late indignation it finds itself gagged with the record of its own ill 
compulsion. THE TIMES, London, Aug. 11, 1844. 
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THE CHAOS OF INFLATION AND "WARS ON POVERTY" 
  

Here and behold this leaflet rich in fate 
That turns our woes to prosperous estate: 

"To whom it may concern, this note of hand 
Is worth a thousand ducats on demand, 

The pledge whereof and guarantee is found 

In treasure buried in the Emperor's ground." 

...Now see the charming mob all grabbing rush, 

They almost maul the donor in the crush, 
The gems he flicks aiound as in a dream, 

And snatchers fill the hall in greedy stream. 
But lo, a trick quite new to me: 

The thing each seizes eagerly 

Rewards him with a scurvy pay, 
The gift dissolves and floats away. 

The pearls are loosened from their band, 

And beetles curry round his hand. 

In haste he flings them off, poor lout, 
And round his head they buzz about. 
With solid goods before their eyes, 
Some grab, ond catch frail butterflies. 

The rascal offers wealth untold, 

But gives the glitter, not the gold. 

(From Philip Wayne's translation of Goethe's FAUST Part |1, citedby 
Jacques Rueff, THE AGE OF INFLATION, Regnery, Chicago, 1964.) 

  

THE CHAOS OF ANTI-TRUST LAWS 
  

"We serve the public interest! 

We make up our own laws! 
Ch, golly gee, how selflessly 
We serve the public causel 

"For we're the boys of anti-trust! 
We're terribly bright, you seel 
So bye and bye we'll get that guy, 

Now what charge will it be? 

"Price too high? Or price too low? 
Now which charge will we make? 
Well, we're not loath to charging both 

With the public good at stake! 

"But can we go one better? 

How 'bout monopoly? 
No muss, no fuss; Oh, clever us! 

Let's charge all three!" 

(From THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE, a study of Capitalism and 
Freedom,in prose and poetry, by Richard Grant.) 

INCIDENT AT PORTUGUESE BEND 

In September, 1956, disaster struck an  exclusive 

residential section of Southern California known as Portug 

it began to slide toward the Pacific Ocean. 

Seusi A 

Uese g, 
4, 

The owners of the newly completed $100,000 to $250,000 homes 

rightfully shocked and stunned —the Los Angeles County Enginee“fl:v, 

ASSURED them that the county geological survey had found ‘heir|‘7' 
g 

"safe.” ‘ 

The development was built in what appeared to be an orroy, 4 

mouth of a prehistoric stream, facing the sea in the rugged qng re'me 

hills of the Palos Verdes Peninsula west of Los Angeles., ! 

Later investigations revealed that it was anything but safe—thatp, 

"arroyo” was actually an earth slump, a mass of deep geologicy| 

unstable land that slides toward lower ground, and that b‘ 

probably been continually sliding for over 3000 years. The Oddé 
weight of the homes and the increased ground water from |y, 
sprinklers simply increased the instability of the land—and thig g, 
a few months after the homes had been completed. ! 

Not Responsible 

The home-owners of the area immediately initiated legal aciy 
against the County of Los Angeles. But at last word the county u, 
doing everything it could to sidestep its responsibilities, for it seen 
that in 1963 the California Legislature enacted a tricky little stans 
which protects public entities from liability in this regard. It reos 

"A public entity is not liable for injury caused by its failure 

to make an inspection, of by reason of making an inadequate 

or negligent inspection, of any property, other than its own 

property, for the purpose of determining whether the property 
complies with or violates any enactmentor contains or consti- 

tutes a hazard to health or safety. " 

In short, the State of California is saying that you can't build withe 
their inspection, but you're a fool to rely upon the results of th 
inspection. 

Of course, there is nothing unusual about the unwillingness of fi 
State to bear the responsibilities for its actions, and it should cor 
as a surprise to no one that the State is unable to furnish the proter 

tion that it is supposedly designed to furnish. The question herei 

what action can you, the potential home builder, take BEFORE 
build, to insure against "natural" disasters? 

Without any contact with the State you can do the following: 

® You can hire, at your own expense, a geologist and have fi 
check the land for stability. If the geologist approves the Jand ¥ 
construction, he should have no objections to signing a C°””.°Ej 
assuming responsibility for any earth failure. Some comprehent 
"natural hazard" insurance is available in some areas. 

® You can give your architect the geological report and point & 
any special conditions which must be met to insure the stabilil’’ 
the building.  The architect's contract should include @ Clw 
whereby he will assume responsibility for any building failure whi 
might result from an engineering error. 

. . 
’Or‘ 

® You should take special pains to select a reliable conrrucro;] 0 
who will agree to a contract containing a clause similar fo ! un«z the architect's contract which will show that the contractor &7 esponsibility F s . . struct’® responsibility for any building failure resulting from @ con 
error. 

® Inall contracts you should make provisions for a board omedI:- 
tors, in the event some dispute should result; and this board sh° of selected by both parties involved. By all means you shou i any involvement with the State's courts. 

¢ 
® Finally, if you wish to construct o truly safe building, YoV wonum 
be wise to select land that is outside the areas governed oY b‘;;w !uws and building codes. In most regulated areas, a truly e ing would surely be illegal. PATRICK O'RYAN 
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i DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES 

g is littered with the wreckage of thousands of State 

\ Manifestoes, 

and Constitu= 
  

yiorsy the oges to come. 

‘”’bbrufillr Shaffer suggests 
:“"d o set of princiP es 

:1’;“ |ND|VIDUALS mngl.fl 

e 1o agree to live by in 
deoling with one another. 

—— 

| is the purpose of .fhis 

peclaration  of Principles 

o set down the basic outline 

of o tuly free society, a 

wlety in which each indi- 

Jidvol may exerise the full 

enjoyment of his inherent 

rights, free from the coercive 

ots of other men, and free from any 

cive government.  This Declaration is in the form of an agreement on 
principles, only, which binds men only in conscience and honor, and 
shell in no manner be interpreted as the creation of any organization 

or authority to enforce any of the provisions herein. Likewise, no 
person or persons shall establish any institution or undertake any ac- 

fib'nwhich would violate any of the provisions of this Declaration of 

Frinciples, or which would constitute an infringement upon the right 

°7°_ny other person to be totally free from acts of coercion directed 

ogainst his person, his property, or his freedom of action. 

  

    DR RSN L] 
  

Butler Shaffer 

form of coer- 

§ . 
ni‘:“:d any parties seek to amend this Declaration of Principles, the 
% H::'"Ds shal not be binding upon those who have previously agreed 
offrm eclaration, unless they agree to be so bound by explicitly 

Mming any such amendments. 

AmQH.RKOGNHKNQOFNGHE 
Itis 
“Cog'h?ri:,r‘:zse’hcn? intent of this ‘Deleorcrion of Prirjciples fo g?ive 

i freedom of ce" act that e.cch individual has a right to his life, 
0 of ey ction, ond h:s property, which no other man or 

rights of ffldividqy ‘0" 5|:Io|| violate. It is recognized that the 
ey ore iflherenL;Q's del’lr'e from the fact of their existence,  that 

Yolidity 1, other 0 lmc:n s nature, and do not have their source or 

2! ments rights inm;:\.s recognition of such rights. The recognition 
inferpreteq o i is Dec.lorcrio‘n of Principles shall not, rher.efore, 

™ty ighl € granting of individual rights, a power which no 

N shal| go th Y exercise over another. No men or group of 

H’V“\utwofld e},msfelves up as judges of the rights of othersinany 

mch“in the e:: zi[c"“y compel obedience to their determination, 
lishment of any form of coercive government. 

J 03 m":n ;"r;g-hf 1o his own life" ch . . 
ey in h'"\self, ond b e" shall mean rhc'r each man is considered 

It 1o ive p is ovn reason for existence, and that he has 

»‘Q::!s, nd muor the satisfaction of his own goals, values, and 

I the w"sfz ':_0' be compelled against his will to become the 

Vki{.‘eved to huvezlcn of other men's objectives. No man shall be 

‘h:ch:WId inferfe,n over-riding duty fo other men or to society 

4 ould compel : with his freedom to choose his own ends, or 

v Mg Eirnes, ¢ sacrifice of himself or his property. 

’iwo?zq thay "fl:f O.C”""" derives from his right to his life, and 

'ee 45 e es:me"ce of each individual is dependent upon 

g < freedom 95 to preserve his life. Such a right guaran- 

ot the |; 'o engage in any activity which does not in- e, ike i 
iy i r ;ng"iht of another, and to produce and trade with 

k.%' the terms to which each man has voluntarily 

i 
Yy Igh 

'l b"iu o pro 

gy ue dpE”V" means that a man shall have the right to 
ed,o 

oE i ur}\:’, at he has obtained from others in the way 
e has otherwise claimed, as under Article 

  

I, and that no other man or men moy rightfully deprive him of the 
enjoyment of his property against his will. A man has the cbsolute 
right to determine what shall or shall not be done with his property, 
and may dispose of it as he sees fit. Each man shall be free to use 
his property in any way that does not result in his property being an 
instrument of physical coercion upon other men or their property. 

Therefore, pursuant to these rights, it is agreed thot: 

Sec. 1. Each person recognizes himself as being completely respon- 
sible for his own welfare and his own actions. 

Sec. 2. No person or persons shall ever initiate or threaten to ini- 
tiate the use of physical coercion upon any other person or his pro- 
perty for any purpose whatever. 

The term "coercion" shall be defined as cousing either one's bodily 
person or some physical object or force to come into contact with ei- 

ther the person or the property of another person against the will of 

such other person. To threaten "coercion" shall mean fo threaten to 

cause such a physical contact. "Coercion" shall not be interpreted 

to include the refusal of any person to undertcke action, or the 

refusal to trade or otherwise associate with another, unlesssuchper- 

son has already agreed to do so, and such refusal would constitute o 

breach of a contract. 

Sec. 3. Each person shall enjoy total and absolute freedom of action, 

and shall have the complete freedom to enter into voluntary agree- 

ments of trade, association, or any activity with other men, and no 

person shall, either by coercion or the threatened use of coercion, 

interfere with such freedom. This shall not, however, preclude any 

person from refusing to trade, associate, or otherwise perform any act 

with or for the benefit of another, unless such person has voluntarily 

agreed to do so, and such refusal would constitute a breech of a 

contract. No person shall be deemed to have any obligations to an- 

other personor persons except those that he voluntarily and explicitly 

agrees to undertake. 

Sec. 4. Each person shall be completely secure in the use, enjoyment 

and ownership of his property, both real and personal, and under no 

circumstances whatever shall any person be deprived of such use, 

enjoyment and ownership except by his voluntary consent. Each per- 

son shall have the absolute right to determine the use and disposition 

of his property, and there shall be no restrictions on the use of pro- 

perty except as the property-owner agrees to by a voluntary contract. 

Sec. 5. The recognition of the rights of individuals herein shall obli- 

gate a person only to refrain from so acting as to violate these rights, 

and shall impose no obligation for affirmative action upen any person 

to defend or protect another in the enjoyment of his rights. Likewise, 

no person shall be required to defend or provide for the defense of the 

life or property of any other person. 

Sec. 6. There shall be established no system or orgenization which 

compels any person to provide any form of financial or personal sup- 

port therefor, or which obligates any person to undertcke any act 

or refrain from any non-coercive act against his will. 

ARTICLE Il. THE ECONOMY 

It is recognized that men are free only so long as they are free to 

produce and trade with one another on a purely voluntary basis, free 

from acts or threatened acts of coercion. It is further recognized that 

only an economy founded upon the principles of voluntary production 

and exchange, according to terms agreed upon by the parties thereto, 

is consistent with the rights of individuals as outlined cbove. There- 

fore: 

Sec. 1. No act shall be undertaken which would impair the obliga- 

tion of contracts which parties have entered into, nor shall any per- 

son be compelled to enter any contract against his will. 

Sec. 2. The medium of exchange for any and all economic transac- 

tions shall be as agreed to by the parties to such transactions. There 

shall be no standard of exchange established which would prevent or 

interfere with the freedom of any persons to utilize any other standard 

to which they shall agree. 
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Sec. 3. The establishment and maintenance of functions which have, 

in other societies, been carried oul by governments, including but 

not limited to postal services, transportation, education, power, 

roads ond highways, defense, police, fire protection, banking, 

establishment of a monetary system, recreation and 

weiol and medical welfare, oirports and 

galleries and museums, water and sani- 

communicotions, 

parks, international trade, 

shipping facilities, libraries, 

tation, flood control, irrigation and conservation of natural resources, 

courts of law, fixing of weights and measures, insuring of patents and 

copyrights, establishment of professional stondards, and the produc~ 

tion, wholesaling or retailing of goods and services, shall be carried 

out, if atall, by purely voluntary organizations or private indivi- 

duals, ond there shall be no restrictions or obligations imposed upon 

any person for the maintenance of such functions, nor shall any per- 

son be coercively restrained or prohibited from engaging in or con- 

tracting for the performance of any of these functions. 

Sec. 4. The terms for any transaction, including but not limited to 

the establishment of prices, rates of interest, duration of the contract, 

and the like, shall be solely as agreed to and determined by the par- 

ties to such transaction, and neither party shall be compelled torec- 

ognize any other terms unless he has explicitly and voluntarily a- 

greed fo do so. 

Sec. 5. No person shall be compelled, ogainst his vill, to provide 

either his labor, his property, or any other of his resources, for the 

satisfaction of any activity undertaken by another. 

Sec. 6. A man shall be bound by the terms of contracts which he has 

entered into until the contract has been fully completed by all parties 

thereto, and no man shall be excused from the fulfillment of his obli- 

gations because of his bankruptcy or any other inability or unwilling- 

ness to complete his agreed-to obligations, unless all other parties to 

the agreement consent to so excuse him. 

ARTICLE lIl. ESTABLISHING A CLAIM TO PROPERTY 

It is hereby recognized that property, both real and personal, upon 

which no person has made any prior claim, may be claimed by any 

other person. 

Sec. 1. A person shall acquire ownership of previously unclaimed 

property by any affirmative act on his part which clearly indi- 

cates his claim fo or use of specifically defined property. Such affir- 

mative acts may include, but need not be limited to, any of the fol- 

lowing: the fencing of the land claimed; the physical alteration of 

such land, as by cultivation, mining, or the construction of buildings, 

roads, or other objects thereon; living on such land; the posting of 

notices of claim on such land, or by publication in any other way 

which would give others due notice of such claim. 

Where property other than real estate is involved, a claim to pre- 

viously unclaimed property may include, but need not be limited to, 

any of the following: its attochment to other property of the claimant; 

the use of such property; the attaching of tags, brands, nameplates, 

or the like thereto; its physical possession either upon the person or 

property of the claimant; or by publication in any other way which 

would give others due notice of such claim. 

Sec. 2. No person shall acquire any use, interest, or ownership in 

the property of another person except by the voluntary consent of 

such other person. No man shall, without his voluntary consent, be 

required to alter any existing use of his property, or refrain from mak- 

ing such use of his property as he desires. No man shall, therefore, 

acquire any "right" to dictate to another man how he shall or shall 

not use his property. 

Sec. 3. A man shall acquire, if he so claims it, the exclusive right 

fo the reproduction of the design or composition of acts of his 

creation, such as literary, musical or other artistic compositions, 

mechanical or other inventions, and no person shall infringe upon the 

exclusive right of the creator to the use of such creation. A claim to 

such creations may be established by any means which clearly identi- 

fies such a elaim, including but not limited to the attachment of such 

a claim to items which have been reproduced. 
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Sec. 4. In oddition to selling or giving to another his claimy, | 

property which he holds, a man may likewise disclaim any Own:T\ : 

in his previously claimed property by any act which clearly estqg;lty.\' 

his renunciation of such claim. Such disclaimer may consist orls'rt 

need not be limited to, any of the following methods: the P°sfi'°'g 

a notice of disclaimer upon the property involved; the ’hfcwing " 

of such property, as in a refuse area; or by publication in any o 

way of such disclaimer. VWhen a cloim to property is given & '*.-;_ 

not transferred to another person at the time such disclaimer i r;c::-c; e 

such property shall return to the status of unclaimed property, whl* 

may then rightfully become subject to claim by another man i, :L e Ur 

same manner os any other unclaimed property. ‘heifk 

ARTICLE IV. RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES. The Br 

Sec. 1. Should any dispute arise between fwo or more partiss ‘ ’nd;‘_;,g: 

volving the determination of property or contractual rights, or gf). o o 

gations incurred through injury or criminal action committed Upee prot 

another, or any other dispute needful of resolution, the parties. [n e 

such dispute moy agree upon any means of settling it which do I_:' ngula 

conflict with any of the provisions of this Declaration of Principl, ond 80 
t 

Sec. 2. Where the parties to a dispute cannot otherwise reach . i;s:}i 

satisfactory resolution, they may submit such dispute to an arbitray  estimat 

or board of arbitrators of their mutual choice. Where the portis 

cannot agree upon the selection of an arbitrator, they may each wt. AdYQC( 

mit a list of five persons to the other party, from which the othe United 

would select one name. The persons so selected from the lists woyl hops 

then proceed to select an impartial arbitrator or board of arbitrae: fources 

to resolve the dispute. ’“"he, 
primari 

Sec. 3. Where there are more than two parties to a dispute, o obstacl 

there is no agreement reached either as to a means of resolving tt:  ject fo 

dispute or as to the choice of an arbitratur, each of the partiesme  drug fr 

draw up a list of names consisting of five times the number of othe  uninfor 

parties to the dispute. Every party to the dispute would then seler 

one name from the list of each other disputant. The persons so s The 

lected by the parties would then proceed to select an impartial el qha pg 

trator or board of arbitrators to resolve the dispute. Britain 

ceutice 

ARTICLE V. DEFENSE. System 
s 

Sec. 1. Every person shall be free to defend his life, his property o' “l.:;:; 

freedom of action from the coercive acts of others in any way whic’ docto'n 

does not conflict with any of the Articles of this Declaration of Prir hos be; 

ciples, including any voluntary methods of cooperative defense f 

which individuals may agree. Iihe P 

Sec. 2. No man shall be required to help defend either another m¢ [:‘.;:: 

or any number of men or their property against such coercive ol o 

whether committed by coercive governments or by other criminal ele’é Sfure:: 

ments. 
L1992 ' 

Sec. 3. No man shall retaliate with physical force against cnofhe'i ::punc 

man for acts which have been undertaken against him. Howeve ?rei:sr 
( 

in the event a person has had a criminal injury inflicted upon him® 

another, the person so injured may have his claim adjudicated und? 
the provisions of Article IV. In the event the person accused of ¢! 
an act shall refuse to agree to arbitrate or otherwise resolve such? 

claim, or to abide by the decision of an arbitrator, the injured par 

may undertake any non-coercive action not inconsistent with {h‘}‘: 

Declaration of Principles as, for example, open publication to ofhe" 
of the acts of which the other party has been accused or four f 
have committed. The person taking such non-coercive action sho l'% 
however, be fully responsible for his actions, and may in turn be 0¥ 
ject to a claim by the accused party for false statements. 
BUTLER D. SHAFFER 

          

   

    

   

  

   
   

      

   

(This paper is the property of, and may be reproduced only with 1 
permission of, the author: Butler D. Shaffer, Box 452, Palmer Lake.‘ 
Colorade. Mr, Shaffer is an attorney and newspaper columnist- ;, 

the past three years, he has been Lincoln, Nebraska, manager ©' " 

Midwest Employers Council, and has recently joined the faculty 

the Freedom School in Colorado.)   
 



" OTICS PROBLEM" _N’@E__T_L_ TNBLEV 
1isH 

THE B’Rl/,. 

<8 ent months several news releases and newscasts have dis- 
g ¢ hgrowing narcotics problem" in Britain., The United 
sed the Cmission on narcotics addiction recently singled out 
Nations cofl\e country with the highest rate of international drug 
yitain as st question the sincerity, if not the matives, of those 

office :ate this kind of misleading information, 
ho orig! _ 

¥ first place, even a cursory examination of the relative mag- 
In thtof'he narcotics problem in Britain vs. the narcotics problem in 
nwdt.red States shows that we would be fortunate indeed to have 
rh!'U:i'nd of pmblen1. Let's make a comparison: 
gh{lf 

gritish Home Office reported that during the five-year period 

Th;-n in 1964, the total number of drug addicts had risen from 434 

fn l7593 This is the "disturbing rise" in drug addiction which has 
o 753, 
srompted the recent news releases. 

¢ 

In the November 8, 1965, U. 5. News and World Report, the addict 

population in New York City was estimated to be between 40,000 

+nd 80,000, In California, according to the fifth annual Drug Arrest 

Report prepored by the State Bureau of Criminal Statistics, "There are 

cbout 200 new addict users reported each month." It is conservatively 

estimated that the number of addicts in the U. S. exceeds 200,000. 

Advocates of the medical approach to the narcotics problem in the 

United States have consistently run into severe opposition. It is per- 

haps not surprising that this opposition comes from the only two 
wurces that have something to lose by putting the narcotics problem 
in the hands of the medical profession and treating it for what it is— 
primarily a medical problem. The two factions that present the major 
obstacles to reform are the bureaucrats whose empires would be sub- 
ject to dissolution, and the drug racketeers who profit from the illicit 
dng traffic.  This opposition is often unwittingly supported by an 
uninformed public. 

The "European System" 

The basic difference between the British approach and ours is that in 
britoin drugs are dispensed through regular medical and pharma- 
cevtical channels, It is interesting to note that the so-called "British 
S_ysfem" would be more appropriately called a "European System", 

since the major  countries, i.e., France, Germany, Spain, 
ltaly, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, etc., permit 
doctors to treqt addicts as private patients, This enlightened approach 

% been practiced for approximately the past fifty years. 

n;e";zesem U.S. narcotics problem had its begirining with f.he 

ation Y;Act of 1914, The purpose of this "revenue producing" Ieg:s:- 

Fime med?s'to CO“ec.t a tax on every ounce of opium sold. ,.l\f this 

Stmesw.";lnes C°“_f?'ning varying amounts of opium were sold in drug 

'h; 1c’mf requiring prescriptions. During the peri'od from' 19]_4 to 

&XPandeg i:ec"“_")’. Department, without any supporting |eg|-5|cxf|-0n, 

ond esseny; T|or'9'nclly intended jurisdiction by bL:lI’GOUCI‘GfIC e.dICf, 

Teat Oddiq, ypreéefflpted any attempt by the medical profession to 

eir med-c SI' .CErtaan doctors were singled out an<i- prosecuted. 

Prison leal licenses were revoked and fines, and in some cases 
4 entences, were imposed. 

L;e Treqsury Dep 

Mer cose ! artment's role was not seriously challenged until the 
fn;m € in | 

" RS progss 925. Dr. Charles O. Linder spent two years away 

The SUp,emc'lce and $30,000 fo bring his case to the Supreme Court. 

Sven; oct: Court ruled that the Harrison Act was not intend?d_ to 

Plate int ors from using their professional judgment in prescribing 

!' ® freatment of addicts. This decision was ignored and the 

'“s"hEre *epcrtmem expanded its power in 1930 by creating within 

h . © .Fedeml Bureau of Narcotics under the direction of Mr. 

' for%’e thr:légger' T_he point of view that he vigorously promoted 

t, vears is still very much alive. 
A oy ns] '"9er retireq as head of the Bureau in 1962 and has been 

S g . . . 
oy Mistion o SPecial representative to the same United Nations 

o r: Narcotics addiction that has been directing its atten- 

s "problem, 
rvifish System® "4 

‘?: by any standard of measurement, far superior 

   

to the repressive, ineffective methods employed in the U. S. The 
grossly misleading news stories appear to be designed fo obscure 
rather than clarify any meaningful comparison. 

A comprehensive analysis of the entire problem is included in a 
recent book, "The Addict and the Law," by Alfred R. Lindesmith, 
Indiana University Press.  This book is strongly recommended to any- 
one desiring some clear visibility into the background and current 
status of the narcotics situation. 

Bootlegged narcotics, like bootlegged liquor, depend on prohibition. 
Removing the necessity for the addict to deal with the underworld 
would wipe out most of the illicit traffic overnight. This would 
virtually eliminate the largest source of new addicts, i. e., the new 
users who are encouraged and supplied by the pusher who in turnis 
trying to finance his own costly addiction. LOUISE M. BOODE 

  

THE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY - IlI 
  

"The term 'cheap flags' refers to the three States, Panama, 

Liberia, and Honduras, which lend their flag indiscriminately 
to all ships provided the owners pay once a registration fee 
and a very low yearly registration tax, Apart from this the 
shipowners sailing under the 'cheap flog' are not subject to 
taxation.... Furthermore,  this from 

guaranteed by the law at the same low level in Liberia 
for 20 and in Honduras for 30 years. It is most interesting that 

thus three small and underdeveloped States achieved foremost 
positions in the world shipping market in spite of the various 
obstructionist efforts by others, States and competitors..." 

—PEACE PLANS (1) 

freedom taxes s 

Ships and Shipping 

During the last century no voice was louder in calling for government 
intervention than that of the American shipping industry. Not only 
did the shippers want subsidies (in order to better compete with the 
subsidized lines of England), but they were quite willing to tolerate— 
and sometimes even encourage—trade tariffs as a means of enticing 

Congress to grant them privileged status. They got their intervention. 

Now American shipping is on an overall decline—and shippers are 
demanding increased subsidies (in order to better compete with the 
nonsubsidized "cheap flag" lines)! If it has seriously occurred to any 
American shipowner that the industry's trouble is due to the 
"expensive flag" of tariffs, make-work legal regulations and, yes, 
subsidies (for other people) and the resulting taxation—he is probably 
no longer owner of an American (registration-wise) ship. For the 

most cheerful thing an American shipper can hope for besides a hand- 
out, these days, is a good and bloody full-scale war. 

Keeping this in mind along with the corollary that anyone in close 
sympathy with the policies of American shippers cannot be expected 
to have much understanding of economics, the interested libertarian 

will find THE PRINCIPLES OF OCEAN TRANSPORTATION by James 
Vernon Metcalfe (a Professor of Foreign Trade at Seattle University) 
a very fine book. Chief among its virtues is its comprehensive yet 
relatively concise approach to a field that is usually written about in 
either a highly specialized technical manner or'in a style so popular 
as to be superficial. THE PRINCIPLES OF OCEAN TRANSPORTA- 
TION is the introductory book for the libertarian interested in taking 
advantage of the Freedom of the High Seas on a heavy=-industry level. 

It provides orientation in all aspects of operating merchant vessels. 

The chapter titles are: Ship Characteristics; Ship and Cargo Measure- 

ments; Before the Vessel Arrives; Entering a Vessel From a Foreign 

Port; Terminal Operation; Vessel in Port; Cargo Handling; Cargo 

Procurement; Cargo Stowage; Vessel Stability; Cargo Documentation; 

Ocean Freight Rates; Vessel at Seq; Vessel Chartering; Foreign Freight 

Forwarders; Marine Insurance; Admiralty and Maritime Law; Labor 

Relations; Ocean Shipping via Canals; World Fleets and Ports; 

Domestic Commerce of the United States; The United States Merchant 

Marine; and Reports from the Lookouts. This book can be purchased 

from the publishers, Simmons- Boardman Books (30 Church St., New 
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York 10007, 1959), for $5.50. 

The prime consideration with regord to merchant shipping is copital, 

Unless you have or con roise severn! hundred thousend dollers, stert- 
ing & thizping line is cut of the question. (2) Pouibly o number of 
libertarion businessmen will form o compeny forprecisely this reasen— 
for no industry is lew pHTcolly wbi—.:!fitc?e:hq s~ent, and 
therefore any better pz:.‘-glpf{‘r’_!ong-re. 'i'%srcefi,! then oceon 
fromsportotion. ptoee s} 

> = w > 
Arcther posmitility is 5} @uwcicyrys c.‘_,lw.‘?icn: to form, each 

-3 s 
for the purpose cf buEflQc*\e FTd, o for ggese aswocictions to 

cooperste under o sirffle _compomuitrodd Em Each association 
could represent ¢ porticgloFocticymeithel fhe gzen—en?. Thus one 

might envision o ship w Ky livifmcrgj&fil government all of 

its own sailing ben\':'err_‘},n-rz wnfl"{% any gagemment ot all. And 

perhaps there would HE & circ@ corrighd melled  the HENRY 
GECRGE upon which file @optein collected "2k rents, ™ while the 
wilor cbocrd the schoonengEEr\‘ PE‘/OLUT%H experimented with 

farming ot sec.  The pouilplitie: for cooperation and diversity are at 

lezst intriguing. And the Keristc people will be plecsed to know that 

ships under ot least two present-doy flogs have both male and female 
crew members. 

Finally, thould the doy ever come that Agoric Shipping Lines (or 
whatever) would decide to be done cltogether with the political 
powers of the world, many existing merchaont ships (including cll those 
built with U. S. subsidy money) are speciclly mode for quick conver- 

sion to fighting stotus, so it would not be the usual matter of armed 

government goons saying to unarmed businessmen, "Come let us 

reawon together.” KERRY THORNLEY 

(1) PEACE PLANS (J. M. Zube, Wilshire St., Berrima, N. S. W., 
Australia), issue no. 7, page 25. This quote tronslated by Zube from 
o review in HEFT (o0 German publication) by Solneman. It appears in 
full oz part of a two-ond-a-half page proposal in PEACE PLANS 

entitled "Freedom of the High Seas to be Extended to Continents," an 

excellent article in its own right. 

(2) Now and again one hears of "war surplus liberty ships" or some- 
thing of that order for sale ct less than a hundred-thousand dollars. 
By the time such vessels were put into sailing order, | have it on good 
outhority, a fantastic monetary outlay would be needed. | have not 
riced ships extensively but do know of one medium-sized tanker in 

ad condition that was valued at $400,000. Of new ships, those made 
in Japan are said to be among the most reasonable and those built in 

the United States are exorbitont at no appreciable increase in quality. 
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NDIVIDUALISM ON THE LEFT 
1 O [HE FAR_MIDDLE 

pAN olarization of the U. S. political spectrum is a 
e |ongitudin0(} development. Yet it accounts for much that has 

;m]e-underffo? the decade (including the "Conservative' student 
huppened :“T:?EO'S and the "New Left movement" of late). 

of the 

yiefly the sivation is: N _ 
a totalitarian Left, a coalition of State socialists of 

le, that has been around since the early days of the New 
he FOR styles eople form the loyal opposition to the LBJ foreign 
Den?l. 1:‘3': ?nc,-eased centralization of State power at home, and 

Po:alocs);l(l'f brands of domestic decentralization. 
op 

HGHT—There is also @ totalitarian Right, an alliance of police 

aatsts who support the general direction of the A:dminis’rrction foreign 

wlicy o the degree that it tends toward escalation of the war. It is 

e New Right, and it serves as loyal opposition to the LBJ domestic 

plicy of welfare legislation. 

Lffl_There is 

MDDLE—The totalitarian Middle is represented by the rule-by- 
cancensus of the present Administration. It supports the Viet Nam war 
wdthe Welfare State. It tends to be increasingly intolerant of dis- 
snt. This group favors, and has legalized to some degree, the sup- 
pesion of "extremist" opinion of both Left and Right. Those who 
hulv.e vested interest in maintaining this so-called Middle-of-the-Road 
nilieu are often referred to, by both Left and Right, asthe "Establish- 

"o A 
meit." 1t is a moot point whether the Establishment controls the vot- 
& or the voters create the Establishment. 

I oddit . 
naddition there exists the following "parallel spectrum": 
LEFT=The |1 . 
ok ¢ libertarian Left, known as the New Left, is a neoanarchist 
Lehci:?ln‘llirg’e::::?nce of ci_vil rights workers, peace activists, Old 
Economc theOrefil:-ns' Utopians, and—lately—a handful of Old Right 
reresents o rmlfins ISUch as I?r, Murray N, Rothbard. The New 
"0 takes g, inc @ °pP°Slflon to the present U.S. foreign policy 

Stot, reasingly skeptical, often hostile view of the Welfare 

;?eanw Roblc:f;\h?e;foriqn I?ighfwas last politically represented 
SEcoi:il ation Oflth:k bUf it I?sf meaningful~power earlier with 
|°i5$ez.fw- . Tog mer'mc., First Movement at the start of the 

ai mist ay it ts a small but growing movement of 
S, isolationist pacifists, and individualistic 

Many Old Rightists are nongovernmental 
Spooner, byt reject Spooner's economic 

here h 

KL Qs n 
ng “::: Fn as S:L::?ntmuch of a libertarian Middle until re- 

e LTI nto being and is growing rapidly, estab- 
. ofion between New Left and Old Right. 
IS . 

Bhuse PSitisy OSII?F ground, both to the New Left and the 
©, as a number of Liberal politi- 
Pose the Viet Nam war vigorously, 
begin to seek "peace candidates" 

o] - out reaking in 
*ang th:;frefxpedi LY 

0 
ency to op 

" SUpporters 

to replace them. The New Right was nearly devastated by the 1964 
Goldwater defeat; its more influential members are now compromising 
with the totalitarian Middle. And the totalitarian Middle, since 
1952, has gained more and more control of the State apparatus— and 
could well be on its way to becoming the most powerful single ruling 
class in world history; the U. S. could then eventually surpass Nazi 
Germany for fascist-socialism at home and aggressive imperialisma- 

broad. 

The New Left is at the moment the most effective and popular radical 
opposition to this Establishment power structure. Its main weakness 
continues to be lack of a long-range progrem. The Old Right, on 
the other hand, is strong on theory but feeble on action—it remains 
largely an ivory tower for disestablished economists and passive 
pacifists. If the New Middle can unite these two, a genuine and 
lasting resistance to the AmericanWelfare-Warfare State will emerge. 
KERRY THORNLEY 

(This article appeared in its original form under the title "Right, 
Left and Centre" in MINUS ONE—edited and published by S. E. 
Parker, 2 Orsett Terrace, London W 2, England— March-April, 1946. 
It was adapted for INNOVATOR by and reprinted with the permission 
of the author.) 

  

AN INVITATION TO ACTION 
  

"There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken at the 
flood, leads on to fortune....And we must take the current 
when it serves, or lose our ventures....Take all the swift ad- 
vantage of the hours." SHAKESPEARE 

SDS (Students for a Democratic Society, officially) is the most viable 
—and vulnerable to ideas—of all organizations within the New Left 
movement today. At its base are several thousand searching and 
committed young people: searching for answers, committed to acting 
upon the answers they find. This is no tiptoeing troupe of dilettantes. 
This organization has set up community houses, community projects, 
and Free Universities all across the continent in just a few years. In 
the summer of 1965, five hundred members drove, flew, bussed and 
hitchhiked to upper Michigan to attend a convention to plan for the 
next year's work; this summer nearly a thousand swarmed into an 
equally inaccessible spot in Northern lowa. Just for a convention. 

And this year the talk went beyond the practical aspects of activism 
for which SDS is so well known. This year the talk was cbout not only 
what to do, but why it should be done; the talk was about ideology 
(incredibly, a topic previously seldom discussed), and the cores of 
things. This year, too, socialism was not only seriously challenged 
as "the answer," but the voice of voluntarism was in the majority. 

The roots were there from the beginning. 

SDS has since shortly after its birth in 1960 promulgated somethfng 

called "participatory democracy." This is one-man-one-vote carried 

to its ultimate. In SDS terms this means that the group as a whole 
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will do nothing in the name of the entire group which is not fully 

supported by everyone. This kind of voluntarism has led to exhaust- 

ing all-night sessions over what color to paint the community center 

walls. 

But for all the "weaknesses" inherent in the idea of voluntarism on an 

organizational basis, SDS has neither failed nor compromised its 

principles. lts members not only learned to live and work with the 

idea, but—surprise of surprises—learned to appreciate the overwhelm- 

ing advantages. Voices out of the wildernesses of Kansas, Texas and 

a few other places added encouragement. And when, at the last con- 

vention, libertarianism as an ideological base was introduced by a 

few dedicated members and trumpeted by outgoing President Carl 

Oglesby, the groundwork had been laid and minds were receptive. 

What had been a vaguely moral precept and a generally pragmatic 

advantage became a heatedly debated possible basis for all future 

activism. 

The good guys won the round. 

The battle has only begun, though. The Little Leninist members of 

SDS aren't about to quit without a tough fight. There are a few 

chicken-hearted, go-slow types, too, still dragging anchor on the 

rest of the members. But the tide has certainly tumned. 

So what does all this mean for libertarians? 

It means that there has never been a bigger door open and ready for 

entry. It means that with work it is possible to make a truly liber- 

tarian organization within the existing large and smoothly working 

framework of Students for o Democratic Society: one which will be of 

no interest to authoritarian socialists or cowards. 

We could squat and wait for years. A better opportunity will be very 

long in coming. CLAY SOUILEE 

  

HOW. TO JOIN SDS 
  

In considering membership in Students for a Democratic Society, it is 

important to realize that membership is not limited to students or to 

any particular age group. 

There are two types of membership available: chapter and at-large 

memberships. While chapters for adults are found in the larger cities 

such as Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles, most chapters are 

found on college campuses. The chapter is chartered by the National 

Office in Chicago; however, the structure of the chapter is left to its 

members. The chapter connection with the national organization is 

through the weekly work list mailed to the designated chapter head 

and through the delegates to the quarterly National Council meeting 

and to the annual National Convention. A chapter may be formed by 

any group of six or more members of the national organization. 

Whether or not one must belong to the national organization to be- 

long to a chapter varies with the individual chapter. 

The at-large membership is without any connection with a chapter, 

either because there is no nearby chapter with which to offiliate or 

because the individual does not feel attuned to the nearest one. The 

ember keeps in touch by reading NEW LEFT NOTES, the 

s a collection of letters and articles 
He has a vote 

at-large m 
intra-organization organ which i 

by members, and reports from the National Office. 

at the National Convention and is represented at the National Coun- 

cil meetings by thirteen at-large members elected annually. 

Dues for membership in SDS are $5.00 per year for all members. The 

subscription to NEW LEFT NOTES is $1.00 per year to members and 

$5.00 per year to non-members. 

For membership blanks and information, either contact your local SDS 

chapter or write the National Office at: 

Students for a Democratic Society 

1608 W, Madison 

Chicago, Illinois 60612 ZOE ALEXANDER   3-50 

A SALUTE TO JOHN WILCOCK 
  

"Much of the world's trouble is caused by what I regard as '}, I 

Vertical Alliance' theory, i.e., that one's country is automaticy|, wh 

righter than any other country and should be automatically SUPporred/ it 
1% 

in any conflict of interests. And yet how much more logical is 'The 

Horizontal Alliance' theory which states that the victims of allsocie. o0 

  

        

   

  

   

  

   
      
     

   

   

  

    

  

   
      

  

   

  

     

    
   

   
    

  

     

  

   
   

    
   

   

       

     

  

   

  

   

   

  

   
   

   

    

   

    

ties share so much more in common with each other than with they | 9" 

leaders. The difference between LBJ and Mao, and Kosygin ang life 

DeGaulle and Wilson and Castro and Sukarno and all the other bully- 

ing despots is only one of degree: all rule masses of more or less help- Horin 

less peasants who have no choice but to obey and fight and die, often 

for something they don't understand or believe in. What got mety :Af"”:l 

thinking these thoughts was an article, 'Russia's New Class,' i ‘F'm’e, 

London's NEW SOCIETY magazine (7 Oct. 1965) which descrite oty 

the privileges and extras available to the administrative closs in mlacd'f 

Moscow. About the men at the top, the article says: 'Giving orders bienal 

has inevitably become second nature for many of them.' Giving aflrhesec 

orders. Yes, that's the key. There'll always be two major types of bisnohr 

people, of whatever nationality—those that give orders and those that | 1 

obey them. You'll live longer (and happier) if you can stay out of | Fmig f 

the game and not join either side." (1) 

That is the kind of insight and advice John Wilcock regularly offes 

his readers. For many years Wilcock wrote a regular column for New 

York's VILLAGE VOICE. But recently he left the VOICE to becore| 

an editor and part-owner of THE EAST VILLAGE OTHER (2) for whic 

he currently writes a column entitled "Other Scenes." To John 

Wilcock, who occupies a position on the hip antidisciplinarian end of| 

the New Left spectrum, must go much of the credit for the principled . 

individualism now seen emerging in that quarter. 

In the first edition of "Other Scenes” he echoed the fhunder—tcme'fl‘F f‘:;flrem 

Max Stirmer and Benjamin Tucker, saying: nSo—called ‘anti-sociol f 

behavior is often the most constructive of a 

it is an affirmation of the individual's right to exist individu 

Freedom is obtained only by taking it; ¥ 

(and inhibiting one's actions) in advancé | 

a defiance that creat® 

collective structure. 
jthout 

stopping to define its limits 

Laws, also, are changed only by defiance— 

the climate for legislative change.... 

The intellectual's obligation to society approximates that of e 

to present to it a vision of something that can be rather 1% 

t the 'can be' is based always O ¢, T 

True morality implies OF 
artist: 

what is, assuming, of course, tha 

mutual respect for each other's freedom. ! 

tolerance for other attitudes and modes of life, not necessarily < 

endorsement of them. The major immorality is in insisting (by €%} 

cion, blackmail, or law) that others live and think as you do.-«* 

"It is my belief that nothing is holy; nothing is above challen93° Ny 

examination; and that the most firmly entrenched ideas, 

and individuals are most in need of it." 3) 

. s h 
line of reasoning " 

Do not look for a consistent libertarian R 

ideas or a core ik 
thought. Do not look for a formal presentation of . : 

recitation of events in his reporting. Do not expect his reviews A 

be more (most of the time) than a batch of brief but intriguing "° e 

What makes John Wilcock inherently worth reading is that he 1# ! 

intellectual hurricane, spouting ideas and interests i 

and in vast profusion—blithely leaving his readers to prow e il 

among the litter of trash and treasure as he dashes off once more "Iy 

challenge and examine "other scenes.” RAUL SANTANA 

in 14 Jan«s A9 

(1) Quoted from "The Village Square" as syndicated 

issve of the Los Angeles FREE PRESS (5903 Melrose Ave.r 

Calif., 90038). 

(2) THE EAST VILLAGE OTHER (147 Ave. A., 

is available by subscription for $3 per year. 

(3} Quoted from "Other Scenes" as syndicated in 4 Feb. 

the Los Angeles FREE PRESS. The EVO has a reciprocd 

Press Syndicate arrangement with the FREE PRESS, fh?' T 

BARB, East Lansing, Michigan's THE PAPER, and Detroit’s 

ESTATE. 

N. Y., N Ye 108 

   



    

4 THE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY - |v 3 

.\ vl Jopan o restaurant has been planned under the ocean § where patrons can watch the fish andvice-versq., And perhaps it won't be long before some enterprising American builds q resort hotel nestled twelve fathoms down on the pure white sand of a reef valley and hemmed in on all sides by tumbling gordens of coral and the constantly changing, multicolored 
life of the sea.”™ —THE BOUNTIRJL SEA (M 

'\;_Mari“e Cities 

Many previous issues of INNOVATOR have conta ined reports on the . upirate” industries of the North Seq —commercial endeavors which do not pay "protection” money to the governments of Europe " ore located outside the territorial boundaries of Same, 
h Infernotioncl Law. As the food, mineral, 

of the sea come more under the contro| of 
" this nature increase in number on continent 

, since they 
as defined by 

and living space potentials 
technology, enterprises of 
al shelf areas all over the 

*world. 

{ Forming the sea, for both fish and edible sea-weed, is emerging from the experimental stage. Some twenty percent of Japan's coal is mined ' from beneath the ocean floor, and countless other 
i jects—for every mineral imaginable 
! The bottom of the sea is also alre 

pilot mining pro- 
—are under way around the globe. 
ady a widely recognized storage 

v place. One U. S. city stores its water supply beneath its harbor and 
" fuel has been stored successfully by the U. S. Navy in the Gulf of 

: Mexico. The prospect of sea cities, on and under the surface, is now 
i foken for granted by informed prognosticators—and the prospect is 
immediate. 

. There are two ways |ibertarians can take advanta ge of these develop- 
| ments: 

1 (1) FOCUS EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS on the men and women who are " involved in these projects, Meet and become acquainted with ocean « frontiersmen. (Think how handy such friends might be inan economic ¥ or political crisis!) Ask them many questions. Find out what their * professional problems are and suggest solutions that are in accord with libertarian principles. Inform them of their rightsabove the law. Tell . them how to foil the statist mentality and defeat the expansionist ef- . forts of the national bureaucracies. (These are things you can do no " matter where you live. The marine biclogy professor at a Midwest  College is as much a part of what is virtually a Second Industrial . Revolution as the hypothetical "enterprising American" who builds a , Tesort twelve fathoms down ., And if you live in an Arizonaghost town " You can still write letters, or even newspaper columns.) Demonstrate fo the marine pioneer that his prime advantage is the long tradition of Freedom of the High Seas, and that it will be personally profitable to imif he does ql| that is within his power to maintain it. 

@) CONCENTRATE INVESTMENT OF RESOURCES on maritime 
o siropolis projects, particularly on man-made floating islands and 
Other h39h|y mobile capital, since this can best be defended against 
e otempts at control or confiscation by the world powers. 

,(,Another possibility that should not be entirely ignored though, is the 
bubble on the bottom" concept, especially as a means of hiding 

proe Quantities of property. Construction costs are often less, and 
zz:ecfi‘)n from storms is usually superior.) Nor are monetary re- 
cunc:_s all ":10? can be invested. A student enterfng the unl.versfiy 
case 'm:cf h.IS studies toward aspects of the oceanic scene, in most 

* With little of no shift in his field of interest. The student of 

elen ' example, can specialize in Maritime and lnfernafio_ncfl Law. 
commug;nee.r ccr? focus on marine engineering, etc.. Serw.cmg and 

munifiescmlorjs industries will also have a mczrket.ln marine com= 

Mating 1y ' vate sea-air postal system and a few libertarian-edited 
'Ndustrial journals might get things off to a good start. 
Grficles i . . . .o ial 

i n this specific commercia tivities that series will report on sp 
At are now thriving in salt water, many of which are 

Kergy /" the sites of the free cities of tomorrow's voluntary world. THORNLEY 
0 1y E 

BOUNTIRJL SEA by Seabrook Hull (Prentice-Hall, 1964.) 

  

  

The Continental Shelves 

  

ON THE MARKET 
For a long while libertarians have needed forum-publications for dis= 
cussing far-out ideas, strategic innovations, and ideological 
variations. For the next 18 weeks (beginning October 2nd), they will 
have one called IDEA CATALYST, which is published by Benjamin 
Best (442 East 500 North, Provo, Utch 84601) on o weekly basis and 
is available first-class for $3.00 and air mail for $3.50. Trial sub- 
scriptions are $1 for 6 weeks. The October 2-8 premier edition 
features three excellent articles designed to stimulate debate—one 
which challenges the validity of all RIGHT to LEFT political scales, 
another which contrasts and compares political freedom with 
economic independence, and a kick-off strategy discussion. 

Some libertarian Left periodicals of particular interest to INNOVA- 
TOR readers are: 

LEFT AND RIGHT (Box 395, Cathedral Station, N.Y., N.Y,. 10025) is edited by Murray N, Rothbard, Leonard P. Liggio, and H. George 
Resch, and is published three times per year. Subscription rate s 
$2.50; single issue is 85¢. 

LIBERATION (5 Beekman St., N.Y., N.Y. 10038) includes such contributors as Paul Goodman, Sidney Lens, Staughton Lynd, et. al., and is published monthly except for a June-July combination issue. Yearly subscription is $5; single issue is 50¢. 

KANDIDE (841 Maine St., Lawrence, Kansas 66044) is published by Kansas Students for a Democratic Society, and is among the best of the New Left journals. 10-issue subscription is $2; single issue is 25¢. 

Among the present libertarian Left literature the novels of James Drought, though reflecting some common economic and ethical fallacies, are uncommonly good for the spirit of liberty and the sense of life that fills them. Especially recommended: DRUGOTH and THE ENEMY.  $5 for hardcover and $2.50 for softcover from Skylight 
Press (Box 307, Norwalk, Conn.) 

MAN, ECONOMY, AND STATE, a two-volume treatise on economic principles by Murray N. Rothbard, PhD, offers a free-market economic approach that is much more compatible with the "participa- tory democracy" concepts of the New Left than the economics of either the socialists or the individualist anarchists. [t was published by D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. (120 Alexander St,, Princeton, N.J.) 
in 1962, 

“Left and Right Meet" in the 12 March 1966 issue of THE NEW 
REPUBLIC (1244 Nineteenth St., N. W., Washington, D.C. 20036) is an incisive piece by Professor Ronald Hamowy on the similaritie between the position of the New Left and that of the classical laissez 
faire liberals. 

S 

  

IN PROCESS: In future issues of INNOVATOR you will read a report 
from the barricades in the GREAT WAR ON PORNOGRAPHY, and a 
first-hand report of an SDS Convention. Also in process: "SUPPORT 
YOUR LOCAL PRIVATE DETECTIVE” and "LET ANYONE MAKE 
MONEY!" —more on private enterprise alternatives to socialism. 
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and desire fo 

Shalfer's Declaration of Principles 
Lloyd Licher, | agree with 

1s who declare likewise. 
maximize my tade with othe 

2536 Woodbine, Los Angeles, California. 
1233 

+ INNOVATOR, September, 1966. 
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Send self-stamped envelope for catalog of "Shock" lapel buttons. 

Hayes Lewis, 2006 Monteagle, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

**********
* 
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to get off "flatland" and become self- 

employed in basic professions—lrodilionclly proven to withstand 

severe political/economic upheavals. Tavern and grill ($25,000); 

Butcher shop with frozen food locker plant ($22,200). Both businesses 

near Canada and in very steble region. Butcher shop requires $9,000; 

offers private financing, plus training in meat cutting. Tavern 

requires cash, includes living quarters, 100 acres. Contact Kevin 

Cullinane, PACE-KERBY AGENCY, Bonners Ferry, ldaho, 83805. 

AN7-3935. 

*******‘k***
********** 

A 

Excellent opportunities 

*************
*****‘k***** 

of Kerry Thornley's OSWALD are now available 
Autographed copies 

r $1 from AGORIC, Box 2116, Santa Monica, 
postpaid first class fo 

California, 90405. 

************
*'k****‘k***

************
*‘k***‘k****

* 

Dr. Boardman's clearly penetrating ideas in handy quality booklets 

WHAT PROTECTION? and ESSENCE OF FREEDOM, 35¢ each 

postpaid. KAPACO, Box 265, Camp Verde, Arizona. 

****‘J\‘******
**‘k**********

:\'*-}c*******
*********** 

o LIBERTY HILL FARMS 

HYD_RQPONIC PRODUCTS & GROWING SYSTEMS 

A. D. Sperry, M. D., Box 475, Camp Verde, Arizona 

*****‘k*****
************

************
********** 

FREE CATALOG—25 UNUSUAL STICKERS: MOVING SLOGANS, 

Box 346, Crystal Lake, llinois, 60014. 

*‘k*********
‘***********

****** 

'vil_jber'rcricn, know ledgeable in Calif. divorce matters. 

state sanction of private agreement, and/or to 

legal advice and protection. Box 69-A, c/o 

*************
**** 

Lawyer wanted, 

To attempt to obtain 

provide legal or extra- 

INNQVATORC":‘? 

********‘k*
***********

** **********
**********

** 

RATIONALIST XMAS CARDS: "Here's wishing you a very merry..." 

(open it up) "...Isaac Newton's Birthday December 25th." 25¢ each. 

25 for $5.00. 60 for $10. AGORIC, Box 2116, Santa Monica, Calif. 

All orders before November 15 mailed on or before that date first 

class. 

*****************************************'A‘*** 

Retired Architect wishes work to keep busy —fee half usual. Also buys 

old stamp collections. John Matlock, 5138 West 38th Street, Erie, 

Pennsylvania, 16506. 

**************
**************

****‘k*'k** 

KERISTA'S EROTIC ETHIC 

LEADERLESSNESS: A KERISTAN CONCEPT 

FUNCTIONAL RELIGION and 

A KERISTA READING LIST 

$1 from Kerista Press (K), Box 34708, Los Angeles 34, Calif. 

********************
** 

k ok kk kK kK 

*****************
****** 

PROTEST BUTTONS—"1 AM AN ENEMY OF THE STATE"; "ABOLISH 

CONSCRIPTION" with militant peace symbol; "ONLY CONGRESS 

SHALL DECLARE WAR"; also SOLID BLACK or RED. 25¢ each. 

Collectors get 15 diff for $3.00 pp. CIRCULAR ON REQUEST. 

SEGAL, Dept. I, P.O. Box 4700, Chicago, Ill1., 60680. 

*******'k********'k
*******************

********* 

Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedom. 

Cash. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Research  Unlimited. 

Box Zero, Chloride, Arizona. 

*********************
*********************

*** 
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GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $44.50 PER FINE OUNC; 

e l0S ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Boclog., | 

Arleta, California 91331, or phone (213) 899-3350, x 

*****************4:**
*-A»*-k-k-kt*»k***-k*

**.,,****” 
k3 

FINALLY!Il a weekly periodicol-—forum for the freewheel; 

libertarian-capitalist. WRITE: IDEA CATALYST. 

4472 East 500 North; Provo, Utah 84601. 

R 

*****************
*****************

********** 
¥ 

INDIVIDUALISTS: Send for a list of the BEST in books, pamphlets 

periodicals and other goodies supplied by: ! 

Jeffrie$, P.O. Box 2023, E. Portland Station, Oregon 97214 |/ 

IEEEE R ERE R EER LM 
$andra 
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"WHO IS JOHN GALT?" bumper stickers (3 ]/2X12) 

One 25¢, five $1.00. S.B.W., P.O. Box 2862, Long Beach, Cali, 

***********
**** 

BCOKS—USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT QUOTED FROM STOCK O f 

SEARCHED. P. K. Slocum—7733 Corey St., Downey, Calif, 90242, ¥ 

*****************
********* 

*************
*************

***i 

***********
******** 

"AT WHOSE EXPENSE?" — Published by THE ADVOCATE, Box 63, 4 

La Canada, California 91011, answers vital questions conceming 

government sponsored medical programs. 1-9 copies, 25¢ each 

10-99 copies 20¢ each; 100 copies or more 15¢ each. Add 25¢ pe 

order for postage. 

****‘I(*****
************

***** 

Synopsis of Congressional Debate. Information, copies, 10¢, 

Vortex, Box 512A, Waltham, Mass. 

PEEEE R LS 

************
****** 

'k**********
*********‘k*

********** 

FREEDOM AND FORTUNE WITHCUT FAVOR: A copy of both the 

MAPKA and LAPTA AGREEMENTS which give details about workingf. 

and living in a non-coercive environment in a tropical paradise sentf, 

for $2.00. A monthly LAPTA and MAPKA REPORTS, with voting 

privileges in LAPTA, for $10.00 per year. Send to MAPKA, 1113 

Sanger Street, New Braunfels, Texas 78130. 

  

It is held by Innovator that the free exchange of ideas is the beginning fi 

of all freedom. Publication of an article in Innovator does not neces 

sarily reflect endorsement, in whole or in part, by the publisher or by s 

any member of the staff. Each Innovator article reflects only the opin 

ion of its writer. An important aim of Innovator is to serve as a forumg k. 

presenting various ideas relevant to human liberty. ' 

  

INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, California 90034, is published monthly by the | 

Institute for Social Progress. Editor: RICHARD BRAY Contributing Editors: EL RAY, | 

KERRY THORNLEY, LLOYD LICHER, MARICK PAYTON, KENNETH PAYTON, | 

ROCKFORD FRESNELL, ELIZABETH GLASER Art Director: [AN BEALE Ared 

Representative Managers: KATHRYN HATFIELD, Los Angeles; DAVID BEAN, APC, 

Box 4823, Chicago, Illinois 60680. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS mailed anywhere in the world: One year, $2.00; two years, 53»40:' 

three years, $4.80. Additional copies mailed to same address—half price. Confidefl?i"I 

| (first closs within Southern Californio)—odd $2.00 | 
numbered subscriptions sent air mai on requests. 
per year. Wholesale rates for quantity subscriptions and dealers are provided 

COPIES: 1, 25¢. 10, $1.00. 100, $6.00. 1000, $50.00. 

ADVERTISING: 15¢ per word per issue, plus $1.00, Block format. 

REPRINT RIGHTS: With the exception of articles specifically reserved, contents may b’ 

TERMS: Prices listed cbove are for order accompanied by payment. 

final; no refunds are made in the event of cancellation of subscription. 

contains a minimum of three pages of features exclusive of advertisements. 

PURPOSE: INNOVATOR provides information of immediate utility to 

describing ways' of increasing one's personal freedom, prosperity, security, 

faction in today's world, As a secondary function, INNOVATCR is a market p 

new libertarian ideas. INNOVATOR holds that intellectual competition among ration® 

men will advance those concepts most in accord with reality. Publication of an article O 

advertisement does not necessarily imply complete agreement or unqualified endorsement: | 

PUBLICATION: INNOVATOR poys 1.5¢ per word plus $1.00 per item 

articles, stories, or reports published. No payment is made for letters 

REPARTEE. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome but INNOVATOR is not responsi 

copy received ond does not return unsolicited manuscripts unless @ stamped, 

addressed envelope is provided. Copy is subject to editorial revision unless permissio” 10 

alter is explicitly withheld by the writer. Decdline is 20th of preceding month. 
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" The Great War On Pornography 
» 4 PROGRESS REPORT § PROGRES> *=7- 7 

l.), o bottle raging in your city or state over how best to restore 
| gecency to vour pormgrcph)'-.p|cgut3.d.commurjify? Are volunteer :'workefi going door to door with petitions asking for your support in 
* fhe wor ogainst obscenity? If, so, you are not alone, for Amerij- 
i 'eans everywhere are joining forces in a valiant struggle against this 
" insidious threat to out morals, this cancer that has been breeding ond 
b rultiplying in our book stores, our museums and our theaters, 

“The battle is not an easy one. Nor is it new. Asa matter of fact— 
“ond this will probably come as a surprise to you—the history of man's 
“fight against pornography is as old as the history of man himself. For 
“fhe benefit of those who may feel that the smut peddlers have been 
wining, | have compiled here a brief but encouraging account of 

"what the good men down through the ages have been able to do to 
preserve decency and protect humanity. 
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ailable data on the earliest recorded porno- we find that ithyphallic symbols were being worshipped in or crother in almost all of the early civilizations. Even in 9ypt the pornographers were at work carving their lascivious n walls and pillars for all to see, In Greece there were 
ich worshipped Dionysus, the Olympian god of wine 
and during the rites which were held in his honor, 
vally carried aloft in full view of the public, after 
victims were ripped apart and eaten raw, wine was 
at quantities, and there were seething orgies. 
f this debauchery there grew the Greek love for 
nysus (known to the Romans as Bacchus) became the 

Fortunately, almost none of the symbols of 
be viewed today. 

ituation in India where Siva, the 
is said still to be worshipped by 

ng with his wife, Kali, by a vile 
stone disc. It is regrettable but 

pornographic LINGA-YONI, as they are 
ng throughout the country for anyone to 

IN-YO-SEKI, or"female-male- 
country and were widely wor- 

e majority of these have been 
can be found only in the most remote 

nnot be said of the East Indian 
Il adorn the sides of "religious" build- 
d ancestral deities, Crocodiles, by the 

mbolic of that less lecherous masculine 

the days of the Spanish explora- 
&of I'ming account of Christian abstersion in his € con 

”’)e S 
quest of the Mayan Indians. (3) He wrote 

y Paniards arrived at the island of Cozumel Catan iy, Woo Mainland, 
Mmen que pil 

  

they found the entire island a 
grimages there in open dugouts, 

MR. CLEAN 
This cleansing of our cul- 
ture must be extended to 
nearly cll fields. Theater, 
ort, literature, cinema, 
press, posters, and window 
displays must be cleansed 
of all manifestations of our 
rotting world and placed in 
the service of g moral, 
political, and cultural idea. 
Public life must be freed 
from the stifling perfume 
of our modern eroticism. ... 
The right of personal free- 
dom recedes before the duty 
to preserve the race.... 

  

Successful Pornography Fighter 

Sixty years ago an exhibition of so-called dadaistic "experiences" would have seemed simply impossible and its organizers would have ended up in the madhouse, while today they even preside over art associations.  This plague could not appear at that time, because neither would public opinicn have folerated it nor the state calmly looked on. For it is the business of the state, in other words, of its leaders, to prevent a people from being driven into the arms of 
spiritual madness., 

Everywhere we encounter seeds which represent the beginnings of parasitic growths which must sooner or later be the rvin of our cul- ture. In them, too, we can recognize the symptoms of decay of a slowly rotting world. Woe to the peoples who can no longer master this disease! ADOLF HITLER—"MEIN KAMPF", (Ralph  Manheim translation, Houghton- Mifflin, 1943), 

  

hazarding twenty-five miles of wind-whipped channel, to worship before the altar of Ixchel, the goddess of pregnancy. Inside the buildings Diaz found despicable murals which depicted Indians en- gaged in unnatural acts.  These were promptly destroyed and the 
Indians were converted to Christianity. 

On the Yucatan mainland, however, the invaders were not as success— 
ful, probably because of the dense foliage.  Victor W. von Hagen, 
in his book "World of the Maya," (4) tells of a facade on a building 
called the "Nunnery" in the Puuc region where there are sculptured 
"naked male figures with full emphasis on the ithyphallic." And 
throughout the areaextending from there to the ruins of Chichen Itza, 
the phallic symbols "stand about like toadstools to shock or amuse the 
visitors, " 

But this sort of thing has not been confined to the ancient civiliza- 
tions. In quite recent times suggestive figures of naked females have 
appeared in carvings over church doors in -Erzglcnd and ] lrela?d. 
These, fortunately, have been removed. Dridical symbolism, in- 
cidentally, was once rampant in that area, and a dangerous but little 
recognized symbol has survived—the mistletoe. Thoug!u | hcv? not 

been able to determine its exact significance, it was and is definitely 

pornographic and the practice of hanging it over a doorway should be 
recognized as such and discouraged. (5) 
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Since symbolism is an aspect of pornography which is all too often 

overlooked, the individual who is genuinely interested in curbing the 

spread of obscenity should acquaint himself with the symbols that 

have sexual significance. For example, the following especially 

nefarious objects are frequently found in novels and other forms of 

"art": cow horns, streams, mushrooms, hog snouts, caves, stones, 

snakes, peaches, beans. Sigmund Freud in his book "The Interpreta- 

tion of Dreams" (6) made a major contribution to the recognition and 

understanding of sexual symbols, and his book should be read and 

studied by every sincere and dedicated fighter of smut. Copies can 

be obtained for only $1.95—where not banned. 

No article on the War on Pornography would be complete without 

mention of what was unquestionably our greatest victory. It happened 

in the sixteenth century after an "artist" from Florence, ltaly, Mr. 
Michelangelo Buonarroti, painted an obscene fresco on the end wall 

of a chapel in Rome. (He had earlier painted the ceiling of this chapel, 
and that painting, by the way, is also considered by us smut-fighters 

to be obscene.) Mr. Buonarroti called his fresco "The Last Judgment." 

The papal master of ceremonies, Biagio da Cesena, viewing the upper 
part of the fresco while it was still being painted, declared that it 
was a "stufa d'ignudi,” a bathing establishment—and rightly so, for 
everyone on the fresco from Heaven to Hell was depicted in a dis- 
gusting state of nudity! Mr. Buonarroti, hearing of Mr. Cesena's 
remarks, responded by painting Mr. Cesena's face on Minos, the 
Prince of Hell, in the fresco—also in the nude! 

But this wasn't the end of it. When the fresco was finished and 
opened for viewing, the public was outraged and Pietro Aretino 
wrote, "such things might be painted in avoluptuous bathroom, but 
not in the choir of the highest chapel....Our souls are benefited 
little by art, but by piety." (7) Fortunately for humanity, Pope 

Gregory X1l decided that naked figures were "unsuitable subjects for 

churches," and he had most of the nudities painted over with drapes. 

And that, indeed, was the last judgment. MARVE GARRETT 

(1) Encyclopedia Americana (1965) vol. 21, p. 705. 

2) Ibid. 
(3) "True History of the Conquest of New Spain” (Farrar, Straus and 

Cudahy, 1956—A. P. Maudslay translation). 
(4) (New American Library, 1960), p. 48. 

(5) Encyclopedia Americana (1965) vol. 21, p. 705, 
(6) (The Modern Library— Random House, Inc., 1950). 
(7) Ludwig Goldscheider, "Michelangelo” (Phaidon Publishers, Inc., 

1964) pp. 19-20. 

  

PORNOGRAPHY FIGHTER'S PARADISE 
  

"Since the conclusion of the First All China Publications Conference 
the Commercial Press and the Chung Hua Book Company have success- 
fully carried out the work of examining their inventory of books and 
periodicals published before liberation (sic), in preparation for em- 
barking on specialization of trade. 

"In more than 50 years the Commercial Press has published approxi- 
mately 15,000 titles of books and periodicals. It is estimated that in 
the summer of 1950 there were in stock approximately 8800 titles of 
books, the majority of which were questionable in viewpoint, ideo- 
logy, terminology, and contents. In order to be responsible to the 
readers, all these items were examined. At the end of November 
1951, the Commercial Press completed its examination of stock cmc'J 
found only 1234 titles proper for circulation, constituting onI’y 14 
per cent of the titles listed. For these books and the new books pub- 
lished after liberation a new catalogue has been compiled.... 

"In respect to the examination of preliberation books and periodi 
the Chung Hua Book Company has used the same disposal Zii;oj;z;‘i 
ination methods as the Commercial Press. The catalogue now lists 
2000 items instead of the original 13,000. In the Shan hai offi 
alone, from 1 to 23 November, 1951, ¥ 229 . e 
from the sale of waste paper.” TA KUNG 
January 6, 1952). 

,400,000 were gained 
PO (Shanghai, China, 
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PORNOGRAPHY? — These abstract 

forms stand before the Feder- 

al Building in Salt Lake City. 

     

    

  

   

   

    

     

   
    

    

   

    

THE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY - ¥ 
  

"Control of foodstuffs in the sea has a beginning similarto s 

of its counterpart of land. Start with the weeds. When ! 

weeds become cultured, we call them plants. Once cul 

takes hold, then yield accelerates, and we have more & 

enough for our immediate rgeds.” ROBERT M. SNYDER ( 

Aquaculture 

Japan is the world's leading nation when it comes to farming e 

Over twenty kinds of seaplant, for example, are marketed et 

eating purposes. Some of these are harvested wild, but mef 
cultivated from seed, transplanted to oceanic nets, and h 

about two months later. They are then dried into sheefs % © 

mats. This end product, while it usually requires of the OCF 

that he develop a taste for it, is rich in vitamins, and very B 
with natives of Japan. 

In 1954 a Dr. Motosaku opened the first commercial shrimP i 
Japan. Nine years later he was shipping seventy P°U"ds° g 
per day. He has bred shrimp up to eight inches in length. 
also breeding prawns—a total of 2,860 pounds in 1961, 
1962, and more than 1,000 tons in 1963. 

ed the wreaft v 
pale 

Another popular Oriental food is a shellfish called ! 

These have been artificially inseminated and a "9 e 

200,000 eggs produced per insemination. 

The Japanese also suspend racks from floats and 9:":{0 
them in quantities of about 20,000 tons per year-750"ee 
tons of eels are harvested each year on over 
addition bream, blowfish, bass, halibut and gre. 
bred by "fish ranchers." And when the market 15 
fatteners who will buy part of afish crop to retain . 

for speculative purposes. 

The market is open for the ambitious entrepreneV 
out his claim and start farming somewhere beyon THOR 

arms of the landgoing pirates of our time. KERRY 

IPL 
(1) From the foreword of Seabrook Hull's THE BCU[\:ZU fure 
tice=Hall, 1964). The statistics on Japanese 0% 
from this book.



yING THE SOUL OF SDS 
k;‘u'H,l// — MARICK PAYTON attended a convention of the 

ocratic Society at an interested observer. His 
densed ond adapted for INNOVATOR, with hi; 

o ,“\yx\"“ 310 

¥ wy for o Dem 
(O . 

* 1 hos peen con 
PN 

Lo 380N 
e 

it the New Left begon with personal acquaintance. with 

{115 constituents, who | found to be quite personable (not 
isheviks), intelligent and frequently insightful (not commie 

e ond impressively concerned about some of the serious problems 
:\‘F‘"‘r’da), (not just simple-minded levelers). And, although I dis-~ 
of Otd with much of their analysis of the causes of these problems 
o;:efws with most of their tactics and remedies, | fourd that our 
;fl::lc ;on:'em was the same—to increase the opportunity for individual 
;.Il|$,||menf- If 1 wos doubtful of their ability to improve things be- 
couse of tneir foulty understanding (of economics, primarily), | was 

inoired by tneir here=and-now desire to try. In short, | liked my 
Ne.h‘ Left friends and respected their values and basic individualism, 
pot | felt that, bzcause of their collectivist-sratist heritage from the 
0l Left, such changes as they might make would merely lead from 
the frying pan into the fire. 

f Ay inte 

  Then came my eagerly- 
awaited number of Murray 
Rothbard's new journal, 
LEFT AND RIGHT, with 
Dr. Rothbard's paean to the 

" New Lefr. Surely, | 
thought, it so brilliant a 

student and exponent of the 
free market could see defi- 
nite hope in this movement, 
it merited a closer exam- 

ination.  When an invita- 
tion ro attend a national 

Students for a Democratic 
Society conierence (SDS is 

the principal organization 
of the New Left today) 
came several days later, 
| jumped at the opportunity 
tor a closer look. 

  

  

    

Murray N, Rothbard 

‘ | Ofended the co X nterence in Urbana, Ill., with three Newlettisrs, 
"¢ ot whom w 
ickly introg 0s widely acquainted in SDS circ_les. _Thus., | was 

WS plegseq ¢ uced to people and was accepted with fnem_jlmess. | 
WS nof OnOSBOStE no change in this artitude when | mentioned that 
U005 o penge hmember_(mfmy there weren't formally so) buf»a 

Lons fo, F'eedor Who had, lnfldenfolly, been a former Young Amgrl— 
dors imm chapter chairman. Several people were demonstrably 

Mssible intily erested enough to come. No one regarded ine as a 
rator or SP)'. 

Go el ) i 

* "Human Independence™ 
den(s 

Segree, on mer a Democraric Society are individualists to a greater 
Z:fion hovee ¥hole, than the members of any other studentorgani- 

"¢ foun ing ¢ known. - Iheir concern with the individual is stated in 
o 
cUment of SDS, the "Port Huron Statement": 

€ re Q . 

Wl g Ld men os infinite 

" 

o ly precious and possessed of un- 
firm; Pacities for reason, freedom, and love. In af- 
the min:s'e Principals we are aware of countering perhaps 

tho he { Onthcioncepfions of man in the twentieth century:— 

. o d.ng fcf be manipulated, and that he isinherently 
o iZatjg, :h”fc“ng his own affairs, We oppose the deper- 
o UVeQU reduses human beings to the status of things. 
”q'ec fon, Self.u:c;ecl'zed_ potential for self—cultivoti.on, sel f- 
the }:hot we 'Egurdemqnd'.ng' and creativity, It is thispoten- 

o potenys 1o CrUCial and to which we appeal, not to 
horigy, oo iality for violence, unreason, and submission 

ependenc'e.u € goal of man and society should be human 

. 

i logy 
ing 

Simple-minded categorizations of the New Left as foggy-brained 
commie=dupes notwithstanding, these people are passionately dedi- 
cated to the humanistic idealism expressed in this statement. Since 
I'regard this ideal as an extremely good one and have seen first=hand 
that the dedication to it is very real, | must regard these young 
people as fiiends, if sometimes badly mistaken ones. 

Economic Understanding The Key 

At least some of the Students for a Democratic Society have apsycho- 
logical view consistent with aspirations for on individualistically 
oriented society. None of them, however, have an economic under- 

standing consistent with this end, No derogative—ignorant, primi- 
tive, naive or grotesque—would be excessive in describing the eco- 
nomic "beliefs" characteristic of the New Left, o foct which | find 

not at all surprising as a result of my experience with several univer- 
sity economics departments. The New Left, radical as it is, haos 

merely carried the economic presumptions of its Old Left professors 
to their logical conclusions. It is possible that they may have per- 
formed a service in doing so, for in their extreme such fallacies are 
better seen, 

That the SDS'ers are completely backward in their economic analysis 
was clearly shown by their expressed desire for "research to deter- 
mine the causes of poverty." They presume wealth to be the state of 
nature and poverty, a man-made phenomenon. And why shouldn't 
they presume so? Their texts and professors lay none of the ground- 
work for economic science to which von Mises devotes most of the 

first 200 pages of HUMAN ACTION, 

It is, indeed, hard to understand how these bright young people, 
many of them so handicapped by a determinist view of human capa- 
bilities and such a dismal understanding of the dismal science can 
care about the future, let alone have faith that it will bring a more 
humane human society. Yet, their slogan, "There's a Change Gonna 
Come, " reflects their characteristic optimism, What kind of "Change 
is gonna come" is unfortunately not clear. 

When the thinking got heavy, the first people to emerge as a distinct 
faction were the small number of more-or-less orthodox Marxists. 
They were particularly distinguishable from the bulk of the member- 
ship, not merely because they presented Marxist ideas in the Marxist 
vernacular, but also because of the obvious general disinterest in 
Marxist analysis and clichés. 

In the younger days of SDS (1962-64) communist groups (Dubois Clubs, 
Young People's Socialist Alliance, Progressive Labor Party, etc.) 
made attempts to gain control. These attempts failed because the 
communist ideology was not convincing and because there are no 
power centers or positions of authority in the organization which can 
be "taken over," 

The Workers Social 

Although | am sure it will greatly offend my New Left acquaintances, 
I am going to define another element in SDS, lump most of them in it, 
and give it a thoroughly offensive label: the Social Workers. The 
people in this group, which must take in about 90 per cent of the 
active SDS membership, want to HELP people, particularly those 
minority segments of the population which do not share in the general 
opulence of the day. 

But in leading people to turn to the State for gain—that is, in turning 
to the police, for which it has so little regard—the New Left is lead- 
ing them from a bad condition into a worse one. However, there is 
evidence that SDS members are fast learning the sorry consequences of 
any use of political power (coercion) and that the New Left will in- 
creasingly rely on voluntarist tactics. A young Negro from Los An- 
geles, Jimmy Garret, expressed the feelings of many when he declared 
that he didn't want to exchange his present masters for ADA types like 
Hubert Humphrey and Walter Reuther. He expressed a determination 
to try living without masters—and was heartily applauded. 

Mr. Garret defined one social ideal of the Social Workers (which is 
to say, most SDS members)—a society without masters—an ideal which 

(continued on next page) 
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: EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DE 
poL1ch 

NNO VA 
- Los An 
! 347]8: 

geles, California 90034 — December 1966 — One Year, 

VELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

TOR > $2.00 — Single Copy, 25¢ 

fAR ON UNHAPPINESS 
  

(NOVATOR LOOKS AHEAD TO THE NEWS OF THE FUTURE NNOVALET —— 

he New York News-Times=MIrror-Trlbune-Joumal, Dec. 15, 1976:) 
Cgsldenl' Ronald Hubert Nelson outline his new program to eliminate 

hopplness In Amerlca by 1984, In a message to Congresslonal 
aders today . 

en as the Presldent was speaking, demonstrators were converglng 

. the Capltol, demanding that thelr just aspirations be met. The 
archers, led by members of CURE, the Committee for Unhappiness 

distribution and Equalization, chanted "We want a Merry Christ- 
s, and we want it NOWI"  (Photo, right.) 

e Prestdent declared that all Americans have a right to be happy, 
d asked for wider powers to deal with the unhappiness crisis. 

nthese complex and changing times, it is no longer enough to say 
 people 'Just go out and enjoy yourself, ' " the President said, "the 
vemment will have to take a markedly increased role to accelerate 
luntary compliance with our happlness guidelines. We must improve 
e quality of Ilfe, 1f we are to be as happy as we have a right to ex- 
ct In this great land of ours," 

e President called for a lowering of the draft age to 6, so that 
clally maladjusted and unhappy children could be located and cared 
tIn healthfyl federal parks and playgrounds. "The Draft Law is 
eally sulted to our purposes,” a high official Is quoted as saying, 
gives us the names and addresses of people who need help." 

fth Freedom 

inlnlstration spokesman emphasized the urgency of reform; visual 
Ves have Indicated that while some Amerfcans are excesslvely 
PPY, there are many pockets of unhappiness and wldespread 
tpiness unbalance, "We shall take the happliness from those who 

¢ 1t ond give it 1o those who need It so much," the President sald. 

:SH:"' Nelson declared that the time has come to recognize a Fifth 
edh,m,;the "Freedom From Unhappiness"—which, he said, is de- 

¢ 17 millton Amertcans that go to bed unhappy every night. 
—_— 

B C | WORKS PROGRAM A SUCCESS 

  

  

m 
Ce::flr;l::[mes Jolned with Department of Culture officlals this week 

"amids sle: observing the official opening of the Unlted States 
ks P“J’Ie oted for completion later this month. The mammoth public 
lurg) °f was made possible by a grant in ald under the Federal 

cnewal Act, The Pyramids are belng built on sites formerly SUpleg b 

his Is 7 eutomotive junk yards and unfinished film museums. 

g \quq gwl'EQl' step fOI’WQrd’H a spokesman said. "We have gone a 

Z;o easing the unemployment problem in this country, as 

Qve \:es had to be hand-carried a considerable distance. 

Ve 5q vqe made good honest work avatlable to those In n.eed, 

creuged for society many idle and unoccupled"Amencans 
omn sed oyr prestige in the eyes of the world. 

o ator asked if this meant we would be able to close the 

, the spokesman replied, "No, we haven't quite 
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caught up with Egypt yet, but you must remember that they had a few 
years' head start. They are still ahead of us in the larger tomb designs 
but we feel that we have made some great strides In miniaturization 
and quality of workmanship." 

A GOP leader sald that Republicans are in agreement with the Pyramid 
bullding program, but they feel that Pyramids could be bullt more 
efficiently. Republicans In Congress are said to be preparing a posi- 
tive, constructive altemative measure, which will provide more local 
control to meet varying community Pyramid standards. 

  

HAZARDOUS FOOD BILL CONSIDERED 
  

Congress Is expected to take early action on chicken eating, in order 
to meet a July 1 deadline, informed sources revealed today. On that 
date regulations concerning poultry advertising and labelling, promul- 
gated by the Federal Trade Commission, are scheduled to go into 
effect. 

The FTC, an Independent government agency that oversees product 
advertising, would require that all chickens and turkeys be labelled to 
include a public waming on the possible health hazards of catching a 
bone in the throat or lungs. The FTC clalms that there Is a definite 
statistical correlation between the eating of chicken and turkey, and 

deaths due to choking on chicken and turkey bones. "Poultrymen have 

no right to choke people to death for the sake of private profit," the 

FTC Chalrman sald, "by forcing them to eat unlabelled poultry, "



HOW JAPANESE-AMERICANS LOST "“INALIENABLE RIGHTS" 
  

It was Sunday In Seattle 25 years ago today. The sun played peelk-a- 
boo, and "Manpower," starring George Raft and Marlene Dletrich, 

was the feature attraction In the Beacon HIll Theater, which has gone 
the way of many nelghborhood movie houses. 

My best buddy and | howled over the second attraction, "Puddin' 
Head," with Edward G. RobInson and Judy Canova (remember her?), 
and then we walked over to his house late that afternoon. His dad was 
at the door. He blurted, "The Japanese bombed Pearl Harborl" 

Shock! "Does It mean war?" Anger!l "Those dirty guys." Puzzlement! 
"Say, where's Pearl Harbor?" 

It did mean war, And that nlght we tuned in Walter Winchell for a 
triple-tongued report, or we sought dlversion with One Man's Famlly, 
Manhattan Merry=Go-Round, The Great Glldersleeve and Jack Benny. 
Or we pursued the comfort of Harry Emerson Fosdick's "Natlonal Ves- 
pers,” 

The next day, over loud=speakers In school assemblles throughout the 
clty, we heard the war proclamation of Presldent Roosevelt. The good 
guys versus the bad guys sentiment bullt Immedlately. Yes, and we 
leamed where Pearl Harbor was, too, along with a lot of other places. 

Black and white. Good and bad. The llnes were so clear. So sharp, 
In fact, that with hardly a dissenting volce our nation perpetrated an 
enormous Indlgnity on a group of Amerlcans whose only crime was that 

they had dark skins and eyes of a different shape than ours. 

Day Of Infamy 

We felt 1t especlally In Seattle because 88.5 per cent of all Amerlcan 
Japanese In those days lived In West Coast citles. In 1941, 80 per 

cent of the farm produce shipped out of Washington State was handled 

by Japanese. 

On my desk Is a term paper In a blue notebook cover. It was written 
last year by a young Japanese boy for a summer-school class at 
Garfleld High School. The subject Is relocatlon centers. 

It s not pleasant reading. And It jars on Pearl Harbor Day. Yet, 

repeating Its maln polnts In no way detracts from our feelings for those 
Amerlcans who dled that day or for those who gave thelr llves In the 
long war that followed, 

Within 24 hours of the sneak attack, 51 Japanese were rounded up and 
lalled In Seattle "on susplclon,” A month later our govemnment estab= 
lished the War Relocatlon Authorlty. A local Japanese school already 
had been closed, the principal jalled. 

By March 23, 1942, the first shipment of Japanese was sent to ten 
relocation centers. By June 3, some 110,000 persons of Japanese 
ancestry were scattered across the country—behlInd barbed wire, In 
tarpaper barracks, -sleeping-under the glare of searchllghts, guarded 
by armed soldlers. 

Empty seats In our classrooms, Empty homes In our nelghborhoods. 
Empty stalls In the Plke Place Market. 

The motlve seemed sImple enough:t Growlng public antagonlsm toward 
the Japanese, strong susplclon that they might sabotage Industry or 
gulde enemy bombers to our shores. But why not Germans and ltallans, 
too? Well, you see, they looked ITke us. 

Often the Jopanese were glven only a few days' notice to dispose 
of homes and belongings. It has been estlmated that the relocated 
Japanese suffered a flnanclal loss of $400 milllon. It cost our govern— 
ment, t00o—$200 milllon the first year and $70 mllllon the second. 

Japanese famllles were glven Identiflcation numbers and crowded Into 
trucks, busses and tralns. Evacuees were herded Into converted race- 
tracks and alrstrips, Heat, cold and seas of mud became dally prob- 
lems, There were long, Army-type barracks, 24 to a block. Each 
block contalned two washrooms and two mess halls, 

Camp l1fe bored some, was hard work for others. A few Ja . a 
odd [obs, at about 30 cents an hour for a 44~hour week. lPI'I Bi:el'n ':ro\: 
Idaho, Japanese evacuees saved the sugar beet crop, Children went to 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 
  

All "news Items" on the front page are satirical of course, 
on this page Is, regrettably, all too true. ’ I 

  

third-rate schools, behind barbed wire. 

The Japanese created thelr own dlverslons—art and hobby shows | 
ball games and wrestling matches. WIth thelr talent for gcrd‘e: 
many made the barren soll bloom, Zoos were formed, with ¢, 
plgs and wlld blrds. 

But there was no chance to put down roots. Evacuees were corg 
shifted. One month In Puyallup, the next In Utah, 

In his term paper, the Japanese boy descrlbes the personal exper 
of a Japanese woman who became No. 13660, In May, 1942, 
13660 was sent to Tanforan Assembly Center, a converted rocetr: 
San Bruno, Callfornla. She was housed In an abandoned hore 
9 by 20 feet, dlvided, unbellevably, Into two rooms, She was; 
a single Army blanket and straw to sleep on, After a month ctf 
ture-making, No. 13660 was glven a Job as an art teacher for ele 

tary and college—age students. The salary: $16 a month, 

Later, No. 13660 was moved to Topaz, Utah, where her mor 
larger and she had an Army cot and cotton mattress, She worked 

Itterary magazine, In January, 1944, the woman was told she ¢ 
retum to her home. The departure was marked by red tape, exc” 

tlons, questlonnalres and mandatory classes on "How to Make fit 

and "How to Behave In the Outside World." She was glven trt 

and $25, 

Sorry for the Inconvenlence, No. 13660. 

It Can't Happen Herel 

The Japanese boy, far enough removed from actual relocatlon & 

assess the Impact, trles hard to debate the pros and cons In his p 

But his feelings show through. He cltes the traditional ‘°)’°('7_ 

Japanese-Amerlcans, the swiftness of relocatlon which hurt 

familles flnanclally. And he Is openly crltical of Amerlcans belré 

behind barbed wire without a trlal. 
e 

Japanese sent to relocatlon camps poured thelr feellngs Info @ 
THE MINIDOKA INTERLUDE, from which the boy quotes: "To Uz 

had falth In the Constitution of the Unlted States, It wos® Pm;\; 
shock that our cltizenship dld not matterand that the rights gua(cvf 
under the Constltution would be so easlly taken away from us 

due process of law,... 
g 

"But we were determlned to accept the order with the full ’””Izfi 
of the crlsls which threatened the democracy of the world on 
deep sense of responsiblllty common to all free men." 

k In 1942- I 
Few volces were ralsed In defense of the Japanese bac 
most llkely. Or was It Insensltlvity ? | 

rosetV ts P 'y And yet our natlon, In the Nuremberg trlals, pegSJEdl n 
emme on the noble Idea that a man has a duty to oppose hls 9oV 

he thinks It Is wrong. 
|atels 

December 7, Pearl Harbor Day. December 15, elght day$ OfR‘ |o 
be a far more Important one to remember, They ca 75”1966- 

day. DON DUNCAN of the SEATTLE TIMES, Dec. /v ;. 

ted W 
(Mr. Duncan's Pearl Harbor Day column has been reprn 
permlsslon—ED,) 

/ 
  

MAYBE THERE'S A CONNECTION? ( 
me 

"I have made a lot of mistakes In my life," U. 5. St.vlif:o (col 
Justice Tom Clark sald In an Intervlew with the San P One " 
Unlon, "but there are two that | acknowledge P”b"cw‘e "flfl; 
part In the evacuatlon of the Japanese....the other Ist ed thet 
trlals." Concemlng the Japanese, Clark sald, "We p'; of fhe; 
and put them In concentration camps. That's the tm! ¢ 
ter." He didn't exactlysay why he regretted the Nure 
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¢ PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY=yi 
H   

Undersea mining in some areas is already big business, ... esium is extracted directly from seawater, Oj| and Magn have been taken from beneath the sea floor for many SU”U; The ocean is already being opened up for commerce, ,egr before long private industry will be spending more on flndel'fieo commerce than the Government now spends on 

S:det'sea warfare." (1) 

Marine Mining 

De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd. is engaged in undersea diamond 
rospecting and mining off the coast of South Africa. Global Marine 

EXP[°f°'i°” Company searches for undersea oil in deep water, 
Marine Diamond Company, Ltd. (managed by Texan, S, V. Collins) 
nines by suction for gems, Ocean .Science & Engineering, Inc. 
designs and builds und'ersec exploration equipment. Richfield Oil 

Compory and shell Qil Company are bU”di"Q undersea oil fields. 

Tidewater Oil Company is engaged in undersea diamond mining. 
And Yawata lron and Steel Company of Japan mines iron-bearing 
«and from the ocean floor. 

Other companies are playing less direct roles in mineral exploitation 
of the sea, U, S, Rubber has built and tested undersea storage tanks, 
Dr, Edwin Link, President of the Link Division of General Precision, 
Inc. has "camped out" in a pressurized tent on the ocean floor. 
General Dynamics Corporation is one of the many companies that 
hs conducted studies on undersea transportation. Hughes Aircraft 
hos built submarine robot units to assist in the installation of oil 
wells, 

To list all the minerals that are or will be mined from the ocean 
would simply be an exercise in recitation of the names of most of the 
elements, A similar exercise would be to attempt o complete list 
of the companies involved in one manner or another in ocean mining. 
The important thing to realize is that the heaviest industry is being 
dTIUWn into this Second Industrial Revolution in the search for 
minerals, It is therefore essential that libertarians interested in 
wvancing the concept of a Permanent Floating Voluntary Society do ome hard thinking with regard to the ever-present problems of 
Property in natural resources. 
The Firs Claim Theo forlq ry, for example, as some prominent liber- 

. Espouse it (2) tion yng ¢ would put most future marine mineral exploita= 
qqu: ;'r the control of an aspiring monarchy which calls itself 
s For His Majesty King Marion I, in a proclamation dated 

'Existugusr 19%1, Published a claim to "all the lands of the world that 

exCEpl:efZZ:fh fh.e Oceans and other salt water bodies of the world, 
Which are pomoq of ocean bottom or other salt water bottom lands 
Ments in oW claimed as the property of any of the various govern- 
Mized vqleidwgrld, and where such claim is, as of this date recog= 
urg Y International Law." The proclamation goes on to 
I°f int tfere q-ualqnd;u "does not claim any right to govern, regulate 

ozng"l and :élcr ::e Present or future use of the waters above its 
n "lang, 1, "t Aqualandia's government is patterned after that 

* Aqualgr s Proclamation was published in a amphlet called ElVd quQndIanl (h .p L P M y 

|fni|l'} $ Angeles Ce' Aqualandia Society, 6812 Santa Monica 
quimfi"see, speoky alif, , 90038) in July of 1966, But so.meh.ow 

(i, indeeq 10 °Nly for myself, how recognition of this First 
h 1t is the first) would possibly be in my interest. 

v GeOr(;Zd' th? standard argument of the most ardent admirers 

Lineq ;7 i"‘divic,iuW[thh holds that natural resources should not be 

?la q s ’“rnon'fJ > OF companies or societies at all, but should be 
%'Ve:d- Which W " ot best, o sort of universal profit=sharing 

hayy O ,:iUI-d fend to condemn the present companies 
puni_"‘ Thwh'le cert ving for coercively monopolizing the mineral 

| hlns oY by ainly more rational than the unmodified First 
:%“90 Side o "85 up 4 ost of l in its place. And 
1% SNt V%€ which OF new problems in its p ce. And 

E'N‘l rpfl'flq rely this fall into the ""who-would-administrate 

| e °Ppr?qch would, unless liberalized, go counter 
q W miee " I0NiNg over to the libertarian position those Clor Whi Mining the sea, 

mQy " 

"Ing aboyt q resolution, at least with regard fo 

  

the ocean, is the technical difficulties involved, By the time one has extracted minerals of almost any sort from the sea a great deal of tFjought and energy has been applied. It is far more difficult than dri- ving a claim post into the ground or panning gold. Arbitrary First Claims on behalf of Southem California groups and their like will tend to be ignored, and will be next-to-impossible to enforce., And the Georgists, if they can point out to the mining companies a self- interested motive for voluntarily paying out mineral rent fees to the p.opulotion at large, will find little opposition from laissez-fajre libertarians. In the meantime, it is important that the rest of us develop a rational and simple procedure for establishing ownership of the natural resources in the sea, perhaps along the lines of John Locke's "mixing labor" formula., KERRY THORNLEY 

(1) THE BOUNTIFUL SEA by Seabrook Hull (Prentice~Hall, 1964), 
(2) See for example, J, Dohn Lewis, THE LAND QUESTION, and Butler Shaffer, PERSONAL DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES, in the Jan, , 1965, and Sept., 1966 issues of INNOVATOR, 

(This article concludes Mr. Thomley's series" T HE PERMANENT FLOATING VOLUNTARY SOCIETY." Fora complete set of the issues of INNOVATOR containing articles of this series, send $1.00 to INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, Calif., 90034.) 

    

"LOST IN THE MAIL" 
  

I work in the New York office of a company which represents about thirty daily newspapers published in the heart of old Dixie. Each day, each of the publishers has at least one copy of that day's issue mailed to us. And most of them arrive, The average time for 
delivery varies between three and five days; about half of the papers 
which do not make it through the mails during that time, do manage 
to stagger in within a month after publication. But MOST of the 
papers DO arrive, 

Eventually, 

This morming (September 28, 1966) | opened my mailbag (and as a 
parenthetical comment, I'd like to add that if you've ever had any 
contact with mailbags, you are aware that the man dressed in the tin 
suit who is "stronger than dift" has never been permitted to ride his 
horse through the room at the Post Office where mailbags are stored) 
and found that we had received a newspaper, clearly addressed to us, 
from a city in Arkansas. The paper was dated October 19, 1965, 
Yesterday morning, | received a newspaper from another city in 
Arkansas; that one was dated June 1, 1966, That same mail contained 
a paper from a fown in Kentucky; the date of that paper was May 31, 
1966. | doubt if the combined sleuthing efforts of Philo Vance, 
Hercule Poirot and the FBI could trace where those papers have been. 

Typical? No. It HAS happened before that we've received papers 
after an Inexplicable length of time, but It Is not the norm. 

This mornlng, included In my mail delivery was one newspaper clearly 
addressed to someone else. Yesterday, Included In my mallbag was 
one newspaper clearly addressed to someone else. 

Typlcal? Absolutely. It Is a rare day Indeed that we don't recelve 
at least one newspaper not Intended for usy most of them carry type- 

wrltten labels. One one occaslon, | recelved the same newspcpe"rl, 

clearly addressed to another party, for four days running; on st 

another occaslon, | recelved two whole mallbags full of newsgop;rs,t 

all addressed to another company, but that Is a performance the Pos 

Office has not duplicated, at least to my knowledge. 

Unsafe At Any Speed 

all sent other than fIrst class. 

por Is th:,qiafr::ss::::sr::?r;:j ;’?rs;n class mall has been deltvered 

S"U?E;ethe offlce boy from another co;’nrany ;‘;]hlc;:\ooTil;fl:‘I:se&fvaz: 
ed It on the 

el Sam: lf:oz:]edthti: ‘l]::t!rllal:r\g]nl)fpforgof about It (apparently) do:d 
while he eh v company sent thelr offlce boy In search of It an : e 

e ekto n ake F;he dellverles. At least once a week, we recelve 

llm;i::o::(e;;ymaddresed to the company next door} they also recelve 
e 
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ours, of course. 

One ltem of "mall," however, Is never misdellvered. Shortly after 

the first of December each and every year, we recelve a Chrlstmas 

card from "our" mallman. It bears at the top, In a decoratlve border 

of holly, the legend "Mall Early and Wrap Securely." Below that 

touching sentlment, Is the message, "Season's Greetlngs and Best 

Wishes for the New Year From Your Mallmen"; below that six names 

and Identlfylng numbers are printed. | have yet to have the courage 

to Inquire at whose expense this charming little greeting Is printed; 

| have not had to ask why it Is distrlbuted. One week to the day later, 

one of the mallmen Inquires If they are to recelve a Chrlstmas present 

and how much? 

The Post Offlce charges a fee for rendering a service. If rendered, 

that service is frequently slipshod; it Is not always rendered atall, and 

when It is not, no refund Is made. A letter sent with Insufficlent 

postage ls elther not delivered or the difference must be pald by the 

reclpient (which Is reasonable); did you ever know anyone to get a 

refund If too much postage is affixed to the letter? The Post Offlce 

will accept an extra fee for handling an item In a speclal manner; on 

two occaslons, "Speclal Dellvery" letters have arrlved at thls offlce 

in the mallbag with the bulk rate newspapers; on one occasion, | pald 

such a fee to have a letter delivered "only to addressee"; the recelpt 

which was retumed to me (several weeks later) showed It had been 

dellvered to the receptionist of the company where that person 

worked. The Post Office offered no restitution of the reglstration fee. 

The phrase "lost in the mail® Is so common [t occaslons no surprise. 

I'd like to ask you to consider for Just one moment the certaln fate of 

any private company which operated In such a fashion. It would fall, 

surely, but probably not before at least one article sponsored by the 

Better Business Bureau damning it had appeared In some publication, 

and probably not before It had been subjected to at least one 

"{nvestigatlon" by some government agency, righteously protecting 

the "consumers," 

But the Post Office IS a govemment agency. And that 1s precisely 

why it is able to function in the Incredibly Inefficient manner It does, 

It CANNOT fail, It need not make a profit or even break even, It is 

illegal for anyone (except In the limited sense of local messenger 

services) to attempt to directly compete with it. [t bumbles along 

as a governrherit established given. And as long as that situation 

cohtinues, nékspapers will arrive nearly a year late and the mall will 

be dellvéred kggXind-hearted offlce boys. 

There: lsviiiit ofi?thlng this writer would like to see get "lost In the 

)fi"‘\_ mall’“and.that §ethe government post office. L. A, V/EBER 

| 
! 
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Let Good Money 
N Drive Out Bad! 
‘i,gl aGresharm's Law—'bad money drives good mloney out of circulation'— .,M“‘L lles only to legal tender currencies, or 'forced currencles.' As | N apPE r to say, the pollce powers of govermnment are necessary to force re ch money into circulation; and the government ltself must take o, t:e ood money out of clrculation In order to maintain the valye and u,\._"' :;uerrfnCY (1. e., clrculation) of Its own money. For example, the 

" oosevelt Adminlstratlon selzed the gold supplies In 1933 (and re- 

  

. rcted sllver), and the United States Govemment will prosecute . anyone who tries to supply gold coins for monetary purposes. . .. 0 ,'ch.\ 
   

  

by 1*| hope that some of my libertarian friends who have been making an rdhfi exception In favor of govemment control of currency, even to the H'rj'll polnt of arguing for laws to require 100 per cent gold backing for all 
I'"‘i"bunk notes and deposlts, may rethink the subject and come fto a 
" gifferent conclusion. Those critics of present monetary policies who 

{, want 'Congress' to control the issue of all currencies and expansion 
= of bank credit have much farther to 9o In their thinking about money 

' before, In my opinion, they can rightfully call themselves 'liber- 
forfans' or even 'anti-soclalists.!™ DR. V. ORVAL WATTS. (Director 

"“"Ef?"‘ of Economic Education, and Chairman of the Division of Social Stu- 
S dies, Northwood Institute, Midland, Michigan.) 
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#1 "o get the sound medium of exchange which he so desperately needs, 
economic man should reclaim from govermment the vital function of 

- creating money. Just as the only sound enterprise is private enter- 
»:tor’if"" prlse, the only sound money is private money. 
| "The history of government creation of money is a record of official ot dishonesty,, of 'legal counterfeiting,* without parallel. % 

' "As long as private persons and banks were permitted to create money 
Parallel to and competitive with the State-created money, debase- W‘ Ment of the latter was checked, for given a cholce of monies people B Naturally accepted the best. The State's reaction was to declare 

",(‘ money creatton a State monopoly, and to deny the freedom of mer- 
H";o’-"i chants, bankers and others to coin money or to issue bank notes. 
:z'll,«: "Under the the 
Wy Inds Indlvidyq 

it 

ory that States are not subject to the moral law which 
| citizens, it is widely assumed that when government 

  

(i 
m?.fi :‘T‘Tes Mmoney out of nothing and uses it to pay its debts, the .af:t i: 
. ang mmof‘]l’ but when John Doe does the same it Is "counterfeiting 

,u"t‘:‘ nq*l: ralor crime., However, in the adulterating, or diluting, of the " "s money supply, upon the constancy of which all Americans 
["’7?3 v mPEnd, the individual counterfelter has been an infinitesimal opera- 
o C QeEHEYe the '|eg.cl counterfelter,' the U.S. Treasury." DR, OSEAR 

A UniVer;[ F55°C:I0ie Professor of Economics at ) (?Ihlo Nort eirn 
f",.;s": THe STANbA om "Private Money 3 Economic Stability" appearing in 
ie“fl/f RD, Feb., 1963, Lawrence, Kansas.) 

GOJC‘;T;‘F" “The 

vi"l,fl'; Inflg IQBlsurd“y of the various governmental programs for ‘fighting 

g 0L et offg €comes evident. Most people believe that govem- 
.(0 A Yarlgyy, (%S must constantly pace the ramparts, armed with a huge 

#¢ Vet Contrg 

N (nowfll} that s |, 
I programs designed to combat the inl"lufionh er;em{. 
eally necessary Is that the govemment and the banks o ry Is that the g 

:;i\';fl'!f‘ lNFLAler\slGC"E*mIIed almost completely by the govemment) CEASE 
| . 

! TATE n 
/N0 Siate-n DR. MURRAY N ROTHBARD, "MAN, ECONOMY 

  

BANKING IN A FREE ECONOMY 
  

Modem economics depends on excha nge which in turn depends on the medium of exchange~money, Use of commodity money (pieces of precious metal usually) is, however, only a refined form of barter. Credit money (tokens showing that the holder is q creditor) enables barter to be divided into two separate stages—buying and selling, (m The recipient of credit is enabled to buy now and sell later. In this way credit allows exchanges which otherwise could not have taken place. It brings into commerce the present value of a future profit, 
Credit tends to increase prices when created and to reduce them when repaid (and destroyed) but mild variations in the general price level due to private credit are q proper part of the free market's price mechanism. (Over the years, however, prices generally should slow- ly fall, as the real cost of production falls,) 

Credit is abused by govemments since they buy endlessly without sell- ing the exchange equivalent; they take more goods and services out of the market than they put into it. Govemment "borrowing" is not s0 much credit as a method of taxation, and it leads to endlessly 
rising prices, 

Banking 

Gustav Stolper has written: "In all Europe during the nineteenth century money and credit were directed and controlled by powerful monopolistic Central Banks....Hardly ever do the advocates of free 
capitalism realize how utterly their ideal was frustrated at the moment the State assumed control of the monetary system....A 'free' capital- 
ism with govemmental responsibility for money and credit has lost its 
innocence. From that point on it is no longer a matter of principle 
but one of expediency how far one wishes or permits governmental 
interference to go. Money=control is the supreme and most com= 
prehensive of all govemmental controls short of expropriation," (2) 
Free competition in banking would result in a sound credit currency 
since unsound money would not circulate—providing it is not legal 
tender. To give the privilege of legal-tender status to a currency 
is unnecessary if it is sound, harmful if it is unsound. 

In China a century ago paper money was issued by "private persons." 
A French diplomat, M. le Comte de Rochechouart, reported that, 
“notwithstanding it is no legal tender it is everywhere accepted and 
seldom it occurs that the bills issued by some bank or other circulate 
at a discount.” In his book on Chinese currency W. Vissering added: 
"Considering the history we have related this statement in my opinion 
might be reversed and run: BECAUSE IT IS NOT LEGAL TENDER and 
because it is no concern of the State it is generally accepted as 
money." (3) 

In Scotland the right to issue notes was formerly regarded as a 
common~law right, anyone being legally entitled to issue them. The 
country enjoyed an exceptional degree of monetary freed'orrl and the 
Scottish banking system, which played a consnderublelzl role in increas- 
ing prosperity, was described by Walter Ba'?ehot as, "the best system, 
in many respects, that the world has seen." (4) 

Professor Bonamy Price wrote: "In England private banks had proved 

themselves to be bad and unsafe issuers of public currency....ln 

Scotland the private issues have displayed on trial unchallengeable 
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quality; few persons, not doctrinaires, would dream of suppressing 

them in favour of Govermment notes, except under some call of 

necessity.”" However, instead of being freed the English banks were 

subjected to further restrictions, and in 1845 the Scottish banks were 

shackled as well, The aim was to prevent financial crises, but instead 

they became worse. 

"From the desire to insure, at all times, the prompt conversion of bank 

notes into coin, have arisen all the legal restrictions on banking and 

on the issues of banknotes; and this immediate conversion, to any 

great extent, being an absolute impossibility, whenever demanded, 

leads to monetary panics and bank suspensions, which unnecessarily 

impair public confidence in banks, and thus greatly curtail their 

operations and usefulness." (5) 

The successive financial crises of the 19th century, and the misery 

which resulted, were largely due to the law which required banks to 

sell gold at a fixed price irrespective of the demand. (6) The Scottish 

banks had at one time successfully issued notes which did not promise 

payment in gold on demand, but these were suppressed by lawin 1765. 

Government control of the creation of money amounts to control of 

borrowing and lending. As John Crawford wrote: "But there is another 

kind of CURRENCY...which consists of OBLIGATIONS betwixt man 

and man. ..such as BANK NOTES, BILLS OF EXCHANGE, and other 

MERCANTILE or COMMERCIAL OBLIGATIONS, which are merely so 

many acknowledgments of debt, and with which govemment has no 

earthly right to interfere, any more than it has to interfere and 

prevent one man from borrowing from another man, which is just 

another species of borrowing. This species of currency will regulate 

itself, far better than any act or acts of parliament which could 

possibly be framed for the purpose.” (7) ROBERT CARNAG HAN 

(Robert B. Carnaghan is publisher of FREEDOM REVIEW, 21 Harford 

Drive, Watford, Herts., England.) 

(1) E. C. Riegel, THE NEW APPROACH TO FREEDOM (New York, 

n. d.); PRIVATE ENTERPRISE MONEY (New York, 1944). 

(2) Gustav Stolper, THIS AGE OF FABLE (London, 1943). 

(3) Willem Vissering, ON CHINESE CURRENCY (Leiden, 1877). 

(4) (Editor's Note)—cf. Herbert Spencer, SOCIAL STATICS: 

"While in England banking has been perpetually controlled, now by 

privileging the Bank of England, now by limiting banking partnerships, 

now by prohibiting banks of issue within a specified circle, and now 

by restricting the amounts issued—while ' we have never rested for 

many years together without some new laws, some new regulations, 

dictated by the fancy and theory fashionable at particular periods’ 

and while 'by constant interference we have prevented public 

opinion, and the experience of bankers themselves, adapting and 

moulding their business to the best and safest course'=—there has 

existed in Scotland for nearly two centuries a wholly uncontrolled 

system,—a complete free=trade in currency. And what have been the 

ve results? Scotland has had the advantage, both in 

security and economy. The gain in security is proved by the fact that 

the proportion of bank failures in Scotland has been far less than in 

England. Though 'by LAW there has never been any restriction a- 

gainst ANY one issuing notes in Scotland; yet, in PRACTICE, it has 

ever been impossible for any unsound or unsafe paper to obtain cur- 

rency. ' And thus the natural guarantee in the one case has been more 

efficient than the legislative one in the other. The gain in economy 

is proved by the fact that Scotland has carried on its business with a 

cireulation of 3,500,000 pounds, while in England the circulation is 

from 50,000,000 to 60,000,000; or, allowing for difference of popu- 

lation, England has required a currency three times greater than 

Scotland." (Herbert Spencer, SOCIAL STATICS; inside quotes are 

from James Wilson, CAPITAL, CURRENCY, & BANKING.) 

(5) Chorles Moran, MONEY, CURRENCIES AND BANKING (New 

York, 1875), 

(6) Henry Meulen, FREE BANKING (London, 1934). 

(7) John Crawford, THE PHILOSOPHY OF WEALTH (London & Pais- 

ley, 3rd ed., 1873). 

comparati 
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"| move that a D. L.P. commission be established to study ¢ 

possibilities of free, decentralized banking." (1) 2 

We are anti-communists and central banking is an old communjg 

posal . This alone should suffice to make us suspicious of centra P 

ing. Central banking has been introduced all over the world byt 

listen with what intentions the communists originally proposed its 

"The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, b 

degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralize g 

instruments of production in the hands of the State... 

"OFf course...this cannot be effected except by means of des: 

potic inroads on the rights of property and on the conditian 

of bourgeois production: by means of measures, therefo . 

which appear economically insufficient and untenable, 

which. ..necessitate further inroads upon the old social orde 

and are unavoidable as a means of entirely revolutionizing 

the. ..mode of production... 

1-4... 
_ 

5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the Stateby means. 

of a national bank with State capital and exclusive monopoly. 

v (2) 
g 

As Dr. Schwartz said (3), you can trust the communists to reali 

bad intentions. They have, with our help or tacit consent, 

the above proposal by Marx and Engels, made in the Com 

Manifesto in 1848, realized it by now everywhere. Result: 

inflations and credit restrictions have each expropriated many mill 

of people and have rendered millions unemployed or bankrupt. 

central banking has helped to bring about conditions where commu 

could prosper. 

Only a few economists fully realized the dangers inherent in cen 

banking. Their ideas ought at least to be closely studied 

D.L.P., the only party in Australia with a consistent decen 

tion policy. 
3 

Central banking is relatively new. Examples of free ban 

numerous but hardly known today. Still less known are the B 

which made it possible and which justify it. | cannot here go 

technique and detailed theory of free banking. But let me 

some observations to counter popular opinions: 

(a) Abolition of legal tender for freely issued private notes 

with the right to refuse their acceptance, would make it imp 

inflate them. There has never been a case of an inflated pap! 

without legal tender and monopoly position. f 

tions took place after the introduction of legal tender and the B2 

bition of alternative means of payment. 

(b) The inconvenience caused by several kinds of paper mon 

bably hardly greater than the inconvenience caused by severd: 

of postage stamps, theatre and transport tickets, etc.) OUg 

weighed against the inherent disadvantages of central bankin 

always either over= or under-supplies the economy wit 

media. 

Let me mention some examples of decentralized banking © 

freedom. Hamburg prostitutes before World War Il imp 

employment situatiol 
funny but interesting way: They paid for m 

pubs with photographs, showing them very lightly dress 

back was the address of the girl with a remark like: Once! 

Lily—or Marleen. These photos circulated in these pubs 

ready cash. 

| take it that you understand that this is not to be the only' 

of free banking. It certainly shows the general usefulness © 

Some more serious examples: Power plants, railwayse 

stores, bus and tramway companies and chains of peml st¢ 

been known to issue thelr own exchange media, success! 

successful would probably be issuing banks formed by 

the shops of a district. (continued on page 4-13)



The State is God, said 
Ferdinand Lassalle, the 
founder of the German 
socialist movement, As 
such the State has the 
power to "create" unlim- 
ited quantities of money 
and thus to make every~ 
body happy. Irreverent 
people branded such q 
policy of "creating" money 
as inflation. The official 
terminology calls it nowa- 
days "deficit spending," 

=) 
v N mli W 
R 

But whatever the name 
used in dealing with this 
phenomenon may be, its 
meaning is obvious, The 
government increases the 
quantity of money in cir- 

in, Then @ greater quantity of money "chases," as a rather 
bi popular way of talking about these problems says, a quantity 
o md services that has not increased. The government's action 
wofd anything to the available amount of useful things and 
. It merely makes the prices paid for them soar. 

  

Ludwig von Mises 

 Prices Rise 

tgvemment wants to raise the income of some people—e. g. 
ment employees—it has to confiscate by taxation a part of some 
'Fple's income and to distribute the amount collected among 
@[?yees. Then the taxpayers are forced to restrict their spend- .:rhile the recipients of the higher salaries are increasing their "0 the same amount. There does not result a conspicuous 
i the purchasing power of the monetary unit, 
fhe govemment 
¥ luries by prg 
fffiiflries of the 

i:”“' demand for 
Ahor sgla, thi Th 

Provides the money it wants for the payment of 
nting it, the new money in the hands of the 
higher salaries constitutes on the market an 
the not-increqsed quantity of goods and services 

® Unavoidable result is a general tendency of 
] 

‘-:EETP'E e governme i : i Cotenatio nts and their propaganda offices make to 
i "9 the " .°f évents are vain. Deficit spending 
fq“e""inolo Auantity. of money in circulation. That the 

.' % ovoids calling it inflation, is of no avail what- g 
Fc'm!.ent and s chiefs do 

ol Y Camnot speng 
] 

not have the powers of the mythical 
but by taking out of the pockets of 

   
»qllnl‘eres' 

My, 
Yy differgn o 
;& Fr;:er:t’e disc()::fl?nt};: VQITGHC'N‘\ of present goods and fuf_ure 
o ply 008, [ g ef V; vation of future goods as against 
e, :V_Olluble oda o‘r e "abolished" as long as people 

_,whic;"f‘ 9 hundre Y 10 an apple available only in a year, 
ey o115 the s CZeUTS- The height of the originary rate 

tseny OO0 May] e;npc’nent of the market rate of interest g and f, Rl refle.cts the difference in people's 
0 that 4 an i tu isfaction of needs, The disappear= 

re! it o On erest rate of zero, would mean that ely inteng UP:r: Sot!sfyzng any of their present wants 
ca e:‘"'Sleng their future wants, their 

; ond ney, and centuries to come, People 
the top "king an S consume, On the other hand, 

Y Provision for the future, be it even 
Mot save at all and consume all 
Vlous generations, the rate of 

ls 

      

    

     
    

    

    

   
Y pre 

Y limits 

It is thus obvious that the height of the market rate of interest ulti- mately does not depend on the whims, fancies, and the pecuniary 
interests of the personnel operating the government apparatus of 
coercion and compulsion, the much referred to "public sector" of the 
economy. But the government has the power to push the Federal 
Reserve System and the banks subject to it into a policy of cheap 
money. Then the banks are expanding credit. Underbidding the rate 
of interest as established on the not-manipulated loan market, they 
offer additional credit created out of nothing. Thus they are inten- 
tionally falsifying the businessmen's estimation of market conditions. 
Although the supply of capital goods (that can only be increased by 
additional savings) remains unchanged, the illusion of a richer 
supply of capital is conjured up. Business is induced to embark upon 
projects which a sober calculation, not misled by the cheap-money 
ventures, would have disclosed as malinvestments. The additional 
quantities of credit inundating the market cause prices and wages to 
soar. An artificial boom, a boom built entirely upon the illusions of 
easy money, develops. But such a boom cannot last. Sooner or later 
it must become clear that, under the illusions created by the credit 
expansion, business has embarked upon projects for the execution of 
which it is not rich enough. When this malinvestment becomes visi= 
ble, the boom collapses. The depression that follows is the process of 
liquidating the errors committed in the ecstacies of the artificial 
boom, is the return to calm reasoning and a reasonable conduct of 
affairs within the limits of the available supply of capital goods, It is 
a painful process, but it is a process of recovery. 

Credit expansion is not a nostrum to make people happy. The boom it 
engenders must inevitably lead to a debacle, LUDWIG VON MISES. 

(The above passage is excerpted from an article entitled "THE GOLD 
PROBLEM," by world-renowned economist Dr, Ludwig von Mises, 
appearing in THE INDIAN LIBERTARIAN, Bombay, India. —Ed,) 

  

THE RUNAWAY INFLATION 
  

Those who feel that a little inflation is good for the economy might 
profit from reading THE ECONOMICS OF INFLATION—q study of 
the German inflation of 1914-1923, written by Costantino Bresciani- 
Turroni (published by Barnes & Noble, 105 Fifth Ave., N. Y., $6.50). 

Here is the classic inflationary pattern—beginning with a little infla- 
tion to finance the war effort and ending with a breakdown in ex- 
change, chaos, and poverty. In 1914, the Reichsbank (the equivalent 
of our Federal Reserve System) went off the gold standard, refusing to 
redeem paper marks with gold (as happened in the U. S. in 1934). 
There followed a period in which the supply of paper marks was 
steadily increased (as has been the case in the U. S. since just before 
World War I1). This provoked a slight increase in prices each year 
(sound familiar?). But the increases became larger and 
year. 

larger each 

It is almost impossible for the human mind to conceive of the chaos 
caused In exchange once the inflation hit the runaway stage. In June 
1923, prices were 181 times higher than they had been one 
year before. Can you imagine handling your personal budgetry offairs 
in the midst of that? But that was only a prelude of what was to 
come. By August 7, 1923, prices were 71,000 times higher than they 
had been at the outset of the inflation in 1913. 

And then the real bedlam broke loose. By September 4, prices were 
over a million times the 1913 level. By October 30, that figure had 
gone up to 3 billion. Finally, on December 4, the price level hit 
one and a half trillion times the 1913 level. 

Workers were originally paid weekly in most places. Soon, they 
demanded an advance in the middle of each week—because prices 
were so much higher by the end of the week. Then it had to become 

. daily—and finally twice-daily. For if a person waited too long to 
spend his newly-eamed paper money, it was worthless. 

Wages never kept up with prices because so much was being diverted 
from production to speculation—a typical result of inflation. As a 
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result, the standard of living of most Germans constantly deteriorated. 

THE ECONOMICS OF INFLATION is a sobering explanation of what 

happens when the money managers start tinkering with the paper 

money supply. But it should be noted that the destruction brought 

about by runaway inflation would be far greater in the U. S. than in 
the German example. For in Germany, trade DID continue, thanks to 

the presence of American dollars as a stable monetary unit. But if the 

American dollar starts a runaway depreciation, then what can prop it 

up? Americans can not own gold, silver is understandably in hiding, 

and most foreign currencies are dependent upon the dollar. 

HARRY BROWNE 

(This column is the property of AMERICAN WAY FEATURES, INC., 

Box 3249, Los Angeles 28, Calif., and has been reprinted with their 

permission.) 

  

THE PROLONGED INFLATION: UNIVERSAL PLUNDER 
  

As the record in France so clearly proves, a government and its bank- 
ing system can prolong the depreciation of a currency over half a 
aentury, more or less, while reducing its buying power to less than 
four-tenths of 1 percent of its original value. If the French could do 
it who is to say that our citizens are not equally sheeplike, willing 
if not eager to be shorn of their savings, life insurance, and pension 

funds? 

Some observers may think that the Denver housewives and those in 

other cities determinedly boycotting supermarkets evidence a different 

character of the American people. Perhaps so; but until the citizens 
leamn to direct their protests against those who can end the prolonged 

inflating and force deflation, nothing but ephemeral gains will be 

won. There may be more noise than the French made, but the end 

result will be the same unless and until wisdom is substituted for 

gullibility. 

The almost continuous inflating in the United States during the past 

quarter century has reduced the purchasing power of the dollar to less 

than one-half its pre-World War Il value. During the process 

approximately $250 billion of purchasing power has been transferred 

from the accumulated savings of the victims of inflating to those who 

are in a position to demand a share of the apparent largess. This 

method of "sanctioned embezzlement" is appealing to the Nation's 

political leaders who thus can rob Peter, who seldom seems to realize 

what is happening, to pay Paul for his voting support. Therefore, we 

expect that the bias toward inflating will continue, 

However, to assume that the inflationary trend will not be interrupted 

from time to time by economic developments that are beyond political 

control would be to ignore the lessons of history. Moreover, present 

indications suggest that a deflationary interlude may now be develop~ 

ing, and the adjustments that usually occur during such a period 

are painful to those who are unprepared fo meet them., AMERICAN 

INSTITUTE COUNSELORS, INC. / INVESTMENT BULLETIN, Nov. 7, 

1966. 

  

THE DEPRESSION OF 1929 
  

"Inflatfon’s a narcotic. 
1t's ltke heroln, perhaps. 

With more and more they can postpone, 

But not prevent, collapse!t” 

The Great Depression was not just "In the cards.” It did not "just 

happen"—It was caused. Nor did it start in 1929. The groundwork 

was lald years before. The great boom of the 20's and the tragic 

depression that followed were caused by government manipulation of 

credlt, primarily through the policies of the Federal Reserve System. 

The Federal Reserve System—the "Fed"—was created by law in 1913. 

It was to be the Central Bank, the banker's bank, a central pool from 

whlch member banks could draw. In times of particular credit demand 
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In one portion of the country, the Fed would ease the 

to that area. In times of general stress, the Fed woulg 
banks that were under pressure. But private bankers h 
ready to pool their resources to support those who 

better had the nation's monetary system continued to evolyet, 

hands, for the Federal Reserve System proved to be q Ff i 
Monster, an engine of inflation that all but destroyed thunkert 

€Conomy ... o 

shifring of 

SUPPOT' me 

od alwgy 
merlteq U 

Between June, 1921, and June, 1929, the natlon's mone 
(currency plus currency substitutes, such as bank deposits) | g 

by a starting 62% from 45.3 blllion to 73.3 billion dofa" 
nature of the govemment-controlled fractlonal reserve banki, ; 
Is such that this $28 billion Increase was generated by a mUCth 

increase In bank reserves, and thls Increase in bank resen,m{ 
generated by the Fed.... (1) & 

First by one means and then another, for a period of dbay 
years, the Federal Reserve System thus force fed the fires of ar 

inflatlon. (2) The principal barometer of this was the stock mark, 
soared to incredible heights. Timidly, the Fed now sought to fi 
up on the super-abundant credit supply. But it was much too | 

The end was now in sight. It was October, 1929. [Rothbard y 

of the crash that followed:] 

"And so ended the great inflationary boom of the 1920's, | 
should be clear that the responsibility for the inflation reg 

upon the federal govemment—upon the Federal Resen 
authorities primarily and upon the Treasury and the Administra 
tion secondarily. The United States Government had sowe 
the wind and the American people reaped the whirlwind: th 

Great Depression.” (3) 

This is what caused the Great Depression. It was not capitali 
"greedy businessmen" or "underconsumption" or "overproduction. 

Nor was it "just one of those things." Economic theory and hist 

fact demonstrate that the boom-and-bust cycle is generate 

govemment-inspired credit inflation. It was government interven 

that caused the Great Depression. And it was a continuation of ! 

interventionist policies during the Hoover and Roosevelt ad 

istrations which prolonged the depression for nearly fen long 

bitter years. Rothbard concludes: 

"The guilt for the Great Depression must, at long last, b 
lifted from the shoulders of the free-market economy, o 

placed where it properly belongs: at the doors of politicians 

bureaucrats, and the mass of 'enlightened' economists. And 

any other depression, past or future, the story will be th 
same." (5) 

(Condensed from Chapter 2 of THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACH 
by Richard W. Grant.) ' 

(1) The mechanisms by which the Federal Reserve actually ochi 
this, explained at length in Mr. Grant's original text, are\® 
discounted, (b) open market purchases by the Fed of gove™ 

securities, and (c) purchase of acceptances. See also MU""’; 

Rothbard, AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION, (D. van Nost 

1963). —Ed. 

se greatly b 
imarily 

prl This P 
inf|afié 

(2) Interestingly, commodity prices did not increa 
this highly inflationary period. This is explained 
fact that productivity was also increasing at a rapid rate- 

up the importance of the correct definition of inflation: 
not "an increase in prices and wages"; this is sometimes the Iy o 

inflation, nothing more. Inflation itself is best defined s.mr yof 
increase in the money supply over and obove the suPP ybly 
precious metal standard"; a state of affairs which is invari® 

consequence of deliberate government policy. 

(3) Rothbard, op. cit., p. 152, 

(4) The "underconsumption theory" has been one of 

to blame a depression on "underconsumption” Is like 

on "under eating," 

(5) Rothbard, op. cit., p. 295. 

the fuvof“e;r 
blaming 

A
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from page 4 = 10 
someone succeeds in getting claims towards his own 

. -g5 or labour, claims issued by himself, into general cir- 
b [ servic ., gets them accepted by others who may want his 

i n—flWGL' ,know others who would, to that extent even an indi- 
ervices O obolish sales difficulties and unemployment for himself. 
uel woul‘i_ cwould be easier and more practical if several indi- 

g’nt:::PfiseS' or associations combined to issue a common ex~ 
vidualsy dia, These institutions would find less difficulty in getting 
change MEC= 
Jheir notes accepted. 

hrough monetary freedom, people could transform their SHORT- 
Thm':"efund service or work potential (their illiquid assets) into s " 

;Erchusing power (liquid assets). 

  

MOTIO 

(wfl"“”ed 

Tothe extent that 

ssibility of refusing these notes, and the distrust new notes 

The|5° counter, would insure that these notes are not overissued— 
o .s Erlirculated in excess of their cover consisting of real values, 

g&; c’md services. Free market prices would prevail. (The present 
centralized system often does not ollow. all possible and desirable ex- 

changes 1o take place at free market prices.) 

n the long run monetary freedom could so stimulate production and 

exchonge that a reduction of the general price level can be expected. 
J. M, ZUBE 

(). M, Zube is publisher of PEACE PLANS, Wilshire St., Berrima, 
N.S. W., Australia.) 

() Mr. Zube's proposal, condensed here for INNOVATOR, was 
diected to the Democratic Labour Party of Australia, the party 
forned in 1955 by the Anti=Communist wing of the Labour Party —Ed. 

(3 Kerl Marx and Friedrich Engels, THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO, 
london, 1848, 

@ or, Fred Schwartz, 
the Christian Anti 

e Communists ( 

from Sydney, Australia, currently President of 
=Communism Crusade and author of "You Can Trust 

To Be Communists)." 

  

A 
PROBLEM N GEOGRAPHY: FIND THE "FREE WORLD" 
  

E.lgium-l_uxembourg, Bolivia, Canada, West Germany, 
S_c“f, Laos, Lebanon, Paraguay, Peru, Macao, Saudi ! Witzerland *, gng Uruguay generally do not interfere with 

s import, or export of gold. 

s th N 
“qnlflfAc;t least permit their citizens legally to OWN gold, are 

Ehile'c"lom iqgegol Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Burma, Cambodia, 
Cug ' 

or 
Huifi,H; Egypt, Finlc:nd, 

Untrig, 

Shani 

N qQ i Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, 
g * Japan, South Ko Liberia, Mexi Morocco + Net rea iberia exico, , 

;i:"" , PZ‘:\ies:IQnds and Netherlénds Anti'lles, New Zealand, 
Yuu ¢ Suringy o Panama, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Urinam, ¢ 90slqy; r dwed 8 . 
P 3+ Spain fg q 10 0o Thailand, Turkey, Venezuela and 

°nin 1955 9 new addition to this list, having removed gold 
Owp * 

Sing , ld ot 
F“r;) Is i“egul C:II (excey 

olnnd Q In ql| 

Ay " Ugoslay 

9, s A El_ Salvador, Ethiopia, Guin.ec, Indio, 

Sicq Niteq Kin 9ua, Nigeria, Rhodesia, South Africa, Syria, 
. 9dom, Souyth Vietnam, and the United States of 

sC . 
W Urrency Yearbook, 1966.) * includes Liechtenstein 
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; UNISM FOR voOU! 
r'fie Q] S in Tt 

N in ‘}:1:1“5 'n Tibet have b *Positeq iy ordered that gold owned or held by 

h the govemment, A receipt will be 

*****t*******i*\Q**i**ft****yt*f*itit*it*f’*ffi 

advertisements 
***************i****i’i**********t*fi***iti**** 

GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $44.50 PER FINE OUNCE. 
LOS ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Box 1048-A, Arleta, Calif. 91331. 
Phone (213) 899-3350. 
****i****************ifi***i***i**itit**tfi**t* 

Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedom. 
Cash.  Terms or Barter, Philosophic Research  Unlimited. 
Box Zero, Chlorlde, Arizona. 
*********t**********i********it***v*i***,itt** 

FINALLY! A free-wheeling libertarian weekly idea-tactic forum. 
Trial sub: 6 weeks $1.00. ELEUTHERIAN FORUM, 711 Forest Hill, SE, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506. 
********************************i*’********‘* 

DON'T BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS! 
*******************i*********************i*i* 

Safeguard important communications with Cryptostrips; billions of 
unbreakable unsuspicious codes; much faster than matrix. $1 currency. 
Write Ad 701, INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, Calif. 90034. 
Ak Kk kkkkkkhkhkhhhkkhkord A hhkkk kA bk rhrrrhhhhdhhd sk 

OCEAN  FREEDOM—A newsletter-notebook exploring methods by 
which individuals and small groups might maximize personal and 
economic liberty through marine ventures. Gratis sample copy. 
AGORIC, Box 2116, Ocean Park Sta., Santa Monica, Calif. 90405. 
*****************************************fifi’" 

ROBERT LE FEVRE will give a 14-hour course inLos Angeles on March 
17th, 18th, and 19th. The course is entitled THE RIGHTS OF MAN 
VERSUS THE POWER OF THE STATE. 

For tickets or more information write INDIVIDUAL ACTION 

INSTITUTE, 3311 N. Towne Ave., Claremont, California, or 

call (714) 624-1868 or (714) 535-5380. 

Single Person $20. Married Couple $35 

*hkhkkkhdhkrkdhhhkdkkhhk kb Xxkhhkhhkrthkhhkhkhkhkhkhhhkhkddkixdkhkixr 

The American Student Committee to Abolish the Draft (ASCAD) cele- 
‘brates Daniel Webster Day, Jan. 18, by distributing reprintsof Daniel 
Webster's famous speech against conscription (see INNOVATOR April 

1966). For information, write Box 1944, Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

LR R R R R R R R RS R EEREEREREEEREEEEERERE RN Z IR I T e 

APRES MOl LA DELUGE! 

"The fine mist of inclpient inflation may be turning into light rain ." 
WALTER HELLER, Chalrman of the President's Council of Economic 
Advisers from 1961 to 1964, 
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BUYING GOLD IN CANADA EVERY MAN HIS OWN BANKER: THE IRISH BANK STRIK     

| went to the main branch of the Canadian I mperial Bank of Commerce (In May, 1966, 2400 junior bank officials in Ireland went op 
in a large city. The bank did not keep gold on hand and had to order  for higher salarles. BRON SHATOV, writing In FREEDOM, aly 
it, from Toronto, | believe. They required 10% deposit in advance. weekly, interpretss) ‘ 

They received shipment in about three days. | telephoned to verify A recent article by the Dublin correspondent of the FINAN 
arrival, then picked it up. TIMES, entitled "How to keep going without banks," descilbe, 

I bought both kilogram and 100-gram bars. Each kilogram bar cost me Is happening to the Irish monetary system. The closure of the 4 
about $1145 U. S. ($35.65 per troy ounce); each 100-gram bar, it that bank GCCOU':'”’ can no longer be used. That is, if 

$117 U.S. ($36.45 per troy ounce). The bars were of exactweight, write a cheque and give it to someone in- payment for gooy, 

999 fine. Two-ounce and 50-gram bars were also available. cannot exchange that cheque for an entry In the books of §s 
bank (i. e., a deposit) or for currency. This means that gy 

When ordering | mentioned that | was a Canadian citizen (I was not  cyrrency held outside the banks at the beginning of the st 
asked) . However | had been living and working in the states for a  English currency brought in by travellers (which is acceptedin|r| 
long time and undoubtedly had an American accent. Furthermore | there is no money. Since the proportion of all transactions carrie 

paid in U. 5. currency and had only a General Delivery local in cash is normally only a small part of the total of all monetary 
address. No identification was required (other than my deposit re- change, there is thus a shortage of money. 

ceipt) when | picked up the order. | dealtseparately with the Foreign 
Exchange Department for the 100-gram size and the Securities 
Department for the kilogram size. Both were a pleasure to do business 

with, An employer (e. g., a brewery) now pays its workersby e 

whereas previously they might have been paid in cash. The 
earner can, if he has a (frozen) bank account, just hang ont 

cheque, and pay his bills by writing his own cheques. Thepul 

who gets these can in turn put them In a drawer, and poy 

brewerles with his own cheques. The brewerles salt away the p 
cans' cheques and pay the workers' wages as at the beginnlng. 
process Is as simple as that. 

So what has happened? Simply this: people have started to fssue: 
own money. 

According to yourU. S. law, however, no permanent resident of the 
U. S. can legally possess refined gold. This includes persons with 
resident visas as well as U. S. citizens. To avoid possible hazards in 
transporting or reselling, | recommend that anyone who buys gold in 
Canada hide it there, preferably in an unpopulated area far enough 
away from cities to be safe from urban growth. [ would suggest doing 
this when there is no snow on the ground. 

One can also have the bank store the gold. In fact most people who If the worker does not have a cheque-book to begin with, fe 
buy gold leave it in the banks—but for this | recommend Swiss banks take hls wage-cheque fc.) the PU: d"re‘:fr who can use H::I::Z 

because the Swiss government is less subject to intimidation by the brewery, who can tear it up and write out a new one nex 
U. S. (NAME WITHHELD ON REQUEST) save paper by giving the same cheque (or a similar cheque)fi 

worker every week. And If his wage s, say, 12 pounds aV 

there Is no reason why he should not be given twelve 1 pound che 

NEUTRALIZE YOUR FIAT MONEY —and so on. 

The logical next stage of this process is to abandon the formali 

using cheques drawn on a bank and use promissory notes instead.. 

Fiat or paper money is always subject to "management” and fluctua-  difficulty of this system is obvious: If some irresponsible pfarson I 

tions in value. If you wish to avoid the effects of either inflation or ~ cheques greater in value than he receives, then they will be 

deflation, you can neutralize your position by equalizing your dollar honoured when the strike ends. But what if the banks never red 

assets and dollar debts. Here's how to do it: Then the acceptability of an individual's promissory notes will 5‘? 

depend on people's judgment of his honesty—the notes need no 

Add up the total value of your fixed—dollar assets. These include  redeemable in banknotes (which are themselves only promissory ™ 

cash, bank and savings accounts, bonds, insurance cash values, no currency is redeemable in anything else these days)—and theg 
retirement fund equities, accounts receivable, notes and mortgages tity of notes he issues. But if he is of impeccable charactels W 
receivable, etc. (Ignore assets which are not tied to a fixed dollar o stop a man Issuing more notes than he receives? The 
figure, such as real estate, common stock, or equipment.) nothing at all; this is precisely what the banks do already. 

  

  

Evade The Inflation Tax 

  

Add up the total amount of your dollar debts. These include  The Irlsh are a trusting lot. Perhaps If a sufflclent number of 
accounts payable, notes pcyub!e, the unpaid principal of mortgages  bank-clerks got jobs in the brewerles writing out cheques fo 

owed, balance of installment debt, and other dollar debts. workers, the Irlsh banks will never reopen. BRON SHATO 

Then make the total of your fixed—dollar assets approximately  (Reprinted with permfssion from June 18, 1966 issve of FREED 
equal to your total dollar debts, by shifting either or both assets and 17 Maxwell Road, London S. W. 6 En'glcmd ) W6, . 
debts. -~ 

  

If your fixed-dollar assets exceed the debts, either liquidate some of . . . onsider 
these assets and use the proceeds to purchase (for example) equipment profit from) '.nflq“on or deflation. But be careful to Cou off 
or material (physical) assets. Or increase your dollar debtsby borrow - possible loss if luck goes against you; how much can ¥ g 

ing more money, again using the proceeds to purchase assets that are lose? Speculative gains may be deceptive; for instance, ! 
. : ma, 

not tied to a fixed dollar figure. Older persons are more likely to be 9" asset for $1000, hold it and sell it later for $1500, Yo 70 
in this situation. As you approach retirement, it is especially impor- that after discounting interest and the change in the value ois py 

tant to guard against inflation, as you may then be living solely on YoV !\qve actually suffered a net loss. The speculatof 

your savings. The difficulty of recovering inflation losses at an ad- '™ his fortunes to the manipulations of the money managers: 
vanced age may be virtually insurmountable, You ¢ 

; < ¢+ Thereis niarket risk in any kind of wealth you can own. 

If your dollar debts exceed your fixed-dollar assets, either |ic‘|vuid%ute balanei . T 
some of your real (non-fixed—dollar) assets and use the funds fo reduce Jg:’nlfjlng your fixeddollar assets against fixeddollar 
your dollar debts, or increase your dollar assets by more rapid savings. SNA",E . 
Many young persons have dollar debts exceeding their dollar assets. (Mr. Snare is Associate Professor of Economics a 

. , of Chattanooga, « private and  independent 
Of course, you may possibly wish to speculate on (attempt to make a Tennessee.) 

duce the risks, however, by careful choice, diversificlatlf?ilfies. 
jabl 
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ExPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

> 
roiving an Economic Daisaster 

assION?_HYPERINFLATION? COLLAPSE? 
/—_' 

  

fr yeors the Unlted States govemnment has swindled Its subjects 

hrough Inflatfon—(ssulng Increasing quantities of (essentially) unsub- 

gutloted [OU's, thus depreciating the savings and penslons of the 

gilible, But s they have sown, so they shall reap. The "shortage" 

dilver, the outflow of gold, and the erratic stock market all herald 

e coming monetary storm, And those responsible are fast running 
atof gimmicks to postpone thelr moment of truth. (1) 

  

   

    

   

  

   

    

     

   

      

     

    

    
    
   

    

   

    
    

    

Govemment policy makers will determine the kind of disaster. They 
nat choose among three altematives, all unpleasant: (a) Stop (or 
dcewse) their inflation and plunge the country Into a severe 

tresion,  (b) Increase thelr inflation and watch the dollar 
dpreciate without imft. (c) Continue their inflation but "fight" Its Imptoms with coercion, eventually bringing fascist-socialism and/or 
meconomic collapse, (2) 
1 
:n:::?;lgorlgpzcdfllons are forboding enough but these are com- 

Pecorlous "bulugc;o :CY '"VO|ve"ments: one result of Inflation Is the 

25 bllllon In sh :, payments" situatlon. As of September, 1966, 

telns agelngt on ]% E:ltlelrm dollar assets were held abroad; these are 

Bremment COuld);[ lonIn U. S, gold. Of course the goons of 
Oedllor, mply devalue the dollar and defraud thelr forelgn 

otlve mea::,d not only lose "prestige" and Influence, but 
ed, and e rES- Already tisolationist expedlents have 

But Zu : Imposed—exchange controls, tourlst taxes 

3 7S In the long ry ch restrlctions will merely aggravate U. S. 

¢ frylng o "pem:‘. .l.n thelr desperation, the money manipula- 
" step with fhefie forelgn governments to Inflate thelr cur= 

+ S., through some kind of flat intematlonal ol Medla, B 

¢ way they c‘;;?."“*’e““‘on 1s unlikely. (3) There Isone and 
Preserve the dollar"—deflate. 

But l'hey WO 

defl 

by o Nlon, of ng s atter 3 

e Sepr on—gq p(ly:c"‘ld Inflatlon-Inspired malinvestment, will 
hlhlmunr?ge l"‘elusflchy :q ¥ unpopular solutlon. And because of 

:fuge laws) Q:‘dOSI'ered both by State coerclon (e. g., by 

n [:'°“|d be the p, Corporate-unlon bureaucratlc customs, a 
the esf::t Severe ever experlenced. Nevertheless 

In c:rtivelah':maflve. And the Establishment 
rol o Itical tus and mass ne D Saclq| Qo po apparatus  ani 

Of 
ressed up as an "Austerlty Program” 
e urged to "sacriflce In the natlonal 

Yeon ernflq 
h“\‘ g . tlon, whicl 

h de rect 
tyg, DO Teque Preclates money to nothling In a 

.'Q'"fin: 2 ‘”mrz,;:o“ 'hlure!:{t |p° ley—of-State any more, perhaps be- 

Mg SXpery.. o4 State Urn such an adventure Is the State Itself. 

““hll?e'q'y d:e St ':)rltziclm:rm's seem to have leamed from the 

Lh‘ % the ePreqqfioh alt Warl, In many countrles perlods of 

'n?:"“n “nomy uw - omate with attempts by "strong men" 
BN f;“‘f' Poltireqy Shn cal} 

c“m’"b :Ymptzmi"wp;’-d!tlous approach 1s to continue thelr 

Usine e Gmr:lh coerclve controls, and blame thelr 
workers, Such a"War on Inflation" 

’“ 

i 

progresses through more-or-less predictable escalations in coerclon, 

each new "control" belng a reaction to the economic effects of pre- 

vious State violence. Briefly: The coercivists impose price controls. 

Controls result in shortages to which they respond with rationing. 

Rationlng brings "black markets," absenteeism, and production in- 

efficiencies to which the goons respond with secret police, forced 

labor, leaner rations and selzure of businesses. Increasing popular 

opposition prompts censorship, mass arrests, and usually a war which 

they use as an excuse for their tyranny. If carried to the bitter end 

(which may require months—or decades) the market is essentially 

destroyed, being replaced by State bureaucracy, which, being unable 

to perform economic calculation, collapses. (4) 

Other States which have gone through a coercion-collapse cycle had 

substantial "peasant" populations to turn to—subsistence farmers who 

were little involved la or affected by the market economy. And the 

rulers survived (If they survived) by looting the peasantsto feed them- 

selves and their supporters. But in contemporary America and most of 

Western Europe, almost everyone, including farmers, is highly 

dependent on trade. And a hundred million narrow specialists won't 

all revert to a primitive agrarian life—successfully! So an economic 

collapse here might well be the most destructive catastrophe in his= 

tory. 

Protection and Survival 

How can the ratlonal Individual protect himself? Specifically what 

forms of savings should he choose? Since coming developments are not 

fully predictable, one must be prepared for all eventualities. 

Fixed dollar assets, such as savings accounts, bonds and non-term life 

fnsurance are risky no matter what happens. Continued inflation may 

depreciate dollars faster than interest is accrued. A dzpression may 

bankrupt or disable financlal Institutions, savings and loan associa- 

tlons being especlally vulnerable. (5) Bank and security transac- 

tions are scrutinized by tax thieves: already, cash withdrawals of 

a thousand dollars or more must be reported, (6) Equity in life 

Insurance or "pension plans" may be lost if one must "run and hide." 

Stock market speculation is generally profitable only for the 

individual with appreclably more knowledge than the average trader; 

not only an understanding of economic theory but extensive informa- 

tion on particular companies and industries is required. The time 

needed to obtaln and maintain such knowledge may be a worth-while 

Investment for the man who figures his net-worth In six digits, but 

hardly for the person with a few hundred dollars. Likewise, specula- 

tlon in commodity futures, land, and antiques (including "rare" coins 

and stamps) 1s best left to experts. 

A logical flrst investment is a year's supply of food staples and other 

consumption goods stored outside metropolitan areas. A food cache 

may not only save your life in event of any disaster from a nuclear 

war or economic collapse to {arge-scale crop failure, but preserve your 

freedom if the goons Impose food rationing as one more device to 

"discourage" deviation. 

Acquisition of durable goods or land (for personal use) is more 

questionable. While a depression probably won't lower food or new 

equlpment prices appreciably, USED goods and land may be bargains. 
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On the other hand, further Inflation (Including war) will of course 

ralse most prices, 

U. S. sllver colns (bought at face value) are a good hedge against 

elther Inflation or depression. If Inflation continues, sllver may 
double or triple In price within a few years. [f a depresslon comes, 
U. S. colns stll command face value. Unllke securlties, silver 
requires lTttle attention; It con be cached and left alone. Also unlike 
securlties, stlver Is not easily seized. In fact, since stlver Is widely 
distributed (unlike gold In 1933), the goons may not even deem the 
billion in possible plunder worth "outlawing" It. Silver can be pur- 
chased as bulllon or in Mexican coins for 6% less, but these could 

(concelvably) go down as well as up in price. 

Gold, more compact than silver, Is also more likely to appreclate 
during a depression. Pre-1933 gold colns can be legally purchased 
In the U. S. for about 30% over gold price. Gold bullion can be 
purchased through banks in Switzerland, Canada, Lebanon, and other 
monetarily~free natlons for a few cents over $35 per ounce. 

Anyone who entertalns thoughts of leaving the U. S. should keep 
funds abroad. Exchange controls could be imposed at any time. (7) 

In conclusion, an economic disaster is necessarily a disaster only for 
those who rule and their complacent-obedient subjects.  The indi- 
vidual who 1s informed, courageous, and PREPARED can survive and 

make new opportunities. EL RAY 

(1) "Good Coin and Bad," January 23 BARRON'S, describes the 

precarious monetary situation of the U. S. and English governments 

and surveys the state of currencies around the world. 

(2) The Viet Nam war has an Inflatlonary effect so long as it is 
financed by "creating" new money. Some believe that peace would 
bring depression and ascribe U.S. involvement partly to economic 

motives. But the same effect (continued inflation) could be achieved 

less destructively by cutting taxes more than government expenditures. 
A State's motivations for war are usually more psychological than 
economic: war diverts the attention of harassed subjects to FOREIGN 
enemies. 

(3) Non-participation by even a few nations would cause capital to 

flow to them and bring down such a house of cards. In the unlikely 

event that universal monetary controls were imposed, the most pro- 

bable result would be world-wide hyperinflation followed by collapse. 

(4) Soviet Russla and other Communist States survive as well as they 

do by: (a) Allowing peasants considerable economic autonomy. 

(b) Tolerating large and growing “grey markets." (c) Purchasing or 
looting critlcal equipment from outside. (d) Imitating the prices as 
well as the technology of less-enslaved countries. Imitative pricing, 
especially, is essential for a socialist State (or even a large bureau- 
cratic corporation). If Western countries collapse, inability to per- 
form economic calculation will force Communist rulers to free their 
people or suffer collapse in tum, For a discussion of the problem of 
economic calculation, see Ludwig von Mises' HUMAN ACTION, esp. 
Ch. XXVI (Yale Univ. Press, 1949), 

(5) While the government supposedly insures such accounts, its ready 
cash is aminute fraction of the hundred-odd billion dollars on deposit. 
It could, of course, simply print enough currency to meet withdrawals 
but this would nullify its deflationary measures and set off a worse 
inflation. A more likely ploy would be to "pay off* depositors in 
long-term govemment bonds—redeeming (before term) onthe basis of 

"need." 

(6) For this reason even personal checking accounts are of dubious 
usefulness. Paying by check not only generates possible evi- 
dence against self but Increases the vulnerability of others. In 
a coerclve society, paylng cash is "good etiquette." 

(7) See also "Forelgn Investments," March 1965 INNOVATOR, 

  

"The Amerlcan Govemment Is actually mounting the beginnings of a 
Zwangswirtschaft (the coercive economy of the Nazls) which, In 
principle, resembles disquietingly the former German model." 
WILHELM ROEPKE (*THE DOLLAR SEEN FROM GENEVA") 

SOLUTICN TO ONE PROBLEM 

Dr. Boardman writes from the “ghest town™ of Chleride, Aty 
Ong, 

  

The most emphatic problem § 
people who are trying to fing fh acly 
to freedom, today, "Wolvege T 
created by too many ygqh'il': 

donothingness, Except for q 
sons who have been In by 
themselves, most of the 
dissatisfied with the status qu?all' 

spent most of thelr time taking o,d,,(e 

The remarkable hesitancy displ z 
Is only mildly disguised by fumping ] 

and down, rather wildly, in oneplgc? 
proclaiming, waving ams, arg, 
and generally wasting time, ; 

  

R 

Few I 
Inegs 'f», e

 

                                                          
  

George Boardman 

But observe the case of Mr, Willip, 

Jones and family, If you will, Mr. Jones enrolled in my home 
course a few months ago while living in Santa Rosa, Califomia, § 
disgust with the welfare state of Califomia grew apace and while t, 
disgust grew, Mr. Jones read an advertisement by Mr, Culling 
of Bonners Ferry, ldaho. Mr, Jones did something! He wrote to i, 
Cullinane, made a deal and moved to Bonners Ferry with his fan 
ily. Lassiter, removed from the clutches of the socialist schul 

system is studying a home study course and operating the service st 
tion. There is also a small motel involved in the deal and Mr, Jone 
is also doing some selling as an independent contractor. Imagine such 
daring! The Jones family didn't even discuss their plans with a groy 
nor did they wait for others to join up. They took that gigantic fir 
step towards solving a problem, ridding themselves of disgust ont 
bitterness, DOING | 

Dr. Arthur Sperry and his family at Liberty Hills Farms, Camp Verd, 
Arizona, an INNOVATOR advertiser, took that giant step more tha 
a year ago and has progressed so far that he Is now building a hout 
for his hydroponics tomato factory, with our newest ghost town resi- 
dent and a couple of other people, as partners In the venture.   Tom Wright, his wife Marge and their two children, Lisa and Tomm: 
are residents of Chloride and Marge is my first resident studenh 
They made their decision to leave Rockford, Illinols only last April 
sold their belongings and took that giant step. | 

Mr. Karlis Paucitis, a true entrepreneur, arrived in Chloride wifhhl’; 

wife on July 4, moved on to Camp Verde a few days later, bought @ 

acre and a log cabln, retumed to Maryland and began prepflmflm‘sT 
move. Another INNOVATOR advertiser, he Is now at Liberty H”I’f‘ 

Farms and has made one business trip to Chloride. He will hflnd°§ 

sales of my home study course and syndicate my newspaper colunté 
adding these activities to a dozen others. 

A 
Joe Hurley and family, formerly of Colorado Springs, quit his govem‘i 
ment job and, after battling many difficulties, moved to LibertY !-I|‘m§ 
Farms, Before leaving Colorado he wrote, "Dear Dr. Boardmani ™ 
off your back. Your friend, Joe Hurley." 

Belleve It or not, there are others, Individual human beings fc\i{k(l)naé 
individual action In pursuit of their own happiness and | hope T+ 
may find encouragement in these actions as have I. | 

ey 

In each of these cases, the people involved first discovered th“lf Lhw: | 
and they alone, are and always will be responsible for fhe l'unlll ! 
declsions. Declisions, however, accomplish exactly not ng alnd 
action follows. Actlon Is the solution to the first problem: °Verc°f he 
the Initial inertia, a fantastic Inertia which plagues t0© many © 

people In these unfortunately united States. 

Good luck and good health to you, in Freedom. 
GEORGE BOARDMAN, PH. D. 
(Dr. Boardman Is Director of Philosophlc Researc 
distinguished newspaper columnist.) 

0 
h Unlimited/ ond 

  ot ¢ 
"We must say with all gravity that whoever tolerates Inflaf';B:FF 
lects disorder Is a protagonist of dictatorship,” JACQUES 
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Classics House in Chicago 

of Liéf(:l:; Thomley's first=hand por- 

O assin of President Kennedy, Lee Harvey 
e e as}iomle)’ was closely acquainted in 1959, 

h‘,mTl > of that book, entitled OSWALD, was 

et assumpt ;’n Jeed guilty of the assassination In 

as dicated by the Warren Report—and the 

fit analyze Oswald's earlier words 

T of the ommissilon']st;zz)nc:‘uslgns. Atf the 

! fa the Report of the 

:*’odl" iting o}iaclo.c;\'fi:\tzea Iss’ued, but the 26 volumes 

" Com n hich it was based were not yet available. 

we 2 Mr. Thomley has begun to mony 6 volumes 
g ining the 2 f }:is book: that the conclusions 
0TS umption © 
E“"fionthe bas(ljf_,,:sr:issiz" are correct. In the article that 

e Wh:"::esen” what he has called "an ad hoc epilogue™ 

llows 
nosWALD. 

mind of nearly every American statist of either 

| or so-called Consewat}ive ;fa;:efz isl the eln- 

old assumption that individuals acting 

el N?V;;‘:;l{,epfr;?ed. Addedpto this is the even less rational 

‘aMNldeu that institutions, which is to say many individuals 

"ld::'fe,he,, are—particularly if they are "your" institutions— 

;3ALWAYS to be trusted. When, on top of this, the distinction 

ive individuals and coercive institutions, or States, 
gieen MONCOETC! 

{tmed you have @ condition of the mind which leaves it barely fit 

s with the complex problems of modem society. People suffer- 

yilntly from this form of psychosis are called politicians and 

moher people look to them for leadership, because, If nothing 

& ey seem to radiate the self-confidence of so many Napoleons. 

., back of the et 

et who hes not yet seen reason to doubt the Warren Commission's 
wasin theory, should read carefully the Warren Report and 
®ike 2 volumes to see how many, If any, of the Commission's 
:zl'mlom are supported by the evidence the Commission used. Or 
tigh, If s interest does not warrant such extensive research, 

L .mi:’V o all of the books by such critics of the Commission as 
od Lane, 

%y bertar; 
o h::’;;’]"s acquainted with the writings of the revisionist his- 

f(bmmlssl:' t:e conclusions of what was known as the Pearl 

v ydemonstr: tave In the light of post-war evidence been con- 
T dec; ed to be nothing more than political lies designed 

"Pf“fl Horbor :;'e fo enter the war, The Japanese "sneak" attack 

:"defEd by fl':e 05 now argued, was provoked by the U.S. and was 

5:.2 Much for th::nese who launched it to be a defensive meas- 
tr, ®Putation of Presidential "fact-finding" com= 

gmembormss[n 
e, 1 

i:;m &mmlslgn "itall 
t HNJOO was | 

)\ " theme, 

'kbe 
i, 

Yy 
! T gly clear—embarrassing at least to those of 

: tfinded to accept its findings—that the 

all probability simply another variation on 

%ons for festimgn :‘ Ytown S.hlfl' In opinion include: differences 

* P‘""Phrus:d\;"messes as It appeared inthe 26 vol- 
9rams, mayi n the Warren Report; the inexplicable 

ee films, and other - photographed: evi- 

‘%fl the octor] :{Olumes, and especially the astound- 

o SVidence ) u:g 9pparent on the photos which 

by 1y Meny . '€%d an Qnonne on the cover of LIFE Magazine, 
'hew“ the }?Vefligth S pasted on someone else's torso. 
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 checking beneath his bed each nig 

“they all sleep peacefully. 

INFLATION: A DOUBLE OPP ORTUNITY 
  

It Is rare Indeed when an Individual can advance general educ 
on behalf of liberty and enhance his own well-be!ngg considerabl;flzz 
result of government meddling. So rare, In fact, that many advocates 
of sound economics are apt to overlook the opportunity that now 
presents Itself under the gulse of Inflation. 

Inflation is not to be eniffed at nor whined about. [t is good news to 
those who are willing to use 1t as a means of motivating large numbers 
of people to become familiar with laissez-falre economics, and to 
those who are willing to prepare for its long=range effects by Invest- 
ing in commodities which will be in particular demand as a result of 
the sure~to-come havoc. 

All over America these days irate citizens are gathering Into 

consumers' unions, voters' leagues, and protest lines because prices 
are going up and they want to know why. For years the "Liberals" 
have been blaming the businessmen, and the "Conservatives" have 
been blaming the unions, and the Govemnment has been blaming all 

four. But at last there Is in office a STRONG President who exercises 
his political power to keep business and labor "in line"—and prices 
are going up even faster! The people want to know why. Credible 

information s, in this age of credibility gaps, in demand. 

Libertarians can begin to fill this market demand. Libertarians under- 

stand that It is the enormous and increasing output of fiat money and 

other money~-substitutes by the Federal Govemment that IS inflation, 

and as such Is responsible for the bidding up of prices—Inflation's 

bestrknown side effect. 

That interested cltizens are gathering in public places makes it 

possible for one libertarian fo achieve extraordinary coverage on this 

issue. For a few dollars he can have hundreds of leaflets printed, 

which he can distribute by hand in less than an hour by standing out- 

side a meeting hall where inflation has just been the topic of 

discussion. Further, he can offer himself as a speaker at many of these 

gatherings. 

Ideally, the libertarian inflation-troubleshooter will appeal to the 

self=interest of his audience. He will, after explainingwhat inflation 

really is and how it causes prices to go up, tell people what to do 

obout it AS INDIVIDUALS. This will keep them listening, and it will 

multiply his audience—as its members persuade relatives and friends 

to listen also. 

Nor, ideally, will he forget his own self-interest. Not only will he 

practice his counsel on investing for survival of economic chaos; he 

will charge a fee for hls services to others, as groups and as indi- 

viduals. As for the leaflets he distributes, he will efther advertise 

such services In them or tequire a small payment for them, Nor Is 

there any reason not to eam additional profits by selling other books 

on inflation which are available from liberty-oriented sources. 

It is useless to complain about that over which you have no control, 

actual or potential. It s foolish to advance causes which can at best 

only remotely benefit your well-being. But It Is moral and sensible to 

meet an Information gap with desperately needed and wanted facts 

and collect a fee for your service. 

As a libertarlan you are uniquely qualified. 

GIDEON SMITH 
Don't delay. 

And your 

customers need you NOW | 

  

r even a strong tentative one). Butl am 
lusion (o 

form a flnal concly ( not correct AND if deliberate 
saying that if the Warren Report is 

de);eigt'was involved, then libertarians should point out to their friends 

on the radical Left the necessary implications. [t means that many of 

them had better do some premise checking, FAST. 

* x K 

k on Pearl Harbor 

his initial reaction to the Japanese attac 

E::rwggrenssuid, s At first | was inclined to dismiss it as some mania- 

cal undertaking of individuals," I'm sure the Honorable Earl Warren 

o Liberal and authoritarian Conservative In 
Joins many a so called Libe ht—suspicioning an indlvidual. May 

KERRY THORNLEY 
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ALIANZA PARA SOCIALISMO 
  

y without reservation that the 

As a resident of Latin America, | can sa 

Y has been a total failure. 

widely publicized "Alliance for Progress 

Since the establishment of this program, which was supposedly de- 

signed to aid the growth of underdeveloped Latin American nations, 

there have been complaints of foot-dragging, veiled indictments have 

been made by American officials of irregularities in the use of the 

money, the Latin American opinion of the United States has deterior= 

ated, and, most important, the economic conditions of the countries 

that the program was intended to aid have actually grown worse. 

, in all probability, is a result of the program's 

which rejected the free- enterprise system and substituted 

place, statist and interventionist policies. For example, in every 

speech given on the subject by the late President Kennedy and the 

various chiefs of the agency, it was urged that there be land reforms, 

- improvements in the fiscal policies, and social change. These were 

the "conditions” which had to be met before a country could qualify 

for the hand-outs. 

design, 
The failure , in its 

recommended did not encourage the giving away 

held by governments; they advocated in= 

d subdivision of privately-owned land that 

This is happening today in Chile. 

The "land reforms” 

or selling of unused land 

stead, the expropriation an 

was ALREADY in production. 

" meant nothing more than an increase 

on of the taxing powers of the States, 

n zones where there is 
"|mprovement in fiscal policies 

in taxes and a wider applicati 

causing an almost unbearable tax burden i 

already a chronic lack of capitalization. 

no one was ever really certain what this was 

As for "social change" 

intended to mearr. 

In the opi_nionhéf:mosf thi 

endorsement of the socialist policies alr 

American countries and which were the causes © 

nking Latin Americans, the program was an 

eady prevailing in most Latin 

f such povertyas then 

existed. = 

ced with an interesting paradox: here was the 

nation in the world, rejecting the 

and advocating the 

same 

And so we were fa 

United States, the most advanced 

very system that had placed her in that position, 

opposite sysfem:éfafism-—For the nations wishing to reach the 

level. 2 
s 

The best way to help the people of our countries (if that is the in- 

tention) is to abandon the Alliance for Progress and, instead, do away 

with the trade barriers, taxes, and quotas that prevent the free intro- 

duction of goods from our countries info yours. 

The Latin American economies are based upon the production and ex- 

port of raw materials: meats and wheat from Argentina and Uruguay; 

coffee from Brazil and Colombia; oil from Venezuela; copper from 

Chile. These are the true sources of prosperity for these countries, 

yet they are in trouble both from the Statists internally, and from the 

protectionists of the United States extemally. 

A positive aid program would be one which would abolish the loans 

and gifts, and end the barriers to trade—thus opening for us a new 

economic frontier. N. GU ILLERMO MOLINELLI, Buenos Aires. 
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os Angeless Califer 

"EXO 
H BEEN HUNTED ROUND THE GLOBE"     

3 |NNOVATOR'5 purposes is to serve as a "trade journal" for 

;;“fm berfaricns to discuss ways in which an individual may 

is own prospects for survival and personal freedom. This 
e b in this light, the possible benefits of migration and 
o8 onsicers; 

anaiional mobility. 

1 beore lost November's elections, Lyndon B. Johnson issued an 

bevtive Order (111310 which directs the Attorney-General among 

| hings to ", .develop emergency plans for the control of persons 

reping to enter or leave the U.5."   e (it will be argued) this and the other frightening clauses of 
0M310will not have any effect except in case of "emergency." 
oy government possessing emergency powers can be expected to 
i ifij"é[;;mergencies. After all, what good are powers, iftheycan't 

! 
iét;;:tgpmfe;?')jrr;:\rf;hdrecfl. Travel taxes .cmd exchcfnge.controls 
Pt flites with 7henq\\hGovernm?nt |s. equndlr}g its data- 

% nulote g londer e an ounc?d‘ intention of' u.smg.them.to 
Wt uriyers | " dpeac:ei"ul cmze.ns. The air is thick with 

o ity an .| c_io mean universal" says Dwight D. 

8 od ot fCOnfcnpt‘lon. Daily, American legislators, 
X ators issue forth laws and edicts that would have 

The solution suggested for every real 
i 
1h°si::° Mussolini blysh 
0, 200y problem 1 ) " em Is to threaten yet another group of persons with 

of their worldly goods. 
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"d‘,mcf"mpcre tlhle.u::'r?:S hov? recently begun, for INNOVATOR, 

i hreed°'“ enjoyed isnn: “?,ns of the world with respect tothe 
S stand qt fl.?c - They have been concerned not 

taded, Som S moment, but also in what direct- 

'Ssue- e preliminary findings are includedin 

", € Months ;'f:::er information will be published from 

'bql r?senfly)b 

ion, wed in the Us g ) 
We , A, INNOVATOR is an interna- 

:dge of otOZ:dc:PP"?Ciufe comments by readers with 

’interes, oreunmes' supplementing what is stated 

N custom eéntry and exit regulations, distinc- 
¢ and new trends and developments. 

Mitfill 
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class 4 . assical liberals and other liber-. 

DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

One Year, $2.00 — Single Copy, 25¢ > 
DUS 

To evaluate the freedom existing in a nation, we should ask: 

Is it possible for most i people to leave without physical i 
by the authorities? Prysicalinterference 

H{:::vt;1 l?rge numbers of persons been imprisoned or confined because 
of their ancestry, religion, nationality, occupation, "class,” . W : 
beliefs or "peculiar" (though non-coercive) behavior? 

Does widespread slavery (chattel or conscript) exist? 

Are children taken from their parents by force or threats, and 
compelled to attend State-run or State-approved institutions? 

Is voluntary trade and peacefully-acquired property usually at- 
tacked by bandits, protection racketeers, war-lords,"planners," or 
tax—collectors? 

Is official permission (license or permit) required in order to seek 
employment, transact business, or conduct other voluntary 

activities? 

Is some form of personal identification required to be produced on 

demand? 

Let us dispose of the countries under overt Communist Party control 

first. All, except recently Yugoslavia, maintain "Iron Curtains" to 

prevent their inmates from leaving. All of them have large proportions 

of their populations imprisoned, institutionalized, or subject to 

"directed" labor. All have some form of conscription. All have 

compulsory school attendance laws. All have severe taxation. All 

have government monopolies or centralized control of insurance, 

banking and credit, medicine, mail delivery, transportation, high- 

ways, public works, radio, television, the Press. All expropriate 

private property for "public" use. All regulate and censor art and 

reading matter to "protect the public" from “subversive" and "“trashy" 

material. All use licensing and "regulation in the public interest" to 

control whatever private enterprise is still allowed to exist. 

One 
We do not recommend emigration fo any Communist country. 

might as well stay here. 

e scale we find that no (inhabited) places on 

0% free, and we do not expectto find 

But here and there a small country, 

evelopment looks very good. 

At the other end of th 

earth could be considered 10 

such a place in our i fetimes. hert 

i i roper 

Kz:o[i(:;t’ f::::l:cllfy;nc;r pé':rczit:cz zf t)l;e Netherlands Antilles, th-e 

Bahamos’, and Hong Kong are among the freie:t. I'fi::;%orlf‘or;?n;: 

especially significant, for it shows that relative 

incompatible with a high density population nor industrial devel- 

opment. 

nclaves are subject to violence 

Unfortunately, all small co'untrilefl o::C:_keeping" organizations. Do 

by neighbors and lnfernal:':r:merrcan Press on "Freeport" foretell the 

the hysterical ctfccks: int A 

demise of that Bahamian haven? 

untries of the world, perhaps (all things 

o nd best all-around prospect for the 
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Braliminary Findings 

Atiliry to Leave: As far as we can determine, all non-Communist - 
bloe countries are still quite easy for most people to get OUT of. 

  

Mass Imprisonment: Bad news here. So far we can only verify that 
Zweaden, Switzerland, and some of the "little" countries have avoided 

the mass roundups characteristic of the twentieth century. (Sweden 
and Switzerland were neutral in recent wars, and "little" countries 
can't clways afford the necessary arrangements.) Mental institutions 
are the very latest thing in concentration camps, and mental health 
autherities are dangerous everywhere. 

  

C 

Inveluntary Servitude: lIsrael (which drafts women), the Iron Curtain 

and the USA, seem to have the most severe forms of con- 

seript slavery. There is no conscription in: Andorra, Aruba, Bohamas, 
Berbades, Bermuda, Canada, Costa Rica, Curacoo, Great Britain, 
Haiti, Heng Kong, lceland, India, Ireland, Jamaica, Lebanon, 
Liechtenstein, Pakiston, Panama, Rhodesia, Trinidad. In some other 
countries, such as Mexico and Switzerland, military training does not 
take citizens away from home and family for long periods. 

  

countries, 

Compulsory Miseducation: There appears to be no correlation between 
school cttendance and literacy rates on the one hand, and the 
existence or non-existence of compulsory attendance laws on the 
other. Schooling is free (i.e., non-compulsory) in Aruba, Bardados, 
British Honduras, Columbia, Curacao, Hong Kong, Panama Canal 
Zone, Scudi Arcbia, Singapore. 

  

Plunder: Switzerland ond Liechtenstein do not indulge much in 
expropriating private property. Taxation in these countries is also 

guite low. There is no PERSONAL INCOME TAX in Andorra, 
Bchemas, Guatemala, Monaco. There are no internal SALES TAXES 

in Andorra, Bahamas, Guatemala, Honduras, Liechtenstein, 

Nicerogua. There are no general IMPORT DUTIES in Andorra, Aruba, 

Curacao, Singapore. (While it may appear that the important quest- 
ion is "how much" taxation rather than "what kinds," it must be 

remembered that these taxes are used as much for registration, 
disclosure and control, as for plunder. 

   

  

   
    

   
   

Monetary ond Exchange Controls: Of special interest to the potential 
refugee are the countries that permit private ownership of gold, 
provide safe depositories for funds, and do not hinder export of 
capital. For details concerning gold ownership, and ways to transfer 
funds abroad, see the Jan. 1967 and March 1965 INNOVATOR. 
(Since the Jon. issue oppeared, the situation in France has improved: 
the French government has abolished all controls on import and export 
of gold, effective Feb. 1.) Some countries that do not presently have 
exchange controls are: Canada, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, 
Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Panama, Switzerland, and 

(surprise!) the United States of America. 

  

The cbove findings are necessarily incomplete; the nations listed in 
each case are examples only. But even a cursory survey such as this 
shows that many countries in the world are freer than the USA in 
SOME ways, and some are freer in almost EVERY way. Those which 
enjoy the greatest personal and economic freedom today, will be the 
ones most likely to survive future world crises and perhaps the next 
war to end war. MARTTI LAHTINEN 

  

LAND OF PEACE AND PLENTY 
  

The most prosperous land on earth is Liechtenstein — a 61 square mile 
Principality nestled in the Rhine Valley between Switzerland and 
Austria, Liechtensteinians enjoy the world's highest median income. (1) 

Its government is a constitutional -hereditary monarchy vested in the 
Hapsburg family. The Prince of Liechtenstein is Franz Joseph Il, a 
nephew of Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria, -and closely related to 
most of the royal families of Europe. The government of Liechtenstein 
is quasi-democratic, with a 15-member legislature, the "Diet." 
Elections are held every four years. Membership in the Diet is 
primarily for prestige, for it seldom meets. 

The government's annual budget is: income, $140, 000, expe 
$120,000. There has not been a national debt since 195, ) 8:‘1 

third of the government revenue comes from the sale of postage g1, 
one-half from import duties imposed by the Swiss Customs Unicn 7 

most of the remainder from corporate income tax and the Sc,hc.-: 
corporate licenses. Liechtenstein has no property, sales, cinoren, 

s Garet 
or gasoline taxes. 

Liechtenstein pays no dues to any international orgenization, o 
not loan or give money to any other nation, does notpay of '-'J;;:; 
either the Diet or the Royal Family, ond has not maintained cn . 
for a hundred years. Government interference with private proge 

is minimal; there is no "urban renewal" or slum clearance, cng 

government does not exercise a so-called "right" of eminent domg;, 

(3) The government does pave some roads, supports an eleven-r, 
police force, and prints stamps. 

        

In short, the government of Liechtenstein, like o widely-cdvertic, 

shampoo, "doesn't do much." It exists primarily to give sonctic 

under international law to five of Liechtensteins's six majorindustries 
corporation paper holding, banking, trading, precision manufacturing 
and stamp printing. The sixth major industry is, of course, touriss 
which involves nearly everyone who has a souvenir to sell or a chale 

that could be rented. 

A substantial number of Liechtenstein's 20,000 inhabitants serve o 

Presidents of Liechtensteins's five-thousand plus corporations., For thi 
they receive $5 to $500 a month, but generally have no responsibilitie 
or power. A list of the companies incorporated in Liechtenstein 
impressive. 

Banking employs about 10% of the population. Liechtenstein bank 
are noted for their honesty, dependability, and secrecy — not a single 
one has failed in over 175 years. In Liechtenstein one can keg 

deposits or make exchanges in many types of foreign currency, ban 

notes, gold, silver, or platinum, 

International trade is, of course, a large business in Liechtensteino 

it is in all small autonomous States. Billions of dollars a yeer in 
other government's taxes are avoided by passing certain items through 
Liechtenstein. The country also has a small but growing manufacturing 
community, producing precision machine needles, surgical tools, anc 
optical lenses. 

Last in importance is the postage-stamp industry. Liechtenstein" 
National Post Office is not in the mail delivery business, and there- 
fore prints chiefly "rare" stamps. These it sells to Liechtensteinian 
who re-sell them to collectors all over the world for five to fifty fime: 

the original price. It is little wonder that Liechtensteinians make 
national holiday out of the first day of issue of a new stamp, and f}f‘” 
"issuing another stamp" has long been the government's favorite 

"welfare" program. 

Foreign Policy 

Liechtenstein has diplomatic relations with only five nations: Swi'z” 

erland, Austria (the immediate neighbors) and the other members 
the "Little Four," Andorra, Monaco, and San Marino. 

In 1959 the "Little Four Summit Conference" was held in Vaduz, the 
capital of Liechtenstein. The conference lasted only four hours, "’;‘ 

occasioned no major disagreements. Questions of voting rePresef‘n 

ation and the "veto" were resolved simply by not voting. A rlno'f";e 
was made by San Marino to extend the "Little Four" to the "Lil"? 
Seven" by adding the Vatican, Luxembourg, and Sark (a se"", 
autonomous island in the English Channel). But others objected fZ 
Sark was too small and too dependent on England, the Vatican ‘gig 

more a religious than a political State, and Luxembourg W‘”.'oq Ve 
and simply undesirable because of its NATO alliance and "millfdrisn 

attitude." The conferees agreed that each would lower raxesTEe)’ 

tariffs, exchange tourist information, and jointly cdverrise-.' o 

also agreed to re-examine their constitutions to avoid a repef"l"):te 

San Marino's "run-away democracy" — five years of el€ 
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i y govemme“' which that twenty-square mile country had just 

ot 

Liechtenstein was probably the most susceptible 
. tion in Europe. Hitler would appear to have had 

[\“nrgock of any ndt Liechtenstein. It took almost three times as 
n to wanucrd the rugged Alpine Liechtenstein-Austrian 

s T; }gmve to patrol the flat Rhine Switzerland-Liech- 
and, in Liechtenstein there were almost fifteen 

bers of the "Aryan" race. Yet Hitler's policy was to 
A nd mem ein strictly alone. In 1940 a group of seven Austrian 

feove Liechtens nion Nazis attempted on their own to take Liech- : . 
Liec?':“:’::' Reich. They were captured by the (then) nine-man 
in 10 

world War 112 

enste e and the criminal court in Liechtenstein was called into 
lice fg:the first time in ten years. The judge asked them to leave 

sssion 
try, please. Back in Austria the Nazi government found them 

fhfl:;'g; z;acking g neutral and had them shot! 
P 

Wy is Liechtenstein so different from the rest of the world, most of 
whi{'.h is o collection of communal slave States by comparison? As 
tonald W. Clark wrote in the National Geographic of July, 1948, 
it would be easy to claim that it was these two factors, unique size 
od position, which have made the country what seems to me the 
nost contented corner of postwar Europe. Not a bit of it. If 
liechtenstein were a normal-sized state instead of apocket showpiece 

shich too few visitors take the trouble to study seriously, it would 

sill form a laboratory specimen of prosperity at work. For the factors 
which have combined to keep the country in the financial clear are a 
paceful past and a sober basic economy." PATRICK O'RYAN 

() In 1960, median annual incomes were: 
turope §1945, USA $4080. 
hos since passed the USA. 

Liechtenstein $4035, 
Based on recent estimates Liechtenstein 

() Liechtenstein borrowed $47,000 from Switzerland in 1944 when 
e Rhine flooded., 

E‘i}“T:Efe is a housing problem, however; ten percent of the families 
L ave only ONE house. The other ninety percent have both a 

b T;‘ecnd a chc_ler — up 15% from 1948. (National Geographic, 
Y 1948, and Business Week, Oct. 15, 1960.) 

  

SR FRow AUSTRALIA 
Richarg s K 
Witeg,) g, of the Australian Council for Economic Freedom, 

| am 
Very ¢ 

9 fyr " impresseq wi 

" the f; oUr magazin, 
\ th the copies of INNOVATOR | have received 

1°°k Ir;:,ld of lib 
erty Iehis one of the most encouraging dev?loptnenrs 

g eNdous, rivmthe yet dlscovered. Your forfl:commg issues 

Pisg 4 Ovelloys stuffe money systems, private police, the rail- 
fng p: © COMplealy, .1 .PEOple forget that it was Private Enter- 

'me by, Y rebuilt Britain's road-canal systems and at the ¢ railways in the 19th century. 

n AUS[rQ|' 

eingl:. feI/hZ world seems to me like one huge prison, 

*9r of Ameri egrees. bt?fier and that's about o!l. | om 

Uratg edicmed N l':'m.'s wishing to migrate to Australia; many 

Ciong © the Uniteq 50 the ideals of free enterprise feel they should kus?r(,[- OL New eal fates. Australiq is a little less suppressive than 
1o ng “yu::d and it is q good area for making money. 

o sont ?lmosf no State taxes. As against thf:t, 

clalized than the USA and all basic utilities “‘“Ersh' o [ 

ays, ef::F: Telephones, Post Office, Gas, Water, 

Qr mo, 

+ N Coynes 

hm”ed lir::?ilpfor Economic Freedom will be registered as a 

men, 14 9ssociation” in the Spring session of the 
the l>e|ig::‘ Philosophical base for the Council is that 
e In ufit at as Hilaire Belloc said in 1910, "Un- 

Avery "on of P’°P°ff)' we cannot escape restoring 
' e institution of property since 1910 

has not been restored, and as predicted the institution of slavery has been restored in country after country, 

We see government as the 
Australia) absorbs one<third 
25% of the work force who 
letters to each other, 
community, 

greatest enemy to man's freedom, It (in 
of everything we produce and now employs 
produce nothing, spend their time writing 

and exist as parasitic leeches on the rest of the 
It is interesting to observe the real reason why govern- 

ment departments indulge in so much red tape. By totally confusing fhe. rest of the population they get us all to believe that they are indispensable institutions. 

Some of the aimsof the Council are and will be to promote free banking 
and the repeal of all legal tender laws, complete free trade, free 
foreign exchange rates, free gold price and unrestricted ownership of 
gold and other precious metals by anybody. 

It is our view that all of the reforms that we and many others have in 
mind could best be achieved through pluralism, i.e., allowing all 
citizens full freedom of action bounded only by respect for others' 
basic rights to life, liberty, and property. In this way those of us 
who believe in free trade would be quite free to engage in it amongst 
ourselves at our own risk. Those who believe in the "community 
trough" would be quite free also to pool THEIR resources and share 
"according to their needs," the only proviso to allowing communists 
and socialists this freedom is that they don't try to coerce others. 

The advantage Decentralism has over Socialism is that it seeks to 
make man an owner (if he wants to be) while Socialism seeks to dis- 
possess him. The one thing common to all men is that they want to 
own and | feel that this desire can be developed to such a degree 
that people generally will feel a great wrath at the numberofutilities 
the government has a monopoly over. Here | feel is the socialist's 
potential Achilles' heel; here is where they can be attacked. 
RICHARD KING 

  

SELF-SEEKING 

How can you realize the most personal freedom RIGHT NOW? 

BECOME INTERNATIONALLY MOBILE. Stop being a "captive au- 
dience" for the real-life black comedies of a particular gang of 
clowns-turned-goons and begin making real market choices between 
States. 

While no existing nation offers all-around liberty, many contain 
useful "interstices." So, the free-man-of-the-world, like the alert 

shopper who buys the specials at various stores, selects the best 
features of various States. And his very mobility gives added pro- 

tection from the worst depredations. Elaborating: 

In most of the States of North and Central America EXCEPT the 
United States, the visitor is little molested so long as he remains 

economically uninvolved; so leng as he only CONSUMES — spends 

money he has earned elsewhere, and does not PRODUCE for the local 

market — secure employment or enter business. (1) 

In the United States, on the other hand, one cannot LIVE well‘ — be 

it to establish o home, raise children, or confidently engage in any 

long-range endeavor. But by virtue of the comparative prosperity 

which yet remains (due largely to PAST freedoms), one can still 

EARN with relative ease. 

This suggests one mode of mobility: Become an "international 
commuter” who maintains a home in the Caribbean or Canada and 

makes occasional forays into the U.5. to obtain spending money. A 

rson with a skill can earn enough in a couple of months to live 

modestly but comfortably elsewhere for a year. 

ally advantageous for the free- i uting is especi 
International -commuting n the principles he holds. By jes in hi tio who applies in his occupation iples he 

m?r!:::;errng both F:?me spent and possessions kept in his "country of 
mini 
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business" — the place where he is most vulnerable — he enhances 

security of self and home. Of course he avoids most of the taxes of 

his "country of residence," simply and legally, by not selling his 

services there. 

While the economic benefits are significant, perhaps the greatest 

value of the home away from work is psychological. Safety within 

the Grave Society depends on conformity and anonymity; one must 

avoid overt expressions of individuality — take pains to blend with 

the gray multitude. But self-esteem seeks outlet in celebration. And 

the fruits of one's labors are best enjoyed far from the eyes of 

interested tax thieves and other people molesters. 

However, inthe long range, a FIXED residence is unsafe ANYWHERE. 
The coercive State — a maelstrom of violent interference — s 
inherently unstable; the relatively placid Banana Republic of today 
may be a nasty little despotism in a few years. So the far-sighted 
global gypsy seeks not only physical separation of work and home, 
but mobility of home as well. 

One excellent way to combine the advantages of "permanent" 
residence with mobility is by making home aboard a boat. With the 
development of molded-fiberglass hulls and synthetic-fiber rigging 
and sails, yachts are becoming less expensive and easier to maintain; 
already comparing not too unfavorably with land-based dwellings of 
the same size. (2) 

As more libertarians take to the water, some will doubtless anchor 
and migrate more or less together as a semi-permanent water-borne 
"community," saving time and money through exchange of services — 

"internal" free trade not subject to the scrutiny of any State. (3) 

The voluntary floating association has some advantages over the 
free—hamlet-in-the-hills. Not only will anchors be lowered where 
State interference is minimal; the very mobility discourages inter- 
vention. For instance, State school officials seldom molest the 
children of transients. Another blessing for parents: the irrationalist- 

coercivist influence of "outside" peer groups and mass communication 

media is considerably reduced. Differences of objective and conflicts 
of personality, which disrupt many an immobile intentional community, 
are easily resolved; the dissenters weigh anchor. (4) And a 
"community" can develop by easy steps and without formal direction; 
no would-be founder need acquire a large tract of land, uncertain as 
to market demand or the response of the State. The floating voluntary 
society begins with a population of one. (5) 

The mobile libertarian not only bypasses most existing State coercion, 
but is well equipped to escape incipient totalitarianism. With the 
American govemment readying plans for general forced labor, ration- 
ing and censorship in the event of war escalation or other "national 
emergency," escape can be essential for philosophical if not 
physical survival. And while a retreat in the boondocks can serve 
as a temporary hideout, when total fascist-socialism comes, those who 

fare best are usually those who leave early. (6) 

  

While international mobility is a way to increase personal freedom, 
precisely for this reason it becomes an effective strategy for societal 
liberation. The mobile libertarian is ACTIVELY, not just potentially, 
in the market for liberty, and any growing market tends to attract 
caterers. As more seekers of freedom cease their Sisyphean Labors 
of reforming particular governments and/or "living" with coercion, 
and become "country shoppers," a few ministate rulers may begin to 
"compete for their trade." (7) 

How can you increase your mobility? 

@ LEARN ABOUT FOREIGN LANDS, AND OCEANS. Study the 
literature. Learn to sail. Learn a second language. Spend vacations 

traveling abroad. 

©® BE MOBILE IN OCCUPATION. Avoid professions which require 
long-term fixed residence or extreme specialization. Consider 
instead: 
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The fiy 8 
edgable 0:’:;”\ 

Jobs involving travel, the ocean, and/or boats 

or charter-boat operator is already afloat and l’-no:fll 
sea, 

] 

"Independent” intellectual activities, Many wriy 
; ar 
inventors, and researchers can do their work almest O"Vs’h artig, 

L ere ' 

Temporary skilled employment. The "job sho 
designer or technician not only commands o hj 
his "permanently employed" counterpart, 
months or years between jobs. 

Ote ";.’f 

Migrant labor. Harvest workers can not only earn relqy; [ g g velyh. wages on a piece-work basis, but can usually arronge to 1y, 7 high 
3 ; Ve i, pay in produce (which they may resell), avoiding tayes Pl 

re, 

Services to other sea-mobiles. As floating "communities" 
medical, educational and repair skills will be in demang " 

If you are already established in a business which precludes extene 
travel, economize, maximize short-term income and save ,;M! 
financial independence. : vore 

@ SECURE YOUR SAVINGS. Choose investments which need [iy| 
supervision and which are safe from State interference. Intemurio,,i 
ally diversify while funds are still easily removed from the U, 5. 

® LIMIT POSSESSIONS TO WHAT YOU CAN MOVE, DISCARD g 
CACHE. For housing, choose a yacht over a house. Or if you Pf;fe- 

to live on dry land, rent. For land transportation use o motorcyc[e' 
an old jalopy, or rented vehicles. : 

® BASE YOUR SELF-ESTEEM ON EXTERRITORIAL PURSUITS, | 
your present occupation depends on the coerced society, avoid ego 
involvement. Develop active interests which can accompany yo 

wherever you go. Take delight in a panorama of new places, not in 
the minutiae of a particular locale. 

©® SEEK FRIENDS WHO ARE GOING YOUR WAY. Cultivate long- 
term relations with libertarians having similar aspirations:  potentidl 
neighbors in a future floating voluntary society. 

@ GET A PASSPORT, but don't depend on it; passports may be 
revoked in the event of a "national emergency." 

® LIVE AT PEACE IN A PLACE OF REFUGE. If you wish to hattle 
a State through political agitation or overt civil disobedience, fight 

where you "know the territory" — in your "native land" or a counhy 
picked with that in mind. But when you seek a "haven from the 
storm," quietly comply with or bypass local laws. If your State 
of anchorage becomes intolerable, don't waste energy in exténded 
public criticism or conflict; apply your free-market principles by 
setting sail for sunnier waters., EL RAY 

(1) Of course coercion directed against production is the main cause 
of "underdevelopment." But this need not be a primary concem of 

the perpetual "visitor" who intends to remain uninvolved with the 
local State. 

(2) Several acquaintances have recommended trimarans for oced 

living. Trimarans provide more interior space-per—cost, fastef 
cruising, less heel, and easier beaching (important in unsettled dl‘e.“‘) 

than comparable monohulls. Reportedly, a 35-foot "Lodestar,” which 

has the living space of a small apartment, can be purchased f}'”" 
equipped in Taiwan for about $8,000. Sail-away prices in the Orient 
are little more than one-half of U.S. prices; of course the imPf‘“ 

duty must be avoided (possibly through foreign registration) to realize 
the full saving. 

(3) See OCEAN FREEDOM, a newsletter-notebook-forum on liber® 
tarian marine ventures published through Agoric Communicati® 
(Box 2116, Santa Monica 90405.) Also see "The Permanent FIO::L:gr 

Voluntary Society" series by Kerry Thornley, July through Dece 
INNOVATOR.



floating voluntary society, physical mobility may provide I In lhf ¢ defense agoinst coercers, domestic or foreign, Imagine . .(fecfl"flon of some obnoxious would-be Mayor who awakens one he frustro find that most of "his city" has left during the night.. Or ~ming '.° of the Naval Commander who steams to the attack — only etihtgorrl\?f""'ed by empty ocean as myriad small craft gnd f 
o loating s scatter in every direction. A State, which is basically an ’"Vf,mfion for seizing FIXED property (including mineral resources of jnshty ean FLOOR), will be relatively incapable of inflicting injury the o:,ciefy where both people and most property are highly mobile. ing 

Looking chead: As ocean dwellers proliferate, entrepreneurs 
5')” locate floating breakwaters outside of territorial waters and w,ln floating free cities — the lure of laissez~faire attracting at first sta 

yourist businesses and later an increasing diversity of industry and 
commerce. 

() To cppreciate the difficulties of long~term survival in the fully- 
developed slave state, read THE DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL (ANNE 
fRANK) and DOCTOR ZHIVAGO. 

Of course domestic fascism will probably be accompanied by more 
coercive isolationism — exchange controls and travel restrictions — 
o the rulers try to shift the consequences of their past interventions 
to innocent subjects. But if/when an American “iron curtain" is 
erected, | prefer to be on the outside looking in. 

() With the large number of newly emerging ministates throughout 
the world, why has NO country yet come close to true freedom? 
While irrationalist~coercivist mass indoctrination, plunder schemes of 
indigenous State officials, and American "foreign aid" programs 
deserve much of the blame, the decisive factor has probably been 
little appreciation for real liberty by those most "in the market" — 
businessmen dealing in intemational commerce. Significantly, spe- 
cific freedoms which HAVE been in substantial demand, such as free 
banking, low-cost ship registration and duty-free transshipping, have 
attracted "vendors. " 

  
PASSAGE WITHOUT PASSPORT 
  

A passport is not required for (legally) entering the following 
countries provided the visitor has means of onward transportation and Proof of U.S. (or, in most cases, 
ond provided the visit is not for purposes of business or employment. 
ime limits and additional requirements, if any, are listed after each 

country: 

British Commonwealth) citizenship, 

ARUBA — 1o time limit, svc* 
BAHAMA — no timelimit, 14 shilling exit tax 
BARBADOS — ¢ months 

days 

— 90 days 
no time limit, sve* 

COSTA RICA 
CURACAQ — 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC — no time limit, svc* EL SALVADOR — ¢ days, svc*, photograph GUADELOUPE — 10 days, svc* GUATEMALA — 6 months HAIT| 

— 10 days, svec* 
O (beyond border cities) — 6 months, svc* 

= 30 days, two photos, $2 {’/‘I"fgo RICO — no time limit for U.S. citizens 
IN ISLANDS U.5.) = no time limit for U.S. citizens 
smallpox vaccination certificate 

e above States are in the Western Hemisphere. The U.S. "t demands o passport for reentry by U.S. citizens from togy s o3tern Hemisphere; i Wire 4 consequently Eastern Hemisphere countries 9 Passport for entry, for self protection, 

Svck, 

?We"nme 

k. 4-23 

A birth certificate, naturalization papers, or an expired passport are acceptable as proof of citizenship; a driver's license or social insecurity card ore not acceptable. Persons flying by commercial airlines from the U.S. must present the required paper to the airline. Persons entering Canada or Mexican border cities from the U.S. are seldom asked to produce identification or proof of citizenship. 

The author wishes to thank Pan Ame 
of the above information which is, 
EL RAY 

rican Airways for providing most 
of course, subject to change. 

  
AVOIDING THE DRAFT THROUGP‘!:EMIGRATION 

  
To classical liberals and other libertarians loyalty to a government must be directly proportional to the amount of liberty which is enjoyed by the individual. It is obvious that at least two courses of action present themselves to a person who finds his liberty curtailed — he 
may engage in political action to change the government, 
emigrate beyond the jurisdiction of that govemment. A person faced 
with military impressment in the United States cannot generally follow the first course of action, due primarily to amo nolithic attitude 
favorable to militarism and conscription among the populace, but due also to a virtually complete disenfranchisement of h 
option of emigration, however, 
M 

or he may 

is age group. The 
may involve violating existing laws. 

The laws of the United States forbid counselling anyone to evade the 
draft, so to protect the author, this article does not advocate that 
anyone already registered for Selective Service, nor anyone already 
of age eighteen, attempt to avoid military service by emigration. It is possible for persons who have not attained the age of eighteen to leave the United States without violating any law and nullify any requirement that they serve in the military forces of the United States. It is to inform these persons of their liberties and options that this brief article is written. 

The Selective Service law requires that all citizens of the United States register for the draftu 
this applies not onl 

pon attaining their eighteenth birthday; 

those living abroad 
y to those living in the United States, but also to 
- In addition, aliens living in the United States must also register at age eighteen. Aliens living abroad, of course, do not have to register; and any person, once beyond the borders of 

the United States, may renounce his citizenship by appearing before a consular official and executing a form for that purpose. This renun- ciation is not possible as long as the person is within the borders of this country. A young libertarian, therefore, has only one path for lawfully avoiding the military service of the United States — go abroad, preferably to Canada or the United Kingdom for reasons that will be discussed below — before age eighteen, and renounce his United States citizenship. It is not sufficient merely to go abroad and apply for foreign citizenship, because a person retains his original nationality until the naturalization process (five years in Canada or the United Kingdom) is complete. Although enforcement of the Selective Service law against persons who do not renounce citizenship, but merely wait for naturalization to become complete, would be very difficult (since no records of their actions would be in the hands of the government), it-is nevertheles s necessary to renounce American citizenship to remain strictly within the law. 

Canada and the United Kingdom are excellent choices for o young 
libertarian who seeks a ne w country, because neither currently con- script their citizens for military service. Both have signifi cantdis- 
advantages, however. Canada is a better place to live if the 
individual desires to travel frequently or retum to the United States for extended periods of time, Canadians e njoy-a privileged position vis—a-vis passport and visa restrictions of the U.S, State Department, If an individual wanted to live for longer than two years in the United States during any porti on of his later life, however, he might find himself stripped of Canadian citizenship — Canada does not grant its citizenship to persons who do not intend to make their homes there, and takes it back if it sees such a person returning to his native land for longer than two years, or living elsewhere for longer than 

 



United States are small, and neither Canada nor the Uniteq g W 
M Ningd, | < Canada's advantages consist in a standard of living equal 

which favors investment-  are likely to extradite draft dodgers in the near future fo, Do ™ 
.",l,”" 

ten years. ' 

to the United States, a system of taxation 

minded upper and middle income persons, the right to own gold, a K ifl:l’hé}u!fl."cd Sitofes. There are groups i.n both Corjodo and the (. 

growing libertarion movement, ond vast stretches of sfir{ifim)f\l_\!(laé_dd'fif‘wh‘? fotd preporefi to gtve.atd and assistance +, erni,;,_."' 

inhabited land which might attract "rugged individualists.™ \Hr@ft [dodigers, although this author is not aware of any teche; :’ 
RESEARHch imay: he known to them of minimizing the chances 

o g of h-".: 

The United Kingdom, as is well known, is far down the road to serf- apprehended should the emigrant return to the United States, 

dom, ond in general would not be attractive to a |ibertarié : (Q L OZ(S . 

Brifilsh subject, however, has absolute security of his citize m& 27 [}{‘e th ’7“’ Iddbe pleased to correspond with anyone Wi, 
1 further information., JOE MICHAEL COBB 

he cannot lose it unless he expressly renounces it — even though he 

might retum to the United States after age twenty-six and remain 
permanently. (1) See the author's "“Emigration as an Alternative to the p, 

Spring 1967 issue of NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, 
ofr" 

Both Canoda and the United Kingdom boast excellent universities and 
a culture very similar to the one an American would be used to. The Recommended reference: Clive Parry, NATIONALITY ANy 
legal system and system of property ownership are almost identical to  CITIZENSHIP LAWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH AND Of The 

that of the United States. One expected course of action might well REPUBLIC OF IRELAND (London: Stevens & Sons Lid,, 195 

be to go to college and graduate school in England, acquiringcit- Available in most law libraries. 1 

izenship after five years, and then moving to Canada and establishing 
residence. This would maximize both advantages mentioned for the (Mr. Cobb is Editor-in-Chief, NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, |, 

two countries, since Canada, as a British Dominion, grants all the Noyes Hall, University of Chicago, llinois.) 

rights of citizenship to British subjects. As a Canadian NATIONAL, 

though not a CITIZEN of Canada, the individual could take advan- 

tage of the State Department's visa loopholes for Canadians. 
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A potential emigrant from U.S. conscription laws might also consider 

the Bohoma Islands as a haven, since residents of that nationalso 

enjoy special privileges under the U.S. State Department regulations 
though not as blanket as Canadians. The Bahamas are British, allow- 

ing one to acquire United Kingdom citizenship in five years of 

residence there. The Bahamas currently have no income taxation nor 
conscription; but they have no universities as well known as those in 
Canada or England. 
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The primary difficulty of going abroad and renouncing United States 
citizenship is that for approximately five years one would be a state- 
less person — a person with no citizenship; subject to deportation, 
unable in general to travel abroad because of not having a passport, 
and subject for that term to bothersome regulations regarding regis- 

tration, papers, etc. In some cases, however, it would be possible 
to travel for short vacations by obtaining a document of Laissez Passer, 
which would serve as a kind of passport and would be available to 
persons able to establish to the satisfaction of their new government 
that they intended to become citizens in good faith within a short 
span of time. 

Libertarian available for free-market employment or venture in 
Southern California, outside U.S., or mobile. Major experienc 
Electronic engineering including digital systems, logical desig, 

computer programming, semiconductor circuits. Minor: econonic 

analysis, typing, writing, speaking, farming, free banking, sl 
defense. Could provide own capital, equipment, work orea. 
Reply: Ad 703 ¢/o INNOVATOR. 
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"Don't Tread on Me" — Sturdy, weatherproof reproduction of 177 

Gadsden Flag — 9"x16" — blk/wh on gold. $1 each, postage paid- 

The preceding discussion is necessarily an overview. Anyone Ie*le*“‘c:e*e:’*‘il(17*52u1h*A*vi',’, ;ro,,le*di'*o,,'* iSfl*S; Kok ok kxRN 
deciding to act upon this information is counselled most strongly . o 
to investigate all aspects of immigration and to discuss the problems STEPS TO FREEDOM, 50¢, Kapaco, Box 265, Camp Ve*rd*e; /;Arizg' 
with a consular representative of his chosen country. XEREEEEEEE I A AE A I E A A AL 

WISH TO ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH LIBERTARIAN LAWYE 

ANYWHERE, U.S.A. Reply c/o Ad 702, c/o |NNOVATOR*| 
*******************

**************'* 

GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $44.50 PER FINE TROY OUNCE 

LOS ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Box 1048-A, ARLETA, CAL. 933! 

PHONE (213) 899-3350, DAY OR NIGHT 
k Kk k ok kK K K k k k k k Kk & k %k k %k % k k %k % k ok *k k k X % ¥ 

LIBERTARIAN BOOKS — NEW AND USED pamphlets, periodic"ls 

records, tapes, other items. REVISIONIST HISTORIES! 

Large Selection — Free List 2 
$andra Jeffrie$, P.O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 72! 
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INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, Califomia 90034, is published monthly b7 the 
Institute for Social Progress. Editor: RICHARD BRAY Contributing Editors: EL R 

Another extremely interesting course of action is open to future par- 

ents. It is possible to predict the date of birth of a child with a high 
degree of accuracy. It would not be difficult or costly to be in 
Toronto or Vancouver during the month of birth. Such a child, born 
in Canada (or England) of U.S. parents would be in the enviable 
position vis-a-vis later emigration of possessing Dual Nationality, A 
person with dual nationality is given the opportunity to choose his 
citizenship, as opposed to the majority of people who are TOLD by 
their government that they OWE it duties and loyalty, or elsel Take 
the example of a child who was born in Canada of U. S, parents. He 
could be educated through high school in the United States, where 
his parents would live. Graduating from high school at age seven - 

* ohx ! 

  

teen, he could go to Canada during the summer vacation and fill oyt | KERRY THORNLEY, LLOYD LICHER, MARICK PAYTON, KENNETH PAYTON, 
papers which would make him immediately and <utomati ROCKFORD [RESNELL, ELIZABETH GLASER Art Director: IAN ST cally | : BEAN. a natural-born Canadian citizen, ipso facto exempt from the draft. o o omsrs: KATHRYDE HATFIELD,- Los Angalest DAVS $3.40; Natural -b . .rs . SUBSCRIPTIONS mailea anywhere in the Id: 2.00; two years, -, o orn Ccnudl-qn cnt‘lz‘enshle cannot be taken away after two three years, $4.80. Addili);wnul cop?es mn;:z?os?::o{i;‘::ss-‘—hulfprice. Confidenti 

years, as can naturalized cmzenshlp. numbered subscriptions sent air mail (first class within Southern Californio)— 
per year. Wholesale rates for quantity subscriptions ond dealers are provided on ¥ 

lbf lz intolerable to persons of libertarian opinions that a person can COPIES: 1, 25¢. 10, $1.00. 100, $6.00. 1000, $50.00. 
e denie i 1 # ofe . ) 

d the right to emigrate to avoid military service, but this is | APVERTISING: 15¢ par word per issue, plus $1.00. Block format. 
the current law in the United Stafes 

g 
oo of o hroon | l : . Tl':o.se readerf who are past the REPRINT NGHTS: With the exception of articles specifically reserved, contents ™Y 

tion of hg ave no alternative to military service except viola- |_T°Produced provided INNOVATOR is credited as the source and oddress is given: lon of the laws.  Happily, the problems of physically leaving the — 7 4-24 
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TATER, WATER, 
wt NOT A DROP TO DRINK i NOT A DROP = ——= 

orts of the world, that vital commodity, water, is controlled In m:;‘ryefched coercive monopolies — i.e., government Departments 

bylt'censcd “public” utilities. It would require volumes to describe 
°;| ;he consequences of this disastrous state of offairs; we must be o 
content with o few examples. 

According to a report of the Chinese Ministry of Water Conservation, 

0Oct. 1952, "in the past two years, 10,370,000 conscripted workers 
wrticipated in water conservation work throughout China, under the 
spervision of 320,000 crmed police." AndKao-Shih-Shan (Peoples’ 
Daily, Peking, Feb. 1952) reported that one of the projects, "the 
poject to horness the Huai River, is one of the greatest epics of 
modem times. In the first and second phases of the project (1951- 
1952) o total of 4,600,000 workers and peasants threw themselves 
info the struggle against their old enemy." By May, 1953, news 
dspokches from the mainland were filled with accounts of famine 
cossed by "natural disasters," such as floods, with the most extensive 
dmage reported from — you guessed it — the Huai River valley. 
Dmitri 1, Scherbakov, writing in a recent bulletin of the Soviet 

;“Wdew\y ?f Sciences, warned that the Soviet Union faces dire water 

M:::r:?:i;s”;hrhe near fuf-ure. In the hec\vi[y industrialized Ural 

tddng ?h;t fhpch’fessor said, there is "not.o single unpollutedriver," 
ndustry, cip; e lock Of. water Coulfi hinder the development of 

| ’h’merw’edb s, ond agriculture. This year's cotton crop is already | Y an unprecedented shortage of irrigation water. 
On Ot 

ctober 9, 1963, the town of Longarone, in northern ltaly, was ¥iped off 
dom hodbthe face of he earth, as the Vajont Dam gave way. The €en abandoned by its in . empl;;:(?‘ Irfrge cracks had o P their artificial lake, the YQ ian State Power 

illed, A} least 190 

private owners — a power company — 

Ppeared in the earth, and the owners 
But then the company was nationalized 
Board; the exit valves were closed and 
0 persons died. 
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w Jersey, declared a water emergency 
the declaration provides for fines and 
ed "water wasters.” In Newark, self- 
the streets with radio-equipped cars, 
ey spotted lawn waterers, car washers, 

Qrf 

sons in ;nLhef T]ewl)"built St. Francis Dam collopsed, 
: 9 buily y fheoLt € worst disasters in Los Angeles history. 

hollqunder the directj o Ang‘f'es City Department of Water and 

’lufio:d = "appar Onl of city engineer William Mulholland. 
¢ hog ;’05 €Nacteq er;f ¥ | overlooked something." Remedial 
ir ) fingl QUV}IOrit’ O course, and now the State, rather than 

am collg over these dam projects, Thus, when the 
Pied a few years ago, only five lives were 
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iversige 9ith Department, As one State water 
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1967 — One Year, $2.00 — 

EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

NNOVATOR 
Single Copy, 25¢ 

LELVERYWHERE 
"the basic color scheme will be studies of grays, blacks and white, 
with strategic use of bold accent colors of a turquoise blue and q 
flaming red, symbolizing water and power." 

In Garden Grove, California, the privately-owned Dyke Water Com- 
pany requested a small rate increase, which was refused by the State 
Public Utilities Commission. The result, of course, was the ultimate 
take-over of the company by the City of Garden Grove, whose 
council immediately raised the rates by an even larger amount than 
that previously requested. ROCKFORD FRESNELL 

  

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT WRITES FROM NEW YORK: 
  

In regard to the water situation here in New York, let me see if | can 
tell you what | do know about it. Yes, it is illegal for a waiter to 
serve water unless you ask for it. 

What has happened in these parts is briefly this. There are reservoirs, 
and last summer (as has happened before) they started to get dryish. 
The rains didn't come, or didn't do any good, and our noble leaders 
in Gracie Mansion and points lower, panicked. It was their job to 
see that the residents of Violence-Ville-on-the-Hudson had water, 
and they were going to do it by seeing that nobody was allowed to 
use too much of the stuff! 

So they imposed a series of regulations. The water in restaurants. No 
washing of cars. 

pools. They even talked about limiting baths. 
No watering of lawns. No filling of swimming 

A number of years ago (late 40's or early 50's) they actually did, in 
the midst of another water crisis, attempt to limit the number of baths 
one could take. | don't know if or how that was enforced, but when 

they mentioned it last year, | had a sudden vision of a policeman in 

every bathroom, or perhops summonses handed out to anyone who 
didn't smell bad. 

At the time of that earlier water crisis, someone decided to build a 

pumping station on the Hudson River to convert riverwater to drinking 
water. It was started, but the crisis passed, and the station was 

either demolished or allowed to fall to ruin, | am not sure which. 

Last year, the plan was reactivated, ond | understand they are 
continuing with it this year. 

| believe sometime inthe summer of '65, there was some experimenting 
with seeding the clouds, which didn't work, and | remember somebody 

bringing in a tribe of Indians to do a rain dance (I sincerely wish | 
had the official view of that!). 

We had a good amount of rain this year, and the level of the reser- 
voirs is above normal, so the crisis is passing. You can now wash 

your car, You can even water your lawn, providing you are willing 

to do it at scheduled times. The regulation about water in restaurants 

still holds, however. 

As to other means of getting water. Well, the swimming pool com- 

panies did truck it in. One department st.ore started advertising 

bottled water. Air conditioners were run with converted steam. If 

available, well water was used, particularly by car washes. 

i i the set of signs that began lightful aspect of the situation was : 

?F:;)eealli'ien;gall overpfhe city. Far and away the best (1) was the sign 

that began appearing in public rest rooms — DON'T FLUSH FQR 

EVERYTHING! | had a great deal of trouble with nausea last summer. 

about New York, just ask me about the 

8 et €0 kA mOIeGo ahead. Ask me!l (name withheld) 
blackout, or the subways. 

 



  

MORE ON CANADA 
  

Last month, INNOVATOR offered some kind words about Conado — 

a nation that is still free of the more totalitarian features of the State fo 

her immediate south. In order fo present a more balanced picture, 

various observations by Canadian residents are given here. 

One very active libertariangroup in Canada isthe Canadian Alliance 

for Free Enterprise (Suite 606, 600 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto 12, 

Ontario), whose members operate a library/bookstore, and publish o 

monthly magazine, RIGHTS BY RIGHT ($5/yr.). CAFE has branches 

in Toronto and Vancouver, and contemplates additional ones in Que- 

bec, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. According to a recent issue of 

RIGHTS BY RIGHT: 

"While what may loosely be called "libertarian" activity in Canada 

is small, it is growing. RIGHTS BY RIGHT recently learned that at 

least two otherorganizations have begun recently — one in Winnipeg, 

one in Saskatoon. In Winnipeg, the Libeitarian Club is an affiliate 

of the American Intercollegiate Society of Individualists. It includes 

libertarians and traditionalist conservatives; its purpose is to present 

the intellectual case for individualism, capitalism and limited 

government. Their program includes Nathaniel Branden giving his 

speech on 'Alienation', a tape-lecture called "The Conduct of the 

Cold War by the West" featuring Dr. Gerhart Niemeyer of Notre 

Dame, ond the showing of the film "I'm All Right, Jack". Another 

ISI club, called the Edmund Burke Society, has been established at 

U. of S. in Saskatoon." 

Cynthia Chisvin, who, with David Goad, edits RIGHTS BY RIGHT, 

tells INNOVATOR: 

"Our library, which is just getting started, has two purposes. First, 

it will provide a source of information (of the kind which is often 

difficult to find in public libraries), for members of C.A.F.E. 

Libertarian publications, articles, and books will be of value for 

researching papers. In addition, the knowledge that there are people 

and organizations who agree with us will offer moral support. Second, 

borrowing charges will be used to pay some of the expenses of 

C.A.F.E. 

"Our methods are persuasion and education. Approximately monthly 

we hold a meeting at which a paper is presented and discussed. We 

have held meetings on the Board of Broadcast Governors (equivalent 

of your FCC), taxation, expropriation (equivalent to your eminent 

domain), education, medicare. We do mailings to newspapers, 

Members of Parlioment, etc., to try and make our position known on 

various subjects. 

"Naturally C.A.F.E is not government supported. So far, all our 

financing has come from meetings — there is a $1.00 attendance 

charge. We are applying for recognition as a non-profit organization 

for tax purposes, and when this is complete we will be soliciting for 

funds. 

“"Donations of literature or suggestions for additions to our library 

would be oppreciated. Exchange subscriptions between RIGHTS BY 

RIGHT and other publications could also be arranged.” 

  

KARL MARX IS ALIVE AND LIVING IN OTTAWA 
  

"From each according to his ability, to each according to his need." 
Karl Marx. 

The spirit of Karl Marx lives and breathes in North America. A 
recent poll of Americans showed over 50% approved of his famous 
slogan — the ethical principle of Communism. An example of this 
slogan in a practical application is the recent proposal, now under 
government study, for a guaranteed minimum income as a MATTER 
OF RIGHT, whether one works or not. Under the scheme, anyone 
earning less than a predetermined amount may receive plunder from 
productive citizens to bring his "income" up to the set amount. No 
proof of need or incapacity to work need be shown — the would-be 
recipient only has to indicate his preference for not working to 
receive this booty from the Ottawa philanthropists — with — other- 
,:)eople's—-money. The euphemistic name for this is the negative 
income tax. 
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Supposedly, this will remove the indignity felt by persen, , 
: f . ; = N wals 
in accepting government charity. Vhicheser "Iy Yoy e "“-‘I!:.e 

accepting charity when one is capoble of warking | ,Jr:,f' s 
. o . - Wiapie ! 

especially in a country like Conoda, where work aboyngs ¢ IMifiay 
s fo 

men, the protestations of bleeding-heart editorial f Nere, 
. Writers o, - 

contrary, notwithstanding. And o "right" created by goueqr,, o, 
. pe CMhirtans ¢ 

is as undignified and smells as sour by the name 'negative ip. nt b, 
’ Core y, 

/ as any other. 

Er 
The scheme was originally proposed by Milton Friedmen, o .. 

ative economist and adviser to Barry Goldwater, (s Hr‘-c«’d-_,,. 

conservative position, give me an honest radical). It v :,;‘,AI_" 

enthusiastically by Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbreih .- 
of the chief polemicists for expanding the "public sector .; 

economy at the expense of the "private sector”. He Ofgue;;," 

speech to the Canadian Manufacturers Association (CMA) the, nond 

affluent society has a responsibility to see that as many s POssibi::; 

its members can not only survive but live decently and with diq . 

Thus for the sake of the tribe, in the name of "social justice," ,rf 

is neither social nor just, the individual is to be squashed. ! 
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A Postscript — How They Cheered 

The craven subservience of Canadian businessmen to the collectiyiy 

status quo is demonstrated by the fact that the scme Galbrgs 

mentioned above was invited as principal speaker to the CMA gnqy 

meeting. According to Canada Month (July 1966) he receive 

"ringing applause”. (This is like feeding the mouth that bites you,) 

These are the kind of businessmen to whom Hank Rearden in Ap 

Rand's ATLAS SHRUGGED said: "I am sorry, gentlemen, that | g 

oblidged to save your goddamnnecksalong withmine." DAVID GOA] 

(Reprinted, with permission, from August 66 RIGHTS BY RIGHT) 

  

ON BEING WITHOUT SIN IN CANADA 
  

He who is without sin in Canada doesn't get to cast stones — hé jus 

ends up without his government pension. 

S.1.N., by way of explanation, is the popular contraction for the 

most unpopular Social Insurance Number recently foisted o 

Canadians by the bureaucratic government, and the part about cuffing 

off pension benefits for lack of it is the culmination of long stafe 

campaign to pin dog-tags on every citizen. 

For one year short of a century Canada's small population (now one- 

tenth of the U.S.A.'s) manoged to survive without those *Socil 

Security"Cards that have so become part of the American Way of Life 

that even devout U.S. "conservatives" don't give them much thought 

But, on the assumption that mere citizens of a welfare state would go 

along with any state notion, Canada's Liberal Government decided 

that such a shocking state of "unregimentation" could goon no longer 

They warmed up their campaign with some typical stuffy statemen’ 
that — in the interests of all, of course — it was everyone's Cive 

duty to cooperate by actually lining up to ask for a state number 
To their chagrin, the majority of the population responded with ¢ 

clear and concise NO, not for me, thanks all the same. 

Next, they went all Madison Avenue with a series of rather cuté 

adverts bearing signatures such as "Yours truly, No.H44637" (thesj 

their n€ being Cabinet Ministers) and the message that they had got 
Social Insurance Numbers, had other Canadians yet? 

relate, some millions of individualist citizens cooed righ 

“No, and what's more, we don't intend to!" 

Happy 10 

t back ~ 

tate would 19 
o bit unnatv™ 
mandatory ™ 

wish)"‘”as / 

Now, at this particular stage, a truly totalitarian s 
down the law with an iron fist, and it would not be 
for even a mild "liberal-left democracy” to impose @ 

with a firm hand. But you don't know Lester Pearson's T 

"welfarists" very well. Authoritarian? — Never. But why norlmvpe:’n. 
0 

the whole numbering bit as an administrative necessity of the g f 
\ 

ment's brand new state pension plan? [ 
0 

. . ’ L | n This is no place for an exposé of The Canadian Pension Flo .5 
course, except perhaps to mention that it runs along the lines (:,|etely‘ 

com "Social Security" — i.e. comprehensive, contributory and 
compulsory.



even in camouflage form the numbers game os invented by these 
L planners” somehow turned out to be one which private weociol : 
.s:‘;jviducls just didn't want to play. Never were those fomous in- 
in ctions "Return This Blank" obeyed so literally. 
strv 

s the time for a show of government muscle having arrived at last 
:é its "libureaucrats” in high office having forsworn brute force, 

fheré wosnothing for it btn to find hostages. By an Order-in-Council, 
Which is @ process whnch by-pfosse.s Parlioment altogether, it was 
finally decreed that fines or imprisonment would be imposed for 
refuw" of Social |nsur0'nce Numbers. Straight shooting? Not a bit 
of it. The legal p?nalfnes fell vupon wayward employers who failed 
1o see to it that their employees "volunteered" for o number! 

The sovage situation in which individuals found themselves, of course, 
wos that that they could either compromise their principles or expose 
their boss to criminal prosecution. Hundreds of thousands caved in to 
this predicament along with hordes of others whose employers implied 
that no number today meant no job tomorrow . 

Yet, MIRABILE DICTU, there were still certain groups with gumption 
left. Employee associations, some big ones, announced that if the 
government was resorting to arm-twisting it would have to pick on 
someone nearer their own size. One conservative-minded national 
magazine editorialized that it flatly rejected the principle of having 
to do the government's dirty work and challenged the federal 
authorities to prosecute — saying it would cheerfully look forward 
to the contest of the issue in the full public eye. 

All of these confrontations the government decided to decline. 

Apparently unabashed at being watched dealing to themselves from 
the bottom of the deck, its administrators called a new game and 
laid down the high trump with a flourish. As they explained in the 
expensive booklets they delivered to every door, the operation of a 
complex pension plan simply necessitated identifying numbers for all 
those modern data-processing machines that so save the taxpayers' 
money. Compulsory numbering, you say? Ah, no, they reply; but 
noturally any plan member without a number will not recejve any 
plan benefits, notwithstanding the thousands of dollars of compulsory 
contributions he has to make throughout his working lifetime. 

No number, no pension — that's the "social justice" of The Canada 
Pension Plan. DAVID N. KNOX 

  

POSSESSION OF GOLD 
  

In recent issues of INNOVATOCR, it has been pointed out that gold 
may be purchased in bullion form in Canada and other countries out 
there in the "Free World® This information was presented in order to 
illustrate the relative freedom enjoyed by the residents of other lands. 
A subscriber has suggested that we remind our readers that an Amer- 
ican resident who s caught and found guilty of the "crime" of 
Possessing gold may be subject to severe penalties: outright confis- 
cation of the gold and a possible prison sentence. 

  

WELL, THAT'S COMMUNISM FOR YOU! 
  

Citizens of the USSR have the right to education. This right is 
ensured by universal compulsory eight-year education; ... by free 
education in all schools; by a system of state grants .... 
“=-Article 121, USSR Constitution 

D'SP?SSession of the owner of his property by the state in the state or 
. fc i'.'"erest with payment to him of the value of the property sh.oll 
|m.pe""'"9d only in the cases and manner established by the legis- 

o of the USSR and Union Republics. 
o icle 31, Fundamentals of Civil Legislation of the USSR and 
= Republic;, adopted by the Supreme Soviet of USSR, 1962. 

ni o o 3 Fversal military service is law. Military service in the Armed 
_‘_"::sf)f the USSR is the honorable duty of citizens of the USSR, 

_Micle 132, USSR Constitution 
in ) 

P”:; ]FZr ,' Soviet law has provided penalties of 3 years or more in 
efusing to serve in the armed forces. 

  

ON THE MARKET 

Launching the banners of “Free Luna" and "Tanstaafl" ("There ain't 
no such thing os a free funch") ond wearing Liberty Caps, the Lunies, 
former Earthmen now/ living on the Moon, rise in revolt against the 
Lunar Authority. The Revolution is master-minded by a handful of 
individuals, two of whom are of particulor interest: Professor de la 
Paz, an individualist (so-called "right-wing") anarchist, and Mike, 
the central computer of Luna, who possesses a sense of humor as well 
os self-awareness. In the course of the novel, Mike comes to be 
called by the Professor, the "John Galt" of their Revolution. 

Robert Heinlein's new novel, THE MOON IS A HARSH MISTRESS, is, 
in fact, more than just an entertaining story; it is anovertly political 
freatise. Though not of the same magnitude as ATLAS SHRUGGED, 
another novel-CUM political treatise, THE MOON IS A HARSH 
MISTRESS does provide one with a similarly exhilarating intellectual 
and emotional satisfaction that comes from seeing individualistic ideas 
explicitly championed in fiction. 

"Art gives (man) the experience of seeing the full,immediate concrete 
reality of his distant goals.... It is like a moment of rest, a moment 
to gain fuel to move farther," says Ayn Rand. THE MOON IS A 
HARSH MISTRESS provides such emotional "fuel” . 

The novel concretizes succinctly the basic philosphical and practical 
distrust of and hatred for coercive government, and the desire to be 
left alone to mind one's own business that all true libertarians share. 
Indeed, for those who don't quite understand the passion against the 
State shared by most individualist libertarians, this novel could be 
very illuminating: it symbolizes and conveys so much in so few pages. 
SHARON  PRESLEY 

Excellent tactical articles on draft resistance comprise March 27 
NEW LEFT NOTES (Rm. 206, 1608 W. Madison, Chicago 60612, 
10¢ ?). Subjects include the strategy of effective opposition, the 
difference between the submissive martyrdom of the traditional 
conscientious objector and the audacious self-defense of the radical 
draft refuser, reports on organizing draft resistance, future develop- 
ment of the selective service system, and suggestions for disrupting 
pre-induction physicals. While the authors uncompromisingly reject 
the "power structure's" political -social pretensions, some have yet to 
see through its economic myths; o couple of articles are marred by 
disgressionary slaps at private profit. Nevertheless, the major premise 
is individual liberty, poignantly summarized: NOT WITH MY LIFE 
YOU DON'T, EL RAY 

Since reviewing Eric Hoffer's THE TRUE BELIEVER (October 65 
INNOVATOR) | have read his THE ORDEAL OF CHANGE, and find 
it an even more fertile collection of observations and comments 
pertinent to a cultural revolution. A paperback edition is published 
by Harper & Row. EL RAY 
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THE 

NCREDIBLE 
PREAD 
MACHINE 
“Pecple, asked from where it came, 
Would very seldom know. 

They would simply eat and ask, 
‘Was not it always so?" " 

  

  
        s . 

A STUDY OF CAPITALISM, FREEDOM—AND THE STATE 

EEEEREES SRS EENOENEOEAOAEEEBODR 

By RICHARD W.GRANT 

® What cobout the "robber barons"? The Great Depression? 
Civil rights? Welfare legislation? Labor law? Antitrust? 

@ What are the essential ingredients of a free and progressive 

society? 

- @ s this country headed today toward freedom? Or toward fascism? 

" These are just a few of the significant questions raised — and answered 
~— in this lucid and provocative study in political economy, published 
by editor of INNOVATOR, 286 pp, $4.00 per copy ($3.00 percopy 
in gquantities of 10 or more) . 

$andra Jeffrie$ 
P.O. Box 14031 

E. Portland, Oregon 97214 

Order from: 

(no sales tax) 

¥ xk ok hkhkkkdkhkhkdkkhkkdhdhk ko kk ok ok kdkhkd khkkkkkhkhkhkhkhkdkohd Kk 

AGCOMM DIRECTORY TWO is coming out (at last) this month. It 

contains the same profusion of listings of data sources interesting to 
libertarians as DIRECTORY ONE, but is being reproduced by means 
of a cheaper method — so may be purchased now for only $1.00 from 
AGORIC, Box 2116, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405, 
AR SR EREEEEREEEREEEEREE R EEE R E R R EEE ] 

PROPAGANDIZE your values. Join the Ministicker-of-the-Month 
Club. Pro-Individualist, Pro-Freedom, Pro-Peace, Pro-Sex; Anti- 

Collectivist, Anti-Coercion, Anti-War; PRO-LIFE. Ministickers 

.are self-adhesive; stick almost anywhere; anytime. Each month, 
40 new stickers reflecting your values. 12 months,  $5.00. 
APC-Ministickl, Box 2356, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405. 
'Il******************************************** 

Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Ersedamy. 
Cash. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Izs#cs U‘nlfdi)fed zm, 
Chloride, Arizona. 
khkk kk kk KAk X hkhkhkhkhkhhkhkhkkhkkhkdkxkdhkk * * 

"Den't Tread on Me" — Sturdy, weqthefi}gg}f@i} ;} ;W75 
Gadsden Flag — 9"x16" — blk/wh on gold. $1 edth ! pyst id = CEECENMLER Telescreen, 4107 South Ave., Toledo, ANgkY 
********************1\-**********GBA@&;B***** 

Remember: In a coercive socjety, CASH payment is good manners! 
********************************************* 
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HOW TO SURVIVE A MONETARY Cgyg), 
  

Concerned about runaway inflation, increused coercign 
chaos? Then you'll want to attend the idea-packed gne (" oy, 

~dg 
"Surviving a Monetary Crisis" — tobe presented by Harry g,, " 

Data on locating property away from the problem — byi|g: 
home — power generation — food supplies — protection — 
gold & silver values — survival in any conditions, 

ng 7°Jr;. 

educa, 

Those in attendance will receive an exclusive bibliogrgphy of 
: : S, materials on the subject. r 

Sunday, April 30, 1967 —8 am to 6 pm — Elks' Lodge, 4 
Willow St., Long Beach (at Lakewood turnoff, San Diego Fury) 

Individuals $25; Married couples $37.50. 10% discount forodvc, 
reservation, 

| For further information or reservations, call (213) HO9-1944. 
*************************************** 

GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $44.50 PER FINE TROY OUNC:” 
LOS ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Box 1048-A, ARLETA, CAL, 3 

PHONE (213) 899-3350, DAY OR NIGHT 
*****************************************," 

A floating voluntary society meeting (informal) will be helq il 
Angeles on 5 May. All interested libertarians are invited, ¢, 
Kerry Thornley at 759-0566 for further information. 
****)\'*******************‘k**************t**., 

FREELANCE PROGRAMMING — programs written and run, Let » 
solve your problems for you: data reduction, information procesy 
caleulations, accounting, statistical economic analysis ... Seny 
detailed definition of your problem for a free estimate to Cy 
Spencer, Caltech, Pasadena, California. 
5\'***4-******'l"i'**************************f*ftt1 

FOUR "GYPSIES" have degrees and/or extensive experience | 
mathematics, circuit design, mechanical design, logic  desig 
computer programming, system analysis, drafting, technical writin, 
fabricating; seek location-independent work as consultants or b 
contractors. Ambitious, resourceful, responsible, libertarian. LO 
RATES. Available full or part time; one or more. Ad 704 %INNOY 
***************************************i*t**| 

Produce your own, avoid inflation, on a small, modern "homestead. 
THE GREEN REVOLUTION, monthly, $3 a year, tells how. Ak 
popular book, GO AHEAD AND LIVE!, $4. Both for $6 — Schae 
of Living, Heathcote Rd., Freeland, Md. 
******************************************iil 

FREE BANKING by Henry Meulen (1934; 429pp), $4.50  fror 
KAPACO, Box 265, Camp Verde, Arizona. 
*******************************************" 

AGCOMM DIRECTORY TWO of publications, institutes, etc., 
interest to libertarians: $1. 

CRYPTOSTRIPS — "communication insurance" in the form ofsecure 
private, rapid, disguisable cipher: $1. 

OSWALD by Kerry Thornley (autographed), an analysis of the altrui 
mentality: $1 

Above orders mailed first class from Agoric, Box 2116, Santa Monico 

Calif. 90405. 
* ok ok ok ok ok ok ***********************************"’ 

Do you know a pro-freedom individual in British Columbia? If you & 
order, at no cost to you, a five-month INNOVATOR giffsubscrl'pfi"fl 
in your name (paid for by donation made for purpose). Limit: one p 
subscriber; offer expires Sept. 1, 1967, 
***********************************i’*******" 

Old Preform literature for sale while it lasts: "Introductory Summay 
to Government and Development Organizations," 29 pages: 
"New Vistas of Freedom," presentation, 3.75 ips monaural tape, | 
minutes: rent $2/mo., buy $10. Notebook: 39 preliminary stud 
papers, 222 pages, formerly confidential: rent $2/mo., buy 1 
Preform, Box 2116, Santa Monica 90405. 
-k***i*****t*********************************‘ 
LIBERTARIAN BOOKS — NEW AND USED pamphlets, periodicalsl 

records, tapes, other items. REVISIONIST HISTORIES! 

Large Selection —= Free List 
$andra Jeffrie$, P.O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 
i e T A 
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OTOR OF 

AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

> 
THE WORLD 

"Like a flash, the thought occurred to me that here was available power within the reach of man." 

The story of an 
early enterprise 
in technological 
invention opens 

in  Albany, 
N. Y., during 
the 1820's. Here 

began the 
scientific career 

of Joseph Henry, 
who became a 
professor of math- 
ematics at Albany 

Academy in 1826. 
Significantly, in 
the summer of 
that year Joseph 
Henry was one of 

a group of 20 

young men who 
accompanied 

Amos Eaton in a 

kind of traveling 

summer school by 
barge on the Erie 
Canal. This was 

the first venture 
in education by 

actual experience in exploring the geology and natural history of 

central New York, all the way to Buffalo and Lake Erie. It was spon~ 

sored by the Rensselaer School (1), only in the second year of its 

existence as a pioneering enterprise in the "application of science to 

the common purposes of life," and the training of lecturers and 

teachers in science. Joseph Henry was, in a sense, a protege of the 

older Amos Eaton, and he subsequently served as an examiner at 

Rensselaer during his years at Albany. 

  

The Brandon Blacksmith 

Mysterious New Power 

At the Albany Academy Joseph Henry became inferes.ted.in electric'iiy 

and carried on significant experiments in communication by wire, 

later incorporated into the telegraph, developed by Samue.l Morse. 

Henry's scientific success at the Albu.ny Academy won him a c.c|| 

to a professorship at Princeton Unive.rsny. ) Later l.'le %ecu‘mev\;heh.fxrst 

SECl‘efory of the newly established Smithsonian lnsmuf!on in Washing- 

ton, and he became, as it were, the d'ean of American Scientists. 

~ While in Albany, Henry in particular |r3'1proved the electro-magnet 

into a practical working device of con51'derable force. Several of 

them were, indeed, acquired by the Penfield Iron Works near Crow‘n 

Point, N. Y., on the recommendation .of Atmos Ecto?: who vrvcsft::‘nr 

used at an iron mine to extractiron out o - 

z’ ::ES::LOZI;,T";?{! V;llferenecsrby port on Lake Champlain was named Port 

  

— Thomas Davenport 

Henry after him, 

Here in 1833, the electro-magnets in action fascinated a visitor from 

nearby Brandon, Vt. This was Thomas Davenport, known hereafter as 

the Brandon Blacksmith, who became obsessed with the possibility of 
putting this mysterious new power to work. He acquired one of the 
magnets there and returned home with it. Thereafter, the develop- 
ment of a kind of electric motor and its possible opplications became 
Davenport's single dominant occupation, to which he dedicated his 

life and meager means. As is so often the case with such early inven- 
tors and premature inventions, failure dogged his life and work, al- 

though many years later, in 1910, long after his death in 1851, 

Brandon and Vermont celebrated his achievements and dedicated a 

memorial to him. 

Davenport's immediate problem, accentuated by his obscure activity 

in a remote, rural part of the country in the 1830's, was to become 
known and to secure patronage and a patent for his invention. 

Davenport addressed himself first to Prof. E. Turner at nearby Middle- 

bury College, who advised him to consult Amos Eaton at Troy, and 

he, in turn, would introduce him to Stephen Van Rensselaer and 
Joseph Henry. Thus, in 1835, Davenport began a pilgrimage, which 
took him first to Troy. There he presented his letter of introduction 
from Turner to Amos Eaton. The latter sent Davenport to see Stephen 
Van Rensselaer, recommending his machine as "simple and efficient." 
Van Rensselaer gave him a letter to present to Professor Henry, then 

at Princeton University, and from there Davenport continued his 

travels by way of the University of Pennsylvania to Washington. 

Truth, Truth Is 

Despite encouragement, Davenport returned, however, without a 

patent, and he stopped again at Troy. Here his funds gave out, and, 
on Amos Eaton's recommendation, Stephen Van Rensselaer paid 
Davenport $30.00 for his model of the motor, to enable him to return 

home. Van Rensselaer presented the motor to the Rensselaer Institute, 
as it was then called, which thus in 1835 came into possession of the 

first working model of an electric motor made in America. It re- 

mained part of the school's scientific equipment until it was ap=- 
parently destroyed in the great fire of 1862. A subsequent model of 
the motor preserved at Brandon later found its way to the Smithsonian 

Institution which, therefore, today has the only surviving example on 
display. 

Everything 

Amos Eaton's interest in the motor did not end with its acquisition for 
the Rensselaer School, thanks to Van Rensselaer's generosity. Ina 
letter to the TROY BUDGET, on Aug. 21, 1835, Eaton wrote a full 
account of the whole incident, explaining how he and the Rensselaer 

Institute happened to be connected with the electric motor. It is 
probably the oldest, first-hand account available and deserves to be 
reproduced. Under the heading: "Electro-Magnetism Applied to 

Mechanical Operations," Eaton wrote: 

"An obscure blacksmith of Brandon, Vermont, happened



  

accidentally to become acquainted with Professor Henry's 
discoveries in electro-magnetism.  Possessing one  of 
those minds which cannot be confined to the limits of a black- 
smith shop, nor any shop less than the canopy of heaven, he 
applied this power —with which Professor Henry astonished the 
scientific world —to scientific mechonics. He turns three 
horizontal wheels around 50 times per minute with this power. 
The wheels and shaft weigh 11 pounds. He has convinced 
Professors Henry and Bache that the power is sufficient for 
strong machinery. A detailed account of it will appear in the 
next number of SILLIMAN'S JOURNAL. The Hon. Stephen 
Van Rensselaer has purchased his first constructed machine or 
model for the Rensselaer Institute in Troy, as a piece of school 
apparatus.  No chemical nor philosophical apparatus can 
hereafter be considered perfect without it. Whatever may be 
its fate in mechanics, it will cause the name of Thomas 

Davenport, the inventor, to accompany that of Professor 
Henry to the ends of the earth,” 

This did not end Eaton's connection with Davenport and the electric 
motor. A month later, on Sept. 8, 1835, Eaton was again writing to 
the BUDGET. Referring to a note in the NEW YORK COMMERC 
ADVERTISER, reproduced from an Albany newspaper, that Davenport's 

device would not work, Eaton denied it as "totally untrue." 
"battery cups" have been injured, "but | have seenitoften in moti 
and know it to be all that has been said of it, an astonishing applica- 

tion of electro-magnetism." Eaton announced, moreover, that 

would exhibit it free at the Court House on Oct. 14, which was 

last Institute examination day, when many men of science will b 

IAL 

The 

on, 

he 

the 

ein 

attendance. It will be "in full action and shall be moved solely by 
electro-magnetism. 

tion," 

It will carry three wheels weighing 11 pounds 
and @ miniature trip hammer, as an emblem of the inventor's avoca- 

Eaton wrote to Davenport at the same time, asking him to come to 
Troy to prepare the machine for the display before "a thousand spec- 
tators. | will deliver a lecture while you are working it, explain 
the principles. .. truth, truth is everything." Davenport answered t 

ing 

hat 

he could not offord to come to Troy, but offered to build a better 
machine. Eaton bought all the copper wire in Troy hardware stores, 
and he sent Davenport five pounds of it. 

cord whether the exhibit was held as announced. Interestin 

Troy newspapers do not re-~ 

gly 
enough, Davenport subsequently resorted to similar exhibitions in 
cities like Boston and New York as a means of raising money as well 
os displaying his various applications of the motor, among them t 
toy railroad and a rotary printing press. He obtained a patent 

oa 

in 

1837, but it was too early and too crude for practical and profitable 
exploitation. Davenport himself died in 1851, worn out with fu tile 
labors, a disappointed and disillusioned man. This was not an unusual 
experience in the history of American inventions and inventors. 
SAMUEL REZNECK 

(Dr. Rezneck is professor of history at Rensselaer Polytechnic In 
tute, and is the Institute archivist. His article first appeared in 
Summer, 1966, issue of the Institute's ALUMNI REVIEW, and is 
published here with the kind permission of Dr. Rezneck and 
publishers of the ALUMNI REVIEW.) 

sti- 

the 

re- 
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(1) The Rensselaer School, now the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
founded at Troy, N. Y., in 1824 by Stephen Van Rensselaer and 

Amos Eaton, is the oldest school of higher learning in any English- 
speaking country that has continuously devoted itself to instruction 
and research in science and engineering. 

  

THE REAL REVOLUTION 
  

"James Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, which started to 
revolutionize the modern world, and those who followed him in 
competitive struggle to make a better engine and sell it for less, 

the 
did 

more to take women out of the coal mines and off the tow-paths 
of the canal boats, more to take children out of the factories, than 
all the socialists and communists and politicians of the world com- 
bined."” SAMUEL B, PETTENGILL. 

ON THE MARKET 

PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL — STORAGE 
  

"Every family should be encouraged to have a supply of feoq 
ing, and if possible, fuel to provide for its needs for at |eqg 
advised the General Church Welfare Committee of the 
Church, as long ago as 1936. The meager amount of information W 
available on the subject of storage and preparation for survivgl | 
compiled and published in the late 1930's, by Walter D, Borch,n[wcx 
or Layton, Utah, oo 

r Clog, 
a yeg,'. 

M O"flfifl 

Mr. Batchelor now has available a Fourth Edition (196¢), of his v 

uable handbook, GATEWAY TO SURVIVAL IS STORAGE. A in: 
troduction explains, this practical booklet contains "the |atest know. 
ledge and ideas about the storage of food and other products, g 
presents a practical, effective approach to the solution of storgge 

problems." 

While Mr. Batchelor's handbook was not prepared with the libertarigy 
reader in mind, it is nevertheless remarkable in its recognition of 
dangers that a breakdown of the market economy presents to everyan 
who is unprepared for the possibility. The author tells INNOVATG, 
"The storage program cannot berover-emphasized in light of the tren 
of world conditions. We have tried to make the booklet as simple ang 
practical as possible. We evidently have succeeded, since our filg 

are attesting to the success of people all over the country with thej 
storage program. ... A strike in this area lasted for several months, 
and numerous families tell the story of how their storage suppliss 
carried them through the crisis.” 

GATEWAY TO SURVIVAL IS STORAGE is a 34 page booklet, i 
which there isn't one bit of wasted space. A number of specific 
storage plans are suggested, of course, but more important, the book- 
let outlines rules and principles by which each family may develop 
its own storage program in accordance with individual needs and 

preferences. There is a separate explanation given on storage with- 
out spoilage: fruits and vegetables, canned vs. dry foods, flour, med, 

cheese, fats and oils, eggs, sugar, honey, and countless other items, 

Hints on rotation, basic nutritional requirements, canning water, cer- 
tain products easily made at home, sanitation and sewage disposal, 
and provisions for emergency and medical supplies, are included, dll 
from the point of view of storage and preparation in advance. 

There doesn't seem to be anything left out. Mr. Batchelorsays "suc- 
cess comes to those who learn to do by doing." This handbook tells 

how to start. For copies: 

Wriic Walter D. Batchelor, 61 Beacon Ave., Layton, Utdh., 
1-9 copies, 50¢ each. 10-49 copies, 36¢ each. 50-99copies, 
31¢ each. 100 or more, 26¢ each. All prices Postpaid. 
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iy day of the destroyer, when the most successful extorters are 
V%M "public officials" ond the most brutal murderers are called 
'_“_5.,.,.,\,“ when any pigay bank is safer than the Fiist National and 

- g life insurance certificates are useful only for building fires, 

individuals 

N 

    

ponds O 
sionol are once ogoin turning to that oldest of 

It kL 
. o . . 

fe depositories —the ground. With more treasure going into the 

b thon ever before, some suggestions on caching may be timely: 
el N 

s ACE: Most people hide valuables in and around their homes. So 

_home is the first place o thief —State or private — will search. A 
:@O.c area should be selected for ony long-term storage; a national 
iorest or other State unproperty will do nicely. Allow several days 
(o1 exploration to find a suitable spot. Avoid sites: subject to erosion 

.ch os beaches, gullies, or steep slopes, near power lines or roads 

(which may be widened or moved), visible from o great distance, or 
~eor any habitation or tourist attraction. As a rule of thumb: if you 
would hesitate to make love there, don't coche there. Avoid any 

obvious landmark such as the base of the only tree within miles. 

PACKAGING: The outside container, if large, must be correspond- 
ingly sturdy to withstand soil pressures. Tightly packing any empty 
space with crumpled newspapers will help. And double or triple 
pock so your stores will survive even if the outside container is 
crushed or ruptured.  (The side of a half-empty five-gallon paint can 
ot four-feet depth collapsed; double-packaging preserved the con- 
tents.) Plastic frozen-food containers placed inside one another and/ 
or o heavy-duty plastic pail (with tight-fitting top) will usually suf- 
fice. Pockage density should be about‘the same as soil density to 

ovoid any risk of settling or working to the surface. (A one-gallon 
con packed FULL of silver settled a foot in three years —in relatively 
dry, rocky soil.) Place long-term stores and short-term stores in 
separate caches, if feasible, to minimize recaching. 

RECORDS: One traditional location method: measure distances from 

of leost four different (for redundancy) relatively permanent reference 
objects such as outcrops or large trees. Use tape measures; pacing is 

not sufficiently accurate. Encode record and/or separate identifica- 

tion of the general area from specification of the specific spot. 

Make duplicate copies and keep in different places. 

BURYING: Allow several hours per cache; begin early enough so that 
ob can be completed in daylight. To minimize surface disturbance: 

vile dirt on a torpaulin or heavy plastic sheet; stand on several layers 
of newspapers or old blankets; carefully dig up and preserve any 
olants;  seporate surface material and subsoil. If your cache includes 

o lorge omount of metal, three foot depth should suffice to frustrate 
netol detectors; otherwise one foot depth protects against erosion and 
nquisitive small animals. Inconspicuously dispose of surplus dirt a- 

vay from cache. Pack the soil well when refilling. Finally, spend an 

our or so carefully adding or rearranging leaves, branches, pebbles 

r other surface material until the site blends with the neighborhood. 
eturn in a month or two to recheck site for appearance. 

GENERAL: If the undertaking seems formidable, do a couple of prac- 
ice caches first to build skill and confidence. Your greatest risks 

re: the possibility you (or your agent) will be unable to relocate the 

ache; the possibility stores will mildew or corrode (precious metals, 

f course, do not corrode easily); the possibility you will be seen 
unknowingly) while burying. But with even moderate care, your 

ache is your safest storage place in the world. (NAME WITHHELD 

ON REQUEST) 

  

| ! ILVER ON_ITS WAY! 

he U, s, Treasury has suspended open-market sale of silver, Sk)’m‘:lf‘ 
ting its price in the world market. As of May 24, the spot price in 

Ondon was $1,55 per Troy ounce. 

he Treasury also outlawed the melting and exporting of U. S. silver 
oins, We predict that despite this medieval edict, substantial quan- 

tes of coins, now having silver value 12% over face value, will 
’ 

nd their way abroad. 
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PROFIT IN PAPER 

During a major political-economic upheaval, many individuals ques- 
tion and quest, and ore especiolly receptive to new philosophic- 
economic theories which explain past esents and offer fundemental 

solutions. And one or more State-born "emergencies” such as o 
depression, an "austerity program,” hyperinflation, lorge-scale riots, 

nuclear attack, and/or escalation of the Viet Nam war, is probable 

within the next few years. But successful ideological education 

requires means of communication —including oppropriate texts and 

timely tracts. 

The more catastrophic State-made crises would naturally disrupt the 
publishing trades. But deliberate attempts by the coercivists to si- 
lence opposition can also be expected. While the goons of govern- 
ment may hesitate to impose overt censorship, they can squelch those 
critics who are unprepared, by indirect means without even raising 

the issue of "censorship." For example, "to fight inflation," the 
State might impose price controls on paper (along with other com- 
modities). This, of course, would result in a shortage. So the 
government would respond with rationing of paper "to assure a fair 

distribution." (1) 

Consequently, educational literature aond printing supplies 

excellent investments now —perhaps offering more profit potenticl 
than even precious metals. Even if no catastrophe and/or covert 

You take it from there. 

are 

censorship comes, the value of well-chosen books should at least keep 
pace with the "cost of living." (2) 

While books are bulkier and more perishable than silver, storage is 
not unduly difficult. Over $300 worth of paperback books will fit 
in a large, heavy-duty plastic disposal container., If the books 

are wrapped in plastic film (such as frozen food wrapping) and the 

container is sealed and buried, the books are relatively safe from 

either deterioration or seizure. In damp climates, a dessicant may 

be desirable. 

Paper and printing supplies are likewise an excellentinvestment, even 

for those without printing equipment. As long as materials are on 

hand, willing printers can probably be found. And a securely-stored 

mimeograph (the least expensive and most useful general -purpose 

duplicator), may literally become worth its weight in gold. EL RAY. 

(1) "The grandson of Mahatma Gandhi last year was unable to start a 
weekly paper because he was refused a LICENSE for newsprint,” ac- 
cording to R. B. Carnaghan's FREEDOM REVIEW. 

(2) Books with a disaster theme should prove especially timely. Ayn 
Rand's ATLAS SHRUGGED, besides explaining the metabolism of 
government coercion and presenting a libertarian philosophy, gives a 
strategy for personal survival and development. ANTHEM, also by 
Ayn Rand, has the advantage of brevity, Robert Heinlein's 
STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND and Taylor Caldwell's THE 
DEVIL'S ADVOCATE set forth anti-statism in ways palatable tomany 
of the "left" and "right,” respectively, for whom rational egoism is 
too radical. George Orwell's NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR s an ex- 
cellent primer on the welfare/warfare state for almost anyone., 
Factual accounts of past disasters caused by government intervention 
include John Jewkes' ORDEAL BY PLANNING, M 
AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION, Costantino Bre: 
THE ECONOMICS OF INFLATION, and Richard Grant's THE IN- 
CREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE. Introductions to economics and liber- 
tarian principles include Bastiat's THE LAW, the Foundation for Eco- 
nomic Education's CLICHES OF SOCIALISM, Henry Hazlitt's ECO- 
NOMICS IN ONE LESSON, and Murray Rothbard's WHAT  GOV- 
ERNMENT HAS DONE TO YOUR MONEY. Books on home medicine 
and wilderness survival may also be in demand. 
pocket-book dealers will offer about a 30% 
100, cash-no-return transaction, 

urray Rothbard's 
sciani - Turroni's 

Local wholesale 
discount on quantities of 

  

COMING SOON IN INNOVATOR: 
  

Private coinage in the United States; A Review, Support Your Local Private Detectivel A Special Issue, 
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y of proposals for exterritorial 
PEACE PLANS discusses a wide variet r 

agoric enterprise, 
associations, free money, ideological education, . ; 

tical reforms, ond guerrillo warfare. Libertarian 

"Excellent unique publication.” Nine 

J. M. Zube, Wilshire St., 

migrotions, poli 
premises. AGCOMM says: 

BIG issves for $2 U. S. currency. 

Berrima, N. S. W., Australia. 
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Build your own freedom, sove many doys' research on all aspects of 

orgonizing o retreat from the coercive world. The bibliography 

"HOW TO SURVIVE A MONETARY CRISIS", containing over 300 

listings, from Harry Browne's seminar of the same name is now avail- 

oble for $9.50 from Don Stephens, Atlantis Enterprises, Ltd., 

5020 El Verano, Los Angeles, California, 90041. 

LR I **'9*******i‘fl*.***“
************* 

INFLATION REPORT. Specific practical personal advice. Protect 

your savings. $1.00; airmail, $1.30. Freedom Bookshelf, Box 303-T. 

Lombard, Ill. 

i&iiit***l********if**
**********************

* 
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If you know a pro-freedom individual living aboard an ocean-going 

boat, order gift subscriptions to both INNOVATOR and OCEAN 

FREEDOM in your name (at no cost to you — paid for by donations 

made for purpose). Write AD-705, c¢/o INNOVATOR. 

*fii‘*i**i***********-ki**
********************** 

BOOKS —USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT QUOTED FROM STOCK OR 

SEARCHED. P. K. Slocum, 7733 Corey St., Downey, Calif. 90242, 

*****t***ti****************
****************** 

Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedom. 

Cash. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Research Unlimited. Box Zero, 

Chloride, Arizona. 

********************************
************* 

GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $44,50 PER FINE TROY OUNCE. 

LOS ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Box 1048-A, ARLETA, CAL. 91331. 

PHONE (203) 899-3350, DAY OR NIGHT. 

************3*******************************
* 

FREELANCE PROGRAMMING —programs written and run. Let me 
solve your problems for you: data reduction, information processing, 
calculations, accounting, statistical economical analysis... Send a 
detailed definition of your problem for a free estimate to Craig 
Spencer, Caltech,. Pasadena, California. 

**i’*********ij“k'**************)\'**************** 

Produce your own, avoid inflation, on a small, modern "homestead." 
THE GREEN REV%{JTION, monthly, $3 a year, tells how. Also 
popular book, G@AHEAD AND LIVE!, $4, Both for $6 — School 

of Living, Heathcote Rd., Freeland, Md. 

dohk ok kk dkk ok ok kok kdk kkkkkkhkkhkk kk kkkdhk dkhkhkhkkhkdhkhxkhkdkdhk x* 

LIBERTARIAN BOOKS — NEW AND USED pamphlets, periodicals, 

records, tapes, other items. REVISIONIST HISTORIES! 
Large Selection —Free List 

Sandra Jeffrie$, P. O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214, 
Fhkkdhkkkkkhkhkhkhhkdhkhkkhhkhhkkhhhkhk Ak khkkhkhkkdhkh k& % & 

CANADA? 

Fvening ser:ninar (Los Angeles area) on June 10, 7:00 PM, for those 
un.ferested in B. C, as a retreat area. Two-hour presentation with 
slides. $3.00 per person: 25 maximum, Call 257-2011 for reservations 
*k******************************************* 

Buying silver quarters, $1025 per bag, LA. Wri i o AN o P g, LA. Write first,  Ad 755, 

******************‘k************************* * 

ADVERTISE IN INNOVATOR. 
15¢ per word, plus $1.00 per ad. 

fEAUL:l'I-COF.’Y SUBSCRIPTIONS TO INNOVATOR: xtra issues n'muled to same address monthly, one-half requla i 10 copies mailed to same address monthly, $10.00 per yegor A 
hokok ok ok ok ok kok ko ok ok 
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Reach a select readership. 
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NCREDIBIE 
BREAL 
MACHINE 
A STUDY OF CAPITALISM, FREEDOM—AND THE STAT: 
llllllllI.lllllllllllllll; 

By RICHARD W.GRANT 

  

Read this lucid and provocative study in political economy. Ing|yg 
is Richard Grant's famous epic poem, "Tom Smith and his lncred[b? 
Bread Machine." 286 pp, $4.00 per copy, (S3.00 per copy in g 
tities of 10 or more). Shipping cost is included; no sales tax, qr\ 

$andra Jeffrie$ 
P. O. Box 14031 
E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214, 

Order from: 
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AGCOMM DIRECTORY TWO lists vital statistics on the followin 

data sources of interest to libertarians: INNOVATOR, INSTITUT 

FOR HUMANE STUDIES, LEFT AND RIGHT, MINUS ONE, PEAC 
PLANS, PHILOSOPHIC RESEARCH UNLIMITED, RAMPART COl 
LEGE, THE REGISTER, ALTERNATIVES, AMERICAN CIVIL L& 
TIES UNION, CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS NEWS NOTES 
FREE SCHOOL OF NEW YORK, INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY 0 
NONVIOLENCE, KANDIDE, THE KANSAS FREE PRESS, LAV 
AND LIBERTY, LIBERTARIAN, LIBERATION, THE MOVEMEN 
NATIONAL ALERT PATROL, NATIONAL GUARDIAN, N 
UNIVERSITY THOUGHT, NEW LEFT NOTES, VIETNAM PROTEY 
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE NEWS, WIN, THE BELL, EAST WEST DI 
GEST, FREEDOM MAGAZINE, FREEDOM REVIEW, FREEDOM" 
WAY, THE FREEMAN, THE INTERCOLLEGIATE REVIEW, NEW AC 
INTELLECTUAL NEWSLETTER, THE NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIE! 
RALLY, RIGHTS BY RIGHT, THE YOUNG LIBERTARIANS 
THE  GREANLEAF, GREEN REVOLUTION, THE ™ 
TENTIONAL COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER, MAPKA RePOF 
AND LAPTA REPORT, THE MODERN UTOPIAN, OCEAN FREEDO™ 
THE INDIVIDUALIST, RESEARCH REPORTS, AMERICAN MONTE 
SORI SOCIETY, THE SUMMERHILL BULLETIN, A WAY ol 
MANAS, SEATTLE GROUP BULLETINS, INNERSPACE, P5'C% 
DELIC REVIEW, INSTITUTE FOR RATIONAL LIVING, CATAY 
NEWSLETTER, LOVE, SEXUAL FREEDOM LEAGUE OF SAN FRANA! 
CISCO, SOCIAL IMPROVEMENT CRUSADE, SEXUAL FREEDC 
FORUM, UNITED SEXUAL RIGHTS COMMITTEE, EAST VILLAES 
OTHER, THE FIFTH ESTATE, JOHN WILCOCK's OTHER SCENZ 
THE REALIST : - coNT? , DIRECTORY OF AMERICA'S 340 MOST 1 
VERSIAL PERIODICALS, SANDRA JEFFRIES, SHADY DEAL EN.CU, 

PRISES and others, Send $1 to AGORIC (Box 5116, Sen@ ™" 
Calif. 90405) for your copy. H T ¢ 
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*1\-************************************* 
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AT YOUR LOCAL PRIVAT 
OLUTION OF THE DEFENSE PROBLEM 
  

AMARKH $ 

d within the context of freedom like any other 

s Individuals see the need for defense and divert 
or service. e of it. They may either decide to provide their 

o take car a company or other such institution to do it. 
o defe'n‘se orf T:glor a system of market-tested organization will 
With division :' info e;(isfence which will take care of defense needs 
soon_be lbl'°u‘:1% satisfactorily. Life preserving food is supplied through 
'm“e::k)el'. There is no reason why defense can't be similarly 

:;P'T"d' This is the only alternative entirely consistent v\fith the 
feedom prescribed by man's nature.  Dr. Murray Rothbard writes: 

Deerse may be treat 

esources 

"l o LIBERTARIAN society though, it is the individual, not the state, 

which has the primary choice as to whether and how his defenses shall 
be maintained. As an individual he has the right to fight in his own 
o another's defense; or, if he adjudges foolhardy or disbelieves in 
fighting altogether, he has the right not to fight at all. Andsimilarly, 
he hos the right to subscribe voluntarily to police forces and courts 
vhich offer defense, but also the right not to subscribe. No one has 
he right to force him to fight or to pay others to fight for him. If the 
stote forces him to pay tax moneys for state-conceived defense 
purposes, the state thereby deprives him of his individual right." (1) 
Thee will be those wh o will seoff at thi " ism." 
b Rt e s seoff at this proposal as "anarchism 

d to these critics as follows: 
n 

u;--l;nl:nmli;s :? ml:deo ‘_’dOPI" Karl Marx's sneer at the free market 
fon, For the te:n IQ”°"°:_: we had better guard our semantic 
e e+ o thnctrc ism' has become almost as confused as the 
1 even more violeeflprofessed anarchists of our century have all 

Co nily opposed to capitalism and private property 
nonists. - Voluntarism in any of its forms, on the Wi . mflrchism?"'(z)euw render private property inviolate. Is this 

The ;y“em 
is not q| . . Salls oy narchy if this term means "no rule." nuleof law so that 

System myst |, 
1 Or demOCl’u 
m aret 1y Perha 

=~ as ¢ 

elqw a se”lng to 

This proposal 
. Property and life are ALWAYS protected. ¢ distinguished from t 

cy which allow prope 
PS @ name for th 
ere is ap g 
conscioys| 

Stense Purveyors, N q 
1 

whenpa:x:mqtion of the GWemm 3 Chap €| ofc 
L 

T 
s 

hose such as monarchy, 
rty confiscation by one, 

e proposal would be agorocracy 
PPeal to participants acting freely in 

¥ and economically select the best of 

nsion of this idea took place recently 

PERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF Lisknry 

NOVATOR 
California 90034 — June 1967 — One Year, $2.00 Single Copy, 25¢ 

"TO PROTECT AND SERVE™ 
  

"Many businessmen acce 
caused by the systemat 
equipment . 

Pt as inevitcble the stecd i 
y drain cn profits 

ic theft of goods, tools, raw materials cnd . collusion with competitors .. idleness on the job or absenteeism. They sweep these problems under the rug of 'shrinkeqe! and hope the costs won't be too damaging. ; 
ond ! : They feel loss prevention is enhelr impossible or too expensive to be worthwhile. But they are 1 

. “rye wrong." D. Bruce Burns, President, William J. Burns Internaticnal 
Detective Agency. 

The dynamic duo — those fearless crime fighters known as Batmen and 
Robin — breezed into town the other day for a whirlwind prometicn 
tour. Traveling by bus rather than their famous Batmcbile, they 
pulled into Central Purk around noon, seemingly unperturbed by the 
muggings and other nefarious happenings that have made the cloce 
famous.  About 4,000 youngsters were waiting for them, ecger to 
touch a cape or just catch a glimpse of the fearless refugees from 
Gotham City, Waiting, too, were four doughty employeesof William 
J. Burns Detective Agency, who were there, sad but true, to see that 
the dashing duo was kept free from harm. 

As Batman and Robin would be the first to admit, the security and 

protection business is a wide=ranging offair. It covers everything 

from the unarmed guard who makes his rounds at night to sound-ray 
scanning devices; from the whirring camera in the bank lobby to the 
vaults below; from the lie-detector in the personnel office to the 
unobtrusive waming system in the schoolyard playground; from the 
cheery smile at the factory gate to the legendary Dobermans that 

prowl through Macy's at night. It is all these and more — and thanks 

to a mounting interest on the part of industry and public alike, the 

business of providing them is acquiring all the earmarks of a growth 

industry. 

Indeed, since World War I, the country has become highly security 

conscious. At the same time, crime and violence h.olve become ¢ 

fact of life. So, too, have other indusrr‘iol dangers like the t::aft of 

tools, parts, products and ideas, the wilful neglect of machinery, 

vandalism and robbery. 

As a result, everyone is interested in security t:esebdoys.scf(;t:;;c;,r?j 

a business point of view, the mcrk?? scorcel): as eel::fed i 

Close to 75% of the firms that requn(r:i pr::cc:::n fi;v:eever’ ki 

SfE:: "IZ 'Oedo g‘:e irc:;s;:e;:s::\\;efsc;ct thzr the seclur“y specialists can 
will change. o ings in cost. Another: ) e toh ot a 20% savings 
do a superior, more objective job @ ums to plonts . . tion in premi Shloig |1 o ommun?;nmerce suggested running the Federal the insurance people off.er o sizoble reducti 

?‘ked o of °per0fion .Y Chest. Each citizen receives a that have adequate security systems. ) 5. business 
“C?wify check o ¢ Which the government is engaged in and ; dy ore impressive- "' 2 econo;n. he'd like N the sheet and | _engdg h  The industry's dimensions olreagy lly for protection. Anather 3 tr g Mol . .f e contin enclose a contribution fo.r Bac ds close to $1.2 billion annually | profits by employe ShEt "o vql Withdrqy, su ve. This would enable the citizens SFfer,‘ i o is siphoned off from pofenf'C‘ F; 11 business failures are i « ED ARD CPF;:OA"’cg'Om services they feel are harmful i"“!on i ted that as much as one-third o Z sizable, too: they 
K" Focgys i Y It is estima ling.) Fire losses are cutive year M el pro aused by intemal stealing- king it the eighth conse 

) 
; gi half () o Righyy 7OPosal o . 3 billion in 1964, m ark. Furtherniies ) "Thek " THE STANDndensed from his article "Freedom and  totaled $1. od the one_b,llwn-dollcf :’“er re-open; of those that 

&2) "I o AQSress » Feb. 1963, with his permission.)  that losses fof}?at suffer a major fire loss 07 or " inesses ot ears. Ung 2l,°]9§8‘°fious qm; RFA['[H AND FREEDOM, April, 1954. ;};e k,::,os:-e than 20% close within thre: Y number of big namesk:- flro:n 
: adj X . ) ion, a huge X teel buckets dical Tl‘Odltion," NATIONAL REVIEW, When it comes fo fire ;rgz:?:r"f t,urn out evewi‘f;lr:ss :;‘;Z‘es yie business 
\k— 

U.S. Steel ’fi U'S'A ;ood number of smaller fif 
k 

H 0S€ . . to synthetic 
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: 
their specialty. Among them are "Automatic" Sprinkler Corp. of  floods a room with sound waves that are, of COUMse, unsee, 
America and Grinnell Corp., the leading makers of sprinkler systems. intruder. The protection specialists hove onother devin‘”“: 
Fire extinguishers come from firms like Walter Kidde and Ansul Co. activates an alarm when a prospective thief is still sey e, F;;”"l 
Edwards Co., a subsidiary of General Signal Corp., dealsinsignaling @ safe. They even have do-it-yourself security syspan, 'Jf:d:i‘ 

U devices. alarms for the home. For that matter, the industry is forgayy 
one and pushing its protective coverage into untapped greq, 4 . . : i a7 . r . o 

The ormo're.dt[uck bustncss is dominated by Brmk s and U.S. Trlucklng, moment, vast segments of home and industry are either ki ' 

two subsidiaries of Pittston Co., ond American Express Co.'s Wells . ol hi Whil L UMProtecty 
: 5 covered in an uneconomical fashion. ile this situatign - 

Fargo operation. Among the guard ogencies, the oldest, largest and is bej, 
corrected, the security business is likely to grow like o 
MICHAEL J. EDMANDS best known is the privately-owned Pinkerton's National Detective house ofir 

Agency, the firm that originated the "We never sleep" slogan. lts 
competitors include WilliomJ. Burns International Detective Agency, (Condensed from "Safety and Growth," BARRON'S, Nationg| 
Wackenhut Corp., and Globe Security Systems, which became part  and Financial Weekly, Oct. 17, 1966, with permission.) 
of the Walter Kidde organization in May. 

US;m_.. 

  

Then come the central olarm stations, which are connected by VOLUNTARY OR COERCIVE? 
telephone line to a protective device in an office, store or factory . 
Manned 24 hours a day, they furnish round-the-clock protection. 
While many small, local firms offer the service, the major factors 

are Holmes Electric Protective Service, Automatic Fire Alarm Co. 

ond American District Telegraph. Rounding out the roster is Baker 
Industries (Barron's, April 18). 

  

The proposition is sometimes advanced that if the property protect 
service were to be provided by private enterprise rather thns 

coercively-maintained geographical monopolies (1), then this sevie 
would be limited in effectiveness to a small geographical oreg g 

that private enterprise property protection agencies would fg| [ 

Most fire insurance companies give large premium reductions to firms make adequate arrangements with other companies to provide exteng, 
that have sprinkler systems. In a typical example, a department store  protection for their customers. 
paid $61,200 in annual insurance premiums before sprinklers were 

installed, only $14,720 ofter. The system cost $170,000, giving the 
store an annual savings of $46,480 after its four-year amortization. 
"Automatic" Sprinkler also likes to emphasize that no one ever died 
in one of its protected buildings. Furthermore, there is little fear of 
heavy water damage because, says the company, 95% of all fires are 
put out by three sprinkler heads or less. 

In truth this is a failing of the coercive monopoly which guarg; 
alleged claim to territory jealously and respects the claims of ofh 
coercive monopolies in return. Unresponsive to the needs of | 

customers who are compelled to pay its demands regardless of wheth 
they are satisfied with its performance, such amonopoly frequen| 

fails to perform adequately even within its own territorial claim, b 
especially this is true outside of its stated territory as illustratedt 

Though it is one of man's earliest friends, fire can be one of his  the following conversation at 51st St. and Broadway between two. 
deadliest enemies — as Londoners were reminded recently in the worst ~ New York City's Finest and the author. (2) 
conflagration since the Blitz. To cope with it, the protective 
industry has come up with a host of weapons — electronic, automatic 
and manual. Ansul has perfected an agent that is used to control 
large flommable liquid fires. Developed in conjunction with 3M Co., 
the product — it is called Light Water — has the unique ability to  N.Y.F. "Sorry buddy, outa the precinct. We couldn't go up the 

float on the surfoce of hydro-carbon fuels, creating a film which if we wanted to." 
prevents the escape of vapors and, therefore, prevents re-ignition. 

G.C. "There's a man standing in the middle of the street at % 
and Broadway, yelling at cars and swinging what looks i 
a piece of chain." 

   

  

quse .... 
For milady's decorating needs, Ansul has something else: a line of P . , . , 
fire extinguishers — 2.5 gallon units that are largely fiberglass —  C-C. Well, don't you fhlnk you ought to tell someone? Som 

which it plans to market in 48 different colors. one could get hurt. 
" i ; 

' To quench deep-seated smouldering fires (rolls of newsprint, for N.Y.F. "Yeah .... (.unhcp;?fly)‘ Y.ech, we could d?‘ that, W 

instance), Walter Kidde has come up with a machine that would do a take care of it. (with finality) Thank you. 

Mack Sennett comedy proud. It consists of a large fan, a nylon The answer of course is not a renewed search for "dedicated" polic 
screen, a little water and plenty of the familiar washday detergent. 
Start the water flowing, turn on the fan and in no time at all the  The answer is to replace the system with one thatworks. Replace! 
room is filled to the brim with bubbles. The result: the fire is socialistic policemcn with a businessman whose every error 

suffocated, and, when the bubbles collapse there is hardly a trace of  omission is reflected in the daily votes of his customers, ¥ 
water damage. voluntarily appoint him as their guardian only as long as he is| 

Thievery is another major problem. And while the theft of a ball- best choice offered to them. 

point pen from the office or a soap bar from the supermarket is bad ~ Why not protect our abundant property with the same system thot! 
enough, it is in the theft of ideas where a company can really get  made its creation possible? GILL CANTWELL 

men. We cannot change human nature to function in a faulty syste 

hurt — especially in the chemical, drug and aeronautics industries. ) "G N 
According to The Wall Street Journal, the theft of research and ( overnments 
other business secrets is a $3-billion-a-year business. (2) 1:30 AM, August 19, 1966 

One way to trim the figure down a bit is the polygraph, or lie 
detector. In the hands of a trained operator, the polygraph plays a 
dual role: it prevents the hiring of undesirables and it quickly exposes DUMM_DE DUM DUM 
the guilty in the case of crimes or irregularities within a company. 

  

  

s . (1 me 
Polygraph tests are part of the service offered by Globe Security "... 1 don't care ... | don't give a damn; nobody can e 

Systems and Burns, society don't need a police force." 
w0 

As for the microphone in the martini olive, Wackenhut reports that It was a warm summer night, just turning dark. Do?'|e tlme[ 

its operatives have become expert in giving the clean-sweep — a  Patrolman First Class, was discussing a pamphlet with his ::'(::e 1 
. . . . . ! . debugging, that is — to everything from the executive suite to the a pamphlet brought home by his wife from her doctorfof'.na 

executive washroom, two were walking slowly into the hinterlands of their city's ! 

To foil the second-story men, the protection specialists provide bells 3rdprecinct. e 90 
that ring, whistles that blow and doors that slide shut on command. "We ain't police down here, we're zoo keepers. And YoV e 

A . . U Gates, doors and windows can be tied to a central alarm or to a loud  to tell me that we oughta abolish zoo keepers +.. [Us! turn 
report inside or outside the building; Walter Kidde has a device that  animals loose on people?" 

4 = 34 * ok *



  

o1 vide of the 3rd precinct, Minerva Ellen Staunch picked 
e O dbag and stepped out of the back door of her ground 
;"' lorge Her cor was only across the tiny parking lot which 
:"' Gmce'alle)’- But tonight any distance was dangerous, for 
o l:'l" scones lurked nearby waiting 1o snatch the purse of the 
...r,,;e.‘ .lao““' dome comes along and mash her o good one." 5 .m:hs otely needed quick cash for o haolf gallon of wine. The 
F’”:cfrz:‘ the cheap wine of this moming's libation was promising 
o 

‘ NrderOUS- 
¢ ach felt the fug on her large, unsightly handbag before she 
i Ska:"acker- When she whirled to foce him, his arm was already 
o her 

< tion 10 "mash her a good one, " 
[l 

+ hesitating, she fired the gun she was carrying into her 
sithov 
lont's foce. 
: . never to have another clearly rational moment. The last . a 
x‘anesh:saw was the blinding flash of what equalled fifty flash bulbs 
.mlpding from where the “rich-lookin' dame" was standing. 

ff:,:,°||y, he missed her when he swung. 

" Sjounch calmly dropped her MEGA-FLASH blinder gun and 

«lipped her tear gas pen from her blouse lapel. Taking her time, 

4o fired that info her be-dazzled and blinded "animal" to more 

mpletely incapacitate him. 

Then, in quick succession, she fished from her cavernous hand- 

ugthree small aerosol cans. With the first, she sprayed the anguished 
:n.ncker with STAYNE, a ghastly shade of red dye guaranteed not to 

«oh off clothing or wear off the skin for weeks. Next, she unleashed 

JINKAMUSK, a foul chemical mist whose laboratory-produced odor 

. 0 foul, so persistent, that not even friend or family could stand 
wing the victim in the same room. Lastly, she pushed the button 

o can marked JET-SKREEM and as its aerosol wail began to unfold 
i o howling cacaphony of near-human screams, she stepped neatly 

whind the blinded wretch, stuffed it firmly into his back pocket and 
nd then walked around to her car. 

%edrove slowly down the alley so as not to run over George Scones 
whe bounced from brick wall to brick wall. When he blundered into 
fiestreet, he turned in one direction and when she pulled out, Miss 
Yunch turned in another and drove home. 

* kK 

Yme blocks away — toward the center of the 3rd precinct — 
Vellington Wells stirred and allowed himself to come awake. He 

noticed it was evening and remembered he hod consumed o goodly 
portion of wine when last awake. He calculated for just o moment: 
yes, it was Scone's turn to procure the next jug. 

Down ot the end of the alley, he could see a bit of the lighted street 
where small children were ploying and people were strolling or just 
standing and talking. 

Suddenly, they began to drift and then move purposefully off the 
street. Children by instinct began to scamper for home. Here and there 
a young mother scurried into the street to snatch up a child and run, 

"Police must be comin'," Wells concluded. 

And sure enough, way off, he heard the wail of a siren. 

Or was it? What the hell was that noise? 

"Man it sounds like trouble goin' somewhere to happen." 

Wells shrank down into the darkness of his alley figuring he was safe 

there until that screaming whatever had gone away. 

Horror upon horrors!  Wells looked down the alley upon 
Day come to claim him. 

Judgement 

There, framed briefly in the lighted alley 
entrance, lurched a hideous creature, clawing at its face. In the 

moment before the beast plunged into the clley, moving closer to 
Wells, he saw that it was red-skinned like some hideous ape or else 
it was covered from head to foot with the blood of its last victim. 
Wells groped for and found a heavy club. 

If he had any measure of reserve left, it fled when the beast came 

close enough for its foul musky stench to reach him. 

"Man, ain't nothin' human could smell like that," Wells said and 
swung until the beast fell into a completely unconscious heap before 
him. As many men will continue to club a snake as it twitches|est 
it, through some sorcery, reinstitute itself, Wells made sure the beast 
was not able to grab him. Then he leaped over it, dropped the club, 
and fled. 

Within minutes, Patrolman First Class Howard and his partner were 
on the scene. 

* * * 

Some time later, with their reports completed, Patrolman First Class 
Howard and his partner, now off duty, were talking over hot coffee — 
which was supposed to help wash from their mouths thelinger- 
ing taste of that foul odor. 

"... lcan't imagine what kind of a sadist could have done it," Doyle 
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Howard said. "Sure, Scones was an animal ... a germ; still, who 

could have worked him over like that before finally having the 

kindness to club him senseless? That paint, that smell, that ..." 

"Can you imagine what amonster 
oo well, like 

"Yeah," his partner interjected. 
like that would do to some innocent old dame like 
Minnie Staunch, if it wasn't for a police force?" 

"You said it, pal." KEVIN CULLINANE 

  

THE PROBLEM OF THE STATE 
  

(Editorial note: While agreeing that coercion (initiated physical 

force or threat thereof) is undesirable, libertarians disagree as to the 
appropriateness and effectiveness of various means for defense 

against what, in most societies, has been the biggest coercer — the 
State. Excerpts from some of the discussions:) 

"In attempting to analyze the durability of a competitive system, it is 
notnecessarily correct to hypothesize that competition will inevitably 
eliminate any coercive "protection companies" because coercion is 
an "inferior product." To use theoretical principles that hold in a 
domain of voluntary action to reach conclusions regarding a domain 

of both voluntary and violent actions is context dropping. 

"The durability of either a constitutional government or animplicit 

government depends, in essence, on the effectiveness of a formal 

specification as a purveyor of ideas and a guide for actions. An error 

that is easily made in comparing the durability of the two, stems from 

thinking of a constitutional government.as a machine that somehow 

operates automatically in accordance with a constitution and is 
therefore more durable than an implicit government which must 
depend on the morality and/or traditions of the entrepreneurs of 

private protection companies. A man will only act in accordance 
with a legal code so long as he chooses, for various reasons, to do 

so — this is true whether he is called the manager of the enforcement 

division of a government or the owner of a private protection company." 

("Choice of Government," Preform paper, January 1, 1964.) 

"As for defense from outside aggression — can there be a WORSE 

system than the present one? Would not we be better off and safer 
from the "Red menace" with no each-according-to-his-ability 

conscription, no State Department to break treaties and otherwise 

antagonize possible invaders? Can (critics of nongovernment) point 
to a single government in history that does the things (they) require of 

rather.than the opposite? . 

"Also, did,‘i't evifrooccur to the two sides in this issue that government 
and _nongovernment need not, perhaps, be mutually exclusive? I, 
for ope, am céavinced that nongovernmental systems can be devised 
AND:; that limitey governments can be developed. ... 

  

“Finally, before leaving the pragmatic realm,what possible difference 
does;itmake toggy whether a nongovernmental society is workable or 
not?" (I((ERRYJ.QIORNLEY, "“An Analysis of Opposing Positions ," 
FREEDQE}'S WAY, Jan. 3, 1966) 
o < = 

"One might ehvision an autarchist revolution in whichscattered 
individuals everywhere try not paying taxes.... 

  

  

"If indeed the resistance ultimately succeeded and government faded 

away, what might a foreign power do.that the Federal government 
could not have done? And what would the foreign power attack? 
There would be no opportunity to get a formal surrender from Wash- 
ington. Conquest would have to be by ground troops and against 
every home in the country. If the autarchists had developed 
protective means such that Federal troops and planes could be 
resisted, what could a foreign -power do? And what would a power 
want with a country it would have to destroy to gain? They could 
gain more by TRADE (as the autarchists would be quick to point out) * 
(BENJAMIN BEST, "Prolegomena for Discussion of Government PER 
SE," IDEA CATALYST, October 9, 1966) 

"Since a durable completely-free society has not existed on Earth, 
there is no proof that ANY of the hypothesized libertarian societies 
can be established and endure. However, the existing States — 

a nongovernmental society — that protects life, liberty,and property’ 

especially the larger nations — are so utterly immoral and rampant]y 

destructive that fear of unforseen consequences could hardly de'e{- | 

one from seeking freedom." (EL RAY, "Libertarians and Coercivig » 
ELEUTHERIAN FORUM, January 16, 1967) K 

  

A long time was needed to arrive at the conclusion that coercion i 

mistake, and only a part of the.world is yet convinced, Thy 

conclusion, so far as | can judge, is the most important ever reacheq 

by men. It was the issue of a continuous struggle between curhoriry 
and reason. JAMES H. BURY 
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A 
THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY OF VALUL 

The extreme importance 
of value theory in the 
science of economics 
should be noted. Eco- 
nomics deals with those 
aspects of our lives and 
living which are capable 
of commanding a price in 
the markets of exchange. 
This arises from the fact 
that things we desire are 
not in ample supply to 
avail us of them without 
sacrifice of some sort. A 
thing must be BOTH 
desired and scarce to be a 
player on the field of 
economic affairs; lacking 
either of these, it must 
retire to the bleachers. 

  

F. A. Harper When anything — whether 
of the material sort or not, 

it makes no difference for this purpose — has both desiredness and 
scarcity, it then has value for any person who concerns himself with 
it from this binary perspective. Value, then, is at the very base of 
every economic consideration. To avoid value theory is to avoid the 
essence of economic science itself, 

When early formulators of economic theory grappled with the value 
concept, many if not most of them began with the assumption that a 
thlng has value in some INTRINSIC manner. They thought of value 
!N a manner similar to, let us say, the pigment of a red pencil — a 
wality embodied in the pencil itself, so that if you throw it out the 
“}'\mdow the pigment is still embedded in it; if you lose it forever in 
the forest, the pigment is still there intrinsically. 

'ti:f:'rr;gl beguT w'ifh the assumption of intrinsic value, it was perfectly 
> invenqrr'l Oilcdl to assume the r!ext step to be that of discovering 

ieCfivemg the means of measuring the value of any item in an 
sense, i.e. in some manner whereby any two or more 

Persons coyld oo agree on the amount of value a s ific i i 
intrinsical| ‘ pecific item contained 

T lhe "Labor Theory of Value" 
tis s i ';:'iqf :” surprising that these early economists hit upon the idea 
eryfhi: the labor re'quired to produce a thing that gives it value. 

‘°°n0m1cg of value, it seemed to them, had to be "produced” in the 
Sught 1n ;e?se., requiring this or that number of hours of work or seamed, qp nnhg_mg it into the form and place wanted. Otherwise, it 
ort °f'it f: fh.lflg would be_come so plentiful that nobody would be 

our envircanr:;en'i-s nefi?s' °:d it would become a non-economic item of f . us t i . 
‘:'eory' the "labor theory :f"?m‘;ms"e l;' 'hose' sarly Cfd)'s °F aseuanlc S tracks are Hill widere due which reigned with favor; in fact 

s lobe| removed, pread and fresh, but mostly in forms having 
Other 

m’;’n;;l.fluentiul writers hel 
A ion of the so. Ariou thecstan -called 

la 

mq"“@"flenr 

d thu': value was determined by some 
contributory factors of production. The thus explained value by (1) labor only, (2) land and r,Dc_md capital, (4) land, labor, capital, and ifferences of opinion in this respect centered 

  7 {3) land, 1abo, 
= etc, 

  

  

largely on whether or not a given factor was assurned t'o be separate 

or imbedded in another factor. For instance, one leading propon.enf 

of "(1)" recognized that capital tools are involved in the produci"lon 

process, economically as well as physically, but he htfld that capital 

is really labor expended to produce the tools in the first plu-ce; fhcfr 

if one will see its essence rather than its visual form, he will see it 

all as labor which gives rise to value and thus measures value. A 

similar view was taken about management, as being only a name 

given to labor in one of its forms. 

It can be seen that all these ideas about the meaning of value were 

the results of the struggle to find an objective cause and thus an 

objective measure of value. Whichever of the many solutions a 
person might choose, he was in effect deciding on a "just price" for 
any item to be sold in the market place by anyone. To whatever 

extent the price asked or obtained in the market place deviated from 
the objective measure of justice, as thus assumed to exist, the item 

was being unjustly priced — over-priced or under-priced. And the 
person pricing it unjustly should, by this test of justice, be brought 

to task for his economic crime. 

The writings of most of the early economic theorists were beclouded 
on these points of value concept, and contradictions appeared. 
Though one of them might come out with a theory of value based on 
labor time or labor cost, for instance, at certain points in his writings 
would appear clear evidence that he felt an uncertainty as to his 
underlying premise. This may have been more unconscious than 
conscious, as reality peeked through in unsuspected places. 

The Austrian Value Concept 

T.he d'istincfion of the work of the Austrian School (1) is that for the 
first time in H}e development of economic theory there appeared what may be described as a complete and consistent theory of value which 
r.nade all the predecessors appear to be wrong not only in detail but 
in a fundamental sense. 

The fir.st step in understanding the Austrian concept is to realize that value is a subjective thing entirely, 
therefore, is something that each individual person weighs on apurely 

es. To try to find some- 
a balance for weight, by 
persons can see and agree 

There is no such thing. To try to 
find the trail for an animal and when there is no such animal. ’ 

Any two persons will not and n 
ite'm o the same instant ofel:i(:n’:.)t olgf"i:e‘;n s'::uTglze 1:2 th? e zz:ncn‘ience.of no significance whatever so far as discc?verf’r\ . IT . iectively is concemed. For any item at any given inst o fime. each person sets his own value in a way that is a myste : cn|t|°fhme' He takes .|nto account a vast range of considerations e th?“. are peculiar to him alone and which ik lch 

may be so dee jecti he cannot even describe them to onothe: person ply subjective that 

rrain qUGIl ies of ”Il re O be sure, intrins cand m r 

Ce t sa to b S Ing I3 ’ Insi eqasu qble' . . t person. But th . dl_ff?renf ways for different persons, and are at be;)’o:ffefl value in origins of value., To illustrate, Y a part of the 
origi ] age in cheese or in egqs add. ome persons in the world and detracts from their vuglge for so::el:e



grocery store and wotching business for a few minutes, Did you ever 

see o housewife inquire about the hours of labor or the labor costs in 
the production of the loaf of bread before deciding whether or not she 

would port with 29¢ in exchaonge for it? Or the storekeeper, in like 
monner, when he buys it from the baker or sells it to the housewife? 

Not Only Subjective, But Also Relative 

In oddition to being subjective for each person rather than being an 
objective thing to be weighed on some universal scale of observable 
calibrations, value is a RELATIVE concept within the appraisals 
of each individual. In other words, the loaf of bread does not have 
an independent volue separate from all other things for Mrs. Jones. 
The volue of the loaf of breod is the relationship of the bread to 
something else Mrs. Jones wants. More specifically, in the market 
of o money economy, she will usually think of the relative value of 
bread in terms of money — the particular form of value to which we 
refer as "price". She will decide whether the bread has a superior or 
inferior value to the 29¢; if superior, she may buy the bread, if it 
seems to her the best use for the 29¢; if inferior, she will keep the 

29¢ to buy something else. 

It may seem to be an amozingly complex problem to buy a loaf of 

bread, when we consider all the alternative uses of the 29¢ — the 
almost endless array of values that are alternative choices available 
to Mrs. Jones. Yet even the most ignorant and careless persons solve 
such problems easily all the time. They know that someone else can- 
not appraise things correctly for them, though many "economists" do 
not evidence this knowledge of value theory which even the most 
ignorant housewife knows in a workeble manner. The child knows it, 
os evidenced by his great preference to have the pennies to spend by 
himself rather than to have his parent keep making "mistakes" 

involving his judgments. 

The value of the loaf of bread to Mrs. Jonesisnot determined precise= 

ly — or really, at all — by any one factor in its production or by any 

combination of factors. Due to the fact that Mrs. Jones and Mrs., 

Smith attach o different value to the same thing, and also that they 

both attach a different value at one time from another, it is easy to 

see that value has no predetermined and fixed quantities in terms of 

hours of labor, or costs of labor, or whatnot. For if predetermined 

and fixed quantity ingredients determined its value, this would have 

to be the same for a person one time and another, and the same for 

one person as another. 

Two Profits in Every Exchange 

Every voluntary exchange, like the purchase of a loaf of bread, 

yields a gain to both sides of the exchange. Mrs. Jones valued the 

bread ot more than the 29¢, which is the reason she traded. The 

grocer valued the 29¢ ot more than the loaf of bread, and that is the 

reason why he traded. In economic terms, the gain of an exchange 

yields a profit to both exchangers. In other words, every voluntary 

exchange yields a double profit, of amounts that cannot be 

determined in any exact quantitative sense; in amounts that could 

not be added together meaningfully, even if they could be precisely 

determined. 

The fact that these profits are not subject to precise measurement 

in this sense does not mean that they do not exist; nor does it mean 
that the fact is meaningless to us. It tells us only that we cannot and 
need not know any more about it than this, for a smoothly and 
efficiently functioning economy. The other side of the same coin — 
that value cannot be objectively determined, being the person's 
subjective appraisals — is that it is not the proper concern of any 
other person, either., The two persons in the exchange make the 
decisions which they alone can and should make. Others to whom it 
is of no proper concern can, if they only will, concern themselves 
with what is properly their business instead. 

The above disconcern of others should not be confused with a certain 
admitted usefulness of information cbout prices of exchange. It is 
a due concern of others what are the terms of exchange for trades of 
other persons. This is helpful knowledge about "the market". If 
bread is selling in Zabrisky's grocery for 29¢, housewives want to 
know this in order to determine the best place to buy bread. This 
information, in fact, is what sellers pay money to make known — 
advertised prices. But this sort of information never tells us anything 

: precisely about value. To say that Zabrisky is offering bread bod 
oy ‘ 

for 29¢ certainly does not identify the value of bread for eith 

Zabrisky or Mrs. Jones; it tells only the terms of offered erchan, 4 
at which price Zabrisky's value for bread is somewhere beloy the j,:: 

figure at which he is glad to part with the loaf. The price mec,u“t 
the value for NOBODY, necessarily. It measures only the 4, 

n term, 
of exchange for whatever sells at that price; no more. B 

All that has been said before goes in like manner for the selling of 
one's time to an employer (wage rates), or the lending of mone, 

(interest), or any other form of expression of vaolue of goods Qn; 

services. Traders on both sides of every exchange make q profit iy 
every voluntary exchange, due to the spread between their valye and 
the terms of that exchange. 

By the some reasoning, every compulsory or involuntary exchange 
where one person confiscates the goods or services of another, Q; 
dictates the terms of the exchange under force or the threat of force 
entails an economic loss that is forced upon unwilling pcrficipcnn: 

Economically as well as morally, all such processes are of the sqme 

type as outright theft, 

The Market Price 

Since values are subjective, independent, and highly varigble 

as well as changeable, it may seem perplexing that there is any 
prevailing "market price" for any item of goods or services, around 
which all exchanges tend to hover in close proximity. How can this 

be? How can the market find one answer to all these unknown 
quantities? 

The answer lies in the simple fact that each person attempts to 
maximize his profit in each exchange. Each buyer tries to buy as 

cheaply as possible; each seller tries to sell as dearly as possible, 
Each would push his gain to unlimited proportions, were it not forthe 
fact that the other party whose willing cooperation he must have for 
an exchange to take place has alternative opportunities. Others are 
buying and selling, too. The buyer can always go without this thing 
altogether, accepting substitute satisfactions available for his dollars. 
Sellers can always keep their offerings for later sale, or quit 
producing it for future supplies. 

Since all buyers will buy as cheaply as they can, and all sellers will 
sell as high as they can, open knowledge in the market drives all 
trades toward a uniform price in a manner similar to the way a body 
of water tends to settle to a common level over its entire surface, no 

matter how large; the winds and the tidal waves and all sorts of other 
forces — comparable to unfreedoms introduced into the free market — 

may come and go, but the leveling force persists just the same. 

According to the theory of the Austrian School, the meaning of a just 
price is that of internal decisions of all the free participants, not of 
some outside person sittingin arbitrary authority over the prices of 
trades. Subjective values of all persons who are dealing with their 

own property in time, goods, and services determines the just price. 

The justice of the prices so determined is fo be found in the 

PROCESS, and not in the magnitude of the price. 

The Free Market and the Authoritarian Alternative 

We are indebted to Pareto for a vivid illustration of the process of the 

free market inresolving the complexity of varied values and widely 

differing opinions of persons in the market place. He calculated that 

for a small and simple society of only 100 persons trading only 7 
items of goods and services, it would require solution of 70,69 
simultaneous equations in order to equate supply and demand in the 

manner that the free market does so easily. If one recalls how 

difficult is the task of solving only two or three simultaneous equations 

in algebra class, he will realize the task of solving 70,699 Not 
only that, but the equations keep changing all the time for all sorts 
of reasons, including the "whims" of every trader. Yet this complex 

equation becomes solved by free exchange among persons who may s 
hardly able to count and who cannot even read in some instances 

nomic With value determinations being subjective by nature, €c© e 
s decisions cannot be delegated by one person to another; the 

only be abdicated to the other person. In its extreme form 1 ': 
means acceptance of a complete dictatorship, with its lesser deg™®® 
(continued on page 4 - 41) 
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HE LAST 
Pacific Northwest are engaged in what may well 

n war. pions of the 
& 1 3 th last Indic : g kol the Nisqually River fhe spotlight is focused upon 

g the thetically outnumbered Indians who are waging a series 
yord of po bloody bottles against the police power of the State of yiner o0 Equally small bands of Indians are springing up all over . gron-sro,e to fight for the last shred of the rights guanmteed 
'\.ingrc:‘ aumerous treaties with the United States Government. ohen ! T[‘;on Evans, one of the nationally publicized new faces of 

e blican Party. is brutally wielding the police power of this 
tT T o effort to force the Indian people into submissive 

r:‘eu‘;ce with his demand that the Indians give up their fishing 
P 

™~ 

. 
N    

   Stions 
| .y begon in 1854, when the President of the. United States sent his 
gl emissary — Isaac Stevens — to negotiate treaties with the 
fattl 

\hwest Indians in behalf of the federal government. Actually, 

.« mission was to spread a thin layer of legality over the theft of 

lw:j'ian lond, which was already occurring in the Oregon Territory as 

it hod everywhere else in the country. Americans have always dis- 

doped o fine hand for legality — no matter how you steal a thing, 

. the end make it look legal. 

The first treaty was negotiated on the banks of the Medicine Creek 

«ith the Nisqually, Squaxin, Puyallup and.allied tribes. The Indians 
wetestingly gave up their homelands — millions of acres, today worth 
iillions of dollars. They were allowed to reserve a small reservation 
% live upon, more for the purpose of isolating the Indians than as a 
oncession.  When the Indians learned that they were going to be 
wnfined they became very worried, for these were fisher-people and 
wmedic in their fishing habits. Stevens assured them over and over 
%ot he wonted only the land; he further stated that all the fish and 
ome belonged to the Indians, and would belong to them forever. 
E}‘E right to fish was more important to these northwest Indians than 
%eland — the Indian fishing industry has been active for 800 known 
;“‘:’5 Under the treaty, the Indians reserved their fishing rights un- 
einicted,   I::urc;l’”:”f :Sscult on the Indians who are living a way of life that is 

hdign f::t ?_m _W°5_|990||.y triggered by an injunction prohibiting 
hran n; ishing in their ancestral fishing stations. Judge John 

"J“dred-'e 'erie County Superior Court, Tacoma, set aside the 
rbade K'\d(i”-o d “"fflfy commitment of the federal goYernmentand 

s was d:”S fo fish on the Nisqually River in Wcshmgfo? Stc.fe. 

tPortment ne .m .'he behest of the state's Game and Fisheries 
sewhich in turn are carrying out Governor Evans' program. 

”‘“esting rr:;fmiuncfio” a series of clashes occurred between the 

Ones: Qrg and the state wardens. To cite a few of the most 

P ond Aly; ”_Ocrober 7, 1965, two Indian fishermen, Billy 
" Up the vr\"‘n Bridges, were tending their nets when state wardens 

Y91 canoe w.fl'fquully River in a big power boat and rammed their 

;‘ the g Err; OUt any warning. It was a dark, rainy night. One 

,:P“ Otely, den'qu spilled into the ice-cold, dangerous river. 

Iy fo sh;re ®Pite being dressed in heavy winter gear he made it 
= right into the arms of wardens waiting there. 

% Nexy ¢ 

:;gh:i, w"ft:::\t :Ius more serious. On October 9, 1965, also late at 

Nn';q y iquol‘?mere.d two teenage boys on a log jam in the middle 

e :uIIiES Came ¢ River.  Word flew out somehow, and the 

F;gh'%ered one YIng from every direction. The wardens were now 

iy &1y S and the enraged Indians would not let them go. 

"‘a'ht JUsing theverywhere- Indian warcries cut through the still night 

. WQ"dffns to suffer paroxysms of fear. They sent out a 

unit c,ofrt:‘e’nf‘”cemenrs. Before the night was over every 

S ie Thurston County Sheriff's office, the Pierce 

Formedce' the Folrf Lewis Military Police and Governor 

ton C"‘e Cars w:nd specially trained State Troopers was ?t the 

Ounty g e busted up as well as some people. Finally 

eriff Clarence Van Allen, long a friend to the 

  

INDIAN WAR 
Indians, talked them into calling it a stalemate. The police withdrew 
and no Indians were arrested. However, the wardens did get away 
with an Indian's canoce, allegedly to use as court evidence. Though 
no one was arrested and no court case came of the incident, the 
canoe still has not been returned. 

Then on October 13, 1965, the Survival of American Indians Assoc- 
iation held a protest fish=in on the Nisqually River. [t was highly 
publicized and was intended os a protest to the continued night 
raids of the state wardens against the Nisqually Indians. Fish-ins 
had been used in the past by Indians as their way of protesting the 
State's enroachment on their treaty fishing rights. It has been a 
peaceful way to vent the Indians' growing bitterness and hostillty at 
the whites' never-ending invasion of their land and rights. But the 
October 13th fish-in turned into a bloody conflict, due to the 
sadistic actions of the wardens and their very evident hatred of the 
Indians. This battle took place at Frank's Landing, which is Federal 
trust land, posted with NO TRESPASSING signs as required by the 
Federal Trespass Law. Local news media sent their shotographersand 
reporters to cover the story. Interested organizations sent their 
qualified representatives to observe the fish-in demonstration, The 
cameramen set up their equipment long before the fish-in was 
scheduled to begin. State wardens watched impassively from behind 
bushes on the other side of the river, the exact number of their forces 
well hidden from the Indians and non-Indian observers. There were 
about twenty-seven Indians, eight of them men and the rest women 

and children; there were more reporters than Indians. Later it was 
learned that the State's forces consisted of about 100 strong; game 
and fisheries wardens had been called in from all over the state, and 
Governor Evans' special unit of the State patrol was waiting about a 
half mile from the scene, with all the weapons of war to use against 
the unsuspecting Indians. 

The Indians' boat contained eight occupants: two Indian fishermen, 
Donald McCloud and Alvin Bridges; one teenage boy, Dorien San- 
chez; two boys under ten years of age, Don McCloud, Jr. and 
Jeffery McCloud; the family dog, Tex; and three newspapermen. 
At the preannounced time the boat proceded out on the Nisqually 
River, and the Indian fishermen set their net. From the other side of 
the river shouts were heard: "Get 'em!" "Get the dirty S.O.B.'s!" 
In the twinkling of an eye, three big powerboats emerged from the 

underbrush, were quickly launched and used to ram the Indians' boat. 

The Indians on the beach, now thoroughly incensed at the actions of 
the State wardens who had turned their intended peaceful demon- 
stration into an excuse to beat up and terrorize the Indians, began 
pelting the State's forces with anything they could lay their hands 
on. A large force of wardens, who had been hiding on the Indians' 
side of the river, then closed in on the Indians, and the fighting 
became general. 

After the dust cleared, six Indians found themselves under arrest, 
charged with resisting arrest. (Alvin Bridges, 41, and his wife 
Maiselle, 41; Don McCloud, 39, and his wife Janet, 31; Susan 
Satiacum, 23, and Don George, Jr.) In the squad cars the fighting 

continued, but here the newsmen were kept away and could verify 
nothing. When one of the women was questioned after her release 
she said, "The way they were acting, we were afraid they were going 

to take us somewhere and kill us. They can do anything they want 

to, because they wear a badge." 

State Representative Hal Wolfe of Yelm, a Republican, arrived on 

the scene after the Indians had been taken to jail. After he had 

talked to the crying and bruised children, he immediately went to the 

jail to find out what had happened. He told the press, "Governor 

Evans assured me that no on-the-spot arrests were going to take place. 

Frank's Landing has been used as a fishing site by the local Indians 

for as long as | can remember. 1'm not sure, but in my mind Gestapo 

methods were used against the Indians today." 

Farris Emery, a 69-year-old television cameraman, was one of the 
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few to be in a good position to take pictures of the riot. He obtained 

good shots of two young Indian boys being systematically worked over 
by the wardens; when the wardens spotted Emery photographing them, 

they turned on him, knocking him around, twisting his arms, and 
trying to break his camera. They did succeed in dumping him into 
the river, but he saved his film. It was Emery's unedited film that 
was seen nationwide. 

Another newsman, Darrel Houston of KIX| Radio, was threatened with 
arrest by Ed Scrardov, fisheries warden, when Houston attempted to 

get the name of an officer who was seen striking an Indian boy with a 

steel pipe. This warden officer refused to remove his hand from his 

jocket pocket, when surrounding newsmen and witnesses demanded 
to see what he had concealed. One witness, however, did get 
movie film of this incident, and another got pictures of the same 
warden hitting an Indian girl in the mouth and pulling her long hair. 

The girl was Valerie Bridges, who was trying to help her mother 
Maiselle. Other children displayed marks that were obviously made 

by something harder than a man's fist. While an arrested Indian was 
being held by two wardens, another officer was seen striking him in 

the small of the back with his nightstick, but when a photographer 
tried to get a picture of this the wardens forcefully stopped his efforts. 

It must be remembered that the Indian people are large property 
owners, and most of their problems come from the illegal attempts of 
the whites to take the Indians' property — against their will. The 
State's confiscation of thousands of dollars worth of fishing gear 
(allegedly for future court evidence) was done as an economic blow 

to the Indians because of their resistance to the State's injunctions. 

It is hard for these people to replace the hand-dug-out canoes, boats, 

outboard motors, and fishing nets, whi¢h have either been handed 
down from their fathers or bought with their life's earnings. 

The Yakima fight for their fishing rights on the banks of the Columbia 
River, boundary between the states of Washington and Oregon. This 
river is fished commercially by whites at the river mouth, using drift 
nets. The Indians fish with set nets in their old waters. Where 

ancient sites have been terminated by dam construction, new fishing 
stations have been designated for them by the Federal Government. 

One such site is Cooks, above Bonneville Dam. Here, at about four 

o'clock in the morning of April 21, 1966, three Indian fishermen were 

tending their net in a howling wind. The water was rough, and the 
Indians fought desperately to get their net into the boat before it was 

dashed against the sharp rocks. One was running the outboard motor 
and attempting to control the boat, while the other two managed the 

net; all three were too busy to be aware of anything but their battle 
with the river. Without warning, a big power speedboat filled with 

plain-clothed wardens rammed their boat. The wardens were armed — 

one jumped into the Indians'boat and ordered the fishermen to shore, 

threatening to blast them out of the water if they disobeyed.. 

At the camp site, other Indians were awakened by the sounds of 
running feet and barking dogs, and ran to the beach to see what was 
happening. What they saw chumed their fighting Indian blood — 
game and fisheries wardens armed with high-powered semi-automatic 

rifles, shotguns, and seven-celled flashlights had invaded their fish- 
ing site. 

By this time the boats had reached shore. The Indian boat was owned 
by Madeline Alexander Weeks, who testified later that she loaned 
it to her brother. When it touched the dock, she waded out to secure 

it, wrapped its towline around her waist and was pulling it to shore 
when she was jumped by a game warden, Gene Whittem. A dimin- 
utive woman, she fought a gallant fight to protect her property — 
but Whittem had a knife; he slashed the rope around her waist, 
cutting her and her coat. Other Indians were to testify to equally 
harrowing experiences in this terroristic’ pre=dawn raid. 

Later, Delno Hoptowit, 22, a Yakima, expldined to the press: "They 
claim they are trying to stop us to save the salmon. The commercial 
white fishermen below the dam take more fish in one night than all 
the Indians can take all year. We have to fish now, before the 
white commercial season starts, or starve. Once they start, their 
1500-foot nets literally block the whole channel of the river. Ina 
couple of days they will clean out all the fish.” The Indian people 
have always known that it is not their fishing activities that cause 
the dwindling of the salmon supply. The Indian people account for 
less than 1% of the total salmon catch. 

Another way the State of Washington whips the Indians economically 

is to deprive them of markets for their fresh salmon, by harassing ang 
intimidating the fish buyers. Last year the Survival of Americq, 

Indians Association did a survey of markets where the Indians usually 
sell their salmon. When asked why they had refused to buy from 

Indians, buyers stated that every week the fisheries and game wardens 
come in and check their receipt books. Although it is not against any 

state law to buy from Indians, the state wardens intimated to the 

buyers that they could make things "hot" for them. As one buyer 
stated: "You guys are right. Those game wardens act like Gestops 
agents. They came in here and demanded to see my books. | ain't 

buying any fish from the Indians, but those guys made me mad, the 

way they acted.” When he was asked if he would buy fish from the 

Indians, he said, "l know you guys are right but I've got a business 
to run and | need fifteen state licenses to keep it open. They said 

they'd suspend one of my licenses and close me down. | can't afford 
to buck the State.”" Others were told that if they bought any Indian 

fish they would be jailed and fined one thousand dollars; even if the 
State couldn't make charges stick, the buyers would be saddled with 

expensive attorney fees and court costs. 

The Lummi tribe near Bellingham ran into difficulty with the state 

over the demand that the Indians give up their best waterfront land 
for a new scenic freeway that the state wants to build. The Indians 
refused to sell their land, but the state will not take no for on 
answer. Every method is being used to pressure the Indians into 
selling. The method the state has found most effective is an attack 
on the young children; the state has discontinued school buses on the 
reservation. Until the Indians give in, they must get their children 
to school themselves. Lack of transportation is not accepted as an 
excuse for absence. If the children are not in school, parents are 

taken into court as unfit to retain their custody. 

The Skokomish tribe allowed the state to build a fish hatchery on its 
river above the fishing sites. Now the state claims it ownsthe whole 

river, because the Indians gave permission to build a hatchery. 

Every tribe in the United States is involved in a legal battle of one 
sort or another — illegal taking of Indian land, hunting rights, 
human rights, oil leases, uranium, gold, timber and fishing rights. 

The American Indians who are under the guardianship of the U.S. are 
the richest people in the world — and still the poorest. 
JANET McCLOUD and ROBERT CASEY 

(Mrs. McCloud and Mr, Casey are American Indians; their article is 

condensed, with permission, from bulletins 29 and 30 of the 
SEATTLE GROUP, 1815 18th Ave., Seattle, Washington. Mrs. 
McCloud, a descendant of Chief Seattle, edits SURVIVAL NEWS, 

newsletter of the Survival of American Indians Association, Box 719, 

Tacoma, Washington.) 
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THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY OF VALUE 

(continued from page 4 - 38) 

nd forms being the same thing by other names. aner the nature of value; they alter only WHOS 

:°°°"‘m°d°’ed' The dictator makes value decision 

as any other person, on a purely subjective basjs, 

  

But none of these 
E value is being 

s in the same way 

Suppose the dictator were "benevolent," 
valve decisions by taking into account the presumed wishes of those whose determinations he has acquired, he cannot really do so accurately. The welfare of others js likely to be better assured when their benefactor has no power whatever over them — when he leaves their decisions for them to make in their own right, and acts in their interests only with his own means as o friend. When a person acts with power rather than with good will and friendship devoid of power, he is much more likely to ignore their value preferences and be "benevolent" only in the sense of forcing upon them what he thinks they SHOULD want but which in fact they do not want. 

and were to try to make his 

Who 

When one accepts the views of the Austrian School, as to subjective value and all this entails, he sees a deeper meaning in individual rights and the concems of private property. He sees how one person cannot accept the responsibility of making another person's decisions for him. 

Owns [It? 

The key question in many of the problems which so much perplex us and which seem so complex and difficult is: WHO OWNS T2 He who owns it has thereby the right to determin 
of its disposition; he alone, 
theory, can make this determin 
F. A. HARPER 

e its use and the terms 
under the Austrian School of value 
ation; to do so is his exclusive right. 

(Dr. Harper is President of the Institut 
Crane St., Menlo Park, Calif. 94025. 
densed from Dr, Harper's study, 
Resume," an Institute publication. 
established August, 1966.) 
(1) The term "School™ as used here refers to a general body of theory and not to any corporate set of buildings or geographic seat of leaming. I was in Austria where leading exponents of this develop- ment in the 1870's and 1880's resided and did their work. This is o rough and inaccurate reference, however, because some persons with essentially. the same theory lived both earlier and elsewhere. SUbsequenfly, the concept was exported to widely scattered spots, including o considerable number of noteworthy exponents in the United States, 

e for Humane Studies, 1134 
This article has been con- 

"Austrian School Economics — o 
Author's Common Law Copyright 

  

HISTORICAL NOTE \
 

Credit for laying the foundations of explained above by Dr. |-_eon Walras, and Willia lisheq independenfly an Nations in the 1870's, 

the modern theory of value 
Harper is generally given to Carl Menger, 

m Stanley Jevons, whose works were pub-~ 
d almost simultaneously in three different 

Twenty years before, however, in a neglected work, Hermann Heinrich Gossen set forth some of the essential prin- Ciples in Germany. Gossen postulated that the source of value is in ::;F:Ier nolt in fhings; value is determined by "margins psychologically any :vfed, fhcr":s, by marginal utility to the individual, and not by go0d verage or “sacial” utility, Or, as Jevons said, the value of a Is determined by how badly one wants "a little more" of it. 
L?fer Writers byijlt 

&rto unsolygb| 
rtant treatise 

upon this foundation, 
e problems in economi 

S were: 

applying the fundamentals to im 
c science. Some of the early 

Hermann Heinrich Gossen, 
Human Exchange" 

Lv::rl Menger, "Principles of Economics” V\?‘On' Wulras, "Elements of Political Economy" l|||:um Stanley Jevons, "Theory of Political Economy, " and - '\f\Oney and the Mechanism of Exchange" Tedrich yon Wieser, "Social Economics” 
“gen von Boehm-Bawerk, "Capital and Interest," and "The Positive Theory of Capital" 

"The Development of the Laws of 
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"We come now to that remarkable theory the enunciation of 
which, if not the most agreeable among the scientific events 
of our century, certainly promises to be one of the most 
serious in its consequences. It stood at the cradle of modern 
Socialism and has grown up along with it, and today it forms 
the theoretical centre around which move the forces of attack 
and defence in the struggle of organising human society. 

"This theory has as yet no short distinctive name. If | were to 
give it one from a characteristic of its chief professors, | 
should call it the Socialist theory of interest. If | were to 
try to indicate by the name the theoretic purport of the 'doc— 
trine itself — which to my mind would be more appropriate, 
—noname seems more suitable than that of the Exploitation 
Theory. " — Eugen von Boehm-Bawerk 

The Exploitation Theory 

The Exploitation Theorist looks out at the world and sees that there is a worker, W, engaged in making widgets for businessman, B. But the wages paid to W are less than B gets for selling the finished widgets, Even after all equipment costs, t 
gerial salary, 

rship of the wealth necessary for production, are able to exploit those less fortunate than themselves, who must either work or starve, And the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, 
The fallacy of the Exploitation Theor 
subjective theory of value is the foll 
vices to B, in, 
thing else entirely, finished widgets 
It is not correct to s 
ing the same thing 
between the values of two DIFFERENT things York in January, 
hopes, of course, that the differ 

» in Omaha, Nebraska, in July, 
by buying and sell- 
tead the difference 
— work done in New 

and hence the ned by independent subjective judg- ments of the individuals involved, No exchange takes place anywhere along the line unless these individuals consider it to be to thej r own advantage. 

er value on goods available now It is th 
present goods compared with future go 
= interest may be regarded as q "djsc 
natively as a "premium" on present g 

ods that gives rise to “interest" ount" on future goods or glter~ oods, 
All goods in the process of production are future goods, speaking, In the production of widgets, B buys future widgets from W in January, 
widgets in July. Ina sense, B has made o 
goes under the name of "wages" makes no difference. W would rather be paid in January than wait until July; that is why he is working for B instead of going into business for himself. 

economically what really happens is this 
and sells the (now present) 
loan to W, Thqt this loan 

"Capitalists," then, do not obtain a "surplus valye" mysterious process of exploitation and 
by some 

robbery, They simply make 

(continued on next page)   
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exchanges of present goods for future goods. They make loanse . 

doubt seems unfair that some people — the "rich" — have P’ 
in exchdnge 

goods to spare, and can so easily advance them oture 

future goods, and then sit back and get richer still os these ) 

B is not obtained at anyone else's expense, but only through my 

profitable exchange. As the rich get richer the poor get richets 

R. BRAY  
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HELP! 
"The screaming, struggling civilian was a dcrk.mon wi'th a face w%fife 

os flour from fear. His eyes were pulsating in hectic c-lesper?hon, 

flopping like bat's wings, as the many tall policemen sel-zed him by 

the arms and legs and lifted him up. His b'ooks were .spll!ed- on the 

ground. 'Help!! he shrieked shrilly in a voice strcnghng. in its own 

emotion, as the policemen carried him to the open doors in fhe‘recl: 

of the ambulance and threw him inside. 'Police! Help! Police! 

the doors were shut and bolted, and the ambulance raced away. 

There was a humorless irony in the ludicrous panic of the man 

screaming for help to the police while policemen were all crmfnd him. 

Yossarian smiled wryly at the futile and ridiculous cry for aid, then 

sow with @ start that the words were ambiguous, realized with alarm 

that they were not, perhaps, intended as a call for police but as a 

heroic warning from the grave by a doomed friend to everyone who 
was NOT a policeman with a'club and a gun and a mob. of lofher 
policemen with clubs and guns to back him up. 'Help! Police!' the 
man had cried, and he could have been shouting of dcng?r.... 

Mobs. . ..mobs of policemen — everything but England was in the 
hands of mobs, mobs, mobs." — Joseph Heller's CATCH 22 

"Life protests instantly against compulsion, arrest, or expr?priation 
of its creative product. The black cloud of sheer hcfred., vindictive 

despair, which obscures the civilized world at present, is evoked by 

the omnipresence of political agencies." ISABEL PATERSON 

"That respect (respect for government, and, in purh'culcr', refpect 

for its visible agents, the police)— traditional, and henc.e.nrrctl.onc 

= had been, for years, in increasingly unpleasant c-olhsxon with a 

great body of obvious facts. The police, by assumpflon:\ ausrev.'e and 

almost sacrosanct, were gradually discovered to be, in .realnty, a 

pack of rogues and but little removed, save by superior impudence 

and enterprise, from the cut-throats and purse—snarc‘hers they were 

‘et to catch. When, a few decades ago, the American people, at 

least in the big cities, began to accept them frankly'for what fht?y 

were — when the old false assumptions for their integrity and public 

usefulness was quietly abandoned and a new and more accun:‘r‘e 

ossumption of their roguery was adopted in its place — w'hen this 

ch‘mge was effected there was a measurable increase, | believe, in 

the public happiness.” — H. L. MENCKEN 

L} 

“You'd better get it straight that it's not a bunch of boy scougs yctL.:frT 

YP against — then you'll know that this is not the age folrl eautifu 

9estures, We're after power and we mean it. You fe ows We.rfe 

Pikers, but we know the real trick, and you'd better get wise to i ' 

here's no way to rule innocent men. The only power any governmer:' 

hos is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when rhere.oren 
enoygh criminals, one MAKES them. One decluref so many tthgs ;:? 

® a crime that it becomes impossible for men to live wnhour' rio 

ing laws. Who wants a nation of law-abiding citizens? What. shr ege 

in that for anyone? But just pass the kind of laws that can neit el; e 

%served nor enforced nor objectively interpreted — u.nd you crec}:" e Ia 

Nation of |qw-breakers — and then you cash in on guilt. N?w.,t Zf s 

e system, Mr. Rearden, that's the game..." — Dr. Ferrisin Ayn 

Rand's ATLAS SHRUGGED 

i bits — it to smash the innocent bystander to 

kg — Mephistopheles in Geothe's FAUST 
"I1's the tyrant's : 
elps him out of the mess. 
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POLICE! 

  

REPARTEE 

(Edmund A. Opitz, of the staff of the Foundation for Economic 
Education, Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y., writes in disagreement with 

portions of INNOVATOR's June, 1967, SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL 

PRIVATE DETECTIVE issue. Rev. Opitz is co-author, with Robert 
LeFevre, of the booklet MUST WE DEPEND ON POLITICAL 
PROTECTION? — Pine Tree Press, Box 158, Larkspur, Colorado, 

$1.00 — a debate in which he asserts the affirmative, and Mr. 
LeFevre, the negative. The question, as Rev. Opitz stated there, 
concemns the desirability of "a society-wide agency of arrest and 
restraint....a political arrangement in which the police power is 
limited to policing functions." The alternative, he claimed, is a 
state of affairs in which "no man is accountable to anyone else; he 
may, therefore, carry his own gun, hire o gunman, or retain aband 
of armed men to carry out his bidding." Rev. Opitz's critique 
follows:) 

The Editor, INNOVATOR: 

| am favorably disposed to the idea of private detectives, bank 
guards, plant watchmen, and the like. Let me, therefore, address myself to a rather different subject which crops up in your June, 1967, issue: the idea of policing as a market operation. 
-(1) It is asserted in the first paragraph of Mr. Facey's piece that there is no reason why defense cannot be supplied through the market, just as food is thus supplied; defense, he asserts, again, is"like any other good or service," 

This is a peculiar argument indeed to be made by a presumed defender of the "market" for are we not told continuously that the market is wholly peaceful? There is certainly no violence intrinsic to the operation of a railroad, or the manufacture of shoes, or the providing of any other good or service by the market. Policing or defense, b contrast, may in lastresort situations involve clubbing and shoor,ingt 

 



    

which are acts of violence by any definition. Now | suppose there 
are small town policemen who go for weeks or months without applying 
club to skull or taking their revolver out of its holster, but we do not 
hire a policeman or a bodyguard or a private eye or a watchman who 
is not prepared to use fists or gun or club when the occasion demands 
it. The use of such violence is, therefore, intrinsic to a guard's job: 
It is a necessary part of the operations of defense or policing. 

If the market is a one hundred per cent peaceful operation, then 
policing or defense or gudrding is NOT a service like any other; and 

because of its potential readiness to use violence where necessary, 

policing cannot be served up by the market or assimilated to market 
functions. 

(2) The second paragraph quoted from Murray Rothbard asserts that an 
individual "has the right to fight in his own or another's defense." 
Murray does not realize, apparently, that he has made two radically 
different assertions here. | am agreed as to an individual's right to 

defend himself, and, more, would regard this as a duty. Furthermore, 

| believe that there are occasions when an individual has a moral ob- 
ligation to come to the defense of another individual. Let me 

therefore, focus on the confusion between self-defense and what 

might be called "other defense." A man who comes to the aid of 

another and who in defense of that other uses fists, club, or gun, 

cannot be said to be defending himself; and the individual's right 
to defend may not be advanced to justify an act of quite a different 

sort. If A attacks B, and C comes to B's defense, C is going to strike 

a person who has not initiated force against him; C is really initiating 

force against A, and this action is precisely the opposite of an action 
taken in self-defense. 

Now let us take the case of the man who goes into the business of 

being a private eye or plant guard or the like. The service he is 
hiring out to perform is that of protecting the persons and property 
of others by using fists, club or gun against whoever threatens the 

life and/or property of those who employ him. | am not, to repeat, 

criticizing the hiring of private guards — a practice | would approve; 

| am merely pointing out that a person whose job involves the use of 

force against other persons who have not attacked him, a person 
employed to do this who may have to use force at the command of 

another, is not engaging in actions which can rationally be called 
actions on behalf of his own self-defense. This is as true of the 

actions of a guard whose services are privately contracted for as for 

the actions of a constable whose salary is paid for by taxes. A police 
force voluntarily subscribed for is still a police force — a group of 

men who may in last-resort cases be required to use force against 
those who have not initiated force against them. Whatever we finally 

decide is the proper sanction for these types of actions, we certainly 
must agree that the plea cannot be self-defense. 

(3) The idea of voluntarism crops up in several places in this issue, 
and a man who is so touchy about the word "anarchism" ought to be 
equally careful in his use of "voluntary." Very briefly.... Joe 
Doakes exercises his freedom of choice and leaves the U.S.A, for 

Canada to avoid the draft. His decision can't be described asone 

hundred per cent voluntary, but as least it was an exercise of choice; 
and this means that he could have chosen otherwise and stayed in the 
U.S.A.; which means that he is here by choice, or voluntarily. 
Which does not mean, of course, that he has to like what's going on 

herel 

As matters now stand, some libertarians refuse to classify any situation 
as voluntary except situations where other people meet THEIR 
demands! EDMUND A, OPITZ 

Editor's Reply: 

| have a high regard for the Foundation for Economic Education, and 

for the views of Rev. Opitz. | am pleased that he has taken the 
trouble to disagree, for this is a matter that deserves a good deal 
more careful study and deliberation than it has so far received. 

Rev. Opitz observes that defense at least potentially requires the use 
of force, and therefore "cannot be served up by the market or 
assimilated to market functions." - While | admit that the original 
coercion, which the defense services are designed to inhibit, may 
cause market distortions, | cannot agree that market processes 

disappear altogether — even if in the last resort a defender MiG 
have to stop an action by force. MOST defense products and servi 
— especially those that really prevent, rather than entice, aflucl:“ 
are as peaceful as a mosquito net. g 

| have studied diligently, and have failed to find a SINGLE exampl| 
of a "society-wide agency of arrest and restraint" as Rev. Gpit, 
described it, that did not become a remedy much worse thay the 

ailment it sought to cure. On the other hand, there have been man 
successful voluntary schemes that have really protected, ane 

maintained relative peace and safety; they did not often becom 

criminals themselves by levying compulsory taxes, coercively intey. 

fering with private concerns, or throwing people into dungeons fo 
living in an unauthorized manner. 

Advocates of State police systems always say to me, with anqirg| 
making a great discovery, that "there are persons in the world whe 
kill, steal, rape, take unfair advantage, make a nuisance of then. 
selves." | know, | know! But how and by whom are such persons i, 
be prevented from getting control of that "society-wide" thing 
once it is established? The really clever criminals, the Big-Time- 

Operators, will simply do the obvious — go into politics! Then THEY 
will have a "band of armed men to carry out their bidding," paid fo 

by taxes extorted from their victims. Private, as well as publi 

crime, looting, and general disorder will then increase; "thieves fo 
their robbery have authority, when judges steal themselves" wrote 
Shakespeare. In such a system, there may be some "law enforcement" 
going on — that is, if you get a little drunk, you will land in jail. 
But steal a few billion dollars of other peoples' gold, and you will 
get elected again, and again, and again. RICHARD BRAY 

  

CRIME AND THE LAW 
  

The first problem in discussing crime is one of definition. My 

dictionary defines crime as that which is against the law. Thatis 

small help; what isn't against the law? If a criminal is nothing more 

than anyone who breaks a law, then we are all criminals, for itis 
nearly impossible to go through just one normal day's activities with- 
out breaking some law, however minor. Even if one concentrated dll 
efforts on being a "law abiding citizen" it would be impossible fo 
keep up with the flood of confusing and often contradictory legis- 
lation which swirls around us. 

In reality there are two kinds of crimes: statistical crime, which 
refers to any infraction of law, and actual crime, which refers to the 

INITIATION of force in any kind or degree by one individual o 
group on another individual or group. 

There are two factors which deter actual crime; one is adequate prio 
protection on the part of the potential victim, and the other is the 
moral character of the potential criminal. In the final analysis, all 
crime is caused by the lack of moral strength in the criminal. The 
law is not a deterrent. If a man is hell bent to commit a murder, M 
law will prevent his making the attempt. At best the law only enable 
a government to act after the fact; at worst, the law itself is a majo! 
factor in the cause of actual crime. Laws against actual crime aré 
contributory to that which they ostensibly oppose in two ways, firt 
by deluding the potential victim into thinking that he is protecffld. 

when he is at best only avenged, and second by undermining the mord 
awareness of the potential criminal. | 

| think that the great majority of men honestly desire to be good, al- 
though | may be in error; they may simply desire to be THOUGHT o 
as good. | confess that | don't know any real criminals, nor have ! 
hobnobbed with gangsters, but | have heard that criminals will g2 ¢ 
any extremes to "justify" their crimes. It may be that the desire fO'b? 

good is only fear: of hell, public opinion, the opinion of @ spect? 
person, or the mirror, ‘ 

A deterrent to crime is the moral awareness of the Pownmlj 
criminal, which means that he must think. That is the Cl’“""ft ' 
law's part in causing actual crime, for the mere act of 'egmatmg; 
against the initiation of force removes the responsibility of fl”i"kmg% 
The individual does not have to determine for himself whether of nn"': 
he has the right to act in the manner contemplated; the 9°Ve"3me, 
has made a proclamation. He therefore does not consider the 5% 
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 nome the facts, he does not make a moral judgment, he 

A 
s 1 knowledge that he is deliberately acting in a manner 

el hos judged evil. He has not judged it. What he 
vwean | get away with it?" and finally concludes M ader 18 A . ::slcdrime is not violating the rights of another, but getting 

g h 

e two kinds of crime, so there are two kinds of law; 
e law which deals with the initiation of force, and the law 
s with whim. The latter is a double evil. These laws are 

.+ themselves because their purpose is to inform a slightly 
ol 0 lotion that if they are caught exercising some or all of 

g there ar 

e cahts, they will be punished; the foulness of this concept 
N-l:,d;scripm“' But there is a second evil; laws of whim are a 
&:gcf octual as well as statistical crime. 
@ 
yhen the law states that 'rm{rder is wrong (the question of whether it 
pould be stating it aside) it is correct, that is, murder is wrong. But 

Jhen the law states (for example) that a man does not have the right 

1 hire and/or fire at will for his own reasons, then the law is wrong. 

The low, which enFORCES its conclusions, is fallable. It may take 
o long period of time, but this fact can penetrate the individual 

mind. 

Now the wise and honest man can select that law which is good and 
cbey it, not because it is law, but because it is good. The rest he 

mjects, of least in theory. But the actual criminal is neither wise 

wor honest; he may be in fact mentally ill. He does not select and 

rject on the basis of actualworth. He observes that the law is 
wong, or that someone he admires is breaking the law, or that 
weryone is breaking a law, and he does not distinguish between one 
low ond another; he determines that all law is wrong (in which 

wnclusion he may not be totally mistaken); he rejects all forms of 
low and government, including self-government. From that point on, 
ANYTHING GOES .... 

Fuuse differs from responsbility; cause refers to why and responsibil- 
ity to whom. When an actual crime is committed, the individual who 
i guilty is solely responsible, regardless of cause. An explanation is 

mton excuse, But | earnestly submit that that is neither reason nor 

"‘leie for the state — or anyone else — to make it as difficult as 

Psible for o human being to know what is morally good and to act 
wcordingly, L. A, WEBER 

  

Soport the U, N, — for bigger and better civil wars. 

  

  L T . Y looking at this objectivelye" 

QU \C Kq 4NOS 

As of Jan. 1, 1958, 28 states of the United States had "compulsory 

sterilization laws," for hereditary feeble-mindedness ond other 

"socially handicapping” diseases or disabilities. "Liberals" clamored 

for such laws as early as 1907, and the U. S. Supreme Court upheld 

them in 1927 when Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes stated for 

the majority of the court that "three generations was enough.” A 
municipal judge in Santa Barbara, California, recently made sterili- 

zationone of the conditions of the probation of a 21-year-old mother, 

whom he found guilty of being present (!) in a place where morijuana 

was being used. 

Flashback: At the Nurenburg trials American Prosecutors charged 

many judges with "offending the morals of humanity by sentencing 

prisoners to compulsory sterilization." (Reference for further infor- 

mation: PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH by C. E. Turner, 

published by C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1963.) 

  

"EDUCATION" OF THE HOPI 
  

| grew up believing that Whites are wicked, deceitful people. It 
seemed that most of them were soldiers, government agents, or 
missionaries, and that quite a few were Two-Hearts. ... They were 
known to be big liars too. They sent soldiers against us with cannons, 
tricked our war chiefs to surrender without fighting, and then broke 
their promises .... 

Our ancestors had predicted the coming of these Whites, and said that 
they would cause us much trouble .... 

A few years before my birth the United States government had built 

a boarding school at the Keams Canyon Agency. At first our chief, 
Lolulomai, had not wanted to send Oraibi children, but chiefs from 

other villages came and persuaded him to accept clothes, tools, and 

other supplies, and to let them go. Most of the people disliked this 
and refused to cooperate. Troops came to Oraibi several times to 

take the children by force and carry them off in wagons. The people 
said that it was a terrible sight to see soldiers come and tear children 
from their parents .... 

When my sister started, the teacher cut her hair, burned all her 

clothes, and gave her a new outfit and a new name, Nellie. She did 
not like school, stopped going after a few weeks, and tried to keep 

out of sight of the Whites who might force her to return. About ayear 

later she was sent to the New Oraibi spring to fetch water in o cere- 
monial gourd for the Ooqol society and wes captured by the school 
principal .... 

As | lay on my blanket I thought about my school days and all that | 
had learned. | could talk like a gentleman, read, write, and cipher. 

| could name all the states in the Union with their capitals, repeat 
the names of all the books in the Bible, quote a hundred verses of 

Scripture, sing more than two dozen Christian hymns and patriotic 

songs, debate, shout football yells, swing my partners in square 

dances, bake bread, sew well enough to make a pair of trousers, and 

tell "dirty" Dutchman stories by the hour. It was important that | had 

learned how to get along with white men and earn money by helping 

them. But my death experience had taught me that | had o Hopi 
Spirit Guide whom | must follow if | wished to live. | wanted to 

become a real Hopi again, to sing the good old Katcina songs, and 
to feel free to make love without fear of sin or a rawhide. 
DON TELAYESVA (from SUN CHIEF, edited by Leo Simmons, auto- 

biography of a Hopi Indian of Oraibi, Arizona) 

  

"A police department is a special-purpose apparatus; it functions to 

enforce dicta of the ruling elite within a given sphere, and its 

services are bought for that purpose not only by the cops' wages but 
by a system of privileges and immunities, extralegal and illegal in 

practice, but tacitly protected within understood bounds of 

discretion.” — L.C. in the SEATTLE GROUP BULLETIN 
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ONEY GROWS ON TREES 

scated man and a Rampart College Freedom School Award 
, who 8 NOW O pmfeSfionol itinerant farm-laborer, reports to 

,NOVATOR on a way of life, the conditions of which have been 

srepresented to the general public. The author's name has 
jon against reprisals by those who would 

f-ed 

ly mi 

',-.withheld for his protect 

der thot this side of the story not be told.) 

jyr 7 years of migrant work, 1have found the old adage, "Money 

'| grow on trees," to be false. It does. As my 12-year-old niece 

s observed, all you have to do is pick it off. 

mokes this work a pleasure and gives one the incentive to eamn 

«e is the fact thot one can keep what he earns, and does not have 

y ot Up with the 30% deduction, which the wastrels of government 

er from other kinds of workers. 

mgin with, there is no Federal income tax WITHHELD and in most 

income fax extortion can be avoided altogether. Consider a 

fly of four. Each child is allowed to earn $600 annually without 

ng to file an income tax return. A man and his wife are allowed 

exemption each for themselves, and $600 exemption for each 
ild, In addition, the tax allows a 10% deduction from total income. 
e while scrupulously observing current tax laws, a family can earn 
t$3800 o year without having to cut the Federal looters in for a 

re. We eamn this much by working only a fraction of the year. 

fufmer is not required to withhold Social Security fromhisemployees' 

mings either, if the employee makes less than $150. This allows a 

with a family of four to work for one farmer until he eamns 

%9.99, and then move on. Most farmers will make out separate 
ecks for each person in the family; this saves him money too, since 
doesn't have to "match® the amount stolen from his employees with 
corresponding  amount stolen from himself. Unfortunately, the law 

e the farmer to have a Social Security number for each check 

Mites, but S,S. cards can be obtained for a child of any age. 

09"’ Year doesn't sound like much, you say? It is a |ot more money 

" sounds because we have so few expenses. 

'infe;:u::eu in California provide housing — and even more would do 

o cl’e not for bureaucratic controls in that State. If you have a 

s o q_°mper,50me farmers will let you park in the orchards —.thls 

wo? inst the Health and Welfare rules, but to get good conscien- 

mm:”:{ men?l farmers are willing to take the risk. There are 

N rnonfl:,s n California who will rent cabins to workers for $15 to 

R“Ythe . rb-' the rent is os high as this only because the farmer must 
Xorvitant California property taxes. 

sing 
tpee. S 1 less heavily taxed Oregon is much easier to come by, 

    
   
   

     

    

      

   

    

   

ially : 
. 

[ Ansow!;yrhln Hood River Valley. Most farmers in this area furnish 

r‘very low EIecmc“y’ and wood for cooking and heat. The overhead 

ere — just food and gasoline. 
 fomj) . 
?fii Y':l'fl is carefyl with its finances can live on $1000 from 

Nf"f savi ovember 15, This leaves $2800 to live on for the winter, 

Vobogas "9. There is winter work in Indio, California — carrots, 

’k‘”"zou'lrdldiesl etc. — all ground work, which Irule out for myself, 

i Work \wlf:'leon an increase in annual income. | also rule out citrus 

| ich Thave found is not a good money maker. 4900 i 
b he Modesto, California, area on April 25 thinning peaches 

‘iu""en' ‘ifl work there for two weeks until cherries are ready in 

| omia, if the crop there is good. This lasts obout two 

. 
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weeks, and then | thin peaches again until cherries ripen in Oregon — 

The Dalles, Hood River, Mosier, and La Grand, for 10 or 12 dayseach. 

This is a bad frost area and they don't have a crop every year but when 

they do it is the best money to be made. My mother and | together 

earned $580 in six and a half days. 

Pears are ready in Hood River around August 15 — in the lower valley 

for about 10 days, then in the upper valley about 10 more — then 

apples in the same area until November 15. 

| suggest that persons who are new to farm work talk to others in the 

field who are thinning or picking to find out where they go and what 

they pick. Make a list of places and dates, and work out a definite 

itinerary that will give a steady income without too much waiting in 

between crops; provide for alternatives — for instance, there is apple 

thinning work available in Washington and Oregon during the cherry 

season, in case the cherry crop is bad. 

Many farmers pay by the tree; a good worker should do well at this. 

The amount of money a person earns in this business is directly 

proportional to the amount of effort he puts forth and how quickly he 

learns to pick and handle his ladder. | have noticed that people who 

sit on these ladders and complain they aren't making anything usually 

aren't, for obvious reasons. But any steady worker makes $20 to $25 a 

day — as does my mother, age 59, a couple of fellows | know with 

artificial legs, and one who worked with a broken arm. As for myself, 

| earn $25 to $40 per day. My family has used the money we have 

earned during the past five summers to buy land and build a house — 

all cash, of course. We have also bought a trailer, a new car, and a 

pickup truck, not to mention food and furniture. We could not have 

saved this much in the same number of years, working and living in 

the city. Good picking! — NAME WITHHELD 

  

COASTAL BRITISH COLUMBIA AS A RETREAT AREA 
  

When | was about seventeen, | began to be bothered by signs on the 
doors of local taverns which warned "No Minors Allowed." It wasn't 

that | had a passion for drink, | just didn't like to be told that I could 

not come in. Those signs and the laws behind them were restrictions 

on my freedom and | decided to do something about them. I spent 

much of my time for several months fabricating and collecting an 
extensive accumulation of identification stating that | was twenty - 

two. When | felt | was well enough prepared, | marched into a bar 

and ordered a beer, 

| probably used that 1.D. no more than a dozen times in the next 
three years but those signs no longer bothered me. | knew I could go 
in if | wanted to. 

| now find myself in the opposite situation. With the liberty | crave 
being slowly crushed under the heels of "Society" | begin to want the 
freedom, not to get in, but to get out. | have thought of folding my 
tent and vanishing into the woods immediately, but things are not yet 
quite that bad and | enjoy the luxuries available in the market place. 
So, at present, | don't want to get out, | just want to know | am free 
to get out when the burden of the State becomes too great. This then 
suggests the retreat concept which is getting so much lip service from 
libertarians. 

The first problem in retreating is "to where?" For some, a small 
village far from big cities and big government is sufficient; for others 
nothing less than the unchartered forests is remote enough, In eirhe; 
case, the coastal region of British Columbia isan areaof great promise. 
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In addition to low population, plentiful water, game and fish, lush 
vegetation, and remarkable variety of climate and terrain, it is a 

land where the people are relatively self sufficient and would be 
largely unaffected by economic or political crisis. Such people make 
the best neighbors if one must have any at all. 

Land in British Columbia can be had from the government, but if it 
sells the land it will keep records on who the purchaser was. If one 
feels more comfortable with a title in hand, it would be much better 

to purchase or lease a retreat site from a private party and not re- 

cord the purchase or lease. However, when | have talked to res- 
idents of the Bella Coola area regarding obtaining a cabin site, they 
recommend following the tradition of the frontier — squat. The gov- 
ernment booklet put out by the Province of British Columbia says that 
Squatters rights are not recognized, but local people say thatif some- 
one wished to purchase or lease "Crown Land" on which a Squatter 
had settled and made improvements, the Squatter is given first chance 
to purchase or lease the land. If the retreat location is sufficiently 
remote, chances are, this problem will never come up. There is just 
too much land and too few people. And when land issquattedon, the 
government has no record of it so can send no tax or lease bill. 

Because there is no guarantee how far the political and social 
depravity may go, it is possible that at some point even a retreat 
deep in the backwoods may not be safe from public or private looters. 
So, like a well-planned rabbit hole with its back exit, a retreat 
should be located so it will not be a trap for a retreater. For this 
reason, a coastal location is most desirable because if trouble comes, 

one may have a choice of escape routes. If the retreat is in a hidden 
cove along the miles of uninhabited Canadian coastline, then the sea 
is an open route to other lands, should they offer greater freedom and 
promise. A similar refreat on a mountain stream in the continental 

interior offers no such choice. 

Besides a means of escape, the fijords provide an easy water route to 

the small local towns for the man with o steam or diesel powered 

fishing or tug boat, and used boats of this type are plentiful along 

Canada's west coast. With such transportation, it would be possible 

to continue a limited amount of exchange of skills and produce with 

the local people without living in their hip pocket as it were. 

Another advantage of a coastal retreat is the warming effect that 

large bodies of water have on the land adjoining them. This is 

particularly true in British Columbia because the Japanese current 

sweeps down the coast causing snow to be nearly unknown in many 

areas below the 1000-foot level. This makes possible the successful 

cultivation of peaches, cherries and other crops which will not 

survive the winters at the same elevation just a hundred miles inland. 

Being near salt water also provides a supplemental source of food. 

Few retreaters would turn down fresh halibut, sea bass, salmon, 

lobster, crab, clams and oysters if these were as near as their door- 

step and required only the placing of traps and setlines. What a 

delightful change in the dead of winter from dried meat and beans! 

With o small power boat, rough sawn lumber from local mills and 

cement, nails, hardware, etc., from nearby towns can be brought to 

the site. Stone, logs, cedar shakes and other resources would be 

present on well-selected sites. From these materials, a structure 

could be built which would serve as a storage building away from the 

looter and the tax collector where one could accumulate the things 

which make retreating possible and practical. This same structure 

could also serve as the first module of a home in the wilderness when 

civilization becomes too uncivilized. 

Having such a retreat prepared is a tremendous source of freedom even 

if it is never used for anything but vacations from the rat race. To 

know that | can get out and survive thus prepared, can allow me to 

stay in the market making what profits | can — I'll know I'm here by 
DON STEPHENS choice! 

(Don and Barbie Stephens (5020 El Verano Ave., Los Angeles 90041) 
offer various courses on retreating and British Columbia, and publish 

a retreaters' bibliography.) 
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BELLA COOLA JOURNEY 
  

For wilderness retreats or summer anchorages, an especially athraeg; 
area is the North Coast of British Columbia — a land of snow-cq 
mountains, dense forests, rushing streams, and deep fiords, H 

potential advantages include: ! 

Ocean access: Myriad channels, arms and inlets — many eXfendi{ 

over 50 miles inland — provide more sea coast than all of continentq 
U.S. Among the almost endless inlets, bays and islands are places 

small boat could hide indefinitely. ‘ 

Geographical isolation: Rugged mountain ranges limit tronspo.-yq,;l 

to water, which is slow, and air, which is expensive. Only 

roads and one railroad penetrate the region. | 

Sparse population:  The whole North Coast region (roughly froy 

Queen Charlotte Strait to the Alaska panhandle and inland to 

coastal divide) — larger than Ohio — has a population of less the 

40,000, and most of these are concentrated around the few cifie 

Arable land and commercial fimbgr exist only as small pockets in riye 

valleys and deltas, precluding large-scale settlement. ‘ 

In July and August, | explored some of the lands and waterways of thi 

country. My route of travel was by automobile to Bella Coola, the 

by kayak to Nascall Bay on Dean Channel. | 
< 

Although Bella Coola lies less than 300 miles from Vancouver by air 

the highway distance is 650 miles. | first drove inland and north 

Williams Lake, then northwest on a fair-to-middling graded-dirt roa 

across the Fraser Plateau. Separated from the ocean by mountains 

this three-thousand-foot plateau has a climate quite different fron 

the coast — more like the higher plateaus of Colorado and Wyoming - 

mild summers, cold winters and little precipitation. The road to Bell 

Coola crosses gently rolling land — open forests of lodgepole pin 

with some douglas fir, spruce and aspin; an occasional creek or lake 
Cattle ranching is the principle industry. The few small settlement 
have a "frontier look" — log cabins, unpretenticus yards, pole fences 

After 250 miles of little variation the land changes abruptly as th 
road descends steeply with several switchbacks to the Bella Cool 
valley. Within a few miles one plunges from the cool open woodso 
the uplands into a warmer, humid, dense jungle of giant arbor vikae 
and douglas firs. The road winds down the valley past a few logging 
operations and guest lodges. Then, 20 miles from salt water, the roa 
becomes paved and wilderness is replaced by long-settled -looking 
farms and homes. | 

Bella Coola contrasts with the rough and rustic interior settlements 
seeming (if one ignores the spectacular snow-capped peaks around if 
more like a country town of the U.S. south than the trading cente! 
for thousands of square miles. The few businesses are scattered overt 
several block areq; judging from the types of enterprises tourism is no 

important industry. Prices are surprisingly low, considering Bellc 
Coola's isolation and smallness as a market. A lunch consisting of har 

sandwich, pie and milk cost $0.70, a loaf of locally-baked bread solt 
for $0.26, and three pounds of powdered milk cost $1.40. (Prices dre 

in Canadian dollars which currently exchange for about 93¢ u.s) 
Gasoline cost $0.48 per imperial gallon; equivalent to about 50-37i 
U.S. per U.S. gallon. | 
My boat was a 17-foot folding kayak, which weighs 125 pounds 
complete with optional sloop sailing rig. | transported it to Bella 
Coola in disassembled form (parts less than 5 feet long), -put it 

together on the banks of the river above fown, and paddled down 
stream to the channel. The trip from Bella Coola fo Nascall B 
took five days; four days were consumed struggling the 18 miles down 
North Bentinck Arm and Burke Channel against strong head winds an 

often white-capped waves, | traveled these waters only during ;. 

early morning when wind and waves were minimum; even then h'ar 

paddling netted only one knot headway. An attempt at upwi® 
sailing in Burke Channel proved unproductive; the Folbot will go '"'?1 
the wind reasonably well in calm water but not when fighting three= 

foot waves, 

Once beyond Bella Coola the only signs of man were fishing boa® 
{about a dozen a day passed), a couple of logging operations, anc_ - 
remains of piers, log-booms and cabins in some of the bays.   

i



  

  
  

are mostly low cliffs with some pebbly-to-rocky beaches in the 

“ On overnight stops | either drcgged the Folbot up a beach above 

he ;idul sone {up to 15 feet) or tied up offshore. One of the most 

roctive camping ploces was alittle cove (which doesn't show on the 

nd-status map) just northeast of Lalakata Point — sandy beach, 

ickling creek, and hillsides covered with black raspberries and red 

hilberries. 

On the fifth day | passed Mesachie Nose, turned into Labouchere 

Chanel and — for a change — had calm water and a light tailwind. 

ith mainsail alone | ghosted downwind to Dean Channel and then 

xross it on an easy broad reach to Nascall Bay. Dean Channel was 

calmer than  Burke had been although a rain squal coming swiftly up 

chonnel caused some rough moments. 

Holf-mile-long Nascall Bay has the shape of an hour glass open on 

meend, A boat can anchor in the back portion out of sight of Dean 
Chonnel or the front. It is variously bordered by grassy, swampy and 
ucky beaches and, in one spot, by sheer cliffs. Nascall Hot Springs 
lies near the mouth. Reportedly about ten years ago Crown Zeller- 

bach Corporation, which has a large pulpmill at Ocean Falls 20 miles 
hfhewest, surveyed Nascall Valley for hydroelectric potential . The 

ey crew built @ bathhouse — a shack whose sole furnishing is a 

;‘!uthlub set into the floor, A pipe runs back into the hot spring. Since 

L the bath has been used and fortuitously maintained by passing 

;' hg and pleasure craft, During the three days | was in and around 

"¢y, at least a dozen boats stopped. 
0 . 
{unzrh?]re*ur" trip | found a light northeast breeze down Dean Channel 

 %alled across to Labouchere Channel. There | encountered a light 
e ! 

. 

‘,th:::'rd- But with calm water and the wind following the zigzag 

| flneel I made good headway with minimum tacking. Reaching Burke 

\ ] 
oy of flfe sails caught the prevailing southwest wind and the boat 

t"‘inlfle qruung the waves., Sometimes surfing on long swells for a 
tfl fime . . t 

iefore the Wind.’ sometimes crashing through short chop, the boat ran 

o 
!ridinge:t::i?n equipment: The basic Folbot proved to be sea-worthy, 

e e coy vflth the largest non-breaking waves encountered; under 

qufef‘proofnsltlons 40-foot fishing boats pounded heavily. With a 

',w, trust ifQYQk covering (which | lacked) fo prevent swamping, | 

L:fllling Seurhu:n e open ocean in average weather. However-, the 

f|:°n Option) w;°r|l;e def'?" faults. A small outboard motor (?vculoble 

Elnwél along l‘ivel:s facilitate cruising. Hip boots are desnrcl_ale for 

%'hqn- 9 s my :nd fl?rough swamps. A hand gun, although illegal 

Mg, O Tifle ch easier to carry through the woods (for defense) 

  

- ilfcs but notn:'sixfeenfh-inch netting will stop horse flies and 

fra € interj he gnats which live on the coast (I encountered 

Yent flppthr;Pr)' Several layers of loose clothing plus liberal and 

'ons of repellant on exposed skin kept the bugs at bay 

    

duri : U”f‘g the day. Insect pests are about as common as in more moist 
portions of the U.S. 

At low elevations forest grows everywhere except on nakedrock, tidal 

flafs,‘und swamps (any natural clearing in a river valleywill be marsh, 
not dry grassland). Common species include westernhemlock, giant 
arbor vitae, sitka spruce, western white birch, douglas fir, yellow 
cypress and black cottonwood plus on the more exposed slopes, the 
lodgepole pine. In the shode of some of the denser stands on delta 

lands there is little undergrowth; elsewhere it is heavy, and includes 

young hemlock, bilberries, ferns, mosses, smilacinas, and, in wet spots, 
H L - . 4 devil's club. Rocks seen were exclusively igneous, many showing 

intrusions. 

Palatable berries include blue and red bilberries, salmonberries, and 

red and black raspberries. The blue bilberry (Vaccinium ovalifolium 
Sm) which makes up most of the undergrowth in many places, is 
related to and bears fruit shaped like blueberries. Blue bilberries are 

usually mildly sweet like a blueberry but some bushes (which look no 

different) bear berries which taste weedy or foul. Unlike raspberries, 
all berries on a bush ripen together and remain edible for a long time. 
Edible greens include plantain, fireweed, clover, ferns and the var- 

ious conifers. The only poisonous plants | noticed were water hemlock 
and baneberries (a few in swampy areas) . 

Mussels 

near large rivers the water is appcrenfly 

| did not see large game animals; perhaps they move to 

higher ground in summer. A few squirrels were encountered. 

Salmon were running in Dean Channel while | was there. 
grow on some rocky beachs; 

too fresh. 

Due to the highly irregular terrain, coastal British Columbia shows 
great climatic variation = each river valley, channel or inlet 

essentially has one or more local climates. A few generalizations can 

be made: summers are dryer and sunnier than winters, precipitation 

usually increases with elevation. But many anomolies remain. For 

instance Bella Coola, at the head of an inlet, averages 55 inches of 

precipitation per year; Ocean Falls, 50 miles to the west and also at 

the head of an inlet, averages 164 inches; Bella Bella, 30 miles still 
further west and on a channel, receives 99 inches. Judging from 

plant maturity and comments by local people (weather stations being 
few and far between), Dean Channel has about the same summer 

weather as Bella Coola but a colder winter; it is mcre exposed to 
frigid northeast winds from the interior. One man said that the high 
precipitation and cloudiness at Ocean Falls is a localized condition 
caused by the shape of the valley; reporting thet Ocean Falls would 
be overcast and raining for days at a time while, eight miles away in 
Dean Channel, the sun was shining. 

During my visit in late July and early August,there were stratus clouds 

in the early morning which usually cleared by afternoon. A few days 

there was a buildup of cumulus clouds with occasional rain squalls in 
late afternoon, The channels tended to clear earlier and receive less 

rain than the adjacent land. The temperature did not exceed 85°F nor 
fall below 50°F, 

The most detailed map available (1) does not show terrain features 

smaller than a quarter mile. Aside from that only a few discrepancies 

were noted, including, if the map be believed, a river which flows 
uphill (King Island, about Lat. 52° 17' N, Long. 126° 27' W), 
Perhaps this can be attributed to wishful thinking by the government's 

Department of Lands, Forests and Water Resources. 

During my stay in Canada | was not molested by any large animals, 

not even that most vicious and loathsome of predators — the State 

bureaucrat. | camped out exclusively, not only in the wilderness but 

in relatively settled areas. During 10 days spent on rough waters in a 

conspicuously small open and unlicensed boat, a few passing fishermen 

solicitously asked if everything was all right: no Canadian equivalent 

of the Coast Guard ordered mé off the waters. (During a one-day try- 

out of the Folbot on Piru Lake, Calif.,! was ordered out for not having 

registration and local permit,) While many Canadian laws and 

regulations are as onerous as their U.S. counterparts ON PAPER, 

enforcement in an area with a population of less than one person 

per square mile presents something of a problem for even the most 

determined power seeker. The Canadian government will not sell 

outright any water-front land; of course this is to "perserve it for 
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But this poses no problem for the libertarian 

TOM MARSHALL 

recreational use." 
nomad who intends to be only a "squatter." 

(1) Bella Coola, B.C., sheet 93D, second status edition, 1962, 
Department of Lands, Forests, and Water Resources, Victoria, B.C., 
60¢. Various types of maps and nautical charts are sold by Dominion 
Map Limited, 626 Howe Street, Vancouver 1, B.C. Mail orders are 
accepted. 

(Mr. Marshall is a former editor of INNOVATOR.) 
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Clarence Brooker, 19, of Washington, D.C., was shot and killed by 
a police officer as he fled from an attempted arrest. His offense? 
He dropped a bag of cookies on the sidewalk; disorderly conduct, or 
littering, or something. 

The DAYTON DAILY NEWS asked U.S. Attorney Roger Makley what 

a citizen might safely send and receive by way of the U.S. Postal 
Monopoly.  Makely replied, "If | set down my guidelines for 

publication, people would sort of get the idea of what they can get 
away with," 

FULL CIRCLE: Dorothy Shinder and some friends, dressed up as 
Indians, dumped some empty boxes marked TEA into the San Francisco 
Bay, in o recent protest against taxes. A port official told Miss 
Shinder that there was a $500 fine for dumping refuse in the Bay; 
the Coast Guard boarded her boat for a "routine check," ended up 
citing the boat-master for failing to have a bell aboard and for 
driving without a license (a certificate of numbers, the Coast Guard 

calls it). 

  

  

‘rankly, we dop!t blame the government for wanting to pass gun con- 

rol legislation.__If we had stolen from and inhibited the freedom of 
he American people to the extent the government has, we'd want to 

know the exact location of every firearm, too. (Colorado Springs 
" GAZETTE-TELEGRAPH) 
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"Does the seven-year plan call for such a book? No, the seven_year, 

plan does not call for such a book. 

"Our leaders have decided that there is no need for such a book, 
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(ONCLALED FROM PRYING EYES 
the year 500 B.C., during the reign of Darius the Great of Persia, 

In iracy Was afoot. Histiceus, a Greek who was being honorably 
onsp! . . 

::mined in Darius' court, could see that the Persian Empire was ripe 
B revolt, and he decided that he and his son-in-law were in perfect 

itions to bring the revolt to a head. The only trouble was, the 

son=in Ath 

ond 0 communicate the plan, Histiaeus would have to make use of 

the King's roads. 

Now, thiswas considered a danger- 

ous practice in those days, espec- 

ially if you were planning revolt, 

because Darius, no fool by any 

means, was having messengers 

seized and their messages read. So 
Histiceus, a true innovator, shaved 

the head of his most trusted slave, 

fottoced all the details of the plot 
onto the shaved area, and, when 
the hair had grown back, sent the 
slove to the son-in-law with in- 
structions to say, "Shave my head, 
sire, and look thereon. " 

Apparently the son-in-law got the 
message; but history tells us that 

e plot was a flop, for we next 
leam that Histiaeus' own head had 
een shaved and was being served to Darius on a silver platter. But 

M was not in vain: because of his act, Histiceus' name has been 
fecorded in the pages of history as the first man to have sent a secret 
message, (1) 

  

" League With The Devil 

“(?:: of the earljest secret codes was the innovation of Marcus Tullius 

clcho'-LOG B.C.), a Roman freedman and persom':nl secretary of 

of shorth ctually, his code was not a code at all — it was a system 

2Mmand that was so complicated and so difficult to read that it 
Qs N 

ea 

'“ess;m:edlmely adopted by the Roman Government for official secref 

’hOUgfi * The system continued in usage for nearly a thousand years, 

"ot 50 much because it was good, but because these were ' the 
e 

‘h°”hqndf When h‘"dl)' anyone could read longhand, much less 

8 : : 

nyflu‘;enmsm"ce times, with the menacing spread of learning, it 

‘r°”0w Scame necessary to develop something better. So there 

F sacrq 9 Period of keen interest in ciphers, codes, and all sorts 

% Spatn wtrl_'\"“g.S. One such cipher was employed by the government 

sp“mclrclls en in the business of gobbling up her neighbors. Th.e 

:C'Pher, OQPPQrenf|>, believed there was something mystical in their 

i:' But w|: they felt certain that no mortal man could ever decipljer 

onry |y 'en several secret dispatches fell into French hands, King 

cI“"I q Ul‘n‘ed them over to Francois Viete, the famous mathemati- 

'ete cracked the Spanish cipher with ease. g Hen 

312"’ °°?t; lfet“!he Spaniards continue their game for sev.eral years 

BogeYed c:mde Ing them the awful truth. At first the Spaniards were 

°n§° In Ome embarrgssed,  But then, poor losers, they ran to the 

bu emanding that Viete, the mathematician, be forture'd 

H @ stake for wizardry, necromancy, and being in 

Way him,el devil, But Viete was safe, for it developed fhat.the 

olf in league — with the French (though some historians 

insist that this was not the case at all but rather that the Pope had 

such a fine sense of the absurd that he considered the matter too 
absurd to consider). Whatever it was, he ignored the Spaniards, the 
Spaniards turned their interests to the New World, and Viete returned 

to his algebra. (2) 

The use of secret codes has almost always been considered the 
prerogative of the State, and whenever an individual got into the act 

he was immediately suspect. Nevertheless, many famous individuals 

contributed to the art, not the least of which was Francis Bacon. 

Bacon mixed his secret messages into his writings, and managed fo 

create a storm of speculation in later years that it might have been 
he and not William Shakespeare who wrote Shakespeare's plays — an 
issue too cryptic for consideration at this point. In writing about 

perfect cipher systems, Bacon said that it would be necessary that 

“they not be laborious to write and read, that they be impossible to 
decipher; and, in some cases, that they be without suspicion." 

Prying Papal Eyes 

Though Leonardo da Vinci met none of Bacon's requirements for the 
perfect cipher, he achieved remarkcble success in the field. Like 
Tiro before him, he wrote not in code but in a strange hand — long- 
hand. But to conceal his scientific writings from prying papal eyes 
(it was considered blasphemous and atheistic even in those days to 
conduct scientific inquiry), he wrote from right to left and so illegibly 
that even a mirror is of little aid in deciphering what he wrote. That 
it was his intention to keep his writings secret is evidenced by the 

fact that he is said to have once said, "The more minutely you 

describe something, the more you will confuse the reader's mind and 
the further you will remove him from knowledge of the 

described.” (3) 

Blaise de Vigenére (1523-1594), a French diplomat, is credited with 
having invented the Vigenére table, for years thought to be the 
undecipherable cipher, though childishly simple by today's 
sophisticated standards. Its chief fault lies in the fact that, if there 

is no change in the normal sequence of letters, the alphabets are 
reciprocal, which is very poor security. For this reason, 

soon shifted to one-part and two=-part codes. 

thing 

interest 

Codes differ from ciphers in several important respects. In a cipher 

there is a letter for letter substitution (e.g., the letter A might 

become the letter M, the letter B might become Z, etc.), but in a 
code there is a coded word substitution for each plain-text word 
(e.g., Metaphysics might become XXRL, Epistemology might become 

MNMP, etc.). A code book, therefore, is not unlike a dictionary, 

with lists of words arranged alphabetically, showing their coded 

equivalents. 

In the one-part code book, the vocabulary and the code groups are 

arranged in parallel, alphabetical (or numerical) sequences, so that 

a single book serves for encoding as well as decoding. This, too, is 

considered something of a security risk, so people desiring security 

generally prefer the two-part code which requires separate books for 

encoding and decoding. The encoding books lists the elements or the 

vocabulary in alphabetic order, but the code groups appear in random 

order; the decoding book lists the code groups in alphabetical (or 

numerical) order, but the vocabulary has no order. Out of these three 

systems — ciphers, one-part and two-part codes — have grown all 

modern cryptographic systems. (4) 
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Plain-text letter 

  

ABCDEFGHIJUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

A ABCDEFGHIJUKLMNOPQRSTUVMWXYZ 

B|BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZA 
c CDEFGHIJKLMNODPQRSTUVWXYZAB 

DIDEFGHIJKULMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC 

£ EFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCD 

F FGHIJKUMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDE 

G GHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEF 

H HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFG 
I IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGH 

J JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHI 
i K KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHTIJ 

gL LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIUJK 
oM MNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKL 

~ N NOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLM 

>0 OPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
A p PQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNDO 

Q QRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNQOP 

R RSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPAQ 

S STUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPAQR 

T TUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 

U UVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
v VWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 

W |WXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUYV 

X XYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
Y YZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 

2 ZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY         

  

The Vigendre table in its simple form. If the key letter L 

were selected, and the word FREE were enciphered, the plain- 

text letter F would yield cipher Q, plain-text R would yield 

C, and so forth, until the word in cipher would become QCPP. 

  

      

One-part Code Two-part Code 

ABABA —— A : 
ABACE —— Abandon Encoding Decoding 

ABADI -- Abate A ———mmeem MAXQT | ABABA -~ Abate 

ABAFO -- Abbreviate Abandon -- NWUKF | ABACE -- Barter 

ABAGO -- Abdicate Abate ---- ABABA | ABADI -~ State 

ZYZYY -- Zonal Zonal ---- PRDXQ | ZYZYY -- Zone 

ZYZYZ -- Zone Zone —=——== ZYZYY | ZYZYZ -- Coerce     
Extracts from typical one-part and two-part codes. 

The problems and techniques employed in deciphering and decoding 
are too complex to be covered here. It is probably true, however, 

that there is no code or cipher which cannot eventually be broken. 
As Edgar Allan Poe put it: "It may well be doubted whether human 
ingenuity can construct an enigma of the kind which human ingenuity 

may not, by proper application, resolve." MARVE GARRETT 

(1) See THE CAMBRIDGE ANCIENT HISTORY, (University Press, 
London, 1953) p. 217, 

(2) Cf., L.D. Smith, CRYPTOGRAPHY, (Dover Publications, Inc., 
N.Y., 1955) p. 22. 
(3) LEONARDO DA VINCI, (Reynal & Co., N.Y., 1956) p. 157, 

(4) See ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, (1960, Vol. &) p. 807F, 

  

WHAT GOVERNMENT POSTAL MONOPOLIES ARE FOR: 
  

In a single recent year, 300,000 letters going abroad from the United 
Kingdom were inspected under the authority of the (British) Exchange 
Control Act, and the equivalent of $140,000 in “illegally remitted" 
currency was "discovered.” R. B. CARNAGHAN 

  

PROPOSAL FOR A CLANDESTINE COMMUNICATION Nt 
  

As more individuals go beyond mere TALK of liberty to ACTS of salfe 
liberation — as more men find ways to live as FREE men, mc;’z.p 

grows for secure communication — communication invulnerobla o 
coercive interference. Desirable attributes are: 

Untraceability: A message, if intercepted, cannot be traceq fo 
source or destination. 

Simplicity: Existing facilities are utilized; no special equipment 

is required. 

Anonymity: Identity is revealed only to o few chosen friengs 
safety does not depend on the reliability and integrity of lorg; 
numbers. 

Redundancy: Alternate communication paths exist; no single 
individual or small group is indispensable. 

Decentralization: No control center exists to attract spies or power 

seekers. 

A communication arrangement which | will call "Privat" possesses 
these attributes. 

A Privat net begins and grows informally. Two presently-acquainted 
individuals form a Privat communication link simply by exchanging 

Privat names — aliases chosen specifically for Privat use. Either 
individual can expand the net by forming Privat links with others, 

All persons who are part of a net are called "correspondents;" those 
with whom one maintains direct links are called "direct corres- 
pondents," those with whom one communicates through intermediaries 
are "indirect correspondents." Each person periodically gives to 

direct correspondents the Privat names (and ONLY the Privat names) 
of all correspondents (indirect as well as direct) of whom he knows. 
Routing information is thus gathered and updated. While the Privat 
names of everyone in the net are readily available, a person's redl 
identity is known only to the few direct correspondents he selects. 

Privat communications are of two basic types: messages and broad- 

casts. A MESSAGE is directed to a specific individual. A 
BROADCAST is distributed to all correspondents. 

A message is addressed TO the Privat name of the intended recipient 

and passed to a direct correspondent who is closer (in terms of Privat 
links) to the addressee. The message is relayed from correspondent 
to correspondent until it reaches its destination. 

A broadcast is addressed FROM the Privat name of the originator and 
is relayed by each intermediary to all direct correspondents who are 

further (in Privat links) from the originator. 

Suppose Joe Smith (Privat name) has something forsale. He circulates 
a broadcast addressed "From Joe Smith." (Or he advertises in @ 
Privat-circulating periodical, if any exist.) George Johnson (Privat 
name) wants to buy. He sends an offer addressed: "To Joe Smith." 

Joe caches the merchandise and sends pick-up instructions to George 
through Privat. (The merchandise is probably not sent through Privat 

for reasons given below.) 

As a Privat network expands, parallel paths form, allowing important 

messages to be sent by more than one route for reliability, and 
preserving net continuity even though individual correspont:ie"'s 

cease functioning. 

Service fees can be charged through account entries. When an 

intermediary relays a broadcast (addressed FROM), he debifs the 

account of the originator. When he relays a message (addressed 10 

he debits the account of the recipient. |If the message was 
unsolicited, the recipient in turn debits the account of the senders 

Accounts are cleared periodically. Each participant sefs his o 

rates; parallel paths provide price competition. 

. - . - . . H 1 nd Communications are limited to superficially-innocuous subjects 9" 
specified. may be inspected by intermediaries, unless otherwise sP€® T 

by the intermediaries. This is for the protection of intermediaries o 

event of accidental interception. Incriminating messages aof 1 

encoded or fragmented — divided into individually-non i 
-sUSPeC'! 

: e 
portions and sent at different times or by different routes. (Of eV 
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tas O correspondents may find it profitable to offer o 
hain® e the relaying of SEALED messages and parcels, ) ’ 

other criminal could join Privat g s A ’ 

He can report any communications which pass throygl 
are pmbflbly in c.:odz?. And he cannot identif t?‘ 
He could arrest his direct correspondents (who )f'mx}@ e n p 

r\"""“" Zof trusting him), but messages flow by alternate routes 

pista ;,to lure others into revealing themselves, byt only ”m' 

) cndangefed- 

seriously interested in Privat: 

#C' te flqe'\' or what would 

s OF 
R s 10 those 

1t for Privat to contact you. And don't wait until you have 

need for clandestine communication — growth takes time 
:,criti!Ci:LS NOW with individuals you trust. As your net grows it 

Fifinmesh with others. 
»hoose . nondescript male o.lios as your Pri.vat name and use it only 

for bevat Give no ofljer |der3t|f|cat|on in Privat communications. 

antain separate stationery items for Privat use. Print with a 

ttering template. Wear gloves. 

on't belabor the subject Wifh flhose who lack interest; mass par- 

jicipation is not needed for Pn\./a.t s succes:s. If only a small fraction 

ofpofentiul users act.uclly pcrtucnpate,an invulnerable communication 

net will eventually link self-liberated peoples the world over. 

NAME WITHHELD 

D 

  

REPARTEE 

titor, INNOVATOR 

We read your article on the Principality of Liechtenstein in 

INNOVATOR (March, 1967 — ed.) with great interest. We take 

the liberty to point out different inaccuracies contained in this 

report ... Democracy is very well functioning in this Principality 

ond the people of Liechtenstein enjoy more civic rights and freedoms 

as many republican peoples. We want to point out that the people of 

Liechtenstein has the possibility to interfere into community and 

state offairs by the way of initiatives and referendums. 

The Government budget for 1967 is for 36 million Swiss francs. 

According to your report, the Principality of Liechtenstein is a 

remote, sleepy and fairy tale country, where things are going on ina 

medieval manner. This is not the case and if "the Diet and the 

(';Wemmenf wouldn't do much" they would not keep up for a long 

fime, we can assure you, WALTER KRANZ. (Press and Information 

Office of the Liechtenstein Government) 

Edifor's NO te: 

and for his letter which has 

in Patrick O'Ryan's 

n's national budget, 
wee,:hir;dee" Kranz for his interest, 

NOV,:Tensed .Obo"e° The figures quoted- i 

tained fOR article with respect to Liechtenstel i ; 

ich w rom an American national magazine, were in error, for 

out, He apologize to our readers and thank Herr Kranz for pointing 

owever, we will stand by Mr. O'Ryan's assertion that in 
COMmpayt 3 ; 

the f:sr:son with relatively free and peaceful Liechtenstein, mI:DST of 

dor O the world is a "collection of communal slave States." We 

hat a government ould |3 

3 Oesn'gl de fo reassure Herr Kranz that when wesay! Brnm 

© much," it is intended as a compliment, not as a criticism. 

Ey; 
| itor, INNOVATOR 

. 'ave fg) 
- Stueg of I::wed the discussion of free-market police servi ] 

e NOVATOR: and it appears to me that a crucial point has 

N mi 
. 

F°°Usess;(i- By all participants. This is a rather sad irony of }."“02,’ 

disoygq 'S POint emerged with great clarity many. times in the 

r's gr::tfree-mtarkef police services that appeared in Benjamin 

Ui, = magazing, LIBERTY, circa 1880-1910. 

ker's Q:Othls: a free-market police service — ofr 

Sbsey; YP, a voluntary defense association — Wou . 

Soul su:,rs' not in proportion to the amount of force and vnoler;)c(: 

ou: iomon to the protection of their persons and property: ud 

N to how infrequently it needed to summon force an 

rvices inrecent     
in the words of 

Id be valued by 

violence, T} i nee. The reasoning beni isis si i g benind this is simple: violence possesses two 
da i ' n{;nfnm tendencies — first, to beget furth 
chain; and, second, to . 
Thus, 

ar violence in an endless 
1 56 et G r:umugn that which it ottempts to protect. 

e Sk o voluntary defense asseciarions competing for 

hmory o G'\‘)”-u, s/ou Wfi”m lfmlr. at their records,  If ¢ne had a long 

st 1 ’g/ settling dnsp«ne? b/ the bloadiest possible means, 

e other showed a sophisticated ability to repel or  dis- 
dezlewc'li?ri“lon'by non-violent means, you would hire the latter to 

Wwith the neighbor who comes by at night ond steals your lawn 
furniture, and with more serious felons. Under all 

they would be preferable to the outfit that starts a gunfight in your 
street, or clubs your guilty neighbor so brutully that he will harbor 

thoughts of revenge forever, 

circumstances, 

The experience of arbitration committees in Quaker intentional 

com[nunities is a convincing example of the possibility of such a 

service. More convincing, to me at least, is the simple thought that 

the free market has always shown itself capable of providing cny 

service for which there is a great demand, and this is most true when 

the market most closely approaches true freedom. SIMON MOON 

P.S. Your issue on subjective theory of value was good; lcbor theory 

of value is Marxism's weakest point. However, your statement of 

Austrian theory, like every other statement of it that I've seen, tends 

to imply that thereis NO exploitation under historical-capitalism-as- 

it-has-existed. Whatever may be true of ideal capitalism as you 

conceive it, historical capitalism has rested largely on Stcte 

monopolies, State suppression of worker rebellions, corruption 

of worker unions and a general exploitation of the worke 

way down the line. S. M. 

rs all the 

Editor, INNOVATOR 

| must tell you | hold more with Ayn Rand than with you on this 

question (of free-market police services — ed.). | greatly respect 

your viewpoint, however, and even more the principles upon which 

it is based. 

There are a few fallacies in your syllogism, however: 

(1) A system of courts of adjudicating crimes and civil suits among 

citizens does NOT inevitably mean taxation to support it. There are 

many other ways of financing possible. All libertarians agree with 

you AND Miss Rand that taxation is a crime per se. 

(2) A system of courfs does not imply a police force to apprehend 

criminals. The latter function can very well be carried out by private 

guards such as you have advocated. 

(3) The threat of incarceration does indeed, in my opinion, have o 

deterrent effect upon potential criminals, but even if it did not, af 

least offenders would be removed from circulation. 

WERNER K. STIEFEL 

Editor, INNOVATOR 

It was an agreeable surprise fo find INNOVATOR upholding o free 

price for gold. There are many today who are in favour of a free 

market for foreign exchange, but few who demand that the price of 

gold shall be allowed to find its free market level, Yet neither 

measure will produce its full benefit without the other. For if any 

foreign country sefs up @ strong enough demand for gold, for whatever 

reason, gold will be drained away from any :'ounrry that keeps gold 

at a fixed price, whether the exchanges are fixed or free. 

You face a bitter fight, since you are opposed by the serried ranks of 

the governments, their economic odvise.rs, and most of the 

economists. Yet; | hope you will press the point. For about half a 

century, our iournu|, THE INDIVIDUALIST, 
hqs- ) . upo.n 

individualists that their efforts to stop the march of SOCIGI.ISH'.I will fo'|l 

so long as they do not tackle the money p'roblem. FOr'lf is .cerrqm 

that our present monetary system must !n.evncbly result in periodical 

financial crises. And at every such cr:I5|s, governme.nff blame us for 

"gttempting to live beyond our means, and the Socialists urge more 

state control. HENRY MEULEN 

(Mr. Meulen is editor of THE INDIVIDUALIST, 31 Parkside Gardens, 

London, SW 19, England. — ed.) 

all 
urged 
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INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE 
  

“People, asked from where it came, 

Would very seldom know. 
They would simply eat and ask, 

'Was not it always so?'" 

Describing in four short, poignant and penetrating lines the terrible, 
even indecent, state of ignorance ond indifference in this country 

with respect to individual freedom, copitalism, and the free market 
economy, the foregoing is an extract from a poem in "The Incredible 

Bread Mochine" by Richard W. Grant, 

Published by R. A. Bray (286 pages, cardcover, $4.00), this 
provocative, highly informative and well-written study of capitalism, 

freedom — and the State may be obtained from Sandra Jeffries, P.O. 

Box 14031, East Portland Station, Oregon. 

Consisting of eight fast-moving, easy to read and understand, well- 

indexed chapters, plus a hilarious poem with a message, "Tom Smith 

and His Incredible Breaod Machine," Grant's book, ifitreceivesany- 

thing like o decent distribution, is calculated to leave such wounds 

on both "liberal" and "conservative" politically oriented psyches as 
to take years to heal, if ever. 

Beginning with a chopter entitled "Nineteenth-Century Capitalism," 

Grant shows that there WERE "Greedy Robber Barons" but not nearly 
so many as the statists claim, and these ONLY because of govern- 

mental (socialistic) intervention and political privilege. Boom-and- 
bust cycles? Who and what caused them? Again, political 

bureaucratic meddling and bumbling inefficiency ! 

In our opinion, the highlight of "The Incredible Bread Machine" is 
the second chapter on "The Great Depression." Here Grant, in a 

masterful fashion, totally demolishes the socialistic myths and 
shibboleths about that fear producing era in our history, 

Freedom ond private enterprise didn't "fail," as the fear merchants 
scream; they were bludgeoned and almost destroyed — by the 
government itself — principally via money manipulation by the 
Federal Reserve and as a result of the 1913 income tax law. 

And Herbert Hoover, far from being the champion of freedom and the 

~ market place as his worshippers idly believe, was as chock full of 
economic nonsense as was his successor, Fireside Chat Roosevelt, 

who managed to prolong the depression for years and finally, in 

desperation, deliberately involved the country in World War II. 

    
and 

  
     

   

    

Chapter Three has-to-do with "The Decline of Capitalism" and erosion 

of the belief in a free market economy; helped along, nay with 
both being nearly clubbed to death, by antitrust legislation, the 
union-favoring National Labor Relations Board, and other bureaucratic 
empire building laws. 

Then, in quick succession, come lively, penetrating chapters on: 

"Principles of The Free And Progressive Society," including a sub- 
chapter on the con game of altruism. 

“The Role Of Government — If we need what others earn, No longer 
need we steal it! Govemment will do the job, and people hardly 
feel it!" 

"Applying The Principles Today." And, finally, 

"The 'Liberal' And The Liberal — The Reactionary And The 
Renaissance." 

All in all, we'd say that "The Incredible Bread Machine" is the 
biggest four bucks worth of reading — and education — to hit the 
market in a long, long time, Get a copy. You'll seel 

(Reprinted, with permission, from the Colorado Springs GAZETTE- 
TELEGRAPH) 

\ 
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Paying 5% premium for U. S. silver coins, Gratis pickup, cash 
payment, in LA area for $500 or more. Ad-755 c/o INNOVATOR, 
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For those who dare to think for themselves. STEPS TO FREEDO) 
a weekly publication. Sample 25¢. STAR, 6413 Sandy Sfre‘f’ 

Laurel, Maryland. ! 
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VES., A Magazine of Articles and Reviews for those interesteq in 
Culture of Freedom. 10 issues yearly, $2.00. Box 1961, Wefuskiwfn, 
Alberta, Canada. 
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BOOKS — USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT. P.K. Slocum, 7733 Cerg 
Street, Downey, Calif. 90242. Y 
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Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedon 
Cash. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Research Unlimited. Box Zem' 

Chloride, Arizona. g 
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GOLD IN COIN FORM AT $45.00 PER FINE OUNCE 
LOS ANGELES GOLD MARKET, Box 1048-A, ARLETA, CAL. 9133 

PHONE 213-899-3350, DAY OR NIGHT 
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LIBERTARIAN BOOKS — NEW AND USED pamphlets, periodicals, 
records, tapes, other items. REVISIONIST HISTORIES! Lorge 

Selection — Free List. "The Mind and Art of Albert Jay Nock" by 
Robert M. Crunden — hardbound regularly $4.95 = now $3,00, 
$andra Jeffrie$, P.O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214, 
*************************************i**tt*'f‘ 

Announcing a new publication — THE LIBERTARIAN NEWSLETTER, 
of interest to libertarians Articles and reviews in many areas 

including: historical revisionism, mutualism, egoism, film aesthetics, 
Reichianism, rational and evolutionary psychology, educational 
philosophy, the integration of the social sciences, poetry, fiction, 
The first issue will be published early in 1968. Editor: Herbert C, 

Roseman. Watch for further announcements. | 
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Want a worthwhile life? A better job? An improved social structure? 
Get all three by being part of the green revolution. Popular book, 

GO AHEAD AND LIVE tells how; $4 from School of Living, Brook= 
ville, Ohio. 
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“Greetings of the Season with all good wishes for a very merry voo 
(open it up) ... Isaac Newton's Birthday." Five cards with envelopes,i 
for $1 while they last. 

Safeguard important communications with Cryptostrips. 
secure, private, disguisable cipher. $1. : 

AGCOMM DIRECTORY TWO lists publications and institutes of 
interest to libertarians. $1. Agoric, Box 5116, CA 90405 o 
********************************************“‘ 
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B frequent and regular distributions 

el 
"éon:r‘:ns of Rome from the necessity of labour. 
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DECLINE AND FALL 

OME IN THE FOURTH CENTURY 

me emperor of the "civilised" world following the 

us circumstances, of Numerian. A suspect 2per 

t, was brought before a tribunal, in the ,custod)" 

ian beca 

geath, in suspicio 

most probabl)' innocen 

of Roman soldiers. 

Dioclet 

station which he had filled exposed him to some 

uConscious that the 
raising his eyes 

wspicion, Diocletian ascended the tribunal, and, 

joward the Suns made a solemn profession of his own innocence, in 

the presence of that all-seeing Deity. Then, assuming the tone o’f a 

gvereign and @ judge, he commanded that Aper should be brought in 

chains to the foof of the tribunal. 'This man," said he, 'is the mur= 

derer of Numerian,"' and without giving him fime to enterond dan- 

gerous justification, drew his sword, and buried it in the breast of 

the unfortunate praefect. A charge supported by such decisive proof 

was admitted without contradiction, and the legions, with repeated 

acclamations, acknowledged the justice and authority of the emperor 

Diocletian." (1) 

Diocletian, the son of the domestic 

amilitary man himself. As emperor, 

Persian despots, and "with the most specious 

power, the wea 

slaves of a Roman senator, was 

he imported the traditions of the 

pretences of justice and 

lth, and the pomp and 

ceremony of the Imperial office. 

th admitted tof 

t be his rank, 
he Imperial presence, he 

to fall prostrate on the 

tern fashion, the divinity 

of magistrates, of 

"When a subject was at leng 

was obliged, whatever migh 

ground, and to adore, accor 

of !\is lord and master. ..+ The num 

officers, and of servants, who filled the different departments of the 

sfate, was multiplied beyond the example of former times; and (if we 

of a confemporary 

trib 
ded the proportion of | 

r;:| uted, provinces were oppressed by the welght of tributes - j 

sperlod to the extinction of the empire, it would be easy fo deduce 

on uninterrupted series of clamours and complaints.” 

The New Economics 

rlier in Roman History , but by 

T he War On Poverty had begun much ed bl not to men~ 
ic peace, 

d that the py P 4 if the handouts 

to 
n the emperor's life, would be seriously endangere 

of wine and © 

rei 
od, of money or provisions, had almost exempte 

plenf)’: 

the emperors 
had increased 

Ing retums, and had repearedly 

ans of ralsing addi= 

hat resulted 
n edict Is quO 

IRE by Edward Glbbon, 

THE EDICT OF DIOCLETIAN: THE WAR ON AVARICE 
  

nd majesty of Rome demand that 

next to the immortcl gods, we 

essfully waged, retum 

dition of the world— 

The national honor and the dignity @ 

the fortune of our State —to which, 

may, in memory of the wars which we have succ 

thanks for the tranquil and profoundly quiet con 

be also faithfully administered and duly endowed with the blessings of 

that peace for which we have laboriously striven; to the end that we, 

who under the gracious favor of the gods, have repressed the furious 

depredations, in the past, of barbarous tribes by the destruction of 

those nations themselves, may hedge about this peace, establisned 

forever, with the defences which justice demands. For, if those 

practices by which raging avarice, that knows no bounds, isinflamed, 

an avarice which, without regard for the human race, not yearly, or 

monthly or daily only, but almost hourly and even momently, hastens 

towards its own development and increase, were checked by any spirit 

of self-restraint; or if the common weal could, with patience, endure 

this reckless madness, by which, under its unhappy star, it is from day 

to day outrageously wounded; percdvenrurefhere would seem to be room 

left for shutting our eyes and holding our peace, since the common 

patience of men's minds would ameliorate this detestable enormity and 

pitiable condition. 

Watchful Parents Of The Human Race 

sire of untamed fury to feel no love for the 

and since among the wicked and lawless 

as it were, of avarice which grows 

the fortunes of all, to desist 

d since they whom extreme 

But, since if is the sole de 

ties of our common humanity; 

it is held to be a rellgious duty, 

and swells with fierce heats, in harrying 

of necessity rather than voluntarily; an 

poverty has driven fo a sense of their most wretched condition cannot 

r 
f; it suits us, who are the watchful parents 

longer keep their eyes shu 

of the whole human race, that justice step in as an arbiter inthe case, 

d for result, which humanity could not 

in order that the long hope 

achieve by itself, may be conferred on the common disposition of all 

by the remedies which our forethought suggests. 

ter, it is true, as the common knowledge of all recog- 

table facts themselves proclaim, the consideratton is 

since we form plans or delay discovered remedles in 

was to be expected from natural justice, humanity, 

st odious crimes, might work out its own reforma= 

better that the censure of intolerable robbery 

f public opinion by the feeling and 

who rush daily from bad to worse, 

d towards crimes against society, 

and to the community, guilty 

gross criminality had exposed 

And of this mat 

nizes and indispu 

almost too late, 

the hope that, as 

detected in the mo 

tion; for we thought it far 

should be removed from the court © 

decision of those men themselves, 

and in a sort of blindness of mind ten 

and whom, enemies alike fo Individua.ls 

of the most atrocious inhumanity, their 

to punishment. 

we proceed promp 

sity of the case, 

Jest our corrective interference,
 

| 

may be considered cheaper or less valuable even in 

f the wicked, who, seeing in our silence of so many years d 

rtheless refused o follow it. 

remedies long demanded 

eling no concern about 

as coming unseasonably 
tly to opply the 

f 
Theretorés 

and that 100, fe 

n to the feeling of humanity, 

he has not seen with his own 
as so dull @ breast, or 

is $° alie 

ht and sold in markets or 
ignorant, 

say rather that 

that in commodities 
which are boug



handled In the daily trade of cities, extravagance in prices has gone 

s far that the unbridled lust of plunder could be moderated neither by 

abundant supplies nor fruitful seasons? so that there is clearly no 

doubt that men of this sort, whom these occupations have engaged, are 

always mentally calculating and even anticipating from the motions of 

the stars the very winds and seasons, and by reason of theirwickedness 

cannot bear that the fruitful flelds be watered by the rains of heaven, 

so as to give hope of future crops, since they consider it a personal 
loss for abundance to come to the world by the favorable moods of the 
sky .itself. And to the avarice of those who are always eager to turn 
to their own profit even the blessings of God, and to check the tide 
of general prosperity, and again in an unproductive year to haggle 

about the sowing of the seed and the business of retail dealers; who, 
individually possessed of immense fortunes which might have enriched 
whole peoples to their heart's content, seek private gain and are bent 
upon ruinous percentages; to their avarice, regard for the common 

humanity persuades us, people of our provinces, to set a limit. 

But now, further, we must set forth the reasons, themselves, whose 

urgency has at last compelled us to discard our too long protracted 
patience, in order that — although an avarice which runs riot through 

the whole world can, with difficulty, be laid bare by a specific proof, 
or rather fact — nevertheless, the nature of our remedy may be known 
to be more just, when most lawless men are compelled to recognize, 
under a certain name and description, the unbridled desires of their 
minds. 

Who, therefore, can be ignorant that an audacity that plots against 

the good of society presents itself with a spirit of speculation, where- 
ever the general welfare requires our armies to be directed, notonly in 
villages and towns, but on every march? that it forces up the pricesof 
commodities not four-fold or eight-fold, but to such a degree that 

human language cannot find words to express the valuation and the 
transaction? finally, that sometimes by the outlay upon a single 
thing, the soldiery are robbed of their largesses and the pay which they 
receive? and that the entire contributions of the whole world for 
maintaining armies accrue to the detestable gains of plunderers,  so 
that our soldiers seem to yield the entire fruit of their military career, 
and the labors of their entire term of service to these universal spec- 
lators, in order that the plunderers of the commonwealth may from 

ay to day seize all that they-resolve to have? 

  

   

    

   

   

eing justly and duly moved by all these considerations above in- 
cluded, since already humanity itself seemed to pray for release, we 

resolved, not that the prices of commodities should be fixed —for it is 
not thought just that this be done, since sometimes very many provinces 
exult in the good fortune of the low prices they desire, and as it were 
in a sort of privileged state of abundance —but that a maximum should 
be fixed; in order that, when any stress of high prices made its appear= 

ance — which omen we prayed the gods might avert — avarice might be 

checked. 

Qur decrees cannot be observed in their entifety in our extensive 

territories and avarice be restrained by the limits of a law regulating 

commerce. It is our will, therefore, that the prices of the commodi- 

ties designated in the enclosed schedule be brought to the attention of 

the whole Empire so that everyone may know that they are notat lib- 
erty to exceed them. This does not affect those places where food- 

stuffs are in apparent abundance and the welfare of the people pro- 

vided for, on condition, however, that the aforesaid avarice is held 

in check. 

Among merchants who buy and sell, and whose custom it is to frequent 

ports of exchange and visit foreign provinces, this could be the 
customary mode of action — moderate profits—since they should know 
that in times of scarcity the fixed prices of commodities cannot be 
exceeded. Thus in disposing of their goods they shall take into 
consideration the conditions of the locality and the district relativeto 
their business policy; whence it is justly our will to decree that 
nowhere shall merchants dispose of their wares at extortionate rates, 
because it is evident that this was the cause of lawmaking among our 
forefathers; — that audacity in this respect might be restrained by fear 
of the law. Rarely indeed have human transactiqns been found bene- 
ficial to the many and ever has salutary fear been proven the most e- 

quitable teacher and regulator of civic duties. 

No Harsh Measures 

  

ItTs our will that if anyone should proceed boldly against the 
scriptions of this decree, he shall become thereby liable to cqpipfre.l 

punishment. No one should deem this a harsh measure since there ° 
at hand a ready means to avoid its severity by keeping his profi:s 
within bounds. : 

He shall incur the same penalty who shall consent to a violation of the 
iaw from a desire to corner for excessive gain; nor will he be free from 

the same crime, who, having in his control articles needed for the 
sustenance and wants of the people, shall hereafter decide to withdrqy, 
them from the market and hoard them; — for the crime of causing want 

should be punished more severely than mere violation of the lay, 

Hence we urge the loyalty and cooperation of all merchants that this 

order, established for the common weal, be carried out with willing 
obedience and becoming exactness. 

By this Edict provision is made not for any distinct city people, orpro- | 
vince, but for the Empire as a whole in whose behalf it has been set 
forth. 

Some few may find fault with these resfrictions ard these are men 
whose avarice could be appeased neitherby the prosperity of the times, 
nor by the riches for which they have manifestly striven, — norindeed : 
by high prices. | 

DIOCLETIAN, MAXIMIAN, CONSTANTIUS, GALERIUS ; 

(The translation above was published in London in 1826 by Col. Leake) 

According to the Latin historian, Lactantius, the EDICT was nearly fl 

unenforceable, Dealers, forced to sell at a lower price than they : 

had paid, concealed their commodities; scarclfy Increased, prices g 

rose more sharply than ever, and riots and street brawls became com~ é 

monplace. i 

) 
Included with the EDICT were wage-price guldelines for nearly 400 

items, from the price of garlic to the wages for a maker of graven im- ; 

ages. A sample follows. (A Latin pound is about three-fourths of one 1 

pound avoirdupois; the modius is a little over a peck; the sextarlus is 
nearly a quart. Prices are in DENARII, or "pennies.") o 

s 
2h
 i 

  

Oil of the first quality one sextarius 40d i 
Second rate oll one sextarius 24d _ 

Vinegar one sextarius 6d i 
Salt one modius 100 d : 

Honey, the best one sextarius 40d { 

Second rate one sextarius 20d 

Pork one pound 12d 
Beef one pound 8d 

Lamb one pound 12d 

Oysters a hundred 100d 
Dry cheese one pound 12d 

Lettuces, the best five 4d 

Second rate ten 4d 
Garlie one modius 60d 

Eggs four 4d 

Roses a hundred 8d 

To the agricultural labourer by the day 254 
To the stonemason by the day 50 d 
To the worker in marble by the day 60d 
To the wall painter by the day 70d 
To the flgure painter by .the day 150d 
To the barber for each man 2d 
To the brazier for works in hard brass = by the pound 8 d 

in copper by the pound 6d 
in small graven images (per graven image?) 4: 

To the pedagogue for each boy 50d 

To the arithmetician for each boy 75 4 
To the Greek or Latin grammarian for each scholar 200 d 

To the orator or sophist for each scholar 200 d 

To the lawyer, for an application in court ](2)88 d 
at the hearing of the cause 
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GRAND_ALLIANCE 
1t verles resulting from the debate on conscr 

one o ‘hefi]fsrcznd Right can be allles as they neyer haLZflEZr'or: ’ t litical alllances have embraced either Left and ¢ y 
Right, or Right and Center agalnst the Left, (I T;n- are of thelr limited value.) Such has been 'the case st alst fronts and with various organizations combinlng efforsri nd civil rights. Usually the durability of the alllances Rr P ectly related to the number of policies on which the alljes bee[n agreed; so that any particular alllance has have aa fundamental , and not an isolated or superficial 

Hence, the Left and Right have seldom, 
efforf- 
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formed 
; area of 

reefl"e"" If ever, com- 

pined 0N any 
ntly-formed alliances of Left and Right In o i 

ece 
e Pposition to If thjmft, have any promise ?f enduring, then g political 

thjolution of some sort might be in progress, 
re 
et offy 10 what extent has there been any alliance on the draft | 

introduced prior fo \fVorld. War ll.- Anti-conscription has long been a 
oble cry both of Right-isolationists, such as John T. Flynn, and of 
Left-isolationists, such as Nor‘mon Thomas, Libertarians and socialists 

" pove opposed conscription since World War |I, including Adlai 
| Sjevenson, Barry Goldwater, Prof. John  Kenneth Galbraith, and 

prof. Milton Friedman. In Congress, Rep. Thomas Curtis, a 
~ onservative Republican (Mo.), led a marathon of speeches against 
| the draft, and participating in that effort were progressive Republicans 

sich as Bradford Morse (Mass.), John Lindsay (N, Y.), and Seymour 
HGIPem (N. Y.)- 

i During the debate in this recent session of Congress, Senate Republi~ 

~ cans such as Mark Hatfield (Ore.) and Edward Brooke (Mass.) — the 
} one a dove, and the other, a hawk — spoke for voluntarism along with 
~ Democrats such as Gaylord Nelson (Wisc.) and Emest Gruening 

~ (Alaska), In the House, Republicans Thomas Curtis and Donald Rums- 
- feld (Ill.) joined forces with such Democrats as Robert Kastermeler 

(Wisc.) and Don Edwards (Calif.), a former ADA National Chairman. 
In politics, of course, neither the labels nor the alliances are particu- 
larly significant, affected as they are by local circumstances, but the 
point worth noting is that there has been some cooperation amongpeo- 
ple of various points of view on this issue. 

There have been many vain efforfs to end conscription, but none of 
them have succeeded in involving more than a tiny fragment of the 

political spectrum. Many organizations have pressured Congress to 
abolish the draft, and these have included the National Education 
Association, the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, and 
the American Friends Service Committee, as well as various business- 

men and labor leaders— particularly before 1951. None of these 

forces, however, has been able to afford undivided attention to the 
d."“fi- Then there have been the National Councll Against Conscrip= 

fion, End the Draft -in 1963, and the International League Agalnst 
°“$C.r|pfion, among others, but none of these ventures have bloomed 

OM: Significance, Certainly one factor accounting for the poor results 
i ese efforts has been the dearth of interest among people every= 

S on the spectrum; and the absence of regular communications 
t 

d?fl;lcet.lelr;y.Lefl' Center, and Right, has merely compounded this 

¢ Suncil For A Volunteer Military 

.‘ “':\T:;l)}: ecl’ the University of Chicago, the newest orgunlzaigtl':n 

~ Promigg nd conscription was formed. This one has some remarkahle 

![ Mich) . sPonsors Include Prof. Kenneth Boulding (University of 

| f°"“5r9m:i)} Bruce K, Chapman, a founder of the Ripon Society and 

o rhe.§ or of ADVANCE; Richard C. Comuelle,. Vice-President 

- ING 1y onal Association of Manufacturers and author of RECLAIM- 
d]"ectg,. AMERICAN DREAM; James Farmer, founder and longhme 

| the NEW° fhe Congress of Raclal Equality; David Franke, editor of 

,' rn"“'(Un]\, RD, Young Americans for Freedom; Prof. Milton Fried~ 

| erlty of Chicago), advisor to Barry Goldwater and columnist    

:Eor NEWSWEEK) Sanford Gottlleb, Political Action Director, SANEs 
ugene Groves, President of the Natlonal Student Assoclation; Karl 

Hess, another Goldwater advlsery and Norman Thomas, the soclalist, 

Of course, not even this bizarre combination of people can guarantes 
the end of conscription in one country, but certalnly there is more of 
a chance to elicit support from many parts of the spectrum than there 
has been for some time. 

The Councll for q Volunteer Military, In additlon, might be one sign 
Qf'revoluflonary political shifts now In progress, for the Councll wos 
Initiated by Right-libertarians, and Is Inclusive of much of the spec- 
frum.  Both of these developments are notable for at least three rea- 
sons: 

(1) Libertarians have seldom, If ever, since the death of Richard 
Cobden, possessed the political initiative and directed significant 
movements; that much of the recent and concerted action agalnst con= 
scription has been Initlated by Right-libertarians might signify a shift 
of Initiative from Left to Right. 

(2)  Through assoclation with people on the Left, Right-libertarians 
should help to counteract the traditional "image" of a Rightist: as one 
intent on reviving the Inquisition, and drafting all youth for the war 
to end wars.  Assaclatfon and communication with non-Right-liber- 
tarians Is essential If libertarians are to enlarge their influence. 

(3)  If Right-libertarians succeed In acquiring some political initio- 
tive, they will have freed themselves of domination by "traditionalist 
conservatives.," To focus concern on liberty, and away from the 
doodlings of the traditionalist philosophers, would be to establish 
classical liberalism as an estate in its own right. 

i we develop cooperation with the left, then the opposition to 
conscription might just be for liberty in this country during the 
twentieth century what free trade was for liberty in England during 
the nineteenth century. JAMES POWELL 

(Mr. Powell is the founder of the Council for a Volunteer Military, 
and an edifor of NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW.) 

  

ROME IN THE FOURTH CENTURY 
  

(continued from page 5 - 1) 

had really happened to the Roman monetary system Is unknown, but 
his attempt to "stabilize" the economy by means of totalitarian con- 
trols is the very essence of twentieth century fascism/sociatism. 

When the Roman denarius, the "penny" of biblical times, had been 
first issued in the third century B. C,, It contained approximately the 
amount of silver in an Amerlcan (pre-Johnson) quarter.  Repeated 

devaluations had reduced lts silver content to a mere trace, and ot 

some time In the third or fourth century A, D., a new coln— the An- 

toninianus, a base metal coln with a silvery coating— made its appear~ 
ance, driving out of circulation all other media of exchange. 

Inflation and special privileges led some tobelieve that they were liv- 
ing in an "affluent society," but in fact a slow decline was occurring. 
Meanwhile, rhe tyrants of Rome altemately warred with, and  subsi- 
dized; the barbarian tribes, generously providing them with weapons 
they were to use in the inevitable attack on Rome itself. 

"The uncertain condition of thelr property discouraged (the Romans) 
from engaging in those useful and laborious undertakings which require 
an immediate expense, and promise a slow and distant advantage.... 

And the mad prodigality which prevails inthe confusion of a shipwreck 
or a siege may serve to explain the progress of luxury amidst the mis- 
fortunes and terrors of a sinking nation....In the division and the de- 

cline of the empire, the tributary harvests of Egypt and Africa were 
withdrawn; the numbers of the inhabitants continually diminished with 

the means of subsistence; and the country was exhausted by the ir- 

retrievable losses of war, famine, and pestilence....The plebeians of 
Rome, who were fed by the hand of their master, perished or dis- 

appeared as soon as his liberality was suppressed." 

5-3
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LIBERTARIAN BOOKS— NEW AND USED pamphlets, periodicals, 
records, tapes, other items., REVISIONIST HISTORIES! Large 

Selection—Free List. "The Mind aond Art of Albert Jay Nock" by 
Robert M. Crunden —hardbound regularly $4,95—now $3.00. 
$andra Jeffrie$, P. O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214, 
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"I'M NON-VIOLENT 
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buttons 
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"1 WILL NOT BE INTIMIDATED BY THE BREAD TRUST" 
— Orville Freeman. 

Read all about the Incredible Bread Trust in THE INCREDIBLE BREAD 
MACHINE, by Richard W. Gront. 286 pp., $4.00 per copy, $3.00 
per copy for 10 or more. Order now, from $andra Jeffrie$, P. O. 
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Home Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedom, 
Cash. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Research Unlimited. Box Zero, 
Chloride, Arizona. 
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VES., A Magazine of Articles and Reviews for those interested in 
the Culture of Freedom. 10 issues yearly, $2.00. Box 1961, 
Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada. 
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a weekly publication. Sample 25¢. STAR, 6413 Sandy Street, 
Laurel, Maryland. 
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BOOKS — USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT. P. K. Slocum, 7733 Corey 
Street, Downey, Calif. 90242, 
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Back issues of INNOVATOR dealing with the economic crisls, 25¢ 

each. Ask for"January and February Issues, 1967. Box 34718, Los 

Angeles, California 20034. 
  

INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los Angeles, Califomia 90034, s 

published twelve times yearly by the Institute for Soclal 

Progress. Edltor: RICHARD BRAY  Contributing Editors: EL 

RAY, KERRY THORNLEY, LLOYD LICHER, MARICK PAYTON, 

KENNETH' PAYTON, ROCKFORD FRESNELL, ELIZABETH 

GLASER - Art Director: IAN BEALE Area Representative 

Managers: KATHRYN HATFIELD, DAVID BEAN 

SUBSCRIPTIONS malled anywhere In the world: One year, 

$2.00; two years, $3.40; three years, $4,80, Additional 

coples malled to same address—half price. 

COPIES: 1, 25¢. 10, $1,00, 100, $6,00. 1000, $50.00. 

ADVERTISING: 15¢ per word per Issue, plus $1.00, 

TERMS: Prices listed above are for order accompanled by pay- 
ment. All sales are flnal; no refunds are made In the event of 
cancellation of subscription, 

PURPOSE: INNOVATOR provides Information of Immediate 

utlllty to libertarians, describing ways of Increasing one's per- 

sonal freedom In today's world. As a secondary function, 
INNOVATOR Is a market place for new llbertarlan ideas. 
Publication of an article or advertisement does not necessarlly 
Imply complete agreement or unqualified endorsement.       

LIBERTARIAN ELECTRICIAN: Residential, Commercial, Industrig( 
Wiring and Repairs— Southern California Area, 

Phone (714) 531-6201 or (714) 539-1161, 

**'kl'iiiQi**Q*i’ii*iifi****’****t*fiifii*fi*i{.g... 

Want a worthwhile life? A better job? An improved social structyre? 
Get all three by becoming part of the green revolution.  Popyl,, 

book, GO AHEAD AND LIVE tells how; $4 from School of Living, 

Brookville, Ohio. 
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Have You Seen The Latest Issue of NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW? 

You've heard about New Individualist Review from your friends; you 

may have read about us In the INNOVATOR, Have you seen the 

latest issue? In our Spring Issue we published articles by Milton 
Friedman ("Why Not A Volunteer Army?"), J. M. Cobb ("Emigration 
as an Alternative to the Draft"), James Powell ("Anti-Militarism ond 

Lalssez-Faire"), and others, as well as reprinting Robert A. Taft, 
Oswald-Garrison Villard, and Daniel Webster on the subject of Military 
Conscription. 

For future issues we have received articles by F. A. Hayek on the 

nature of "social ustice," Ludwig von Miseson Marxism, Colin Camp- 

bell on the Soclal Security Swindle, Milton Friedman on the invisible 
hand in politics, and otherarticles by equally notable classical liberal 
and libertarian scholars, as well as articles by graduate students and 

instructors — the rising generation of right-wing intellectuals. 

This is a publication which you cannot afford to overlook. Send the 
enclosed reply card today for a subscription. Unless you request 
otherwise, we will send you the special issue on Military Conscription 
as the first in your subscription automatically; this is an issue you will 
not want to miss! 

Students please note: the special half-price student rate will be dis- 
continued after this issue, so don't miss this opportunity (enter a two- 
year subscription), 

If you lose or misplace the reply card, send $3.00 for a one-year 
(four issue) subscription to: 

New Individualist Review 
lda Noyes Hall 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Ill. 60637 

Single copies of the special issue on Military Conscription may still be 
purchased for 75 cents (two for $1.30) on request; please mention 

INNOVATOR and this ad. 
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ABOLISH THE DRAFT! 

Join Milton Friedman, James Farmer (CORE), Karl Hess, Sanford 
Gottlieb (SANE), Richard Comuelle (RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN 

DREAM), Norman Thomas, and Yale Brozen, all of whom are 

sponsors of the Councll-for a Volunteer Military. 

The Council is a non-profit, non-partisan united front working to 
better inform public debate on the merits of a volunteer army o 

opposed to conscription. 

Organize local councils, become members, and support this, the 

greatest anti-draft effort of them alll 

Membershlps: Sustaining, $100; Supporting, $50; Contributing, $10; 
Participating, $5. 

Councll for a Volunteer Military 
1212 E. 59th Street 
Chicago, Ill. 60637 

ABOLISH THE DRAFT!  
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f|NNOVATOR is to serve as a "trade journal" for 

se 0 . PRI 
to discuss ways the individual may enhance 

‘m:ficing libertaria
ns — 

: 

i ! freedom and securify. Kerry Thornley's
 series, "The 

s Flooting Voluntory Soc:et)’" (July through December 

), o articles in the "EX?C‘.‘US" Lssue (March 1967)  explored 

o li¥ing and sea-borne mobility. This month INNOVAT
OR turns 

olond mobility and nomadic living. An anonymou
s nomad describes 

oy of life. Tom Marshall surveys campers and trailers on the 

sorket, Don Stephens advises how to build your own for less. And 

| interview the Proprietor-Scout of Libervan — 
irelic Eiland and 

hat is fictional but perhaps not for long. 
s romadic community t 

8 RAY, lssue Editor 

  

[ETTER FROM A NOMAD 
  

lom living in Big Tujunga Canyon. Bright sunlight and fresh air 

fream into my home. A hundred yards away rushes the creek. 

beyond rise rugged hills, green with winter grass and budding shrubs. 

Afew more days | will live here — writing, installing some equip- 

nat; then move to Los Angeles for a short, intense contract job. 

Next summer, when Tujunga Canyon is no longer very green and Los 

hogeles may be hot in more ways than one, | will be living some- 

where in Canada. My home is a housecar. 

| chose tis way to freedom because it offers me the best of two 

wilds. | can live most-of-the-time away from regimented, 

m"gef'ed: indefensible cities; yet still profit by "exporting" my 

" info those cities. | have the freedom and security offered by 

tt:::”yf; l{e' I F_’°5$ess what is in most respects a permanentresidence. 

W:umul:*y enioy life right now, yet live economically cnfil 

dongs e capital for further ventures. Finally, | can "opt out 

¢ while | look forward to trade with others who may choose 

Simil 
" or or complementary ways of life, my liberty does not depend on 

if decisions, 
| 

q::;:::;iefltigh’e'd with unforseen "fringe benefits"; ease of washing 

fine spnt idler a lourney; no worry about what to take with me; no 

Mowgry, Alle Wh'le' waiting on something or someone; no com'mut!ng 

" destingg: tr‘BVeI is more efficient; | move only from destination 

ton without intervening trips to a stationary home. 
or fr . 

;n‘;mhz?VIng a primitive way of life, | enjoy electric 

! ae "sefind co",j water, shower, gas range and heater. _A.nd 

Ections ~ontained" — not dependent on external utility 

I + With occasional refills of water, gasoline and propane, 

enjo 
A 

kg me, Y my "modern conveniences" anywhere a rugged truck will 

Ay |y 
_ 

bubley . CTowded; especially when my rolling voluntary society 

lights, 

n . 

g 

:r% ' qgg-puh"“- But after consigning seldom-used items to 

h'flng,ng' th g under—chassis compartments, and carefully re- 

- ¢ Interior is neat, belongings are accessible and space 
Qua 

Uikg 'e for two people, 
he (" of . 

. 

il Cihter se”_‘l'bemfing activities, mobile living is safest in 

®in 1o 1Y OF wildest wilderness, Cops have bothered me only 
Qur 

. 

i months of living aboard; both times were in farming areas   

EXPERIMENTS, AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBERTY 

NOVATOR 
One Year, $2,00 — Single Copy, 25¢ 

GYPSY 
where, while traveling, 1 had stopped on (unposted) private land; 

patrolling deputies asked me to move on. | have had no problems 

parking on city streets at night, usually in apartment residential areas. 

On jobs | often stay in the company parking lot. Only rarely have | 

rented space — the backyards of friends — when doing work which 

immobilizes the truck for several days. 

This way of life is very economical. My almost-new housecar, 

including much gear | have odded, has cost under $6000 — a fraction 

of the price of a comparable yacht or a well-equipped retreat home, 

not to mention a cracker-box in the suburbs. And living expenses for 

two total about $120 per month, including $55 for food, $20 for gaso- 

line, $10 for maintenance, $10 rental for storage space, and $25 for 

miscellaneous. 

too busy to travel extensively or to seek out 

But already | have lived many 

mountains, and forests. | am 

So far | have been 

especially attractive camp-sites. 

exquisite days and evenings at beaches, 

still learning the way of a modern nomad, but already | am free. 

NAME WITHHELD 

  

BUYING A :MOBILE HOME 
  

This is a brief survey of live-aboard land vehicles and equipment 

available. 

Types 

Vehicles suitable for long-term residence can be classified by 

construction into three basic types and six subtypes: 

Integral vehicles, where living accomodations and carrier are 

a unit. These include: "Motorhomes" built from the ground up. 

Dealer-modified forward-control van trucks. Old delivery trucks 

outfitted by back-yard mechanics. 

Campers, including: Slide-in campers which fit on the bed of a 

pick-up truck. Chassis-mount campers which bolt to an open- 

frame truck. 

Travel trailers which are towed by other vehicles. 

in this survey nor recommended to the potential nomad 

" — house trailers so large as to require special tow 

trucks and State permits. Another drawback of "mobilhomes" is lack 

of "self-containment" — they must be parked in trailer courts where 

water, sewerage and electric connections are available. 

Not included 

are "mobilhomes 

Integral vehicles of all varieties have living space and driving 

controls in one compartment, permitting easy access and the most 

efficient use of space, and presenting less wind resistance than a 

camper and truck having the same frontal area, but providing the 

least flexibility — the vehicle portion cannot be easily separated 

for trade=in or freight carrying. 

most luxurious, and most costly of 

all land-mobile accomodations. Ranging up to 35-foot specially- 

outfitted buses, many are called and deserve the name "land yachts, " 

and often include such equipment as 110 VAC generators, air 

conditioners, and flush toilets with holding tanks. Built from the 

Motorhomes include the largest, 
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ground up in small quantities, motorhomes tend to be more expensive 
than campers or trailers having equivalent accomodations, and to 

Prices for new units 

start around $8000. The relatively few motorhomes on the road attract 

have more design flaws in the running gear, 

more attention than campers — a delight for some social meta- 
physicians but not for the serious libertarian. As designs mature and 
production guantities increase, motorhomes moy become more 

attractive. 

Volkswagon, Dodge ond Chevrolet dealers sell new forward-control 
vans furnished with some living accomodations. Major advantage 

is compactness including a low silhouette and light weight, which 
con mean ecsier parking, less wind resistance, better gos mileage, 

and less concern with over-hanging tree limbs. Disadvantages include 
limited space and weight—carrying capability, few transmission 
options, relatively little ground clearance, lack of stand-up room 
(unless an expensive bubble top is added, which increases height and 
wind resistance), and (presently) relatively high cost per space and 
equipment. New prices range from $4000 to $6000; 
reached the used market. 

few have yet 

Home-modified delivery trucks range in accomodation, guality and 
price from crudely-furnished worn-out "bread trucks" offered for a 
few hundred dollars to well-outfitted, professionally rebuilt rigs 
with an asking price of two or three thousand. Potential advantages 
include a low initial price and a rugged, heavy-duty basic vehicle. 
Disadvantages: Most have a high rear-axle ratio (with only three- 
speed transmission) resulting in low cruising speed and/or reduced gas 
mileage and engine life. Many are one-and-one-half-ton or two-ton 
trucks, which are more harassed by State highwaymen than are camper 
trucks of one ton and under. Resale may be difficult. 

Campers utilize a proven mass-produced vehicle as carrier and, for 

this reason, presently cost less than comparable integrated vehicles. 
Prices range from $4500 to $6500 foranew truck plus "self-contained" 
box. Popular as recreation vehicles, campers attract little attention, 
whether parked on city streets or prowling the wilderness. Weight- 

distribution, ground clearance, and gear-ratios (often including 

wide-range four-speed transmissions) are usually suitable for off-the- 

road use. Vehicle and camper can be parted for separate use or sale. 

On the other hand, a camper with truck will usually be longer, 

igher, and slightly heavier than an integrated vehicle with the same 

nterior space. 

he slide—in camper is the obvious choice for the man who must use 

the truck separately for business. But he may attract the ire of the 

State unless he suffers the additional expense of a "commercial® 

license; in fact some States will license a truck as a "pleasure 

vehicle" only if the camper is bolted down. The slide-in camper has 

little storage space; especially low-down compartments where heavy 

items can be stored without raising the center of gravity. And some 

of the larger "self-contained" campers, even when empty, will load 

a three-quarter-ton pick-up of 7500 pound GVW (gross vehicle 

weight) close to its recommended maximum. 

A chassis-mount camper provides more space in the same length and, 

if fitted to a one~ton truck with dual-rear wheels, is a more rugged 

but less flexible rig. 

Travel trailers provide the greatest flexibility and, like campers, 

relative economy — $2000 to $3000 for most "self-contained" models. 

Important disadvantages: the small fraction of total weight on the 

(automobile or truck) driving wheels gives poor traction, severely 

limiting off-the-road capability; maneuverability is poor; parking 

space must be rented for extended stays in populated areas. 

Size 

Most campers and motorhomes are no longer than a Cadillac; however 
super-size vehicles are also available. While the additional living 
and storage space may be welcome, every foot of length over 20 feet 
means increasingly difficult maneuvering and parking, and attracts 
that much more attention. The large family might consider a camper 
PLUS a travel trailer. 
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Running Gear 
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For the live-aboard, the GVW (gross vehicle weight) rari, 

exceed the empty weight of truck pluscamper by at lags ’,r/:]() 
to allow for equipment added, supplies, passengers, and Perhans o 

tongue weight of a trailer. GVW will be limited by rating of 
springs, rims or tires, whichever is least. Since tires or rimg q,: 
frequently the weak link, adding over-load springs dodl 

necessarily increase GVW. Each axle of truck with comper.s;. ¥ 
ey 

be weighed on o truck scale; a dealer's estirrate is not “-'mfiienf‘ 
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Recommended options or additions: dual-rear wheels, or single rea 

wheels with extra-wide tires (10" to 12") and rims; hegvy 

radiator; extra-large or extra gas tank (50 gallon total copacity i 

not excessive for a vehicle which will probably cruise ten to twelva 

miles per gallon); extra battery and jumper cables or switch; o 
and lug wrench (not standard on all new trucks); spare tire (excd v 

perhaps, if truck has dual-rear wheels ond all ; 
interchangeable). 

o
 

wheels 4 

A test drive is recommended for any vehicle, new or used, Tk 

should include high-speed cruising (power, engine speed, stabilif 
long hill climb (power, cooling), rough dirt road (traction, suspension 
ground clearance, ruggedness). 9 

Materials 

Most campers are built on a wood frame, with sheet-aluminum outside 
wall, vinyl-coated-composition-board inside wall, and fiberglos 
insulation. Some, instead, use an all-metal shell, metal-foam 

plastic sandwich, or molded-fiberglass — these are usually lighter 

and/or stronger but more expensive. Recommended checks: 

adequacy of insulation, on one hand, and ventilation, on the other, 

for temperatures expected; finish of inside surfaces — ease of washing 

and resistance to scratching, especially around the stove. ) 

Furnishings 

Since most campers and trailers are bought by those who only wanr"_ 

"get away from it all" on week-ends and vacations, equipment. 

usually insufficient for living aboard; the nomad should allow an 

extra $500 to $1500 for outfitting. 

Propane-operated Standard on most campers and travel trailers: < 

stove; water tank and hand pump; 12-volt lighting system (connecte 

to truck battery); connection for external 110 VAC electricity; ( 

box; five-gallon propane tank. 

Options or additions which may be worthwhile: stove with oven; 

volt water pump and "instant" propane-burning water heater fed [fe 

water tank (not external connection); shower; chemical toi 

(plastic bags will also do); furnace (wall or floor); extra 

tank; 110 VAC electric generator (driven by small gasoline enginél 

rear bumper/trailer hitch; "crawl-through" between cab and compe 

of chassis-mount, 

Options not recommended: flush toilet (waste disposal probl‘ g 

expensive, heavy, water-consuming); air conditioner (exp€fl5| 

power-consuming, heavy, usual roof mount decreases stability k- 

increases height); "walk-through" between cab and camper (expensivés 

requires extensive modification of truck cab, and brings most © 

other disadvantages of a motorhome with few of the advantages); 

refrigerator (expensive, heavy, reportedly will use five gallons 

propane in five days — a block of ice will last almost as long)- 

5 
o 

Purchase 

With rapidincrease indemand, used rigs — especially the more fu!‘ 

equipped vehicles — are not especially plentiful or inex.penS' 
Depreciation has been low — a five-year-old camper in 9= 
condition sells for about one-half the price of a new one. 

On the other hand many of the used offerings, perhaps Ofig'm 

purchased to satisfy transitory whims, show little wear, and " 

are better equipped than new ones. And a few thousand mileg 5 
driving may reveal design and construction flaws; like new hous® 

campers are plagued with poor workmanship.
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~ RADICALS FOR CAPITALISM: A youth organizalion WO o the estoblishment of laissez~faire capitalism in the U.S. "’"iducu’w" political oction, and underground activities. A $1.00. 
RADICAL: A monthly, exploring the nature of o free NEW aspects of liberating the present one.  $3.00 yearly , 

PAY ONLY IN CASH 
VRC — 2760 Crescent Drive, Yorktown, N.Y, 10598, 
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T OF THE ELF*SELF (VES) is now being published quarrerly , X Aeril, July and Octover. Each issue will eomrorr 
"u'uafzerw 50 pages of articles on important topics mainly devoted 
oliure of Freedom, poetry exalting the "unconquerable 

1 mon, ™ reviews of books, films, ploys and music of interest o ccasional art ond fiction and o regular column by ks T dmon. Subscription for one year, $2.00. Send cash, 
»f':,',gw,,,, order to VES ENTERPRISES, ‘Box 1961, Wetaskiwin, 
   

    
   

  

    

    

  

< who dare to think for themselves. STEPS TO FREEDOM, o 
'lapub\icuvion. Sample 25¢. STAR, 7004 Highview Terrace, 
Yille, Morylond 20782. 
  

forget to mail in the reply card to NEW INDIVIDUALIST 
W last month? Better hurry, the new issue is already out and 

oris on its woy. Write todoy to NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, 
Koyes Hall, University of Chicago, Chicago, IIl. 60637 — and 
forget o enclose $3.00 (T.A.N.S.T.A.A.F.L.). The speciol 
o Military Conscription is still available at 75 cents o copy 

for $1.30). 

(FGHTING POVERTY | WORK, 25¢, 5/$1, 12/$2, Bumper 
, Alpine, 1304 Geddes, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

  

  

%0 IS JOHN GALT" bumper stickers, 5/$1.00. 
7, Long Beoch, California 90801. 
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o worthwhile life? A better job? An improved social structure? 
ol three.by becoming part of the green revolution. Popular 
, GO AHEAD AND LIVE tells how; $4 from School of Living, 
wille, Ohio. 
  

Study Course; Theory and Practice; Philosophy of Freedom. 
. Terms or Barter. Philosophic Research Unlimited, Box Zero, 
ide, Arizona. 
  

@ know o pro-freedom "nomad" living in camper, travel trailer, 
r or boat, order INNOVATOR gift subscription in your name 

©cost fo you — paid by donation made for purpose). Boat 
fer clso receives OCEAN FREEDOM gift.  Limit: 3 per iber. Reply 7050 ¢ /o INNOVATOR. 
  

Large “The Mind and Art of Albert Jay Nock" by 
M. Crunden — hardbound regularly $4.95 — now $3.00. 

0 JefirieS, P.O. Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214. 

tion — free |ist. 

  

"y withdraw al| sanction from Max Stirner and Solidarity Book- - My sanctions were the symptoms of the flagrantly irresponsible 
Y to lump violently irrational libertines with honest seekers of 
.~ Benjamin Best 

™ koow a pro-freedom individval living in British Columbia? "'d“', Dl.der, at no cost to you, a five-month INNOVATOR gift Plion in your nome (paid for by donation made for purpose) . ATO;TI- subscriber; offer expires 1969. Reply 8035 ¢/o 
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  "9 recently received o copy of Richard W, Gront's THE IBLE BREAD MACHINE, A STUDY OF CAPITALISM, an-AND THE STATE, | recommend it unreservedly ... It is b ief, C_|eor Presentation of the rational libertarian point of 4 &conomics and politics now on the market, even superior to ; * ECONOMICS N ONE LESSON," 
th — Warren Corroll, FREEDOM'S WAY %fiEDIBLE BREAD MACHINE, 286 PP., $4.00 per copy, $3.00 5 3|°' 10 or more. Order now, from S$andra Jeffrie$, P.O. | + E. Portlang Stn., Oregon 97214. 
 SPECIAL OFFER — INNOVATOR BACK ISSUES 
‘ Six issues (26 articles) explore ways the 
.,,.J:I YOURSELFy 
“h'ioncm !Ncrease his own personal freedom. Articles deal with t.‘z'd!‘""!:‘::h c?'h{mbiu, international sea-borne mobility, land 
Merdeny yop | Ving, migrant form work, ogoric enterprise 
Lfl, foog OC'"}g), underground free-enterprise, secret 
"‘es ov, 65 surviving hyper-inflation, avoiding the draft, M, * Moy 66, March 67, May 67, Sept. 67, March ! 
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wb~contr, 
"ovuge, 

e " $1.00 pogrpaid, 
i OTHeRsy ;. - 
P"”‘Supm Six '“.Uef (29 orticles) show how and why free ::“‘P’iun o "‘:n'fl socialism or fascism; expose the immorality 

0, postal Y government " Drcgrnrr»s." Subiec-'s are: money 
i ) local police protection, military 

) ¢ economic theory, Givesfascinatin %, ) :""‘ historical information., Includre)ls April 66, June 6; 
‘ J“"'A 87, July 67 issues. Only $1.00 postpaid. 

   

REMAIN INFORMED! Five-month INNOVATOR subscription bagin- ning with April 68 issue, only $1.00. 
Any TWO ol above "packages," $1.50; all THREE of above, $2.00, individual bock issues, 25¢. 
Order from FREE TRADE, INNOVATOR, Box 34718, 
CA 90034, 

i 

Los Angeles, 

  

Anad this size costs only $2.00; next month will reach over 600 
paid INNOVATOR subscribers plus over 600 select non-subscribers in 
N.Y., N.J., Penn., Maryland, Del., D.C., New E., and E. Can, 
o 
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REPARTEE 
(Reader critique, dialogue, and suggestions are published each month 
spoce permitting.) 

  

Editor, INNOVATOR 

Several articles in your mogazine have dealt in general terms with transfer of funds to Switzerlond. But ignorance of technicalities discourages or delays mony people. A description of how | do it might be helpful, 

Secure @ mailing oddress. 
Go to almost any bank with cosh in hand, 
Purchase on international mon ey order payoble to Schweizerischer 
Bankverein, Zurich. 

Separately mail two letters to Schweizerischer Bankverein, Zurich, Switzerland (sufficient address). Airmail postage is 20¢perhal 
First letter: "Enclosed is a droft for .. . . Please hold temporarily to my credit. Please open an account for the purchasing and sofekeep- ing of securities or precious metals. Insteuctions for investment will follow." 

founce. 

Second letter: "Under separate cover | have mailed you o droft for ++e. IF the price of ... is not over ... per ... when this letter arrives, please immediately purchase ond store for me vevs Please convert remaining funds to Swiss Francs and deposit to my account. " 
Within o couple of weeks the bank sends back forms (including English 
translations) for signature. 

Regarding investments: 1 would not purchase Swiss 
(suggested in March 1965 INNOVATO 
devaluation of the Dollar will almost certainly be followed by o devoluation of the Franc (though maybe not by the same percentoge) . A kilogrom of gold (ownership of which is legal for Conadian but illegal for American subjects) presently sells in Zurich for less than $1150 (slightly more than $35 per ounce); a thousand ounces of silver for less than $2200. Most Swiss banks will buy and store precious metal for anyone but some play coy with new, unknown customers. |f one bank declines to carry out instructions | switch funds to onother. Schweizerischer Bankverein (Swiss Bank Corporation) has been easy to do business with, Also Salik Bank, 5 Jocob Strasse, Basil, hos been 
recommended to me, 

Franc Bonds 
R) at this time since any large 

As of this writing private parties can still easily (ond legally) send money abroad but | expect this “loophole” 
month, If necessary | would borrow here in 
seas quickly, 

to be slammed shut any 
order to get funds over- 

If you print this pleose withhold my nome, 
  

Editor, INNOVATOR 

| have not received any issue since November 1967. IF my subscrip- tion expired,why wasn't | notified? 
Your journal is generally very good but | have one suggestion to 
make — put more variety in each issue instead of making it all one 
subject. 1 know several people who have let their subscriptions lapse 
because severol issues in o row had nothing they were interested in. 
Since INNOVATOR is one of the few "open" libertarion journals that 
publish as frequently as once a month (?) why not have o forum — 
continuing discussions on revolutionary strategy, educational tactics, 
methods of opting out, etc. — something along the lines of IDEA CATALYST but with more staying power? NAME WITHHELD 

Reply: 1, too, have not received Dec., Jan. or Feb, issves. 
INNOVATOR is now sectionalized, partly for reasons you suggest. 
Deadline for Repartee is the first day of the month of publicotion so 
comment on one issue con be included in the next, If you would like 
to see dialogue on a porticular subject, write some. A.E. 
  

THE DRAFT 

(Conservatives or reactionaries: 
HUMAN EVENTS) 

CONSCRIPTION FOR ANY PURPOSE, be it domestic or foreign, 
constitutes involuntary servitude — that is, SLAVERY — ond cannot 
be condoned by ony person believing consistently in individual liberty. 

A challenge to the editors of 

Defenders of the draft frequently ossert it is necessary because 
‘society' or the 'nation' must have the right to defend itself. But 
these defenders are, in effect, selling out to the advocates of moral 
and social collectivism (socialism, communism, fascism, feudalism) 
who should be opposed by all advocates of principled individual 
liberty. Present day Conservatives are giving lip service toindividual 
liberty — os does their orgon, HUMAN EVENTS — byt they tend not 
to carry out this advocacy consistently and completely. 

  

Actually 'society’ and 'nation' do not exist as reified entities, but 
only as collections of individuals. In reality, those who defend the 
droft on the above basis are saying that some members of 'society' or 
the 'nation’ have a right to sacrifice the lives of their members in 
order to defend themselves. 6-ap 

Let me bring it down 1o a personal level, | do not have ony right to 
conscript you and/or your property 1o defend mysalf, or, for that 
matter, 10 defend you ogainst your will, Can you reolly ossert that 
you have such o right to secrifice me and my property for your 
defensa — aven if hesitantly and for 'proctical’ reosons — ond still 
claim to be an advocats of individual liberty? lsa't it really absrd 
(or tragic) that Americons should be legally enslaved through the 
droft ond legally plundered through taxes in order 1o fight for the 
couse of 'freedom’ in other londs? 

| am appolled by the pathogenic faor Conservatives have of opposing 
the draft — largely o reoction ta the identification of some onti- 
droft forces with State collectivism. Such rationcle only strengthens 
the belief thot Conservatives reolly have no ideasof thair own — that 
they only reoct ogainst whatavar stond their opponents toke.  Con— 
servatives should, logically, be in the forafront of the anti-draft 
fight wheres the limelight is being hogged by Marxists who are raally 
only ogainst the Vietnam War (but who think it permissible for o 
communist government to draft paople). Whan | derive my political 
stonds, | work from a consistent ond thoroughgoing odvocacy of 
economic ond political liberty. | do not look around me opprehen - 
sively to see if |'ve accidentolly ogreed with o few stands of commun=- 
ists or other collectivists, and tremble with fear that I'm ‘aiding the 
enemy" if | hold my position. 
Here on the University of California compus in Berkelay, the Con- 
servatives have taken o true libertarian attitude ond have baen in the 
forefront of the anti-draft fight. This began in October, 1966 with 
literature distributed by Cal-Conservatives for Political Action with 
o ten day 'Fost for Freedom' by one of its members. It continued 
through Spring, 1967 with a Cal-Conservative offshoot — Studants 
Opposed to Conscription (SOC). The group continually mainteined 
o position against the draft for ANY purpose, contra the phony 
opposition of many collectivists. But the Conservative Joumal 
HUMAN EVENTS never printed ony of this. All they concemed 
themselves with were slanted stories of campus disturbances and anti- 
war activities. 

HUMAN EVENTS did print an article in March, 1967 titled "While 
Americans Die in Vietnam: Droft-Dodging 'Pacifists' Find Haven in 
Canada" which can only be described as 'sick'l | could not help 
picturing the author as a sadist type who would enjoy torturing caged 
onimals. His glee at the harassment and trouma caused to people who fled to Canada was almost unconcealed and nothing would apparently 
please this author more than to see the forces of 'law and order' 
(an international police force?) hunt these people down to the far 
corners of the earth. To anyone with @ modicum of Libertarian sym- pathies, the draft refugees quoted in the article were the heroes of the piece — despite what ideological differences | may have with 
some of them. 

(This is a partial reprint of Tom McGivern's article, “The Draft" which appeared in Jonuary-February 1968 issue of the LIBERTARIAN AMERICAN, 227 Harrison Ave., San Antonio, Texas 78209; 25¢ per 
copy, $1 for one-year subscription.) 
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REMAIN INFORMED! Five-month INNOVATOR subscriptionbegin- 

ning with April &8 issue, only $1.00. 

Any TWO of above "packages," $1.50; all THREE of above, $2.00; 

individval back issues, 25¢. 

Order from FREE TRADE, INNOVATOR, Box 34718, Los 

CA R0034. 

Angeles , 

  

  

Anod this size costs only $2.00; next month will reach over 600 

poid INNOVATOR subscribers plus over 600 select non=-subscribers in 

N.Y., N.J., Penn., Maryland, Del., D.C., New E., and E. Can. 

ti***********************
********** 

REPARTEE 

(Reader critique, dialogue, and suggestions are published each month 

space permitting.) 
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Editor, INNOVATOR 

Several articles in your magazine have dealt in general terms with 

transfer of funds to Switzerland. But ignorance of technicalities 

discourages or delays many people. A description of how | do it 

might be helpful. 

Secure a mailing address. 

Go to almost any bank with cash in hand. 

Purchase an international money order payable to Schweizerischer 

Bankverein, Zurich. 

Separately mail two letters to Schweizerischer Bankverein, Zurich, 

Switzerland (sufficient address). Airmail postage is 20¢perhalfounce. 

First letter: "Enclosed is a draft for .... Please hold temporarily to 

my credit. Please open an account for the purchasing and safekeep- 

ing of securities or precious metals. Instructions for investment will 

follow." 

Second letter: *Under separate cover | have mai 

<... If the price of ... is not over ... Per ... 

arrives, please immediately purchase and store for me .... 

convert remaining funds to Swiss Francs and deposit to my account. 3 

Within o coupleof weeks the bank sends back forms (including English 

translations) for signature. 

Regarding investments: | would not purchase Swiss Franc Bonds 

(suggested in March 1965 INNOVATOR) at this time since any large 

devaluation of the Dollar will almost certainly be followed by a 

devaluation of the Franc (though maybe not by the same percentage) « 

A kilogram of gold (ownership of which is legal for Canadian but 

illegal for American subjects) presently sells in Zurich for less than 

$1150 (slightly more than $35 per ounce); a thousand ounces of silver 

for less than $2200, Most Swiss banks will buy and store precious 

metal for anyone but some play coy with new, unknown customers. If 

one bank declines to carry out instructions | switch funds to another. 

Schweizerischer Bankverein (Swiss Bank Corporation) has been easy to 

do business with. Also Salik Bank, 5 Jacob Strasse, Basil, has been 

recommended fo me. 

led you a draft for 

when this letter 

Please 

| easily (ond legally) send 

" to be slommed shut any 

n order to get funds over- 

As of this writing private parties can stil 

money abroad but | expect this "loophole 
month, If necessary | would borrow here i 
seas quickly. 

If you print this please withhold my name. 
  

Editor, INNOVATOR 
i .o—bar 1047. If my subscrip- 

tz;sr:fi:trnngultoiz\;zrto :Upersonol fevol. | do not hava any right to 
y your property to defend mysalf, or, for that 

matter, to defend you against your will. Can you really 'ow:rt that 
you have such a right to sacrifice me and my propqr/h/ for -r:r 
defense — even if hesitantly and for 'proctical' reasons — and /s:ill 

claim to be an advocate of individual liberty? Isn't it really absurd 
(or tragic) that Americans should be legally enslaved through the 
draft and legally plundered through taxes in order to fight for the 
cause of 'freedom' in other lands? 

| am appalled by the pathogenic fear Conservatives have of oppesing 

the draft — largely a reaction to the identification of some anti- 

draft forces with State collectivism. Such rationale only strengthens 

the belief that Conservatives really have no ideasof their own — that 

they only react against whatever stand their opponents take.  Con- 

servatives should, logically, be in the forefront of the anti-droft 

fight where the limelight is being hogged by Marxists who are raally 

only against the Vietnam War (but who think it permissible for o 

communist government to draft people). When | derive my political 

stands, | work from a consistent and thoroughgoing advocacy of 

economic and political liberty. | do not look around me apprehen - 

sively to see if I've accidentally agreed with a few stands of commun- 

ists or other collectivists, and tremble with fear that I'm ‘aiding the 

enemy' if | hold my position. 

Here on the University of California campus in Berkeley, the Con= 

servatives have taken a true libertarian attitude and have been in the 

forefront of the anti-draft fight. This began in October, 1966 with 

literature distributed by Cal-Conservatives for Political Action with 

a ten day 'Fast for Freedom' by one of its members. [t continued 

» through Spring, 1967 with a Cal-Conservative offshoot — Students 

Opposed to Conscription (SOC). The group continually maintained 

a position against the draft for ANY purpose, contra the phony 

opposition of many collectivists. But the Conservative Joumal 

HUMAN EVENTS never printed any of this. All they concerned 

themselves with were slanted stories of campus disturbances and anti- 

war activities. 

HUMAN EVENTS did print an article in March, 1967 titled “While 

Americans Die in Vietnam: Draft-Dodging 'Pacifists' Find Haven in 

Canada" which can only be described as 'sick'l | could not help 

picturing the author as a sadist type who would enjoy torturing coged 

animals. His glee at the harassment and trauma caused to people who 

fled to Canada was almost unconcealed and nothing would apparently 

please this author more than to see the forces of 'law and order' 

(an international police force?) hunt these people down to the far 

corners of the earth. To anyone with a modicum of Libertarian sym= 

pathies, the draft refugees quoted in the article were the heroes of 

the piece — despite what ideological differences | may have with 

some of them, 

(This is a partial reprint 

which appeared in January-February 

AMERICAN, 227 Harrison Ave., San 

copy, $1 for one-year subscription. 
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Editor, INNOVATOR 

| have not received any issue since November 1947. I my subscrip- tion expired,why wasn't | notified? 

Your journal is generally very good but | have one suggestion to make — put more variety in each issue instead of making it all one subject. | know several people who have let their subscriptions lapse because several issues in a row had nothin 9 they were interested in. Since INNOVATOR is one of the few "open" libertarian journals that publish as frequently as once a month (?) why not have a forum — continuing discussions on revolutionary strategy, educational tactics, 
methods of opting out, etc. — something along the lines of IDEA 
CATALYST but with more staying power? NAME WITHHELD 

Reply: I, too, have not received Dec., Jan. or Feb. issues. 
INNOVATOR is now sectionalized, pertly for reasons you suggest. 
Deadline for Repartee is the first day of the month of publication so 
comment on one issue can be included in the next. If you would like 
to see dialogue on a particular subject, write some. A.E. 

  

THE DRAFT 

{Conservatives or reactionaries: 

HUMAN EVENTY) 

CONSCRIPTION FOR ANY PURPOSE, be it domestic or foreign, 
constitutes involuntary servitude — that is, SLAVEF?Y - ond cannot 
be condoned by any person believing consistently in individual liberty. 

A challenge to the editors of 

Defenders of the draoft frequently assert it is necessary because 
'society’ or the 'nation' must have the right to defend itself. Bu: 
these defenders are, in effect, selling out to the cdvcgcctes of mora 
and social collectivism (socialism, communism, .fosc:':lsm, feuc.io'lasm)l 

who should be opposed by all advocates of-pnncnlpled Endtv!juai 
liberty. Present day Conservatives are giving lip service tomdlv(; tmt 
liberty — as does their organ, HUMAN EVENTS — but they tend no 

to carry out this advocacy consistently and completely. 

Actually 'society' and 'nation' do not exist as reified enl"fies:i l::: only as collections of individuals. In reality, those Wh;_" ‘de ‘ent Vo 
draft on the above basis are saying that some member:\ ° 50:1':8{5 o 
the 'nation’ have a right to sacrifice the lives of their me 
order to defend themselves. 
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Distribution: FREE TRADE is mailed monthly to all INNOVATOR trailer outside. Utilities unessential. Reply 8032 c/o INNOVATQ; 

subscribers.  Subscription rates: one year, $2; three years, $5. — 

Every fourth issue of FREE TRADE is mailed gratis to select non- GOLD IN COIN FORM AT 345.00 PER FINE OUNCE ! 
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Communication security aids personal liberty. Cryptostrips, $1 cash 

TO READERS: Reply 7010 c/o INNOVATOR. 
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With this issue INNOVATOR resumes regular monthly publication ~ Save money and/or earn money. Buyers Union, c/o APC, Box 5351 
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g"”o f dollars in taxes canbe avoided by choosing one's state of 
Jreds ‘_’d nce." Oregon, for example, presently has no sales tax, 
gol res! eo flat $10 registration fee for any "pleasure vehicle" 
J ch\,rges{ size or value ($2 for title). Their motor vehicle depart- 
mdl:fi Om Oregon 97310) gives mail-order service; an Oregon 
ot ('Ozl ;ddress" is required. Even if purchase is made in a sales- 
sidenti the tax can generally be avoided by "taking delivery" 
stote And the "visitor' with out-of-state plates is often less 
ehere M MARSHALL 
assed. 

  

O_|-|-_YOURSELF VAN — An Alternative Route to Land Mobility 
  

though purchase of & ready-made modern slide-in or chassis-mount 
mper on @ pickup or cab type truck may seem the easiest way to 
ecé)me a motor=age gypsy, | feel there is much merit to considering 

¢ olternative offered by the numerous used "compact" vans on the 

oket. If you find, as | do, laying out six or seven thousand dollars 
1o crock for a factory-built unit a bit beyond your budget, then 
ombining the used van with a bit of component buying and do-it- 
aurselfing may be your answer. 

, custom designing a motor home to your own requirements you can 
ke certain that not one precious inch of space or dollar is wasted. 
tou will nof be trying to warp your living patterns to fit a space 
wsigned to attract the mythical average buyer. You can select 

smponents that best fit your need and desires with achoice of options 
swide as the market and buy many items factory-direct at a sizable 
wvings. By doing those parts of the installation which are within 
our copabilities yourself, you can reduce actual cash outlays greatly 
nd most manufacturers are glad to give you the information you need 
vdo the work painlessly. Once you have your basic vehicle you 
un proceed at your own pace, as time and money allow, and start by 
hrowing a mattress on the floor, cooking on a camp stove, bathing 
na wash tub and storing in cardboard boxes if this is all your pocket 
ok will allow in the beginning. As you slowly upgrade you will 
# planning ahead for greater efficiency and by doing the work 
nurself you will end up knowing your rig and how it works. Thus, 
pairs and maintenance will not present the doubt they do to the 
"an who bought a factory package. 

fou may wonder why | recommend starting this project with a van. 
inst, you have enclosure from the beginning. You also have easy 
kcess from driving to living areas as these are actually one area; 
ot two smaller separated cubicles. The van's monolithic construction 

FFVES weight over the separate truck and camper, each of which must 
e its own structure. Because it weighs less and presents far less 
‘ind resistance, it does not require as much horsepower and uses less 
¥, Because of its lower center of gravity and because it is less 

tlected by wind it is easier to handle than the high broad camper. 
also presents the driver with better side and rear visibility than 

"5t chassis-mount and slide-in units,   
‘c i . . . ;;nol.meS and those by GMC are available with a variety of engines, 
el Sixes and V8's, They offer automatic or standard transmissions as 

b r:s many performance and load options. Most come in two 
gths i b* short vans with 8.5 feet behind the seats and the long vans 

| a 

Vane I3 runs like the Dodge A-100 and A-108, the Chevy-vans, the Ford 

   

  

   
    

R °ut 10 feet. They are available with a variety of glass and 

han °Ptions and on many, side and rear cargo doors are inter- 

hbr;geo.ble’ so if you find one with side doors with windows and rear 

the vithout and you want it the other way' around, it can be 
| "ged Painlessly, 
f o . . ' 
L!y bL’ Plan a gross vehicle weight of around 5000 pounds and wish to 

tble to trq Vith o avel at normal highway speeds you should select a van 
il| ren engine rated at 140 horsepower or more. 

Pesrlf’lf in poor performance and poor gas mileage 
2 engic:‘rmun.ce can be improved by adding to or replacing parts of 
dflmine V;": hlgh.—performunc? equipment and by proper tuning 

muff|g o i_ e engine. Replacing factory~-type exhaust manifolds 
ers with good tube headers and straight-through glass-pack 

Under powering 
. Gas mileage 

==
 

5 
a
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mufflers can by itself increase gas mileage by 20 to 30 percent for 

examplel ‘With a proper sized but not excessive engine and o G/ 
of about 5000 pounds, 14 to 18 miles per gallon is possible, if such 
performance equipment is used. 

Now to specifics: What is it going to cost? | would select a 1966 

Dodge long van (108" wheel base) with a 225 cubic inch 140 horse- 

power slant six engine which uses regular gas. [ would use the model 
with both side and rear cargo doors with windows in one set. This 

should be available for about $1400 in fairly good condition. 

Some items | would have installed because little could be saved by 

doing it myself or because job requires special equipment or 

know-how. These include the fiberglass top which makes the van 
tall enough to stand up comfortably in, the 10-gallon water tank and 
hand pump, the 5-gallon butane tank, the headers and glass-pack 

exhaust system. 

The items | would purchase and install myself would be a package 

stove, sink and refrigerator unit, a heater unit, extra fuel tanks to 
increase fuel-carrying potential to 60 gallons, extra battery and 

electronic switching system, ozite carpeting, miscellaneous cabinet- 
work, insulation and paneling, chemical toilet, bedding and seating 

and an 8' by 10' awning over the side cargo doors. Allowing about 

$150 for other items, the total cost would be about $3500. 

How | would set up my van and how you would do yours would of 
course be somewhat different, but then that's the beauty of building 

your own. This at least gives you a place from which to start 
planning, and that's half the fun! DON STEPHENS 

  

VISIT TO LIBERVAN 
  

(A fictional interview with Mat Mover, Proprietor-Scout of Libervan 
Nomadic Association) 

Following directions Mat had sent me, | traveled east on substate 
route 4U to the community of Hamstrung and turned off onto an 
unmarked dirt road. A sign, weather-beaten and shot-up, announced: 
STATE WOODS #9339 — PROPERTY OF THE PEOPLE — FOR 
OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Another, much newer, informed: FOR 
PERMIT TO GATHER FIREWOOD APPLY IN PERSON TO ROOM 
2002, STATE CAPITAL BUILDING, ON TUESDAYS BETWEEN 9 AND 
11. Still another threatened: PENALTY FOR LITTERING IS NOW 
$50,000 FINE AND 20 YEARS IN PRISON. Only a few minutes was 
required to clear a passage through the accumulated trash. | drove 
on. The secret turn-off was an area of exposed bed-rock which 
showed no tracks. As instructed | circled widely, dodging trees and 
bushes, and — sure enough — intersected a recently-cut trail. This angled upward across a ridge then descended into a wooded valley. | ' was in Libervan before | saw it — g couple of dozen motorhomes campers, panel trucks and trailers strung out along a stream — Iorgel): hidden by dense foliage. | recognized Mat's truck — two-tone olive drab and a Monaco license plate. Mat was chopping wood to fire o steam-driven generator. He waved me over and offered som berry-leaf tea and acorn-meal cookies. 
INNOVATOR: This is beautiful country. But | unde 
you migrate north. What is your itinerary ? 
MAT: We head for Idaho sometime in 
| scouted last year, We squat there a 
a month's stay, 

e rasp- 

rstand that soon 

May — probably to anew place 
few weeks, then to Alberta for and then to the Yukon where we park for most of the summer — spot | know that's full of game. In fall we'l| come down the coast, camp a while in Southern California where quite a few of the p?ople get temporary work, then go south to Central America for the winter. Next March we'l probably be back in this same valley 

INNOVATOR: You caqll yourself " Proprietor-Scout, " the caravan from place to place? 
Do you lead 

MAT: Not exactly. A few da 
next spot. | make any trail re 
keepers — my term for bureayc 
in the place, 

ys before a move | drive ah 
pairs needed. 
rats — 

I find another spot. 

ead to the 
If | see signs that the are taking any special interest I relay word back to Ken, my 

i 

 



: - special kind of play. 

  

assistant. When the people move, it's by one's and two's; a caravan 
might attract attention — no sense asking for trouble. Ken, who is 
also Libervan's chief mechanic, brings up the rear; he's equipped to 
help anyone who has a break-down. 

INNOVATOR: How do you keep in contact with each other, and 
with the outside world? 

MAT: A friend in Vancouver — she's serf but completely trust- 
worthy — is message center and mail forward. Every few days some=- 
body rides to the nearest town — someone's usually going anyway to 
buy something — phones in for special messages and picks. up mail. 

INNOVATOR: | saw the electric plant. And your trailer looks like 
a rolling general store, What other businesses move with Libervan? 

MAT: The local light and power company is Ken's; I'm just his 
assistant. Ken is also the ice and freezer plant; most of the rigs 

don't have refrigerators. People come to me for thingsthey forgot, 

or run out of, but they do most of their buying in towns along the 
way when we move. Nora is schoolmistress and nurse. 

INNOVATOR: Since Libervan requires some supplies from outside 
you don't all live by taking in each other's washing. Are there 
mobile industries that "export"? Or do most of the people depend 
on migrant labor? 

MAT: Everyone here has one or more things going such as free-lance 

writing or arts and crafts, but so far most of these are more hobbies 

than income sources though some may grow into more. There is 
always farm work; some of the people are away picking tomatoes 
over by Bogville right now. A few have enough savings to get by. 
But most of the people — especially those with skills — take temporary 
city jobs now and then — dropping out for a few weeks to a few 
months at a stretch. 

INNOVATOR: Sounds like a great life for a single person. But how 
about families? How can children get an education with all the 
moving around? 

MAT: On the contrary, many of the people are here precisely 
because they DO have children and don't want them forced into 
keeper-controlled schools. They don't want their children growing 
up in the sick society and Libervan offers the best way out short of 
buying a yacht or moving back of beyond — which most of the people 
here can't afford. Nora's private school, which moves right along 
with Libervan, offers children nursury school and elementary.  With 
the few older children in Libervan so far, its mostly guided self-study. 
Various people advise in their skills — for example, | teach such 
things as hunting, trapping and biology. Self-study works here be- 
cause children stay eager to learn; when young they were not given 
cause to hate school Iike kids are outside. Nora's school is not only 
voluntary but her way of teaching makes things interesting. 
relate to what a child sees around him; 

Lessons 
learning becomes like a 

- INNOVATOR: What happens when a family goes away to work part 
of the year? Aren't the transitions between your "freedom school 
here and State authoritarian schools disturbing to children? 

MAT: The children stay in Libervan. Most often one parent stays 
too — this is simple for families with both a trailer and a camper. 
Or if there's only one parent, or if both work, the children board 
with other people. Someone who really likes a kid would rather be 
away from him for a spell than to deliver him up to those child-jails 
called "public schools" out there. 

INNOVATOR: But sooner or later the child grows up and goes out- 
side for work or professional training. There he must get along with 
irrational/coercive people. If he has been completely insulated 
won't he have that much more difficulty? 

MAT: Every child should know how to get along with rattlesnakes 
too. But | don't teach him by throwing him in a cage full of them. 
Nora and [ do give "courses" dealing with the outside society — its 
history, politics, and customs; we even throw in some "field trips." 
And since we tell facts, instead of a lot of State fairy tales, children 
here — even ten and twelve year olds — understand what's outside 
better than most outsiders ever do. If anything their distance from it 
gives a better perspective. When they go out into it, they'll be able 
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to get what they want out of it with the least trouble qng othenys 1 
ignore it, instead of being broken by it. fse 

INNOVATOR: How do you protect your children from Stqye ch : ilde 
molesters — like truant officers? d 

MAT: It's mostly a case of out-of-sight, out-of-mind., The Squat 
spots | select get few visitors. And we don't stay in one region lo by 
enough to get known. If questioned we are "on vacation" fr 
somewhere else. When in town | have my ear to the groyng. 

F any 
hint of trouble and we go quickly and quietly — and don"‘Com. 

back. 

INNOVATOR: What about new applicants? How do you Screen 
them for philosophic compatability? And what problems — physical 
or economic — do new people face when changing to your way of ° 
life? . "f, 

MAT: Most people screen themselves; anyon&mot d/fl’\ou%y,o of 
thinking is seldom interested. Those who are irfieresf;{a. “'}‘@ké?q 
out the life first — perhaps with just their oet8 and.G ferfion 
vacation — before pulling up stakes. The bigge@bsf&cfi;’ f&,[?‘ne 
newcomer is not physical nor even economic but psycholcgical;. % 
half a lifetime others have told him what to do on@heh%e"d&/‘;,f; 
now suddenly he is on his own. If he can't develop~deep Jinterests, 
all the time on his hands will bore and frustrate him. [ - 9 

Ve = 

INNOVATOR: 
. ~ 2 

How do you resolve differences? r3Dppose, for 

example, some people don't like the location you'vesglected and 
want Libervan to move elsewhere. 

MAT: That's one of the advantages of mobility — it's so easy to 
change - "brands" of government. Someone who doesn't like the 

way | run things is welcome to leave. And those who like his ideas 
better than mine are welcome to follow. I've lost quite a few 

customers and gained a couple of competitors, but new people coming 
more than replace old ones leaving. 

INNOVATOR: Don't you ever get tired of always moving — being 

rootless — never having a plot of ground you can call your own? 

MAT: For someone who wants to stay put, | can see a plot of ground 
on some South Sea island, or in the Northwest Territories, or even 

far enough back in the Rocky Mountains. But a plot of land around 
any city is taxed to the hilt, regulated without end, and apt to be 
seized at any moment on any number of pretexts. What one can't 
control one doesn't really own; it's foolish to pretend otherwise. As 
for continual moving, the important motion is relative motion.  And 

. most of the things | value are moving right along with me. 

INNOVATOR: Yet you often camp in National Forests. And you 
must move on socialized highways. 

MAT: | think the keepers are too busy knocking over the sitting 
ducks in the towns and cities to worry about a few wild geese. But 
if highway travel is interfered with much — and it may be sooner or 
later — when | see it coming I'll drive my rig to Canada and not 
come back. If. Canada's not far enough, I'll be on a ship for South 

America or Europe or Australia. 

INNOVATOR: But isn't your way of life based on a rather 
pessimistic view of mankind? Isn't State coercion — be it communism, 
fascism, the "welfare" State, or whatever — too much like a bad 
dream to last much longer? Don't you think that liberty — and | 
mean overt "legal" freedom in q geographic area — will come soon; 
perhaps at first to a small country or freeport? 

MAT: When it does I'll be ready to move. 

AMELIA EILAND & EL RAY 
  

ON THE MARKET 3 
Information on various aspects of land mobility — including rechnicdl:,;‘ll 
reports, product critiques and considerable reader correspondence - 1 
is offered by CAMPER COACHMAN magazine (25¢ at the m0f°-| 
complete newsstands, $2.50 for one-year subscription from Griffin 
Publications, 545 W. Elk Ave., Glendale, CA 91204). EL RAY    3 
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o THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE 

A release May 18, 1969) 

Tee President today placed his signature on Executive Order 12-389A 

cribing action to be taken to protect the people from insecurity, 

-~ ond hardship for the duration of the national emergency. The 
+ief Executive used ninety-seven pens in signing this important 

ramentdesigned fo direct the peoples efforts toward greater freedom 

vughamoratorium on change. He handed out signing pens to labor 
sders, high government officials, the Director of the FBIl and police 
hiek from the nation's twenty-three major cities. Telegrams were 
zdby the Secretary of State from many world leaders congratulating 
b Prefident on his swift, firm action in the face of this latest 
=onomic and political crisis. 

:hdh&ecutive Order fixes all wages and prices at their present level 

?fr;oches each man to his present job to insure him economic 
secwrity. 

L 1 . 
ino;?: RFLSPends all political elections and retains present officials 

e for the duration of the emergency. 
o 
‘h"de”h_flfl‘ruthin press can be insured for all the people, a Director 

WA“:)“" be_C'P.POififEd and will guide the press in its efforts. All 

“Cfipitnlc'un publications such as "underground", libertarian, leftist 

Pitalist newspapers will be ordered to cease activity for the 

:r.cf the emergency and their publishers and staff detained for 

Public good, 
"Ml per - 

fntsrr::—ts fortravel outside the country excepton official government 

o € temporarily cancelled, and attempting to leave the country 
ut sy Naciyn 

: ch a permit will be considered a felony. 

Qse ¥ . 

ol rsor::F fhe.fh'e?f to the economy that such hoarders represent; 

"ill be 4q eo ding silver, gold and other precious metals privately 

g, " N0 custody and their holdings returned to the public 

Alf Perso, . 0t 

fiyi - 2d¥ocating dissent, including but not limited to political 
Vists . 

Spiteliy Preachers, poets, philosophers, anarchists, libertarians, 
beatniks and . ISty . 

t" ies, .,:”;QE'”S' peaceniks, civil rights advocates, 
i“"rbi d Feg € rounded up and temporarily detained in the recently 
,: th Pfopei eral Observation Camps for reorientation and education 

the nubi: roll of citizenship. Their holdings too will be returned 

Al I¢ coffers, 
. “onfl; .. 

::;? g 'eqsit:e:“smg from this Executive Order and all addi.fioncl 

Wy O dey to maintain the static good of the people will be 

ors un ee ermined by the Moratorium Director and his staff of 

;Io%rro "the Chief Executive's direction. 
STow . 

, 

"‘wm| Sidem?:.';mg the President and his guests will visit near'l:y 

s eral Observation Camp for grand opening ceremonies 

NS onerd Pening other observation camps., " 

\   

sq 2 : 
Me moment across the ¢ 17 other dignitaries will 

ountry 2 g i 

  

The cbove newspaper article is fiction ot the date of this writing, 

but the precedents or machinery for all those "emergency' measures 

exists. In other countries many of these '"necessary steps” have 

already been taken and it can happen here! 

Possession of fine gold was made a crime in 1933 and the same can 

happen to silver, platinum, and other metals. During the Second 

World War, thousands of Oriental people were herded into relocation 

centers. ] This type of facilities whether labeled relocation centers, 

observation, detention or concentration camps, are still a little= 

publicized reality — they are equipped at this time_to immediately 

accommodate more than twenty=-six thousand people.* As a result of 

the McCarran Internal Security Act of 1950 drawn up by supporters 

of Senator McCarthy's witchhunt, the President has the power to fill 

these camps with whatever luckless catagory of people he deems 

dangerous under whatever "internal security emergency" he alone 

wishes to declare. These camps can be activated and people detained 

without trial or appeal. A good deal of lip service is now being given 

to restrictions and controls of U.S. travel abroad and it is already 

a erime to visit certain countries without specific written permission 

from the State Department. Reportedly, Executive Orders to impose 

wage and price controls and to place a moratorium on elections are 

already drawn up and waiting. All that is required to put them in 

force isacrisis severe enough to "justify" their use and the President's 

signature. 

Are such actions legal? U.S. history shows it's not a matter of what 

is constitutional; only of what can be gotten away with. And a look 

at the problems now facing this country suggest a series of crisis 

over the next few years, any of which could cause cne or all of these 
emergency measures to be taken. 

Forthe libertarian presently living in the thick of the action but faced 
with the constant threat of becoming an ex post facto criminal, the 
retreat concept is a promising source of freedom. This approach to 

personal freedom has been discussed to a limited degree in issues of 

INNOVATOR on various other themes but | feel it is time it be 

reviewed more intensely and to that purpose this issue is dedicated. 

The retreat idea is not new to people seeking freedom. It was the 

motive power behind many of the groups leaving Europe to find a home 

in the New World both before and after 1776. Later the desire for 

"elbow room” led families to brave great hardships and head West; 

freedom made the price worth paying. 

Asthe cities become hothouses for violence and life in the population 

centers is ensnared by more laws each day, the retreat idea again 

comes forward among those who value liberty. The intentional 

community retreat has been beautifully presented by Ayn Rand in 

ATLAS SHRUGGED, and in ANTHEM she described a somewhat 

romanticized family retreat. Harry Browne has offered several well- 

attended seminars on retreating as a way to survive an economic 

<:risis.3 and response to the RETREATER'S BIBLIOGRAPHY has indicated 

many people's thinking is headed in this direction. So what exactly 

is the retreat concept and how can it be implemented? 

Noel Webster defines retreating as "an act or process of withdrawing, 
especially from that which is difficult, dangerous or disagreeable" 
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andaretreatas "a place of privacy or safety — a refuge". Basically, 
there is a point for each of us when the restrictions and dangers of 
life in the populated areas of the country outweigh all the positive 
factors. This point will be different for each individual and to a 
large degree will depend on his ability to establish a comfortable, 
safe life on his own. 

By making preparations now — either by gaining knowledge necessary 

for self sufficiency or by establishing and stocking yourretreat — you 

will not be forced to stay when dropping out would offer greater 
freedom and safety. And preparing yourself can be a source of 
pleasure as well as an insurance policy. As you become more able to 
live, not just survive, on your own, you will feel less trapped by the 
decay all around you. As you learn each new life skill you will feel 
confidence and pride in your growing efficacy. And by establishing 
a retreat in advance, you will have a vacation spot that you can 

enjoy and improve year by year even if you never use it on a full- 
time basis; you'll have great peace of mind, just knowing it's there. 
THE ISSUE EDITORS 

(1) See INNOVATOR December 1966. 

(2) CONCENTRATION CAMPS USA by Charles R. 

(Marzani & Munsell, Inc., 1966). 

(3) See INNOVATOR July 1966. 

Allen, Jr. 

  

LOCATION AND SHELTER 
  

WHERE TO RETREAT Selection of a proper location is one of the 

most important refreating decisions. Nearly all other aspects of 

preparation will be greatly influenced by this essential first step. 

What is a pleasant place to spend an indefinite interlude for one 

person would be o hellhole for another. Therefore, selection is a 

very personal thing and no pat answer on what to look for can apply 

equally to everyone. However, the following checklist should prove 

a good starting point in evaluating various sites under consideration: 

Selecting a region 

1. How far away can the retreat site be? 

.How often is it tobe visited? On weekends? On long weekends? 

On annual and biannual vacations? 

.How much of the materials, tools, and supplies necessary to 

establish the retreat must be hauled to the site? How much can 

be obtained on or near the site? 

2. How close should the site be to civilization and major cities? 

.How dependent on outside trade is the economy of the retreat's 

locale? 
.Would the nearby people, if any, be able to support themselves 

without looting? Can they be trusted? Are they self-responsible ? 

Will they provide a local source of commodity and "Know How" 

exchange? 
_Isthe area one which will attract looters from metropolitan areas? 

.Does the area provide accessibility to public utilities such as 

electric power, water, gas, etc., if these are to be used until no 

longer available? 

3. Is danger of nuclear attack a factor in retreating? If so, is the 

retreat site away from probable targets and fallout patterns? 

(Check with Civil Defense) 

4. If government agencies are aware of the retreat, it will be subject 

o their coercion as long as the State continues to function. This 

legal restrictions affecting the site, its use, and its 

occupants must be investigated. 

.What are the taxes on property, improvements, production, etc.? 

.What are the zoning ordinances? What building, fire, plumbing 

and electrical codes requirements, if any, will limit development 

of the property? ; 
.What laws regarding personal freedom will affect the occupants? 
Are children required to attend accredited schools? Are there 
oppressive sex laws? Are there restrictions or bans on possession 

means 

The Homesite 

Once a general area has been selected, the actual homesite must be 

pinpointed and evaluated: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

of firearms, books or precious metals? 

.To what degree can and are these laws enforced? 

.Is there a tendency toward increased government contre| o 

"cure-all” in the area being appraised? J 

Climate and ecology will define the approach required in fulfill; 

all basic human needs — housing, food supply, water 50pply and 

requirements, power sources, fuel sources and requirement; _ 
and will determine what effort and adaptation will be requireq Yo 

live well. 

.What type of ecology is most desirable? Sea shore? Desert o 

prairie, southern or northern forest? Or a combination of these? 

What land is available in the area selected? 

.Cabin sites in U.S. National Forests? (Very few are left; thoe 
that are require long application waiting period. The Foreg 
Service retains control and charges a 5% per year leasing fee gq 

the appraised value of the lot. No livestock or commercig| 

ventures are permitted.) 

. Delinguent tax land sales? (Information available from county 

assessor or tax collectors at county seat — sold at auction and 
buyer must be present to bid.) 

.Small Tracts Act of 19382 (Information available from county 

assessor or Bureau of Land Management. Very slow complicated 
process which may result in purchase after three years of lecsing 

and inspections.) | 

.Lumber and logging land? (Usually for lease only.) 

.Private land? (Information available through local newspapers: 
and realtors and through national real estate firms and newspapers 
in the major cities.) Is private land to be purchased or held on 

: 
long term lease? : 
.Crown land in Canada? (Information available from Department | 

of Lands, Forests, and Water Resources in capital city of province 

where land is located. Procedures are rather complicated and 

time consuming but in many unpopulated areas, all land is Crown. 

land.) 

.Squatting? (See "Coastal British Columbia As A Retreat Area" 

INNOVATOR September 1967.) 

Privacy and accessibility 
.Will improvements attract attention? Can they be camouflaged? 

.How will the site be reached? By car, jeep or truck? By boat? 

By plane? By trail motorcycle, horse, or on foot? 

.What road or trail, if any, will have to be built? 

.Is the site accessible in all seasons of the year? 

  

   

    

   

    
    

     

Topography and orientation 

.What is the slope of the land? Will there be drainage, flooding 

or snowslide problems? 
. Does soil offer a suitable base for foundations? 
.What is the angle and degree of sun exposure af various fime 

day and year? 
.What is maximum depth of winter snow if any? 

What is the localized climate of the site? (Avoid narrow canyons 

which act as venturi, areas downwind from mosquito infest 

swamps, mountain meadows where cold air settles at night @ 

high points which will attract lightning.) 

s of 

What geological resources are present? 

.Water — for drinking, irrigation and stock watering? 

generator? ‘4 ? 

.Wood — logs for building and from which shakes can be SPI". 

Poles for fences? Firewood? 

.Stone — large rocks for foundations? Stones for compostings 

and fence building and paving? Gravel and sand for Us€ 

cement? Rock strata or sand bearing precious metals or gems?k 

.Soils — fertile soil for agriculture? Clay for adobe of brick? 

Sandy soil for septic and drainage fields? 

.Glacial ice or snowpack for water supply and to provide 

for foods? 

For Power 

wall 
in   
# 
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tdesimbl s 
“N erol’s one | \d I . 
LY Onsib;mies are attached to the site? What are the 
.w"cqol reSPssmelnfs? Are water and mineral rights included in g s : 
W h nd ossAre there easements or established usages on the 
N ? 

b4 IP 
- 

ooty ¥ ; tes? st o _ what are insurance rates s there a danger of 
,;ptcna\ceflood damage? s the site likely to attract vandals? 

ow Of o) HOME At the same time that various sites are being 

g Tnsiderofion should be given to the way shelter is to be 
e 0 location selected will affect type and method of 

g & as the materials available.  On the other hand, 
i vction methods will determine which sites can be 
1ging 

. e can be found with sound existing buildings, this may 
:ch""b'?s’ answer. |f only minor remodeling is required, a great 
e e(fSlesand money may be saved. However, an older building 
ol of “meefully inspected for structural weakness, termite damage 
.t be ca,;blems that could make renovation difficult, especially if 
:':::Er:;been occupied for some time. Also, it may not be located 
] 

. orented o best advantage. 

(ot "perfect spot" is not endow'ed with a usable house, building a 

1Iew retreat home can be accomplished several ways. For the person 

o has the time and money and who is not concerned about a large 

anstruction crew knowing his retreat inside and out, the simplest 

;nsweristoconfracf complete construction by a reputable professional 

ontractor Using detailed plans and specifications. For best results, 

& for competitive bids, visit other projects by any contractor under 

oniderction and talk with the owners to see if they're happy with 

i work. Assistance from a designer or architect aware of retreat 

equirements in planning, directing bidding, drawing up coniracts 

ndsupervising construction can be a money-saving approach for those 

ocking previous experience in building. 

o methods of building which take advantage of modern factory 

mass production methods are prefabricated and precut construction.”’ 

kth methods reduce the time and work required at the site and can 

nke it possible for anyone able to use basic hand tools to "build-it- 

imelf'. This reduces capital outlay and the number of people who 

ecome fomiliar with the site during construction. Prefabricated 
eons that the building is moved to the site in factory—assembled 

ections; precut, as the name indicates, means a "kit" of piecescut 

0 size, drilled and marked to facilitate assembly and complete with 

lons, offered in o compact bundle ready for assembly. Precut kits 

::'|ess expensive than prefabricated and the cost and problems o“f 

: IVery‘ fo the site are less. In shopping for such a "pcckc':ge house, 

® quality of materials, the completeness of the kit including floors, 

:::; windows, interior finishes, cabinets, decks and stoir.s,' the 

: m)' of the plans and assembly instructions and the relzablllfy of 

woh‘meucfure,- are things to check. If possible, talk with people 
ave olreudy bought and built the kit being considered. 

f the retreat 

pOnning will 

&rain, 
wm’"“”srig 

home is to be built from scratch, careful advance 

separate the successful from that which just keeps out 

ere are a number of good standard plans offered c?lmplc'are 

" provig Hists! and o number of books on "vacation homes whl.ch 

tiloreq goeh? source of ideas. For the person who wantsa design 

€ Onswe, 's exact needs the services of a designer or archl.'recf are 
* A good designer will take all the special requne'ments 

© consideration and will design the structure so if can 

elaborate equipment by the "do-it-yourselfer'. 

of . 
€ clieny int 

uilt Without 

h 
Plunni 

unswered.ng for the retreat home, the following questions should be 

1, 
What 

method of building is to be used? Conventional frame CONstryeps ction? i 
Qter; '°n? Log cabin construction? Masonry? Are onsite 

2 o onals usaber 
ot tog| 

s . 
Sasy ) s will be required? (The right tool can make a hard job 

MQferiuls 

-What type of foundations? Concrete? W ood piles? 
concrete block? piass 

Stone or 

.Floors — concrete or stone? W ; ? ood or plywood? What ab 
underfloor insulation? What surface finish/? Tile o]t or lin 2 Carpet? inoleum? 

-Walls — studs or wood? Shakes or shingles? Concrete block, 
stone or adobe? 

. Roof — v;oocl, 'glue Iami'nored or steel beams? Wood sheathing or 
plywood? Builtup roofing, shakes or shingles? Sheet metal or 
painted canvas? What about camouflage? 

4. Interior planning — are there to be multiple use areas? Is the 
kitchen to be a separate room or part of the main area? How 
many bedrooms? How is storage to be provided? 

5. Heating — if by furnace, what type of fuel? By wood stoves or 

fireplaces? Insulation means less heat loss; what type of insulation 
is to be used? 

6. Water — from a well, stream, lake, or reservoir? Is a water 
storage tank required? What kind of plumbing — iron, copper or 

PVC plastic? 

7. Sewer — is conventional sewage service and septic field to be 
provided or will an outhouse be satisfactory? 

8. Lighting — is electric power available or planned for at the 

retreat? Or will lighting be by white gaos or kerosene? In any 
case, light colored interiors will reduce lighting requirements. 

The retreat home can be set up with all the conveniences of city 
life — hot and cold running water, electricity, indoor plumbing 
and central heating — but these need not all be provided in the 
beginning. At first, the house need consist of nothing more than a 
shell protecting those items stored there from the weather and 
vandalism. Improvements can be made during visits to the site as 

time and money permit, with those things having the highest survival 
value being added first. When and if the retreat is occupied on a 
full time basis there will be plenty of time to make additional 

improvements. 

A retreat established now will tend to weather and fade into the 
surroundings as time passes and thus will cause less interest when 
it's occupied. It will provide a secure place for those items which 
would be priceless under retreat conditions, but which would have to 
be done without by the person retreating with what he could carry in 
hisvanor truck alone. Such a retreat, properly located and stocked, 
will truly be "a place of privacy and safety = a refuge". 

DON STEPHENS 

(1) SECOND HOMES FOR LEISURE LIVING (American Plywood 

Association, 1119 A St., Tacoma, Wash., 98401, 25¢ paper- 

bound) and 

VACATION HOMES (Western Wood Products Association , 

Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon, 97204, 10¢ paperbound) 

Bibliography: 

CABINS AND VACATION HOUSES, by the Editorial Staff of Sunset 

Magazine, Pub. by Lane Mcgazine and Book Co., Menlo Park, Calif. 

(c) 1960, 130 pages, $1.95 paperbound only. 

HOW TO BUILD YOUR CABIN OR MODERN VACATION HOME 

by Harry Walton, Pub. by Popular Science Books, 355 Lexington 

Ave., New York, N.Y., $1.50 paperbound only. 

HOW TO BUILD YOUR HOME IN THE WOODS by Bradford Angier, 

Pub. by Hart Publishing Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., (c) 1952, 

309 pages, $1.95 paperbound. 

HOW TO USE HAND AND POWER TOOLS by George Daniels, 

Pub. by Popular Science Books, 355 Lexington Ave., New York, 

N.Y., 10017, $1.50 paperbound only. 

HOME GUIDE TO PLUMBING, HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING 

by George Daniels, Pub. by Harper and Row, New York, N.Y., 

(c) 1967, 186 pages, $3.95 hardbound. 

SIMPLIFIED ELECTRICAL WIRING HANDBOOK, Pub. by Sears 

Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles, Calif., 90054, (c) 1964, 56 pages, 

50¢ paperbound only.   
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PREPARATION FOR GOOD EATING 
  

Because the quest for food must come before other important retreat 

activities, advance preparation in this area is vital. It may take 
several years to establish a successful garden, learn to forage for wild 
produce and develop hunting and fishing skills. This means putting in 
provisions mow is a good investment. 

"The serious retreater should consider caching a several year supply 

of wheat, sugar and other easily-preserved high energy staples," 

according to Tom Marshall. "With stored carbohydrates supplying 
body energy, a small quantity of wild foods which even a novice 

woodsman can secure will provide essential vitamins, minerals, 

proteins and even fats. But meeting ENERGY requirements with wild 
foods is something else again. The alternative to a pound of wheat, 
which can be purchased today for five cents, may be five hours of 
grubbing out roots orpatrolling trap lines." 

The Belvedere Food Club, a Morman Church Committee, offers a 

year's supply of nutritional foods through their organization for 
approximately $100.00. Because of varying caloric requirements, 
the cost will be more or less for some individuals. With the correct 
balance of protein, calories, vitamins and minerals, fats, and water, 

a working man's diet requires about 2500 calories per day. The basic 
staples suggested are wheat, dry milk, sugar or honey, salt, ascorbic 

acid and water. These can be varied by including other whole grains, 
powdered eggs, dehydrated fruits and canned goods. In planning a 

food supply, consider where it is to be stored. Will it be kept at 
home until time to retreat, then be packed into the Valkswagon and 
taken along? Or will it be stored at the site ahead of time? This 

may help decide what type of foods will be stored. For those who 
have selected asite, it is probably best to store at least a part of the 
provisions there, protected from bureaucrats, vandals and animals. 
Wherever the foods are to be stored, the following information should 
be considered: 

GENERAL — Keep food stores dry, cool and sealed from air as well 
as possible. Consider how the food is to be carried or hauled to the 
retreat before selecting drum or container sizes. 

STAPLES — White flour, granulated sugar and bulk dried milk powder 

should be top quality and thoroughly dry when purchased. They should 
be stored in dry, airtight metal or glass containers. Grains such as 

wheat and rice, and beans and peas, whole or split should be clean 

and free of insects and their eggs before being stored in clean 

containers with sealing, airtight lids. Only "hard" wheat should be 
| purchased (15% protein, less than 10% moisture content). Place 

containers on blocks of wood so air can circulate all around them, 

especially if stored on moist floors. Powdered milk looses some food 
ve after one year unless stored at below 40 degrees. However, 

a valuable source of nurishment, one worth learning to use. 

NNED OR BOTTLED GOODS — Do not purchase for storage foods 

dented cans; such denting may cause breaks in the lining material 
the can and result in food contamination. If canned or bottled 

ods are dated, used, and replaced systematically, those on hand 

ill always be relatively new. If they must be stored for some time, 
¥ hot paraffin may be poured over the lids of jars, and cans may be 
dipped in wax to protect them from air and moisture. Or the jars and 
cans may be submerged in mineral oil in drums. To protect vitamins, 
keep bottled foods away from light. Canned products which are full 
of fermentation gas, severely discolored or "bulged" should be 

destroyed. Do not allow canned or bottled goods to freeze. 

      

   

    
     

   

MISCELLANEOUS — Fatsandoils, in metal or glass containers sealed 

at the packing plant, should keep in a cool place indefinitely if the 
seal is unbroken. Dry fruits such as raisins, apricots, etc., should be 
as dry as possible and free of insects and their eggs. They should be 
repacked loosely in clean canning jars which are placed without lids 
in an oven, heated for 20 minutes at 150 degrees, then capped with 
sealing type lids. Dry "old fashioned" hard yeast cake can be stored 
in sealed bottles and if kept cool will last a year or more. Keep 
baking powder in the original container. Repack baking soda in a 
metal or glass container and seal. Keep salt in the original paper. 
packages but place these in dry, airtight metal drums; or buy salt 

in block form ond grind it as needed. lodized salt which hqs become 
discolored by the iodine has not been harmed and is stil| good for 

seusoning foods. 

FINALLY, don't let canning jars stand empty. As bottled foods are 

used, clean each batch of bottles and fill with water to within on 

inch of the top and process in a pressure cooker for about fifteen 

minutes.  Place the sealed, sterile, bottled water in storage foy 
emergencies. 

Once the retreat has become a full-time home, food in unending 
variety can be gleaned from a number of sources. The greens, fruits, 
berries, herbs and vegetables that abound in nearly any wild greq 
waiting to be discovered, can be supplemented by more fom”io; 
produce from the garden once it is established. An orchard, though 
it requires longer to bring into production, can be a dependable 

source of fruits, nuts and maple sugar in a few years. Ina properly 

selected retreat location large and small game would provide o 
plentiful supplement to the meat, milk, cheese, butter and eqgs 

furnished by domestic animals. If the retreat is near a stream, river, 

lake or ocean shore, then another bountiful harvest is in the offing 

for those prepared to gather it in. Through food preservation methods 
the seasonal nature of most types of food available at the retreat can 
be overcomeby those who have developed the know-how and gathered 
the equipment in advance. 

Nearly all foods can be preserved in one or more ways. Fruits can be 

canned, dried, candied, and squeezed to produce fresh canned juices 

andwines. Vegetablescanbe kept in a root celler, canned, pickled, 
ordried. Meatsmay be kept by canning, pickling or corning, drying, 
jerking, freeze drying, salting and curing. Milk and cream can be 
converted into cheeses. Grains, beans, rice, peas and nuts can be 

kept by simply keeping them dry and protecting them from insects and 
rodents. However, without the proper equipment and ingredients, 
stockpiled before retreating, many of these methods will be unusable 
or dangerous. 

In addition to gathering hunting and fishing gear, gardening and 

farming tools, food preparation and preserving equipment and supplies, 

three other projects can do a great deal to enhance the retreat larder. 
First, start a SEED LIBRARY — a kit containing seeds of all the 

vegetables, fruits and flowers which will or may grow in the retreat 

climate and which could prove useful. Include those which would 
produce plants usable as feed for domestic animals, plants which 
would attract and feed wild game, and those which would repel 
harmful insects from the garden and homesite. This "library" should 
include at least enough seeds for three years'planting. It may take 
that long to get a successful crop of some things. Under retreat 

conditions, seeds may prove a better form of small coinage than 
copper—nickle slugs, so taking along a few extra for trading purposes 
might be a good idea. 

Second, PREPLANT THE SITE — Put in trees now so they will start 
bearing sooner. Plant wild rice, grasses, sunflowers and other gome 
food plants to encourage a higher wild population around the site and 
start several salt licks with salt blocks to provide for easier hunting in 
the future. Plant clover and other cover crops which will enhance 
the fertility of the soil. 

Last, try GARDENING by the organic method at home now before its 
a matter of survival. Now is the time to have those "crop failures", 
while the local grocery store is there to offer aid. 

Start now, to gather the knowledge and the equipment to meet the 
future's needs. Start now, by building a seed library, by collecting 
foods to take to the retreat, by planting a garden and practicing food 
preservation methods. Start now by practicing hunting and fishing 
methods and by foraging off the land. Start now, by gathering the 
books telling how to do these things. Start now to be prepared: 
Without preparation, retreating will be a struggle for survival; fi’fl 
preparation, as Thoreau said over a century ago, all necesse 
farmwork can be done with the left hand at odd hours of the day: 
BARBIE STEPHENS 

Bibliography: h 
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*Was not it alwoys 50 

  

  
ASTUDY OF CAPITALISM, FREEDOM-AND THE STATE 

pEEsERAaEEEEEENEEESERERRERSR 

By RICHARD W.GRANT 

@ What about the "robber barons"? Inflations and depressions? 

Tariffs? Urban Renewal? Narcotics? Tax-supported schools? 

@ \What are the essential ingredients of a free and progressive 

society? 

@ s this country headed ftoday toward freedom? Or toword fascism? 

These are just a few of the significant questions raised — and 

answered — in this lucid ond provocative study in political economy. 

Included is Richard Grant's famous epic poem, TOM SMITH AND 

HIS INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE, 

“It is one of the most useful and important to appear 
in some yaors....vir'uu||y unbeatable in 
argument.," 

its 

— Robert LeFevre, Dean, Rampart College 

w_,..excellent and should become a classic.* 
— Dr. George Boardman, Columnist, Free- 

dom Newspapers. 

“The book provides a concise and well-written 
summary of the principles of individualism ond free- 
dom. But the poem is what you will turn back to 
again and again." 

— Harry Browne, American Way Features., 

ORDER NOW FROM: 

S$andra Jeffrie$ 
P, O. Box 14031 

E. Portland Stn., Oregon 97214 

$4.00, Shipping cost is Included. No sales tax, ($3.00 percopy in 
quantities of 10 or more.) 
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  Next month, FREE TRADE section will be moiled to over 1200 

INNOVATOR subscribars and othar salsct individuols in SCUTHERN 

CALIFORNIA. An od this size costs only $2. 

  RETREAT?77? Where? When? How? In this month's factura sacticn 

of INNOVATOR issua editor Don Stephens axplore:s ways  the 

individual can prapare for politico-economic upheavals which may 

lie chead. Six poges FULL of focts and idecs for the libartarion. 

Subscriptions: 12 issues, $2; 36 issues, $5. Ordar from FREE TRADE 
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N PROCESS 
Next month the thame of INNOVATOR's tecrure section is self- 

defense. lssue editor Gary Niedler and contributing writars discuss 
techniques — armed and unarmed — to discourage or rapel the anti- 

social person who threatens YOUR life or property. Articles cn this 
ond related subjects should be submitted to Gary's cttention c/o 

INNOVATOR before April 20. 

  
REPARTEE 

SELF-INTEREST, COMMUNAL OWNERSHIP 
  

To the Editor: "Innovator” contains useful idecs, but | don't know if 
| can ogree with what I've seen of the editorial palicy. | would like 
to learn more of it. Do you believe that self-interest is the basic 
motivating force for mankind? Are you cpposed to communal owner- 
ship of items that are necessary to all the members of a group? s this 
impression of your philosophy incorrect? NAME 'WITHHELD 

Reply: Each person associated with INNOVATOR cen answer your 
questions only for himself. | will answer for myself. On seli-intarest 

| tend to ogree with Sudha Shenoy's letter in December 1565 issue: 
"In o FREE society ... there is no recson why individuals sheuld not 
pursue altruistic purposes; the conflict arises only if these individuals 
should wish to coerce others.” Altryism has been g problem in the 

present society mainly because power-seakers of all varieties (who 
frequently are not themselves altruists, ot least in the usucl sense) 

use altruism os an excuse to initiate force cgainst others. A case can 
also be made that the parson who spends the major part of his life 
worrying about others (whose feelings he connot experience and whose 
actions he ultimately cannot control) has o "hang up" which not only 
decreases his own happiness but renders him less desircble for others 

to associate with. | conno! stand being cround someons whao is ell 

the time worrying about me. Can you? 

| am not on principle opposed to communal ownership so long as it 
is voluntary. 1 point out that the only SUCCESSFUL communes ARE 
voluntary communes; exomples include not onlv the Bruderhof and 
Kibbutz but the traditional fomily os well. (Soviet Russia is naither 

communal nor successful.) Also, the only successful communes are 
relatively small groups within which each member knows and can 
subjectively evaluate the others. For this reason | believe the only 

form of organization which con succeed SOCIETY-WIDE (in o con- 

structive, not destructive sense) is a free market. Of course, in the 
free market, voluntary communes and associotions of many kinds can 
trade, as con individuals, A.E. 

PRIVAT 

To the Editor: The Privat idea (October 1947) was intriguing but | 
would make one modification. While | can oppreciate the reasons 

for not sending sealed PARCELS through the net (except with special 

permission of the intermediories) | believe forbidding sealed 
MESSAGES unnecessarily reduces the usefulness of Privat. Innocuous- 

ness of content could be adequately assured, | believe, by requesting 

that recipients warn others if some correspondent violates this rule, 

|f sealed messages are allowed, | suggest the cover say "personal." 

Then if it hos been opened when it reaches an intermediary he note 

this ond the correspondent responsible can be isolated. 
NAME WITHHELD 

LIBERVAN AND BEDROCK — ON? OVER? UNDER? 

  
To the Editor:  Availability ond secretness of turn—offs for Liberve 
communities (March 1968) could be increased by suspending peop 
and vehicles on cables for transportation across small conyons, etc 
like the army does. Places where bed rock level enough for cars a 
trailers adjoins the highway are very likely to be used by prospecto 
picnickers, lovers and countless other "intruders." 

Two strong cables with suspended car big enough for car ond tral 
could be unreeled across small canyons and other obstructions   
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To the Editor: The Privat idea (October 1967) was intriguing but | would make one modification. While | can appreciate the reasons for not sending sealed PARCELS through the net (except with special permission of the intermediaries) | beljeve forbidding sealed MESSAGES unnecessarily reduces the usefulness of Privat. |nnocuoth- ness of content could be adequately assured, | beli.eve, by requesting that recipients warn others if some correspondent violates this rule, 

1 
If sealed messages are allowed, | suggest the cover say "personal . Then if it has been opened when it reaches an intermediary he notes 
this and the correspondent responsible can be isolated. 
NAME WITHHELD 
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traffic by light "fish line," suspended by helicopter or balloon 

perhaps, to the lower anchor, or holes hidden near the road. To be 

used during the night. 

Another possibility is to have retractable helicopter rotors of some 

kind on your car or trailer. An area vs. speed formula can be applied 

to wings and rotors, and maybe a "flying donut” rotor which puts the 

roomy, high-speed perimeter to better use than conventional rotors 

do, could be made, though stators might be necessary to offset cavit- 
ation of the fairly close-set blades. In any case, air-cars are likely 
to come into production some day, which would open up remote areas, 
while at the same time ruining their privacy. 

Apartments could be cut from solid rock by using single-jack hammer 
and ster=drill and plug-and-feathers (pre-dynamite rock cracker 
consisting of metal liner pieces for the starting hole and conical 
wedge to be hammered in), or drilling might be easier and quieter 

using tungsten carbide bits in a brace and "hydraulic dynamite" of 
some kind. Make a greenhouse for vegetable growing too, as good 
fresh whole food is the first victim of Big Business, most foods being 
made of non-perishable flour, sugar, dry milk solids, etc.,as if by a 
prospector long cut off from fresh supplies. Pipe or carry water from 
nearest creek and make cisterns to catch melting snow. Wear a good 
respirator while rock cutting, as the dust causes a fatal lung disease. 

Thanks for the dreams. | hope you can use all or part of this letter in 
Repartee. JAMES PARKERSON 

Reply: A friend comments that a helicopter large enough to live 
aboard would cost over $50,000 and be correspondingly expensive 
to fuel and maintain. So (as you imply) economical air mobility is 
perhaps quite a ways in the future. However | have read that under- 
ground construction is already competitive in many situations with 

surface construction; a possibility for the libertarian who would 
rather dig in than move around. A.E. 

To the Editor: Several improbabilities in the "Libervan" piece 

detracted from what was otherwise a good issue. Probably the most 

annoying was "the secret turnoff” at an "area of exposed bed-rock." 

While bed-rock is often exposed in arid climates, it is almost 

invariably on peaks or steep slopes, and is usually rugged, not flat. 

What in the world were Mrs. Eiland and Mr. Ray driving? 

A tank? ' 

Concealment is not nearly so difficult as the authors apparently 

believe and does not require any such fortuitous terrain feature. 

| recently prepared a parking area less than 100 miles from Los 

Angeles. It is located about 50 yards from a trail from which jt is 

concealed by trees, brush and a slight rise. The entrance isblocked 

with dead branches when not in use; these are arranged to look like 

parts of bushes on either side. After entering or leaving | brush out 

tracks and sprinkle fresh pine needles. | suspect a really expert 

woodsman would see through my camoflage but therearen't that many 
around; perhaps a dozen vehicles A YEAR travel the trail. [I'm 

confident | could park there for months with negligible chance of 
uninvited visitors. There is water close at hand. Only four days 
were required to clear the parking area and widen a mile of trail 

sufficiently for my camper to pass. 

Of course the authors can fall back on the excuse that their story 
was "only fiction.” While | have no objection to fantasy and science 
fiction in its place, | question that an issue exploring self-liberation 
IN THE PRESENT is the place. "ANONYMOUS NOMAD" 

DECLINE OF THE DOLLAR; RISE OF GOLD 
  

To the Editor: Several persons have inquired as to the significance of 
the cessation of gold sales by central banks and the "duel price." 
In essence the U.S. and "cooperating” governments have gone off 
the gold-exchange standard;  their currencies are now completely 

fiat, though fixed in relation to each other. The continuing "sale" 
of gold to EACH OTHER at $35 per ounce is at most an inter-nation 
monetary regulatory arrangement, The price of gold in the free 
markets of Zurich and Paris (the only meaningful price) has been 

around $40 per ounce. 

Since even the governments' littlé game will break down as soon as 
the frea-market price rises appreciably, | would not be surprised if 

the U.S. treasury continues to sell gold for a while yet, surrepti- 

Fiouslvof course. to hold the price down. While short-term effect 

No man, no gang, no government has the right to infringe, even in 

part, any one of these rights, which are man's by virtue of the fact 

that he is man and must have them to live as man (not as a sacrificial 

animal). The Federal Government does not have the right to infringe 

my right to PROPERTY by forcibly collecting any part of the income 
which | have worked to earn; nor my right to LIBERTY by demanding 

that if | wish to earn my living (instead of being a welfare case or a 

mooching bum) | must work a certain number of weeks each year for 

the government; nor my right to LIFE by demanding that even one 

minute of it must be thus spent fulfilling alleged obligations to the 

government — obligations which, while pursuing my life peacefully, 

| have not chosen to assume. 

[l — The IMMORALITY of Supporting Evil 

Evil, OF ITSELF, is impotent. It has no power except that which it 
can force or defraud good men into lending it. Therefore, the most 
immoral act possible is the action of a good man ingiving hisunforced 
support, in any manner, to evil. It is an action which a moral man 
must avoid at all costs, since he knows that it is only the support of 

good men which keeps evil from collapsing in its own impotence. 

The United States Government is guilty of robbery and murder. 
| refuse to lend my voluntary support to this evil. 

The U.S. Government commits robbery by FORCIBLY taking money 
from some people (taxpayers) for the use of others. The forcible 

taking of money is robbery, no matter whether the act is committed 

by illegal hoodlum theft or by legal government confiscation. It is 

also robbery whether the robber keeps the money for himself or gives 

it to others. 

The U.S. Government commits murder by FORCIBLY shipping men to 
distant lands where it compels them to fight in foreign wars, regard- 
less of their moral convictions, and to risk death and mutilation, 

regardless of their wish to live. The forcible taking of life is murder, 
no matter whether the act is committed by a gang seeking plunder or 
a government seeking power (under the self-contradictory pretext 
that in order to preserve freedom ard life for all of us it is necessary 
to deny freedom and life to many of -us). 

In view of the foregoing indisputable.and objective facts of reality, 
| must refuse to relinquish my natural rights and to commit the immoral 
act of supporting governmental robbery and murder by the discretion- 
ary payment of income tax. LINDA S. TANNEHILL 

(This is a portion of a letter to taxpayers distributed by Morris G. 
Tannehill, 3117 S. Logan #58, Lansing, Mich. 48910; price not 
stated. The complete letter includes legal arguments against the 

income tax.) 

To the Editor: While | am all for individuals "opting out" — by land, 

sea, underground, outer space or whatever, why limit ourselves to 

defense? Why not counterattack and force THEM onto the defensive? 

| am not so unimaginative as to suggest armed insurrection; after all 

THEY are the chief practitioners of ARMED force, and we should ?of 

allow the enemy to determine weapons and tactics. Nor am | sonaive 

as to believe that we can change them by joining them or by support- 

ing one or another of the rival gangsters. (We would have bett?r.lu‘:ck 

changing the Communist Party USA and the Ku Klux Klan .by. joining 

them; they are much smaller.) Finally | am not so unreal.:shc as to 

direct criticism AT politicians or bureaucrats; criminals will usuo!ly 

continue to be criminals, especially so long as their crime remains 

rewarding. 

What | DO suggest is a vigorous attack at the ignorant, cow'ordly and 

amoral persons who continue to finance the most massive crime wave 

in history by PAYING TAXES. We should remind them, again and 

again, that anyone who pays federal income taxes s aiding ond 

abetting mass murder (bombing of innocent civilians), slavery (cc?n- 

scription) and armed ropbery (eminent domain seizure), not to mention 

extortion (taxes themselves). Especially reprehensible are those bus- 

inessmen who withhold taxes from employees: they are the volunteer 

servants of totalitarianism. (The fact that they are themselves threat- 

ened is hardly an excuse.) Most contemptible of all are those who 

represent themselves as moral, freedom-loving, peace-loving, etc., 

but go on paying taxes (or holding jobs where taxes are withheld). 

Why not "request" that such vassels and hypocrites at leost contribute 

e ik to furthering liberty as they contribute to furthering slavery,
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IN THE PRESENT is the place. 

DECLINE OF THE DOLLAR; RISE OF GOLD 
  

To the Editor: Several persons have inquired as to the significance of 

the cessation of gold sales by central banks and the "duel price." 

In essence the U.S. and "cooperating" governments have gone off 

the gold-exchange standard; their currencies are now completely 

fiat, though fixed in relation to each other. The continuing "sale" 

of gold to EACH OTHER at $35 per ounce is at most an inter-nation 

monetary regulatory arrangement. The price of gold in the free 

markets of Zurich and Paris (the only meaningful price) has been 

around $40 per ounce. 

Since even the governments' little game will break down as soon as 

the free-market price rises appreciably, | would not be surprised if 

the U.S. treasury continues to sell gold for a while yet, surrepti- 

fiously of course, to hold the price down. While short-term effect 

is not as dramatic as it would have been if the treasury had 

simply devalued the dollar to 1/70 of an ounce, in the long run | 

expect an even greafer rise in the price of gold (mostly a decline in 

the value of the dollar) since the largest remaining obstacle to un- 

[imited inflation has been removed. Needless to add, | believe that 

gold even at $40 an ounce is a once-in-a-lifetime bargain. EL RAY 

TAX REFUSAL 

Enclosed is a 1040 Form containing only my 

The Federal Government claims | owe 

| do not recognize this 

To IRS: Gentlemen: 

name, address and signature. 

in income tax a part of the money | earned. 

debt, as | do not recognize that the government has a right to infringe 

my natural rights by forcibly confiscating any part of my income. . 

Also, my discretionary payment would be an immoral action on my 

part and | do not choose to act against my moral principles. 

The following is a detailed explanation of the above two statements — 

| — RIGHTS — Based on the Nature of Man and Existence 

s is not in any law or government decree,but 

in reality — in the nature of existence. Rights are conditions of 

existence required by man's nature for his proper survival. If man is 

to exist as a human being, it is RIGHT for him to live without the 

threat of force being used against his life; it is RIGHT for him to use 

his mind ond act freely on his own judgment; it is RIGHT for himto 

work for his values and keep the product of his work. These are the 

three basic and fundamental rights — the rights to life, liberty and 

property. They belong to every man inalienably (and NOT by 

permission of government), so long as he does not infringe the same 

rights of another man. 

The source of man's right 

In view of the foregoing indisputanle anu Vuserve s <o oo 

| must rafuse to relinquish my natural rights and to commit the immoral 

acl of supporting governmental robbery and murder by the discretion- 

ary payment of incomo fax. LINDA 5. TANNEHILL 

(This is a portion of a letter to taxpayers distributed by Morris G. 

Tannehill, 3117 5. Logan #58, Lansing, Mich. 48910; price not 

statod. The complete lotter includes legal arguments ogainst the 

income tax.) 

To the Editor: While | am all for individuals "opting out" — by land, 

sea, underground, outer space Of whatever, why limit ourselves to 

defense? Why not counterattack and force THEM onto the defensive? 

| am not so unimaginative as to suggest armed insurrection; ofterall 

THEY are the chief practitioners of ARMED force, and we should not 

allow the enemy fo determine weapons and tactics. Nor am | sonaive 

as to believe that we can change them by joining them or by support- 

ing one or another of the rival gangsters. (We would have better luck 

changing the Communist Party USA and the Ku Klux Klan by joining 

them; they are much smaller.) Finally | am nof so unrealistic as to 

direct criticism AT politicians or bureaucrats; criminals will usually 

continue to be criminals, especially so long os their crime remains 

rewarding. 

What | DO suggest is a vigor 

amoral persons who continue 
ous attack at the ignorant, cowardly and 

to finance the most massive crime wave 

in history by PAYING TAXES. We should remind them, again and 

again, that anyone who pays federal income taxes is aiding and 

abetting mass murder (bombing of innocent civilians), slavery (con- 

scription) and armed robbery (eminent domain seizure), not to mention 

extortion (taxes themselves). Especially reprehensible are those bus- 

inessmen who withhold taxes from employees: they are the volunteer 

servants of totalitarianism. (The fact that they are themselves threat- 

ened is hardly an excuse.) Most contemptible of all are those who 

represent themselves as moral, freedom-loving, peace-loving, efc., 

but go on paying taxes (or holding jobs where taxes are withheld). 

Why not "request" that such vassels and hypocrites at least contribute 

as much to furthering liberty as they contribute to furthering slavery, 

by making donations (in amount equal to taxes payed) to such organ- 

izations as Liberty Amendment Committee, Rampart College, Alliance 

of Libertarian Activists, School of Living, Institute for Humane 

Studies, etc. Those who do not respond should be boycotted or 

ostracized. For a start let's picket IBM and Honeywell (who not only 

pay toxes but sell electronic computers fo the IRS) as well as IRS and 

Dow Chemicals this April. CARL KOHLER 

P.S. When will your tax savings issue be published? How does 

comeone become an Issue Editor? What does that involve? Pay? 

What articles are you seeking? What is the waiting time to publica- 

tion? 

Reply: A theme issue (feature section) is firmly scheduled and 

announced only when subcontracted to an issve editor; so far as | 

know a tax issue has nat been subcontracted. A libertarian writer 

who would like to put together an issue on a particular topic should 

write to Richard Bray, enclosing outlines or rough drafts of articles 

he will be able to provide. The issue editor has overall authority and 

responsibility for content. He is payed per page, and must in turn 

pay any contributing writers. 

Self-liberation application articles remain in greatest demand (and 

shortest supply). How are you or someone you know increasing 

pefsonal freedom? If you have facts and ideas but not the time to 

wn.fe, send in a rough draft; someone will rewrite. An application 

al:tucle is usually published within a few months. A theoretical 

historical, .inspirational, or promotional (ideological) article must be, 

o?_tstandizggo be accepted at all, and may wait longer forpublica- 

fion. .E. 
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conicol 
o
m
e
w
m
d
 

in), 
v 

grilling 
might 

be 
easier 

ond 
quieter 

 coshige 
bin 

in 
¢ 

broce 
ond 

“hydroulic 
d
y
n
o
m
i
t
e
 

of 

\eh 
¢ 
greemhouse 

for 
vegetcble 

growing 
teo, 

as 
good 

ae 
it 
e
 

T
t
 

victm 
of 

Big 
Business, 

most 
foods 

being 

e 
wnatrie 

Flowr, 
sger, 

gry 
milk 

wlids, 
etc, 

08 
If 

by 
a 

g 
<t 

off 
wow 

bee 
wpplies, 

Pipe 
or 

corry 
water 

from 

o
 

make 
Listerm 

o 
Zotch 

melting 
wow, 

Weor 
o 

good 
w 

rach 
Sutting, 

@ 
the 

dus! 
couses 

o 
fotal 

lung 
disease. 

d
w
o
m
.
 

| hope 
you 

con 
we 

ol 
or 

part 
of 

this 
letter 

in 
MET 

F
A
I
K
I
R
S
O
N
 

  

nd 
commeety 

T
t
 

¢ 
helicopter 

forge 
encugh 

to 
live 

e
 

sver 
§X0,000 

and 
be 

correspondingly 
expensive 

wmtear, 
3¢ 

{et 
you 

imply) 
ecomomicel 

air 
mobility 

is 
¢ wiiys 

i 
e
 

butire. 
Mowever 

| have 
reod 

that 
under- 

chon 
o 

giready 
competitive 

in 
mony 

situations 
with 

<rtion; 
¢ 

posmibility 
for 

the 
libertorian 

who 
would 

or 
move 

ertend. 
A
L
 

Severs! 
imprebabifities 

in 
the 

"Libervan® 
piece 

S
 

wo3 
otherwive 

© 
ood 

iswe. 
Probably 

the 
most 

e
 

secret 
tumof®™ 

ot 
an 

“orec 
of 

exposed 
bed-rock, * 

k
i
t
 

often 
ewposed 

in 
orid 

climates, 
it 

is 
clmost 

woil 
O 

Steep 
topes, 

ond 
it 

vaslly 
rugged, 

not 
flat. 

worid 
ware 

M
,
 

Eilond 
ond 

M, 
Ray 

driving ? 

} 
0ot 

nearly 
w0 

difficult 
o 

the 
outhon 

opporently 
e
 
0
 

require 
ony 

s
k
 

fortuitous 
tefrain 

feature. 
oed 

© 
porking 

orec 
lew 

than 
100 

miles 
from 

Los 
located 

dhout 
X0 

yoras 
from 

o 
trail 

from 
which 

rees, 
brugh 

and 
g 

Wight 
rise. 

ches 
when 

not 
in 

cie; 
these 

are 
crranged 

to 
look 

like 
on 

ither 
sice. 

After 
entering 

or 
feaving 

| 
brush 

out 
niie 

fesr 
pine 

rewdier. 
| 

suspect 
a 

really 
expert 

€ 
se¢ 

through 
my 

comcfioge 
byt 

there 
oren‘t 

that 
mony 

P 
¢ 

ocxen 
vehicles 

A 
YEAR 

travel 
the 

wail, 
I'm 

VIE 
park 

there 
for 

months 
with 

regligible 
chonce 

of 
oi. 

There 
is 

woter 
close 

at 
hond, 

Crly 
four 

doys 
© 

clecr 
the 

parking 
arec 

gnd 
widen 

¢ 
mile 

of 
trail 

My 
camper 

fo 
pass, 

it 
is 

The 
entrance 

isblocked 

HE DO
U
A
L
 

Rist of ot 

have 
gone 

off 

     

ile 
yor, 

surrepi;. 
¢, 

1o 
hold 

the 
price 

down, 
Whi| 

short-term 
eff, 

eftect 
"CHE 

03 
it 

would 
hoye 

been 
; f 

th 
:&M.. 

dollar 
to 

1/70 
of 

on 
ounce, 

m“ 
-”osa_«:Q 

bed 
..ana“.a.e-« 

n_ma 
in 

the 
price 

of 
gold 

(mostly 
o 

d 
Qwu 

i
l
 

o) 
since 

the 
largest 

i 
v
 

€
5
5
 

10 add, 
| 

be| 
isa 

once-In-a-lifetime 
vo.aoo:.. 

iave 
thay 

lemant. 
Enclosed 

Js o 
1040 

Ry "m 
containing 

only 
Q!"r“flen _”“.. 

The 
Federo! 

G
o
v
e
m
m
e
n
t
 

n”:n-a 
W
O
”
N
 

J 
maney 

| earned, 
| 

go 
not 

recognize 
t
h
o
t
 

the 
goy, 

    

vernment 
hos 

the 
right 

to 
infringe, 

even 
in 

port, 
any 

one 
of 

thee 
rights, 

which 
ore 

man's 
by 

virtue 
of 

}
.
n
fi
”
m
u
 

.ro_.r- 
is 

mon 
and 

must 
have 

them 
to 

live 
os 

man 
(not 

.omru 
moma_q 

_.: 
! 

onimol). 
The 

Federol 
G
o
v
e
r
n
m
e
n
t
 

does 
:..o. 

have 
the 

rig 
‘N,o 

:.._ 
i 

M 

my 
right 

to 
P
R
O
P
E
R
T
Y
 

by 
forcibly 

collecting 
any 

port 
of 

the 
_:nqn__. 

e 

which 
| 
hove 

worked 
to 

earn; 
nor 

my 
right 

to 
LIBERTY 

by 
demonding 

thot 
if 

| 
wish 

to 
earn 

my 
living 

(instead 
of 

being 
@ 

welfore 
case 

9« 
a 

mooching 
bum) 

| 
must 

work 
@ 

certain 
number 

of 
En.mr., 

each 
yeor 

for 

the 
government; 

nor 
my 

right 
to 

LIFE 
by 

m
m
:
&
:
u
_
:
m
.
.
r
u
q
 

even 
one 

minute 
of 

i1 
must 

be 
thus 

spent 
fulfilling 

alleged 
ov__mo..OJ“ 

to 
the 

government 
— 

obligations 
which, 

while 
pursuing 

my 
life 

peacefully, 

| 
hove 

not 
chosen 

to 
a
s
s
u
m
e
 . 

No 
mon, 

no 
gong, 

NO 
go’ 

1l 
= 

The 
I
M
M
O
R
A
L
I
T
Y
 

of 
Supporting 

Evil 

Evil, 
OF 

ITSELF, 
is 

impotent. 
It 

hos 
no 

power 
except 

that 
which 

it 

con 
force 

or 
defraud 

good 
men 

into 
lending 

it. 
Therefore, 

the 
most 

immoral 
act 

possible 
is 

the 
oction 

of 
a 

good 
man 

ingiving 
hisunforced 

support, 
in 

any 
manner, 

to 
evil. 

It 
is 

an 
oction 

which 
a 

moral 
man 

must 
avoid 

of 
all 

costs, 
since 

he 
knows 

that 
it 

is 
only 

the 
support 

of 

good 
men 

which 
keeps 

evil 
from 

collapsing 
in 

its 
own 

i
m
p
o
t
e
n
c
e
.
 

The 
United 

States 
Government 

is 
guilty 

of 
robbery 

and 
murder. 

| 
refuse 

to 
lend 

my 
voluntary 

support 
to 

this 
evil. 

The 
U.S. 

Government 
commits 

robbery 
by 

FORCIBLY 
taking 

money 
from 

some 
people 

(toxpayers) 
for 

the 
use 

of 
others. 

The 
forcible 

toking 
of 

money 
is 

robbery, 
no 

matter 
whether 

the 
act 

is 
committed 

by 
illegal 

hoodlum 
theft 

or 
by 

legal 
government 

confiscation. 
It 

is 
also 

robbery 
whether 

the 
robber 

keeps 
the 

money 
for 

himself 
or 

gives 
it 

to 
others. 

The 
U.S. 

Government 
commits 

murder 
by 

FORCIBLY 
shipping 

men 
to 

distont 
lands 

where 
it 

compels 
them 

to 
fight 

in 
foreign 

wars, 
regard- 

less 
of 

their 
moral 

convictions, 
and 

to 
risk 

death 
and 

mutilation, 
regardless 

of 
their 

wish 
to 

. 
The 

forcible 
taking 

of 
life 

is 
murder, 

no 
matter 

whether 
the 

act 
is 

committed 
by 

a 
gong 

seeking 
plunder 

or 
o 

government 
seeking 

power 
(under 

the 
self-contradictory 

pretext 
that 

in 
order 

to 
preserve 

freedom 
ond 

life 
for 

oll 
of 

us 
it 

is 
necessary 

to 
deny 

freedom 
and 

life 
to 

many 
of 

us), 

  

In 
view 

of 
the 

foregoing 
indisputable 

and 
objective 

facts 
of 

reality, 
| 
must 

refuse 
1o 

relinquish 
my 

natural 
rights 

and 
to 

commit 
the 

immoral 
act 

of 
supporting 

governmental 
robbery 

and 
murder 

by 
the 

discretion= 
ary 

payment 
of 

income 
tax. 

LINDA 
S, 

T
A
N
N
E
H
I
L
L
 

(This 
is 

@ 
portion 

of 
o 

letter 
to 

taxpayers 
distributed 

by 
Morris 

G. 
Tonnehill, 

3117 
S. 

Logan 
/s, 

Lansing, 
Mich. 

48910; 
price 

not 
stated. 

The 
complete 

letter 
includes 

legal 
arguments 

ogainst 
the 

income 
tax.) 

To 
the 

Editor: 
While 

| 
am 

oll 
for 

individuals 
“opting 

out* 
= 

by 
land, 

40, 
underground, 

outer 
space 

or 
whatever, 

why 
limit 

ourselves 
to 

defense? 
Why 

not 
counterottack 

and 
force 

THEM 
onto 

the 
defensive? 

! om 
not 

30 
unimoginative 

os 
to 

suggest 
armed 

Insurrection; 
afterall 

THEY 
ore 

the 
chief 

practitioners 
of 

A
R
M
E
D
 

force, 
and 

we 
should 

not 
allow 

}n. 
enemy 

fo 
determine 

weapons 
and 

tactics, 
Nor 

am 
| 
sonaive 

as 
to 

believe 
thot 

we 
can 

change 
them 

by 
joining 

them 
or 

by 
support- 

_fl.e one 
or 

arother 
of 

the 
rival 

gangsters. 
(We 

would 
have 

better 
luck 

..ur“”m:..nra}n 
Communist 

Party 
USA 

and 
the 

Ku 
Klux 

Klan 
by 

joining 
i
)
 

2.-« 
fl.o 

much 
5..c=.2.v 

Finally 
Iam 

not 
so 

unrealistic 
a5 

to 
nozzuc-.._onrs_ 

>.q 
fla_:_n_oa 

or 
bureaucrats; 

criminaly 
wil| 

usually 
s
 

e 
criminals, 

especially 
so 

long 
as 

thelr 
crime 

remains 

Whet 
1 
DO 

Suggest 
Is 

o 
vigorous 

ottock 
ot 

..563_ 
Persons 

who 
continye 

in 
r.r_oQ 

by 
P
A
Y
I
N
G
 

TAXES, 
ogain, 
P 

A
l
 

mrder 
bonkiny 

s 
583.. 

taxes 
is 

aiding 
and 

scription) 
and 

armed 
rop| 

extortion 
(toxes 

}!:—o_,‘oav. 
inessmen 

who 
withhold 

f, axes 
from 

am 
: 

servants 
of 

totallarianism, 
e
y
 

ened 
is 

hardly 
an 

excuse,) 
S @s 

moral 
but 

go 
on 

Paying 
taxes 

(of 
thot 

sych 
vassels 

and 
hy, 

                 

is1s, 
School 

of 
Livi 

llege, 
Alllance 

Thos, 
ving, 

Institute 
f, 

~naonww<"”.aa 
ot 

respond 
shoylg 

rcmroo_. 
Humane 

sell 
efect, 

(e Pickst 
1M 

ang 
Honeywel 

| 
?.:xno:na_ 

" 
15 thig 

Ao 
1€ COMPUters 

1o 
the 

IRS) 
© 

not 
only 

ill 
*Aerl. 

CARL 
KomLgy 

) 
@ 

vell 
b 

RS 
ang 

T
 
Your 

tax 
savings 

fgsy e 
b 

4 
Editor? 

What 
huwc_u:.r-a.m 

How 
doeg    

  .=o= 
Is 

f 
ontracteq 

o 
nv: 

__:.;z..__x 
scheduled 

ong 

C
O
M
M
U
N
I
S
M
 

= 
A
M
E
R
I
C
A
N
I
S
M
 

 
 

"... 
Communism's 

greatest 
force 

as 
an 

idea 
s 

jts 
ability 

1q 
projection 

of 
A
m
e
r
i
c
a
'
s
 

own 
desires, 

When 
18) 

mzn.wzaaa 

Communists 
he 

is 
really 

exposing 
the 

Americon 
iq 

1o 
the 

worg 
the 

LBJ 
were 

logical, 
he 

w
o
u
l
d
 

order 
an 

immediate 
napalm 

drop 
..s.___ 

White 
Housel" 

by 

"... 
The 

Left 
in 

America 
has 

a 
lot 

in 
common 

psychologicol| 
ith 

the 
Christian 

Church: 
socialism 

or 
heaven 

lies 
in 

the 
R, 

i
 

must 
wait 

for 
the 

objective 
conditions; 

we 
have 

the 
truth; 

.\,..h 
written 

by 
the 

great 
men 

in 
the 

past; 
study 

it 
and 

YOU 
100 

con 
w“ 

'revolutionary."" 

   

"The 
costrator 

of 
our 

youth 
today 

are 
the 

schools. 
America's 

schogly 
teach 

obedience. 
America's 

schools 
convince 

the 
young 

tht 
they 

cannot 
fly. 

The 
schools 

produce 
wounded, 

half-peop 
discouraging 

enthusiasm; 
by 

converting 
youthful 

emotionand 
into 

serious 
reasonableness; 

by 
glorifying 

the 
expert 

and 
scorning the 

hero; 
by 

dividing 
life 

into 
pieces 

called 
"subjects.” 

Castration 
s 

performed 
through 

the 
school 

cycle: 
material 

is 
memorized 

for the 
right 

answers 
for 

the 
good 

gradesfor 
the 

degrees. 
This 

is 
homegen= 

izing 
for 

the 
9-to-5-success—career-job 

stupor 
of 

middle 
class 

life 
in 

which 
play 

is 
divorced 

from 
work." 

(From 
"Elvis 

Presley 
Killed 

Dwight 
Eisenhower,” 

Jerry 
Rubin, 

W
A
S
H
I
N
G
T
O
N
 

(D.C.) 
FREE 

PRESS, 
March 

19, 
1968.) 

    

 
 

DO 
Y
O
U
R
 

T
H
I
N
G
 

"We 
know 

The 
System 

doesn't 
work 

because 
we're 

living 
in 

ifs 
itk 

We 
know 

that 
leaders 

don't 
work 

out 
because 

they 
have 

all 
iz’,“ 

only 
to 

the 
present, 

the 
good 

leaders 
equally 

with 
the 

bod. 
__fi}s 

caused 
more 

suffering, 
Hitler 

or 
St. 

Paul?) 
It 

doesn't 
:5.3.. 

w 
.4.. 

the 
leader 

is 
good 

or 
bad: 

leading 
PER 

SE 
is 

bad. 
The 

mediu 
._..B 

message, 
& 

the 
message 

of 
leadership 

is 
Vietnom. 

mo:fi: 
raf 

camps. 
The 

Great 
Society. 

Riots 
on 

Haight 
Street.... 

"Watch 
out 

for 
cats 

who 
want 

to 
play 

The 
System's 

ooaorrn- 

can't 
beat 

The 
System 

at 
its 

own 
games, 

& 
you 

rn.oi 
L 

\_._. 

should 
we 

trade 
one 

Establishment 
for 

another 
Establishment 

| 

"Do 
your 

thing. 
Be 

what 
you 

are. 
If 

you 
don't 

know 
what 

you 

find 
out 

,..." 
e
 

HPE 

(From 
"Do 

Your 
Thing," 

Communication 
noavnax‘z 

e
 

PAPERS 
edited 

by 
Jerry 

Hopkins, 
Signet 

Q3457, 
Ne 

Library, 
1968.) 

  

tcause 
YO 
Why 

 
 

FIRST CLASS



     

   
o 

sherrin Ave., Monterey Park, California. 
\cPne u MEAT CURING, Pub. by Morton Salt Co., 110 N. Walker 
L0 Chicago, lllinais, (c) 1965, 68 pages, 50¢ paperbound. 
),ivey 

VING OFF THE COUNTRY by Bradford Angier, Pub. by Stackpole 

! Harrisburg, Pa., $5.00 hardbound. 
01 

m BLUE BOOK, Pub. by Ball Brothers Company, Inc., El Monte, 

’ralifornio, (c) 1963, 96 pages, 35¢ paperbound. ' 

(ERR HOME CANNING BOOK, Pub. by Kerr Glass Manufacture 

Corp- 1 Sand Springs, Oklahoma, (c) 1965, 56 pages, 35¢ paperbound. 

  

| RETREAT _MEDICAL KIT 
AR 

he basic item in the medical kit should be THE MERCK MANUAL,! 

, reference book covering all diseases and their treatment. This is a 
st if you don't have available medical help. It is written in 

asily understood language and is updated each year. Chemical 

omes and dosage amounts for treatment of each disease are listed. 

I'm sure you could get any bookstore to order you a copy. 

hobably the most common problem at the retreat will be the 

weservation or treatment of infection in cuts and abrasions. For 

wevention you should have tincture of Merthiolate, alcohol or 

Tephiran chloride solution to sterilize any open cut or scratch before 
I gets infected. Then, of course, plenty of band-aids of all sizes, 
wuze and adhesive tape fo cover cuts or scratches. A deep cut can 
be pulled together with tape if no medical man is available to suture 

it shut. For any injury which is bleeding profusely, put some gauze 

wer the wound and hold pressure directly on the cut. The bleeding 

will stop more quickly and hence less blood will be lost by direct 

pressure than by trying to use a tourniquet, and direct pressure reduces 
the chance of complications. Always clean any open injury well 
with soap and water, removing all dirt and other foreign matter 

before applying the dressing. 

for control and treatment of infection, external and internal, you 

hould have some antibiotics in the kit. | would suggest you get a 

prescription from your doctor for enough antibiotic to treat each 

member of the family at least once for a S-day course; more if 

possible, 2 Judge whether infection is present by fever and inflamation 

o swelling (include a thermometer in the kit). Heat will help for 

wrface infections so include a hot water bottle or two. Pollycillin is 

probably the drug of choice now because it is effective against a 

¥ide variety of conditions. Because liquid antibiotics have a limited 

thelf life, dry type aontibiotics should be selected if possible. Also 

wifa powders and tablets which last indefinitely are well worth 

°btuining_   
Pain may be a serious problem so you should include Darvon 

Compound 65. You will need to take one or two about every four 

Ours as needed for pain. 

You should include an antinauseate such as Bucladin and take one as 

"eeded for nausea. 

ffcctures should be treated by splinting. There is a good plastic 
"“flomble splint in each arm and leg length. These take up very 

  

ittle space and are far more effective and comfortable than wood 

| ®lints, 

Treqt abscesses with heat and when the center gets Wh”e{ open.it 

%ith a needle or similar sharp object which has been sterilized with 

  

erthiolate. 

tranquilizers, anti- 
'd advise a fairly good supply of sleeping pills, r 

nter variety 
istamines and antiacid tablefs. Buy some over the cou 

% get a prescription from your doctor. 

  

iae sure to have a good supply of any drugs 

ou should also get hundreds of aspirin.. 

iotic cream that should be included. Put inasm 

% possible; these will provide good insurance 
eases. 

that you take frequently. 

Trib ointment is an anfi= 

any vitamin capsules 

that dietary changes 

Will not result in vitamin deficiency dis 

If you will be in areas where irritative plants |i es and poison 
ivy abound or where stinging or biting insects are a problem, a good 

supply of antihistamine/anesthetic ointment would be o good 
investment. Also a supply of an effective insect repellent. If 

poisonous snakes are problems, a Cutter snake bite kit should be 

carried on your person whenever you are afield and you should have 

an antivenin kit at the retreat. 

Otherbooks to be considered for the retreat medical kits might include 

a Red Cross First Aid Manual, o good book on nutritional values of 
foods, an exercise book for periods of reduced activity, and books on 

speciality subjects such as delivering a baby at home, care of 

children's health problems, etc. 

Ifyou can fit it into your schedule, a good first aid course would stand 

you in good stead. 

Finally, be prepared with a good kit but don't be overly concerned 

about health problems at the retreat. Because of lack of exposure to 

those carrying communicable diseases like colds, flu, etc., these 

should be reduced significantly. And because you will be keeping 

active enough to be in good shape, breathing fresh air and living 

under minimal emotional stress, many of the problems of the deskbound 

ratrace will no longer plague you. Wishing you health and happiness 

in a climate of liberty. A PRO-FREEDOM DOCTOR 

(1) MERCK MANUAL (Merck, Sharp and Dohme Research Lab. — 

Division of Merck & Co., Inc., West Point, Pa. $6.00) 

Ifyour family doctor hesitates to provide you with the prescription 
drugs you need for retreat medicine, many of these same drugs 
can be purchased, often at considerable savings, as veterinary 

supplies without prescription. 

2 

Bibliography: 

MOUNTAINEERING MEDICINE by Fred T. Darvill, Jr., M.D. 

Pub. by The Mountaineers, Seattle, Washington, 34 pages, $1.00 

paperbound only. 

FIRST AID TEXTBOOK by American Red Cross, Pub. by Doubleday & 

Co., Inc., Garden City, New York, (c) 1957, 249 pages, $1.00 

hardbound, 75¢ paperbound. 

  

MOBILITY — AN ALTERNATE RETREAT CONCEPT 
  

Mobility, whether on land or sea, affords considerable liberty in the 

here and now. But a live-aboard boat or van is also unexcelled as 

“disaster insurance", comparing favorably to the stationary shelter. 
Potential advantages include: 

Flexibility: Selection of a stationary-retreat site necessitates long- 

range prediction of political "climate" in a particular couniry or 

locale; this is hazardous at best. Mobile retreat, on the other hand, 

requires only short-term prediction; when flight-time comes, the 
nomad simply moves to the place most advantageous at the moment 
and, if necessary, moves again and again. 

Speed of evacuation: The unprepared apartment dweller may still be 
packing food, clothesand children when a nuclear warhead detonates 
a mob razes his street, or roadblocks go up. The boat or van dwelle,r 
isready to sail or roll at a moment'snotice or, if disaster strikes while 
off work, may already be clear of congested areas. 

Security of site: Even in relatively uninhabited regions the prepared 
site will sooner or later show on aerial photos, especially if proto- 
agriculture is attempted; the retreater may arrive safely only to be 
"welcomed" by local tax collectors, State school officials, and 
perhaps "emergency labor" registrars. The nomad moving lfo an 
unaltered site gives no advance warning; if he is eventually notjced 
by the people molesters, he moves again. y et 
Concentration of resources: The stationar 
divide knowledge, labor and finances TH 
housing, wilderness cabin 

y-retreat developer must 
fin REE ways — among city . ¢+ and transportation vehicle. 

van live-aboard concentrates on o SINGLE home—\lreh?cl W] be moored or parked with e ili qual facility at Mari 
o e y at Marina Del 

e which can 

Rey or Bella 

  

 



  

     

    

Preservation of assets: The stationary dweller must abandon most of 

his property when he flees the city. Themobileman brings most of his 

possessions with him to a retreat areq; they are available to use as is 
. . (! 

or cannibalize. . 

Integration of present and future: Preparation for retreat mo)fi,flcy 

anegative and catastrophic view of the future and be psycholo 4l 

debilitating. With every expenditure of time or money the stationary 

dweller must forgo PRESENT living for FUTURE survival or vice 
versa. Since retreat preparations ARE only insurance, at best they 
may be slighted; more likely they will be postponed indefinitely with 
rationalizations that time or money is lacking "right now". Or worse, 
one may give up all concern for the future to "eat, drink and be 

merry..." though such a person is seldom merry. The stationary-site 
retreater who DOES make adequate preparation may spend a sub- 
stantial part of his life getting ready for a calamity which never 
comes. In contrast, the modern nomad can enjoy freedom now, and 
almost as a by-product be well prepared for tomorrow; with present 
living and future survival in harmony, he plans with confidence and 
acts with enthusiasm. 

While the boat or van dweller has made an excellent start, he can 
improve survival odds by having on board at all times fuel, spare 
parts, food and other supplies sufficient for travel to sanctuary plus 
several months of living while learning wilderness skills. And he will 
probably spend vacations exploring promising retreat areas. Equally 
important, he will strive to increase his freedom under present 
conditions; perhaps by developing an occupation not dependent on 
physical location nor bureaucratic approval; perhaps by utilizing 
wild foods when economical; perhaps by cutting ties with those 
unwillingto leave the bosom of the Grave Society. Come what may, 
the future will belong to those who are already free, EL RAY 
  

ON A SH RETREATIN 
  

Many who read this issue of INNOVATOR will for reasons, financial 

or other, find it impossible to establish and stock a retreat in the 
unchartered forests right now. Though building a home and out- 

buildings, clearing ground to develop a garden and orchard and 

establishing livestock facilities are out of reach at the moment these 

are other steps which can be taken with minimal capital outlay for 
maximum survival value: 

1. Find and stock an EMERGENCY RETREAT LOCKER. This could 
be a metal foot locker or whatever suits your needs. It should be of 
asize to fit in your camper or automobile trunk and should be stocked 

t all times so it can be tossed in the vehicle at a moments notice. 
It should contain essentials you would need if you had to leave 
suddenly without forwarning. These might include the following: 

. Dry food ration 

.Sleeping bag(s) or bedding 

.Clothing — warm and cold weather clothing, rain gear, boots, 
heavy sox, hat, etc. 

_Basic tools — ax, shovel, hammer, hoe, chisel, etc. (Onlong 

handled tools, handles might be omitted, they could be fabricated 

later from local material.) 

.First aid kit, cooking gear, light or lantern, waterproofed matches 

and a reliable transistorized radio 
.Compass, maps, and survival books 
.Firearms, ammunition and fishing gear 

.Silver coins or trading commodities 

.Seed library 

2. Collect and read BOOKS on various aspects of self-sufficiency. 
The knowledge in your head is the lowest cost, most valuable, light- 
weight resource you have. And it can't be stolen or looted. 

3. Invest in COURSES — First aid courses, mountaineering 
like those offered by the Sierra Club, etc. 

4. Plant a small GARDEN and practice FORAGING off the land. 

5. Equip your present vehicle or a used van or camper as a RETREAT 

VEHICLE with extra gas tanks, water tanks, balloon tires, etc. 

6. Visit potential RETREAT AREAS on vacations and long weekends. 
Look for possible food sources, caching places, etc. If you live in a 

courses 

o ihqupgh‘ihg bq'c'vk‘.t)(};me by radio. 

Zglljlibe f’orjon and otherwise. Watch the economy through the 

, rpqtrppolis, locate temporary staging areas outside the city Where il 

/ cap 'wait during periods of potential crisis while monitoring whil ) 
/e 

i 

AR, (Keep in touch with what is going on in government ang the 

by subscribihg Ho a variety of news and commentary PUBLICAT'Oor'd 

NS, 
S m ) : . e Walf 
treet oUU\%o ther financial publications. 

8. TRAIN YOUR MIND to be adaptable. Learn to accept the f, 
that things may change quite suddenly for the worse so thet if:;? 

happens you can be acting while others panic. ~ 

9. Keep your retreat plans CONFIDENTIAL whenever possibla 
Todays "good listener" may be tomorrow's looter. i 

As you make these preparations, any eventuality will become Jess 

threatening. Only those who are prepared for the worst mentally 
and materially can afford to think optimistically. | do. 
DON STEPHENS 
  

ON THE MARKET 

In addition to the footnote and "bibliography" entries in this isse 
dealing with specific aspects of retreating, the following are 
suggested as general sources providing information on many diverse 
retreat subjects. 

GREEN REVOLUTION, "a world-wide effort for decentralization ond 

rural revival "according to its masthead, is a monthly newspeper 

format publication dealing with homestead-type retreating os a way 

to freedom right now. However, it offers articles, " letters to the 

editor and classified advertising of interest to the future retreater as 

well as today's "sodbuster". [t is published by The School of Living, 

Lanes End Homestead, Brookville, Ohio, 45309, and the subscription 

rate is $3.00 per year; single issue is 25¢. j 

THE RETREAT BIBLIOGRAPHY, a source listing of information and 

materials of value to the retreater is now being offered with a 1968 

supplement of updating entries at $9.50 complete. Those who have 

already purchased the original bibliography either os a Pcrf of 

Harry Browne's "How To Survive A Monetary Crisis" seminar of 

directly may update by sending 30¢ in coin or stamps to the publishers 

to cover postage and handling. This same arrangement will be 

followed on future supplements to the first edition. All orders should 

be placed with Don Stephens, Atlantis Enterprises Ltd., 5020 H 

Verano Averue, Los Angeles, California, 90041. 

ORGANIC GARDENING MAGAZINE isamonthly magazine offering 
articles on all aspects of gardening and tree culture plus dO'.i" 
yourself shop projects, writeups on raising domestic animals, foregin 

for wild produce and many other topics of interest to the retreaters 

It shows how to get maximum yields in home gardens without the use 

of synthetic fertilizers, how to control insects without chemical 

poisons. Itispublished by The Rodale Press, Inc., 33 East Minor Sf.,; 

Emmaus, Penn., 18049, and the subscription rate is $5.00 per yedi 

single issue is 50¢ at more complete newsstands. 
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This month's "RETREAT ?7?7?" editors were Don and Barbie SfePhenii 
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ach 
liIUreguy the papers are filled with detailed accounts of 

mfectioon the part of the "public protectors” to provide 

fod " they promise for their charges; failures which 

ce disastrous results. 
longs; 

'&:bg:(;d% (:n account  of Matilda Ossberg, 78, who was 

er of rwem;rr-ufa.s in a public park by two youths who robbed 

ted fo deqth ll:e dollars and six bus tokens and left her to 

Yor Smith! efore several witnesses, is a press release of 

Policemen's Annual 
flanet . . 

in which he “praised the man on the beat for his 
”‘e;; ded; 

his |ed.c 
ffords 

8 of f 

of Crimhe-same paper is an editorial deploring the 

at ise in the streets and proclaiming unequivocally 

needed to prevent such senseless killing is the 
egish’qf' 1on of N 

™Munition , » all firearms and their owners and a 2% fax on 

legy 0 9 it 
SPite s reported that "no new leads have been found 

all- 

:::r:“ "g in ea::itd:?o: by police to close in on a burglar 

F teleys.s Onths WellU urban areas. During the last three and 

nd m-vls'°“ sets, md?Ver a quarter of a million dollars worth 

’Usinel:ce“"neous ite ios, cash, typewriters, office equipment 

Wndreq - 'Ne Yorq|ms hc::’ been taken from homes and small 

°°mmitf Nd ninetee .num er of complaints has jumped to one 
: n; anumber of the crimes were apparently 

road d(lyl ig hf. " 

A small article at the bottom of Page 27 tells about a man in 

Toronto going berserk in a bar and shooting five people, killing 

two, before taking his own life with his .32 automatic. (Space 

did not allow mention of the fact that all handguns have been 

banned in Canada for a number of years.) 

OCCASIONALLY there is proud announcement of a murder or 

assault prevented by a government "watchdog" who happened 

to show up at just the right moment, but more often if the thug 

is apprehended at all, it is long after the fact, much too late 

to be of any value to the victim. 

On the other hand, each day, many a person who realizeshow 

futile it is to depend on big brother for protection, takes action 

on his own behalf. Since SELF-protection seldom requires a 

flashy show of force, it receives very little newspaper 

coverage. It just isn't "good copy.” In fact, often no one 

but the would-be criminal himself knows that a crime has been 

prevented. 

Cat burglar Harry 

down a street of o 

evening is the home of Dr. 

been featured in a number of pictures on 

wearing a good deal of diamond jewelry. 

the house he notes that the grounds are well lighted. 

small but vocal dogs greet him as he approaches the fence. 

His well-trained eyes spot the alarm box high on a two story 

wall of the house. Harry turns away muttering to himself that 

Smithers takes a leisurely late evening stroll 

Ider well-kept homes. His target for the 

J.L. Woodard. Mrs, Woodard has 

society pages recently 

As Harry approaches 
Two



  

Mrs. Woodard is probably the type that wears paste copies and 

keeps the real "ice" in a safe deposit box. He thanks his 

lucky stars that others are not as rational about taking 

responsibility for their own protection as the Woodards; if they 
were Harry might have to get an honest jobl 

In another part of town, one of Harry's brothers=in-crime is 
not so lucky. Joe Barr has carefully cased the home he plans 
to visit without invitation. There are none of the outward 
warning signals which saved Harry from apprehension. There 
are no dogs and the grounds are poorly lighted. There are 
large trees shielding much of the house from view from the 
street and a number of basement windows to provide easy entry 
for a man with Joe's twenty years of training. 

His "host" of this evening is a professor at a nearby private 
college and the owner of a very large collection of gold coins 
from all over the world. Joe has verified with the information 
office of the college that the professor, a bachelor, is out of 
the country on an extended lecture tour and is speaking tonight 
in London on classical Austrian economics. As he approaches 
the house, Joe notes one small, old, rather poorly designed 
burglar alarm box within reach from the ground which he 
disarms with ease, chuckling at his good luck and reviewing 
his plans for spending the profits of this night's labor. As he 
slips through the selected basement window thus preoccupied, 
he fails to notice the tiny triggering device he has activated. 
Little does he know as he weaves his way through the cluttered 
basement with the aid of a penlight that the small box on a 
shelf near the window is dialing the professor's private guard 
patrol service and notifying them of the intrusion. As Joe 
reaches the main floor and heads for the coin display gallery 
the patrol service is dispatching one of its nearby radio- 
equipped cruisers to the scene and giving the patrolmen their 
instructions, 

. When Harry steps into the gallery, another device, one which 
 emitsinaudible ultrasonic waves and detects any movement in its 

appointed area, starts its preprogramed cycle. Simultaneously, 
two steel doors drop from concealed slots in the ceiling and 
lock in place trapping Joe with the loot he had a moment 
earlier considered his, and blindingly ‘bright overhead lights 
flood the room. Exactly sixty seconds later, as his eyes begin 
to adjust to the glare, trap doors at all four corners of the 
room drop open, and to his horror out slither several dozen 
diamondback rattlesnakes, all at least five feet long and as 
big around as his arm. As he climbs up onto a display case 
in the middle of the gallery, a tape recorder, speaking inthe 
professor's precise lecture voice begins an explanation of the 
irrationality of theft and other forms of initiated coercion, 

clearly audible over the buzz of the snakes on the floor below . 

By the time the private patrolmen arrive to extract him from 
the professor's ingenious trap, Joe is ready to swear off crime 
for good and go docilely to the patrol service's main office to 
sign a full confession. 

Incidents like the one dbove, based on the initiative of self- 
responsible individuals, do more to convince thugs that "crime 
TRULY does not pay" than all the "black and whites" lit up 
like Christmas trees that the bureaucrats can muster. But 
effective repulsion or avoidance of those who would parasite 
off of other men's productiveness and do bodily harm requires 
preparation, INNOVATOR has included articles in the past 
dealing with some aspects of self—protection] and we offer in 
this issue more information and ideas we trust will be of value. 
With looting, public and private, on the increase, it is fime to 
prepare your defense against a sometimes hostile world, 

GARY NIEDLER, Fall 1968 

  

    
   

     
    

   
   

   

     

         

    

    
   

   

    

    

    

    
   

    
   

    

   
   
    

   

    

  

   

1. The following issues of INNOVATOR contqip, 
information on this subject: 

A MARKET SOLUTION TO THE DEFENSE PROBLEM 
PROTECT AND SERVE and DUM DE DUM DUM. Jyne 

START YOUR OWN UNDERGROUND BANK, 

PREPARING FOR SURVIVAL: 

SELF-DEFENSE: 
February 1966, 

THE WAY TO A BUREAUCRAT'S HEART. October jogs 
FOR PROTECTION and FACTUAL DATA ON ILLEGAL 
IDENTIFICATION.  June 1965, 

YOU ARE UNDER ARREST. April 1965, ‘ 
i 

1%%8 
May 196, 

FIREARMS.  April 1o 
KUNG FU AND THE FIGHTING aprs. 

  

PROTECTING YOURSELF — A GENERAL ANALYSIS 
  

There are two catagories of thugs that threaten life, libe y 
and the pursuit of happiness. Evaluating the nature of ea 

type provides a guide to what protection method will most 

effectively neutralize their threat. 

The “private enterprise” looter operates in what he BELIEVES 
to be his own best interest and as a result is somewhat more 
predictable than the bureaucrat. He wields very limited force 

and avoids victims that he feels are likely to strike back or 
jeopardize his freedom. He tends to be a bit paranoid beca 
he can trust no one — he is fair game for the privafe citizen; 
the government, his biggest competitor, wishes to put him out 
of business to distract the public from its own much greater 

crime; and even other small-time looters will sell him down 
the river to save their own skins or to make a buck, His 
demands are small compared to the amount of wealth availdble 

for looting so he tries to select the crime which will provide 

the most "profit" for the least effort and risk. He is driver 

by a desire to get something for nothing. 

The bureaucrat is much less predictable because he is trying 
integrate two conflicting codes of behavier-while behfl\.l 

like a thug and lining his pockets he is trying to convinee 
himself and his prey that he is acting in their best intere 

He is part of a nationwide racket backed up by an al : 
unlimited enforcement capability. This monopoly on force 
allows him to operate openly in whatever areas ctfrc?f_ h 

interest but he must always keep one eye on public opiniofts 
On the other hand, his behavior is restricted by the word df 1 
letter of endless volumes of codified law which tend to ‘“ 
his punches before he strikes, Because he considers his 1 

the intellectually superior position in society, he tencs 
underestimate the initiative of his victims. His goal in h' 
is to produce something out of nothing through the use of fo 

Since 0% 
fl'racfl 

» 
B 

Protection can be provided for in a number of ways. 
looter can attack everybody, being singled out as an @ ;! 
target is obviously to be avoided. It often amazes me 105 
how many supposedly rational people ignore this simple IV 

Otherwise intelligent, successful businessmen will fla 
of bills to impress their friends in a crowded store or restaUr 

it apparently doesn't occur to them how blatantly they in 
asking for trouble. Women leave their purses in shopP 
carts while wandering around the grocery store and aré ':‘3{. 

to find them missing when they return. Young girls in * 
mini=skirts take late walks in poorly lighted sectionf o Sipht 

Storekeepers leave their place of business, the day's reC"‘ 
under their arm, by the back door leading into a dark ali€Z 

[l 4



  

meras and luggage in the back seats of their 
. [eave can go off to visit a museum or historicql 

Unlocke cafio wonder it is hard to convince the thug that 

numen ' ay e :fime doesn.t:i;,iduals who tempt rh'e private looter, flaunt me in spect for govemment in the same childish way , 
e loc offfl' heir mouths about their fuz< evasion tricks to thel” oot © 5 will listen. They subscribe to publications 

nsdeclared subversive by the government under 
ol o5 and have contraband commodities shipped to 

wn nad iresies. They pursue their "banned" sexual 
their ho-efl:’eir own backyards before the prying eyes of s in sighbors and blow pot in public gatherings, And 
unfiiendl)l vl:onder why they got "busted. " e 

nilaflo 

:|ed information on how to provide protection against 
ore defC{'ve nature of government is offered in the "Self- 

the infrus!® ceminar offered by Atlantis Enterprises Ltd, 

avoiding behavior that would attract the looter 

enough. This is where providing security and 

self and possessions is necessary. Because he is 

dafonse lf:;rking for the easy mark, a deadbolt lock on the door 

alw;);s growl of the family dog is often enough to turn the 
or 
coercer awaye 

When worst comes to worst it may be necessary to meet force 

with retaliatory force and at this point it is most essential not 

to come up lacking. | believe that every rational person 

should be skilled enough in at least one form of self-defense 

to assure his survival when and if the chips are down. 

We have heard so much talk lately from proponents of strong 
gun legislation about the number of lives that would be saved 

if all guns were banned, but they never mention the number of 
shopkeepers who repel stick-up artists with a .45 pulled from 
under the cash register counter and the number of girls, alone 
in the city, who discourage rapists and stranglers with a .22 
auto drawn at the right moment from their purses. A few 
crimes of passion ARE committed each year because of the 
accessibility of firearms but these are a small price to pay to 
prevent the havoc which could be wreaked on a totally 
unarmed populace by the armed criminal element. 

Even if those much practiced self-defense skills are never put 
fo the ultimate test, the person who has mastered them will 
have invested his time well, The knowledge that he can 
Provide for his own safety will free him from the fear of every 
shadow that haunts those who face life unprepared. 

DON  STEPHENS 

(%o , . 
regaqsrtephf?ns‘, Co-Director of Atlantis Enterprises Ltd., is a 

pu icat-comr'b”*°r to  INNOVATOR and other libertarian 
'ons, and a freelance architectural design consultant.) 

———— 
  

FIREARMS 
= WHEN, WHAT, HOW AND WHERE? 
  Many 1 

the Y ||bertqriqns w ith w . 
fireq Y Plan to o hom I have spoken recently indicate 

fain or expand q collection of mid-century or m o . 

:tf"e'" en if ?}:f this is o project allocated for "some future 

Pro:ne € or qn:::, People indicate that they consider guns 

theye-qlon Plans and er to be an essential part of their self- 

not just props of an alter-ego fantasy, foure en st elegat > 

! 9ate selection and procurement to the 

7—9 

I believe this is a mistake in timing based on a lack of familiarity with what s happening in the firearms market today and the laws that may soon affect it, There is a great /f Present to require the registration of qf| short and Iog C:/ ad their owners. It js the wishful thinki f o shocked by the shooting of Mr. Ki Sl i i, e 
\ ‘ g of Mr. King and M. Kennedy that such registration would prevent more of this kind of violence. It .does not seem to shake their conviction in the slightest to point out that the accused King assassin is o master of false ID fabrication and that as such he could easily have purchased any weapon he needed under a pseudonym which would have - been virtually untraceable. The gun involved in RFK's murder WAS duely registered as required by California law; such 

registration does not seem to have reduced jts killing power 
significantly. For reasons illustrated by these examples, plus 
others put before the public daily by those opposed to further 
restrictions on gun ownership, national firearms registration 
will not prevent killing any more effectively than laws against 
murder have. What such registration WILL do is give the 
Federal Government extensive files on "law-abiding" gun 
owners and what weapons they possess. 

Since registration will not stop assassination, it will only be 
a matter of time before another "representative of the people” 
who promotes the use of force as a tool of govemment, receives 
his just reward. When this happens, the same hazy thinking 
that advocated registration as a panacea will tum to something 
a bit more severe — confiscation of all firearms with reissuance 
only by special permit. If the "national indignation" at losing 
another of its leadersisgreat enough to get this measure passed, 
the round-up of those weapons already registered will be an 
easy matter. For this reason, those who value the right to 
defend themselves with modern weapons rather than sticks and 
stones had better make their purchases now. | 

In addition to firearm registration itself, there are several other 

proposals being pushed by special interest groups which if put 
into effect could signal an end to the availability of certain 
weapons. Included with a number of congressional bills, a 

rider to end the importation of foreign long and short guns 

would cut off the steady inflow of weapons from Browning, 
Beretta, Dakota, Hama, Walther, Mannlicher Schoenaver, 

Sako, and a number of other manufacturers. With the end of 

importation of new guns, the prices of used foreign weapons 
already in this country would, of course, skyrocket. 

Another proposal would reclassify semi-outomatic weapons as 

AUTOMATIC WEAPONS. As such, these too would be 

controlled by the Treasury Department as machine guns and 

other fully automatic weapons are at present; possession would 

require a permit based on an extensive questionaire and the 

payment of a $300.00 fee. This would mean an end of legal 

sale and ownership of semi-automatic handguns fron] .22 to 

9mm and .45 plus M-1 carbines and many other rifles and 

shotguns. 

The bill which was passed in this session of Congress and signed 

by Mr. Johnson eliminates mail-order sale of handguns to al_l 

persons except Federally-licensed dealo;?rs. It also bans ot?_l: 

the-counter sale of handguns to non-reszdenf purchasers. ike 

some other Federal legislation, this b!t of freedom erfinon 

goes into effect 180 days after being? signed into Ic:w}.1 ) erSc; 

all out-of-state handgun buying trips _s!wuldhbe sche L;h ; 

before December 16, 1968.% At f.hls: writing, .flere ushar;o g: 

bill pending to extend these restrictions to nfes,ths ?'g;;no; 

and ammunition. Action on this bill will be after the fir: 

September when Congress reconveness 

Another factor that lends urgency fo thfe quest f(f)r \;Jeaponzrn: 

market availability. Most major domestic manufacturers



military firearms) medium priced guns are the best buys, 
cheaper makes in each weapon type are cheap fo 
reason — comers have been cut in production, [it|e mg:“ 
has been invested in design innovation and quality hes bee" 

compromised. The high priced makes, on the other hang °e| 

designed only for the target match competitor and Simpli;in 

durability and commedity have been sacrificed to quee? 
out the last possible fraction of a minute of accuracy o fh: 

involved with large government contracts for the Viet Nam 

war games and are letting commercial weapon production lag 

far behind demand. Because waiting periods for these makes 

of guns are so long and uncertain, many private buyers are 

transferring their requests to small domestic manufacturers not 

involved with the government and to importers of foreign guns. 

As a result of this unexpected demand, orders from these 

sources too are subject to extended waiting periods. All this 

  

means that it just isn't possible to select the ideal make and 

model and go out and purchase it the same day. | have had 

two Dakota .357 magnum 7" revolvers on order for over two 

years and | am still waiting! So to assume that one can go 

out in one aftemoon and buy the complete arsenal of his choice 
is pure folly. 

Once it has been established that now is the time to purchase, 
the selection of makes, models, and calibers is of primary 
importance and here a number of factors must be taken into 
consideration, 

USE — Are the weapons only for defense or are they to be used 
in hunting too? If so, will it be for game larger or smaller 
than man? Will shooting be done at short or long range? Will 
fire power be the major factor, requiring weapons which can 
get off many shots without pausing to reload? Or, is accuracy 

the most important requirement? Are concealment and weight 
of great importance? 

Unfortunately, no one weapon is going to best satisfy the 
varied needs of any person, but a limited number of types 
should fulfill all basic requirements. For example, the 
Browning 9mm automatic fires effective anti-personnel loads 

and is reasonably accurate. It fires 13 shots as fast as the 
trigger can be pulled thirteen times and then stays open to 
receive a new clip. With special clips it can fire 30 shots 
without reloading. It weighs 32 oz. empty and can be easily 
concealed in a jacket pocket or medium sized purse. It does 

not have the accuracy of long barreled revolvers, the hitting 
power of the .44 magnum or the light weight and ease of 
concealment offered by thé High Standard .22 magnum 
derringer. 

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY — Must the weapons perform when 
wet and caked with mud or only under favorable conditions? 

Which types of "actions" are most reliable? Which are most 
durable? Will servicing be done by a professional gunsmith 

or by the do-it-yourself approach? 

It would be an overwhelming task to try to fit into this short 
space a complete appraisal of quality and reliability of the 
multitude of weapons on the market, but a few tips are in 
order. First, read all you can about the weapon in question. 
Try to obtain articles by a number of authors with varying 
points of view. Second, examine an actual sample of the gun 
"you are considering. Have a gunsmith field strip the firearm 
if he will and ask him about the servicing experience he has 
had with it and what parts commonly fail. Make note of these 
parts so that you may purchase spares when and if you buy this 

weapon. 

Look for weapons (utilizing a minimum of moving parts) of 
sophisticated but relatively conventional design; avoid oddball 
weapons like the 13 m/m Gyroset rocket guns. Look for 
actions utilizing cast, forged, or machined parts rather than 
flat metal stampings. Remember that coil springs continue to 

work even if broken in a number of places; flat springs do not. 
Weapons that are magnificently finished on the outside will 
usually reflect this kind of pride in good workmanship through- 
out; the gun that looks like a piece of junk is probably 
honestly expressing its "soul." Generally, (excluding surplus 
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high price includes a charge for a legendary name (like "Co|pn 

and fancy engraving which will have little value in q [ife 
death exchange of lead. 

DUPLICATION vs. VARIETY — Although there are many gy 
that would be a delight to own and although it is tempting 

buy one each of many different makes and models, it is bette 
to limit the selection to the minimum number that will fulfj 
all essential uses. Buy two or more of each model insteqq 
This will allow interchangeability of parts so that one usqble 

weapon may . be made from two unserviceable ones when 
replacement parts are a memory of the distant past, 

STANDARDIZATION OF AMMUNITION — If the number of 
different cartridges is kept to a minimum, a number of 

advantages can be realized. First, less types of ammo can be 
bought in greater quantity, resulting in savings through volume 

buying. Second, if several different guns use the same bullet, 
then the chance of ammo being suddenly useless because a 
single weapon becomes unserviceable is eliminated. Third, 
the cost and amount of equipment required for hand reloading 

of cartridges is reduced (more on handloading below). There 
are several convenient weapons groups which have cartridge 
interchangeability of one kind or another. Chambering of 
.22 caliber is available in derringers, revolvers, automatic 
pistols and in rifles with a variety of action types. The .357 
magnum cartridge which is fired interchangeably with .38 
special in revolvers can also be used in the model .92 

Winchester with some gunsmithing modification. The .357 
magnum revolver can also be fitted with an altemnate cylinder 

to fire the 9mm parabellum ammunition used by the Browning 
High-Power and a number of other fine 9mm automatics. The 
Ruger ". 30 carbine" Blackhawk was designed to provide owners. 

of the .30 M-I carbine with a companion revolver. A number. 
of rifles, mostly gas-operated auto-loaders, are chambered fo 
receive the .44 magnum, the most powerful factory-made. 
handgun cartridge available. All these combinations will he'P‘;; 

to keep down the variety of ammo to be stockpiled. ; 

    

The last and deciding factor must be availability. Selection 

must be from those weapons which can be obtained before rhes 

Feds close down the market. And not only the gun but fhose;j 

replacement parts that are likely to eventually fail must be%i 

purchased while it is still possible. ; 

The other thing that must be "hoarded" now is ammo. Or.\ctit 
national registration is in effect, the easiest way fto P°|fce,'2 
ownership and transfer of weapons will be through ammunition 
sales. If a person to whom no gun is registered tries fo buy 
cartridges, he will certainly be tipping his hand. 

     

   Handloading is an alternative to the great expense of buyind 
cases of factory ammunition. Handloading offers a numb‘f”’ 

advantages to the libertarian who is willing to invest d htrfe 

time to preparing for his own survival. The case which is left 

empty in the gun after the bullet has left the barrel represents 

about 60% of the cost of a factory load. It can be re]"f’de 
up to a hundred times, so to buy new cases for every shot 15 a,s‘ 
unnecessary waste of money. Also, much more powder 'a‘ 
crammed into a factory load than what is required to PU.Sh 
lightweight bullet through a paper target or small gamer 
by loading according to use, money can be saved on pO¥ 4 

o 
. 
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Components weigh less and require less spuce 

hich each have a separate brass case. 

The wmeksro of different calibers, thus giving flexibility not 
4 g num ith  commercial ammunition.  Most important, 
o0 ib'lve :vi|| insure a source of ammo when the cartridge 
rel Nf”jfgurers are no longer selling to anyone except the 
nflhmenr- Handloading is an economic, safe, easy way to 
::\“'::“';ow cartridge belt will remain full. "ROLL YOUR 

u the date of this writing, there are still a number of ways to 
" hase even handguns unregistered, but the loopholes are 
opidly disappearing. Private individuals are probably the 
best source of weapons. Ads in advertiser papers like the 

Volley Times ond Green Sheet in the San Fernando Valley, 
«e an excellent source of private offerings.  There are 

bolletin boards at rifle ranges and some gun shops listing items 
wented and for sale by patrons of the range or shop. There are 
oo listings in several national gun publications but buying 
used guns by mail does involve an element of chance. 

sorch 

Gun shows are another source of unregistered guns. Many 
“hip pocket" gun dealers only sell at shows and, although they 
have federal permits, thus avoid all contact with local and 
state officials and registration. They are required by the terms 
of their federal licenses to keep a record of the name and 
oddress of each customer but are not required to verify the 
tuthfulness of the buyer in providing this information. These 
names and addresses remain in the dealer's records and are not 
:’er;“:e‘f’f& ony government agency although they must l:ze 
Srpe] :;:;oelf?.r mspechon.. (j:un shows, too, are listed in 
s ep meetnc irearms publications. Weapons are also solfi 

$r no-questions-asked, but usually the quality s 
poor, 

fs ot 
i . 

. 

ec*fr‘:llbr:e:ec’fOUt earlier, handguns may be purchased until 

of this year from out-of-state dealers if they will pack : ; and ship them, But remember, DO NOT try to buy Hllegal 
s?ce :::T:so?r u?k a gun dec!er to break the law. His 

* he Will oy _VE ue in selecting and servicing weapons 

¥ill bring the | Wish to be of help if asked to do things that 
" elreqqy C0n5t°”9| arm of the law down on him. His business 

ion gng i(:n:,y-hc"r“ss&d by local, state und federfil 

& irearms |e . ot all honest with himself, he sees in 

.‘c,&,“u.ou)’ close i,,:gd'SIGfIOn the threat that the Feds will 

: own completely, so he cannot be blamed g to qy 
Arcthe °id trouble whenever possible. 

r VQquble 
. Sourc 

f 

Ve;e 

e e, 

Upgey, rearms | € of advice and information is a good 

’"‘S:btr:;?’. Ther? are hundreds of books on all 

ny '[; use, history, maintenance and design 

e moer of the best introductory or basic 
are listed in the bibliography at the end 

and . 
) 

°VoiIGbun Digest, two annually issued 
able weapons, accessories, related 

Icati . 

Y of subj °ns as well as a wealth of information 
in Ubjects 

c“"entl)' 
n , 

Sarting o 0" the first purchases | would 

iy, S"aphie, help ; CQH?CHOH of gun books. They will 

RO ecting weapons and the extensive Contqj . 
'" Will be a guide in expanding the 

&d t Pecifj 
&d fo '“ally to the guns which have been 

ooq T9NUgls should, if available, be included. 
ing 3 inyeg,. O" Wea ; ; b 9 wij| o stmeny Pon service and disassembly 

icate ® and books on gunsmithing and 
at tools and supplies should be   

stockpiied for future use. Finally, one or two national gun [noguzines will pay their way by bringing in up—fo—fhe-mominf information on gun laws, reports on new products and articles on a wide variety of related subjects. ) 

Since the field of surplus weapons is « specialty in itself, | 
have asked Art Gabor to add a few comments below that | 
trust will be of great value. 

GARY NIEDLER, 

1. Anarticlein the Los Angeles Free Press by Alex Apostolides 
August 23, 1968 states: "Some quarters sound a sober waming 

with the reminder that Hitler had much the same type of law 
(requiring firearm registration) enacted in 1935, When the 
Nazis were ready to seize power, it was an easy matter to 
round up every gun in the nation and stop any opposition 

before it got a chance to start. A word to the wise..." 

2. According to the Tobacco and Liquor Tax Division of the 
IRS which will enforce this law, this is the date. They seemed 
a bit unsure however, whether enforcement would start on the 

first or the sixteenth, so the best advice would be to shop early 
and avoid the last minute rush, A booklet describing the law 

in full, its interpretation, and implementation will be issued 

sometime the first part of next year, whenever they get around 

to printing it. It will be sent on request by them when AND 

IF it becomes available. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

GUN DIGEST (yearly editions) by The Gun Digest Company, 

4540 W. Madison Street, Chicago, lllinois, 60624, About 400 

pages, $4.95 softbound. 

SHOOTER'S BIBLE (yearly editions) by The Shooter's Bible, Inc. 

55 Ruta Court, South Hackensack, New Jersey. About 575 

pages, $3.95 softbound. (The GUN DIGEST and SHOOTER'S 

BIBLE complement each other and neither is really a complete 

source of information alone.) 

PISTOL AND REVOLVER GUIDE by Major George Nonte, 

Pub. by Shooter's Bible, Dist. by Follett Publishing Co., 

1010 West Washington Blvd., Chicago, lllinois, (c) 1967, 192 

pages, $3.95 softbound. 

LEE RELOADING HANDBOOK by Lee Custom Engineering, 

Inc., Hanford, Wisconsin, 53027, (c) 1967, 100 pages, 98¢ 

softbound. 

SPEER RELOADING MANUAL #7 by Speer, Inc., Printed by 

Glen Printing Co. Inc., Kansas City, Missouri, (c) 1966, 

382 pages, $2.95 spiralbound, hardcover. 

INSTINCT SHOOTING by Mike Jennings, Pub. by ;);d;s, 

Mead & Co., New York, N.Y., (c) 1959, 157 pages, 

hardbound. 

COMPLETE BOOK OF RIFLES AND SHOTGUNSbe Y.Joik 

O'Conner, Pub. by Outdoor Life, Harper & Bros., New York, 

N.Y., (c) 1961, 477 pages, $6. 95 hardbound. 

by Guns Magazine, 
OF USED GUN VALUES .Pub. oy € 

8R$5D($CIJ\IO.KCentro| Park Avenue, Skokie, lllinois, 60076, 1968 

Edition, $2.50 softbound. oMl E 
DERN GUNSMITHING by Harold E. 

INTRODUCTION TO MCerom The Adobe Hacienda, Route 3, 
d. Available 

. 

'I;Aoic';c;r;?nGlendale, 
Arizona 85301, 320 pages, $6.95 hard 

bound. 
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PURCHASING SURPLUS FIREARMS 
  

While they are still readily available, surplus firearms 

constitute one of the best bargains in the weapons market; it is 

hard to find o commercial am that compares in valve dollar 

for dollar. 

| have owned and/or used practically every military rifle or 

handgun available today ond can recommend some highly. 

Military weapons of U.S. or European origin are usually 

designed for rugged long-term usage and contrary to popular 

belief (as most things in life are) most arms on the surplus 

market have seen very little rough usage. Much of the surface 

wear on military weapons comes from improper packing and 

storing rather than battle fatigue. Though many thousands of 

pages have been written on the military firearms of the various 

nations, the few "rules of thumb" presented here should be 

sufficient to guide the average buyer to a sound purchase. 

(For more detailed data refer to the bibliography at the end of 

this article.) 

GENERAL 

A. If you need advice on a specific gun, seek out a reputable, 

long-established dealer in your area, (1 have had satisfactory 

dealings with Martin B, Retting in Culver City for the past 

eight years.) 

B. Many individuals have purchased a Federal Firearms License 

in order to purchase firearms wholesale. The Alcohol Tobacco 

Tax unit of The Treasury Department is closely checking new 

licensees to make sure they are "bona fide" gun dealers, so 

obtaining this license is inviting a visit from one of these 

obnoxious parasites. 

RIFLES 
  

A. Mauser Model 1898 and subsequent issue are well made 

(some better than others) and available at good prices with 

many calibres to choose from. 

B. U.S. Rifle M=1 (Garrand) and M=1 Carbine are both well 

constructed, but beware of remanufactured actions or cheap 

commercial imitations. Check the receivers on ALL semi- 

automatic rifles for “rewelds.” If done properly rewelding is 

not a defect; most rewelding however, is poorly done. 

A friend of the author's who manufactures M-1 carbines says 

it would cost $200.00 each in lots of 40-50,000 to duplicate 

the original GI carbines fabricated to military specifications. 

C. Stay away from Carcano, Steyer and Southern European 

manufacturedrifles in general unless they were made by Mauser 

contract to Mauser specifications. 

D. If the action does not work smoothly and readily don't buy 

itl 

HANDGUNS 

A. The following calibres common in military arms are 

recommended;: .45 ACP or 9mm parabellum for larger pistols, 

.32 ACP or.22 long rifle for "pocket" pistols. .25 calibre is 

a poor selection because ammo is hard to get and ballistics are 
unsatisfactory. 

B. The Luger (pistole M=1907) is a much overrated 
(mechanically) and overpriced item. The Astra 600 at half the 
price of the Luger out-performs it in all but good looks. The 
Astra 400 is inferior and only about $5,00 cheaper than the 
600 — don't buy it. 

C. The Gl or Norweigian .45 automatic is a good weapon if 
7=12 

it is in good shape. The tolerances on these 
deliberately sloppy to afford near immunity o m'ud 
The kick is negligible when compared to the ballis 

taught people as young as eight to fire the |45 ' 

accuracy. (In other words don't let the nojse 
Beware of rewelds in the .45 also. 

Pistols ¢ 
and ery 

i | hg, 

Vith go 
Care you 

D. In all purchases try to have the advice of on ey 

shooter and if at all possible, find someone who ov, 
of the same type you wish to buy and try it out to 
like it; feel the balance and grip size in relation to 
size. 

periencE 

NS @ pigy 
see ffy< 

your hg 

E. If you mail order a handgun, avoid Railway Express A 

as they have proved nosey and anxious to insist fhc?eh( 

register the weapon (they may register it with the '.c 
without your knowledge). Request dealer to avoid r:fi;c 

shipment by having gun disassembled at point of origin ;;T 

may require a couple of extra dollars but it's worth if,’ T 
personnel at the Los Angeles Terminal were particylql 
obnoxious when the author picked up a GI ,45, 

AMMUNITION 

Ammo is cheaper in case lots (1000-3000 rounds) than by t 

100's in a retail outlet, National Distributors is a reputch| 
outfit that ships at no charge on orders of three cases or me; 

(usually $150-$300 orders). |f you are part of a retrect groy 
or have many friends who are purchasing firearms, it would b 

to a great advantage to standardize calibres for rifle an 

pistols. For example, the author and his friends are pret 
well set on 30-06, .30 carbine in rifles and .45 and 9m 

parabellum in pistols; this enables us to purchase ammo i 
large lots thereby effecting great savings. 

Remember, opinions vary as to types, calibres, etc., of firearm 

as choices in this field involve a large component of individua 

“taste"; even competent firearms hobbyists (and professionals 

disagree in this area but since ballistics and metalurgy o 

sciences much objective data is available here to help in you 

selection. 

ARTHUR GABOR 

(Editor's Note: The author is available for private or gro| 

classes in firearms safety and marksmanship and consultatio 

.of firearms purchases. Write him care of INNOVATQR, i 

interested.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

GUN TRADER'S GUIDE by Paul Wehi, by Shooters Bt 

55 Ruta Court, South Hackensack, New Jersey, ( '196‘ 

192 pages, 8" x 10", $3.95 paperbound. The Guide is !or 

gun trader's standard reference on identification and eV°|U_‘;If'es 

of used guns, Describes and prices over 1,500 guns =1 o 

shotguns and handguns, domestic and foreign, produced 

1900 to 1964, Over 1,300 are illustrated. 

THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN pub, by National Rifle .0 

1600 Rhode lsland Ave. N.W., Washington, D'(,:'-'nc|ude< 

per year. Contains firearms articles of all kinds. 15! 

in membership with National Rifle Association. 

newsstand monthly. Co 

THE SHOTGUN NEWS pub, by Snell Publihito ‘oo, 
Columbus, Nebraska, $3.00 per year, publishedII Vinds 

month, sample copy 50¢. Contains gun ods of @ ¢ 
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NLESS DEFENSE RATIONALE 

o . ¢AP . pureaucratic controls and heightened aggressive 

ihe part of the general population, a libertarjan 
cies on at one time or another to defend his property o rf;,daccess to mechanical aids. W L rea 

wit : Having a history of being forcib| HE "‘ARNAstndAr\)?T;mUps of bureaucrats at varjoys times, rhz b ticularly the Okinawans, Japanese and Chinese) P"ed weaponless defense to a fine art, Kung-Fu, have devjljgo and Aikido constitute the main branches of 

taking "studio" Karate lessons for six months or so, cfler“ from an instructor whose main point of contact with the 
uos:f;n:’ has been eating lunch. once a .erek at a Chinese estaurant or a brief "hitch" with the mlllfar?/ overseas, are 
walking the streets feeling unwarranted confidence in thejr 
obilities to defend themselves without the usage of weapons; theirattitude may be likened to a beginning piano student who , 
knowing the position and name of each of the 88 notes on his 
instrument,  thinks his knowledge constitutes the ability to 
render faultlessly any piece of music everwritten for the piano. 
WHAT THEN? The problemsat hand is to further enhance one's 
capabilities for weaponless defense with < minimum cost of 
time/effort and @ maximum return of efficacy in the usage of swme. The two most important elements in street fighting are speed and ruthlessness; in relationship to these elements fechnique is a secondary consideration. It |s my assumption that most libertarians have had little or no need to defend their 
Property (this includes life) by direct physical contact. The st and most important piece of advice to recall when and if Y do find yourself in this position is FORGET YOUR OPPONENT IS A’ HUMAN BEING! Use your feet, teeth, ands, elbows, knees or any object handy. If someone attacks Youassume that 

ere | . . . n $no place jn survival for the “"Marquis of Queensberry. 
n the few instances where | was forced fo 

ending the f: nd myself that forgetting my "humanity" and 
ond m 90 a5 quickly as possible has saved both myself 
My o °PPonent o Opponents much time and damage. The 

Jengt ic“ve.flghter is a pacifist. One should go to any 
damage nciUdmg loss of "face") short of allowing actual 
:VOidane > Property to avoid a physical altercation UNLESS 
ofe, | Yl compoyng the potential damage at a future 

Mythin, U are forced to 9 and stand and fight" remember to do 
In Ordey n everything in yo 

i ur power to render yourself safel: Mentgl]y, * "Untain this attitude when "the chips are down, 
(unemofiOn’:’l‘)‘chce getting your mind into a cold, ru_thl.ess 

g : fafe. Research to date in the field of learning 
procto equy mint 

Ice Of ski S fo the positive effect of such mental 
s anq attitudes, I3 QP 

prOQc 
. t‘:s been myhemcy'seem melodramatic and unnecessary but it i the Perience thqt (despite vociferous protestations o °°n rq l|helr C°||ect'ry- most libertarians are the kindly gentle folk 

Be;:mqnif)'" ‘;\:“I Ounterparts CLAIM to be. The basic 
'qiszlf Which h 2Nl have ond the reluctance to act in our own 
'nom:n;" this « | °en OVERTRAINED into us as we were a 

0 e i i 1 . . °_o 

Heh he-ry hes“q“oc*lv;st Society, might in crisis cause a 
Sitatigy, . on | © make q particularly "dirty" move; 

cost you your life. 

  

he intends to kill or at least severely maim you.. 

self-defense fightin 
this kind of attitude 

Kindness and gentility are far more ffecti ruthlessness in o RATIONAL society, e sfisctive! tian 

into non=survival 

MYLES P, LIEBERMAN 

1. KILL OR GET KILLED by Col, Rex Applegate (The Stackpole Company, Harrisburg, Pe nnsylvania, $3.95 paperbound.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
  

All of these self-defens e books are available from The Adobe Hacienda, Route 3, Box 517, Glendale, Arizong 85301, 

AIKIDO SELF-DEFENSE b y Bruce Tegner, 126 pages, $1.95 paperbound. 

BRUCE TEGNER'S COMPLETE BOOK OF SELF-DEFENSE by Bruce Tegner, 224 pages, $5.95, hardbound. 
BRUCE TEGNER'S METHOD OF SELF-DEFENSE by Bruce Tegner, 144 pages, $1.95 paperbound. 
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT (FM21-150) Army. Also available from U.S. Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, 191 pages, $3.50 paperbound. 

JUDO-KARATE FOR LAW OFFICERS by Bruce Tegner, 125 
pages, $1.95 paperbound. 

SELF-DEFENSE FOR WOMEN: A SIMPLE METHOD by Bruce 
Tegner, 77 pages, $1.45 paperbound. 

TEACH YOUR BOY SELF-DEFENSE & SELF-CONFIDENCE 
by Bruce Tegner, 111 pages, $1.95 paperbound. 

  

  

MAN 111!} IT'S A GAS, 
  

OL distributed by United 

e BREVETTATé TEA§4$>G fiantlézztureu Exchange .Buildingl ' 

atety SHPPIYM's‘:;;ri 44105. This handsome looking little 
Kansas City, I'kle' a re:Jl automatic, yet is exempt from firtec;a::lr:(s 

gun ha_ndIeS( ; ermit or license required). It f.ir:sbu:;ar e 

reguldho;‘s rnus F:he trigger is pulled. It comes w::i V°|Ugme 

A 056 blanks for practice. $13.07 postpaid. 150 ach 

thells am:wo o: more. [Extra tear gas shells about 15¢ . 
rates on . 
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THE FREE MAN IN THE SLAVE STATE 
  

You are free to the extent that you are able to control your 

life; to avoid initiated violence or threat of violence by 

others. Freedom often depends not on WHERE YOU ARE, but 

rather WHAT YOU DO. It is not necessary to hide out on a 

desert island or roam around like a gypsy to be free. You can 
live in Los Angeles — or Moscow, for that matter — and be 
quite free. But you must take the responsibility for your own 
freedom — you alone can make yourself free. If you wait for 
"Society" or the government or someone else to do it for you, 

you will wait, and wait, and wait... 

| say you can live in Los Angeles and be free. But | make one 
major qualification: You can live in Los Angeles freely only 
so long as you don't openly flaunt that freedom. If you insist 
on exnibiting PUBLICLY "socially unacceptable" expressions 

of freedom, you will probably end up in a prison or a mental 
institution, definitely not easy places in which to remain freel 

This brings ne fo the first and most important principle for 
remaining free in a slave state: BE INCONSPICUQUS - 
avoid drawing attention to yourself. With over a hundred 
million laws and regulations on the books and more being 
added daily, almost ANY activity can be interpreted as 
criminal. So legality, as such, becomes much less important 
than outward conventionality and conformity. Police and other 
government agents have discretionary power to arrest anyone 

they deem "suspicious," so avoid arousing suspicion. 

As Doc Stanley said in an INNOVATOR article: "Let your 
appearance, equipment, and actions at all times justify your 
presence on some legitimate (or conventional) basis. If a 
police officer has no reason to suspect you, if his alerting 

mechanism has not been triggered, he can seldom justify, to 

himself, stopping and questioning you." In case you are 

questioned, Doc Stanley advises, "Always be able to give an 
explanation of why you are there, where you are from, and 
where you are going." 

| recommend you avoid behavior that might arouse suspicion 
even though it be perfectly legal. For example, there is no 
law yet, that | know of, against taking long walks through the 
streets of the People's Deraocracy in the small hours of the 
morning. But if you do, expect to land in jail faster than the 
guy who knocks over banks in the daytime for a living, And 
while the "guardian of the public peace” MAY — and | 
emphasize MAY — decide there is no rap they can hang on 
You, you are apt to spend several days or even months behind 
bars before they reluctantly come to this conclusion. So 
perceive and change any aspects of your public behavior that 
might seem "peculiar.” 

Unless you are able to live far enough back in the woods to 
stay away from people completely, live in a large city where 
you have the protection of anonymity. Avoid the small town 
where one of the favorite pastimes is gossip — pryinginto 
other people's business. 

Regardless of your income, appear to be lower-middle class; 
the very poor and the very rich are the most preyed upon by 
criminals in and out of government. Rent an apartment or 
house that appears "respectable,” but not as swank as the 
average cop can afford. Recently, Los Angeles police stopped 
a new Thunderbird containing several young Blacks; killed one 
for apparently no reason, and arrested the others. Their only 
“crime": Driving an automobile the police judged to be "more 
expensive than men of that age or race should own." If you 
must live it up, do it far away from where you live and work. 
Take your vacations in La Paz, or better yet, Switzerland. 

Dress conventionally. Be clean and neat, but no 
If you are a man: avoid beard, long hair, motor 
anything denoting non-conformity. If you are o 
mini=skirts, tight slacks, or other "sexy" aftire. 

t Ostentatio, 
cycle garb, 0; 
woman: gy, 

Have conventional answers to common questions: where 
are from, where you work, what family you have, etc, Ion.u 

better to tell plausible lies, than to be tongue-tied o se[;j righteously silent and arouse suspicion. It is not immor| fo 
lie if you are not perpetrating fraud. It is certainly MORAL 
to lie to somebody asking about things that are none of hig 
business; it is the QUESTIONER who is immoral by ql| rationgl 
standards. 

Around home especially, be outwardly quiet and unobtrusive, 
Don't keep noisy dogs. Don't throw wild parties. Don't 
build boilers in your kitchen. Don't play music late at night, 
Your neighbors are the most dangerous people you know, with 

the possible exception of your relatives; they will tum rat- 
fink at the drep of a hat. And complaining to police is q 
favorite pastime in towns large and small. So avoid any 

behavior that might antagonize them. 

Be superficially cordial to your neighbors but have as little to 
do with them as possible; the less they know about you the 
better. Don't voice "controversial" opinions near home, If 
you wish to proselytize some neighbors, get a friend who lives 
on the other side of town to work on your neighbors while you 

go proselytize HIS. And change your neighbors at least once 

a year — by moving. 

If you have children of compulsory school age, and there are 
no private schools of acceptable quality and price, keep them 
under cover during school hours. Tell the neighbors, if asked, 
that your kids are feeble-minded and you are tutoring Tbem 
at home. Another possible cover is to always be a transient 

visitor from Virginia, South Carolina or Mississippi _Wh'Ch 

have repealed compulsory attendance laws. With chlldrEE, 

you should move more often, perhaps every two or three months 

during the school year, before gossip can spread very far. 

. " Onl 
Avoid traveling by bus, especially cross-crOUf\”Y- O?az 
niggers, spics, college beatniks and other commie f)’F;es rfhis 

age buses any more." Because the bureaucrats have r; ot 
appraisal of bus clientele, terminals are mainly hang 
of government creeps, the REAL social undesirables. 

iminals 
If, despite these precautions, you are harassed by crimin® 

public or private, KEEP YOUR TEMPER. Act humb'ethzr“;d 
polite even though it hurts. Don't tell them off or Slufi r OJ 
no matter how much you would like to. Recognizé t dbzar- 
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location of your actual living quarters only to close eed 1° 
who are not only trustworthy but who have @ real 1 
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| do not necessarily recommend that you abandon all pre;s:tnfl 
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strongly believe that preparation for emergencies is urg 

“[ife insurance" for every rational person. 
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BOAT DWELLERS 
  

| have a small trimaran boat yard in San Diego. 

o | took two gentlemen from Arizona fora 

demonstration ride on my 31" Piver-designed trimaran, which 

my wife, three-year-old daughter and | live on. The gentle- 

men had some back issues of INN OVATOR sent to Use e 

We built our boat in our back yard for a cost of $5,000 inclut 

ing navigation equipment. 

We plan to sail around the world in our floating home in sear 

of a better place to live. NAME WITHHELD 
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i . We pay 
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i -3 od. We have no bills, we paid for our 
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About a month ag 
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r/boat in San Diego harbor. It's 
. e 

| live on the ONLY comp _foot navy hull. There is no moto 

made from a war=surplus 35 

as yet. 

A boat friend gav 
INNOVATOR. 

e me a few copies of your publication; 
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LIBERTARIAN 
COLONIES 

any libertarian colonies 
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Do you kno 
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to) c)Jlr utopian ex 
Id refer 
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ided the following information.) 

Reply: i Ry b el < ities and utopian exper= 
G intentionol commun 
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MOSttE)((:sSLIirjfingui
shed from plans ond dreams) are located in 

iments Great Britain aond a the U.S., Canada, 
populated uredzr;’es and therefore are largely subject to the 

'feW Ot?eflru:s:u;unt:ies. 
(For this reason some people would 
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hold that these are not actually "libertarian colonies. ) 
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PREPARATION FOR SURVIVAL — COMMUNlCATION 
  

While INNOVATOR writers have warned for sometime of possible politico-economic deterioration, signs are becoming more ominous. Among the spectre looming over the land are: NUCLEAR WAR — an ever—present and increasing threat. 
ECONOMIC CATASTROPHY, of which warnings are now heard even in the controlled news media; it may be only a question of what, and when. TOTALITARIAN CONTROLS: Discontent resounds on all sides; the outbursts, while not always rational 
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determined. The rulers cannot help but sense that the natives 
are restless and that the night will be long and hot, And those 
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I do not necessarily recommend that you abandon all present 
activities and go into hiding to await the apocalypse. But | 
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REPARTEE 

BOAT DWELLERS 
  

| have a small trimaran boat yard in San Diego. 

About a month ago | took two gentlemen from Arizona for a 

demonstration ride on my 31' Piver=designed trimaran, which 

my wife, three=year-old daughter and | live on. The gentle- 

men had some back issues of INNOVATOR sent to us.... 

We built our boat in our back yard for a cost of $5,000 includ- 

ing navigation equipment. 

We plan to sail around the world in our floating home in search 
of a better place to live. NAME WITHHELD 

P.S. Our living costs are $28.50 for dock slip rent. We pay 
$25.00 a week for food. We have no bills, we paid for our 

boat as we built it, It took 3 years to build her and we would 

not trade our new life for anything. ... 
  

| live on the ONLY camper/boat in San Diego harbor. It's 

made from a war=surplus 35-foot navy hull. There is no motor 

as yet, 

A boat friend gave me a few copies of your publication; 

INNOVATOR. NAME WITHHELD 
  

LIBERTARIAN COLONIES 
  

Do you know of any libertarian colonies (articles to be referred 

to) or utopian experiments to which you could refer me? 
NAME WITHHELD 

Reply: (Mr. El Ray has provided the. f:ollowing inf‘ormafion.) 

Most EXISTING intentional communities and utopian expzrT 

iments (as distinguished from plans and dreams) ?reilocqu in 

populated areas of the U.S., Canada, Great Brm?m an hq 

few other countries, and therefore are largely subject to tlde 

laws of these countries. (For this reason some peof’le wou 

hold that these are not actually "|ibertarian colonies.")



      

   

        

   

  
   

The communities are predominantly agrarian but vary consider- 

ably in philosophy/roligion, property ownership, use of psyche- 

delics, sexual attitudes ond dietary preferences. GREEN 

REVOLUTION (Heathcote School of Living, Freelond, Md. 

21053, $3 per year) is a good source of information on these. 

THE QUESTERS (P.O. Box N, Los Banos, Calif.) attempts to 

bring together ncommuniteers" having similar interests; send 

$1 for questionaire and booklet, 
  

FREE ENTERPRISE MAIL 
  

Can you refer me to further information about private moil 

delivery? | am researching on article on this subject and would 

appreciate any leads you might have. LANNY FRIEDLANDER, 

42 Euston Rd., Brighton, Mass. 02135 

Reply: United Parcel Service operates in Los Angeles and other 

majer cities in competition with U.S, Postal Disservice. Some 

early private postal operations are described in June 1966 

INNOVATOR (if you can locate a copy; we are sold out). 

Perhaps readers will know of other leads. A.E. 
  

PRIVAT DIRECTORY 
  

The following list consists of two nets which are presently 
separate (non-interconnecting). After each name is listed 

that person's direct correspondents. For a description of the 
Privat system see October 67 INNOVATOR. 

ADAMS, Frank: Cohen, Massey 
COHEN, Fred: Adams, Morelli 
DAVIS, Bill: Morelli 
GOLDSMITH, Al: Jones 
HALL, Dick: Jones 
JONES, Marvin: Goldsmith, Hall, Long, Lowell, Patman, 

Rogers 

LONG, Bob: Jones 

LOWELL (?), Bob: Jones 
MASSEY, Mike: Adams 

MACDONALD, Terry: Morelli 
MCWATERS, Pat: Morelli 
MORELLI, Joe: Cohen, Davis, Macdonald, Mcwaters, Thurston 
PATMAN, Reed: Jones 

ROGERS, Al: Jones 
THURSTON, Normman: Morelli 

This directory will be republished quarterly or as significant 
additions and changes are received. A.E. 
  

LIBERATION STRATEGY — TWO VIEWS 
  

My first impression after reading a few copies of your 

INNOVATOR was of a few people buying some months or 
years of a degree of freedom in a rather highly coercive 
society; and, as Leonard Read writes, "they are forsaking 
their role as spokesmen for freedom." 

On second thought, each individual doing what he wants to 
do, will solve 'most any problem that needs solving. Mr. 
Read contacts some of the very few who read. "Actions speak 
louder than words." Who is most effective? Who is achieving 

the most satisfaction, happiness? ? ? J. R. ROAF 

(Mr. Roaf also sent in "Annotated Bibliography to Better 
Living" which is being held for a future issue of INNOVATOR.) 
  

You threw out the challenge: "If you would like to see dialogue 
on a particular subject, write some." | would like to see a 
continuing forum on strategy of liberation — one which 
DISCOVERS and onalyzes fundamental considerations and avoids 
getting bogged down in ideological polemics, on one hand, and 
concretes, on the other.  As a beginning: 

Many libertarians still sort themselves out on the basis of 
idealistic society advocated, be this government limited by 
internal (constitutional) checks and balances; government 

("protection companies") limited by competition within the 
same geographical territory; govemment (“mini-states") 
limited by indirect competition; non-govermmental society 
where crime is discouraged by prevaling mores and passive 

resistance; anarchist society where crime is discouraged or ot 

least kept disorganized by personal armed retaliation; and so 
forth. Give a party for libertarians and, odds are, that before 
the evening is over a debate will be raging among advocates 
of the various systems, 

Bu? there is a much more fundamental and important division. 
ll\'fls between those who hold that liberation must be COLLECT- 
l|<‘ E — that freedom is to be provided by society (of whatever 
ind), and those who hold that liberation is an INDIVIDUAL 

S:r at most small group) responsibility and that personal freedom 
ould _be sought regardless of popular attitudes and organized 

;;}:rle::;on. : At the hypothetical libertarian porty, those holding 
e far view may not even be represented in the Great 
ebate; they are apt to be off in another room listening to 

music, making love, discussing the price of gold in Zurich, o 

pouring over maps of some Caribbeon Tslond, 

No matter how fiercely the various utopion partisons disogrer — 

sing praises of their own system and heap scorn on the others — 

with few exceptions they agree thot implementation is impossible 

in the PRESENT; that o free society will be achieved only in 

the unspecified but distant FUTURE after a cultural revolution, 

and that seeking personal freedom is futile until then. 

It is tempting to delve into the psychological implications of 

this view. Certainly it affords o supetb excuse for taking no 

action in the present and for absolving personal inadequacies. 

But "utopian dreaming" is a usual and perhaps essential part of 

any "radical" movement. And "parlour intellectuals," who 

only wish to show off erudition and have no serious intention 

of moving out of their niche in the status quo, make up most of 

the early adherants of any "movement." To criticize such 

people for being what they are is pointless. But individuals 

who ARE seriously interested in securing liberty should recog- 

nize those for whom libertarian ideas are only a game, 
not waste undue time arguing with them, not be puzzled by 

apparently causeless hostility, and above all not expect large- 

scale participation in any venture. 

The serious sel f=liberator should also realize that, while conjur- 

ing up utopias can be a source of inspiration and ideas, any 

such ideal society is unlikely to come to pass in anything close 

to imagined form — there are too many unpredictable variables. 

Any society is shaped by the means through which it is brought 

into being and by the cultural and technological as well as 

physical environment — a future free city floating in mid-ocean 

will not be a reincarnation of pioneer America or renaissance 

ltaly. 

In closing, | hasten to point out (before someone else does) that 

| have only RAISED an issue, not PROVEN my own point of 

view. (Pointing out that an approach is COLLECTIVIST does 

not automatically prove that it is WRONG.) But this is an 

extremely important issue and one that (to my knowledge) has 

not been explicitly dealt with by "either side.” EL RAY 
  

NO HIPPIES OR JEWS TO MEXICO 
  

There are uptight border guards who won't let bearded people 
through. ("No hippies, no Jews; on Presidential Orders, " 
says the little khaki'd man guarding the border point at Tecate. 

His redneck soulneck, in the U.S. Customs kiosk a few yards 

to the north, doesn't want to become involved.) 

(Excerpted from article by E. Zapata in July 19 LOS ANGELES 
FREE PRESS, 938 N. Fairfax, CA 90046; $5 per year.) 
  

SMELTING SILVER COINS 
  

A silver dollar contains .7735 ounces of pure silver. A dollars 
worth of minor silver coins (dimes, quarters, half-do!lars) 

contains about 6% less silver than a silver dollar — that is a 
dollars worth of dimes or quarters or halves contains .727 
ounces of pure silver. [f this coin could be refined and sold as 
silver at (say) $2.36 per ounce (less 8¢ for refining and freight — 
net price about $2.28 per ounce), then a dollars worth of minor 
silver coins would fetch $2.28 x 0.727 equals $1.66. That is 
a 66% premium over par value of the coins. At $2.50/0z. 
silver, the premium would be about 76%. But this premium is 
fruit on the forbidden tree. If you get caught melting U.S. 
coins you are subject to a $10,000 fine and prison term. The 
moral is: if you do it, don't get caught. This profit is enough 
to entice some men to take the risk. And some do; some have 

been caught at it. When the coin is melted into 900-fine 
bars, these bars are still hard to sell for the refiners are skittish 
about refining 900=fine bars; they do not want to be accused 

of conspiracy to aid and abet coin melters. Therefore, all 
900-fine bars are suspect, and are saleable only at a discount, 
It is also unlawful to export U.S. silver coins but once export- 
ed (smuggled) it is not too difficult to get the coin melted and 

refined. The big foreign refineries will not melt them; the 

major industrial countries that are on good terms with the U.S, 
discourage melting U.S. or any other coins that are currently 

in use as money, But they will refine 900-fine bars or ingots, 
and there are small melters who will melt the coins into small 
bars or ingots, Demestic and foreign refiners will also not 
hesitate at all to melt Mexican silver coins because they are 
"demonetized.” Canadian 80% silver coins cannot be sold to 
the big U.S. refiners for melting, but they are currently being 
melted in the U.S, by small smelters (it is not unlawful), and 
then sent to the big refiners for refining into good delive’ry 
bars, It may be that U.S, silver coins are being melted in 
Canada by small operators (this is not unlawful), and then 

these 900-fine ingots sold to the big refiners, Who knows? 

+«++ This impure silver has come on the market rather suddenly 
and has overloaded the existing silver refineries, compounding 
the refining backlog created by the six-months copper strike 
which had idled most of the silver refiners, Thus there is 
currently a sudden large increase in demand for silver refining 
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capacity. Under such conditions, the refiners ha 

to advance their refining charges. For 900-fine 
refining charge used 1o be around 3¢/0z; now ;h 

Ve begy & 

materig| th 8 
5 . e the, 

be 5¢, B¢, or 15¢ per oz, depending on who owna th fgla m 

refined, how anxious he is to get his silver refine 2 Silvg, 
d and 

(and is he an old customer or a Johnny-come-latel solq 

depending on who is the refiner, 7, ong 

(From August GOLD AND SILVER BULLETIN, Loyd ( 

P.O. Box 13406, Houston, Texas 77019; no Chcrg.-)Par‘:. 

  

ETHICS OF TAX REFUSAL 
  

While agreeing in main with the letters from H,G, Jindeies 

August FREE TRADE advocating refusal of the telaphgne '.r 

should like to refute one implication: that supporting ;:: 

which employs initiated force or threat of force is ;m,,,o'dll. 

ONLY if it is voluntary. Jindrich states: "An UNCOE#c 
person who knowingly and freely sanctions or supports ev3| i 
clearly immoral." (Emphosis is his.) This implies that supp 

of evil IS excusable if it is coerced. 

Such an ethical position raises many problems if consistant| 

maintained. Consider this instance: “When faced with gq 
invading conscript army, it is immoral to attempt to defend 

one's life or property through retaliatory force ogainst the 
conscripts. For the conscripts are only acting under threqt 

coercion and are therefore absolved of guilt for injuries or 

threats inflicted." Consider also what is probably the most 

famous invocation of this excuse: by Adolph Eichman, ath 
trial, who protested that he was only following orders. 

Of course it can be argued that there are degrees of evil; - 
the conscript who murders on order is MORE jmmoral then f 

taxpayer who contributes support on order; that the taxpay 
who contributes support voluntarily is MORE immoral than | 

taxpayer who contributes support under duress, But the per 

who knowingly aids in any way the collection of revenve b 

system employing initiated force IS clearly immoral, regord 

of circumstances. 

My objection is not intended to detract from the resistance 

method Jindrich proposes, which is morally and tactically 

commendable, and which deserves to be applied by every 

person of reason and good will. CARL KOHLER 

  

TACTICS OF TAX AVOIDANCE 
  

Piano tuners and repairmen who work for a company on a X 

time basis were adjudged by the IRS to be employes of the 

company for the purpose of its withholding Social Securify | 

income tax from the workers' pay. The Service noted thu{ 

although the repairmen didn't have to follow a fixed worki 

schedule, they were required to make out service forms for 

each job, on the basis of which the company billed its 

customers. The tax agency ruled under the circumstances 

that the company exercised enough direction and control © 

the repairmen to make them employes for Federal employme 

tax purposes. 

(From May 29 WALL STREET JOURNAL.) 
  

WELL, THAT'S COMMUNISM FOR YOU! 
  

Radio-station operators in the Soviet Union have been :;'; 

and tried recently on charges of 
with the Russian Communications Ministry. {0 % 

countries, it is illegal to operate a radio station Wi i 

permission of government officials.) Governmfen; spo och 

have explained that broadcasts of populor music mf:soges’ 

"pirate" stations might interfere with emergency me 

as storm warnings to ships.  RICHARD BRAY 

d he arrest o 
for t thot 

A new law in the Russian Republic calls 

imprisonment of persons for drunkeness. y oho 

there has been a big increase in the consumpti 

recent years, and that almost 75 percent of e w0 i 

under the influence of alcohol. Russian P°|_"f: w gnd houl 

up alcoholics who "systematically misuse spifi*s 

them off to jail or special labor cam ps, just s 1" 

VALUE 

not be p,—cduced- "Value is not produced, and can 
P . shapes © 

produced is never anything but forms, 

combinations of material; therefore things, fi: " 

goads can of course be goods of value, .b‘”.' heyren 

value with them ready made, as something 1" % 

accompanies production. They alwoys 

outside — from the wants and satisfach! 

world. Value grows, not out of the pas ho 
their future. It comes, not out of the worksh.ph 

ts whi¢ 
come into existence, but out of the wants T ERK 

will satisfy." EUGEN VON BOEHM-BAW 

el 

1 recelve mi 
ons of the econ® 

s of good>’ t of g wher 

those 9°°w



know. |f you have a home phone, get it under a nom de 

plume. Rent under a nom c.ie plume, or at least a variation of 
your name. Receive all mail at a box in a 24-hour post office. 
You will sleep better if you are not half expecting an 
authoritarian knock on your door at two in the morning. 

Do any activities which might draw unfavorable attention — 
writing for example — under a nom de plume. And use «a 
ceporate address for the nom de plume. 

If you have never been fingerprinted, avoid it. Since a set 
of fingerprints on record with the FBI is the only way you can 
be definitely identified, avoiding fingerprinting is worth 
quite a bit of effort. Stay out of the armed forces. Don't 
apply for a security clearance. Don't seek employment with 
any company that routinely fingerprints — some do. Don't 
take part in street demonstrations, etc., where there might be 
mass arrests and bookings — there are more effective ways to 
fight back. The thumb print which California asks for but does 
not require for a driver's license does not go to the FBI, and 
can only be used fo verify a suspected identity. A full set of 
prints — all fingers of both hands, is required in most cases 
fo identify, if identity is not suspected. Nevertheless, 
decline to give a thumb print too. Tell them if they ask why, 
that you must refuse on the basis of personal religious 
convictions, 

This brings me to my third general principle: SET UP AN 
ALIAS IDENTITY FOR EMERGENCY USE. This should include 
os a minimum: birth or baptismal certificate, driver's license, 
and passport.  Even if you do not intend to KNOWINGLY 
break the law, alias identification is among the best "freedom 
insurance" you can have. As | said before, there are so 
many laws and regulations that one cannot possibly even 
KNOW all of them, let alone consistently obey them. And 
many laws can be interpreted very broadly; you can always 
be apprehended on one excuse or another, or quite likely, 

just by accident. And should you face prosecution, it's nice 

fo have the OPTION to "cut and run," whether you then 
choose to do so or not, 

Don't wait until you are in trouble to get alias ID; then you 

f”i” be prone to mishaps that will get you in more trouble. Do 
't now while you have full resources, are able to move about 
ope_”l)': and can take the time to be careful. Also, getting 

s €asy now, but may become more difficult. 

Each individual and family will have their own requirements 
and problems, so by all means, think through your own 
Procedure rather than simply follow the directions of someone else; it is generally safer NOT to follow the exact procedures 
used by others, 

isz;rRl have been assuming that the individual concerned is 
e dESENTL.Y in danger, But at least two kinds of people 

o ady ARE in danger: men of draft age and children of 

hulsory school age. What they do about it is up to them. 
oyl ! 

sty d, of course, never encourage breaking the law even 

® one's own skin, byt 

Cbild Vt'hifl compulsory school age in California is eight, the 

Imself gqf |e i.mmune .Until he is mature enough to condu?f 

Parents Qree v if questioned by authorities. (He can say his 

that, ¢, Iust visiting from out-of-state or whatever.) After 

* 1 child and his Parents must choose his course carefully. 
st 

Prex:';));?:: f5h°U'd misinterpret any of the foregoing as a 
%t that oo Or a successful career in crime, | would point 
*Ngaging inmm'fflng a REAL crime is FAR more dangerous than 
hooses QALpeoceflf| activity that some immoral government 
Vietim o ST L a crime, because there is a VICTIM and this 

RONG incentive to kill or otherwise frustrate 
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the criminal. In contrast, the person who LIVES FREE creates 
no victim; the government creep whose job it might be to 
stop him has weak incentive at most, This is, of course, only 
one reason why real crime is very much against one's long- 
term interest. If, despite this warning, someone wants to 
become a criminal,- he can hardly do better than to join 
an already flourishing gang of killers, kidnappers and thieves — 
by far the most successful criminal organization in these 
parts — | refer to the U.S. government and its state and local 
affiliates. 

This brings me to my fourth general principle: RESPECT THE 
ANONYMITY OF OTHERS. For the libertarian living in the 
slave state, this is a form of "good manners" necessary to the 
continuance of freedom. All rules of etiquette, if traced 
back far enough, have utilitarian origins, and most of them 
originated in the tyranny and chaos of the feudal dark ages. 
For example, the custom of shaking hands was originally a way 
of preventing surprise attack when two persons met by showing 
that neither held a dagger in his sword hand. Living in the 
tyranny and chaos of neo-feudal America, it is proper that 
libertarians develop new rules of etiquette which relate to 
present conditions. These include the following: 

Rule of etiquette: SAFEGUARD ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBERS given you by other libertarians, except in those 
cases where the person makes clear to you that his address is 
public knowledge anyway. Disguise or encode addresses or 
phone numbers some way so they are meaningful only to you. 
The reason: During any kind of round-up, it is customary 
police practice to use any address books found as sources for 
more suspects. Many narcotic rings, for instance, have been 
busted in the following manner: One member is apprehended 
more or less accidentally — perhaps he is stopped for a 
traffic violation. His car is searched; the police find drugs 
and an address book. They immediately apprehend all the 
persons whose names appear in the book, aond search their 
premises for drugs and address books. This may continue . 
through three or four levels of contacts and involve hundreds 
of persons. Many of the people so apprehended will be entirely 
innocent; nevertheless, their premises will be ransacked and 
they may be held behind bars for several days while being 
checked out. Since a govemment creep will usually be 
looking for an address book and will keep searching until he 
finds something, it may be wise to HAVE an address book for 
his benefit. Pick names at random from the phone book if 
you wish or limit names to non-libertarian acquaintances. 

Safeguarding of addresses is for your protection as well as the 
protection of others; if the police find illegal goods on the 
premises of several people whose names you have, this will 
cast further suspicion on you. Also, of course, if your friends 
get busted because of your carelessness, you will no longer be 
their friend. The person who does not especially want his 
address kept confidential — perhaps he maintains an open 
address for business reasons — can signify this by giving out 
business cards. 

Second rule of libertarian etiquette: DO NOT ENGAGE IN 
OPENLY ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES ON THE PROPERTY OF 
OTHERS, without explicit permission. This applies to such 
things as smoking marijuana, disrobing, and showing off your 
collection of gold bars. 

Third rule of libertarian etiquette: DON'T ASK QUESTIONS 

WHICH INTRUDE ON THE PRIVACY OF OTHERS, unless you 
have a strong and mutually understood need to know. As one 
libertarian has put it: "Don't ask questions which require a 
proper-noun answer." It is all right to ask, "What is your 
educational background?" but not, "What college did you
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attend?" It is all right to ask, "What kind of work do you 

do?" but not, "What company do you work for?" One may 

not wish to divulge specific biographical information for any 

number of reasons. When confronted with such a question, 

he must either lie or be silent and draw attention to himself. 

As this custom, already practiced by many, becomes more 
widespread, government snooping will become more difficult; 
the creep cannot gather personal information about others 
without attracting suspicion to himself. 

A last rule of etiquette: AVOID GENERATING PUBLIC 

RECORDS OF FINANCIAL DEALINGS. Avoid paying by 
check. If you are sending too large a sum by mail to trust 
cash, get a money order. Also, don't ask for a receipt unless 
the transaction is large; then make the receipt intelligible 
only to the parties involved plus perhaps one witness. 

By following these simple guide lines, libertarians can 

exchange ideas, experiences, goods and services without 

destroying the veil of anonymity they have worked so carefully 
to weave. 

ALLEN HUMBLE 

(Editor's Note: Mr., Humble requested that no personal 
information about him be released beyond the fact that he is 
a libertarian who follows the principles outlined in this 

article.) 

  

INTRUSION DETECTOR — ECONOMY MODEL 
  

Throughout history man has been plagued by those who would 

rather steal than trade, taking advantage of moments when the 

home was left unguarded to do their looting. Although the 
horse has been replaced by the airplane and the dutch oven 

by the T.V. dinner, very little has been done to update man's 

relationships with man. Sociologically, we are still in the 
dark ages of ignorance and moral greyness. 

In order to be able to leave home or get a good night's sleep 

without fear of becoming a victim of forced intrusion, some 

sort of warning device is almost a must in any home. In the 
days before electronic burglar alarms and police that protect 
and serve, almost every family had a dog. The dog has been 
man's companion since long before the start of recorded 
history and serving as a guard against intruders has always 

been the basic way he eamed scraps from his master's table 
and a place by the fire. 

Even today we are hard put to find better general purpose 
devices for keeping looters away. Many large department 

stores with millions of dollars of merchandise to protect find 
they get better results from several well-trained dogs prowling 
their aisles at night than from highly sophisticated electrical 
detection systems. Canine patrols are also utilized by research 
facilities, car storage areas, factories and military security 
installations. 

And for good reason. The dog has excellent hearing and sense 
of ‘smell, He is intelligent enough to be easily trained to do 
what is wanted from him and he quickly learns to tell friend 
from intruder. His greatest satisfaction is to please those to 
whom he has given his trust and to this end he will remain 
alert for hours. All he asks is fair treatment and a pat on 
the head to assure him he has done his duty well. Once 
trained, he cannot be short cirquited, he is not effected by 
power failure and he is on the job 24 hours a day, awake 
or sleeping. His loyalty cannot be shaken as long as his 
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master treats him fairly and he cannot be bribed, We| 
trained, he is a logical, economical investment in prote . 

. . ction 
as well as a rationul friend. 

Since there are many breeds, varieties, sizes and types of 
dogs, selection should be made carefully, based on your 

particular needs and facilities. First, decide what skills 
your dog is expected to master. Is he just to wam yoy of 
intruders or must he physically repel them? Is he als 4, 
perform other tasks like hunting, herding or rodent and peg 
control? 

Dog size varies greatly from the tiny toy dogs to the Greqt 
Danes, Irish wolfhounds and other giants, Even within the 

same breed there often are two or three distinct size strains, 
as with miniature, standard and giant schnauzers or toy, 

miniature and standard poodles. Food requirements are 

qualitatively the same for all breeds from chihuahuas to St, 
Berpards. However, quantity is a different matter. A full 
grown Great Dane may eat as much as four pounds of ground 

beef and twenty cups of kibble (dry dog meal) a day, so decide 

how much dog you can afford to feed. A big dog is tempting 
as a protection investment but a small dog with a loud bark 
may serve just as well to wam you to grab your gun. Basic 

rule: Don't try to feed more dog than you need! 

Last, initial price and availability must be considered. 

Puppies of some rare or exotic breeds can cost three, four or 

even five hundred dollars. On the other hand, many fine 

dogs, even AKC purebreds of more common breeds, can be 

purchased for less than $25.00. In fact, they can be had 

for nothing from people who just after purchasing them, find 

they must move to a place where no dogs are permitted. All 

these people ask is that their dog go to a "good home," what- 

ever that is. Such offers are often listed by the dozens in 

larger newspaper want ad pet sections. Even the more unusual 

breeds can be had on this basis if one is willing to watch the 

ads patiently. 

I will not attempt to tell you how to raise a handful of puppy 

into a houseful of dog. Excellent books covering all aspects 

of dog care are plentifully available, A few points though 

may be of interest, 

SHOTS — These should he given by a vet. Hewill tell yeil 

when they should be given and will provide you with 

certificates if you will need these for one reason or another. 
The shots are basically the same from one vet to another but 

prices vary greatly so shop around. 

LICENSES — The standard procedure here seems to be fo we' 
until you get caught. If the dog is kept in the house this may 

take some time. Dog license inspectors do come aroun 

though and if your watch dog is doing his job, the inspectc’ 

is going to know you have him. You can try somé .excus: 

like that you are just keeping him for a friend,and this is mor 

likely to work if planned in advance. Or, yov might sfof: 
when you see a dog along the road that has been hit by ac® 

and affix his tag to your dog's collar if you really wanh " 
avoid registration, If you do register your dog, he must ;i 
the required shot certificates mentioned above. These USA 
also be required to bring the dog back into the good ole 
if your dog travels out of the country with you. 

OBEDIENCE TRAINING — This should begin af ab%]t 4 

months. Classes are offered through the YMCA, éb)’ 
number of kennel clubs, city recreation depurfmef‘*s ans a 

individual kennel owners. Prices run one or fwo 40 asons. 
lesson and usually a course consists of ten to twenty les 

Dogs, like children, reflect their environment.



mani fest all the ph):SiOlOgiCGl imbalances of their mixed 

remise human companions. But if raised rationally under a 

istent .system of reward for proper behavior and punishment 

sed without undue emotion when they err, they will 

be stable in disposition and try diligently to do what is 

expected of them. What kind of companion and protector 

your dog proves to be is up to you. 

cons 
dispen 

BARBIE STEPHENS 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

DOG OWNER'S VETERINARY GUIDE, by G. W. Stamm, 
Pub, by T.F.H. Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 33, Jersey 

City 2, N.J., $2.95 paperback, illustrated. 

HOW TO RAISE AND TRAIN A PEDIGREED OR MIXED BREED 

PUPPY, by Arthur Liebers, Pub. by T.F.H. Publications, Inc., 

P.O. Box 33, Jersey City 2, N.J., 64 pages illus., $1.00 

paperback. 

USAF SENTRY DOG PROGRAM, U.S. Gov. Doc. 
#D 301.7:125-5, (c) 1964, 100 pages, $1.00, 

MILITARY DOG TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT, U.S. 
Gov. Doc.?D 101.20:20-20, (c) 1960, 116 pages, 35¢. 

OBEDIENCE TRAINING FOR YOUR DOG by Cecil Wimhurst, 

70 pages, $1.00 Dover quality paperback. Available from 

Adobe Hacienda, Route 3, Box 517, Glendale, Arizona 

85301. 

TEACH YOUR DOG TO BEHAVE IN HOME, CAR & STREET 

by Otte' , 160 pages, 95¢ paperbound. 

SERGEANT'S DOG CARE BOOK by Polk Miller Products 

Corporation, Richmond, Virginia 23230, 40 pages, sent 

free on request. ' 

  

ON THE MARKET 
  

THE STINGER distributed by Walter H. Craig, Box 927, Selma, 

Alabama. A small aerosol can containing about 70 one-second 

blasts with a range of 20 feet, claimed to "instantly 

immobilize" an assailant. (No one on the INNOVATOR staff 

would volunteer to experience even a short blast so the 

manufacturer's word must be taken on this poinf.) Complete 

with belt holster $8.95 postpaid. Refills $5.95 each. 

"RADAR" COMPACT BURGLAR ALARM by Christopher's, P.O- 
Box 331, Ardmore, Pennsylvania. A small alarm unit operated 

by @ pull ring which can be attached to a frip wire or operated 

manually. Produces a loud screaming noise which is "easy fo 

stop only if you know the secret." Write the distributer for 

Prices and other information. 

A complete line of INTRUSION DETECTION DEVICES by 

Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., Belleville, New JerseYs 
i ' infra red 

07109, includes devices utilizing ultrasonic sour.ld,. 

photoelectric cells, electrical capacitance proximity senso;'s 

and T.V, surveillance cameras. These units include models 

for indoor and outdoor use and for large and small area 
Monitoring, 

ULTRASONIC INTRUSION ALARM by Alsto Companys 1384 

Hird Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44107, This device floods on 
:nhre room with invisible, inaudible sound waves an 

© ony moving object within its 20" to 30* range. 

! 5, bells or other 
dev.uc.es. Installation consisis of piugging it in and adjusting 
position and range for area to be protected. May be used 
outdoors if protected from rain and snow., $99.50 postpaid. 

"TELEMERGENCY" DEVICES by Ballistics Control Corp., 
39—50 Crescent Street, Long Island City, New York, N.Y. 
11101, A variety of devices which, when triggered by sensing 
units, dial predetermined numbers (for instance, your private 
protection agency or a libertarian friend with whom you have a 
mutual defense pact) and transmit prerecorded messages to as 

many as four different phone numbers consecutively, then reset 
themselves. Also a variety of related detection devices. 
Write them for detailed information and prices. 

MAXIMUM SECURITY LOCK SYSTEM by Sargent and Company, 

100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Conn. 06509. A system based 

on a lock cylinder containing -three separate rows of 

interlocking pins.  Underwriter's Laboratories listed for 

burglary protection. The company claims that due to the 

number of possible pin combinations, no system installation 

will EVER be duplicated. This "super—cylinder" is available 

in mortise locks, key=in-knob locks, panic bar units, padlocks, 

utility and locker locks. (Illustrated below) 

U 
ZISARGENT 
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with two plugs to conne:: . | ghis 

      

      

CATALOG OF POLICE AND INVESTIGATIVE EQUIPMENT by 

Investigator's Information Service, 806 S. Robertson Blvd., Los 

Angeles, California 90035. Catalog costs 25¢. Includes de- 

bugging devices to prevent industrial espionage and electronic 

intrusion by Big Brother, Also offered are a booklet titled, 

"How to Avoid Electronic Eavesdropping and Privacy Invasion," 

priced at $2.98 and an " Investigator's Manual of Electronic 

Surveillance Methods and Devices" priced at $12.00. (The 

information on Investigator's Information Service was taken 

from an extensive article, "How To Tell If Your Phone Is 

Bugged” by Art Kunkin in the June 28, 1968,Los Angeles Free 

Press.) 
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ENTERPRISES ATLANTIS 

  

LOOKING BACK AND FORWARD 
  

Our "company" was formed as a way of marketing the 

RETREATER'S BIBLIOGRAPHY which we proposed and 

prepared for Harry Browne's "How to Survive A Monetary 

Crisis" seminar Geveral years ago. We have expanded that 

bibliography to ‘include additional categories and entries 

which since that time have come to our attention, After 

returning from - British Columbia, we offered our first 
seminar, an evaluation of British Columbia as a retreat 

area. This Spring we offered an expanded retreat concept 

seminar containing the more valuable ideas and information 

from Harry's seminar plus a great deal of new material, 

But we do not wish to limit our activities to retreating alone. 

We, like“So many other libertarians, see that freedom is 
at least temporarily on the wane, and that the economic 

house of cards built haphazardly by invalid monetary 

principles may soon come tumbling down on the heads of 

the unaware. We believe that those that prepare can avoid 

the danger and a good deal of the unpleasantness that such 

crises will bring through knowledge and a flexihle state of 

mind, 

To this end, we hope to be a source of information on the 

various alternate future courses that are being suggested. 

We offered last Spring a one day seminar on Self-Liberation 

which explored land and sea mobility as well as other modes 

of self-liberated living. We hope to offer this seminar and 
the one on the retreat concept again this fall and introduce 

several new ones, 

A NEW OFFERING!!! | 
  

We run across many ideas, many sources of materials and 

information each day that we believe would be of value to 

potential retreaters or other self-responsible libertarians 

and that we would like to share, As a medium to transmit 
and exchange such ideas and information, we are introducing 

THE ATLANTIS QUARTERLY 
  

a new publication to appear with the seasons, The Autumn 

issue will come out the last part of October with a sixteen 

page format (7' x 8 1/2"), 

The QUARTERLY is not intended to compete with the 

Innovator or any other existing publication in any way, but 
rather is envisioned as an informal bulletin packed with 

directly applicable information on independent living and 

expanding personal freedom, It will include columns of 
interest to liber-gypsies, retreaters, builders of new 
nations and those who prefer to seek freedom within their 
present life patterns, It will contain information on new 
books, fact and fiction, of interest to those acting on their 
Jdesire for liberty and sources of materials and services 
  7 — 18 

—_— 

as well, We hope that you, the readers, will take advanmge 

of theletter sectionto pass on ''goodies' you have discover 
and gain from those submitted hy others. We will algq 

offer space for those who wish to place ''unclassifiedr or 

display ads. Unclassified ad rate: three lines for ty, 
dollars (each line seven inches long). 

For those whose subscriptions are postmarked before 

November first, subscription will be $4.00 per year, 

savings of one dollar; two years, $7.50; three yearg 

$10, 00, If, at the end of your subscription, you fee] you' 

did not get your money's worth, return the magazines in 

good condition and your money will be refunded in fy, 

Individual issues — $1. 50 each, 

Unlike so many libertarian publications directed at somewhat 

limited markets, THE ATLANTIS QUARTERLY is intendeq 

as a profitably self-supporting venture, It is also intended 
to be well worth every cent our subscribers spend on it, It 

must be to live up to its guarantee! Make checks for THE 

ATLANTIS QUARTERLY payable to Atlantis Enterprises. 

OTHER OFFERINGS BY ATLANTIS: 

THE RETREATER"S BIBLIOGRAPHY by Do 
and Barbie Stephens. Still a bargain, the bibliography now 

includes about 300 updated entries compiled as a result of 

over 2500 hours of research. It offers book listings for 

the widely diversified aspects of self-sufficient living, 

  

including: Selecting a proper location, building your own 

home, food supply, medical care, protection and hunting 

water supply, electric power and sewage disposal, land 

and sea mobility and others. 

All entries are arranged in neat informative order including 

title, author, publisher, copyright date, number of pages, 

binding style, and price, Where titles are not self- 

explanatory, a brief description of content is included. The 
bibliography also contains listings for a number of sources 

of materials and services related to retreat preparation 

In addition to the original bibliography and its 1968 
Supplement, THE RETREATER'S BIBLIOGRAPHY package 
now includes the April '68 retreat issue of INNOVATOR 

which we edited and the "Basic Checklist" of small items 

for the retreater, Still only $9. 50 postpaid, 

NOTE: Those who have already purchased the origina 
bibliography either as part of Harry Browne's seminar on 

Surviving A Monetary Crisis or directly, may update by 

sending 30¢ in coin or stamps (with name and current 
address) to cover postage and handling, This same 
arrangement will be followed for future supplements. 

A NEW CONSTITUTION FOR A NEW COUNTEY 
by M. Oliver, Describes Mr, Oliver's proposal for the 

establishment of a new country. $1,00 postpaid. 

AN I 0.U. FOR EMILY by LuGene Weldon T 
story of Emily who refuses to recognize the go"emmei 
right to collect tax loot.(Fiction) $5, 00 hardbound postP 

is 
SELF — LIBERATION, a taped seminar by Atlant 
staff and consultants, See August '68 FREE RA days 

n ) 

details. Rates — for private use, $30.00 for te ition 
(10 days includes shipping time) plus $5, 00 per a(:ldlsetS. 
day. Includes one set of printed notes; addition 

$1.50 each, Write for rates on commercial replay. # 
; e 

Atlantis Enterprises Ltd., c/o P,O. Box 141, Glend?! 
California 91209, : q 

/ 
 



APP ' LICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND DEVELOPMENTS IN LIBERTY 

INNOVATOR 
Box 34718, Los Angeles, CA 90034 — Winter 1969 — One Year, $4 — Single Copy, $1 

TRADE FREE -¢——» LIVE FREE 

The theme this winter is economic liberation: how to earn free 

from taxes, how to trode with other freedomites, how to save 

for future libertarian living, and how to free assets from 

depredations of State. EL RAY, Issue Editor 
  

EDITORIAL: ON STRATEGY OF CULTURAL CHANGE 
  

Libertarians who choose to secure their own liberty often find 

themselves occused of "anti-intellgctualism" by other freedom 

advocates. The charge goes: 

"Statism is basically an intellectual problem and requires an 

intellectual solution; liberty cannot be achieved until popular 

attitudes become compatible with liberty. The way to gain 

liberty is not by "opting out" of society but by disseminating 

rational ideas within the society.” 

This criticism is rather beguiling because it is halftrue: statism 

is indeed an intellectual problem and requires an intellectual 

solution. But statism is not EXCLUSIVELY intellectual; itisa 

SYMBIOSIS of philosophical deceit and institutionalized 

violence, each sustaining the other. Neither is alone the 

cause; each is both couse and effect. 

Coercivist govemments largely control the mass communication 

media; directly through administration of "public schools," 

indirectly through licensing of radio/TV stationsand intimidation 

of publishers under tax and regulatory laws. And the controlled 

communication media in tum inculcate attitudes and misinform- 

ation in support of institutionalized coercion. : 

Equally important but not so well recognized: Most people 

accept statist propaganda not merely because they are brain- 

washed but because they WANT to believe. They feel power- 

less to change the society or to liberate themselves from it 

("You can't fight City Hall.") and therefore prefer to believe 

that somehow it is all for the best. And the more despotic the 

system, the greater their credulity. Most inmates of German 

concentration comps were pathetically eoger to believe the 

"explanations” of Nazi administrators, against all evidence to 

the contrary. Most Russians, even more than most Americans, 

believe that infringements of their liberty are necessary; 

opposition, if any, is reserved for details of implementation 

where change appears possible. One can observe this for him- 

self; most people encountered are not merely deceived; they 

WANT to be deceived and bitterly resent any attempt fo 

Jjemolish their rationalizations of The Way Things Are. 

Certainly liberty cannot be ochieved society=-wide until popular 

ttitudes become compatible with liberty. But the inverse is 

qually true; changing popular attitudes is impossible until 

iberty is realized or at least appears imminent. Together, 

hese lead to the conclusion: a coercivist philosophic/politico- 

conomic system cannot be radically changed BY ANY MEANS 

om within. Estoblishments can and do evolve, but mostly in 

sponse to developments extemal to the system. 

| suggest that liberation is possible only on the individual level 

and only by changing attitudes and living-patterns together. 

Refutation of statist propagenda and opting out must go hand- 

in=hand. To seek self-liberation is not to be "anti-intellect- 

val”; it is to integrate intellect with reality — to follow 

thought with action. EL RAY 
  

REFUTING THE TAX MYTHS 
  

An important part of the coercive tax system is the mythology 
which accompanies it; mythology which terrorizes or morally 
disarmsitsvictims. Without it the tax toke would be much less. 
Many of these myths are spread by the Estoblishment—controlled 
media; others are uttered by some of the victims themselves. 

MYTH: "In a democratic society taxes are notreally theft; the 

govemment is only carrying out the will of the people.” 

REALITY: "People" in the sense used here isonly an abstraction 

in the mind of the commentator; "pecple™ is not a volitional 

entity and has no "will." 

No large govemment can be "democratic” in any meaningful 

sense; allowing a choice by SOME residents between tweedle 

dum ond tweedle dee every few years hardly constitutes 

"govemment by the people.” But in any case, what right does 

a "majority” have to impose its will on a pecceful minority? 

To consistently uphold such a "right" one must approve 

ANY act against a minority, up to and including extermination, 

provided only that the act be approved by majority vote. 

MYTH: "Taxes are not really theft beccuse they are legal — 

collected by due process of law under the Constitution.” 

REALITY: A constitution is a morally valid contract only if all 

persons subject to it have voluntarily agreed to it. This cannot 

be demonstrated for the U.S. Constitution. 

Hitler's liquidation of "social undesirables” was entirely 

"legal" as have been most of the bloodier crimes of history. 

MYTH: "The government needs taxes to pay for defense against 

Communist tyranny.” 

REALITY: (1) U.S.govemment policies, including conseription 

and taxes, are tyranny, making its supposed defense against 

tyranny so much hypocrisy. (2) Partly as a result of the 

U.S. government's "national defense" effortsof the last century, 

danger from Communism has INCREASED; the present U. S. 

efestly incompetent to conduct defense. (3 If 

one can successfully defend himself against present rulers (who 

caninvoke the "fellow Americans" shibboleth), what more could 

FOREIGN oggressors do? (4) Assuming that genuine defense is 

even possible on a national scale, this could perhaps be fin- 

anced through community—chest-type solicitations. 

govemment is man 

MYTH: "The government needs taxes to pay for needed social 

services,” 
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REALITY: (1) By what right can o govemnment tax the lobor of 
some (reducing fulfillment of THEIR needs) to fill the claimed 
needs of others? One must grant the same right to any hold-up 
man or confess a double standard of morality. (2) Since taxes 
interfere with exchange taxes are inherently "anti=social" and 
tend to impoverish all subjects, ESPECIALLY the poor who are generally least copoble of avoiding them, (In practice oll 
taxes are regressive.) (3) The government has no way of ob= jectively determining needs since needs are subjective, Each individual is best qualified to judge and fill his own needs. (4) Indigents can be cared for through voluntary charities, as they already are in large part, ' 

!V\.YTH: "Whether or not the government's activities are just= 
ified, while these continve a certain amount of revenue |s 
required to pay for them and must be rajsed one way or another, 
Anyone who avoids taxes is merely shirking his fair share of the 
burden and increasing the tax load of others, " 
REALITY: Cause and effect cannot be reversed; government 
expenditures do not in themselves collect taxes, it is taxes 
which make possible government expenditures. Government is 
a bureaucracy obeying Parkinson's Law: expenses inevitably 
increase to consume all revenue avdilable. Any large govern= 
ment is already collecting all the taxes it can. 

MYTH: "Tax refusal won't shrink the government; the rulers 
will simply print all the money they want," 
REALITY: "Printing" more money — more rapid inflation — 
will cause people to flee from government paper faster than 
the government "prints" it, thereby defeating the embezzlement. 

MYTH: "The proper way to eliminate taxes is by repealing 
them through political action.” 
REALITY: Political action to REDUCE taxesnecessarily requires 
a large collective movement, a movement which can offer no 
direct, INDIVIDUAL incentives except perhaps to the few 
professional politicians who organize it. (Lower taxes, if 
attained, are enjoyed by everyone whether or not they joined 
the movement.) Coercivist political movements, on the other 
hand, can and do offer personal incentives — power and 
plunder, Libertarians are thus at a severe strategic disadvan- 
tage in political action. 

MYTH: "Income taxes can be avoided only by illegal means. " 

REALITY: The very notion of "income tax" is built on a swamp 
of subjectivism. (Try objectively defining "net income" or 
"legitimate business expense” in a million words or more.) There 
are and will always be endless legal loopholes. 

MYTH: "Cheatingon taxes is deceitful and therefore immoral ." 

REALITY: Honesty is morally significant only in a context of 
peaceful relations. Few would feel obligated to tell an armed 

robber where their valuables are hidden. 

MYTH: "Now that the IRS is using computers no evasion is 

possible.” (This myth is spread by the IRS itself.) 

REALITY: Computers are fast and accurate but simple-mind.ed 

devices which will do only what they are told and require 

detailed instructions to do it. They are used to catch gross 

arithmetic errors and to cross—check data. But there is no way 

a computer can check most payments, deductions, and losses. 

will spend ., » h des taxes and is caught MYTH: "Anyone who evade J the IRS.) 

long years in prison.” (This is another myth spread b 

REALITY: The United States IS one of the few 9oVernn, 

which will criminally prosecute for tax evasion, with enrs 

ception of Communist countries (which should perhap, rex. 

"OTHER Communist countries”). But one is more likely o r 

jail for jay walking than "tax evasion.” In 1966, out of six}yf 
odd-million taxpayers, plus unknown millions more with faxab| 

incomes who didn't file, about 1400 people — one in 40,00q _ 

were convicted of tax froud ond served an average of 77 days 

in jail, And many of these people were not guilty of "evasign» 

per se but filing for multiple refunds. When the IRS does yn. 
cover a clear case of "evasion," it rarely prosecutes for "pqy 
fraud"; it would rather settle out of court — often for only 4 
fraction of what it claims is owed — rather than face a jury 

trial. For some strange reason juries are reluctant to convict 
for tax evasion, 

  

aod 

MYTH: "Paying taxes is not sanctioning coercion since there is 
compulsion; one has no choice.” 

REALITY: One HAS alternatives to paying taxes: (1) Leave 
the country and renounce citizenship. (2) Hold income below 
taxable levels. (3) Evade taxes. Some may complain that any 
of these is too much trouble. But the fact remains that the tax- 
payer is contributing to coercion. EL RAY 
  

BRING IT HOME FREE 
  

Thinking of libertarians as comprising embryonic free societies — 
"ethical oases, " which may be either exterritorial or territorial — 
there are two eaming situations to consider: "export” into the 
Servile State, and "internal” trode within the ethical oasis. 
For many “export" of labor offers the greatest profit at this 
time; this article concems "export” exclusively. 

As a general rule: BE A "CONSULTANT,” NOT AN 
"EMPLOYEE." The direct employee is the most victimized 
by tax thieves. All money paid him is considered taxcble in- 
come; almost no occupational expenses are deductible, Fur- 
thermore taxes are deducted before the employee even seeshis 
pay; this gives the tax thieves the upper hand. The employee 
must go to THEM for a refund, and a substantial refund may 
arouse suspicion. And filing for a retum makes him vulnerable 
to "tax fraud" charges. Finally, social insecurity taxes are 
unrecoverable. 

So, clearly, don't be an employee. Instead become a consultant 
or services company. |f you are presently a hired mathematic- 

ion, become a Mathematical Consultant. If you are presently 

a clerk-typist, become a Clerical Services Company. Instead 

of employers you now have customers. Instead of turning in a 

time card you invoice weekly or monthly, perhaps on the bo-sas 

of hours worked, perhaps per job. You receive FULL PAY with 

no taxes deducted. YOU decide how much taxes to pay. All 

business expenses such as transportation, rent, teleehone an.c! 

supplies are deductible. And if your GROSS .yecr!y income is 

less than $10,000, your chance of being audited is very sm.oll 

so you can let your conscience be your guide in figuring busin- 

ess expenses. |f your net income is under $600 you are not 

required to file. Even if you are audited and cannot substan- 

tiate expenses to the tax thieves' satisfaction, you have not 

committed "tax fraud" — you are liable only for taxes they 

believe you owe plus interest. And since you, not they, possess 

the money in question, YOU have the upper hand. If you want, 

you can appeal to the tax court where cases often drag on for 

years. 

Now the IRS is not unaware of this loophole, since it is enor- 

mous and growing. And in a few instances where a vender has 
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not paid they have 

"'..0 vender was ocl’ug?lr;eol:\ocE‘;A::.Ohis e 
eight-letter word ogain.) Obviou,|Y,E|,E' m(;l'here s dif'y 

tent in this; if for exomple a store foyile:h cum;:' E;;S“n":; 

hardly collect from everyone who hod sh o the m’ 
such cases have 

opped there. en 

e gone to court considerations have been: Did 

' person work without direct supervision? Did the person 

(;”d h'm”".o,u'.b the public as an independent proprietor? 
ne can minimize risks for customers by conducting himself 

accordingly. | suggest: 

Get business cards printed in the name of your service. 

Prepf"’ a brochure, not just a resume, with main emphasis on 

services performed; especially any services performed ot your 

ploce of business. 

Advertise at least once in a trade joumal. Quote the od in 

your brochure or otherwise distribute copies fo prospects. 

During interviews state clearly that you sell ONLY as a con= 

sultant or vender. If you say you would RATHER work as a 

consultant but WILL CONSIDER "direct employment," you are 

apt to frighten your prospect who will then offer you nothing. 

Sell to two or more customers per year. If necessary find a 

friend who will buy some of yours énd sell you some of his. 

The savings for a customer, compared to "direct employment, " 

include: no social insecurity payments; no unemployment 

ninsurance” taxes; no company-paid "fringe benefits" (which 

would probably be of little value anyway); less accounting; 

fewer govemment forms fo prepare; greater flexibility in work 

arrangements (for exomple a nomad or remote homesteader who 

wants o minimize time spent in the city might offer an inverse 

overtime rate — the more hours per week he works the cheaper= 

per-hour he gets, which is forbidden "employees"); less super= 

vision; no union problems; easier termination. 

Despite these odvantoges one often hears irrational objections. 

In the mixed economy many irrational people are in business — 

including power-seekers who want subordinates (they feel) they 

can domineer and empire-builders for whom number of underlings 

is a status symbol. Some ask for "permanent employees” on the 

grounds the job is long term, which of course is fallacious; an 

employee can quit on two-weeks notice. (If you think thejob is 

worth it, offer to give longer notice.) 

In general the smaller the company the better your ch 

since the fewer the levels of manogement involved. 

Avoid initial contact with personnel departments if pos 

Try to meet relevant working-level supervisors. 

Develop a network of finders — individuals in similar work who 

for a fee will let you know of openings and put you in touch 

with the right people. Let your finder establish the prospect’s 

interest in you as an independent so you don't waste time inter= 

viewing people with direct-employment syndromes. 

As a guide fo rate, remembering that you will save a company 

30 to 50 percent in employment-related overhead expenses, 

try asking 10 to 20 percent over your last direct rate. If you 

don't find work readily, don't accept “employment,” cut ratel 

If your vocation is not one you can continue after you opt out, 

be short range. Recognize that anything you build is built on 

quicksand. Don't start a business requiring substantial capital 

or slow growth of clientele. Don't enter any trade which will 

tie you down for long, Eam free. TOM MARSHALL 

ances 

sible. 

(Mr. Marshall is a technical consultont,) 

  

N, E. G. R, O. 

¢ Growth and Reconstruction Organiz= 

ation (NEGRO) was created seven years 0go in New York_C-ify. 

A group of prominent businessmen, clergymen and physicians 

were responsible for the birth of the organization, whose 

principleis founded in the idea that poverty is a sickness which 

depth of human beings and cannot be cured 
penetrates into the 

by money alone. In 1964 it was chartered as a non-profit 

organization. 

Dr. Thomas W. Matthew, a 43-year-old neurosurgeon, gave up 

a $100,000 a year proctice fo run the organization. Interfaith 

Hospital, a 140-bed hospital with expansion capacity fo 210 

beds, in Queens, New York is the foundation for other NEGRO 

operations. Other operations include the Domco Chemical Co. 

in Jomaica, Long Island. This company hes $700,000 in 

govermment and private contracts. A disinfectant used in 

Vietnam for washing U. S, army mess gear, fresh fruits ond 

vegetables is one of their many products. The Domco Textile 

Co. also in Jamaica produces stylish fabrics under the label of 

wFree Fashions.” This merchandise is sold by such New York 

department stores as Abraham & Straus, Alexander's and Mays. 

In oddition the company has a $100,000 controct with Miriam 

Makeba for production of dresses for her Caribbean boutiques. 

It also produces most of the uniforms used by NEGRO employees. 

NEGRO owns another clothing manufacturing plant in Pittsburg, 

Pa. and a paint manufacturing plant which makes all the paint 

used for their buildings and hospital. The organization owns 

two 100-family apartment buildingsin Bronx, New York. These 

buildings were rehabilitated by the Spartacus Construction Co. 

which is also a member of the NEGRO fomily. Two bus lines 

with 35 vehicles are operated in the Watts section of Los 

Angeles andthe Blue and White Bus Co. with 30 vehicles oper- 

ated in Harlem ond Jamaica, Long Island are owned by the 

organization. 

There are two requirements a project must have before it will 

be considered by NEGRO. It must fulfill a public need and be 

economically sound. NEGRO is not interested in grants or 

charity. They feel this type of financial support originates from 

paternalistic attitudes which are not conducive to the idea of 

self development. 

The organization finances its operation by selling Economic 

Liberty Bonds in denominations ranging from 25¢ to $10,000. 

Bonds are sold on the street, by mail end through pay=roll 

deductions. They pay 6.5% interest annually and mature in 

10 years.  CECIL M. WRIGHT 

The National Economi 

  

ARBITRATION CLAUSE FOR FREE-MARKET CONTRACTS 
  

" Any dispute arisingunder this contract shall be resolved by and 

only by an arbitrator chosen, at the time of the dispute, from 

candidates in the following manner: beginning with the 

defendant, the defendant and plaintiff shall alternately reject 

candidates until one candidate remains; this person shall be 

orbitrator, and shall specify arbitration procedure and set fees 

for his services. The parties to the dispute can override the 

decision of the arbitrator by unanimous agreement; otherwise 

they shall be bound by it. Candidates are: . s 

When entering the contract, principals must agree on the 

candidates ond must obtain their consent (unless the candidates 

have odvertised willingness to be listed in any such controct). 

For a small, short-term controct three candidates are probebly 

sufficient; for a larger or long=term contract five or more may 
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be warranted. At the time of a dispute some of the candidates 
may be deceased, disbanded (if an organization), or 
inoccessible; these must be rejected by the plaintiff. = the 
party seeking a judgment. Both the plaintiff and defendant 
reject candidates they believe have become unfavorably biased, 
less caopable, or unduly expensive. A dispute among more than 
two parties or with more than a single plaintiff is treated as o 
number of separate disputes, each with o single plaintiff and defendant, unless the parties unanimously ogree on a single 
arbitrator (overriding the arbitration clause) or unless the 
various arbitrators selected delegate authority to a single 
person (which they may do under their power to specify 
arbitration procedure). EL RAY 
  

SAVE FOR LIBERTY 
  

Almost any opt out method requires capital and offers no 
immediate retum. But ten or twenty thousand in savings will 
not only buy and outfit a boat, van or remote cabin but pay for 
years of living far from the unpeople; with housing provided for 
and with some foraging, a family of five can live comfortably 
with a cash outlay under a thousand’ dollars o year, 
Should one save by increasing income, cutting expenses, or 
both? A rule of thumb, to be modified by individual circum- 
stances:  If income is under $3000 per year, concentrate on 
increasing it. If income is over $10,000 per year, any increase 
will probably yield diminishing retums after taxes so concentrate 
on cutting expenses. If income is intermediate, consider both, 

Many people have difficulty saving; Parkinson's Law of bureau= 
cracies seems to operate on the personal level too: expenses 
rise to consume all availoble income. But the problem s 
psychologic, not economic; if one is not a beggar sleeping in 
the streets of Calcutta, one CAN live on less. Suggestions: 
Give saving top priority. Decide how much you want to save, 
cut this off the top of your income and live on what is left, 
rather than the other way around. 
Accumulate quickly. Go on an "austerity drive” — save a 
large part of your income for a year or two rather than niggling 
and nogging for a decade. Setagoal to reach by acertain date. 

Concentrate on the big so-called necessities: shelter, food, 
and transportation; don't worry about small luxuries provided 
they are small. 

Enjoy luxury foods occasionally but don't con yourself into 
believing luxuries are necessities. Some expensive pseudo- 
necessities to cut way down on are meat, fresh milk, bread, 
fresh fruits and vegetables out of season, and many "prepared” 
foods., Substitute inexpensive, easy-to-prepare staples such as 
whole-kemel wheat (5¢ a pound in volume; crack and cook as 
a cereal), powdered milk, dried peas, and vegetable oil. And 
try some dandilion greens; they grow the year around in many 
urban areas. (To get rid of bitter taste, cook well, changing 
water once.) Staples and wild greens can save not only money 
but shopping time as well. 

Reduce rent by living in small, shabby quarters in non-prestige 
neighborhoods; remembering that NO housing in the Servile 
State can be truly GOOD housing. Or double up with others, 
Or get a camper or van and become a nomad. 

Align your hobbiesand interestswith your long-range goals: *(1) 
Choose pro-life octivities like plant identification, hunting or 

sailing rather than drog racing, golf or bridge. Avoid g.etflng 
hung-up in status games. The Jones" am't worth keeping UP 
with; concentrate on keeping FREE of them. 

  

     

   

Apply rationality to the purchases you do n'\cke:. Prepare [iy, 

in odvance; avoid impulse buying of marginal items, Buy iy 

volume. Comparison shop only large or repeating ltems. where 

savings can pay for time and gas. Take advantoge of discount 

houses for new goods and swap meets and want ads for use.d goods 
buthave a Sear's catalog along for comparison. Use mail-order 
from out of state to avoid sales tax. Buy large items when 
traveling through states with no sales tax. Register motor 
vehicies in a low-fee state. For large, one-time itemsnew to 
you, save study time and risk by contracting purchase on a 
discretionary basis to a libertarian already knowledgable. 

Regard long-range personal freedom as a necessity; keep it 
always in mind; make it a precondition for other goals and 
major activities, Or forget about freedom altogether and 
"adjust" to being a slave. TOM MARSHALL 

(1) This point was especially well made by Don Stephens in 
Atlantis Enterprises' "Self-Liberation” seminar. 
  

INVESTMENT FOR SURVIVAL 
  

Save or Speculate? 
Should one SAVE or SPECULATE? Saving is attempting to 
PRESERVE value. Speculation is attempting to use value to 
GAIN more value. The saver usually DIVERSIFIES his assets — 
puts them in a variety of forms and different countries so that 
value is relatively unaffected by price fluctuations of any one 
commodity or depredations by any one govemment. The 
speculator, on the other hand, welcomes price fluctuations and 
hopes to profit by predicting them; he CONCENTRATES his 
assets in the form he believes most likely to appreciate. 
Speculation — be it in stock, commodities, works of art, or 
whatever — amounts to betting against others in that market. 
Andmost of the bets are placed by career investors, Swiss bank - 
ers, executives of involved industries and other professionals. 
So the speculator must be even sharper and better informed to 
come out chead; otherwise he is no more rational than the 
thrill seeker playing the wheels at Las Vegas; he MIGHT win 
but odds are against him. 

Some would dispute this, saying just subscribe to a good 
financial tip sheet or put funds with a well-managed invest- 
ment company. But if the tipster or fund manager is truly 
superior, more and more of the market will come to rely on his 
information or manogement and will be discounting the very 
movements he is predicting. So one must discover an even wiser 
tipster not yet known to most of the market. But how does a 
non-expert do this? *(1) 

Someone who has much ability at economic prediction, can 
devote full time to studying a market, is willing to live in a 
market center (Zurich would be an excellent choice — prefer- 
ably next door to a broker's office), and has at least fifty gr_und 
to play with — enough to make this worthwhile, should consider 
a career as speculator, Anyone else will probably do better to 
avoid speculation and choose forms offering maximum safety 
with minimum attention, 

Likely Politico-economic Developments 

Spoce allows only a brief outline of the present situation and 
possible developments. *(2) The United States and allied 

powers are in a grave financial crisis — a crisis of their own 

making whose roots go back over half a century. This crisis is 
way beyond the point of easy repair; no matter who the heod 
men are and no matter what they do or refrain from doing, 
troubles lie cheod. Be prepared for ... 
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DEPRESS : i 
hes In |(2:l A_ long period of govemment-coused inflation 
DECRES,:S"E d fr;\ol-mvestmenfs. If the rulers now stop or even 
expecl'morfm ation, the effects will be depression. |would 

goge defaults, tumbling real-estate and stock prices, 
| s el nelomat v, e st v gond: becat:ge would not expect general price reductions 

goveriisent imerven;'P"ePdl'lco-e.con?mic disorders including 
Forther Tocronss dmn.coupled with inelastic: woge rates will 

aveld desranie production co.sts. By now the govemnment can 

n only by more inflation, bringing « .. 
HYPER-‘lNFLATION: So far the U.S. has only experienced 
price rises of five to ten percent a year. | would not be sur= 

prised to see five or ten percent PER MONTH or more. Inflation 
tums into hyper-inflation when most people catch on to the 

froud and consider inflation in their planning; there is a "flight 

from money” and prices rise even faster than the government 

"prints" money. Govemment policies, of course, are the CAUSE 

of inflation; rising prices and wages are only an EFFECT. But 

govemment officials try to divert attention from themselves by 

blaming innocent businessmen and workers, imposing «.. 

FASCISM: The government controls prices and wages to "fight" 

inflation; controls result in shortages of goods and labor to 

which the govemnment responds with rationing and forced labor. 

Also likely: restrictions on foreign exchange and travel — these 

have already been proposed — and not only higher taxes but 

outright confiscation of property; during World Warll the 

British government seized securities of its subjects. Fascism, if 

long continued, can destroy an economy and bring ... 

COLLAPSE: Past examples include Russia after the Bolshevik 

revolution and Germany ot the close of World War Il. But the 

more involved the population in trade and technology, the 

more severe the collapse. Today almost everyone in the u.s. 

is extremely dependent on commerce — much more so than in 

Tsarist Russia or even Nazi Germany. A general breckdown 

could bring destruction and loss of life comparable toa ... 

NUCLEAR WAR: The foregoing hazards are "evolutionary," no 

single act of govemment is essential, But also to be prepared 

for are cataclysmic disasters, chief among them an all-outwar. 

| put the probability of nuclear war at ten percent a year and 

increasing; living in a target orea is like playing Russian 

Roulette once a year with a ten~chamber revolver. 

Assets Not Generally Recommended 

FIXED-DOLLAR ASSETS, including savings accounts, bonds, 

life insurance, pension plans, ond annvuities. 

Continued inflation will depreciate dollars; probably faster 

than interest is accrued. 

A depression is apt to disable financial institutions through runs 

ond loan defoults. While the U.S. govemment supposedly 

insures these and could eventually print enough money to pay 

off, it may delay for months or years by which time its mini- 

dollars may be micro-dollars. 

Financial records (in the U.S.) are accessible to govemment; 

interest and dividend payments are reported to the IRS; bank 

occounts can be frozen. Note that in World War 11 most people 

of Japanese ancestry were not incarcerated until several 

MONTHS after Pearl Harbor yet their bank accounts = and this 

included accounts of ALL Jopanese, not just suspected enemy 

ogents, were frozen within 24 HOURS of the attack. 

One exception to the rule ogainst fixed=dollar assets: have on 

hand several hundred dollars in currency per person — denom= 

inations not larger than $20 — for short-term emergency use. 

To avoid inflation losses this can be "neutralized" with counter= 

balancing debts, as | will discuss later. 

REAL-ESTATE, especially urban and suburban: 

In o depression: many tenants will double up to economize; 

many "home owners" heavily in debt — much of the population — 

will lose their homes; many with a city dwelling and a resort 

cabin will unload one to try to save the other. Prices will fall. 

All overtly=held stationary property in the U.S. is controlled 

by governments; "private ownership" of such property is fiction. 

Andgovemments a all levels will increasingly rely on property 

taxes because these are the only taxes easily collected. Income 

and sales taxes erode their base in the long range; people more 

and more either evade such taxes or cease to trade. As govern=- 

ments become increasingly desperate, expect property taxes to 

rise to the rental value, wiping out equity. 

A long=term factor: The City is obsolescent both politically 

and economically. When cities began in ancient times, 

physical proximity was essential for extensive trade and city 

walls afforded protection from maurauders. But today a city 

is a liability for defense — simply an attroctive target for H=- 

bombs or Molotov cocktails, And, with rapid communication 

and transportation, a city is less advantageous for commerce. 

Add such problems as congestion and pollution and long=survival 

of cities in present form and magnitude seems very doubtful. 

Even if urban property escapes a nuclear holacaust or economic 

collapse, values will decline as new industries increasingly 

locate far away. 

Considering the foregoing from a libertarion point-of-view: 

More and more people will be fleeing populated areas for free- 

dom, comfort, or sheer survival. Today only a handful are 

opting out. But as regimentation and danger increases, | 

expect this trickle to grow to a stream and the stream to a flood. 

And as thousands, then hundreds of thousands dump their homes 

and businesses on the market, prices will come crashing down. 

Financial considerations aside, ownership of stationary property 

can be a trap for the freedom-seeker. With his location not 

only fixed but publicly revealed, he is vulnercble to every 

coercive agency. He becomes afraid to do many of the things 

which would mean greater liberty. And in an emergency he 

may jeopardize his remaining freedom and life itself by staying 

behindina futile attempt ot defense when he should cut and run. 

The person who chooses to remain in populated areas is safer 

renting. There are still millions of real-estate owners who insist 

on being sheep; who will not put forth the effort to understand 

what is happening or, in many cases, deliberately blank out. 

Let THEM take the losswhen the bottom drops out of the market. 

STOCKS: 
At the beginning of a deflation stock prices drop of course. 

But even during inflation profits and equities seldom keep pace 

with living costs. In France, from 1914 to 1958, living costs 

(in Francs) increased 200 times and the price of gold increased 

160 times but common stock prices increased only 70 times. Any 

price controls will tend to further reduce equity values. 

Large corporations are easy game for further government 

restrictions and plundering in any emergency. And during the 

next few years expect "emergencies” around the U.S. gov- 

ernment like flies around a dying pig. 

Corporations holding minerals — especially intemationally 

diversified companies — may not be as bad a risk as most,  But 

taxes not only on income but on mineral holdings as well are 

likely to rise. Short-term profits may be mode in SOME gold 

and silver stocks but these are best left for the speculator. 

COLLECTOR ITEMS such as art and "rare” coins ond stomps: 
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While these do not suffer SOME of the risks of real-estate and 
stocks, they are luxuries and their prices, currently quite high, 
will drop sharply in a depression or any development bringing 

lower levels of living. 

A longer-range consideration: Much of the value of "rarity" 
is due to status games played by collectors. (An accurate 
photo-reproduction of a Rembrandt is practically as satisfying 
ARTISTICALLY as the original.) And while people may con= 
tinue to play status gomes, games can ond do change. As with 
stocks particular items may oppreciate. But also os with stock, 
only a top expert is likely to pick these out. 

Assets and Hedges to Consider 

SUPPLIES usable directly such os food staples, detergents, 
medicinals, paper, fuel, matches, razor blades, ammunition, 
fish hooks, tools, weapons, rope and fusteners rate number-one. 
A supply cache may mean the difference between life and death 
in a major disaster. But even under non-emergency conditions 
these are an excellent inflation hedge. One can use what one 
has; one doesn't have to exchange although many of the items 
will have exchange valve. 

Foods which store permanently (centuries, some say) in sealed, 
opaque containers include whole-kemel wheat, dried beans, 
dried split peas, honey, sugar, salt, and vitamin C tablets, 
Foods which can be stored a year or longer include non-fat dry 
milk, vegetable oil, dried fruits, and most canned goods. 

Supplies are most valuable if cached at a retreat location and 
should ot least be stored outside of metropolitan areas. | rec- 
ommend at least a two-year supply of permanent foods plus asix- 
months supply of dry milk and vegetable oil. 

PRECIOUS METALS: gold, si.lver, and platinum metals: 

Most gold production is primary — from predominately=-gold ore, 
not as a byproduct with other metals. And many mines are 
marginal near present prices; most presently-operating mines 
would eventually close at substantially lower prices (or at the 
present dollar price as inflation continues); many presently= 
inoperative mines would open or reopen at substantially higher 
prices. So, in the long range, gold production is relatively 
elastic with price. Since closing and reopening mines is costly, 
in the short range (a year) production is inelastic. 

Industrial applications use only a small portion of gold 
produced — perhaps 20% — at present, but this use has been 
increasing about 15% a year. Much of thisgoldis "consumed" — 
it is not easily recovered. Many applications are inelastic 
with pricebut would decline with industrial activity (especially 
with capital-equipment production) in a depression or other 
calamity. 

Artistic use is larger but growing more slowly — about 5% a 
year. Future increcse will depend on population growth, 
affluence and styles (jewelry). Most of this gold is recover - 
able and under emergency conditions shifts to monetary use as 

people trade jewelry for necessities. 

In 1967, even at $35 an ounce, combined industrial and artistic 

use was less than world production, so monetary use has been a 

major factor in price. Gold in bullion and coin form totals 

about twobillion ounces, and is divided approximately half and 

half between govemmental and private holdings. 

Precious metals, especially gold, are traditionally "bad 

weather” investments to which people tum as they losecon- 

fidence in other assets. 

Even in the unlikely event that all govemments of the world 

topped using gold as a store of value and dumped their hoards 
¥ 

ice would drop only for a few yean; 1o 

or::n'h.mr;‘r?;k ::;utl}:iebpe"
unprofitable at any substantiolly lowe, 

:ric: to supply industry once the hoard was used up. 

Considering all factors of both ?roducho'n cm|i use,| ?.old*.; 

likely to remain steady or slowly |?crea§e mhvogact:kwe. 

other commodities. With continued inflation the izt price 

of gold will rise substantially but of course t is will more 

reflect a decline in the value of the dollar I"hcn an |ncnl:ase in 

value of gold. Ina general disaster gold will |o§e value in 

terms of consumer goods but not so drastically as will currency. 

Unlike gold, three-quarters of silver pmc!ucti?n i.s a bypfrole.ct 

of other metal production. So production is quite melc’uhc wlth 

price. Also unlike gold, silver is predominately an mdust.nol 

metal and industrial consumption is greater than production. 

So long as industry expands, the price of silver will trend' up- 

ward in the long range, even in terms of most other commodities. 

Some short-to-middle-range factors complicating this picture: 

Several billion ounces — many-years industrial demand at 

present rates — is being held by private parties. If demand as 
a store of value is insufficient this would drive the price down. 
But the effect would be slowed because most of this silver is in 
coins 900 fine or jewelry 925 fine whereas most industrial 

demand is for 999 fine (99.9 percent pure) and refining capacity 

is limited. (There is some evidence that this has been happen- 

ing.) On the other hand some observers forsee increcsed use 
for silver as a store of value (money) which would bring a 
large price increase, perhaps to 1/15 or more of gold. 

  

In a depression industrial consumption would decline but so 
would production though more slowly. This plus liquidation of 
some coin holdings would probably bring a substential drop in 
price followed by a slow recovery. . 

All factorsconsidered, | believe both gold and silver are relative 
bargains at present prices: about $40 per cunce for gold; about 
$2 per ounce for silver. However, price trends, especially 
short-term, are not so certain that | would recommend margin 

dedlings for the small saver beyond "neutralization" of dollar 
assets. Also | would tend to simply leave most savings in 
precious metals until needed rather than trying to sell at inter- 
mediate peaks and rebuy. | might move part of my reserves 
between gold and silver as their values change relative to one 
another; at 20:1 | prefer to hold equal values of each. 

Regarding forms: Canadian subjects con legally own gold 
bullion at last report; American, Australian and British subjects 

cannot, Americans can legally own gold coins minted before 

1933 but these sell at 40% or more above bullion price so | 

would not recommend them except perhaps in small quantity for 

oddition to on-hand emergency funds. Both Canadions and Am- 

ericans con legally own all forms of silver at this time. 

While froctional U,S. silver coins are practically gone from 

circulation they can be purchased from coin dealers in quantity 

for about ten percent over face. (Shop aroundl) At this price 

one is paying about $1.50 per ounce of silver content and 

despite melting restrictions, this looks like an excellent long- 

term investment. The U.S. govemment is under pressure from 

silver users to rescind melting restrictions. But even if it 

doesn't, there will probably be enough clandestine melting to 

bring coin prices close to bullion prices within a few years, 

Because of the greater difficulty in marketing precious metals 

here, | recommend that only long-term savings be kept in 

North America (except for emergency funds in currency). For 

storage | recommend caching exclusively *(3); safety deposit 

boxes are too vulnerable to public criminals, 

Anyone with over $2000 in savings should consider keeping o 
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portion with Swiss banks, Swi 
easily accessible in many ’im;i:\:x:;’ ;!‘rob::; Tickly and 

only iy phone'cqll is required to change form or wlthdremuf':nd- .And m'emo-honol diversification is desirable Th"’w + 1. 

increments in which dealings are worthwhile .oro °‘ ,g:w;"; 

ounces of silver or q kilo grom (32,15 troy ounces) of gold; about $2000 and $1300 respectively at present prices. * 

FIXED-DOLLAR LIABILITIES: 

!fl'fl’e" rates, to the extent that they are frea-market rates, 
:ncluqe an allowance for expected inflation. If, for example, 
inflation of }0% a year is expected, and time preference, risk, 
and accounting costs total 4%, then the free-market rate would 
be 14%. 0.f course, either because of government intervention 
or because investors are underestimating inflation, it may happen 
that rates are lower, If interest rates are under rates of price 

increuse of some commodities, then dollar debt would be a 
profitable speculation. But ogain, this IS speculation, and 

should be avoided by non-speculators. 

Since there may be a PERIOD of deflation with higherunemploy= 
ment, it is well to avoid debt on possessions needed for present 

freedom or emergency retreating. 
3 

As a general policy | suggest limiting dollar debt to dollar assets 

plus short-term anticipated income, remembering that dollar 
assets include not only paper money but occounts receivable. 

One of the most convenient forms of debt is forward contracts 

in precious metal through Swiss banks; this is arranged by buy- 
ing one bar outright and using it as margin to buy more bars 

for future delivery, going short ogainst (in debt in) dollars. 

Cost of such contracts at present, including interest and 

commissions, is about 8% per annum. Swiss banks presently 

require 30% margin but | would hold at least 0% margin (own 

one bar outright for each bar bought on margin) for more safety 

ogainst being sold out at a loss on a price dip. The bank will 

automatically renew such contracts before expiration unless 

otherwise instructed. 

Summary: Sample Distribution of Assets 

In order of priority: (1) All supplies whichcanbe conveniently 

stored. (2) Two hundred dollars per person in small Dbills on 

hand. (3) Debt, equal to average currency holdings plus ac- 

counts receivable. (4) Silver and gold, intemationally diver- 

sified. No real-estate, stock, bonds, or U. S. bank accounts. 

EL RAY 

(1) This policy, when suggested last spring ot the "Self-Liber= 
ation" seminar, was criticized by some — especially "silver 
bulls" — as unduly conservative. Since then the price of silver 
has dropped about 25% due to short selling by the U, S. treasury, 
wiping out many a margin speculator, The:saver who had his 
silver fully paid for and sat tight suffered only o moderate 
"paper” loss which he will probably soon recoup. 

(2) For a detailed analysis of the present monetary crisis, 
including govemment actions which have led to it and a 
“scenario” of what the future may bring, | recommend DEATH 
OF THE DOLLAR by William F, Rickenbacker (Arlington House, 
New Rochelle, N.Y., July 1968, $4.95). The author's survey 
of gold's properties and expanding technical uses is also 
excellent, Less odequate in my opinion are suggestions for 
investment survival: flaws include an unwillingness to consider 
intemational diversification, an insufficient treatment of real- 
estate, unwarranted confidence in U.S. safety-deposit boxes, 
recommendation of speculation ("leverage") in precious metals 
without identification as such, and no mention of supplies. 

(3) For caching suggestions see May 1967 INNOVATOR , 
  

  

BANKING IN SWITZERLAND 
  

(This is a revision ond expansion of a letter published in March 

1968 FREE TRADE.) 

To get some funds overseas quickly: 

Go 1o almost any bank with cash in hand. 

Purchase a cashier's check payable 

Bankverein, 

Separately mail three letters to Schwoizerischet Banltvereu}, 

Zurich, Switzerland (sufficient oddress). Airmail postage is 

20¢ for one-half ounce from the U.S. Mail letters one day 

apart. 

First letters "Please open an account for the purchasing and 

safekeeping of securities. Funds ond instructions for investment 

will follow." (Include your address inside this letter only.) 

Second letter: "Enclosed is a cashier's check for ... to be 

held temporarily to my credit. Instructions will follow under 

separate cover.” 

Third letter: "Under separate cover | have mailed you o check 

for + .. and instructions for opening an eccount. If the price of 

... isnotover ... per ... plecse immediately purchase and 

store for me .... Please convert any remaining funds to Swiss 

Francs and deposit to my account.” 

Within a couple of weeks the bank should ccknowledge letters 

and send account-opening forms for signature. 

For a small investor (under $10,000) who intends to hold a 

commodity for long-term appreciation | don't think cn account 

under a false name is necessary at this time. | do suggest: 

Buy a cashier's check for cashat abank where you are not known. 

Give a false name and address. You will seldom be asked for 

identification on a cash purchase but if you are say you left it 

in your car and go elsewhere. Since the check is paycble to 

the Swiss bank your name will matter only if the check should 

be lost and you should have to make cleim for refund. 

Buy only one check for less than $1000 at ecch bank. 

Before mailing checks write on them: "For deposittocccount 

number ... only " (as soon as you know your account number) . 

Fold any instructions and checks in an unused sheet of carbon 

paper (opaque) and tape or glue this securely shut. Put this in 

an envelope and only seal the envelope normally. 

Put no return address on the envelope. Make sure you attach 

sufficient postage. 

Include your address INSIDE only when opening an account or 

changing address, Do not include your address in any letter 

containing investment instructions or funds. 

to Schweizerischer 

Do not include funds in any letter containing nstructions, 

Once the account has been opened instruct the bank not to 
send you anything unless you tell them to. 

To bring funds back simply instruct the bank to send a check in 
dollars or whatever currency wanted to a certain name and 

address. 

Schweizerischer Bankverein (Swiss Bank Corporation) is the 
largest bank in Switzerland and is reported generally easy to 

do business with, They have one idiosyncrasy, however: they 
will ask a new customer to have his signature (on their signature 
card) verified by a Swiss consul or American bank. | have 
heard they can be talked out of this. 

Some Swiss banks seem to have two different policieson certain 
transactions — one for new customers and another for old, If 
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one Swiss bank refuses to do what you want, try another. 

Even if you don't have much money |suggest opening an account 

now; this will make future transfers easier. | am surprised that 
overall exchange controls (restrictions on transfer of funds out 
of the country) haven't ALREADY been imposed; | expect them 
any time and without waming. The "public servants” are also 
talking cbout forbidding "free" Americansto even HAVE foreign 

bank accounts, so it is well to get affairs in order promptly. 
NAME WITHHELD 

  

ISSUE YOUR OWN PLAY MONEY 
  

If your business or family uses a "cookie jar" accounting system 
— multiple physical containers each with funds for a particular 
purpose, or if you have much exchange with close associates, 
you can reduce holdings of depreciating government paper 
by issuing script for "intemal® transactions. Get play money 
or simply scribble on various—colored slips of paper. Let oneof 
the more affluent individuals (or accounts) involved be "banker. " 
To make the script attractive pay interest by offering redemption 
at a premium in dollars aofter o certdin date. EL RAY 

  

WITH ONE STONE 
  

This is a program for simultaneously solving two problems of the 
libertarian cultural revolution. 

Statement of the First Problem 

Most rational libertarians would like to see wide dissemination 
of their ideas. But most libertarians are reluctant to do the 
grass-roots educational work. While the collectivist Left and 

altruist Right prow| the halls of ivy for converts, most egoist 

libertarians just talk with eoch other. Their inaction stems from 
the absence of personal benefits from missionary work. 

Statement of the Second Problem 

Most rational libertarians hold that any govemment which 
FORCES men to do its bidding is evil. But most libertarians 
shy away from the full consequences of their premise: that 
payment of taxes to such a government constitutes aiding and 

abetting force and is therefore immoral. Their inconsistency 
stems from their appraisal that avoiding taxes is very difficult. 

The Key to Solution of Both Problems 

The solution lies through recognition that unblemished morality 
does not require avoiding all support of evil, it only requires 
occepting the consequences of such support and MAKING 
RESTITUTION FOR RESULTING DAMAGES. 

Restitution must go to the victims. But in our context not only 
is everyone a victim, of threats if not initiated force itself; 
most victims themselves support their oppressors and share their 
immorality. So restitution is due first to those with unblemished 
morality: those who do not support evil or, if they do, make 
restitution, And among these, preference is logically given 
to those who effectively fight evil and thus work to prevent 

future initiation of force. 

In our context, recognizing that the war with collectivism must 
be fought and won in the arenaof ideas, the heros — those with 
first cloim to restitution — are those rational libertarions who 
DO engage in effective intellectual missionary work. 

- 

The Restitution Pledge 
\ 

Let those who profess adherence to a rational "be.rfuriqn 

morality make this pledge: "Recognizing that l‘a'xes aid and 

abet the initigtion of force, and being responsible for the 

consequences of my acts, | pledge to make restitution eq.:cfl in 

amount fo the taxes | pay. | will make this restitution either 

through work effective for ending initiated force or aspayments 

to those who both conduct themselves in accordance with the 

morality of this pledge and who do work effective to end init- 

iated force over and above that required for their ownmorality." 

The 

While no one is obligated to publically announce their pledge, 
| recommend that those with a mind to do so either advertise it 
or notify two others who have advertised. (A pledge to make 
restitution, unlike a pledge to refuse conscription or taxes, 
does not place the individual in danger of prosecution.) When 
the number of public pledges reachesone thousand, sanctions are 
thereafter imposed against those who fail to make restitution 
for taxes. Such people are denied any recognition as libertar- 

ians and are ostracized socially. Alsowhen the numberof public 
pledges reaches one thousand, an auditing system is set up to 
verify taxes and restitution, including claimed intellectual 
activities. Each person pledged chooses two other persons 
pledged as his auditors. 

Imposition of Sanctions 

Choosing Recipients 

There will not be ogreement nor need there be agreement as to 
what intellectual octivities are most effective. Based on my 
limited experience, most conversions take place through person- 
to-person contact, especially at universities. While books, 
pamphlets and lectures are important, these usually play a 
supporting role. The crucial part is played by the libertarian 
missionary who senses that someone is receptive, discovers 
present premises and contradictions including areas of receptiv= 

ity and resistance, and introduces ideas or loans appropriate 

literature. If | om correct, restitution should go mainly to 
such individuals, most of whom are students, a few of whomare 

instructors. Libertarian publishers and lecturers will benefit, 
but indirectly through increased sales. Students of Objectivism 
clubs and other libertarian campus groups can be helpful in 
identifying those who have earned payments, most of whom are 
unknown to libertarians ot large, and in distributing the 
restitution.  The person making restitution has the actual decis- 
ion as to how his restitution is made, within the broad limits 
of his pledge. 

For Advancing the Cultural Revolution 

This program will encourage intellectual activities and turn 
what has been a tactical disadvantage for proponentsof rational 
morality into a tactical advantoge. The libertarian missionary, 
unlike his altruistic counterparts of Left and Right, will receive 
not charity but EARNINGS, Restitution is his BY RIGHT, 

This program also provides for the transition to the voluntary 
society when the cultural revolution reaches fruition, As more 
people come to hold a rational morality, wi'hincreesed incent- 
ive to avoid taxes, there will be an attendant end cutomatic 

withering of those governments which initicte force, 
CARL KOHLER 

(Mr. Kohler is a student of history and philosophy.) 
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EATING WEEDS FOR FUN AND FREEDOM 
  

The Essential Things in Life Are Gratis 

More people have more wrong ideas about "living off the land" 
than might be expected, considering the pioneer heritage of 
this relatively young nation. Gathering and making use of wild 
plants is a less strenuous and more rewarding form of economic 

activity than, for exomple, most types of industrial employ- 
ment — particularly if it is pursued as a family activity with, 
say, the children doing the actual foraging under the supervi- 
sionof the fother, and the mother and father sharing in the tasks 
of preparation and cooking. 

My own experiments in harvesting and processing edible and 
otherwise useful wild plants over a period of months in Florida 
convince me that, once we solve the living spaceproblem so 
as not to have to pay rent, my wife, our child, and | con take 
care of about ninety percent of our food requirementsinslightly 
over half the working time it would take to do so through 
conventional employment and purchasing. 

Nor is the idea that "eating weeds" is a rather austere, taste- 
less task anything more than an urban superstition. The fact is 
that nature's larder contains a very large number of gourmet 
delights that simply cannot compare with what isoffered forsale. 

What's more, the fear that there might be something unsanitary 
about on edible wild plant, properly cleaned and prepared, is 
quite irrational — especially in light of the consideration that 
store-bought vegetation has been, in addition to sprayed with 
poison, handled by numerous individuals from migrant workers 
to pinching-and-squeezing shoppers with who-knows-what 

_diseases. If anything, the naturol-grown plant takes less 
cleaning. 

Finally, and again contrary to popular belief, you don't have 
to live out in the boondocks to take up foraging, by any means. 
Most city vacant lots are vegetable gardens in disguise and 
chances are there are about a half-dozen edible greens growing 

in your lawn and flower beds. 

On the other hand, foroging is not something to be taken up 
without either instruction or study. For while the number of   

  

edible varieties far exceeds the poisonous, some wild plants 
are deadly and many others will produce varying degrees of 
sickness if improperly prepared or, in some cases, if eaten at 

all. Further, while one portion of a plant might be edible and 
nutritious — such as the fruit of the elderberry — cnother part 
might be poisonous — such as the folicge of the eiderberry. 
But then, by way of perspective, how meny people realize that 
a cup of opple seeds, if eaten all at once, may very likely 
prove fatal, as may the kernels of many fruit pits, or rhubarb 
leaves, or even potato peels in sufficient quantity. 

Fortunately, there is a large body of literature on applied 
botany. Armed forces survival manuals, books for campers and 

outdoarsmen, biological studies and botanical treatises, anthro- 

pological ond historical papers, scouting menuals and field 
books, as well as quite a few popular books dedicated directly 
to the interests of the avocational foroger. Yet while most of 
these works are excellent, some contain misinformation — so it 
is a very good rule not to try anything not recommended by at 
least two sources. 

In practice, the neophyte forager will usually fall into o 
pleasing routine of periods of study, altemating with lengthen- 
ing expeditions into the field. Sometimes a new plant will be 
found as a result of study, followed by a trip outdoors. Other 
times, the plant will be noted visually in the field, wondered 
cbout, and then encountered for identification in reading 
later. In a surprisingly short time, an average of one or two 
new discoveries will be made each week, just in the process of 
normal gathering of known plants. Only then will an appre- 

ciationbe gained for the sheer quantity of different kinds of 
natural foods, there for the picking. A corner of a vacant 

field just down the street from our house, marked by a lone 
oak tree, looks utterly barren at first glance — yet it contains 

about a loaf-of-bread's worth of acorns, enough shepard's 
needle spinach to feed a small army, and enough dock to make 
up the body of a banquet-sized tossed green salad, all in the 
space of about twenty-by-twenty feet! 

Good working procedures may and should be learned more 
quickly. One habit to get into from the first is that o 
consuming only a small quontity of any newly identified an 
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disco : vered plant, just 1o be on the safe side, before helping yourself to larger servings. h rger Another, in harvesting greens, is :; F:::::\eof: mdwufiud leaves or branches, instead of uprooting 
for repeotpe:n"wlhICh otherwise .wou|d very rapidly repair itself 
aho et knoy;e. ds.  Young, lighter-pigmented leaves, it is 

. 'ng, are generally more tender and tasty. Any p:rtlon of a plant which is discolored by "rust® or other fungi should, of course, be rejected unless the parasite in question is kr:m'nn to be harmless. Edible plonts whose roots appear to be mixing with nearby poisonous plonts are to be passed over, as are mushrooms unless you have received personal individual m.srruc!iOn on their identification. And it s good to keep in mind that common nomes of wild plants vary from locality to locality — with considerable overlap ond mix-up, so do not rely on these for identification purposes. And in many urban, suburban, aond rural oreas wild plonts are sometimes sprayed as sort of on overkill from crop dusting or mosquito control — 
especially those growing along the sides of fields, ditches, and 
roads. 

Once the few basic principles are mastered, however, 
competence is attained at the art, 
food needs, but can provide tobaccos, psychedelics, tooth 
brushes, medicines, pesticides, cleaning agents, insect repel- 
lents, perfumes, clothing materials, tools, baskets, weapons, 
glues, and exercise. 

and some 
foraging can not only fill 

One does not have to be in touch with the land at all times in 
order to continue living off it, for almost everything can be 
stored by one method or another. An easy, heatless way to 

. pickle things, for example, is simply to put them up in jars 
filled to the brim with vinegar and a dash of pickling spices, 
letting them sit in a dark place for o few months. Sun drying 
fruits under a screen is equally simple. And the same is true 
of leaves — providing they receive adequate ventilation while 
drying, so they don't decompose — which can be used for teas 
and soups later on. Conventional methods may be used to store 
grains, acorns, and other seeds — the main problem here being 
prevention of mold and fungus. Beans and some other seeds can 
be dampened and sprouted a few days before tossing them in the 
pot, to introduce a little variety in the diet. So the ocean- 
living libertarian or the British Columbia retreater needn't 
starve between intervals when foraging is possible. 

Little-Known Uses For Well-Known Plants 
DANDELION (Taraxacum officinale, T. Leontodon, T. Dens- 
leonis) — The roots may be roasted and ground and either mixed 
with coffee or used straight as chicory (to which plant it is a 
close relative). These may be also sliced and used in salads 
and stews. The stems and leaves, too, make a good, slightly 
bitter, salad ingredient. The tender young light-green leaves, 
cooked slightly in one or two changes of water, make a fine 
spinach. The flower buds can be simmered in butter — they 
taste like artichoke hearts. Dandelion wine is made from the 
flowers. 

CHICKWEED (Stellaria media or Alsine media) — The stemsand 

leaves may be boiled as a spinach green. They may also be 
dissolved into water in a blender to produce a very healthy 
green drink. 

PURSLANE (Portulaca oleracea) — Has been used as food in 

India since ancient times. Makes good salad or, cooked, an 
okra-like vegetable that is a bit too slimy for some. Rolled 
in bread crumbs, it will lose this unpleasant quality. Purslane 
stems can be pickled as a crisp gourmet item. 

PLANTAIN (Plontogo major) — Has been used as o potherb in 

China. Best known in the West as leaf for fine tea, good for 

   

    
various ailments, including thirst. Delightful with a drop o, 

two of honey per cup. 

NETTLE (Urtica dioica) — Known well for its stinging quo\itie;' 

and must be harvested with gloves. But may be boi|.ed and used 

as a spinach, as may be the tender young U. gracilis, found on 
the Pacific Coast. The Scotch and French both have numerous 
recipes for nettle dishes. 

SHEPHERD'S PURSE (Capsella bursapastoris) — Roots can be 
ground as o horseradish substitute that is much like the real 
thing. Leaves can be used in place of mustard or pepper in 
various dishes. A tea can be made from it which is supposed 
to stimulate the kidneys. 

DOCK (Rumex crispus, R. obtusifolius, R. Patientia) — Makes 

a fine salad base, with a "sourgrass" taste. Can be used also 
in spinach mixtures, though a bit slimey if boiled alone. 

RED CLOVER (Trifolium pratense) — Used by Indians in the far 
West as a salad material. 

PEPPER GRASS (Lepidium virginicum) — See Shepherd's Purse, 
as it resembles it in taste and use. Also employed asasubstitute 
for green peppers. 

A Do-It-Yourself Home Study Course 

Witty, fascinating, and sometimes just a bit on the comy side, 
one or more of the books by Euell Gibbons can serve as a pain- 
less introduction to foraging. These are published by McKay, 
at 750 3rd Ave., in New York. STALKING THE WILD 
ASPARAGUS is the most basic and general of them, but all are 
laced with the Gibbons charm and expertise. 

Slightly more serious in tone, but equally basic, are the Brad- 
ford Angier books, such as LIVING OFF THE COUNTRY. 
These, and similar volumes for the backwoodsman, are published 
by Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, Pa. 

For the reference library, get Medsger's EDIBLE WILD PLANTS 
(Macmillan, 1939-1963) for a comprehensive listing of what's 
good to eat, along with descriptive details, priced at $6.95. 
And to leam something-about what's bod to eat, read John 
Kingsbury's DEADLY HARVEST (Holt, Rhinehart, & Winston, 
1965). Finally, there is the most comprehensive (and best 
illustrated) EDIBLE WILD PLANTS OF EASTERN NORTH 
AMERICA by Fernald, Kinsey, and Rollins, containing listings 
of edible weeds, and poisonous plants which might be confused 
with those which are edible. It should be noted that botanical 
books which specify a locality in their titles are nonetheless 
usually of more-than-local interest, as many kinds of potherbs 
and edibles are found everywhere. 

A COMPILATION OF THE EDIBLE WILD PLANTS OF WEST 
VIRGINIA by William H. Gillespie, available through Scholar's 
Library in New York, is valucble for its very clear line—cut 
illustrations, easing the job of identification — even showing 
you what Indian Hemp, or Marijuana, looks like, and advising 
that the seeds can be used in cakes. Also excellently illus- 
trated — in this case with 89 clear photographs — is Merton's 
WILD PLANTS FOR SURVIVAL IN SOUTH FLORIDA. It was 
published in 1962 and can be ordered from the Hurricane House 
at 3744 Stewart, Coconut Grove, Miami, FA 33133 for $4.95. 

Among the many survival manuals which contain useful infor- 
mation for the forager is THE SURVIVAL BOOK by Nesbitt, Pond, 

and Allen, put out by Van Nostrand in 1959. While not the 

sort of thing you'd be inclined to read for casual entertainment, 

it resembles a military training manual and tells you how to ge! 

by in just about every uncivilized climate and country in the 

world — the ideal thing to stash away in your emergency chest. 
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Priced at only $1,75 . th FORNIA PLANTS by"BunesPOPerbock, EARLY USES OF CALI- 
. r Uo f i 

describes vegetation used by the I:diizl '&f)' fPress, 1962, It 

and basketry, medicine, soap 
tobacco. It is illustrated. ' 

. ¢ ood, drink, fiber 
fish poison, dye, gum and 

lBi);'ef:ehehrr:e yc:’u have read about a half-dozen of the works 
+» ond rooted around some in yout neighborhood, you will be well able to feed yourself, 

KERRY THORNLEY 

  

Toward More Knowledge on Long=Term Food Storoge 
  

(The May 1967 issue of INNOVATOR reviewed Batchelor's 

booklet, "Gateway to Survival is Storage." The following 

information has been provided by a libertarian researching 

survival nutrition, who asks that his name be withheld.) 

INNOVATOR: Do you agree with Batchelor's recommendations? 

RESEARCHER: Not entirely. For example | can't understand 

why the Mormons insist on storing wheat. Whole grains are not 

suitable for long=term storage (even though it is done) because 

the oil in the germ gradually turns rencid. And roncid fat is 

toxic. It can couse many diseases such as gout. 

INNOVATOR: How long WILL wheat store safely? 

RESEARCHER: There are conflicting claims for the storage life 

. of whole grain. The Mormon booklets claim that wheat will 

store five to ten years or more without deterioration if stored 

under proper conditions. On the other hand | have an article 

by Fronk Lachle, a chemical engineer who did research for the 

vegetable oil industry, who says, "if the seeds are wet, gathered 

in the rain, or contain too much moisture in the seed itself, or 

if they are stored too long, the seeds begin to decompose and 

the oil extracted from them is of an inferior quality. 

INNOVATOR: What do you recommend for storing wheat? 

RESEARCHER: Using dry ice to displace the air in the storage 

container before sealing is a good idea. Although yeast and 

anerobic bacteria can grow in a CO2 environment, they won't 

if the grain is kept dry. | do not agree with the Mormon book- 

lets in their recommendation of a fumigant made with carbon 

tetrachloride. Unfortunately carbon tet. destroys vitamin E 

which is the antioxidant that delays rancidity in the seeds (ond 

in the human body itself). 

INNOVATOR: What staple would you suggest for storage 

in place of whole grains? 

RESEARCHER: Polished grain will keep indefinitely if keptdry, 

but is missing the necessary B=vitamins which are present in the 

whole grain. | suggest making noodles for storage from white 

flour plus torula yeast. Noodles keep much longer than whole 

grains and are easy to prepare. 

INNOVATOR: Fat is reputedly the most difficult food element 

to obtain under emergency conditions. And vegetable oil will 

keep only for a year or two, What form of fat would you 

recommend for indefinite storage? 

RESEARCHER: | am sorry to soy that all fats rapidly become 

rancid, even under the best conditions. The valuable poly= 

unsaturated oils tum rancid more quickly than animal fats. 

Food companies add antioxidants such as BHT, BHA, and propyl 

gallate to fats and oils which delay rancidity up to a year or 

s0. Unfortunately these antioxidants con only be used sofely 

in small quantities, and even then are suspect. The peroxides 

which form in rancid oil are what make rancid oil toxic. These 

can be destroyed by heat (which also drives off the offensive 

odor) but the food value is lost. I'm afraid there is only one 

swolution to the problem of keeping a ready supply of essential 

fatty ocids once they become unavailable in the market: grow 

your own, 

INNOVATOR: How about gathering wild nuts? Do they 

contain all the essential fatty ocids? 

RESEARCHER: Pine nuts and acoms (after the tannin is washed 

oul) are said to be good nutritionally, but my tobles list only 

total fat content — not by fatty acid. 

  

NO RENT FOR THE SLOW ROVER 
  

The entire population of this country lives on 6% of the land — 

94% of this country is unoccupied! There are "govemment” 

lands available for homesteading, for mining, and forgrazing — 

rent gratis. There are National Forests offering food and shelter 

to any ond all — rent gratis. These and other like situations 

are possible because the government is uncble to guard all its 

plunder — and when that happens ... 

But avoiding rent is more than playing Robin Hood with the 

government, it's the means of remote survival ot no cost. It's 

your land — use it. If that is too unlawful, too unstable or too 

insecure, there are other Gratis Rents availcble. The primary 

gratis rental for the nomed and/or remote traveler is the 

obsentee—owned land. Roads and fences to be repaired, cattle 

to be watched and timber guarded are a few reasons that farm 

and ranch caretakers are often sought by absentee land owners. 

How does one find such a deal? First, try the local newspaper 

of the area you want to locate in. Not only the daily paper 

but also the weeklies and the "throw—aways." Akin to this, 

would be bulletin board notices. The best places for these 

(according to a land owner) are saddle shops and auction yards. 

Like the newspaper, the posted notice should state whatyou are 

looking for and what you are willing to do, etc. — no need to 

post philosophical treatise — these people have little time for 

octive revolutionaries. The next step and the most successful, 

is going out and looking and asking. In small towns, osk the 

police or storékeepers, or ranchers. Few people willget up- 

tight with someone willing to work and if you let it be known 

that you are willing to work in exchange for land, you'll find 

a retreat. Visiting farms and ranches works too because they 

know the gossip ond the needs of the neighborhood, Store- 

keepers in the country are also local real estate dealers — 

check them. In fact, the realtor may need a caretaker, 

Gratis rent isn't o fantasy to dream cbout but a reality to any 

nomad or remote liver. It's happened to friends: one group 

was befriended by o land owner who digs "drop-outs"and who 

invited them on his ranch. A friend got a house in the woods 

in exchange for repairs and improvements on the building. 

Another caretakes a house and land in exchange for rent. 

Me? | tumed down an offer to park my camper gratis in the 

mountains while cutting wood for a living. Instead, | moved 

my camper, my family and myself to another mountain top spot 

where | live, without rent, in 77 acres of woodland — neither 

having to work — nor notwork — traveling slowly — being free. 

TOM TERRIFIC, Local Hero 

A Few Things to Take Along: 
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Besides the tow chains, tire chains, jumper cables, shovels, and other basic tools of the remote liver: SURGICAL RUBBER HOSF — about 3 feet — very useful for siphoning, excellent foumiquet, ideal sling=shot — its yses are unlimited. CANVAS BAG — to haul sand and gravel and firewood — use to carry small game or gather plonts — use as one or two=man sling for carrying large rocks, 
THERMAL SPRINGS OF THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD — A SUMMARY = That's the titlel] It's o U.S, government publication (?) ond it lists every known hot spring in the world; giving location maps, temperature information, rate of flow, mineral content, and whether commercial or wild, (GPO — $2,75) 
CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT — none better — it is amaster= piece. (MacMillan Co, — $6,95) 
DIRECT USE OF THE SUN'S ENERGY = I'm told that it is the best book on solar energy. (Yale — $2.45) 
Need some practical info on small group technology? Here it isl VITA catalog, handbook and tools are ideal for rural intentional communities and such papers as "How to Salt Fish," and "Solar Cooker Construction Manual” should be read by all. Write for catalog and price list (very cheapl), (VITA, College Campus, Schenectady, New York 12308), 

  

THE NEW HEBRIDES AS A LIBERTARIAN RETREAT AREA 
  

Excitement is running high among Libertarians, Radical Capital= ists, Individualist Anarchists and assorted freedom advocates in Hawaii over the possibilities of developing viable retreat areas in the New Hebrides. The islands of the New Hebridian group are located in the Southwest Pacific, approximately 1500 miles northeast of Sidney, Australia, and about 3200 miles southwest of Honolulu. 

The chief focus of interest is on the island of Espiritu Santo, 
which gained fome during the second World War as the South 
Pacific Command headquarters of Admiral "Bul]" Halsey. Over 
100,000 U. S, servicemen saw duty on the island. 
The islands of the New Hebrides are administered by the world's 
freest and most anti=statist form of govemment, Under the terms 
of a 1914 protocol a joint French and British Condominium was 
estcblished, giving each govermnment equal powers of adminis- 
tration, but denying sovereign territorial rights to both. There 
are three court systems — British, French, and Joint — as well 
as both British and French police systems. Interestingly, there 
are no reports of murder or armed robbery with violence on 
record under either system, 

The existence of the Condominium system might bring to mind 
the so—called "competing governments” concept which has been 
gaining in popularity in recent years among certain of the more 
radical libertarians, Ayn Rand seems to have raised significant 
objections to'such a concept in her book CAPITALISM, THE 
UNKNOWN IDEAL. In the New Hebrides, however, the 
joint system of govemment has created o unique check and 
balance situation in which the French and British virtually 
cancel out each other's efforts. Specifically, there are nc 
income taxes, no business taxes and virtually no business 
restrictions, no military establishment and therefore no draft. 

The New Hebrides Franc and the Australian Dollar are the 
chief means of currency — both are currently valued ot $1.12 
U.5. The major languoges used are French, British, .ond 
Pidgin English. An American emigrating to the New Hebrides 
is given a six-month period in which to make his choice to be 

iti h judicial system. Total 
der either the British or Frenc ' : 

::pulrofi;n of the entire island group is ObOUfogg:mor while 

the population of Espiritu Santo is just over 10,000. . 

A consortium of businessmen from both Hong Kong and Horo uly 

have created the Lokalee Ltd. Co. for the purpose of developing 

and selling land on Espiritu Santo. The company off?rs lots :p 

to 9 acres in size for $3,000, The U.S. representahv.e of the 

Company is General Investment Corp., 1451 S. King 5t., 
Honolulu, 

WILLIAM DANKS 

References: HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN, June 22 ond July 
2, 68; HONOLULU ADVERTISER, Dec. 10, 68; PACIFIC 
BUSINESS NEWS, July 8, 68; PACIFIC ISLANDS YEAR BOOK, 
10th ed., 48, 

  

SELF-LIBERATION WAYS: A Compilation and Evaluation 
  

Various ways for individuals and small groups to achieve personal freedom have been proposed or reported in INNO- VATOR andother libertarian journals. This article is g review 
and comparative evaluation, 

Self-Liberation or Retreat? 
Although self=liberation uses many of the same techniques as retreating, a distinction should be made. The retreater most 
likely finds the status quo tolerable but wants survival insurance 
in case politico-economic conditions worsen, He octs in RESPONSE to depredations of State. The self-liberator, on the other hond, wants to minimize vulnercbility tothe State so that he need not greatly concern himself with the details of 
its crimes, The self-liberator can be distinguished in attitude 
even from a retreater who has ALREADY found conditions intol- 
erable and opted out; the latter individual intends to drop back 
in should conditions improve sufficiently. 
While the self-liberator may not prepare for specific disasters, 
he is apt to have better survival prospects than the rétreater; 
he is living and spending most of his time ot what, for the 
retreater, is probably only an occesional study and exercise. 
However, this is not to deny the value of retreat preparations 
for someone who, for whatever reasons, is not opting out now., 

Model Patterns of Living 

Five self-liberated and three servile ("conventional") life- 
style models are comparatively evaluated as to monetary 
costs, access and focilities, present freedom, and future safety. 
For this purpose a family of two odults and three school-aged 
children are assumed. The self-liberated patters are: 

CLANDESTINE URBAN: The family lives in rented, fumished 
apartments or houses in a large city. Their means of protection 
are anonymity and mobility. Renting is done under an assumed 
name. They move every few months, leaving no forwarding 
oddress, and change names frequently. Their octual residential 
oddresses are given only to trusted friends. One parent at o 
time works — usually at a temporary job where he con arrange 
for taxes not to be withheld. The other parent educates the 
children ot home aond keeps them under cover during school 
hours, unless they con be delivered to a libertarion school, 
They engoge in free-market trode with libertarion oc quaintances 
when profitcble. 

UNDERGROUND HIDE-OUT: The family has a permonent 
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/ home clandestinely construct, i i 
| p,.ivcfely-ov.vned land 50 mil:sd f::r:‘et::hlol:;"enh:!med ;‘:".‘ protection is provided by concealment: access Ir'Zu.t e"; 

entrances are well camouflaged; entry or exit is usu:?l On' night. As fun.ds are needed one parent ot a time comn:luf‘e,s 
to temporary jobs in the city, utilizing a small caomper for 
rronspr:'rfuhon ond urban shelter. The other parent esscafes 
fhe.chlldren ot home. For outdoor recreation and sunshine the 
family makes excursions on weekends. 

?:I'N;SJ:)HV?O:\:::JEAD: The family hfzs a cabin "squatting" on 
S and at least 500 miles from the nearest large 

city ond 50 miles from the nearest non-libertarian settlement. 
.Lor’gely self=sufficient, they utilize foroging, limited garden= 
ing, and "do-it-yourself" techniques of all kinds. Funds for 
outside purchases come from savings ond perhops location= 
independent work; if this is not sufficient, oneparentata time 
commutes annually to temporary city jobs, living while there 
in a rented bachelor apartment. Education is at home. Their 

protection is provided by distance and concealment: the cabin 

is in dense timber; large equipment and supplies may be under- 

ground; cultivated crops, if any, are planted in irregular, 

natural-looking patches. : 

LAND-MOBILE NOMADS: The family lives in two campers. 

They have scouted and prepared a number of "squat=spots" at 

different locations within 200 miles of a large city, but all on 

uninhabited non-privately-owned land. The family as a whole 

moves from squat-spot to squat-spot, remaining at eachamonth 

or two; the pattern of movement is somewhat seasonal. When 

funds are needed, one parent at a time commutes weekly to the 

city, utilizing a small, minimally-furnished camper for trans- 

portation and city housing. While in the city he parks at work 

or on residential streets, a different one each night. The other 

parent and children live in a large "se|f-contained" camper 

which remains at a squat=spot, which is where the children are 

educated. For auxilliary storage they have caches or rented 

space near some of their squat—spots. They do some foraging 

but, partly because of easy access to city work and stores, 

rely mainly on purchased supplies. Protection is through con- 

cealment while at @ squat-spot, mobility when disturbed, 

and anonymity while traveling or in the city; if questioned 

they are "on vacation" from somewhere else. 

SEA-MOBILE NOMADS: The fomily livesaboarda largesailing 

yacht, moored most of the time in uninhabited coves at least 

500 miles from any large city. They sail to a new moorage 

every few months, migrating seasonally. When traveling they 
stop at various ports for supplies. Protection is through 

distance, concealment and mobility. For economy the boat 
is probably registered in a country foreign to the mooring 

places; if questioned, they are "tourists.” Education is pro- 
vided aboard. Much of their food comes from foraging, both 
at sea and on land. Funds for outside purchases come from 
location-independent work, chartering, and savings; if this is 
not sufficient they moor for a few months near a coastal city 

for temporary jobs. 

The servile pattemns are: URBAN RENTAL, URBAN "OWNER- 

SHIP," ond RURAL "OWNERSHIP." 

Comparative Evaluation 

Capital outlay in thousands of dollars for the various occomo- 

dations is estimated in Section | of the table. To simplify 

comparison, accomodations are purchased or rented new and 

fully equipped; of course, with all models, substontial savings 

can often be realized through procuringuseditems and do-it- 

yourself construction, *(1) 

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION TABLE 
  

  

MODEL LIFE-STYLES SERVILE SELF-LIBERATED 
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| — PURCHASE PRICE:  2g26g19g  16g 9 9g 359 

IIA = DIRECT MONTHLY EXPENSES RELATED TO SHELTER: 

Rent $160 200 

Utilities 12 15 10 12 12 12 10 12 

Maintenance 5 50 30 10 10 20 50 

Taxes or registration 100 60 3 2 

Transportation _5_510_5 10 15 12 30 

Total $182 770 110 217 32 37 55122 

1B — ADDITIONAL MONTHLY EXPENSES IF CITY WORK: 

Shelter 75 75 75 80 

Transportation 80 90 70 70 70 80 30 80 

Cumulative Total $262 250 255 287 177 192 85 282 

IIC = INDIRECT MONTHLY EXPENSES RELATED TO SHELTER: 

Depreciation 17 54 36 33 19 75146 

Interest 8109 73 67 38 38146 

Insurance _2 16 10 12 20 27 85 

Final Total $789 439 374 287 289 269 225 659 

11l = ACCESS TO OR FACILITIES FOR: 

Urban-only work 
Location-independent work 
Farming 

Foraging 
Work/storage space 
Rapid communication 

Medical services 
Technical training 
Urban entertainment 
Outdoor recreation 
Libertarian association 
New opportunities abroad P
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Compulsory mis-education D D 

Conscription E E 

Trade restrictions D D 
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Additional expenses incurred when one person is working in o 

large city are estimated in section |IB, 

Financing expenses for copital outlay are estimated in section 
IIC. Depreciation, interest and insurance are incurred directly 
by those who finance or lecse their accomodations, indirectly 
by those who pay cash. 
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Regarding expenses for food, clothing, education, medicine 
and recreation: while specific families would undoubtedly find 
substantial differences between the various models, no large 
general advantage of one model over another can be predicted. 
While remote, rural and nomadic dwellers have less need for 
some items, other supplies and services may be more expensive 
in either money or time. 

Access to or facilities for various vocations and services are 
rated in section Ill; grades are A for excellent through F for 
extremely poor. OFf course these ratings are rough estimates 
only; opportunities for a particular individual will depend on 

his ingenuity and resources. 

Freedom from existing depredations is rated in section IV. 
Trode restrictions include taxes, regulations and licensing; 
personal restrictions include interference with peaceful sexual 
activities, communications, use of drugs, or other "uncon=- 
ventional behavior." A draft=oge man is assumed to be outside 
the claimed territory of governments imposing conscriptions, if 
a remote homesteoder or nomad; easily possible with these 
models. Safety from existing depredations of all kinds is best 
realized by distance and concealment, also through anonymity 
and mobility. 

In section V the various models are rated as to safety from 
sudden catastrophy or long=term destruction. 

Sudden catastrophy includes: nuclear/biological war, large- 
scale looting-vandalism, natural disaster, suddenly-imposed 
totalitarian State, or (very likely) a combination of these which 
destroy with less than 24-hours explicit warning.. Protection 
from sudden catastrophy is best realized by being somewhere 
else; also through ability to move self and belongings rapidly. 

Long-term destruction includes totalitarian State, large-scale 
war, economic collapse, or any combination of these which 
develops gradually or with more than 24-hours explicit waming 
and continues for years. Survival of long-term destruction is 
best realized by moving self and property out of affected areas, 
also by ability to hide. A yacht — not dependent on roads or 
fuel, or shipping space — again offers top protection; a camper 
ranks second; a fumished opartment which can be abandoned 
with little loss, third. While the woodsman who remains in the 
remote cabin is in less immediate danger than the city or town 
dweller, survival of a disaster situation (especially totalitarian 
State) which continues for a decade or longer is less likely. An 

underground shelter with well-camoufloged entrance is very 
safe so long as one remains inside; need to venture out for 

supplies reduces its security. The home owner is highly vulner- 
able; unless he is able and willing to abandon his property or 

sell it for a fraction of what he paid, he will be "locked in" 
by a "real-estate” market crash which will occur when millions 
try to sell. 

Considerations With Children 

The presence of children provides odded incentive for self- 
liberation but can also introduce special problems. 

Libertarian parents, especially those who have decided that 
self-liberation is "too much trouble," often overestimate their 
ability to influence development of the child and/or under- 
estimate the combined impact of outhoritarian schools, attitudes 

of playmates, and mass entertainment media. The parents 

may console themselves that their child at least has o better 

total environment than they hod, overlooking the fact that they 

are in a sense lucky accidents who developed as they did because 

of rare and probably unrepeatcble factors; that for every 

individual who for whatever reasons overcomes the combined 

effects of mind-mutilation-mills and anti-life milieu, thousonds 

  

sition that he onl 
don't. Of course the parent can take the po y 

wishes to enjoy his children while they are little — like he 
happens to 

— and doesn't care what 

ot s DR ealistic attitude. 
them after that; this is ot least a r R 

from about 5 to 16 are in many ways I0¢ il 

I:::;Z:::r:ivo period of one's life. The child tends. to br; ! n’ct:rl 

ally" motivated to learn and act in accord v-vnh e Hi -T 

customs of whatever culture he may be emersed in; he is easily 

captivated by group activities such as clubs and games, and he 

has little motivation to challenge the rules except in cases 

where they are obviously self-contradictory. By oge 8 or so.he 

has learned most of the local customs and probably tokes pride 

in his ability to cope with them. If, then, he is obruptly. moved 

to a quite different living situation, he is apt to duflnke the 

change, yeam for the culture ond pastimes he left behind, and 

return as soon as he becomes independent. This suggests that 

timing con be crucial. Those without children who want them 

should liberate themselves and if at all possible develop 
a mini=culture of several families holding similar values before 

begetting. Those with pre-school children had best move fast — 
get out before the child's range of interest and action extends 

beyond the home. Those with children already in authoritarian 
schools have a serious problem and had best move cautiously 
with careful attention to and preparation of the child. 

  

Larger Opt-Out Ventures 

Why opt-out as "lone-wolf" individuals or families? Why not 

gather a number of people and do it together, reclizing the 
benefits of tangible and intangible trade which can be substan- 
tial even among a few dozen people? Unfortunately most 
such attempts fail. Many of the people attracted by such a 
proposal are dilitants without sustained interest who only waste 
time. And even the few who are serious are usually toodiverse 
in values and objectives to agree on a joint venture. 

A self-liberated community is more likely to come though as- 
sociation and trade of persons who are already opted out as 
individuals. Not only are the "game players" acutomatically 
filtered out but there is not the pressure for hasty results. 

Pseudo-Liberation 

Someone discontented with the status quo who fails to discover 
a way to be free, is apt to tum to some kind of pseudo- 
liberation: superficial changes in living pattems which do not 
bring significantly greater freedom. These include: 

Agrarianism: moving to POPULATED rural area or small town. 

While danger from such forms of coercion as nuclear war may 

be less, the villager lacks the anonymity of the urban dweller 

or nomad. And while non-libertarian neighbors MAY be more 

self-responsible ond self-sufficient in SOME ways, most will 

be as misinformed and neurotic as their urban brain-brothers 

and even less tolerant of "non-conformists.” Children will 

have little altemative to the local indoctrination center; if 

kept at home they will almost certainly come to the attention 

of official child molesters. A small town may be o reasonable 

choice for an elderly person who intends to retire in every 

sense of the word; for anyone else it is probably o cop-out. 

Emigration to another semi-slave State. While many nations 

have somewhat more overt freedom than the U.S., none come 

close to complete liberty. And time and monetary costs of 

emigration — including leaming new p‘ofessionol practices, 

social customs, ond perhaps languoge — are substantial. With 

the some or less effort one can CHANGE one's way of life ond 

realize much greater freedom and safety. Of course sometime 

in the future small countries or freeports may offer substontially 
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   complete freedom ond then conventional emigration will be 
worth consideration. Conventional emigration — attempting to 
pronsplant one's. PRESENT way of life to another country - 
should be distinguished from intemational mobility — a part of 
o new and self-liberated way of life. For example, while | 

would certainly not discourage a draft-oger moving to Canada, 
| would recommend ogainst "settling down" and "buying" a 
home there, suggesting instead a remote, nomadic or urban 

clondestine way of life; Canadian laws may change any time. 

Subjectivism — evading reality through drugs, mysticism, tele= 

vision, or games — has been the most popular form of pseudo- 

liberation, Its prevalence is a fair measure of the obsence " of 

freedom in a society; for example a large proportion of the 

U.S.S.R. population are alcoholic. At least one libertarian 

intellectual (who, inconsistently, is anti=drug) has offered a 

justification for subjectivism along the lines: "No matter how 

much your ACTIONS are restricted, you are free so long as 

your MIND is free." But isn't my mind always free? It is my 

ability to act which concems mel Of all forms of subjectivism, 

psychedelics, which ot least give intrinsically private "trips," 

are probably least harmful; certainly much less so than TV 

which offers "collective trips" under control of the FCC. | am 

ostounded to meet supposedly rational people who would not 

dream of taking pot yet think nothing of giving their children 

a boob-tube. 

  

Objections to Self-Liberation 

Any self-liberation method (like anything else) has patential 

can be grounds for honest reservations. But 
problems; there 
most of the more vehement opposition stems not from real 

obstacles but from ignorance or psychological blocks of one 

kind or anpther. These include: 

Belief in the omnipotence of evil: “There is no way fo hide. 

With satellites, radar and computers (etc.) they will find you 

no matter where you go and what you do." This objection 

ignores: (1) the limited resources of any State; (2) the much 

greater concem of rulers with rival power-seekers than with 

opt-outs; (3) available techniques for frustrating detection and 

identification =— technology is a two-edged sword. Such 

remarks are usually a confession of inferiority feelings and envy; 

in essence one is saying, "I'm afraid to become free so | refuse 

to believe that it is possible.” 

Appeal to collective duty: “Instead of *copping=out,' you 

should join my crusade and help achieve freedom for everyone." 

Besides presuming altruism, this ignores the really horrendous 

problems in reforming a large, far-gone State, and the poor 

record of previous collective endeavors. A free society 

probably must begin with free individuals. 

Dichotomy between expression and conduct: 
basically an intellectual problem and requires an intellectual 

solution. The way to gain liberty is not by 'opting out' but by 
disseminating rational ideas.” Not only is this only a partial 

truth (see my editorial in Winter 69 INNOVATOR) but 

unnecessarily either-or. Some opt-outs are among the most 

effective communicators — Dr. George Boardman, for example. 

Equation of self-liberation with technical retrogression: "You 

are abandoning thousands of years of civilization with all the 

benefits of the market to slink off someplace and live like a 

savage.” Such an objection ignores what can be AND HAS 

BEEN occomplished. A modem remote homesteader who may 

have electric plant, freezer, power tools, stereo, jeep, and 

perhaps even amphibious airplane need not live like the 
pilgrims. Nor does the neo-nomad with "self-contained” 

motorhome live like the plains Indians. Products of “civili=- 
zation" are used when appropriate; what the self-liberator 

"Statism is 

probably does avoid is complete DEPENDENCE on these. 

Utopian notions of liberty: "'Self-liberation' does not provide 

real liberty, freedom exists only when one can act without 

need to defy or evade coercion.” But the latter kind of freedom 

has never existed on earth, The American Frontier, one of the 

freest societies known, included bondits and protection 

racketeers eager to pray on cowards and fools. Even in o new 

laissez=Faire country with (hypothetically) non—coercive govern= 

criminals and foreign 
ment, there might be attack by private 

States. 

Low valuation of freedom: “For me, self-liberation would be 

more trouble than it is worth." This is on honest objection and 

is probably the real objection of many persons who offer other 

excuses. Their ancestors in spirit were Europeans of acentury or 

or two ago who became very interested in the New World and 

did much talking about it — but remained where they werel 

Liberty is the heritoge of men with the will to be free. 

EL RAY 

*(1) Some of this material was presented at Atlantis Enterprise's 

nSelf-liberation” seminar. | thank Don Stephens and Tom 

Marshall for many valuable suggestions. 

(Editor's note: Because of limited space much supporting mate= 

rialincluding shelter descriptions, pricing essumptions and dis- 

cussion of ratings has been deleted. If requested this will be 

published in a future issue of FREE TRADE.) 

Periodicals Dealing With Self-Liberation: 

Clandestine Urban: 

INNOVATOR, Autumn 68 and Winter 69, $1 each. 

Remote Homestead: 

INNOVATOR, Sept. 67 *, Apr. é8*. 
GREEN REVOLUTION, Heathcote School of Living, Route 1, 

Freeland, Md. 21053, monthly, $4/yecr. 

CAPITALIST COUNTRY NEWSLETTER, Capitalist Country, 

Box 485, Carson City, Nev. 89701, irreg., $5/12 issues. 

THE QUESTERS, Box N, Los Banos, CA 93635, irreg., cntrb. 

Underground Hide-out: 
INNOVATOR, May 67*. 

Land-Mobile Nomadic: 

INNOVATOR, March 68*. 
PREFORM~-INFORM, Preform, Box 5116, Santa Monica, CA 

90405, irregular, $1/4 issues. 

* 25¢ each, all in self- 
liberation set for $1. 

Sea-Mobile Nomadic: 

OCEAN LIVING, Box 17463, Los Angeles, CA 90017, irreg., 

$1/10 issues. 
ATLANTIS NEWS, Atlantis Publishing Co., R.D. 5 Box 22A, 

Saugerties, N.Y. 12477, semi=monthly, $4.50/year. 

INNOVATOR, March 67*,July 66 — Dec. 66 ("The per = 

manent Floating Voluntary Society") $1 for series. 

General: 
ATLANTIS QUARTERLY, Atlantis Enterprises, Box 141, Glen- 

dale, CA 91209, $4/year. 
LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION, T.F., c/o R. Bobb, 5610 

Smiley, Los Angeles, CA 90016, six-weekly, $2.50/year. 
WHOLE EARTH CATALOG, Portola Institute, 558Santa Cruz, 

Menlo Park, CA 94025, semi-an, plus bi-mo. spl., $8/yr. 
MODERN UTOPIAN, Starr King Center, 2441 Le Conte, 

Berkeley, CA 94709, quarterly, $4/year. 
EQUALITY, 6 Fronkfurt am Main, Postfach 3413, W.G.,cntr, 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY TO BETTER LIVING 
  

Survival is an art, and more skills are needed under unusual or 
more primitive conditions. As an art it can not be learned from 
books alone. But as an ort dependent on so mony sciences, it 
can not easily be leamed without the use of literature. On 
severe trial, your will to live and self-confidence from tried 
and tested skills and knowledge will be your most valued assats; 
no degree of taxation, inflation, depression, or even Bolshe- 

viki can take these from you. 

J. R. ROAF 

Anderson, JomesR. TREES, SHRUBS, AND FOOD, MEDICINAL 

AND POISONOUS PLANTS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, C. F. 
Banfield, 1925. Probably out of print but availoble at Oregon 
State Library, Salem. 

Angier, Brodford. HOW TO GO LIVE IN THE WOODS ON 
$10.00 A WEEK, Stackpole, Harrisburg, Pa., 1959, 26%p. 

Angier. LIVING OFF THE COUNTRY or HOW TOSTAY ALIVE 

IN THE WOODS, Stockpole; poperbock, Collier Books, N.Y., 
95¢. Though written mostly for northeast and north, Peace 
River, many good ideas would apply to the Pacific Northwest 
and other areas. 

Angier and Whelan. ON YOUR OWN [N THE WILDERNESS. 
Stackpole, 1960, 324p. 

Applegate, Lt. Col, Rex. KILL OR GET KILLED, Stackpole, 
1943-63, 421p. Probably the most comprehensive work on 
personal combat. 

Army. SURVIVAL FIELD MANUAL, U.S. Government Printing 

Office, 1957, $1.00, 285p. Health, navigation, water, food, 
fire, warmth, and hazards. 

Ashbrook, Frank G. BUTCHERING, PROCESSING AND 

PRESERVING OF MEAT, D. Van Nostrand, 1955, 318p. 

Carl, Flora ond Letha K. Jopling. UNUSUAL MEATS, HOW 
TO PREPARE AND SERVE THEM, U. of Missouri, 1943, 
reprinted Lee Foundation for Nutritional Research, Milwaukee, 

Wisc. Includes brains, sweetbreods, and other less-used parts. 

Copelond, James L. RAMMED EARTH HOUSES, published by 
author, Rt. 2 box 460, Portland, Ore. 

Cruess, W.V. and M, A, Joslyn. HOME AND FARM PREPARA- 
TION OF VINEGAR, U. of Calif., 1943, circular 332. 

Dickson, Evelyn E.LM. FOOD PLANTS OF THE WESTERN 
OREGON INDIANS. Stanford U., 1946, 218p, out of print. 

Drucker, Philip. INDIANS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST, Mc 
Graw Hill, 1955; recent poperback edition. The best descrip= 
tion | found of how the Indions of the Northwest lived and how 
they did things. 

Fomham, Albert B, HOME MANUFACTURE OF FURS AND 
SKINS, A.R. Harding, St. Louis, Mo., 1916. Also HOME 
TANNING AND LEATHER MAKING GUIDE, same author. 

Kroeber, A.L. HANDBOOK OF THE INDIANS OF CALIF. 
Smithsonian Inst. Bur. Am. Ethnology. Bul. 78, 1925, U.S. 
Gov. Printing Office. Acoms were the staple. 

Tallman Machinery Co., Box 117, Lynnwood, Wash. HILL 
HYDRAULIC RAMS, 

Irvine, F.R. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WILD FOOD PLANTS OF 

UNITED STATES INDIANS, Smithsonian Inst. Bur. of Am. 
Ethnology. Comprehensive but most plonts named are in East. 

Johnson, James R. ANYONE CAN LIVE OFF THE LAND. 
Longmans, 1961, 121p, 

Kephart, Horace. CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT, 21st 

printing in 1962, MacMillan, 884p in two volumes, 

Kimber, Gray, Stockpole and Leavell. ANATOMY AND 

PHYSIOLOGY, MacMillan, 1960, 

Lucas, Jannette May. INDIAN HARVEST, 
PLANTS OF AMERICA, Lippincott, 1945. 

Medsger, O.P, EDIBLE WILD PLANTS, MocMillon, 1947. 

Saunders, Chas. Froncis. USEFUL WILD PLANTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES AND CANADA, McBride & Co., 1934, 

Shortney, Joan Ranson. HOW TO LIVE ON NOTHING, 
Doubleday & Co., 19613 paperbock by Pocket Books, N.Y., 
1968. Chapters on food, clothes, furniture, houses, eppliances, 
repair, keeping warm, health, social benefits (?), and making 
something from nothing. 

Schmitt, Dr. Martin. "MEAT'S MEAT" AN ACCOUNT OF 
THE FLESH EATING HABITS OF WESTERN AMERICANS, Nest- 

emn Folklore XI No, 3, 1952, U, of Oregon, Cites common 
sources of meat available to the early pioneers. Joe Meek is 
quoted, "l held my hand in on ant hill till covered — then 
licked them off." Also mentioned boiled Mormon crickets, 

dried larvae, lizards and evidence of cannabilism. 

Thompson, Raymond. SNARES AND SNARING, published by 
author, Alderwood Manor, Wash., undated, 37p. 

Yd\ovsky, Elias. FOOD PLANTS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN 
INDIANS, USDA Misc. Publ. 237, 1936, 83p. 

wILD FOOD 

  

Additional Recommendations by the Editor: 

Brown, Vinson ond George Lawrence. THE CALIFORNIA 
WILDLIFE REGION, Naturegroph Publ., Healdsburg, Calif., 
1965, 125p, $2.95. Description of common plants and animals 
written for laymen. 

Dana, Edward S, and W, Ford. TEXTBOOK OF MINERALOGY, 
Wiley, N.Y. ond London, 1949, 851p. 

Munz, Philip. A CALIFORNIA FLORA, U. of Calif. Press, 
1959, 1681p, $11.50. Botanical descriptions of over 4,000 
plonts growing spontaneously in Calif. Does not give uses. 

Murie, Olous. A FIELD GUIDE TO ANIMAL TRACKS, Houghton 

Mifflin, Boston, 1954, 374p, $4.95. 

  

DIRECTION FINDING 
  

For centuries rural travelers have employed the constellations, 
the sun ond the moon s guides to discem direction. In North 
America one can usually find the Big Dipper and North Star.. 
But what obout the many nights there is a partial overcast? 
One con find direction if one can have a clear view of justone 
star for fifteen minutes. 

Using either the sights of a rifle, or a forked stick or other 
improvised device for sighting and drawing a beod, you sight 
in the star and within fifteen minutes it will have moved from 
east to west enough that you will be able to tell direction. 

R. NICHOLAS TAYLOR 

(Editor's comment: Pick a star high in the sky or observe it 
long enough to tell curvature of its apparent path; in the 
Northern Hemisphere a star “underneath" the North Star  will 
appear to move from west to east,) 

Editor of this INNOVATOR isswe is Morgon Eiland. 
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APPLICATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND DEVELOPMENTS IN LIBERTY 

INNOVATOR 
Box 34718, Los Angeles, CA 90034 — Summer 1969 — One Year, $4 — Single Copy, $1 

  

G0 LIKE WATER, ON THE WATER.... 

"Nothing is more fragile, yet of all the agencies that 
attack hard substances nothing excels water. Likewise, 
the powerless can wear down the mighty and the gentle 

. survive the strong." 
(from QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIRMAN LAO, translated from 

" the TAO TEH CHING of Lao-tse by Ho Chi Zen) 

  

Lao-tse, the Chinese Sage whose name means The 01d 
Boy, was the first philosopher of laissez-faire (in 
Chinese: wu wei - letting be). He was also one of the 
more consistent, for his teaching of Tao (Natural Law) 
emphasized the inseparability of means and ends. In so 
doing, it became what might well be called a doctrine 
of pure strategy. 
To this may be attributed the resemblance of his writ- 
ings to a manual on military tactics - for, as Lao 
pointed out, to the degree that even a general relies 
on strategy, he avoids depending on violence. And "go- 
ing like water," seeking the "line of least resis- 
tance," is recognized in both East and West as a vital 
principle for attaining long-range victories. 

Today, the most promising hope for pursuing long-range 
victories in the struggle against authority seems to 
involve a curiously literal and symbolically redundant 
application of Chairman Lao's glorious thought. It 
might be summarized: Go like water, on the water.... 

THE FREE SEA - That going to 1live and produce on 
oceans and other large bodies of water represents an 
attack on the modern authoritarian "line of least re- 
sistance” 1is an understatement; it represents, if 
taken up by large numbers, a massive sweep through a 
gaping hole in "enemy barricades." 

Though forward-looking fascists of Left, Right, and 

Center are already sounding alarms over the need for 
"international control of the seas," the sort of high- 

ly co-ordinated multi-national agreement and co-opera- 
tion necessary for establishing an aquatic police 

state is far from forthcoming - as is indicated by the 
continued activity of "pirate" broadcasters in Europe,   

4___-—"'5’5;;:1te endless rounds of inter-nation conventions, 
and confabs with their declarations, treaties, edicts, 
ultimatums, compacts, and moratoriums. 

Moreover, advancing technology is something which 
works here as much to the benefit of the libertarian 
as to that of the would-be authorities. For the simp- 
lification of technique that inevitably accompanies 
industrial sophistication places more and more methods 
of extracting material necessities from a marine en- 
vironment into the hands of the intelligent lone voya- 
ger or resourceful small group, along with means of 
invasion detection and prevention. And since technol- 
ogy cannot help but progress at a more rapid rate out- 
side the restrictions of a statist society, there is 
ample reason for optimism regarding the outcome of any 
possible showdown between a future libertarian aqua- 
civilization and the land-based forces of oppression. 

Meanwhile, the inexpensive mobility made possible by 
the sail - along with the "no-man's-land" status of 
the ocean made necessary by international jealousies - 
gives the aqua-libertarian total freedom to live in 
peace, as pleases him. 

These are the means and ends of Water Power! 
KERRY THORNLEY 

YOUR BOAT: PASSPORT TO FREEDOM 

Boat ownership offers the 1libertarian a degree of 
flexibility and mobility not easily obtained in any 
other way. Being self-contained and self-sufficient, 
and not requiring paved roads or other paraphenalia, 
he may move about wheénever need or fancy strikes him. 
But, for those not familiar with- boats and boating, 

" there are many questions. Should 1 have a boat at all? 
What kind of boat? How big? How much will it cost? 
How do I obtain one? How can I learn to use it? This 
article attempts to answer some of these questions. At 
the end is a bibliography of books containing further 
information. 
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SHOULD I HAVE A BOAT AT ALL? - A cruising boat large 
enough to 1ive on provides virtually instant mobil{ity. If it is kept stocked with food and supplies, 1t is possible to weigh anchor 1in a matter of minutes and set sail for any part of the world. Furthermore, 1t 1s gossible to carry household goods, antiques, weapons, eirlooms, and other goods which are {mpractical to carry by more conventional means of travel such as air Or passenger boat. Your destination can be anywhere from a large seaport of a major nation to a tiny unin- habited isiand. Upon arrival, your boat continues to serve as your home for as long as desired. If and when further mobility is needed, it {s Jjust a matter of weighing anchor again. Finally, the boat 1tself offers many opportunities for earning a 1iving, such as by fishing, diving, or chartering. In short, a person 
with a boat is in a much better position to escape 
State tyranny than a person who must depend upon pub- 
Tic transportation or upon land vehicles such as cars 
and trucks. . 
WHAT KIND OF BOAT DO I NEED? - The first choice to be 
made is between a power boat and a sailboat. A power 
boat offers the advantages of being more reliable, of 
making faster passages, and of requiring less skill 
;o operate. The disadvantages are that a power boat, 
or the same size accommodations, is more expe than a sailboat, is far more dependent on fac?l?zzzg such as fuel, repairs, and supplies, and is much less seaworthy except in very large sizes. 

Sgilboats. on the other hand, are relatively inexpen- sive, are largely independent of fuel and other sup- plies, and are much more seaworthy due to the steady- ing effect of the wind on the sails. In fact, this effgct is so pronounced that some power boats are 
equipped with a set of small sails, known as steadying 
sails, which are used not for propulsion but to steady 
the boat in a rolling sea. Another rather odd advant- 
age of sailboats is that they are subjected to some- 
what less State interference due to the assumption 
that sailboat skippers are possessed of a greater de- 
gree of skill than power boat operators. The main 
disadvantages of sailboats are that they are slower 
and that more skill is required to operate them. These 
disadvantages are not serious, however, and the advan- 
tages of greater independence and seaworthiness and 
lowgr cost are so great that a sailboat is the only 
logical choice. 

WHAT KIND OF SAILBOAT? - Well, for many centuries the 
only choice was the conventional monohull boat. Such a 
boat has the advantage of being traditional, which in- 
sures the availability of a wide selection from which 
to choose. The other principal advantage is that a 
monohull can carry much more weight than a comparable- 
sized multihull boat. However, -monohulls are quite 
slow, with a maximum speed of about 7 knots for small 
boats, and are rather uncomfortable, due to the boat 
heeling some 20 to 40 degrees to leeward. Also, they 
are not as safe as they could be. Monohull sailboats 
have a heavy keel which insures sinking of the boat if 
it is ever holed and filled with water. Also, the pre- 
sence of the keel makes grounding dangerous. Getting 
the keel grounded on a reef or sandbar often means the 
loss of the boat. 

Recently, the multihull sailboat has become quite pop- 
ular. Contrary to popular opinion, though, multihulls 

- are quite old and actually precede the monohull. Cata- 
-marans (two-hull craft) and trimargns. (boats with 
three hulls) were both developed in the {slands of the 
South Pacific many hundreds of years ago. Modern cata- 
marans have the advantage of being very fast (up to 30 
knots) and fairly comfortable, heeling less than 15°. 
Furthermore, having no keel, catamarans are unsinkable 
if properly built with adequate flotation material, 

      

    

   

th hulls should become filled wity ,, 

figszv;:.bgatamarans often have poor living arrang:fi;;k 

plans due to the two widely-separated hulls; angd ther 

1s one very serious disadvantage; there is a danger - 

capsize without warning in gusty winds. While this i 

much less serious than sinking, a capsize far out at 
sea obviously 1s a very distressing prospect. 

A well-designed and well-built cruising trimaran over- 
comes these problems. The advantages are: high speed, 
about the same as the catamaran; quite comfortable - a 
maximum heel of only 9°; and unsinkable if equipped 
with adequate flotation. However, unlike catamarans, 
trimarans are uncapsizeable, as far as is known. Also, 
due to the large central hull, good living arrange- 
ments can be worked out. In fact, for trimarans 40 
feet long or more, there fs 1iving space 1in the two 
outer hulls as well as in the central one. A trimaran 
is cheaper and has much more volume than a monohull of 
the same length., Also, the rigging is lighter. A tri- 
maran (1ike a catamaran, but uniike a monohull) can be 
safely beached and remains upright. Accidental ground- 
ing is a nuisance rather than a danger with a tri- 
maran. The principal disadvantages are that a tri- 
maran will accommodate much less weight than a mono 
hull and the large beam (width) renders finding a slip 
quite difficult. However, there are few slips outside 
the U.S., and as trimarans become mbre popular the 1i- 
kelihood is that more wide slips will be built. 

The conclusion is that for mobility the best boat is a 
trimaran sailboat. For rigging, a ketch or yawl rig 
(each with two masts) is preferable to a sloop (with 
only one mast). Even though a sloop is slightly fast- 
er, a divided rig is easier to handle and offers a 
greater variety of sail plans for different weather 
conditions. 

WHAT SIZE TRIMARAN? - For one or two people, 
30 foot boat, costing from $4000 to $6000 new, can 
suffice, although things are quite cramped and there 
is not much room for supplies for an extended cruise. 
For two to six people, a 35 foot boat, costing from 
$10,000 to $15,000, is reasonably roomy. A 40 to 45 
foot boat, costing from $20,000 to $30,000, will ac- 
commodate four to ten people with quite spacious ac- 
commodations. A 50 to 60 foot boat, from $40,000 up, 
will function as a veritable floating palace for six 
to fourteen people. 
HOW TO GET THE BOAT? - The easiest and fastest way to 
acquire tue boat you want is to purchase it completely 
built and outfitted. It is also the most expensive 
way possible. The other extreme 1is to buy a set of 
plans and build the boat from scratch. This is the 
cheapest way, but the one requiring the most effort. 
It is also quite slow, taking from two to four years 
of heavy part-time effort. However, many amateurs 
with no boat-building experience have done just tha;; 

and when you are done, you are nearly an expert in 

boat construction. 

a5 to 

There are several happy-medium approaches between 

these two extremes. One way is to build a boat from a 

kit. While this is a little more expensive than start- 

ing from scratch, it takes less time and effort. Kits 

are available in all stages of completion, so you can 

start at any point you want and finish the boat from 

there. 

is to buy a boat' partially built by ther approach 
Aol 14 Or you can buy someone else and finish it yourself. 
a boat finished but not outfitted. Or you can buy a 

used boat. In all these cases it is a good idea to 
have the boat surveyed (inspected for-flaws) by a com- 
petent marine surveyer who specializes in trimarans 

before you buy. 
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pon't rush to buy a b Become an expert befbr:a;o; g:;k. read, ask questfons. 

LEARN = sarine Igp1§21L Read and study books on sailing and 

ography at the such as the books 1isted in the bibli- 

charts, of tfieend of this article. Buy a few marine 

tial destinati area where you l1ive or various poten- 
Tanguage ofathons' or both, and study them. Learn the 
d e sea; use the proper nautical terms in 

scussing boating with others. 

After learming the rudiments o f sailing, practice. 

gen: :mall boats and sail them. Learnigg 1; a small 

oat is preferable than in a large one. The principles 

are the same, but a small boat will tolerate mistakes 
much more readily than a large one.  Going too fast 

and slamming into a dock will generally do no damage 

in a fourteen-foot boat, but might cost several hun- 

dred dollars 1in a forty-foot one. Serve as a Crew 

member on boats belonging to good saflors in order to 

benefit from the experience of the owner. Enter sail- 

boat races, first as a crew member on other boats, and 

eventually in your own boat. In this way you can learn 

the fine points of sailing and Tearn to get the max- 

imum performance out of a boat. 

Consider buying a practice boat which you will later 

sell when you find your cruising boat. Such a boat 

should be from 10 to 20 feet long and can be a used 

boat to save money. It will probably be a sloop, with 

one mast and two sails consisting of a small jib for- 

ward of the mast 
aft of the 

It shou 

Probably the best practice boat wou 

maran, will handle 1in the same way as your 

1arger boat will. 

Learn the rudiments of navigation. A cruising yacht 

does not need the precise navagational accuracy re- 

quired of a large freighter or passenger 1iner, and as . 

a result there are a number of simplified navigation 

systems available, such as the one described in Ref- 

erence 7 in the bibliography. Learn one of these sys- 

tems, and buy a plastic or war-surplus sextant. Also 

buy a transistor radio capable of receiving short-wave 

time signals. Then practice taking sun sights and re- 

ducing them. 

ACQUIRE YOUR BOAT - Aftér you have become an expert, 

and know just what you want, buy or build your cruis- 

Then outfit your boat to suit you. For ex- 
ing boat. 
ample, you will probably want rigging arranged for 

single-handed sailing rather than racing rigging which 

requires a large crew. Arrange stowage space, and 

other facilities to suit your own particular needs. 

Once you have your boat, continue to practice sailing. 

Take weekend and vacation cruises to nearby points. 

In the Los Angeles area, for example, make trips to 

the Channel Islands and to San Diego. In the Puget 

Sound area, visit the San Juan and other islands as 

well as British Columbia. In Florida, explore the 

Bahamas and the West Indies. 

After you have acquired a cruising saflboat and learn- 

ed to sail and navigate, you will be in a position to 

seek out areas of freedom at any time, and to stay out 

from under the domination of those who regard you as 

their own personal property. 
WILMONT L. HUNTER 

" BIBLIOGRAPHY 

BASIC BOAT HANDLING - [1] Howard L. Andrews and Alex- 

ander L. Russell, BASIC BOATING: PILOTING AND SEAMAN- 

Charles F. 
SKIP (Prentice-Hall, 1964), $8.00. [2 

Chapman, PILOTING, SEAMANSHIP AND SMALL BOAT HANDLING 

(Motor Boating, New York, 1967), $7.50. [NOTE] These 

two books, sponsored by the United States Power Squad- 

rons (a voluntary quasi-state organization). contain 

some useful information on small boat handling, sea- 

manship, knot-tying, aids to navigation, etc. Most of 

the emphasis 1s on power boats, and excessive time is 

spent dwelling on the role of the state (licensing, 

buoyage, charts, etc.). 

[3] George D. 0'Day, SAIL IN A DAY (Grosset 
SAILING - 

This is an excellent 
& Dunlap, 1967), $1.95 (paper). 

book .for beginners - interestingly written and pro- 

fusely 11lustrated. [4] H. A. Calahan, YACHTSMAN'S 

OMNIBUS (Macmillan, 1932; Ninth Printing 1966), $9.95. 

This 1s an excellently written book for beginners and 

intermediate sailors. It combines three of the 

author's earlier books: LEARNING TO SAIL, LEARNING TO 

RACE, LEARNING TO CRUISE. [5] H. A. Calahan, SAILING 

TECHNIQUE (Macmillan), approximately $10. This book, 

for beginners through experts, covers many of the fine 

points of sailing.such as the effects of the "apparent 

wind." [6] Patrick M. Royce, SAILING ILLUSTRATED 

(Royce PubTications, Box 1967, Newport Beach, Calif., 

Fourth Edition), $4.00 (paper). This hip-pocket hand- 

book (with waterproof plastic jacket) fis crammed with 

information on every aspect of sailing, sailboats, 

weather, docking, rigging, etc. 1f only one book is 

to be bought, this one would probably be it. 

NAVIGATION - [7] Arthur Piver, NOON-POSITION (Pi-Craft 

50 Marlin Ave, Mill Valley, Calif, 1963), $2.95. This 

27 page hardcover book describes a very simple navi- 

gation system by which an untrained person with a $15 

plastic sextant and ten minutes instruction can navi- 

gate anywhere in the world (except near the poles) 

with an accuracy of ten te twenty miles. ES] Nathan- 

jel Bowditch, AMERICAN PRACTICAL NAVIGATOR (U. S. Gov- 

ernment Printing Office, 1966), $7.00. This book, 

first printed privately in 1802, was taken over by the 

U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office about 1868, and is now 

printed as "H. 0. Pub. No. 9." 1In spite of this fact, 

it 1s an excellent book, bringing together in one vol- 

ume nearly everything that can remotely be considered 

to have anything to do with navigation, and including 

many useful tables. 

TRIMARANS - [9] Arthur Piver, TRANS-ATLANTIC TRIMARAN 

(Pi-Craft, 1961), $3.95. [10] Piver, TRANS-PACIFIC 

TRIMARAN (Pi-Craft, 1963), $4.95. [11] Piver, TRI- 

MARAN THIRD BOOK (Pi-Craft, 1965) $4.95. [NOTE] These 

three books describe several voyages 'in trimarans de- 

signed and built by the author, and contain much use- 

ful information on these craft. 

ALMANACS, ETC. - [12] BOATING AND FISHING ALMANAC (Box 

344, Venice, Calif, published annually) $2.95 (paper). 

Contains tide tables, and various .useful boating in- 

formation. Also contains detailed information on all 

the ports and harbors, as well as all of the offshore 

jslands, from San Diego to Morro Bay. Also contains 

similar information for lakes and inland waterways for 

ten Southern California counties and the Colorado 

River. [13] SEA CRUISING AND BOATING HANDBOOK, pub- 

lished annually by Sea Magazine, $1.00, as the May is- 

sue. Contains much useful information plus some 50 

pages of reduced charts of the coastal and inland 

waterways from San Diego to middle British Columbia, 

together with detailed 1lists of marine facilities 

available. [14] BOAT OWNERS BUYERS GUIDE, published 

annually by Yachting Magazine, $1.50. A very complete 
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the monthly payments on the boat anq 

directory of boats and gear, classified and indexed urban home) as e boat is yours, drop out 

for easy reference. g for docking fees; [Slg‘ggga%’l‘y acquiring the necessary 
- at your own pace, are time. 

ADVENTURE - [15] Dwight Long, SEVEN SEAS ON A SHOE-  books, equipment, and skills in your SP 
STRING, SAILING ALL SEAS IN THE “IDLE WOUR," (Harper & found by shop- 

Brothers, 1938), $3.00. An interestin yarn Lf .fi'.e- Better buys on "°““°°::‘. m:{ ?gg;’&gfis ::zre {:ea]tgy 

tempted around-the-world voyage in a 32-foot monohull ping, in the of f ’::;“ ipril until the end of summer, 

ketch, starting from Seattle and travelling to Hawaii people congregate. 

Tahiti, Oceania, New Zealand, Australia, rg ua, India,  for example, {5 the fdeal houseboat hunting period in 

the Suez, the Mediterranean, France, England, then and around Miami. 

across the Atlantic only to get shirrecked on the buy new houseboats, 

treacherous shores of Brooklynl [16]) Sir Francis novelty wears off or a new mode . Kin 

Chichester, GYPSY MOTH CIRCLES THWE WORLD (Coward and sell at a sacrifice -2 kind of status seeking 

McCann. New York, 1967), $6.95. At the age of sixty-  which works to the advantage of 

five, Sir Francis sailed a 54-foot ketch on a so{o 

trip around the world, making only one stop in Aus-  Building a houseboat {s an easy matter, too - and it 

tralia. Book describes the 224-day voyage, and also is possible to put a medium sized one together for 

1ists provisions which he took along. [17] John Gunn, less than a thousand dollars. A professional boat 

BARRIER REEF BY TRIMARAN (Collins, St. James's Place, buflder will look over your plans for a reasonable fee 

London, 1966), 25 shillings ($3.00). An interesting and make suggestions, and this kind of advice can save 

account of an Australian Public Relations man who, you money and headaches later on. 

  

with no previous experience, buflt a Piver 35-foot 

trimaran and safled it up and through the Great Bar- However you approach it, though, acquiring a houseboat 

rier Reef (available from Pi-Craft, see Ref. 7) is a good first giant step to seizing control of your 

own destiny. 

  

  

  

  

BRADLY MARTIN 

T WAVE MOTION PROVIDES BARGE MOTIVE POWER 

AT 
For ocean-1iving individuals or communities interested 

HOUSEBOATS: THE EASY WAY OUT in the.use of barge bases for houseboats, vegetable 

gardens, central parks or other endeavors which re- 

Those who wish to opt out of the controlled economy, quire large areas of square footage, a new development 

if they take steps to put their dreams into action, by a scientist at Scripps Institute of Oceanography is 

soon find that the major obstacle to be tackled in pertinent. The development, which harmesses the wave 

such an effort is the acquisition of 1iving space. motion of water to provide motive power, holds promise 

Food supply, with a little reading and field work, be- as a means of moving barges in the ocean. 

comes in most areas a relatively easy matter of forag- 

ing, fishing, and/or hunting - or, perhaps, of subsis- To anyone who has studied the motion of a floating 

tence farming. Medical problems can largely or wholly block of wood or other floating cbject, . the water ap- 

be avoided through proper food, rest, fresh air, and pears not to move as the floating object bobs up and 

exercise taken in conjunction with an educated lay- down when swells move past it. Of course, if there is 

man's knowledge of advanced first aid and various a current, the water moves, carrying the floating ob- 

healing arts. Clothing can be repaired or manufactured ject along with it. However, the wave action is more 

by methods known to nearly everyone. But, unless you  or less independent from any actual transverse water 

own the land you live on, or unless you are a nomad, movement and is generally more rapid. 

you've got to keep working on Maggie's Farm or face : 

eviction from your home for failing to come up with It is obvious that at a point where there is alter= 

the rent. Conversely, if you solve the 1iving space nately a wave crest and a wave trough, the wave ac- 

problem, you are nearly free. tions must move water in and out to provide the alter- 

nate amounts of water in the crests and troughs. This 

Both least expensive and most comfortable of the var- action is virtually unseen, as it is a vertically cir- 

jous solutions presenting themselves is that of owning cular motion at the water surface independent of the 

a houseboat. Unlike going on the road in a camper, no water current. 

elbow space need be sacrificed for the sake of mobil- 
. 

ity - and yet one degree or another of mobility is to At the crest of a wave the water is moving in a direc- 

be had, depending on whether the vessel 1{s a cruiser tion opposite to the direction of the wave motion and 

with a powerful 1inboard engine or with one or more at the trough, in the direction of the wave motion. - 

small outboard motors or whether, on the opposite ex- 

treme, it is a house mounted on a barge hull, ready The motive development, termed the ‘“wave rectifier,” 

for towing. Many such boats can be purchased used for takes advantage of this movement. This is done simply 

the price of a family car, or built with far less by-adding a vertical flap to a floating object, in- 

okil] than would be required in building a sailing  serting it into the water and hinging it so it will 

vessel. In any case, no land rents need be paid and  swing freely in one direction from the vertical but 

docking fees, which are much lower, can be eliminated not in the opposite direction. Thus, the circular 

by those who choose to locate in remote areas - unin- wave action motion pushes on the vertical flap, alter- 

habited islets, natural waterways, back bays, etc. nately in one direction - then in the other direction. 

. In one direction, the vertical flap will swing freely; 

A simple means of making the transition from land- however, in the other direction, the flap will trans- 

locked 1iving to permanent houseboat residence can be mit the push to the floating object, moving the ob- 

outlined in exactly five steps: [1] Move to an area  ject. By changing the direction in which the fla 

where houseboats are common (such as Northern Calif., swings freely, the direction of push (and thus motiong 

the Gulf Coast, or South Florida); [2] Save up a few will be reversed. _ 

hundred dollars and make a down payment on the used The length of the flap should be one-half the height 

boat of your choice; [3] Move aboard; [4] Apply what between the crest and the trough of the wave. The 

you were paying as rent (or as payments on your sub- floating object must be of such construction as to al- 
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7 low it to conform with the shape of the water surface. ' 

;gsie::oT?d;;: h;s:teg 'gd'cate a possible speed of 

long the California CO{S:.']'zing Wl W e e 

" s 

g:$98w:::p:$::1f1e'" seems to be a breakthrough f{n 

barge, the " on.  For one who operates a residentia) 
pract;ca1 wave rectifier" offers the possibility of 

rai ical, economical self-propulsfon, heretofore only 
n sailing vessels. This 1s a development 

to watch| 
WILLIAM WOOD 

     AN OCEAN LAB FOR OCEAN LIVING 

It takes a critical mass of plutonium to cause a chain 

reaction, or nuclear explosion. Similarly it takes a 

critical mass of people to make an efficient society 

with specfalized division of labor and mass production 

but our 200,000,000 people greatly exceeds this criti- 

cal mass, the 5% of our 80,000,000 1laborers who are 

normally unemployed serving as threats to those who 

are employed. The only people who are in high demand 

are engineers and salesmen and Christians, and two of 

.these groups are useful to their bosses and nuisances 

_to everybody else, putting their foot in your door 

when it's opened and holding it there till you buy, so 

they will go to heaven when they die! 

What are the chances for a hermit or family or cult to 

instead of with society, 
deal directly with nature 

profitably, evading society's cataclysms: wars, de- 

pressions, inflations, epidemics, etc.? They are 

pretty good if your needs are simple. If you can live 

on fish and game and edible wild plants, or if you can 

raise your food on low-tax or no-tax land, or if you 

are a craftsman handy with your hands. 

If you want your own isolated bit of civilization with 

books, tools, windows and screens, hobbies, etc., all 

in a compact, mobile, non-gas-eating package, then you 

need a sail boat. One thousand dollars worth of ma- 

terials and a 1jttle skill should put you in business 

with your own private "Life Boat," complete with pro- 

test sign reading: “Life is so beautiful, and I am a 

fool ‘for beauty.” Five thousand dollars will buy you a 

sumptuous 40-foot yacht in knocked-down-kit form from 

a manufacturer in Bungay, Suffolk, England, through 

the distributor in Rexdale, Ontario, or even better -- 

you can shape the raw materials without a kit. 

Much of the critical mass necessary to creating the 

society of land lubbers is caused by the far-flung na- 

ture of the land's isolated mineral and agricultural 

pockets. This presents no problem at sea, salt and 

forty some other strategic minerals being fairly uni- 

Sform throughout the sea. So there is chance of a sea- 

‘borne super-pioneer dispensing entirely with society's 

critical mass by converting his personal 1life boat to 

an ocean labor-atory: 

0 One large Dow Company at Freeport, Texas, extracts 

most of America's magnesium, a substantial structural 

metal (which is attacked by salt), from gulf water, 

but the process takes heat and electricity in quanti- 

ties which are probably impractical for the yachtsman. 

When sea water is distilled, first one mineral salt, 

then another, reaches its saturation point and precip- 

ftates to the bottom of the container, and magnesium 

chloride as well as all the other forty some minerals 

‘{n turn are thus concentrated. First mineral to pre- 

cipitate fs not the most abundant one, salt, as might 

be expected, but calcium sulphate, itself a useful 

least soluble 
mineral, the basfis of plaster of Paris, 

which might be made completely 
of the ocean minerals 
fnsoluble by mixing with dfatomaceous earth, or other 

making the basfs for vertical cylinder 
pozzolana, 
floats to support a modern 

Garden (Apartments) of Babylon." The calcium sulphate 

sticks to round pebbles in the sti1l as "boiler scale” 

from which it 1s removed by ball-mill action. 

0 This large volume distillation might be done in a 

"sea-water-barometer/vacuum-still," a 33-ft tall sea 

water version of the mercury barometer with a solar 

¢ti11 mounted on top. Metals are the commonly used 

solar concentrators: aluminum (which 1s attacked by 

salt), silver (which tarnishes), and, the best, gold- 

plated steel, and aside from the difficulty of main- 

taining the 33-ft altitude in rough seas there is the 

fact that the metal solar concentrators are perfect 

radar reflectors and, at this altitude, would attract 

a lot of attention. Any sun catching "wings" to en- 

large the area of the reflector would also catch the 

wind, often being troublesome therefore if not blank- 

eted by a high sail. The 33-ft air column could of 

course be extended under water in a pipe of some kind 

instead of into the air, solving some of these prob- 

lems, but such a system would not be mobile. Special 

high-strength domed material, Pyrex perhaps, must be 

used in a complete-vacuum still, and an evaporation- 

condensation cycle developed which will not offset the 

advantages of the vacuum. 

grow vitamin-rich bean sprouts ,, 

jum supplies food, and fertilizer 

for salt-intolerant plants so you can grow your own 

seeds as well as your own sprouts. The shortage of ni- 

trogen and phosphorous is what curtails phytoplankton 

growth in the ocean. These can be dredged up from be- 

jow the light-zone where plants can't reach them, and 

occur in "liquid manure" (urine). Urine should be sun- 

ned to destroy germs before using for fertilizer and 

never be used for-more than one-fourth of the nutrient, 

solution. Giant kelp and certaih other sea weeds are 

sources for algin, from which "silk® can be made for 

clothing, sails, hot-air and hydrogen balloons, etc. 

0 Air is 20% oxygen (we use only 5%) and water only 

1.1% oxygen which fish breathe through their gills. 

e made of many modern plastics: 
Artificial gills can b 

polysterenes, rubber silicones, etc., which act as gas 

diffusion membranes in water, allowing oxygen exchange 

with the water while keeping the water out, and the 

surface of air bubbles in the water acts as such a gas 

diffusion membrane. An exhaled bubble rising through 

water becomes recharged with oxygen from the water. So 

some kind of "hubble-bubble pipe" gill might be devel- 

oped which would be better than compressed air tanks. 

The trick is to get good water circulation without 

losing the air bubbles, which, like a lot of ocean lab 

tricks, 1is harder than it sounds. But if we succeed, 

society may be, like you and me, expendable - to super 

pioneers at sea... 
!I ! !! JAMES PARKERSON 

ONE OF THE MOST ACTIVE and interesting ocean-living- 

minded libertarian groups in the country is OPERATION 

ATLANTIS of R.D.5 Box 22A, Saugerties, N.Y.12477. Its 

ATLANTIS NEWS (trial sub.: $1, 5 issues) keeps readers 
posted on the rapid progress of the new nation project 

described in the 36-page booklet entitled THE STORY OF 

OPERATION ATLANTIS, $1. The Atlantis ATCOPS silver 
investment program is also worth examining. 

versfon of the “Hanging 

® Any yachtsman can 
and a sea weed aquar 
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A LIBERTARIAN TECINOLOGY OF ECOLOGY 

"The sea 1is the most finely balanced system i 
aolaz.- system. Once we up;;ct the balitlmoc o}n :;:: 
species we peril all other inhabitants.... The sea 
will be worthless 1if man doea not take care of it." 

=-= Dr. Harvey A, Shiffer 

Conservationism is often considered a statist bugab 
because industrial pollution and commercial destgsc:? 
ion of natural resources serves as a handy excuse for 
those who would cripple tochnologica] development for 
the sake of the "public interest. But, 1n fact, the 
problem of ecological upset 1s a real one - made all 
the more pressing by the fact that statist solutions 
of increased legal restriction do not work. 

Those who do the most polluting and destroying also 
hava the most political influence in a society where 
?overnment and business are interdependent partners 
whether you call the system State Socfalism, State 

Capitalism, or just plain Fascism). Continued pollut- 
fon and destruction of natural resources is all but 
inevitable so long as such mixed systems are tolerated 
by citizens and consumers. R 

Throughout the history of marine conservation, as 
elsewhere, one can find countless examples of the 
failure of man's law to preserve or restore nature's 
order. A dramatic illustration 1is the case of the 
Blue Whale in the Antarctic. 

In a piece entitled "Conserving Whales" in the April 
1966 SCIENCE JOURNAL, J. Lucas writes: "Thus it seems 
that steps to avoid the extinction of the Southern 
Slue Whale have been taken just 1in time. But whether 

new control measures will in fact save some species of 

whale from extinction, or the industry based on them 

from cutting its own throat, is another question. The 

1964-65 season developed into a free-for-all slaughter 

in which many of the whaling nations metaphorically 

turned their backs on scientific advice and killed 

whales far beyond the current sustainable catch.” 

Nor was the 1964-65 failure unprecedented, for: “In 

1931 the League of Nations drew up 2 Convention for 

the regulation of whaling which provided for the pro- 

tection of Right Whales and females with calves. It 

also authorized, tne licensing of whaling vessels and 

the collection of catch statistics. These measures 

did not come into force until 1935. Even then not all 

the nations whaling in the Antarctic adhered to it." 

But Lucas expresses optimism about the future: "The 

case for international agreement and action has never 

before been so clear. Perhaps, after 800 years of or- 

ganized whale fishing, it is now obtainable." The ur- 

gency of a problem, however, does not guarantee any- 

thing more than that it might get a lot of attention; 

if men persist in discounting the lessons of past 

failures, they are unlikely to do other than apply 

ever-increasing doses of whatever hasn't worked. o 

solution will be forthcoming, in that case, and sooner 

or later the delicate ocean ecology will collapse and 

a global cesspool will herald the death of the planet. 

What is needed, instead of more laws cranked out by 

conditioned reflex, is a philosophy of ecological con- 

servation - one based on the same kind of rational, 

scientific, and cybernetic epistemology that is now 

used in DISCOVERING ecological problems, but not in 

solving them! This discipline would address itself to 

reconciling man and nature - and would study one as 

much as the other, ' constantly revising and refining 

means ‘toward the desired reconciliation. Doub@Iess]y, 

such spiraling cycles of thought, experimentation, and 
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subject would transcend ty 

gats coTIeetion iy lutions in short order. o 

legalistic, regulatory SO 

in the way of discoveries 

of course - What would emerge, 
g:g :Qn?; 

vations, can?ot be g e 

imagine SO 
r 

::i{ctgonsegvationisn.
 The very existence of a 41sc1- 

pline of technological ecology would have some impact 

in and of itself - because, here, for the first time, 

would exist a coherent body ?f lite;?turfi a;d:g:;:de:o 

terested in creating long- - 

T T thriv fn accord with natural factors. 
terprises to thrive 
So:pthe technology of ecology would tend to influence 

production much as the parallel {deas ?f Frank Lloyd 

Wright did architecture. That is, they'd be taken up 

immediately by those attracted to them. 

Further, an educational program to spread ecological 

wisdom would naturally spring from such a study, as 

soon as the bankruptcy of coercive methods could be 

statistically demonstrated. For a rechanneling would 
occur in the social realm - where many present-day ex- 

perts in the natural sciences who are calling for in- 

creased restriction in good faith would instead begin 

to direct their energies to increased education. 

A corollary endeavor of technological ecology would be 

the development of alternative life-styles, which do 
not lend themselves so readily to the disruption of 

natural balances as do our present man-against-nature 

vestiges of the Judaic-Christian religious philosophy. 
The American Indian, while far less technologically 
sophisticated, was able to develop a remarkably viable 

way of living on this continent, presumably because of 
his stress upon adapting his 1iving to natural condit- 
jons over indiscriminately subjecting those conditions 

to his whims, via the "conquest of nature.” A modern 
ecologically sane way of life would not, of course, 
swap electricity for firewood - but it might at least 

accord to electricity an equal or greater respect for 

its powers (constructive and destructive) as the Amer- 

jcan Indian accorded to fire. It is in the taking of 

our technological powers FOR GRANTED that we most of- 

ten abuse them. 

  

Another refinement on conservation education would be 

the teaching of ecological principles to business ad- 

ministrators and engineers as part of a complete uni- 

versity education. Much present destruction is the 

outcome of well-meaning ignorance on the part of in- 

dustrial movers. 

None of these suggestions are striking for their orig- 

inality, and each is only part of an answer. The bril- 

liant solutions will emerge only after considerable 

intelligent study is given the subject. This task can 

only begin when the unworkability of present responses 

is comprehended. 

Libertarians, who already grasp the principles of hu- 

man action enough to percieve the futility of increas- 

ed regulatory attempts, are in a position to begin de- 

voting their time to finding more viable solutions. 

Those who wish to dwell in the ocean environment, in 

particular, have good reason for so doing! 
HO CHI ZEN 

MEN OF THE FUTURE 

An article in one of the earliest issues of INNOVATOR 

called for a "Lawrence" of the Horth Sea to ideologic- 

ally educate and tactically co-ordinate the "pirate* 

industries - undersea mining, oil drilling, off-shore 

broadcasting, etc - in their struggle for self-deter- 

mination against the nearby political states of North- 

ern Zurope.



  

  

   

  

Today, such a figure exists, . He is a Ra 

fdats a1, I Stom, et ot et 
chard J. 

e e s e WAt 
would be a floazgzgez::y State of Laissez Faire. This 

shelf area. Yy on the North Sea continental 

"The politicians contr " 
Z:Xet;o2g since divideg]tkgewl:?g' 
with 1: ffSUDPorters. Very well - 1let's leave them 
Prontiar Er Fhe time befng. The sea {s man's next 
froe men't et's move at once to establish the right of 
tends 18 0 1ive on the high seas before the U.N. ex- 
fuced domain over the oceans. Capitalism has pro- 
) ed a wonderful technology - and when the politic- 
ans rea!ize the true import of this they'l1 move to 

stop us 'breaking out.' This is the greatest oppor- 

tunity ever presented to libertarians - let us move 

now, before the chance is lost for all time." 

Of potential political significance, King notes, was 

the ruling of a British court last year against the 

British Government and in favor of ex-radio "pirate" 

Roy Bates, in which it was established that a perman- 

ent, artificial-island gunnery platform/tower, left 

over from WW II, and located just beyond the territor- 

jal limits of Great Britain, was outside the jurisdic- 

tion of English law. 

says King, "and 
amongst themselves 

in a world where all too often 

"might makes right" in statist eyes, was the declarat- 

jon of the British Ministry of Defence concerning 

Bates and family: "The physical difficulty of removing 

these people is so extreme and so hazardous that it is 

not a viable proposition.” 

Equally significant 

For as Richard King points out: "Bates is fully armed 

and if he feels aggrieved he simply shoves a few thou- 

sand volts of high tension through the entire struc- 

ture. While it is not possible to repel a major inva- 

sion it is certainly possible to increase the cost of 

such an attack to a point where it is not worthwhile. 

And armed with a broadcasting facility with which you 

can 'tell the world,' the likelihood of physical as- 

sault is remote - although it must be planned for. 

Economic and legal sanctions are more likely, but only 

if one fails to avoid actions which may give offence 

to nearby govermments. Activities such as trade are 

well accepted and not prone to cause trouble. Never- 

theless, a flag of convenience should be maintained 

until recognition is achieved." 

Roy Bates declared his tower in the sea a sovereign 

country - Sealand. As well as a Founding Father, Bates 

is a shrewd businessman who plans to operate free of 

taxation and bureaucratic meddling from now on - a 

foreshadowing of King's sea-city-nation. 

In planning for the Proprietary State of Laissez Faire 

Mr. King has written to R. Buckminster Fuller, another 

jndividual of outstanding importance on the developing 

ocean freedom scene. Fuller, who designed the geodesic 

dome, and whose popularity with the libertarian left 

approaches that of Timothy Leary (who is no more the 

visionary than Fuller), said in a letter to King: 

"Throughout history those who committed their lives to 

the high seas lived inherently outside the boundaries 

of sovereign nations. The sea people have always been 

inherent 'outlaws.' It was only in the outlaw environs 

that technology was able to develop all the fundament- 

al technologies of industrialization."” 

Another favorite theme of Fuller's, which supports the 

yiability of King's concept, is: "Dry land nations are 

{nherently divided. The world is united by its water." 

Quite possibly the free-trading, free-communication 

future will bring the 
floating civilization of the 

of the world's different nations into closer 

Fuller says: “There is no peoples 

fs now beginning a and more direct contact. 

question fn my mind that there 
fngly intolerable sov- 

swift break-down of the increas 
fth world industriali- 

ereign boundaries {nterfering w 

Within two decades the concept of 'Countries’ 

doing business with one another will be as obsolete as 

having New York City and Hoboken, New Jersey, trade 

with one another and balance their inter-accounts an- 

nually with gold bullfon payments." If Mr. Fuller is 

correct this should provide additional impetus for the 

creation of aquatic societies. And Richard King might 

well find himself co-ordinator of a movement which 

will not only create free saa-city-nations but will, 

by virtue of its existence, further weaken the re- 

strictive holds governments have on 1and - opening the 

way to a genuine and lasting world peace. 
OMAR KHAYYAM RAVENHURST 
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THE GYPSIES OF THE SULU SEA 

en Ferdinand Magellan sighted 

their floating encampments between Sulu and Borneo, 

the Badjaos have done on a more Or less primitive 

scale exactly what many aqua-libertarians hope to try 

in the years immediately ahead. They have been living, 

as fisherman nomads, on the ocean - coming ashore only 

to barter for rice and fresh fruit. 

Since long before 1521 wh 

Consisting of stork-legged huts, virtual houseboats, 

canoes, dugouts, and outriggers, Badjao villages are 

tiny, semi-permanent,and widely decentralized through- 

out the southernmost islands of the Philippines. In- 

habitants come and go as they please. A new arrival 

might stay in a community for a matter of hours or of 

years. Population was recently estimated in the sea- 

gypsy village of Tunkalan, of f Tawi Tawi Island, to be 

about 400. 

while the existence of the Badjaos is a testament to 

the viability of ocean living, and therefore signifi- 

cant enough, it is also a door to opportunity for the 

neophyte ocean pioneer who would like to learn how it 

is done form those who have been at it awhile (either 

by making the Badjaos an object of academic research 

or, better yet, going to live among them)., For with 

all our technology and dubious applications of same, 

our culture has given very little thought to the prob- 

lems of 1iving on the sea - an art the Badjaos have 

mastered without sophisticated mechanization, but mas- 

tered impressively nonetheless. 

An Associated Press article by John Nance states that 

"They know days ahead, for example, when a storm is 

brewing. Even if the sky is fair, the wind calm and 

the water smooth, islanders prepare for a storm when 

the Badjaos' boats stream into harbors for shelter.” 

(reprinted from OCEAN LIVING) 
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by kerry and cara thornley 

1 TAO (The Way of Changes) combines {nnovatorite 
practicality, hip psychological insight, and 
activist ends to produce Yin Revolution - a 
workable, nonagressive method of undermining 
coercive authority. 

It is intended for nonexclusive, noncopywrighted 

publication. If you would like to help get this 

work or portions of it before an audience, please 

contact the authors at: 2803 Marlin Avenue, Tampa, 

Florida 33611. 

HONEY: THE IDEAL SURVIVAL FOOD 

Ease in storage makes honey a food which has been 

put away against days of famine since antiquity. 

It simply does not spoil. It will sometimes har- 

den, but can be returned to the original state by 

heating and/or adding water. Perfectly good hon- 

ey has been found in ancient Egyptian ruins. 

Another thing contributing to honey's survival 

value is its vitamin and mineral content, which 

is very high since it is a complete food. In ad- 

dition to this it contains energy-giving natural 

sugars which cannot harm health,as refined sugars 

do. Pre-digested by the bee, honey can be mixed 

with water and administered to newborn babes: one 

teaspoon to six ounces of water. It has a subtle 

calming effect on the nerves and is slightly lax- 

ative. 

One of the best ways to get around the main disa- 
dvantage of honey as a food, which is that it is 
so sticky, is to shake up some in a jar of water. 
Once mixed, it does not tend to separate as might 
be supposed,and the fruit-juice-like solution can 
be a staff of life. 

Cost is another reason to invest in honey. Since 
the primary purpose of beekeeping, as an American 
industry, is to insure the cross-pollenization of 
trees and other plants, the side-product honey is 
_priced reasonably - particularly if purchased in 
bulk, directly from a beekeeper. The darker in 
color a particular variety, the richer it is in 
iron and other life-giving minerals. 

Medical advantages also recommend honey. Surpri- 
singly, honey kills bacteria. It may be used to 
dress wounds and treat infections. It is a good 
remedy for athletes foot and other fungi infec- 
tions. Chewing beeswax is said to ward off hay 
fever. 

Honey comb can be melted down into beeswax for 
many practical uses. ’ 

Honey might even be used as a medium of exchange, 
because of its universal value - honey money. 

. KERRY THORNLEY 
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RAVENHURST ENTERPRISES 
      327779 Verdugo Road 

Los Angeles Calif. 90065 

(213) 256-4168; ANSWERING SERVICE: oL 4-2222 

A full 1ine of Paraphernalfa and Little Luxuries 

PSYCHEDELIC TOYS 

CATALOG FREE TO STORES 

Send 25¢ for our Retail Catalog 

  

  

  

  

  

If you 1iked WATER POWER . You'll love OCEAN LIVING 

  
OCEAN LIVING: An information pool to 

help floating pioneers harvest sun, 
wind, wave and sea on the last, and 
largest frontier; if possible to 
develop super-pioneers asea to balance 
-tomorrow's super-society (?) ashore... 

SKIPPER: Jim Parkerson 
FIRST MATE: Kerry Thornley 

$1 for 10 issues; Box 17463, 
Los. Angeles, Calif.90017 
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EXPERIMENTS, AND APPLICATIONS, DEVELOPMENTS IN LIBERTY 

INNOVATOR 
Box 34718, Los Angeles, CA 90034 —— Autumn 1969 — One Year, $4 — Single Copy, $1 

AMERICA: 
If you loathe the illfore state, there are basically two ways to 

leave it: the territorial way = move outside its borders; the 

exterritorial way — achieve independence within its borders. 

This issue explores both opproaches. 

EL RAY ond THE GATHERER, lssue Editors 

  

HOBO TOURISM IN GREECE 
  

In the post few years Greece has seen a steady influx of what 

has been labeled "Hobo Tourists." They hitchhike their way to 

Greece, sleep on park benches, and sing and pluck theirguitars 

in the streets for handouts, Others pose as sidewalk artists to 

eke out a living. 

Hotel keepers have been hurt more than most by the trend to 

hobo tourism, yet a proposal to ban entry to any tourist with less 

than $150 plus a return ticket has been met with a mixed 

reception from them. "Take it easy," one wrote in an Athens 

newspoper, "these youths are budding leaders of the world in 

oll fields — science, literature and politics. Why do you want 

to kick them out and have them bear a grudge against Greece 

for the rest of their lives?" Despite the much-publicized "ban" 

by the military junta on long-haired or bearded visitors, there 

is no evidence to date of any actual restrictions. 

Presently one of the most congenial spots for free souls is the 

coast of Crete necr the tiny town of Matala. In Crete one can 

sunbothe without spendirg o cent, travel by hitchhiking ana 

inexpensive bus through the remoter areas or by low=-fare boct 

passage on sea; living gay, carefree and adventurously. 

Many get by admirably well on as little os 30¢ a day by living 

on tomatoes, eggs, bread and whatever wild edibles they forage, 

thus gaining time for those pursuits they deem desirable. Mony 

ean $3 o day picking grapes when they wish to work, The 

Golden Fish Cafe serves as contact center for jobs such as fruit 

picking, garbage collecting and store sweeping that don't tie 

one down. 

The caves in which mony of the wanderers make their homes 

were used os arsenals in World War |l during the German 

occupation. These are located near Matala o half-hour's drive 

on paved highways from Herokleon, the mojor city of Crete. 

There are 40 to 50 habitable caves of various sizes and shapes. 

A few are elaborately furnished with beds, stoves, fire places, 

doors and windows, but most are simple cliff-side indentations 

hardly wide enough to stretch out in. 

Unlike many other spots on the globe, the local inhabitants in 

the nearby town cause the visitors little anxiety. Instead of 

harboring anomosity, they view their new neighbors with 

amusement. The wanderers themselves get along well, despite 

their close proximity, since everyone is free to to his own 

thing, without commitments or obligations to one another. 

R. NICHOLAS TAYLOR 
  

LOATHE IT AND LEAVE IT 
Freedom=seckers often progress from complaining obout “The 

System," to trying to change it, to searching fo- a free country, 

to creating o free country and/or o liberated life-style 

independent of country. This is a review of existing freedom 

spots and new=country ventures, 

Semi-free Ministates and Freeports 

A little library research reveals that no existing country has 

all-arcund iiberty, but some small and not-so-small states offer 

o high degree of freedom in specific fields of octivity. A 

partial list includes Bahama (tourism, incorporation), Bermuda 

(trusts), Canada (no conscription), Honduras (ship registry), 

Liberia (ship registry), Lebanon (banking, commerce), Liech- 

tenstein (incorporation, trusts), Moncco (light manufocturing, 

tourism), Panama (ship registry, incorporation), Sweden (sex 

relations, haven for refugees), Switzerland (banking), and 

Taiwan (publishing). 

Freeports are areas which usually lack sovereign independence 

but have been granted tax concessions. These range in size 

from duty-free transshipping piers to entire cities. Some free- 

ports are Aruba and Curacao (Netherlands West Indies), Hong 

Kong, Kachsiung (Teiwan), Maceo, Malta, Shannon (Ireland), 

Singapore, and Sunday Island (Dominica). Freeport, Baohama, 

70 miles east of Florida, exemplifies both the potenticlities and 

hazards of partial autonomy. 

"The Freeport story begins on August 4, 19535, when visionary 

American ku: nessman Wallace Groves signed an agreement with 

the Bahami=i jovernment and the British crown. ... Mr. Groves 

agreed to vige the mouth of the creek and create a deep- 

water port. In return he was permitted to purchase 50,000 acres 

of Crown land on Giand Bohama Island. Grand Bahama, of 

that time, was a desolate, virtually unpopulated coral island. 

"Within this territory, which he named Freeport, he was granted 

significant tax and odministrative concessions. With one 

exception there are no taxes of any kind in Freeport.... The 

only levy is a duty on imports of items for personal consumption, 

but not on raw materials or supplies used by industry.... 

"Freeport's resulting commercial success was predictable. 

Population jumped from virtually zero to an estimated 45,000 

by the end of next year. Industry is booming. There are now 

more than 3,000 first-class hotel rooms, and over 300,000 

people visited Freeport on business or vacation last year. 

"Until recently there was practically no meddling by the 

Bahamian government in Freeport's internal affairs. It was run 

virtually as a corporate state. Unfortunately all this now seems 

to be changing. In the first place, the Bahamos are now an 

independent member of the commonwealth rather than a Crown 

Colony. Secondly, a new local government came to power on 

Januory 1, 1969, In general this government seems to feel 

threatcned by the success of Freeport. The center of gravity in 

the Bahamas has shifted from Nassau to Freeport.... 

7-=17



"It is doubtful that the Pindling government will attempt d":c' 

repudiation of the ... agreement. In the few months tha.' they 

have been in power, however, they have given clear evidence 

of their intended course of action, They propose to demonstrate 
in clear terms that Freeport is part of their country, ond that 

they are in charge. They now control the telephone company 
and the post office. They have taken over the schools. Polu':a- 
men are in evidence everywhere. (It is an interesting coin- 
cidence (?) that Freeport hod its first bank robbery last week: 
a $30,000 doy:ight job complete with masked bondit and sawed- 
off shotgun,) Customs inspections have been tightened to the 
extent that shipments which normally cleared in hours are now 
sometimes held up two weeks, Expatriate workers require work 
permits (with fees up to $250 per year), ond none are issued 
until the Ministry of Lobor is 'satisfied' that no qualified 
Bahamian worker is available for the job, which sually takes 
months, Government workers on modest salary are now much in 
evidence having two-Martini lunches in the most expensive 
restaurants, " (April 18, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS) *(1) 

Of course Freeport was mixed-premise even in conception, not 
laissez-faire. "To do business in Freeport, a prospective entre- 
preneur must secure a special license from the Port Authority 
(Grove's company). The Authority will issue a license only if 
the capabilities and qualifications of the entrepreneur meet with 
its opproval. If a license is granted, the entrepreneur becomes 
a legal monopoly — the Authority will not issue o license to 
another firm that sells competing products or services until the 
Authority decides that there has become 'too much business' 
for one company." (March 64 INNOVATOR) 

Sealand 

Many new, small nations have formed through break-up of 
colonial empires during the past two decades. But all of these 
began independence with local power-seekers well entrenched. 
Sealond is, so far as | know, the only newly-created state 
which currently possessesterritory and a degree of recognition. 

“During 1967 Roy Bates, an ex-radio 'pirate,' took possession 
of a World War Il anti-aircraft tower, and declared its inde- 
pendence as a sovereign nation on September 2nd of that year. 
The tower lies in the North Sea, six miles off England's east 
coast. Supported 75 feet above the water on two huge con- 
crete columns, the tower has an area of about 15,000 square 
feet. During the war it housed 100 men, but now, a quarter- 
century later, only eight roomswithin the platform are habitable. 

“Establishing Sealand's independence has been a legal night- 
mare for Mr. Bates, but his perseverance (plus $300,000 in 
lawyer's fees) were rewarded when a high British court last 
year ruled that the tower had been legally abandoned and 
belonged to Mr, Bates. An Admiralty spokesman stated, 'We 
can't do anything cbout it at all. He can stoy as lorg os he 
"doesn't become a menace to shipping.’ And stay is precisely 
what Mr. Bates, his wife Joan, and their children Penny, 19, 
and Michael, 17, plan to do. 

“Mr. Bates' motives are a proper mixture of ideology and the 
desire for profit. His plans include maoking Sealand a tax 
haven for corporations, and an issuing nation of flags of con- 
venience to shippers. His first issue of 50,000 postage stamps 
is already completely subscribed at about $1 per set. 
"There are still difficulties. For exomple, British officials 
still refuse to stamp Mr. Bates' red Sealand passport, " 
(August 15, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS) 

La Nekredebla Insulo de la Rozoj 

"Not so lucky wasthecase reported in October 68 ESPERANTO 

      
     

  

: of the Roses, founded | 
about the Im:redlbslt-:| 'SI::dIZ Cilamelets. om Rimi:'. a‘.:g.‘“\“ 

Giorgio Rose e he Adriatic Sea with mo aly W 
14 meters deep in the ney con 

water only ix financiers. First one was wrecked by Winne 

tributed by !; b. 65. New one has larger steel c°‘Um,," 

waves O'L ,‘3‘::"‘;",’. .consim of 400 square meters with bar, 

"‘bedd.f " stoffice, bank, and store surrounded by 4 

'C“OWU"dl ’?: eranto is the official languoge and stames have 

e ..d %n June 25 Italion police and finance mlr}isters 

b"l? Pm": 'uurds occupied the island for 'reasonsof security, * 

;V':'. i::::orfromain though the financiers :voge a Iegoll\?ottI; 

ond Rosa threatens to blow it all up.... (Vol. 1, No. 

OCEAN LIVING) *(2) 

Grand Capri Republic and Isle of Gold 

Two more countries that didn't make it were reported in Feb, 

69 FREE TRADE, The U.S. government banned ottempts to 

build on coral reefs 25 miles off the Florida coast, on grounds 

that the reefs were a natural resource defined by the Outer 

Continental Shelf Act ond therefore subject to U.S. control. 

Free Isles 

With recent new-country proposals has come renewed interest 
in Preform — especially questions as to what it proposed, how 
far it got, and why it quit. | was active in the original Preform 
which, from 1963 to 1965, was an advance-study group seeking 
development of one or more "Free Isles.” A Free Isle was to be 
an open commercial city with sovereign independence and 

complete liberty, constructed in the ocean or on territory leased 
from existing nations. *(3) 

Preform did research and gave presentationsto several-hundred 
freedom-seekers, but stopped short of acquiring an island. 
From the beginning we were well aware of difficulties in 
obtaining and defending territory, but believed we could 
overcome these. We had not anticipated, however, the growing 
restrictions on international trade and travel; trade especially 
vital to a Free Isle during its first decade. Threat of further 
restrictions and/or amajorU.S. depression cooled our enthusiasm. 

The Capitalist Country 

"Most people came to the United States to escape tyranny in 
their native lands. With totalitarianism gaining the upper 
hand and internal revolution almost a certainty, has the time 
now come to start a new country, so that those who love life 
and liberty can escape the evils which the collectivists have 
created all around us?" *(4) 

Mr. Michael Oliver thinks so. Formerly technical writer, coin 
dealer and real-estate developer, Mr. Oliver is now promoter 
of a Caribbean freeport-to-be. Mike Oliver forsees "the prob- 
ability of a two-stage development as follows: (a) Entry into 
a tax-free freeport, having far more freedom than the U.S., 
and a great potential for industrial, commercial, and tourist 
development,.. (b) Eventual settlement of one or more of the 
totally uninhabited places, wherein we could, at once, 
implement in full the principles outlined in the book." (May 
69 THE M. OLIVER NEWSLETTER) *(5) 

Mr. Oliver's book, A NEW CONSTITUTION FOR A NEW 
COUNTRY, describes a sovereignly-independent nation. How- 
ever Mr. Oliver warns in his newsletter: "We can make no 
guarantees as to the length of time and ACTUAL LOCATION 
wherein the principlesoutlined in my book will be implemented 
in FULL." Vanguard Corporation, of which Mike Oliver is 
President, is legaily incorporated in the U.S. for purposes of 
raising caopital, 
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NEWSLETTER, 1" (Nov. 68 THE CAPITALIST COUNTRY 

"TO'ugq" 

"Ninety mi CorfeezyB:;Ill:s off the coast of Southern California lie the 
ndes B ve ’ :nlureu of some 300 square miles where the 

sytiom of U";)(;:n:olow- Iho BFonkn might be described os a 
. er reefs, From time to time in the past 

:\:élzers have Fjod occasion to curse them as a shipping hazré 
eep=sea fishermen to praise them as a good place to fish, 

d!‘::’wever., a group of Seattle businessmen saw something 

ifferent in the shallows. Build them up o little bit, in some 

ploces just ten feet, and you'd have an islend, they reasoned. 
The OSD Corporation of Seattle is now fixing to do it. The 

company will houl in $9 million worth of rocks and dirt by 

barge from Mexico. Dumped on top of selected reefs, this will 

create a 1,000-acre tropical island. It'1l have a lagoon, resort 

buildings, ond complete facilities for vacationeers who want to 

get away from it all while staying close to home." (June 69 

SCIENCE AND MECHANICS, clipping by J. Hawblitzel) 

John Snare, who visited Cortez Development Corporation 

(13427 NLE. 16th St., Bellevue, Wash.) made this report in 

July 4, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS: "It seems 'Taluga' (they 

didn't use that name; the WALL STREET JOURNAL did) is to be 

a resort, with a 'free university' open to all nationalities. It 

is @ 100% copitalistic venture. They are carefully going over 

their plans, trying to be sure their planning and building are 

adequate to withstand storms, ocean currents, etc.... As to 

the financing, they could reveal only that 'negotiations are 

underway.'" 

Interestingly, Cortez Banks was one of the sites considered by 

Preform. Unlike the Grond Capri Republic location, Cortez 

Banks are in deep water, not on the North American continental 

shelves as presently defined. 

Operation Atlantis 

oter has great enthusiasm and imagin=- 
Many a new-country prom 

Operation 
ation, but relatively little money and experience. 

Atlantis is an exciting exception, solidly backed by a success- 

ful businessman who is not only an explicit libertarian but head 

of a multi-million-dollar international corporation. 

As originally conceived: "Operation Atlantis is a program for 

the creation of a new nation dedicated to individual freedom," 

“STATE | is the gathering of freedom-loving Americans in a 

single location in the U.S. where they can work together to 

build on integrated community. Stage | in itself is basically a 

land development venture along the lines of a proprietary 

community, oand people who move there are neither committed 

to stay, nor to move on to Stage I when it is launched. Stage | 

was lounchedon August 30, 1968, AND IS NOW UNDER WAY, 

It is programmed to be a financially profitable real-estate 

operation and is capable of standing on its own feet on that 

basis indefinitely. Only when conditions are right will the 

move to Stage |l be made, 

"STAGE Il is the stage where Atlantis becomes an independent 

nation, ond will toke place aboard an ocean vessel cruising or 

onchored in international waters, end putting into port for 

supplies or in hurricane weather. The feasibility of this step is 

easily visualized when it is remembered that large cruise ships 

ore in reality self-contained floating cities. Once again, Stage 

Il will continue until all conditions are right for Stage lll. 

"STAGE Il occurs with the creation of an artificial island as 

close to the shores of the U.S. as international law will permit 

and Uncle Sam will tolerate.” (Dec. 20, 68 ATLANTIS NEWS) 

d Copri Republic decision, 
Later, portly in response to the Gran 

or 
Stage IA was odded. Stoge IA "will be a remote island 

sandbar which is purchased, with independent sovereignty as 

part of the purchase contract, for the purpose of (1) establishing 

o subsidized colony, (2) running up the flag, ond (3) gaining 

then be dble to 
recognition., As a sovereign nation it will 

launch the Stage Il ship under its own flag. We will purchase 

the Stoge IA island before the end of 1969." (Uan. 17, 69 

THE ATLANTIS NEWS) 

Operation Atlantis has sensibly side-stepped the bitterly-contro= 

versial question of government, #Let the Atlantis Development 

Corporation own the entire islond. Thus, during our formative 

no land will be sold in fee simple. Land will be made 

available to newcomers only on a long-term lease basis, the 

terms of the contract being the only 'low’ the lessee will have 

to obey. As far as the outside world is concerned, the officers 

and board of directors of the Corporation will be the 

'government,'" (March 7, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS) 

years, 

Project Laissez Faire 

itious proposal of all is Richord King's 

"program for establishing a sovereign-floating entrepot adjacent 

to continental Europe.” *(6) Acquisition of sovereignty over 

existing land is rejected by King in favor of constructing an 

artificial floating island using semi-submersible oil-rig tech- 

Perhaps the most omb 

nology. 

Laissez Faire, alternately named Hong Kong Europe, will float 

in the North Sea. Richard King favors a European over on off- 

shore-U.S. location because of a European tradition of new 

| state formation, greater inter—frontier trade, lorger num= 

ber of different governments, faster rate of growth in places, 

and opportunities for country-to-country broadcasting. Mr. 

King intends that Laissez Faire will not only become aprofitable 

trading center, but pioneer in ocean ecology os well. 

"Provided that residents discharge 

he Foundation by paying their 

Ily-guaranteed rights 

smal 

With regard to government: 

their financial obligations to t 

rent, and do not violate the Constitutiona 

of others, they can do as they will." 

Comments 

In an editorial explaining why Pr 

... that any new libertarian enterprise THAT REQUIRES 

SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENT in money or time should: (1) Be 

personally profitable ot oll levels. (2) Be relatively immune 

from government prosecution. 

personally profitable ot all levels if each 

to realize a tangible return. 

Merely "helping to achieve freedom" is NOT a sufficient 

tangible return because all but @ minute small fraction of such 

activity constitutes a philanthropic contribution to others.s.. 

"An activity is immune from government prosecution if the 

activity by its nature cannot be economically suppressed by the 

government, regardless of its legal status — i.e., its continued 

existence is not dependent upon laws remaining as they are — 

upon abstinence of the coercers from certain kindsof coercion." 

(March 7, 65 PREFORM-INFORM) 

My conclusion at that time was: "A large, commercial free 

isle passes the first criteria but not the second.” 

eform was stopping, | suggested 

"An activity is 

participant is potentially cble 

| will not dwell on the obvious dangers of attack or blockade by 

a hostile power. | think this danger tends to be overrated 
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Numerous ministates exist, and many (Liechtenstein, Andorra, 
Monaco, and Hong Kong are examples) are or have been next 
door to belligerents, Some small countries HAVE been taken 

over, but not a large proportion of them., The really serious 
problems a new country faces are more subtle. 

Warren Stevens of Operation Atlantis has written of the 
difficulties of acquiring even relatively-worthless land with 
sovereignty from an existing nation. "In the course of our stay 
we met with the governor and most of the members of the legis= 
lature. ... The most shattering conclusion drawn from our many 
hours of discussion was that, in all likelihood, it will be im= 
possible to ochieve our primary objective at first, i.e. to buy 
both the islands and independent sovereignty in one clean and 
straightforward transaction. While the country is economically 
underdeveloped, the bureaucratic mentality of the local strong 
man is well advanced. As a result, the government will not 

permit land to be sold to foreigners unless detailed development 
plans are filed.... Foreigners in general are treated with 
suspicion, and the government is hostile to any activity that 
might bring it discredit, e.g. gambling, narcotics, harboring 
Communists, the Mafia, or fugatives from justice, etc." (March 
21, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS) 

This appears to bear out Mr, King's conclusion that the easiest 
way to acquire sovereign territory is to build it, preferably a 

floating island which can be moved as necessary. Purchase of 
existing land to "plont a flag on" is probably not worth the 
trouble. 

With regard to acquiring existing land, Warren Stevens suggests: 
"«+. we will probably have to settle for "dependency" status 
rather than outright sovereignty. This means that we can hope 
for exemption from all their laws and taxes, but will have to 
give assurance against activities they deem undesirable (e.g. 
gambling), and even permit inspection by their police force to 
assure them that we are living up to our end of the bargain." 

"Such an arrangement is, of course, far short of what we had 
hoped for. On the other hand, it is a start, and the long-term 
prospects for gradually increasing freedom and sovereignty are 

good. Over the years we would be model neighbors and a 
source of both income and technology (which they badly need). 
It should thus be possible to convince them that it is in their 
own self-interest to grant us gradually increasing autonomy on 
a QUID PRO QUO basis. |If we grow in wealth and power, as 
we hope to do, we will one day be in a position to negotiate 
from strength for our final and complete sovereignty. We will 
have a track record of not being a threat to the stability of 
Caribbean politics and of being able to stand on our own two 
feet." (March 21, 69 THE ATLANTIS NEWS) 

| fear this is wishful thinking. Experience has been that 
gradualism works only in the direction of increasing statism; 
the time of maximum liberty in a country is usually when it 
begins or after a major upheaval. (So far as | know Operation 
Atlantis is still exploring alternatives; the above quote may 
not reflect current thinking.) 

Any project which depends on approval by government not only 
incurs the risk that such opproval may not be forthcoming but 
also requires that means be used which are contrary to the ends 
desired, with the attendant psychological and organizational 
problems. The promoter's time and resources are spent 
cultivating politicians and complying with myriad lows and 
regulations — certainly a bad trip for any libertarian. And a 
person tends to do well only what he genuinely enjoys; in 
lobbying, be it in Washington or some little Caribbean nation, 
the libertarian promoter will usually lose out to some mixed- 
premise wheeler-dealer who genuinely admires the local thugs 
and enjoys their company. 

  

     

    

ther people's capital and mys th 
If the promoter depends on other 

\ 

"prongss" to attract and hold it, or for any reason |I: Unde, 

ressure to "get results,"” he is prone to settle for something fq, 

':horO of his original objective. V\{huf was to have kzeen a 

sovereignly-independent laissez-faire country turns into q 

more-or=less conventional UNfree real-estate d.evelopment, 

garnished with libertarian rhetoric and vague promises of more 

freedom sometime — somewhere — somehow. 

Another crucial choice any new=country fourzder must mal.ce is 

in regard to immigration. At present libertarians are relotnvely 

few, though increasing. And many of the people ll"noldmg a 

libertarian philosophy are still content to pl.ay "save .fhe 

country” ego games; only a small (though, again, mcreosln.g) 

minority want freedom enough to go out of their way to get it. 

No present=-day freedom venture will attract thousands or even 
hundreds of libertarians. So o developer must choose, sooner 
or later, between on open commercial-industrial city with 
mixed, mostly-unsympathetic population, and an exclusively=- 
libertarian haven with a few dozen residents and small enterprises. 

A mixed-population free city wouldbe highly vulnerable to any 
step-by=-step statist attack, as such cities havebeen in the past. 
Let a hostile government threaten to destroy it unless a little 
sovereignty is surrendered, and the city's management would be 
under irresistible pressure from their own tenants to give in, As 
for "converting" immigrants after they arrive, while many would 
doubtless give lip-service to liberty, their love of freedom would 
vanish at the first sign of trouble. When choosing long=term 
associates in a freedom venture, while an expiicit libertarian 
philosophy is certainly not SUFFICIENT, | believe that it is 
NECESSARY, 

Most of the new-country developers, recognizing tt.s difficulties 

of going in one jump from a few freedom-seekers scattered 
across an authoritarian world to a laissez-faire nation, have 
set up intermediate stages. But unfortunately, these stages are 
intermediate not so much in capital and personnel requirements 
as in freedom. For example, Stage | Atlantis, located in New 
York state and subject to the full gomut of government coercion, 
is supposed to grow into a sizable community, complete with 

various profitable enterprises, before Stage Il evenbegins. This 
kind of intermediate stage can be expected to attract those who 
are content to just talk about liberty plus, perhaps, mixed- 
premise short-range opportunists, while discouraging serious 
freedom-seekers who would be the pioneers of a new country. 
(A friend who quit Stage | indicates this is what's happening.) 
This is not criticism of Atlantis' "libertarian motel" as such, 
which | think is worthwhile precisely AS a place where liber- 
tarians can come together and talk. But will it provide a 
spring-board to a new country? 

Freedom ventures which could succeed now and might be 

stepping stones to a free country, are LIBERATED enterprises 
and communities intermediate in size between the lone self- 

liberated family with camper or wilderness cabin and an open 

commercial city. To be liberated, yet not a recognized 

sovereign nation, an enterprise must almost certainly be 
clandestine — remote, underground, or otherwise concealed — 

and thus limited to carefully chosen libertarians. A FREE 

enterprise automatically filters out people who think they want 
freedom but are unwilling to incur some inconvenience and 
risk to achieve and preserve freedom, 

In my criticisms Operation Atlantis has been the example, not 
because | regard it less highly (quite the contrary), but becouse 
it has published more reports — bad news as well as good. Of 
the current ventures | think Operation Atlantis has the highest 
chance of success; this is because of the people behind it, 
However, windfall benefits as well as misfortunes can come to 
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of these projects so it is well to remain inf 
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them. For this | especiolly recommend subscripti;n:fouf:'lll'ri' 

ATLANTIFS NEWShond OCEAN LIVING, The very number and 

variety of approaches is encouraging, Soo 
will come. TOM MARSHALLog 9 ner or later success 

*(1) THE ATLANTIS NEWS, Atlantis Publi ; shing Company, R, D. 
5 Box 22A, Sougerties, NY 12477; semi=monthly; $1 &' Syl'mns ' 

‘-'(2) OCEAN LIVING, Box 17463, Los Angeles, CA 90017; 

irregular; $1 for ten issves, 

*(3) Information on the original Preform still available includes 

"Economic Potentiol of Preform's 'Free Isles'" in March 65 

INNOVATOR ond "Introductory Summary to Government and 

Development Organizations," Preform, Box 141, Glendale, 

CA 91209, Oct. 64; 29 pages; $1. Current Preform literature 

concerns freedom through nomadic living. 

*(4) A NEW CONSTITUTION FOR A NEW COUNTRY, M. 

Oliver, Box 485, Corson City, Nev. 89701; May 68; 128 

poges; $1. 

#(5 THEM. OLIVER NEWSLETTER (formerly THE CAPITALIST 

COUNTRY NEWSLETTER, some address; monthly; $5 per year. 

Project Laissez Faire, Suite 130a, 
*(6) Brochure issued by 

London S.W.1, U.K. 
Ashley Gordens, Westminster, 

  

INVISIBLE INKS 
  

devised for secret writing, One of the 

heet of paper until it is thoroughly 

sheet of paper and write on the top 

sheet with a ball-point pen. This will crush the fibers of the 

wet paper together. After the paper is dry the writing will be 

invisible or practically so. When the paper is wet a second 

time and held up to a light the writing can be seen due to the 

change in translucency where the fibers were previously crushed. 

as invisible inks developable 

by heating. A sugar solution, soft drinks with sugar in them, 

vinegar, onion juice, milk, citrus fruit juice, and urine are 

among the common substances which can be used as is or diluted 

with water. For developing use an electric iron, hot light 

bulb or infrared lamp. An open flame is objectionable primarily 

because the paper may catch fire. The added substance causes 

the paper to char faster, and thus shows up as a dark brown line 

on slightly-yellowed paper. 

A very simple, yet effective ink is a dilute water solution of 

cobalt nitrate. When it dries on paper its color is pale pink; 

imperceptible on paper of the proper color. When heated 

gently the pink hydrate loses water to form the intensely blue 

anhydrous salt. If the poper is dampened or even left in o damp 

atmosphere the pink hydrate reforms and the writing disappears. 

Numerous invisible inks consist of colorless chemicals which 

react with other chemicals to form visible compounds. In the 

following list the development chemicals for each ink are in 

parentheses following the ink: 

Ferric sulphate (potassium ferrocyanide) 

Copper sulphate (potassium ferrocyanide or ammonia vapors) 

Lead vinegar (hydrogen sulphide) 

Starch water (tincture of iodine or iodine vopors) 

Cobalt nitrate (oxalic acid) 

Soda lye or sodium carbonate (phenolphthaleine) 

Gold Chloride (perchloride of tin) 

Gallic acid (iron sulphate) 

Tincture of iron (teq) 

Many methods have been 

simplest is to moisten a s 

damp, cover with a second 

Many chemicals can be used 

_another, Wide margins, larg 

which may be used ore those 

sensitive to light. A dilute solution of silver nitrate or gold 

chloride will darken when exposed 1o sunlight for about an 

hour. Vorious photogrophic techniques con be used for invisible 

writing ond even invisiblepictures but these require @ competent 

photo ~developer. 

To be effective any type 

discretion, If invisible inks are suspected then on ex 

person can almost alwoys 

Another class of chemicals 

ng must be used with 

perienced 

lines of writing will couse suspicion. 

n of Secret Writing 

ould be tried before chemical tests are 

applied, The paper should be examined closely while held 

edgewise to @ light source while looking for impressions or 

scratches that may have been mode by the pen. This should 

be followed by inspection under ultro=violet light. If the 

secret ink is slightly sticky or has roughened the surface of the 

poper as it dried, some very fine powder such as graphite or red 

lead may be blown lightly on the paper to make the writing 

visible. Care must be token not to rub the powder into the 

surface of the paper in such o manner that it would be impossible 

to remove. If these methods fail the document may be moistened 

in places and exomined against the light to see if there is o 

change in translucency. 

Almost any kind of invisible ink will become visible when 

treated with an iodine staining solution. This is made by mixing 

50 grams of magnesium chloride in 25¢cc of water with o solution 

of ten grams of potassium iodine and 0.4 grams of iodine in 10 

cc of water. This reagent should be used as a last resort as it 

may render the document useless for further tests. 

at will work well with most inks is the 

of iodine in an open pan. Heat 

the iodine vapors that will be 

Detectio 

Physical methods sh 

A similar method th 

following: Place a few crystals 

the pan and hold the paper in 

given off. 

If it is essential that the message be developed without changing 

the original document, press it against o moistened gelatin 

surface for several hours. Any water soluble chemical on the 

surface of the document will slowly diffuse into the gelatin 

layer which can then be used for various tests without affecting 

the original document. Using a cotton swab, various reagents 

can be drawn across the gelatin surface in narrow stripes until 

one is found that will react with the secret ink. 

R, NICHOLAS TAYLOR 

  

SAFEGUARDING CACHES FROM METAL DETECTORS 
  

are used to detect metals: (1) 

A flouroscope is used to detect objects inside other objects, 

including the human body. (2) A magnometer can detect 

iron, steel and other magnetic materials, (3) A mine detector, 

or "treasure finder, " will detectany metal or other electrically- 

conductive material, and has been used for many years to 

locate underground pipes and cables. 

The penetration of metal detectors depends on where they are 

being used, under what conditions, and what the searcher is 

attempting to detect. They are ot their poorest in loose, dry 

soil and almost worthless where there are mineral deposits 

scattered throughout the ground. In mining country this can 

cause one to think there is a valuable ore vein when there isn't. 

In general, the larger the object the greater the depth ot which 

Three basic types of equipment 
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a detector con sense it. On the surface, in the open air, a 
large detector can "find" an automobile at about 8 feet distance. 
A middle-sized detector must have good damp ground to locate 
a piece of sheet metal 3 by 3 feet buried 5 feet deep. The 
following are suggestions for thesafe caching of metal: 

@ Bury in dry, loose ground. 

@ Package the metal loosely within a non=metalic container, 

with six=inches of air space or crumpled-up styrofoam between 
the metal and the container. Do not bury metal so that it 
makes contact with dirt. 

® Cache so that the smallest surface of the metal is toward 
the side from which a detector could be used. 

@ Bury far from where people are or have been, if possible. 
Since novices usuvally cache close at hand, treasure hunters 
concentrate on old buildings and the land around them, 

@ |If onemust bury in a small garden, then it is best to fertilize 
the garden with nitrates and scatter iron filings, lathe cuttings, 

or small nails over the area. lron will rust and rust will 
penetrate the soil cousing the detector to register everywhere, 

® Concrete reinforced with steel rods or wire will cause a 
detector to give off loud signals everywhere; objects buried 
therein will be difficult to find. 

@ If objects are hidden in a secret room within a building 
not made of reinforced concrete, they should be placed in the 
middle of the room, not leaned against the wall, 

@ One of the safest places to cache is a cave which has been 

fashioned with an entrance that can be closed and made to 
look natural with the rest of the surroundings. But don't pick 
a natural cave known to others, the disappearance of which 
might arouse suspicion. 

One of the most useful containers is plastic sewer pipe, sold 
under the trade name P.V.C. P.V.C. comes in diameters of 
1 inch up to 10 inches; the smaller diameter pipe comes in 
10-foot lengths, pipe 6 inches and larger in diameter comes 
in 20-foot lengths, P.V.C. will last a lifetime underground. 
It is light and easy to handle, can be cut to length with an 
ordinary hacksaw and joined together with an epoxy glue. 
P.V.C, is air and water tight once the ends are sealed off. 
Extra space within the pipe can be tightly packed with 
crumped-up styrofoam to prevent crushing. 
R. NICHOLAS TAYLOR 

Bibliography 
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ELECTRONIC SURVEILANCE, G.E. Taylor, Electro-west, 
Box 50313, Cicero, Ill. 60650, It covers in brief entire field 
of electronic surveilance and defenses with schematics and 
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FURTHER REPORT FROM A NOMAD 
  

(Editor's note: The March 1968 INNOVATOR, which explored 
van/camper nomadic living as a way of self-liberation, included 
“Letter From a Nomad." Here is a follow-up.) 

    

    

   

  

4 . luded mountain 
d | are living in a sec ol 

~ ff‘l‘o"g":‘”‘: from Los Angeles. Our h.ome Ta Pruck about ked in an oak=pine forest, encurcled_by.hmbered 
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trouble. About once a day the King's men patro the one 

maintained road — it is several miles oway from our.s’:h;‘ - 

their truck tearing along at double the safe speed with horn 

blasting = commanding any peasants to get ouf. clalf their way, 

like feudal lords of old. Otherwise this "public property is 

left mostly to us "public," believe it or not. Sometimes on 

weekends we hear shooting in the distance. The few hunters 

that we have encountered on trails have openly, nonchalantly 

said they were hunting for deer — the deer season is long past. 
And many a "Smoke Here" sign put up by the forest fuzz gets 
ripped down. 

But we don't leave self-protection to chance or to the whims of 
"public servants." We select and prepare "squat-spots" with 
freedom=loving care. We prefer rolling wooded land that was 
once logged over for its numerous seldom-traveled trails and 
countless spots a free man can hide, 

Atourpresent site we are parked under two spreading live-oaks. 
These give adequate air cover without shading our south-facing 
solar-heating picture window. To our south aircraft con't fly 

low because of the mountains. On the ground, our camper 
can't be seen beyond 50 yards through the surrounding foliage. 
On our perimeter we added dead branches to some of the 
prickly scrub-oak bushes to make natural-looking obstructions 
which encourage the infrequent hiker to go around rather than 
through. 

The last half-mile of driveway we purposely left in rough 
condition: it took us two hours to traverse it, creeping in low 

gear — worth it for us but not for the week-ender or forest fuzz. 
A small station wagon which we use to visit the city is parked 
beyond the rough stretch; we hike in from there. Hiking trails, 
both for access and fetching water (we carry ten gallons about 
every other day from a creek 200-yards away) are separate from 

the driveway to minimize wear on the latter. On both vehicular 
and foot trails we "arrange" intersections so that the more 
discernible and attractive forks lead away from our site. 
Sprinkling a few more oak leaves or pine needles (where these 
are the ground cover) does wonders to reduce signs of use, We 

find that with practice our protection measures become largely 
automatic and require little more thought than keeping one's 
hand out of a fire. 

| commute to work in Los Angeles about every other week. | 
sleep there in the station wagon, parked behind my place of 
work, | work as an independent contractor with no taxes with- 
held: | offer my client a lower rate in return for cash payment 
and flexible working hours. 

Since | find it fairly easy to earn money | have continued to do 
so. But as we grow more skillful in nomadic/wilderness living 
we find we can live well on less and less money. We pay no 
rent and we travel relatively little (contrary to the average 
"serf's" idea of nomadic living). We eat what we forage plus 
bulk-purchased staples (currently wheat, brown rice, popcorn, 
soy grits, soy beans, lentils, powdered milk, vegetable oil, 
yeast, alfalfa seed (which we sprout), vitamin C and E tablets, 
and honey). We buy few clothes and these are wash-and-wear. 
Occasionally when in Los Angeles we indulge in food ond 
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tertainment luxuries, but we enjoy these more 
reats. We stay out of status games, = wposiel 

Ourrange is not limited to Southern California 
m?n.ths this sur.nmer we camped in the wilde;n::s' :;o:::::: 
Brm_sh Columbia — exploring, hunting, studying, and just 
loafing. 'We were parked on a sunny hillside obovo’ a roaring 
creek, with snow-capped mountains for a bockdrop. We feasted 
on sofkctoon berries, red raspberries, squirrel stew, ond on 

O'CCOSIOrldl grouse. One time a block bear visited us; another 
time a cow and calf moose wandered by, but not having an easy 
way I‘_o preserve so much meat in warm weather we let them be. 
We did not suffer from over-population: there were less than 
100 people within a 50-mile radius, 

We had no trouble crossing the border. When asked, we told 

the Canodian inquisitor that we were on vacation (giving 

fictitious place of employment) and would be visiting friends in 

Vancouver for o couple of weeks. We heard later that tourists 

who didnot state a definite destination were turned back by the 

border guards because of the many forest fires. 

Our rig consists of a medium=large chassis=mount camper on @ 

one-ton open-frame truck. Duel rear wheels, with front and 

rear wheels identical, eliminate need for a spare tire. The 

transmission is a four-speed manual with a LOW low speed. 

With 70% of the weight on the rear wheels, in first gear we 

can crawl into places otherwise accessible only with four-wheel 

drive. Even though the camper has full stand-up height and 

we get 10 to 11 miles per gallon by 

ed to 50 or 55 mph (we seldom need go 
, providing 55 

‘plenty of air resistance, 

limiting. our cruising spe 

faster). | have installed an extra gas tank 

gallons total capacity. 

Present furnishings, many of which we installed ourselves, 

include stove with oven, instant hot-water heater, and floor 

furnace (all operating off bottled propane), a "demand" electric 

water pump and a 15-gallon water tank, shower, waste-water 

holding tank, separate 12-volt and 120-volt lights, a second 

battery and selection switch, and a surplus 24vdc-to-120vac 

converter which operates off both batteries in series. An ice- 

box came with the camper but this gets used for ordinary 

storage; with dry staples we don't need ice. For a head we 

use the great outdoors when there; in the city we use jars and 

plastic bags — simpler, lighter, easier to dispose of, and MUCH 

less expensive than any flush system. On the rear of the camper 

| odded under-chassis storage compartments plus a combination 

bumper/trailer hitch/motorcycle mount. We use the trail bike 

for scouting and local errands. 

While our California squat-spots would be secure in most 

"emergencies," we believe in extra "disaster insurance”: 

well-hidden alternate identification, gasoline stores sufficient 

to take us to a far-off wildemess of our choice, a supply cache 

waiting for us there, and thorough familiarity with a certain 

unpopulated stretch of American-Canadian border. 

When | became a nomad | hardly expected every libertarian to 

do likewise. Many other life=styles offer liberty, Then too, 

many people consider semi-slavery preferable to opting out. 

But | didn't expect the misrepresentation and hostility which 

has come from a few armchair ideologues. 

As for self-liberation being @ "cop-out" from the struggle 

* against the State: we ARE confronting the State — and 

WINNING! We do (or don't do) pretty much as we choose, 

dress (or don't dress) as we feel, and trade in freedom with other 

free men (the few there are — so far). We are difficult to find 

and difficult to identify if found — practically unregimentable 

ond largely untaxable. We, not the State, effectively control 

some choice land which the statists claim, 

We don't believe that a "free society" will be brought about 

by a holy crusade to reform or destroy the Establishment, because 

we don't believe that altruist-collectivist means will bring 

libertarian ends, We refuse to sacrifice our lives in o futile 

effort to free millions of sheep-people who blank-out or fail to 

comprehend what freedom is, will not strive for liberation, and 

wouldn't appreciate liberty even if it were given to them. We 

do, however, encourage the incipient freedom-seekers we 

encounter — because we have strong self-interest motives: 

since 1o few are liberated each additional free man means 

significantly more trode opportunities. If "society" ever is 

liberated, this, | think, is the way it will be done. 

Some ¢ritics — who confuse liberty with utopia = .say we 

haven't secured "real” freedom because we must defy threats 

and protect ourselves. But isn't eternal vigilance the price of 

liberty? Self=liberation DOES require @ modicum of courage, 

self=confidence, initiative and effort — more than does sitting 

in an easy chair spouting vague platitudes about "libertarian 

revolutions." Might this explain some people's reflex hostility ? 

Those who say we have abandoned civilization to slink off and 

live like animals are obviously misinformed. Our camper is 

truly advanced shelter; such innovations of private enterprise 

as plywood, aluminum, fiberglass, vinal and formica make up 

a mobile shelter that is light and inexpensive yet comfortable 

ond durable. It is the "boxes" of city and suburb, big and 

little — built to conform to building codes 50-years obsolete, 

and unchanged in basic concept from the barracks and huts of 

the agrarian dark-ages, which are primitive. As for "eating 

weeds," why shouldn't we, when they are as tasty, more 

nutritious, and often more accessible than the sprayed-and- 

wilted greenery of taxed-and-regulated groceries? 

The delights of this way of life are not easy to convey. 

Nomadic living is like the perfect picnic, camp-out or 

vacation — but more: we can scout and live in ploces which a 

vacationer — pressed for time — must pass up. And we have 

heat when it's cold, screens against insects, and hot showers 

when we get dirty; all the comforts of a house combined with 

the beauty and adventure of the wilderness. NAME WITHHELD 

  

AS NEAR AS YOUR SUPERMARKET 
  

Some things may be rotten, the bread is always "day=-old," 

most likely there won't be a meat department nor any sundries, 

the hours might not be the most convenient, and if you don't 

find something you want no one will help you. It's cold in 

winter and hot in summer and if it's raining you'll need to keep 

on your raincoat. Finally, at check-out time you do your own 

boxing and receive no Blue Chip stamps! But before you pass 

this grocery by consider its positive aspects: The fruit is riper 

than at other markets, The lettuce is the most vitamin rich to 

be found anywhere. Most likely there will not be a long line 

to wait on. The main advantage, however, is that the grocery 

of which | speak has neither cash register nor checker: all you 

wish to take is yours, gratis! 

Depending upon your needs, tastes, inhibitions and inclinations 

you can do all, some, or none of your food shopping at the 

"gratis grocery.” Next time you go shopping take o peek 

around back where the gorbage cans are kept. Do it BEFORE 

you do your regular shopping and possibly you'll fill some of 

your needs, But don't be discouraged if you fail to find 

anything the first time, Try to learn the times when the cons 

are filled and set out and the schedule of the trash collector, 

You probably won't have to worry about other foragers becouse 

their numbers are negligible, 
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?'Nhen you come upon full trash cans (or shall we call them 
blemished food bins," one man's trash being another man's 

treasure) roll up your sleeves (I forgot to tell you to weor your 
grubbies) and inspect the contents, If there is an empty barrel 
near by, as you empty one con, dump the unusable items into 
the second. Have something handy, preferably waterproof, for 
the salvagable finds. If the trash container is one of those 
large rectangulor bin affalrs, you con do as | and climb in, 
Sometimes there is real trash = glass, floor sweepings and 
nails = so you must exercise some coution as to where you step 
and reach. (Some morkets are very fastidious ond separate 
trashy=trash from the food: could you ask for better service?) 

Since everything is gratis, you needn't be very choosy; | do o 
second leisurely sorting when | get home. But even though | 
try to spend as little time as possible | have never been molested 
while rumaging. There have been times when clerks have come 
out to dump more trash but | just smile and go cbout my business, 
If questioned you con olways say you're getting it for your 
chickens, rabbits, horses, or pigs. Maybe you have a pet ele- 
phant. Or how about a vegetarian lion? Better yet, you can 
excuse any ignorance of what animals eat by saying you are 
collecting for a friend. 

Among the things I've foraged in variousgarbage canshave been 
literally soup to nuts. One day, wobbling away on my bicycle, 
| was so over-loaded that | dropped my prize find, and sadly 
watched as the watermelon splattered on the parking-lot pave- 
ment, Lettuce is the standby; the deep—green nutritious outer 
leaves are always discarded. Blemished fruits and vegetables 
abound = | just cut out the bad spots. Don't expect to find 
spaghetti, corn flakes or other devitalized items; they don't 
spoil — not even bacteria can live on them! 

I've found that usually the bigger the supermarket the better 
the foraging. But it varies; you just have to look around. If 

at first you find mostly empty cans, or full ones but no 
salvagable food in them and right away you give up, you're 
probably not very hungry and you probably have money to 
spend. Or maybe you think it's beneath your dignity to look 
in the garboge and eat what someone else wouldn't buy. That's 
okay, that's why there's always plenty for me. 
THE GATHERER 

  

MORE SELF-LIBERATION WAYS 
  

In "Self-liberation Ways," in Spring INNOVATOR, | evaluated 
five model life-styles. Five more liberated families and 
individuals are described below. Some are based on existing 
libertarians, others are composites and extrapolations. The 
"Hunters" isacondensation of " Situation No. 1" in Winter 68-69 
ATLANTIS QUARTERLY (Box 141, Glendale, CA 91209; $1.50 
per issue, $5 per year) and the "Wilders" is based on several 
"Situations and Searches" in PREFORM=INFCRM #n5 (Box 141, 

Glendale, CA 91209; $2 for four issues). Of course all names 

are fictional. EL RAY 

Mr. URBMAN likes liberty as much as anyone. But, before he 

heads off to the north woods or some new island nation, he 

wants a substantial nest-egg; money enough to outfit himself 

and to sustain him while he develops a new livelihood. And 

he is looking for a companion — a girl who shares his values 

and aspirations — easier to find, he believes, in a large city. 

So for a while he will continue to work full-time in Los Angeles 

while living frugally. For less than $1000 Urbman has acquired 

both shelter and transportation: o used compact-van he has 

outfitted with cooking stove, bed, water tank, lights, extra 

    

   
ents. He chose a model w; 

b‘f""y' and'hl:::o:: ::sm:i‘:;':i with blackout CUT'Oins.nslh 
:;‘u:c:::; Bael people'h‘ works for might not appreciate 1, 

| life=style, 

::::ir:\vg.?o':?n?lypicallyy, after work, Urbm:nhheods n?rhg gy:, 

costing $5 a month, where he works out and showers. Then he 

parks in a late=closing shopping center = @ dlffeljhen' fcme each 

night — where he buys and prepares food. There he A ten reads 

for several hours; with curtains drown he doesn't attract 

attention. Immediately before going to bed he moves to a 

middle-class opartment neighborhood, where most of the 

residents are strangers to each other. He hos. never been 

bothered by police; should he ever hear an authoritarian kn.ock 

in the middle of the night he intends to play possum. At night 

he always parks well oway from beaches and other areas 

which are heavily potrolled. Even though Urbman is "conven- 

tionally employed," he feels safe conning the taox-extorters 

because he is mobile and hard to find. On the company records 

he is married with four children, and has two dependent parents, 

Likewise he had no qualms about suffering a serious physical 

disability for the benefit of his draft board, On weekends he 

takes his van, and often a date, to nearby mountains. 

The HUNTERS live most of the year in a large motorhome in 
which they migrate with the seasons. They also have'a van for 
runs from squat-spots to nearby cities and two trail bikes for 
exploration and short errands. The Hunters secure all monetary 

income from professional foraging — they gather wjld produce 
for which commercial markets exist: in spring they sell maple 
syrup, wild flowers, mushrooms and wild honey; in summer they 
gather wild berries and fruits in the Pacific Northwest; in 

autumn they harvest predator insects (used by organic gardeners), 
pifion nuts, hazlenuts, rose hips, and such decorative items as 

cattails, manzanita branches and pine cones. To augment wild 
sources the Hunters raise gourds, Indian com, and potted plants 

at some of their national-forest squat-spots. They have also 
set out over a hundred well-camouflaged bee-hives. In 
addition, they are alert for rare animals and insects in demand 

with biological supply houses. They sell some of their gleanings 
at swap-meets; others go to special customers on order. The 
Hunters practice conservation, never over-foraging, because 

it's in their rational self-interest to look to the future. They 
consider the "public' lands as a farmer would his acreage and 
respect the natural balances that make their livelyhood possible. 

The TINKERS also forage, but their hunting grounds are city 
dumps and alleys on trash-collection days where they garner 
appliances, TVs, bicycles, furniture, clothing, toys, books, 
and magazines. They find many items saleable as is — the 

discards of people moving; others need only cleaning and 

minor repairs. Other days they prowl in manufacturing areas 

for wood, sheet metal, plastic, wire, and other industrial 

scrop. Sales at flee markets provide their only money income. 

Their home and shop is an old delivery van ‘which they picked 

up at a wrecking yard for $100; they have repaired and out- . 

fitted it — mostly with salvaged equipment, When not 

scavenging or selling in the city the Tinkers stay at a secluded 

desert squat-spot where they store bulky tools, spare parts and - 

materials, and unsold merchandise; this is where they do major 

repairs. When their children reach compulsory-school age they 

plan to reclaim an old bus which will become their primary 

home, remaining hidden away from the city. 

The WILDERS want maximum independence from the Grave 

Society, including complete self-sufficiency. They shun 

motor vehicles and other equipment dependent on fuel and 

spare parts, which require industrial technology for manu- 

facture and money for purchase. For shelter they have made 
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The Wilders live in southeaster T — : 
”;}s ot a mountain retreat and winter:s ci':hc:o:\el:"fspendmg 

1though their two squat-spots are less th Thlin. g A | i ; an 30 miles apart, a 
7000-foot elevation difference provides a moj h ’ 
climate. When they move each spring and IO"C i >4 

require several round trips with pack and hund::r‘:";:' t — 
port r.heir possessions. While they lack the easy mobili:on;.f 

motorized nomads, they enjoy even more seclusion — t)l'\eir 
sq?of-spofs are in places no motor vehicle could reach. The 

Wilders eat only what they foroge. In the autumn they .gcnhor 
and cache large quantities of acorns and pifion nuts to sustain 
them through lean times. Also in autumn, they kill a deer or 
ofhe:' large animal which, preserved in the cold of high altitude, 
provides meat all winter, Before assuming their present life= 
styl.e they gathered many discarded clothes in the city; for 
fh.elr replacement they are learning to tan animal skins. Like= 
wise their tents, carts, stoves, utensils and tools were found 

or made out of urban discards but these will be repaired or 

replaced with naturol materials. In the spring, when the creeks 

flow strongly, the Wilders pon a little gold, using @ home=-made 

hygroulicolly-powered sluice box; this and the sale of surplus 

pifon nuts provide their only money income. With natural 

living they expect no serious health problems but are 

accumulating o medical reserve just in case. At present their 

purchases are limited to a few books and magazines. 

The BURROW-SMITHS also want complete independence but 

believe that with enough knowledge and initial equipment they 

can self-sufficiently maintain late=19th-century technology. 

They also believe there is no substitute for distance from the 

American Leviathan and other coercivist power centers. They 

have secretly constructed and furnished a large underground 

home and workshop beneath an uninhabited island on the 

southern coast of Chile. Their facilities include dry-dock 

storage with well-camouflaged entrance for an old 60=foot 

sailing vessel. In summer some of the Burrow=-smiths sail to 

small isolated communities away from their immediate area, 

where they offer repair services not locally available; this 

provides a small but adequate income source, initial equipment 

having been paid for out of savings. The Burrow-smiths eat 

staples plus sea-food and what they forage on near-by islands. 

They are also experimenting with underground hydroponics; 

the cold wet climate and a desire for unblemished concealment 

preclude surface ogriculture. For power they have a small 

hydroelectric plant. They produce charcoal for smelting; the 

island is heavily timbered. They hope eventually to find ore 

deposits nearby, but in lieu of that, will carefully salvage 

and reclaim their own wom-out equipment plus what scrap 

they find in their travels. The Burrow=smiths want isolation 

from what they believe is a dying civilization, but to hedge 

their bets the isolation will be in one direction only; children 

become fluent in several languages and dialects so that they 

may "pass”" easily within both Anglo and Latin countries, In 

form the family is o modified "line marriage” — a perpetuating 

relation suggested in Robert Heinlein's THE MOON |S A HARSH 

MISTRESS. Many adopted as well as biological children assure 

a large genetic pool. When they become too numerous for a 

single base they intend to duplicate key equipment, separate 

info two groups, and launch a second similar community else- 

where in the world. 
  

SURMOUNTING BARRIERS TO FREEDOM 
  

The continuation and growth of any authoritarian State depends 

for less on overt coercion than on the credulity, inertia, short- 

sightedness, and copacity for rationalization of its victims, 

Even many of those who criticize the State, remain caged by 

their habits and continue to be bled. *(1) If you have been a 

libertarian for several years and still aren't free, wunless you 

reside in @ maximum-security prison or are bed-ridden, your 

shackles are not political ~economic so much as psychologic. 

How can you smash your chains? Here are some tips: 

@® LIBERATE YOUR HOME FIRST, then work for vocational 

freedom, rather than trying for financial independence before 

opting out, You might, for example, move into a camper and 

squat away from the subpeople, while commuting weekly to 

your present employment. Since only a fraction of time is 

spent at work (about one-quarter for a single person; one- 

sixteenth for a family of four with one member employed), 

away=from=work living logically has priority. And a liberated 

home should be much less expensive, bringing financial 

independence that much closer. Also, with less vulnerability 

to the extorters, you can use tax-cutting tricks you would 

otherwise fear to employ. And coming-of-school -age children 

e removed from populated areas before the real-life bogey- 

actually living in freedom, you may 

-five regime which might 

ar 
men get them, Finally, 

discover alternatives to the eight-to 

never occur to you in suburbia. 

@® DISTINGUISH COMFORTS AND CONVENIENCES FROM 

STATUS GAMES. Some claim they enjoy the "comforts of 

civilization" too much to opt out. But almost all the free men 

of whom | have knowledge — land nomads, yachtsmen, and 

backwoodsmen — have shelter from the rain and cold, nutritious 

ond tasty food, bathing facilities, comfortable bed, books and 

records, and leisure to enjoy these. Some chores may take more 

time; cooking with wood instead of gas, for example, but time 

saved on outside employment more than compensates. What a 

free man probably DOESN'T have is a house which would 

impress non-libertarian relatives. 

@® TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR ABILITY TO LIVE FREE, not in your 

productiveness as a semi-slave. If your present occupation 

depends on the Servile State avoid ego involvement. Instead, 

base your self-esteem on active interests which can accompany 

you wherever and however you go. 

® JUDGE SUCCESS BY YOUR ENJOYMENT OF LIFE AS A 

WHOLE, not by the money you earn. In the irrational - 

coercivist society there is less and less correlation between 

income and happiness; there are "impoverished rich" as well 

as "affluent poor." Many an “ypper-middle-classer" not only 

spends a substantial part of his waking life at tasks he detests, 

but finds that most of his supposedly-high income (what is left 

after taxes) goes for ostentatious home, "nice" car, dress 

clothes and other prestige expenses needed for "getting ahead" 

' free man's 
in his occupation. He may envy not only the "poor' 

life-style but his comper, boat, or wilderness cobin as well; 

things many a "salary-slave" literally con't afford. |'m not 

urging avoidance of money altogether; with a financial reserve 

or income more freedom life-ways are available. But money 

is only a useful tool, not an end in itself. 

® ESTIMATE LOW ON YOUR MONEY REQUIREMENTS. 

Most not-yet-liberated libertarians, extrapolating from present 

expenses, over-estimate liberated-living costs. The free man 

not only avoids status games and cuts down on marginal 

luxuries, but saves on necessities. Time and energy formerly 

expended earning money for Big Brother and to salve his work- 

induced neuroses, can now be applied learning to live better 

and better on less and less, My minimum estimates: per-year 

expenses — $300 for a single person, $100 plus $200 per person 

for a family; initial capital required — three times per-year 

expenses. Some free men will judge THESE figures to be 

unnecessarily high. 
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@® MAXIMIZE YOUR PER-HOUR INCOME, but not to the point 
of reducing your freedom. If you must "export" labor, sell at 
that price which minimizes TOTAL time spent in the Servile 
Society. If yourlife=style is nomadic or remote, seek temporary 
jobs rather than institutionalized employment. If you are 
presently a student or changing occupations, stay out of pro- 
fessions which involve years of "career building.” Even at $3 
on hour, a year's living for a liberated family of four can be 
paid for with 300 hours lobor — seven weeks in a city or less 
with overtime. Is the possibility of earning $15 or $20 an hour 
worth years of your life? 

® THINK .OF YOURSELF AS A PIONEER, as you achleve 
freedom; you are. Synthesizing a new way of life Is what any 
pioneer does. (Rarely does anyone truly settle new land; 
European migrants to Americo, for exomple, developed new 
life=styles in an olready=inhobited land.) As o pioneer you 
must learn new opprooches and skills = sometimes you must 
invent them, If you prefer the routine, self<liberation Is not 
for you. 

@® HONESTLY RECOGNIZE YOUR SERVILE TRAITS and treat 
these as bad hebits to be broken. Don't alibi, As Dr. George 
Boardman has said: "The most emphatic problem facing people 
who are trying to find the road to freedom, today, involves 
habits created by too many years of donothingness. Except for 
a few persons who have been in business for themselves, most of 
the people dissatisfied with the status quo have spent most of 
their time toking orders. The remarkable hesitancy displayed 
is only mildly disguised by jumping up and down, rather wildly, 
in one place, proclaiming, waving arms, arguing and generally 
wasting time." For overcoming servilism, different techniques 
work for different individuals: writing personal "scenerios," 
long meditations, solitary wilderness trips, or psychedelics may 
help. 

® BE CONFIDENT, don't over-estimate difficulties. Many 
stories of wildemess and ocean, written for the titilation of 

armchair adventurers, exaggerate the dangers. In reality, 

almost any liberated life=style is safer than existence within 
the Grave Society. Of course ignorance or carelessness can 
be fatal in the wilderness, but no more so than on a freeway. 
The biggest hazard for most people is not storms, wild animals, 
ncr even the predators of State, but, as mentioned before, their 
psychological dependence on others — their inability to direct 
their own lives — to motivate and entertain themselves. 

® CHANGE YOUR INTERRELATIONS, not your values. Avoid 
psycho=therapy, group therapy, dianetics, and the other kinds 
of "treatment" which focus on YOUR neuroses, seeking to 
change your drives and attitudes — to "adjust" YOU to 
"society." Instead "adjust" SOCIETY to you, by changing your 
pattern of interactions with it, While you may have hang-ups 
which reduce your effectiveness (most people do), these are 
predominantly secondary — the result of living in a very sick 
culture. Once you are free most of your neuroses will go 
away. And you can better handle any which remain. By 
analogy: if you wake up in a house on fire, don't stop to put 
salve on your burns; get outl The only hang-ups to concern 
yourself with immediately, are any which keep you from 
becoming free. 

® SEEK ASSOCIATES GOING YOUR WAY, Cultivate long- 

term relations only with libertarians achieving compatable 
objectives. Cut your ties with tied people, be they long-time 
friends, relatives, husband, wife, or whoever., Some liber- 

tarians are held by a mistaken sense of contractual obligation, 
| consider a State marriage contract to be morally invalid on 
several grounds: it is entered under duress; its terms are not 
objective; a criminal organization is a third=party to it and 

- 

obrogates to itself the resolution of any disputes. But even 
o troditional marriage s considered valid, it doesn't give some- 

one moral license to hold you in servitude. Since you C?nno! 

d children within THAT society, 
properly care for a spouse on ot th bt £ 

obligation, 1f any, is not for you to remain with them, but for 

them to accompany you. . 

® EMPHASIZE THE POSITIVE — enjoyment of freedom Iivir.\g, 

rather than survival of some future catastrophy. While coercive 

States always have been and continue fo be prone to wers, 

depressions, plagues, witch=hunts, and other "em,rgencues, 

the time, place, and circumstances are not 5o predictable that 

you con afford to wait until just before a disaster occurs. And 

there may not be a single apocalypse but, as in the Roman Em- 

pire, stagnation and decay lasting for centuries, punctuated by 

varlous calomities and portial recoveries, Someone who hopes 

to get out of that society just before o disaster will tend to 
spend much time keeping posted on "affairs of State,” which 
is psychologically destructive. He will be reacting to the 
statists instead of taking the initiotive, Some have decided 
that "things aren't bad enough yet" to opt out, but they are apt 
to find that if/when conditions get worse their resources will 
be correspondingly less and freedom options within their means 
not so attractive. This is not to deny the value of "survival 
insurance" — preparation for some of the more likely dangers, 
but this should be in addition to, not in place of freedom now. 

® LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP. Especially if you are new to 
the freedom scene, be sure you understond what you need 
freedom FROM before you commit yourself. Some young 
people — without benefit of experience, capital, or philosophy 
courses — have dropped out and STAYED OUT, building free 
lives. But many more drop out only to drip back in. Don't 
react, for example, merely to the superficial ills of megapolis 
such as smog and congestion, and invest much time or money in 
a conventional farm, only to discover later that you have less 
real liberty than ever. If your humanities studies have been 
limited to courses in State schools plus "left-wing” or "right- 
wing" political tracts, spend a few months broadening them. 
Read some books on libertarion philosophy, free-market 
economics, and revisionist history. *(2) With the last include 

some horror stories on the American government's treatment of 

Indians in the 19th century, incarceration of Japanese-Americans 
in the 40's, incineration of ‘innocent civilians in enemy- 

controlled cities during World War Il and since, and forced 
repatriation of refugees from communist countries after World 
War Il. When you no longer dislike just the droft, taxes, 
"welfare" programs, Vietnam War, anti-psychedelic laws or 
other specific depredations, but detest coercive government per 
se; when you realize that the American Empire and other major 
powers are utterly without redeeming social value, you are 
ready to become free.  EL RAY 

*(1) For many succinct thoughts on this see "Subjective Liber- 
ation," by Kerry and Coara Thorley, in  LIBERTARIAN 
CONNECTION#6 (5610 Smiley Dr., Los Angeles, CA90016). 

*(2) Rather than attempt a recommended-reading list, which 
would quickly become longer than this article, | recommend 
inquires (with stamped, self-addressed envelopes) to Sandra 
Jeffries, Box 14031, E. Portland Stn., Portland, OR 97214, 
and to SRI, 800 Hillsboro Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland. 
Also see INNOVATOR back issues of 1966 and 1967. 

The best single source and reference for literature on alternate 
life=styles is Whole Earth Catalog, 558 Santa Cruz, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025; $4 for single catalog; $8 for year's subscrip- 
tion including two catalogs plus four supplements. 
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